
 

1. We had a great trip to Longyearbyen and a short cruise around Spitzbergen a few years back. 
Can't get enough of Norway 

2. It is snow white! Reindeer country is the best kind of country! 
3. We sow snow in July ... 
4. Can never sleep with a view like that! Mesmerising 
5. The travel ban is killing me. I would love to go there once everything is back to normal!! 
6. Bästa och vakraste staden i Norge! Och ölkällaren... 
7. Unstad is really one of the most amazing places I have ever visited! 
8. Pretty stunning view and and awesome place adventure! 
9. So northern lights beautiful, should I get ready? You coming for me? That Irish boy can mix it 

up good! Great song 
10. This is beautiful place in world,, i never seen but it is my dream to go Norway as gueat as a 

employee whatever but i want to see and feel nature,, beautiful amazing place love it 
11. So is it Skol or Skål? 
12. Are you allowed to go fishing in Norway? 
13. Wish to have a good friend from Norway 
14. My husband and I spend in Norway. Home of his ancestors, a month all of Norway and 

hoping to return next year. 
15. Amazing 
16. Wonderful story 
17. Soooo lovely - Tusen tak!!! 
18. Woow beautiful Thank you 
19. Norway beautiful 
20. Awsome 
21. Underbart 
22. The dream of my life, I hope one day I can see all the beauties of Norway and try it's 

incredible culinary 
23. That's where the Arctic circle cuts Norway.. Magic place! 
24. If I was santa, I would want to hang out in Norway too 
25. Propably the most beautiful place on earth... Lofoten islands 
26. Miss these colors in real not just seeing them on pics. It was such a great experience to visit 

Norway during this time two years ago 
27. I visited Svalbard in 2016, will never forget the most stunning trip of my life 
28. The wild north! Feels like a frontier gunslinger shootout is just about to happen! 
29. I don't even like snow but I'd make an exception for Norway! 
30. To see the orcas and the humpbacks in the Skjerovy fjords was one of the most intense, 

charming and beautiful experience I had! I went there two times with daddy for photos and 
one more time all together with also mum! Incredible experience, we saw so many orca 
pods!!!!! 

31. A def bucket list destination for me!! 
32. It was magical seeing them in my travels to Tromsø! 
33. Tromso is such a beautiful paradise 
34. I made myself a promise when I was 11 years old that one day I will visit Norway!! And one 

day I will! 
35. We have been in Tromsø every year for the last four winters. In 2019 we were there on Sun 

Day and it was absolutely magical. Love norway 
36. I hope to marry a Norwegian and live there happily! 
37. This gave me goosebumps. Amazing! Can we just give Norway every award ever. 
38. For someone who lives in the Southern Hemisphere, this is truly amazing and beautiful 



39. Cutest butt ever!! 
40. At this point of 2020 I would'nt mind to get lost in Norway... any place there would be great 

right now! 
41. Living in Norway has always been the dream of a lifetime.. 
42. They really exist... I always thought maelstroms were invented by fiction...oops. 
43. Love the building paintings we saw when we were in Bodø in March! 
44. I have seen 
45. its nothing less than magic. 
46. Most wonderful wonder on Earth 
47. Maybe ice bathing is killing covid19 too 
48. Every Norwegian I have spoken to has such a kind soft english speaking voice :) <3 they're so 

pleasant to talk to 
49. Introverts! Are they hell... get a couple of aquavits in them and they are fricking mental! 

Other than that I think people confuse only talking when necessary for being introverted! 
There´s no bullshit here, it's awesome 

50. Been to Norway 14 times...It's not enough. 
51. I knew Norway was for me (introvert)! That's why I've enjoyed my six trips and dying to go 

again. 
52. Personal space and good-looking men. Norway <3 <3 
53. After 30 years away, coming to Norway still feels like coming home. 
54. I'm coming Norway!! I'm coming! Just as soon as I get rid of these American cooties... I'll be 

on the next plane! :D 
55. May the nothern lights fill all the skyspace of this mysterious orb, we call earth 
56. For me.... Mormor is my favourite Norwegian word.... especially when spoken by barnebarn 
57. Beautiful country, beautiful people! 
58. well for me is Kos when you stay po sofa and watching ski Norwegian champions getting their 

medals while you are drinking a solbaer tode :) 
59. Lefse... anytime is a good time for Lefse 
60. I know I've been born in the wrong country, jeg elsker norge. 
61. Way too many places to show as the whole of Norway is just beautiful. I love Trondheim, 

Tromso, Lofoten and Kirkenes. Lucky enough to see the magical of the nothern lights 3 times! 
62. I feel so lucky that I have been to most of those places. 
63. Waiting to come back. Love Alta and Tromso Oslo 
64. Et smukt smukt land 
65. You have to be fit. 
66. Mindblowing boquett from the extra-terrestrial land of the Vikings! 
67. Been in Norway twice and there is more to visit and see. Lofoten, Narvik and Svalbard my 

next destinations hopefully when travel is open and safe. Happy holidays and stay safe 
everyone. 

68. We have made a summer and a winter Hurtigrutencruise, both 14 days, Last year in march a 
cruise till Alta and back to Kiel. Further more 5 campingvoyages on our own with Senja as the 
highest destination by camper and caravan. We left our hearts in Norway. 

69. Norway is our most beautiful destination, ever and ever 
70. Nordkapp is my nothernmost sport that I've been. But, I'll come back again surely, and will 

also add Lofototen Isles, this time... + Bodo, because it's the Lofoten gate... And, maybe 
Tromso... But my Norge dream is to reach Svalbard. 

71. Norway My home. It's so Nice that Everyone Like It And talking about it. I'm so lucky to Meet 
Different People Around the Country/World And Getting Friend's. I Can Meet Later. Enjoy. Be 
safe. 

72. Svalbard...spent 3 nights in Barentsburg and 3 nights in Pyramiden...most magical trip ever! 



73. We have been 3 times at Northcape and this summer we went to Vardø also. When the 
country opens again we have a trip to Svalbard to see the Northlight. We used to be in 
Norway 5-6 times a year, love your beautiful country. 

74. Norway is my head country. I love it so much. It was a dream. 
75. We have been to Norway 4 times so far. The most recent was in January 2020 on a viking 

cruise up the coastline to see the Northern lights. We went as far as Alta. We also have been 
as far south as Oslo on other trips. We have friends in Sortland and have been there twice. 
We love the country, its scenery, and its people 

76. In 2019 we took hurtigruten voyage as far as Kirkenes and visited the Russian border nearby 
before we returned to Bergen. We crossed the Article circle on the summer solstice. 

77. Seen the North cape 3 times... 
78. Andenes is the farthest north I’ve been. My grandmothers birthplace. 
79. Nordkapp, northern most visit. Hope to be able to see it all again, someday ( soon, somehow) 
80. Only got as far as tromso but cannot wait to go back to Norway 
81. Whale safari in Vesteralen. Wonderful! 
82. Stunning 
83. I have been till lofoten islands, and Harstad but was in winter time. Would like to visit 

nordland in summer time and drive till kirkenes 
84. If I have this scene on Christmas eve::: be there next year !!!!! Yeap....on my way 
85. I love Tromso! God Jul, to my family there, and the wonderful people of Norway. 
86. I love Tromso too 
87. Tromsö ist so eine tolle stadt. wir waren da schon oft und im Februar dieses Jahres sahen wir 

dort das magische Nordlicht. Oversettelse ish: Tromsø er en så flott by. Vi har vært der 
mange ganger, og i febrar i år så vi det magiske nordlyset der. 

88. Beautiful 
89. Cool 
90. Beautiful 
91. Durchatmen und geniessen, Oversettelse: pust dypt og nyt 
92. This where solving lives 
93. The air is filled with merriness, the misty green backdrop serves as the real pathway of 

divinity in the land of the vikings... 
94. Beautiful 
95. Stunning 
96. It's beautiful 
97. Love this 
98. Awesome 
99. Merry Christman! Norway is the most beautiful country I've been to. SImply stunning views. I 

will return one day.  

100. During my time in Norway way back in the 70's liked most norwegian except for lutfiske. 
101. Apart from Edderkopp, kjøtt is my favourite Norwegian word 
102. Gotta have Krum Kake 
103. We had a brilliant Midnight Sun holiday in Norway in July a few years back, it was magical to 

see the sun high in the sky in the middle of the night! 
104. A positive way to look at winter - we do the same here in NH. Love your beautiful country. 
105. BEAUTIFUL AWESOME AMAZING SPECTACULAR NORWAY!! 
106. Love, love, love Norway! 
107. White night or midnight sun its nature magic 
108. Love Norway 
109. Norway is really "Christmas Tale" ... Love it 



110. Simpelthen skønt, smukt, vidunerligt, elsker Norge, har været der mange gange og været 
meget rundt. 

111. When this pandemic is over I'm headed back to Norway for some serious exploring. 
112. After visiting 44 countries I can honestly say Norway is the beste place to visit and live in. I 

adore Norway. 
113. Norge, my big Love! 
114. And a very happy Christmas to narvik, and Norway from the UK. 
115. This made me cry.. I was supposed to visit Norway this year.. but 2020 ruined our plans hope 

to see you soon Norway Merry Christmas! 
116. I love Norway, Nice to see and visit. All a very happy Christmas to Narvik from the 

Netherland. 
117. Many times I wished we had stayed in Norway 
118. I've been to Narvik twice. Loved it and loved Norway. 
119. elsker Norge Vakker sang 
120. Stor tak til alle jer i Narvik 
121. Love it, hope to come some day 
122. BEAUTIFUL NORWAY!! Traveled over 2100 miles & 60 Days kayaking Geiangerfjord & Hiking 

Romsdalseggen Visited Ancestors Home Trofors Grane Nordland Norway! Hiked Lillehammer 
Ski runs!:). Trip of a Lifetime!!:) 

123. incredibly lovely! 
124. Beautiful place! 
125. So amazing 
126. Nice. 
127. Polar bears nearby in the water? 
128. I need Norway to adopt me. It's kinda like: "Scottie! Beam me up! There's no intelligent life 

down here!" Also, I'll be vaccinated AND I will bring my recipe for the best Boston pizza and 
meatball sandwiches! 

129. Another wonderful northern lights night. 
130. Oh I miss these nights!!! Norway is magical 
131. Jealous much ?!? .. Norway is on my wishlist and has been for a long time ... someday ... 
132. SOOOO BEAUTIFUL!!!! 
133. A dream 
134. I love norway 
135. I love Lofoten 
136. It's magic ! 
137. Beautiful 
138. Beautiful 
139. I have experienced both the winter and summer in the Lofoton Islands and it is fantastic 
140. Polar nights are amazing!!! I remember when I saw, a couple of years ago with my daddy and 

grandpa, my first northern lights!!! it was somewhere near the border between Norway and 
Finland and it was very cold but AMAZING!!! And I also like very much the blue/grey color 
during polar nights, very charming! Eka & family 

141. I now live in northern Norway and never thought I was going to enjoy the dark winters....but 
the light is so amazing. Not just the Northern lights, but especially on a clear day. There’s a 
constant glow of salmon orange just above the mountains. We only get a few hours so you 
make more of an effort to appreciate it. The rest of the time the Christmas lights are shining 
and another tradition of lighting lanterns next to the grave stones makes the cemetery’s here 
twinkle instead of being left in the dark, beautiful 

142. Oh how I wish we could return to Norway for a holiday, such a BEAUTIFUL country. 



143. It's not the same dark nights in England, I get the blues, but it's damp and dismal, you have so 
much more, love the light , it has colours, we Downt have, 

144. Love to go there. An amazing country 
145. How often does it take place? Can’t wait to go to Norge! Æ elsker Norge så mye! 
146. There's just one word to describe this.....breathtaking 
147. Beautiful country, wonderful people! Right Asta and Nil? 
148. Love svalbard alot. 
149. Such beauty can come out of darkness. 
150. Spettacolare!!! Amo la Norvegia... 
151. Beautiful xx 
152. Just beautiful! 
153. What a breathtaking sight! Being of Norwegian ancestry, I would love to visit your beautiful 

country some day. 
154. An amazing country. It's my dream to see the Northern Lights. They weren't visivle last time 

we were in the Arctic circle. One day tho 
155. Seen d Northern Lights and would love to see it again and again. What an out of this world 

experience 
156. I was introduced to Norway through the music of the Sami artist Mari Boine. Now I’m hooked 

to Samiland 
157. Marvelous 
158. Stunning. 
159. I love to go there 
160. Beautiful 
161. Beautiful 
162. I need Norway NOW 
163. Fabuleux 
164. Meraviglioso 
165. Beautiful... 
166. Fascinating. X 
167. It's amazing 
168. Awesome 
169. Absolutely amazing 
170. Wonderful! 
171. We visited the Lofoten on the northbound trip with the Hurtigruten and visited it again when 

we drove southwards from Kirkenes with our own car. And of course we should have stayed 
longer... 

172. Like so many places and things to do in Norway, Lofoten is not to be missed! 
173. Absolutely love the Lofotons and seeing the lights made it all the more special. Love the 

sculpture trails and amazing beaches. Just loved driving from island to island and all in the 
snow. As we left by air we had the most beautiful view of the islands...looked like Peter Pan's 
Neverland. I even liked the smell of the drying fish racks! 

174. My daughter and I enjoyed four days in lovely Lofoten Islands summer 2019. Glorious scenery 
at every turn. Excellent hiking and kayaking. 

175. Magical place, wish I had spent more time there on my trip through Norway - maybe next 
time. 

176. We enjoyed our trip to Lofoten 
177. I loved it! I've to go there again 
178. Trip of a lifetime in June ‘19 
179. A wonderful place 
180. Reine absolutely breathtakingly beautiful 



181. Magical place, magnificent 
182. Cruised the fjords! Loved it 
183. I was there...Nice people, nice country!!! 
184. A dream... 
185. I was living there, is magical in the winter time but would like to visit in in the summer too 
186. Que de beaux souvenirs, oversettelse: bare flotte suvernier. 
187. magnifique 
188. ...and I want to try that Norwegian stink fish 
189. Visited a reindeer farm when we were in Norway and fed them by hand, unforgettable 

experience!! 
190. Visit Senja!! Must be one of the most magnificent places in Norway, - deep fjords, spectacular 

mountains, - and few tourists! 
191. I was lucky enough to live with a Reindeer Sami family on Kvaløya, Tromsø for a couple of 

years, what an amazing experience. 
192. Beautiful 
193. Best holiday we have had loved it there 
194. Amazing 
195. So beautiful 
196. Beautiful 
197. it!!!!! Ik verlang weer naar Tromso / Senja in de winter.. Oversettelse: det!!!!! jeg lengter 

etter Tromso/Senja igjen til vinteren... 
198. So beautiful. 
199. From the Aurora Borealis Observatory on Senja. We have stayed there...WONDERFUL. 
200. Travelled from Narvik to Kiruna beautiful experience, scenery was absolutely wonderful!! 
201. I have been to Fauske/Narvik three times by train (and bus in between!), once in the 

summertime and twice in the wintertime. I couldn’t stop taking pictures out of the train 
window. Even if 2020 is a write-off, I hope I can go again in December 2021. 

202. What a great train ride, the snow is so white and bright it hurts your eyes and the long 
tunnels are extraordinarily. And the scenery is stunning a holiday I’ll never forget. 

203. Just beautiful 
204. I was happy that I was in every train lines in Norway. Feeling blessed. 
205. The real polar express!!!!!! 
206. Precioso viaje, oversettelse: vakker tur 
207. This is great! 
208. Great idea. Love it 
209. awesome 
210. Very beautiful country 
211. Lovely 
212. Cool. 
213. Very nice 
214. awww.....missing svenland so much 
215. I'm a great admirer and lover of natural beauty. Norway is a beautiful country and I admire 

the beauty of it 
216. Dentist bills are going up....really?..but maybe we'll get better teeth from the orthodontist? 
217. If Walruses are "Intelligent and socially sophisticated" could we have one to act as a Prime 

Minister? 
218. Wow beautiful 
219. Beautiful 
220. And, that my friend, is how you do it, Breakfast might be a little late, But worth it.!!! 
221. Wow Beautiful Thank you. Magnifk 



222. Wow 
223. OMG we NEED to go back! 
224. My dream is to come to Norway with my trailer and put my boat in the water in small coastal 

towns and explore the beautiful Norwegian coast. 
225. We’ve been there in Summer 2018. It was fantastic 
226. It is indeed very beautiful. Spent two weeks there a few years back - travelling around in a 

bobil. 
227. Don't try to swim though. Inviting as it looks like, even in summer it's barely more than 12 

degrees maybe. My record in this icy water was about 5 minutes ( swim suit, no neoprene) 
228. So beautiful 
229. That is what childhood should be about .. messing about in boats! For me it was the West 

Coast of Scotland. 
230. Beautiful 
231. What is the water temperature in summer? Such a gorgeous country! 
232. Love, love ,love Norway 
233. It Truly is an amazing country. Love it 
234. Amazing Norway! 
235. been there in winter, 6 yrs agierte 
236. Wow beautiful 
237. Really fantastic place, I will visit soon 
238. Beautiful! 
239. Beautiful 
240. Seating on the boat and do some fishing 
241. Now started tourist visa? 
242. Ja net een strand of je in de Caribben zit. Alleen ontbreken de palmbomen daar. 

Oversettelse: Ja, som en strand som du er i Karibien. Bortsett fra at palmene mangler der. 
243. Great scenery 
244. Looks fabulous! 
245. The water is icy even in the summer! 
246. I would absolutely love to go to Svalbard. Always been a dream of mine. 
247. Best travel experience ever because all is so different 
248. I love Svalbard!Years ago I went there...Amazing landscape and nice people!! 
249. Fantastic! Norway is on my list. 
250. I remember that trip. Really amazing. We laugh a lot during all the different step. Craxy 

experience 
251. I love Svalbard !!!Hope to see it SOMETIMES again!!! 
252. We are been here! Drive a dogsled team! What an experience and great people 
253. Been north of the Arctic Circle (the Gratangen municipality) multiple times for drills during 

my service in the US Marine Corps. Cold but lovely. I’d go back in a minute 
254. Icy but warm with love of the rugged Scandinavians 
255. Best visit I have had ,to say with my brother and sister in law was the best 
256. Unforgettable experience made in 2016, you really are at the end of the world...... 
257. Amazing experience.I visited 4 years ago and loved the place.Also visited Pyramiden,an 

abandoned Russian mining camp.wonderful memories 
258. I was 5 days in svalbad and I will never ever forget this coldness und wonderfull experiences!! 
259. Love to visit again n again 
260. Beautiful Thank you 
261. Dieser Ort hat mich absolut geflasht...wunderschön und unvergessen. Oversettelse: Dette 

stedet blinket meg absolutt... vakkert og uforglemmelig 
262. place to be 



263. Great Norway 
264. I wish I could visit Norway every year, there are so many places I would love to stay for 

awhile. But everything changed in a way out of control... Travel in my own country is not 
easy as well 

265. Let' s go on summer. I can' t ski 
266. Next on my travel list!! 
267. Incredible! 
268. So nice 
269. Piękna. Oversettelse: vakker. 
270. Ye its a daydream alright You did notice even while just jumping off for a minute the guide 

had his rifle out right? Just checking 
271. Beautiful Thank you 
272. Beautiful. 
273. Soo beautiful 
274. This has got to be an amazing place! Scandinavia in general, has so many healthy systems and 

communities that nurture, elderly, seniors, health care....very self thought through and 
nurturing from what I have read! I think about visiting there some day only because my 
ancestry is from there. 

275. I would love to see them again! I have never felt so at peace in all my life! My husband and I 
were dancing under them last year in Tromsø and Kirkenes! 

276. Fantastic unique Norway ... I will soon come back 
277. Yes, last year on the Lofoten. It was great 
278. I travelled with Hurtigruten return from Bergen to Kirkenes. On the Russian border 

temperature was -30 odd degrees. Many stopovers allowed us time to go ashore to indulge in 
activities like dog sledging, recital in the Arctic Cathedral tobagging and lots more. The 
scenery was breathtaking especially seeing the Northern Lights, and the champagne 
reception as we crossed the Arctic Circle. The food on board was delicious, (I especially liked 
the king crab legs and other seafood) and the crew could not do enough for us (including 
performing a last night cabaret on the way back to Bergen). Next on my bucket list is the 
same trip but in the summer. So many good things to say about Norway and Hurtigruten... 

279. Yes, last year in the region Tromsø. Awesome 
280. I saw them in october 2015 ... It was wonderfull ! Could i see them one more time ??? 
281. Beautiful, waouh 
282. Wonderful sight, must be the most exhilarating feeling. I wish I could have experienced this 

but it is not to be sadly. 
283. Beautiful saw them twice in Alta looking forward to seeing them again in Norway 
284. Beauthifull, thank you verry much 
285. Wow! This is so high on my list. 
286. J'aimerais y être. Oversettelse: Jeg skulle ønske jeg var der. 
287. Yes,last februari in Tromsø! I love it 
288. So beautiful 
289. I should have been there next week. Locked down instead. 
290. Yes, seen them. Its really awesome 
291. Yes its amazing 
292. Woow Beautiful Thank you 
293. Just wonderful. 
294. On the Lofotons 
295. Wauw! 
296. Wow! 
297. wow. Glæder mig SÅ meget til, jeg igen kan komme til Norge 



298. So beautiful 
299. Simply the single most beautiful thing I have ever seen with my own eyes. 
300. love the northern ligths and the hunting for her 
301. I've seen the northern lights a few times... just always incredibly beautiful... 
302. And don't just look at them through a camera lens so you have photos, Look at them for real 

they are awesome!! 
303. I hope a day we can return in Norway for the Northem lights. Beautiful, amazing ... 
304. Seen them a few times. It's amazing. Every time is like the first time. Super magical 
305. We’ve been lucky a few time to see them Awsome 
306. WOW just WOW 
307. Amazing 
308. We made the same voices when we saw them dancing. It's like: oh my gooood... Look look 

look... Uuuuuuh and there... Look... Woooow 
309. Amazingly beautiful 
310. Just breathtaking, 
311. Amazing 
312. Are there any webcams in Norway that we watch out for them on ? 
313. Woow Beautiful Thank you Good 
314. Wow!!! 
315. Magic. 
316. Perfect place 
317. Beautiful. It’s raining from my eyes 
318. Beautiful 
319. Love 
320. Beautiful xxx 
321. Amazing 
322. Lovely 
323. Norwegian grandmas make delicious waffles, that's a fun fact. 
324. Beautiful and mesmerizing 
325. Beautiful 
326. Added to my "places to go next summer" list. Will be my 4th visit, should have been this 

summer. Going to try for North Cape. Every visit I say. This time. But like a kid in a sweet shop 
just get distracted by so many wonderful sights. Then time runs out 

327. I would love spending Christmas time in Norway! 
328. Oh Norway I miss you 
329. Have been to Norway and highly recommend to everyone to go there!! 
330. We love going to Norway for Christmas. 
331. stunningly beautiful ! 
332. Beautiful! 
333. ..so beautiful.. 
334. Lovely 
335. Beautiful 
336. Wow Norway 
337. Que preciosidad. Oversettelse: så vakkert. 
338. When can we go back 
339. OMG 
340. Wow 
341. Beautiful Thank you 
342. Bello 



343. The north definitely made me the happiest I've ever been! Northern lights, huskies, reindeer, 
Kong Crabbe and extremely lovely people! 

344. LOVE Norway.. My second home 
345. My favourite place I’ve visited twice with my dear husband the last holiday we had together 

in June I’d love to come in the winter but it’s much to dear on ones own 
346. Northerners are really incredible. Embracing and enjoying the cold the way they do is almost 

super human. Norge over alt 
347. Wow ! Beautiful. 
348. Fabulous country 
349. polarbears typical norwegian 
350. Love there 
351. Wow Norvegia 
352. Magic !!! 
353. Love Norway 
354. How can they do outdoor activities in the dark? 
355. Beautiful. Nuostabus grožis. Oversettelse: Vakkert. Det er skjønnhet 
356. Fantastic 
357. Beautiful Norway complimenti 
358. Cold and dry and dark but with sunshine by day and Northern Lights by night is one thing. 

Dark and rain and fog and cold is another which is why, when I lived in the UK, my body said 
'Go to bed and hibernate from 15th December until 12th night!' 

359. Had one of my best holidays in Northern Norway in early Jan 2020. Unforgettable, people as 
well as scenery 

360. Nice Tromso 
361. Awesome! 
362. Great. We are wearing our somercloths, 18°. 
363. Stupendo. Oversettelse: vakkert som bare det 
364. Wonderful place! 
365. Spectaculer 
366. Beautiful 
367. Genial, grandios!!! Oversettelse: fantastisk, fantastisk!!! 
368. how beaUtiful 
369. Actually, whole of Norway and it's people too are stunning. 
370. beautiful and magical.... i love it 
371. God's beauty 
372. Incredible!! 
373. Got watch this for a whole night while camping in Northern Norway! You will never forget! 
374. That’s so amazing 
375. Stunning 
376. So beautiful! 
377. This is stunning!!!! 
378. Amazing 
379. Beautiful 
380. Miała okazję widzieć osobiście Coś pięknego nigdy tego nie zapomne takie same i różowe i 

żółte. Oversettelse ish: Hun fikk muligheten til å se personlig noe vakkert, jeg kommer aldri til 
å glemme det samme og rosa og gul 

381. Que belleza!!!!! 
382. ta’ mig med til Nooorgeeeee - ta’ mig med, ta’ mig med, ta’ mig meeeedddd... 
383. Så vackert 



384. unglaublich ,so heilige andere Welt. Oversettelse ish: Utrolig så hellig annen verden 
385. we would be crying like babies seeing this haha 
386. Awesomeee!! 
387. Saw it a long time ago in Norway in New Years Night. What a amazing start to begin a New 

Year . It was multicolored. No Firework can overrule that 
388. Beauty rules! 
389. My biggest dream - to see it one time. 
390. Love it 
391. Boreali stupendi 
392. It's on my bucket list 
393. They are realy beautiful to see 
394. The show of gods 
395. Wunderschön!!! 
396. Lovely 
397. Maravillosas 
398. Love the autumn colours of Norway! Greetings from Steigen! 
399. Wow, such powerful nature Color 
400. I loved all seasons in Norway 
401. Unbelievable beautiful 
402. What beauty!! always in Norway 
403. Helt underbar bild ... I love it 
404. Very beautiful! 
405. Wow beautiful. 
406. Very beautiful 
407. Beautiful 
408. unbelievably. 
409. WOW 
410. Stunning! 
411. Wow! Love Norway. My parents are from Norway. I have spent menu summers in Norway 

visiting with my cousins. 
412. Beautiful 
413. Wonderful! 
414. OMG!!!! So beautiful!! 
415. Smukt 
416. Så vackert 
417. Amazing! 
418. Oo my 
419. Very beautiful country.l was there in 1965 met my pen pal then we were writing 25 years and 

still writing.l would love to go back but afraid to fly that far.ll have cancer in remission now 
but would like to see her and the family before it comes back or it's my time to go.but at 
lease I have my memories that trip was with my late husband for our 25th anniversary 

420. wonderful place loved out trip 
421. Love Norway 
422. Been to this beautiful country in 2019 . Absolutely breathtaking 
423. Wow! Amazing natural beauty scene scenery and it's journey 
424. I love Norway.I will love to move there. 
425. Gorgeous! 
426. Nice beautiful place 
427. Norway is really amazing 



428. Wowww 
429. Beautifull 
430. enjoy the scenery. the experience. Also glorify the Creator 
431. Explendich, fantástic 
432. Very nice 
433. I love Norway. Pat and I were so lucky to have been able to visit this beautiful country! 
434. YES!!! Visit Norway it's so beautiful and clean.Lovely kind people too 
435. Gorgeous 
436. Wao such amazing 
437. Now that’s living 
438. Que paraiso e a natureza 
439. Wow so beautiful 
440. Nice 
441. Beautiful 
442. Wowww beautiful place 
443. Good Words : Amazing Much 
444. Amezing 
445. Beautifual. It. Thanks 
446. Nice.waterful 
447. Lovelyyy 
448. Wow very beautiful 
449. Actually that is the only superpower I'd be interested in, not telepathy. That seems 

dangerous. At least I could be in the north again.... 
450. I'd go in a heartbeat Norway Susan 
451. Can’t wait to return 
452. Visit Vesterålen I have been there in Andöya summer 2018 on my honeymoon! Oh I'm sorry 

that I didn't know! I'm just from Sweden Yes we will be back someday! 
453. It’s making me sad that we cannot just take a trip to Norway right now because of Covid 19... 
454. Love the fishballs,Vesterålens is the best 
455. Wonderful experience there last January 
456. here's my whale dream 
457. Bueatiful norway 
458. Unforgettable experience 
459. Love Norway! 
460. Loved Norway! 
461. Bland de vackraste ställen jag någonsin besökt 
462. I like this country 
463. Favoloso 
464. Så underbart vackert 
465. I love whales 
466. Fantastisch 
467. Wow nice norway 
468. It's MAGIC 
469. I will come in to norway 
470. I always dreamed of catching up with special friends and their family in Hamaroy, and getting 

to see Lofoten. Finally, in Dec 2019/20 I did it! A magical time, a magical place, Norway is one 
of my top places to have visited (I'm in NZ). Loved it 

471. For our (cancelled) trip this spring we had planned to see the rest of the stave churches, our 
goal is to see all of them! 



472. There's probably a few book-related or history related places I'd visit, but I've been building a 
list of mountains and other landmarks that would be good for an ongoing photo project, if I 
lived and worked there. Sørøya seems just as beautiful as Senja, from photos. 

473. The lofoten islands. We missed out on them last time but loved our visit to Norway. Fantastic 
. 

474. Dream about moving back to Norway! 
475. We dreamed. We went. We saw. It was awesome. July 2019. 
476. We visited 2 years ago with a tour and my favorite places were Loen and Lillehammer. If we 

come back we would love to travel by train and see more of the northern areas. 
477. I have always liked to visit the Sami Community areas, learn more about their culture and 

language. 
478. Reinebringen, Lofoten. Was here a week ago. Unforgetable.. 
479. Tromso Malangen Resort and Lofoten. Been to Oslo and loved it there 
480. Lofoten Islands and Flaam! And all of Norway, really... Can't get enough of it 
481. I love that place! Can’t wait to go there again. 
482. Been there with a film team from BBC - very amazing experience! 
483. Awesome 
484. Super 
485. Wow 
486. Longyearbyen...point de départ de tant de si belles expéditions..! Oversettelse ish: 

Longyearbyen... utgangspunkt for så mange vakre ekspedisjoner..! 
487. Amazing place to visit! Hope to go back one day . 
488. Very nice 
489. Beautiful!! 
490. We miss norway as well, roll on next year 
491. Beautiful! We should have been in Jotunheimen now . Hopefully we can visit Tromso/Skibotn 

soon 
492. Beautiful county. My sister is in Sandessjoen. I had the chance to go to the Arctic Circle, 

Svartisen, Saultstraumen. It was an amazing experience. 
493. Everything is crossed hoping that next year will return to normal. I need to come back to 

Norway. I love just love it’s beauty 
494. Most bautuful country in the world. I definitely will come back soon. 
495. Missed our Norway time this year. Next year can't wait! 
496. I love this DREAM NOW VISIT Later!!! story of my life and one reason I do not mind social 

isolation at ALL.... 
497. Our guide told us those are rolls of TROLL Toilet Paper !! 
498. When visiting Norway you need more than 2 eyes...... 
499. Magnificent 
500. I miss norway.. 
501. I am dreaming I can be there soon 
502. Stunning 
503. Wauu det er fantastisk smukt 
504. Beautiful!! 
505. I don’t dream since my wish came true already! Miss Norway! 
506. Jeg elsker Norge 
507. We were in Balsfjord during a visit for our 25th wedding anniversary. The rock carvings of 

reindeer were amazing. We had some very dark coffee in a sami cafe, where we bought 
reindeer salami sticks and dried fish snacks. I also bought a Balsfjord T-shirt. A wonderful 
experience 



508. No,I haven’t met Ms.Aurora but i would love to meet and see her one day. She looks amazing 
and beautiful 

509. Amazing season so far in Vesterålen 
510. Many times.....was on my bucket list when I retired 10yrs ago. I got hooked and have been 

back every year.....happy days! 
511. It would be nice if there was a live streaming webcam of the lights 
512. Lovely but weird 
513. Always take my breath away 
514. Can’t wait to go back 
515. wish I was there now 
516. I miss norway 
517. ABSOLUTE MUST 
518. I'm so often angry by myself, haven't learned norsk in my younger years, I would move AT 

ONCE!!!!!! 
519. I’m so going back to Norway as soon as it’s possible, I love it could easy live thare 
520. Delicious 
521. Så förbaskat läckert 
522. Beautiful 
523. I love it! 
524. It's magical, isn't it?! We've seen them in other parts of northern Norway, but there's 

something very special about seeing them in Lofoten as the scenery adds to the beauty. 
525. So amazing Aurora light 
526. I watched it last December in Tromso!!! I spent 2 weeks in Tromso, can't wait to visit Norway 

once again! 
527. So beautiful! 
528. beautiful beautiful, I love this place ... 
529. Beautiful natures 
530. Like to see that beauty again 
531. Just like in the movie! 
532. Vackert 
533. Super.... 
534. I <3 Aurora season always breath taking 
535. Aurora, till dig nordlyse är lika vackert som du min älskade fia. 
536. Boreale favoloso 
537. Wunderschön 
538. Beautiful 
539. it it,s Magical 
540. Prachtig 
541. I have seen it with my eyes 
542. Yes, March 2019, in the region of Tromsø. It’ s an awesome experience (and very cold that 

evening ). 
543. Taken 2018 by our guide Opal. Been going to Tromso for the last 10yrs....apart from this year 

have been lucky enough to have seen them every time booked for next March 2021 Covid 
behaves its self!!!! 

544. So far it's my favorite island, and I have much more to explore of it. It's incredibly peaceful, a 
place to heal. To rejuvenate. 

545. It is beautiful in Norway 
546. Looks beautiful there,I have a FB friend who lives at the top of Norway and it looks beautiful 
547. Fantastik flot i Norge har været der i min skoletid, det er jo mange år siden 
548. Smukke og fantastiske Norge 



549. Really nature in Norway 
550. So beautiful 
551. Awesome place 
552. Wow nice beautiful love you Norway thank you 
553. Beautiful 
554. Stunning simply stunning. I so wish I could get there to see this. 
555. Absolutely beautiful.. 
556. I'm so doing this for my 50th in 3yrs 
557. Seen them a number of times. All this science is rubbish - it’s angels dancing 
558. Always stole my <3 
559. prachtig 
560. Wown 
561. Nice 
562. Maravilloso!! 
563. Das Polarlicht ist einfach ein phantastisches Erlebnis. Polarlyset er rett og slett en fantastisk 

opplevelse 
564. Kabelvåg, Lofoten In love with this countr 
565. Dit jaar gemaakt. Prachtig fenomeen. 
566. One of the most beautiful places I have ever visited, great message kids 
567. Wish I was there right now! 
568. Lofoten fantastisk 
569. Beautiful 
570. amazing place and really lovely people 
571. Adorable 
572. Great Tips! Thank you. On my Lofoten trip, I remembered to clear my trash and dispose into 

the bins labeled "Søppel or Restavfall ". There is always something special on the Kvikk Lunsj 
wrapper, on the flip side there are some good tips for your next hiking trip, like some nice 
national Park recommendation. I enjoy clean Norway and also look out for great hiking tips 
from "Den Norske Turistforening" ! Leave the place like how you found it, that's the rule. 

573. Been there before , hiked Spitsbergen, saw Polar bears, my husband and I loved every single 
minute of it. 

574. I swear that Arctic fox is looking into my soul 
575. Was there on a cruise last year in Longyearbyen, simply stunning landscape 
576. It was an amazing experience with Sami family and reindirs not far from Tromso,loved it.And 

of course i will come back 
577. I would love to come back again... I have a new love for Norway ... especially in the winter xx 
578. Tromso 2018, increíble la experiencia con la familia Sami 
579. I love cold 
580. A lovely beach in the Lofoten islands! 
581. Tromso the beautiful island 
582. Taen Beach. Vesteralen.! 
583. Nice, I live it 
584. Still beautiful, I was so lucky to discover this 31 years ago on our way to the North Cape 
585. Very serene and beautiful 
586. Gorgeous 
587. Beautiful 
588. Nice nature thanks 
589. Kan varmt anbefale Nordkap og turen langs kysten, fantastiske oplevelser 
590. Nord Norge er så flot 



591. vi har kørt tusindvis af kilometer gennem mange år i dette skønne land, tror aldrig man bliver 
færdig 

592. Har besøgt Nordkapp. Vi har set helleristni nger og gamle stavkirker. 
593. Verdens smukkeste land. Er glad for at jeg har oplevet så meget af Norge 
594. So beautiful just wondering when I'll be able to swim in a clear blue sea. You just don't get 

water like that in England! 
595. Kayakers, the cyclists of the sea! 
596. Wow, stunning! 
597. Beautiful 
598. vackert i Norge 
599. My lovely Tromso ... maybe at october I will be there if it will be possible .... I promise 
600. I didn't enjoy walking over that bridge- but seeing round the cathedral made it well worth it!! 
601. Och den vackra kyrkan i Tromsdalen 
602. Been there twice for the Midsummernight marathon. Flying in on saturday, flying out on 

sunday. Though short, is was amazing to be there 
603. Beautiful Tromsø even without snow!) 
604. Had a days R&R in Tromso, c1978. Got off the bus, found a nice pub with a pool table, got on 

the bus, went back to Bardufoss. Lovely scenery, just didn't appreciate it at the time. Saw the 
Northern Lights for free almost every night. Oh happy days. 

605. Vackra Tromsö 
606. I miss you Tromsø.... 
607. TROMSO magnifique ville 
608. Beautiful country 
609. One of my Tromsø memories, so beautiful city! 
610. I love Tromsø, it's a beautiful city, one day I hope to meet you outside of YouTube videos 
611. I had a holiday there. Lovely place. 
612. My grandson has a dream to go fishing in Norway! We want to help him achieve that dream! 
613. Beautiful Tromso 
614. Wunderschön 
615. En gång Tromsö alltid Tromsö 
616. We toured Norway 3 years ago. We left from Italy and reached North Kapp by car. We slept 

in some flats rented from local people. It was one of the best journeys we made in our 
life...we'll always remember, Norway is wonderful! 

617. Would love to stay in norway for a couple of weeks. We have been to norway 7 times on 
cruise ships, and found the country quite stunning, the scenery is magnificent, although we 
have been to the same ports a number of times , we find something we hadn’t seen before, , 
the air is so clean 

618. Oh yes, island life seems so idyllic even if challenging...I've only visited Senja, but Sørøya, the 
Lofotens, and Vesterålen would be great to see. I'm sure there are others. I'd need to spend 
more time in Norway. 

619. It's so beautiful Norway 
620. Norway, my favorite country. 
621. Norway...beautiful 
622. The landscape is grand but the people are marvelous! 
623. All my favourite dreams are Norway dreams! 
624. Missing beautiful Norway 
625. wonderful places for a wonderful country this is Norway 
626. I love Norway so much!!!! 
627. I have been many times every time it's a great sensation. STOR NORGE 
628. Would be an amazing trip!! 



629. Fantastic country! We’ve been twice. 
630. My youth was based on island hopping. I grew up between islands 
631. I am still going to come visit before I die! I want to do all of this, and go fishing with your Dad! 
632. Great tour from lockdown thanks 
633. Wonderful Norway 
634. Just wonderful... 
635. Beautiful 
636. Oooo thats wonderful! 
637. Our plan is to do some seakayaking in Helgeland this summer. Just waiting for the border to 

Sweden to open.... 
638. Been to Norway a number of times will definitely be coming back. 
639. Super beautiful 
640. Wonderful magical views from so many places, lovely Iittle town's. Thanks ! 
641. Wow.....beautiful 
642. Bellissima !!! 
643. Awesone 
644. Billion times is more than once ??? So my travel dream will come true ! Amazing and 

gorgeous place 
645. oh it's a wonderful place I don't like sunshine it's so hot but Norway is my ideal climate 
646. That looks like the place I need to relocate to. So much beauty and peace. 
647. The travel dreams are reality now. Norway we come 
648. I. Like that. Maybe my dream will come true one day. I'm running out of time though. 
649. Lovely nature, good nature. Norway is very lucky 
650. We saw this wonderful region incl. Magdalenenfjord in 2011! Unforgettable 
651. Magical place 
652. Been there Fabulous! 
653. Wow Beautiful 
654. Wow... Wonderful 
655. Wow , that’s amazing 
656. Woww.. 
657. Looks like Nordenskioldbreen, had a great visit in 2016 
658. Narvik. The first city I've ever visited in Norway 
659. The summers are always Beautiful in Norway 
660. absolutely amazing 
661. Been there--Loved it!!! 
662. Ten years ago! Beautiful Narvik! 
663. Have wanted to go to lofoten since watching the tv series twin,it looks fantastic, Gratulerer 

med dagen Norge 
664. Love Lofoten. Happy day to you 
665. Freedom, peace, beauty of nature. Best Norway 
666. How beautiful it is there your very lucky 
667. My Bucket list,cruise ship to the fjords of Norway, 
668. I just finished watching a series on TV called Twin that was set in Lofoten. 
669. My grandmother came from Lofoten 
670. What an epic landscape! 
671. It looks so peaceful and inviting 
672. Love to Norway! 
673. I love Norway 
674. A beautiful country to live in. 



675. Grattis till alla i ett av världens vackraste land! 
676. Fantastic... From Italy 
677. Can’t wait to come back 
678. Lofoten die schönste Landschaft der Welt 
679. June 1997 I visited family in northern Norway (Narvik). We played soccer at midnight! 
680. Oh to be in northern Norway 
681. It was absolutely, positively amazing last summer in Lofoton. 
682. Amazing country... 

I have lots of memories ... 
Amazing 🌅 sunsets 
Happy to have the experience of summer midnights!!! 

683. Midnattsoll kjempefint bilder 
684. Sometimes the Caribbean of the North 
685. Love, love, love for Norway 
686. Norway on my mind! 
687. Nice, just be prepared for the cold water 
688. I'm planning on booking for summer 2021 and midnight sun, Tromso etc.. 
689. So lovly in Norway too 
690. Definitely no bathing temperatures for me but the beaches are marvellous 
691. We love visiting Norway. My father was born in Norway and came to US as a child. Hope to 

visit again someday 
692. Three times in this wonderful country. I love Norway. Greetings from Italy! 
693. love Norway and the people 
694. I loved Harstad! and while there a hike to Trondenes - it's old church and the nearby old 

military/prisoner camp is a must. 
695. Smukke Norge , har været der flere gange ! 
696. Jeg vil ligge på meg på dette grønt landet🌐 
697. 5 times we visit Norway. Always feels like coming home. So beautiful en peaceful. We hope 

to come next year. 
698. Six times in this wonderful country every time there’s something beautiful to be seen 

greetings from India 
699. Norway, you're in my thoughts for 5 years now! I'll keep praying and save more $ to see you , 

someday! 
700. I have a really, really good Gamer Buddy there named Hans I need to meet up with sometime 

soon! 
He says "The seafood, esp the Salmon is amazing!" 

701. wonderful a magic place 
702. Had a good friend who had a summer place there 
703. Dream to visit Norway 
704. Skønne Norge😍 vi har været der SÅ mange gange, vi bliver ALDRIG færdige. De fleste steder 

ønsker man at se igen og igen. MEGET svært at vælge en favorit🇳🇴 i love it 
705. First of all, I will travel to the North Cape when the crisis is over. 
706. Amazing 
707. Beautiful 
708. Jag har varit der, vacker stad 
709. Love Norway 
710. Världens finaste land 
711. wow!! 
712. Beautiful Norway 



713. Had the pleasure 4 years ago of doing the Hurtigruten return trip from Bergen to Kirkeness. It 
was winter. I have never seen such a beautiful coastline nor met such friendly people. The 
food was superb as were the husky rides, the recital in the Arctic cathedral and the local 
tours. I loved it. 

714. All we can do is sit and wait..... Norway is beautiful, wherever 
715. Been to Norway 10 times/ love the place! 
716. So looking forward to returning. Our trip was canceled due to covid, but we will be back next 

year! 
717. I am homesick for Norway ❤ My trip in June is postponed. 
718. Yes please I have been twice. 

I would come back in a ♥ beat. 
719. Tromsø is beautiful, but I’d love to visit more of Norway. 
720. Wonderful 
721. beautiful nature 
722. I wish you were not so far away 
723. Love Norwegen 
724. Visited Longyearbyen a few years back, would love to go back again sometime 
725. My favorite, hope to come over asap! 
726. Zen, wauw need no words, enjoy 
727. Been around the world but Svalbard is out of competition. 
728. Smukt 
729. amazing landscape!! 
730. Beautiful 
731. Fascinating place 
732. Der er så smukt 
733. Sounds really cold! 
734. Vackert 
735. Sne er smukt 💖 det har i 🇳🇴 😍 
736. Spectacular scenery 
737. Omg spectacular Norwegian Scenery... Amazing 
738. Har besøgt det. Dejlig oplevelse selvom det styrtregnede så regntøjet også blev 

gennemblødt. Et besøg værd. 
739. Wow 
740. Beautiful glacier 
741. Looks even better when you are there. 
742. Precis den platsen har jag varit, underbart 
743. Åker till Norge varje år.....hur ska jag klara sommar 2020 utan en Norgeresa!!? 
744. We always will come back in beautiful Norway. 😍 

Summer, winter, fall or spring. 
Nord or south, it is beautiful everywhere 

745. Already visited.Wonderful experience! 
746. So beautiful Norway 
747. Beautiful Norway 
748. Det er et vakkert syn. 
749. we emigrate after easter, pray for us we can get there.. 
750. I dream about Norway... 
751. Crazy beautiful. It’s not 25+ celcius though eh? Ha 
752. ...Seems that in Norway, you can do anything, anytime..! Paradise..! 😮❤ 
753. Sun sand surf AND snow. This must be heaven 



754. Ni i Norge har verkligen allt vad som är kanon 
755. Beautiful 
756. Jag besöker Norge så snart gränsen öppnas ! 
757. Amazing 
758. Best of a barren wasteland? 
759. Woh great 
760. This is cool, when is Norway open again for the world? 
761. Visit now! The dream must be over soon 
762. FANTASTICO ! 
763. Wow 
764. Absolutely lovely! 
765. Wow 
766. Love it! 
767. So cool! 
768. I wish be there!! 
769. Crazy nice 
770. Häftigt!!! 
771. Beautiful place 
772. Nice 
773. how amazing is this? 
774. this looks unreal! 
775. magique 
776. So beautiful! 
777. ma è il paradiso.... 
778. I love Norway 
779. Wow! 
780. Be sure not to store Finnish aurora borealis! We are not selling ours 
781. Seen them ..fab Experience 
782. We wil be back. Later. Stay safe 
783. We certainly come back. We had to cancel our trip on the Hurtigruten 😢 

Is not important now, the world has to beat the Corona virus first. 
784. My dream is live in norway. This is a very very beautiful country. 
785. Sure , we will come back to Norway again very beautiful country. 
786. Missing Norway so much, I promise I'll be back. 
787. Beautiful view 
788. Magic Lofoten!! I'll go again 🙏 I loved it... 
789. Beautiful 
790. Magisk 
791. Zo mooi waren de Lofoten. Oversettelse: Lofoten var så vakker 
792. Magic ! Reine, Lofoten, Norway. Been there, Winter 1961 & Summers 2001 & 2015. 
793. Magnifique paysage. Oversettelse: vakker natur 
794. We had to postpone our holiday to Norway in June to August. Hope to be there soon. 
795. Oslo, senja, lofoten, bergen ❤❤❤❤ 
796. Twee jaar geleden alweer maar wat was r prachtig op de Lofoten!. Oversettelse: To år siden 

allerede, men så vakkert det var på Lofoten! 
797. After this I am moving to Norwey, please take me!! 
798. Noorwegen fantastisch we hebben er ooit eens een 21 daags rondreis met de auto gemaakt 

gestopt op de mooiste plekken voor iedereen aan te raden die rust en natuur je raakt niet uit 



gekeken. oversettelse: Norge fantastisk vi stoppet en gang en 21 dagers biltur på de vakreste 
stedene for å anbefale at alle får fred og natur ikke kommer seg ut 

799. Noorwegen is prachtig! 
800. de Lofoten zijn zo prachtig. 
801. So beautiful! 
802. Been to Narvik 
803. Great 
804. Love Narvik 
805. Cool ! 
806. Very beautiful 
807. 1Been to Narvik 

#VisitNorway 
#Nervic20202 

808. You are right! It like a cure for our souls 💚 
809. I watched this beauty in the north of Norway ..near Harstad... 
810. How absolutely stunning 
811. 8th Wonder of the World 
812. Beautiful! 
813. Wow absolutely stunning 
814. Looks like angels dancing on the sky. 
815. How beautiful is that 
816. Beautiful 
817. Lovely. I' m looking forward to see this one day in Norway 
818. Wow!! Beautiful 
819. Very beautiful. 
820. Wow.... 
821. Nice.. 
822. Wow 
823. Wawww nice 
824. Uauuu beautiful.. 
825. Am fost pe cercul polar de nord si am vazut ce nu vazusem niciodara.Magnific. 
826. We went to Tromsø and saw the huskies who were about to go for full on sled training!! They 

are so clever and the others knew exactly where they were going and started howling and 
crying with jealousy!! 

827. We did it and loved it! So educational and sustainable ship! The food was amazing and such a 
great way to see how the locals live! Alot of locals rely on the Hurtigruten to sell their 
produce too which is amazing. X 

828. After experiencing a week of rainy last of September weather in Orsta we arrived in Bergen 
and the weather turned to blue skies just as we boarded Hurtigruten's M/S Nordyls for our 
one way trip to Kirkenes. Fortunately the weather held for the entire trip; water like glass. It 
is important for travelers to understand that these are primarily working ships also accepting 
local travelers and tourists. If you get tired of the scenery be sure to have brought a couple of 
books. 

829. it certainly is wonderful journey , keeping environment safe and clean ! 
830. A wonderful experience, highly recomend. 
831. My sisters and I took the Hurtigruten from Kirkeness through all of the fjords along the 

western coast to Bergen. I would definitely do it again! 
832. Visited Norway and sailed Hurtigruten was my life long dream....so in love with beautiful 

Norway. Takes my breath away... 
833. It was a wonderful wau to see your country. Hope 2021 is my next visit. 



834. Great Norway. 
835. amazing place 
836. Beatiful 
837. Fantástico 
838. Will be there as part of a tour in November 2020. So excited, have be wanting to visit for 

many years and finally it has come true. 
839. Oh yes for many times we were there ❄. winter and northern lights 
840. Yes left Sápmi yesterday and I already miss it 
841. SO COOL 
842. Vi presento il popolo Sami. Sono un popolo indigeno della Scandinavia. Vivono prettamente 

verso la zona di capo nord ( Norvegia) e nella Finmark ( Unione di regioni a Nord di Finlandia 
e Svezia)..... sono un loro Mega Fan. Oversettelse: Møt det samiske folket. De er en 
urbefolkning i Skandinavia. De bor utelukkende mot Nordkappsonen (Norge) og Finmark 
(region nord for Finland og Sverige)..... Jeg er deres Mega-fans 

843. last december on the walk honningsvag - valan. take care! this phenomenon is very addictive 
844. A Hurtigruten voyage is a great way to see the Northern Lights 
845. Beautifull I Love Norway 
846. They were so amazing and the app was spot on! 
847. Been in Iceland and last week in Tromso no Nothern light nothing 
848. Out of this world. Will see someday 
849. I really want to see that lights 
850. I love this place and Visit 
851. Been 2 Iceland Sweden and Norway and sadly not seen still on my to do list(bucket list 
852. Been there. What a life experience 
853. Saw it in Narvik 
854. Amazing.. 
855. Fantastic. 
856. Super! 
857. Me enloquecen las auroras!!!! Oversettelse: Jeg er gal etter lysene!!!! 
858. Am fost,am vazut,am ramas tare impresionat.. Oversettelse: Jeg var, jeg så, jeg ble veldig 

imponert.. 
859. L'Aurore Boréale en Norvège, c'est fabuleux... Oversettelse: Aurore Boreale i Norge er 

fantastisk... 
860. We met Sami ‘s 

in Alta and it was wonderful to meet and understand their culture 
861. The one thing I've always wanted to do is to spend a year with the Sami herders as they 

follow the herds on their annual migration. 
862. Beautiful 
863. I am your age and half Norwegian 
864. I have and Enjoyed 
865. fabulous 
866. If someone could help me, I'm travelling to Tromso in late March and I love to see and spend 

time with dogs but not sledding, is there any place where I could do that? 
867. Great to be awarded the honour 
868. Wonderful city! 
869. There I was in automn 2017 
870. Nice view 
871. Love Tromsø 
872. Jeg var i Tromsø forrige uke. Flott sted 
873. I want to be There!!! 



874. Jeg liker Norge 
875. Excellent 
876. Wow 2 months and no sun, this is my kind of destination 
877. I love Tromsø and one of the best places to see the northern lights too!! They put on their 

amazing show for us Leigh Austin. In fact can we just move there so I can help with the 
beautiful huskies?? Vakker Norge! 

878. We’ll be there soon!! Can’t wait!! What a bucket list event for us...see you in a couple of 
weeks.. 

879. Great way to celebrate the sun, enjoy it while you can 
880. Welcome back North, lovely Sun 
881. I’ll be there in March. Can hardly wait. 
882. I visited Norway last summer, so amazing, next time it will be in winter , but definitely a 

country to visit again ! 
883. Ashley super beautiful 
884. Wow lyn , it will be awesome, have a great time 
885. My dream Vacation! Would love to be there in the snow! 
886. Tromso is on our places to go in 2021, we are in the early planning stage. 
887. Tromso is my home too! I would love to come again. Love Norway 
888. I want to go back there so long since I visited 
889. Will be there in a couple of weeks, can't wait 
890. Beautiful xxx 
891. Enjoy the Sun 
892. Beautiful Norway 
893. LOVE Norway 
894. Wow beautiful place 
895. visiting in April ...cant wait!!! 
896. Need to visit 
897. We're going on Oct chasing the lights 
898. I don't understand how it's possible to live like that.. 
899. absolutely no reason i m seeing this post in my timeline, right? Up North and beyoooooond.. 
900. Welcome back sun 
901. I miss Tromso so much 
902. Definitly I will visit it again, too- but it will not be in wintertime 
903. Next on my list 
904. Good way to celebrate the sun 
905. Fantastic 
906. Wow 
907. we have to include this stop 
908. Tromso it is! 
909. Lovely views of Norway ! 
910. OMG 
911. Wow 
912. Lovely! 
913. The sun is back and we can't come 🤔🇳🇴👋 
914. MESMERISING 

SO BEAUTIFUL 
915. So beautifull! Wish U all the best in 2020 
916. What a great picture😃. In a bit over two weeks I will be in Tromsø and hopefully see them 

for real 



917. Beautiful, very beautiful.... 
918. Amazing! 
919. Keep the front seats for me 
920. Im coming Norway 
921. Love you Norway ... 2020 
922. On my bucket list for 2020 
923. OMG 
924. Beautiful sight 
925. La multi ani fericiti 
926. This brings back sweet memories of holidays in the North. Porsangerfjord, my all time 

favorite 
927. My favorite place was here in August 2008, would love to visit here in winters the stockfish 

and rorbuer. Loved Lofoten, hope I can come back here one day and see more of this 
archipelago 

928. This is so beautiful... this is the one thing I want to see before I leave this earth. 
929. ahh.. the road to Å...one of the best roads to take. Every time it is awesome 
930. @pazyiqbal give me a good reason why we aren't cycling in Norway.. apart from Covid... and 

lack of funds... and wives... and work... apart from all those. Next year mate.... IT MUST 
HAPPEN. 

931. Dance under the beautiful skies of color would be awesome 
932. I have a dream, I want to go to Norway and see the Northern lights, but I don't know when 

and what and how? One day it will happen 
933. The beautiful Seiland Island is a paradise to discover in Norway. Nature here is the best 

painting on our walls! 
934. I doubt there are many rooms without a view in beautiful Norway! 
935. My 15 year old son was diagnosed with leukemia this year. When he beats this, we are going 

to Norway first! Beautiful bucket list place! 
936. I miss you so much Tromsø... a piece of my heart has been left there.. 
937. As a motorcyclist, there's a saying I love: "The ride is the reason, the destination is the 

excuse". I would LOVE to ride this road! 
938. Beautiful!! My dream is to one day see the northern lights in Norway! One day!! 
939. My dream is to see the northern lights. It seems impossible now but only God can decide. 
940. Indeed they are magical! Was blessed to watch them dance in Tromso and Skaland.. straight 

out of a fairytale! 
941. I should've been born a Norwegian!! 
942. One of the most beautiful places on earth! 
943. I literally can't see a reason to complain if I lived in Norway! 
944. Wow, I swear to the universe I will get there one day soon to visit... I feel as if my sould 

would connect to Norway! 
945. Norway's architecture rules!! 
946. Longyearbyen, fantastic place!! 
947. We saw whales in Andenes! It was an amazing experience. I want to come back! 
948. Wonderful Tromsø... the beautiful city with lights at night or sunshine during sunrise and 

sunset!! 
949. I can't wait until I get my ass to Norway to see this amazing phenomenon. Hopefully it is 

soon! 
950. I can see why Norway is one of the most beautiful places in the world! 
951. Wow! I have been in Northern Norway in early spring. Can't wait to come back during the 

summer time!! 
952. Would love to travel back to Tromsø again and see the northern lights. How magical!!! 



953. Im in lovee with tromsø!! 
954. My dream is visiting northern lights forever. I think life without northern light would be dull 

and incomplete. 
955. Someone gift me with a ticket to Norway with accommodation. And I'll be there!! 
956. Svolvær, Fløya <3 I've been here and that place just cannot be forgotten! 
957. Lofoten Islands are simply amazing 
958. The bath temperature in Norway is too cold for reindeers. The Norwegian people however, 

appears to be thriving 
959. Typical Norway, even the Reindeers feels comfortable with humans as long as all can 

establish a safe personal distance! 
960. How can I migrate to Norway? I will literally do anything. Thank you in advance 
961. To me it looks super cool and awesome here really. I always wanted to go to Norway because 

of the nature and the scenery. It is places like this you don't see everyday and it is like once in 
a lifetime. And when you're there you get away from everything! 

962. The most beautiful place in the world! I love Norway! 
963. Anybody want to change their place with me please! Im from Turkey 
964. Perfect fitting. Senja means sunset in Indonesian and the midnight sun looks just like it. 

Norway continues to awe me 
965. Norway is a place that pleases my soul 
966. Mamma Mia Noruega! 
967. Norway is bae 
968. My only dream is to get married and live in Norway 
969. I have to see this! Norway: the gift that keeps on giving 
970. I love the Aurora Borealis. I would like to die a viking in the land of the vikings! 
971. I have been to Nordkapp, and I love it alot, great feeling. You feel absolute at peace even 

though it's a wild landscape. 
972. Lofoten is the most beautiful place I have ever been! It changed my life. It's a must see before 

the world ends. 
973. I will spend my whole life in Norway! 
974. Beautiful congregacion I love Noruega!! 
975. Magical place! Loved Norway! 
976. This mountain is so sexy its orgasmic. I wanna climb with a nordic babe onto the top of this 

and set a warm little campfire. Then read books! 
977. Norwegian nature, you just can't beat it! 
978. Ah i so wish i could go to Norway right now but living in Sweden hasn't let me! 
979. Wonderful Norway 
980. Fell in love with lovund and støtt last year! Magical norway! 
981. Wow 
982. Such an incredible landscape! 
983. Norway is a glimpse of what heaven must look like. 
984. What an amazing and unforgettable experience this was when we went to the marble castle! 
985. It's so beautiful it hurts! 
986. Norway is on my list of places to go- as soon as it's safe to travel agin! 
987. I do really want to see this beautiful God's creation! #MasyaAllaTabarakallah 
988. Unreal 
989. Terrific 
990. I love norway!!!! 
991. Very nice place! 
992. Also me: put on want- to- visit- list 
993. wow, absolutely stunning, wish we could come to see it for ourselves! 



994. Norway is beautiful. Greetings from Schaumburg! 
995. That is mesmerising 
996. been there last year, so awesome! 
997. Norway is so beautiful! 
998. Oh Norway please let me come over... I need out of here 
999. So beautiful! Love Norway! 
1000. I have visited this place. It is special and very beautiful! 
1001. Amazing! 
1002. wow. so beautiful! 
1003. We were booked to go when covid struck. Looking forward to when we can go see beautiful 

Norway again! 
1004. Can't believe Norway is so exotic, I will visit for sure! 
1005. Geliyorum! Bekle beni Norway! 
1006. Stunning! 
1007. Just exuisite 
1008. Would love to visit 
1009. Paradise!!! Love Norway! 
1010. Awesome! 
1011. Norway looks epic! 
1012. I love living here in Helgeland on Dønna.. Leaving the UK to live here was a priceless move 
1013. Aboslutely awesome place 
1014. If only I can hop the continents from America to Norway 
1015. I would so love to spend the rest of my life here, well anywhere in Norway for that matter! 
1016. Wow! Beautiful! 
1017. It all looks so amazing 
1018. Beautiful Islands! 
1019. I really want to visit Norway!!! 
1020. It's indeed very unique geographically I was in the lofoten islands in August of 2008 took a 

ferry from Bodo to Moskenes, saw rorbeur, ram berg beach, reinefjord wrote about it in 
newspaper and magazine and in my own personal blog about Lofoten loved the experience 
would love to go back here 

1021. Nice 
1022. Amazing! 
1023. Bellezza! 
1024. Norway looks incredible. WIshing to go there soon! 
1025. Absolutely gorgeous place 
1026. Very very nice! This is a beautiful place! 
1027. Absolutely amazing place 
1028. Looks amazing! 
1029. wow... my dream 
1030. would love to go 
1031. Magnificent perfect 
1032. Wonderful Norway! 
1033. Cant wait to go back! 
1034. Norway is on my list 
1035. Beautiful Norway!!! The Lofoten Islands are so stunning. 
1036. Belissimo 
1037. Hoppas att snart komma til er! 
1038. So want to go here! 



1039. My dream is to know this land! 
1040. Lofoten, the most wonderful place in the world! 
1041. Beautiful 
1042. Happy to see this incredible landscape soon! 
1043. I hope to visit this part of Norway someday! 
1044. Spectacular 
1045. Breathtaking view! 
1046. Super spectacular 
1047. Wauvw! Eventyrligt! 
1048. Åh vad jag vill åka dit. 
1049. Beautiful 
1050. gorgeous 
1051. Such an amazing place 
1052. I cannot wait to visit here. I love the beauty and the nature 
1053. That's the glacier Jacob & I climbed. Love to do it again 
1054. Beautiful pictures from nice Norway! wow 
1055. Bellooooooooo..... belloooooooo!!!!!!! 
1056. Natur pur und wunderschön 
1057. I must have been in Norwegian in a past life because every photo I see and every Slow TV 

special on Netflix I can watch just makes me love a country I've never set foot in more and 
more.. 

1058. Wild and free! Stunning views 
1059. Bucketlist, check! 
1060. wow... I love Norway 
1061. Amazing place 
1062. Adoro la norvegia 
1063. MAGNIFIQUE 
1064. Excellent place 
1065. Nice country! it is the only one I did not visit in Scandinavia 
1066. I wish i was there! 
1067. Nice location, I was there two times 
1068. I wish i was in Norway while this covid 19 shitshow is happening 
1069. Beautiful 
1070. Been there it is amazing! 
1071. Was at all of these spots and it was amazing. @Visitnorway Alta old carvings and sautso 

Canyon and river were great too, or Arnøya, Djupvik, Lyngstuva and so many other spots. 
1072. gorgeous 
1073. super nice 
1074. Spectacular 
1075. Wow Norway is beautiful nation in the world for adventuring and enjoyment 
1076. we've just come back from Romsdalsagen hike! Breathtaking 
1077. woow! so enchanting 
1078. Awesome! 
1079. Wunderschön! 
1080. impressive 
1081. wow! 
1082. That was amazing, killer whale was my favorite 
1083. hei.. I haven't known that there is a kingdom of whales. thanks to visitnorway i know that 

now... and it is a wonderful place 



1084. O wow this is so beautiful! 
1085. I love whales, so beautiful! 
1086. Wonderful! 
1087. Im ready to come back!! 
1088. My soul yearns to visit Norway again 
1089. Thats it!! this MUST be my next destination! 
1090. Stunning! 
1091. Magical! 
1092. I like it 
1093. This is beautfil.. I dream of Norway everyday 
1094. Oh im in love 
1095. Like 10 more reasons to visit Norway, does penguins live there too? 
1096. Breathtaking! Hope all the covid thing pass and we can travel again to Norway 
1097. Wonderful 
1098. So amazing and wonderful. I interested to visit beauty Norway and scandinavian countries 
1099. Okay, get me there now!!!! 
1100. gorgeous impressions 
1101. this is so beautiful! 
1102. Hope can travel here one day... 
1103. wow wow wow- one day 
1104. More than beautiful 
1105. So beautiful! 
1106. Wow so so cool!! 
1107. How beautiful! 
1108. It makes me truly sad that most of the people travel London to Lofoten and Senja and simply 

skip this beautiful pearl situated between them. Vesterålen is the largest of these three and 
has most to offer. 

1109. Absolutely amazing country! 
1110. ahh... vackra Norge! I want to see that sand beach with the beautiful water! 
1111. wow!! 
1112. Paradise!! 
1113. Beautiful photos! Can't wait get back to Norway! 
1114. For me it's the most beautiful place on earth 
1115. amazing landscapes 
1116. I love it, i was here in 2018 
1117. Can't choose.. so I think all of it! Beautiful Norway 
1118. Breathtaking 
1119. An amazing experience, visiting beautiful nature and ancient artifacts and unique handcrafts, 

visiting martian mountains and salt lakes, forest walks and lush plains, we are proud to be 
with you. 

1120. Super schön 
1121. What a magnificent country! 
1122. Stø was the first place we visited in Vesterålen. We stayed in a beautiful apartment there and 

went cod fishing. Visited Nyksund and Sortland while we were there. Saw all sorts of wildlife 
from orcas to arctic hares and fish eagles. 

1123. Beyond words view 
1124. Beautiful! 
1125. gorgeous 
1126. Fantastic! 



1127. wonderful 
1128. I am here right now and I love it! 
1129. Such a beautiful 
1130. Thats so colorful! 
1131. Hauntingly stark and beautiful 
1132. outstanding 
1133. Fantastic beauty in beautiful Norway 
1134. wow beautiful! 
1135. Amazing 
1136. Stunning, and the scenery 
1137. Beautiful country, can't wait to be able to visit again 
1138. paradise 
1139. Stunning view 
1140. wow more than elegant 
1141. Me encanta Norway! 
1142. Wait for me Norway, one day I'll be there! 
1143. Svalbard is number one place that I want to visit! 
1144. Norway... just perfect for everyone!! 
1145. Breathtaking.. 
1146. Just waiting for Norway to open again!! 
1147. Awesome! 
1148. Can't wait till we can visit 
1149. Mesmerizing 
1150. Wish we could have Monday mornings in Svalbard right now! 
1151. Great!! 
1152. Saltstraumen is awesome, so glad I was able to visit it often when I lived in Norway. 
1153. What a gallery!! 
1154. Oh, I loved the visit to Saltstraumen. Hope to see it again soon. 
1155. I was there too, amazing! 
1156. wow 
1157. legendary 
1158. beautiful 
1159. Been there last summer. Unbelieveable beautiful. 
1160. Ovvvvv nice nice ancestor's home and beautiful Scythian land 
1161. It's amazing 
1162. So amazing! 
1163. Missing Norway 
1164. Yes, it's beautiful. And I remember this viewpoint, it was great. 
1165. Uttakleiv beach last summer it was amazing! 
1166. Amazing 
1167. So beautiful 
1168. Reminds me of Edvard Munch, beautiful 
1169. I love this place 
1170. really I must visit this country, god willing 
1171. That is awesome, never experienced 
1172. Not yet, but I have been in Senja in April, it was amazing 
1173. So beautiful 
1174. Really awesome 



1175. so lucky to have been here and see the Aurora, absolutely stunning. Can't wait to go again 
with our camper van 

1176. very cool 
1177. amazing 
1178. We saw it last year, and it was wonderful, and should have been in Nord Heroy now to see it 

again but Coronavirus put paid to it. Hopefully next year 
1179. Unbelieveable 
1180. Lindo 
1181. woooo 
1182. Is Norway open to international travel? Can't wait to visit! 
1183. Beautiful 
1184. Amazing 
1185. Lindo 
1186. Yes, please let us know as soon as things open up because I would love to return to beautiful 

Norway! 
1187. Fantastic view! 
1188. WOW! Can't wait until we pick up our campervan and start our Norway Vacation! 
1189. Incredible view! 
1190. So amazing wonderful 
1191. Beautiful. I had a fantastic time in Norway in 2011. One of the most beautiful countries in the 

world 
1192. Amazing place i want to know 
1193. peaceful and colorful 
1194. I wish i could visit Norway again! 
1195. 24 hours sunlight during the summer. I like the color on the homes 
1196. Amazing colors 
1197. Unbelieveable view 
1198. Bright night.. special in the north 
1199. Beautiful city 
1200. beautiful 
1201. Amazing! 
1202. Beautiful! 
1203. Amazing light 
1204. What an amazing phenomenon..! 
1205. WOW!! 
1206. Lindo!! 
1207. I want to go there 
1208. Beautiful! 
1209. Super cool 
1210. woow 
1211. wow 
1212. if only! 
1213. Come on Norway, please open for tourism. we already have some agreements with other 

countries next month, please join 
1214. Beautiful 
1215. beautiful 
1216. perfect 
1217. dreamy 
1218. Looks fantastic 



1219. um paraìso!! 
1220. Love this and the eider! 
1221. love norway 
1222. lovely 
1223. very attractive place 
1224. love it 
1225. Woow 
1226. wow... amazing land 
1227. i wish visit the Norway, one day 
1228. one day 
1229. congratulations, hope we can come back soon 
1230. Fell in love with your country 
1231. I visited Norway once (only Oslo unfortunately) and was delighted with the people. you are 

the soul of this beautiful land. If i could live anywhere else it would certainly be Norway. 
Happy constitutin day 

1232. Congratulations, Norway, beautiful country! Hope to visit you again soon! 
1233. Gratulationer till ert fina land 
1234. so beautiful! 
1235. lovely 
1236. Absolutely beautiful country 
1237. Just great. can't wait to visit Norway again 
1238. Lived here for 5 months and it was the most amazing experience! I'll always love this country 
1239. absolutely beautiful 
1240. Norway is one of the countries I wanted to travel, but I need to earn enough money to do so! 
1241. Happy national day! Visited Oslo last December, I was so impressed with how friendly your 

people are and Norway's spectacular sceneries. Love from Sarawak, Borneo, Malaysia 
1242. I want to go to Norway 
1243. I have been to Norway three times and have very close friends there. A foreign exchange 

student who lived for a year with my family is still like a sister, and her family is my family. 
You are absolutely right about if i lived anywhere else i would live in Norway. Ya gotta go 
back 

1244. I love to visit Norway... I'm from Nigeria 
1245. Had the best vacation in Norway in February. Definitely wish to go back. Especially to Tromso 

and Lofoten 
1246. I hope to get over there too!! 
1247. My dad's side of the family is from Norway and he bragged about it alot. I've been bitten by 

the bug and want to go so bad! it's even encouraged me to start learning the language! 
1248. Recently I found out that I am related to King Magnus the third, Mangus' barefoot. I've 

always wanted to live in Norway, have had many Norwegian friends, and follow many Norge 
pages on Insta/ pinterest and now i know why. 

1249. Norway is a great country for living 
1250. Beautiful 
1251. Such a beautiful country. I need to visit soon 
1252. Incredible! 
1253. Most beautiful country in the world 
1254. Waw 
1255. Happy birthday Norway! Amazing, stunning Norway! I wish to be there on 2nd of june, for my 

50th anniversary, but I'll come next june! 
1256. A beautiful country I hope to go there someday. Greetings from mexico. 
1257. Most beautiful country in the world 



1258. i miss norway so much 
1259. Wow.. its... magnificent 
1260. It's on my bucket list! 
1261. I wish i was there! 
1262. Dreaming of Norway is all I've been doing. What a breathtakingly beautiful sight to behold! 
1263. Been there last june, it's amazing 
1264. beautiful 
1265. nice 
1266. It was the best journey in my life to be at this wonderful place 
1267. wonderful 
1268. Amazing, wish I was there 
1269. beautiful 
1270. Can't believe we won't be able to visit soon and enjoy the midnight sun 
1271. hopefully i will be there soon! 
1272. so beautiful 
1273. it was definite high lite to stand at the base after the ride up 
1274. Happy birthday Norway! it's a amazing land! And this place too! 
1275. i have been there... yes... Love Norway! 
1276. Your photos are so beautiful but killing me! Our June cruise to Norway for the summer 

solstice cruising along the coast up to north cape was cancelled. But thank you for sharing 
them because they remind me of the beauty of your country! 

1277. Fantastic 
1278. My favorite place in Norway... was there 7 times... Nordkapp, I miss u 
1279. Wonderful 
1280. Just awesome. I miss the landscape and the fantastic light 
1281. woow 
1282. I have been there, it is wonderful 
1283. wow 
1284. I love it 
1285. It was one of the best in my trip to Norway 
1286. stunning! 
1287. Wow dreamy 
1288. "I have been there! Fantastic roadtrip" 
1289. Fascinating! 
1290. I can't wait to visit! This has been on my list. I'm in love with Norway 
1291. "Wow! It was beautiful to see it but even more wonderful from a drone" 
1292. Been there, done that. Will repeat. 
1293. Norway is number one on my list to see next 
1294. Där har vi åkt. Så vackert 
1295. Amazing 
1296. fantastic 
1297. So beautiful! Been there 2 years ago. Can we arrange something to visit Norway this summer 

please? 
1298. wow... amazing land 
1299. Incredible 
1300. I like it 
1301. My dream... 
1302. Beautiful 
1303. Love that! 



1304. Beautiful animals. Can't wait to visit Norway as soon as it will be possible again! 
1305. Very beautiful! 
1306. Gorgeous! 
1307. We have been there last year! Beautiful place and sight 
1308. Beautiful 
1309. Norway what an amazing country #notabu13 
1310. stunning 
1311. awesome 
1312. Truly the world's prettiest country 
1313. I visited Norway back in 2011 and fell in love instantly.. wish to revisit and experience the 

northern lights someday soon 
1314. Nice one! 
1315. Cycling the Lofoten... Love it! 
1316. Love it!! 
1317. Amazing 
1318. Amazing, i love 
1319. Great 
1320. My dream is to visit Svalbard one day. It is an amazing place, lots of things to see. Another 

planet. Greetings from Albania. Hope you are all safe and sound from this though situation. 
1321. very nice. 
1322. Beautiful Norvegia 
1323. awesome 
1324. Dream destination! 
1325. Absolutely STUNNING view. I can't wait to visit 
1326. it is dreamy 
1327. Beautiful congregacion Noruega 
1328. A M A Z I N G 
1329. #Goal 
1330. I will be here before 2030. I affirm, I command this to the universe 
1331. Norway is a dream country with its people and nature! 
1332. wowwww 
1333. Beautiful 
1334. wow... I am dreaming and dreaming... someday I will surely visit Norway 
1335. Beautiful 
1336. My ideal home 
1337. Been there- love it!! Can't wait to go back. 
1338. A fantastic place to stay. Recommended. 
1339. Another amazing place in Norway is @lyngennorth, I was there on December and it is 

BREATHTAKING 
1340. Damn this view is crazy! totally in love with this and that is crazy that happens in parts of the 

world, can't wait to be able to have adventures again 
1341. Oh wow, I would love to see this 
1342. Beautiful 
1343. Wow beautiful 
1344. amazing view 
1345. stunning 
1346. I saw the polar night in Svalbard last November. Next time polar day some day 
1347. Love that! 
1348. WHAT A KILLER LIVING ROOM WITH KILLER VIEWS. NORWAT IS A BEAUTIFUL 



1349. Wow! 
1350. Sorry can't beat that view 
1351. Beautiful 
1352. Amazing 
1353. How totally and completely dreamy 
1354. I would stay there forever... 
1355. Wish i could be there 
1356. oh how beautiful 
1357. Beautiful 
1358. This is so stunning 
1359. Amazing 
1360. Amazing 
1361. Wow! Just wow 
1362. I really want to be quarantined there... it is awesome 
1363. wow 
1364. Wowww Amazing 
1365. Wow, I envy the owner 
1366. While I have absolutely nothing to complain about at all, things would be exponentially 

better if my working from home could be done from here. 
1367. Wouuuuu.... Amazing 
1368. So beautiful!!!!!! Stay safe Norway! One day!!! 
1369. Beautiful, I would love to stay there. We had planned to go to Norway this June. 
1370. Dios Mio 
1371. Difficult to top that one 
1372. Beautiful 
1373. Excellent 
1374. Beautiful 
1375. Nice 
1376. Norway! Never been want to come one day!!! Beautiful 
1377. This is hitting me right in the feels. Our trip to Norway was planned for mid- April and we just 

finished cancelling everything today. Hope we can come visit another time. Stay safe and 
healthy everyone! 

1378. Wow 
1379. I've been to Bodø but i did not see the northern light 
1380. Unbelieveable 
1381. wonderful 
1382. Our Norway trip was cancelled.. we were suppose to travel to Tromsø.. hope we will visit 

some other time to see the northern lights 
1383. Amazing 
1384. Love it. I wish i can visit Norway someday 
1385. Wow! Would love to see this up close. 
1386. Stunning 
1387. Woooww 
1388. Wauw 
1389. THE BEACONS ARE LIT 
1390. Amazing 
1391. I like dreaming of Norway, more like stay later. I need to do more than visit. Too curious 

about things, and I'm sure I could write stories. 
1392. Breathtaking 



1393. Wow 
1394. Just amazing 
1395. Stunning 
1396. wow 
1397. WOW!!! 
1398. Amazing 
1399. wooooooooo 
1400. Beautiful place 
1401. È magica 
1402. Beautiful 
1403. Amazing! 
1404. Beautiful Norge! 
1405. So magical 
1406. Absolutely stunning 
1407. Wow 
1408. Wunderschön 
1409. Beautiful 
1410. Wow så vackert! 
1411. Amazing 
1412. Breathtaking view 
1413. Awesome!! 
1414. So simple and genial beautiful! 
1415. So amazing. 
1416. Beautiful 
1417. Need to see this with my own eyes 
1418. Wow 
1419. I would hate to have to pay this electric utility bill 
1420. Stunning. A lucky colleague of mine is going to see this in march. I wish I could go too. Well, 

maybe another year 
1421. Absolutely stunning 
1422. Spectacular! 
1423. fantastic 
1424. Wooo is it in real my goddess 
1425. Incredible. God is greatest 
1426. incredible 
1427. Amazinggg 
1428. Otroligt 
1429. Beautiful 
1430. It's so beautiful! What time during the day was this taken? 
1431. Marvellous dance of green glow 
1432. Stunning and breathtaking 
1433. Would love to see this 
1434. Woooww 
1435. Incredible view 
1436. Amazing 
1437. Best place I've ever been 
1438. We were in Tromsø this time last year and were lucky enough to see a display just like this. 

Standing below it felt like I was about to be beamed up into space, unforgettable 
experience!! 



1439. wow wow... speechless 
1440. I'm so jelaous of whoever took this picture. I've never been to Norway, and I want to go 

sooooooo bad 
1441. Stunning !!!!!!! 
1442. I love that 
1443. Love this Aurora so much! 
1444. I love the saamis people 
1445. We had a lovely visit to Tromso two weeks ago. What a wonderful place! 
1446. Really beautiful 
1447. Beautiful vibrant colors 
1448. I love Tromsø 
1449. Wow! 
1450. So pretty 
1451. Some of the coolest indigenous people! So many incredible traditions! Learned about them 

from our friends in Bergen! 
1452. Brilliant 
1453. Very beautiful! so also in Europe there are indigenous populations!! So amazing 
1454. Wow! 
1455. Ice looks so pretty 
1456. wow....... 
1457. I want to go back 
1458. Beautiful view 
1459. I miss waking up and seeing scenery like this 
1460. Excellent 
1461. What a country, simply outstanding 
1462. JA to going back to Norway 
1463. Nice view 
1464. Lindo 
1465. Norway- my dream 
1466. Norway.... I miss you. Will the norwegians adopt me as one of their own? 
1467. Cozy 
1468. Waking up to a view like that... it's a dream 
1469. Real hygge 
1470. Heaven in every way!! 
1471. I will go to Norway, even on foot if necessary! 
1472. Magical Norway 
1473. woooow 
1474. Go to Nusfjord 
1475. Beautiful 
1476. The ultimate beauty found in Lofoten 
1477. I am Italian, I have visited Norway several times, I consider it my second home. Title for 

photo: Norway is beautiful 
1478. Heaven on earth 
1479. Heaven on earth 
1480. People in Norway are in balance with the elements of nature 
1481. Appreciate nature at its finest @visitnorway 
1482. Lindo 
1483. Nowhere Norway. Now. Here. Norway. 
1484. Paradise doesn't have to be tropical 



1485. so dreamy 
1486. heaven is in the end of this road 
1487. splendid 
1488. Winter wonderland 
1489. Once upon a dreamland 
1490. Norwegian mountains are calling and I must go 
1491. Amazing!!! 
1492. Very beautiful 
1493. M not christ... But I like it very.. if i visit i sure would pray inside for god 
1494. really amazing 
1495. wow 
1496. wow!!! 
1497. On my bucket list to visit. I just love the modern architecture of it. 
1498. Gorgerous 
1499. Very beautiful and impressive 
1500. Wooooooowwwwwwwwww is amazing 
1501. Looks beautiful. I saw it in summer but still beautiful 
1502. Awesome 
1503. I love that Aurora- factory! @visitnorway 
1504. Woooooo 
1505. Very Beautiful 
1506. Norway is definitely my dream 
1507. Norway is always awesome 
1508. Snow wonderland 
1509. Amazing landscape!!! 
1510. Wow! 
1511. Holy shit. Amazing. 
1512. sick 
1513. Goals 
1514. Wonderful 
1515. omg 
1516. Norway- earth in the paradise 
1517. Wonderful 
1518. Magical 
1519. I saw them in Tromsø this past October! I'm already planning my trip to go again! 
1520. Yesssss, just a few weeks ago in Alta. Magical! 
1521. Celestial 
1522. Life goal 
1523. Loved our stay there in December although missed seeing the lights 
1524. I was just at @snowhotelkirkenes recently- it's wonderful 
1525. Saw the northern lights when we stayed here, in the igloos, 3 years ago. Most wonderful 

experience. Hope to go back one day 
1526. Indeed it is magical 
1527. Yep saw them during our stay in Tromsø... and also drove to Lapland where they were 

amazing! Norway is by far the best country in the world! 
1528. Yes!!!! I did it las November in Tromsø, Norway 
1529. nice 
1530. Fantastic Tromso 
1531. I want to go back 



1532. Tromsø! Så smuk en by 
1533. One of our favorite cities 
1534. Tromsø! Was there a week ago and miss it already 
1535. Awesome tromso 
1536. Tromso. My favorite place on the planet! 
1537. Tromsø my beloved city 
1538. One of the most beautiful botanical gardens I've seen 
1539. I recognize the bridge and the church; it's Tromsø and I ran the Polar half maraton, it was an 

amazing experience to run in the dark with spikes on the snow and ice. 
1540. Magnificent Tromso! 
1541. Whyyy don't I live here? 
1542. How I miss you Tromso 
1543. Tromso... the best city I have so far been to 
1544. Tromso! Best place I ever been 
1545. DYING to visit 
1546. Tromso, was there January 2018, liked it alot 
1547. Tromsø. The Nordic Paradise 
1548. Amo tromso 
1549. Tromso I was there last week saturday, beautiful 
1550. Tromso!!!! Beautiful place...!!!! 
1551. We were there 2018 Christmas. Awesome experience 
1552. Happy new year people! This is a Peruvian in love with Norway! I will be back soon!!! 
1553. I love you Norway 
1554. Love you Norway 
1555. Spectacular views 

The drive to Tromso was nerve racking given the snow and cloud cover. The Fjord though 
gives some amazing views that you have to pull over to appreciate. 

1556. Amazing, amazing, amazing. 
Really friend locals. Loads to do, eat, see. Everything reasonably priced. Beautiful area. 
Amazing scenery. 

1557. Fascinating and breathtaking 
A must see on your trip in Norway. Perfect route for both winters and summers. The natural 
beauty is breathtaking and the whole route to see many Fjords is a journey in time. 

1558. Stunning scenery 
Actual time of travel was Feb 2019. 
Never knew scenery like this existed. It was breathtaking! Blues skies, pure white snow, 
crystal clear waters. what a combination.... 

1559. Scenic journey and rare sighting of Beluga whale 
Did this with Polar Adventures. was a super fun trip with captain Jack, Marta and Halinka. We 
sighted eagles and a rare Beluga whale and we went to a secret submarine bunker. was super 
fun 

1560. Stunningly beautiful. 
You can't go to Tromso and not see the fjords, they are breathtaking, nature at its best and 
was the highlight of our trip. 
I would strongly recommend going with a guide as they take you to some incredible locations 
and the landscape looks like a scene from narnia. We booked we northern soul and they 
were fantastic. 

1561. Fabulous Fjord 
We sailed from the harbour in Tromso out to Ramfjorden. Polar Explorer our tour company. 



Truly stunning scenery excellent crew looked after us really well. Amazing Fish Eagle 
swooping down right in front of us several times. Another wonderful Tromso experience. 

1562. Great experience! 
definitely beautiful. the boat rides are excellent way to experience the fjords. the view from 
the top of cable car gives good exerience of the fjords 

1563. The amazing Fjords in Norway 
It is something amazing to watch this wonders from nature. Watching the sea conquer the 
mountains it is something amazing than the beautiful scenery it creates is unbelievable 
extraordinary. We can drive right on side of the Artic ocean and it is a drive really amazing 
and beautiful for photography and see the locals doing their lives in a calm and relax way. 

1564. Tromso fjords visit with Chasing Lights team Tromso 
Thank you to Marius and Alex for a great day trip to the fjord region to the west of Tromso. 
We went to Håkøya first but missed seeing moose unfortunately then on to Kaldfjord then 
the very pretty Ersfjord then to Tromvik. Extremely scenic all day and saw 2 reindeer but 
beautiful hot meal by open fire sitting on reindeer skins so quite snug. This is a half day trip 
but worth it if you have time and it’s always back in time fir evening northern lights chases 

1565. it was very informative 
The crew was very helpful and tour was enjoyable though we couldn't see any whales. We 
saw eagles and many other wildlife. You should definitely bring some protective clothing 
against the cold. I would recommend to anyone to enjoy nature and sea. 

1566. best view from atop the Fjellheisen cable car restaurant 
You have an excellent view of the sunds around Tromsoe on top of the Fjellheisen. Also walk 
arount to see even more breathtaking views. In addition talk a walk to the south end of 
Tromsoeya island. 

1567. outstanding scenery 
booked whale watchng on a rib boat unfortunately did not see the whales but the scenery 
was absolutely fantastic. booked through get your guide ( golden circle ) 

1568. all the scenery you would expect 
awesome, majestic especially atmospheric in the long winter twilight, whether or not you see 
the northern lights. expect changeable weather and temperatures measured in wind chill not 
degrees 

1569. Whale watching and fjords on cruise and RIB 
The best of the tours after after northern lights. On a cruise we went to further north around 
120 Kms from Tromsø. Then on a RIB we were chasing the whales for 2-3 hours before it 
went dark again. 

1570. Beautiful Landscape - Get self drive location! 
Amazing scenery all around, we did the area as a self-drive in winter. Roads are kept open 
very well, but be aware that they are kept with a packed layer of snow, so you need 4x4 and 
winter tyres with studs (most rental cars in winter will have this). We stayed in a few AirBnB 
places around the Fjords and drove ourselves around to see the northern lights etc. 

1571. Great Family Winter Vacation 
Lots to do: reindeer sledding, snowmobiling, dogsledding, northern light chasing, and lots of 
snowballs. 

1572. Amazing view 
There are 3 ways to go up.. 1. With the teleferik, 200 nok back and forward or 150 just one 
way. For the people who choose to go by feet, you can go from the stairs or around! It is not 
very far with the right equipment. If you go winter time be sure that you have spikes. 

1573. Nice views 
We took the ride up and it was really nice at the top. Someone told us to go about 1230 this 
time of year and we could see it in the “light” and the dark. The area behind the lift was nice 
for taking a walk and the overlook was amazing. We did not see the Northern Lights but we 
didn’t stay very late. 



1574. Remarkable landscape 
View from the Terrasse is impressive! 
Nice opportunity to walk outside and enjoy the fresh winter air. 

1575. Amazing view!! 
Not the easiest to get to and find once off the bus, but defiantly worth it. The view is amazing 
and would totally recommend going up in daylight and staying for darkness. The restaurant 
was busy but food was nice. View amazing!! 

1576. Breath taking view 
This is the place, where you can see entire Tromsø! One of the must see. Breath taking view ! 
Stunning! 🥰 

1577. Amazing spot for northern lights 
It is amazing spot to see northern lights. We were there after 6 pm and even tho there was 
big fog at the bottom of the mountain - on the top light were visible. Breath taking 
experience! It is like being in the heaven. On top of the clouds. Beautiful panorama of the city 
can be seen as well on the way up! Must see when in Tromsø! 

1578. Hunt for the Northern lights trip to Tromsø 
Fjellheisen is a must visit in Tromsø. Spectacular breath taking view of the whole area 
anytime of the year. Make good time and take a hike on the mountain and discover more. 

1579. Great plce 
One of the must see things to do in Tromso. The panoramic view of the whole of Tromso 
from the top (where there is a nice cafeteria) is stunning. 

1580. Nice view 
The Tromsø Cable gives you a nice view of the surrounding and city. We had a good few from 
up till the other side and could see the bridges and mountains in the back. 

1581. Amazing - bring Bug Repellent!! 
Beautiful hike 1,490 feet up. The stairs were a little difficult to find, me and 6 others found 
ourselves in the wrong starting point and trekking through the forest in search for the stairs. 
Once we did though, it was a stunning yet challenging climb to the top. I think I had 1 or 2 
minor heart attacks along the way. Definitely worth it once you get to the top. And nothing 
that an ice cold Isbjorn couldn't fix. We rode the cabel car back. Highly recommend to 
everyone, but bring mosquito repellent because I got bit up like a turkey on Thanksgiving. 

1582. I´m lucky enought to have visited this beautiful town on 3 occations now. Love this place. 
Hope to visit again one day. 

1583. I know you like sun and beaches but this is heaven to me. 
1584. We made it last July. Wonderful memories getting us through this time. We´ll be back. Stay 

safe, Norway! 
1585. My dream place to be in this life. ....just wanted to know does it never set even at 3- 4 AM in 

the night?? 
1586. A little puffin! Yes, I did this birdsafari around Gjesværstappan and it was amazing! We saw 

alot of them... 
1587. Nordkapp is absolutely AMAZING place!! I spent there only few days and that was enough to 

change my life! 
1588. Har vært på bucket-lista lenge. (til tross for maaaange besøk på kappa!) 
1589. Ja, det var ei fantastisk tid å oppleve der nord mens vi bodde i Nordkapp. Alt ble sterkere, 

tydeligere, klarere og varmere tross mørket og av og til vinden og kulden. Men hjertevarmen 
blant menneskene var og er ubetalelig! 

1590. Loved our trip to North Cape! We were fortunate to enjoy calm seas and great weather. 
1591. Husker med stor glede vakkre høstkvelder med barfrost,måneskinn, masse lek og morro og 

deilige lugger på bena. Finnes ikke maken til måneskinnet på Sundøya!! 
1592. Vakrere kan det ikke bli 
1593. Telåmed måsn satt berre å andøvd på bølgan når an rasa som værst, en kunn resiker å måtte 

å ta ut uer fra fra sotluka 



1594.  
1595. I can't stop looking. How gorgeous!! 
1596. As if I needed more reason to love this town, Northern Lights over Mosjøen like 😍 
1597. thank God for helgelandskysten- always beautiful ❤ 
1598. For anyone with any interest in World War II history, this is a required stop. The owner has 

maybe Norway's most impressive collection of artifacts, including a flag flown by Crown 
Prince Olav as CINC of Norway's armed forces and the flag of the German warship Blucher the 
night she was sunk. Worth two hours. 

1599. Well worth a visit! Really detailed and comprehensive collection from WWII, with a few 
funny or interesting notes around. 

1600. This was an odd place, almost a personal collection, but really interesting , it brought home 
the impact of WW2 on Lofoten , worth a visit 

1601. Fascinating and well worth a visit 
Fascinating collection that gives a real insight into what life was like in WW2 in Norway and 
in Lofoten Islands in particular. Full credit must be given to the founder of the museum for 
putting together such an interesting and informative collection. Hopefully collections such… 

1602. FANTASTIC 
EXELENTE museum, rarities, impeccable and odd pieces of uniform, great variety of artifacts, 
but the best of the Museum is in the person of its Curator Mr. WILLIAN HAKVAAG, be sure to 
talk to him as his visit to the museum will be incomplete. 

1603. Fisherman's heaven 
Some say that here is one of the strongest tidal currents in the world, others say that it’s the 
strongest current. Well it is strong. This is a fisherman’s dream place. But it’s not so easy to 
take out fishes, they’re big here. 

1604. Nice and scenic in good weather, a must when visiting Bodø 
Saltstraumen is worth visiting as it is the worlds strongest maelstrom. Also very nice for 
fishing, and rib riding in the maelstrom is excellent! 

1605. Unique 
Since we don’t have a car, took the bus from Bodø busterminal to Saltstraumen. Takes about 
50-55 minutes. Only few departures per day (10 or so) and you pay with ‘Nordland Billet’ 
app. For bus schedule use ‘Nordland’ app. There is a bus stop on either side of the bridge. 
 
The maelstrom itself is a spectacular viewing from the waterside or the bridge. If you have 
fear of heights, the bridge may be bit challenging. 
 
Restaurant and supermarket next to the bridge. 
 
Bring your fishing rod to catch some here! 

1606. This is an interesting place with an interesting phenomena. You can check online what times 
the current is at it`s strongest during the day. When we were here it was strong going in, but 
not spectacular. I had a much better experience last time I was here 18 years ago. I guess the 
force level and the weather plays a role in that. If I was near I would stop just because it is a 
one of a kind place. 

1607. Visited in March on a beautiful day - but not yet spring or the right moon phase - so the 
whirlpool was not particularly exciting. However, this was still a good excursion from our 
cruise ship because the drive from Bodo port to the whirlpool was lovely and the whirlpool 
surroundings are beautiful. 
 
Note - during winter there is lots of snow & ice - be prepared with suitable boots. 

1608. I was extremely lucky with weather this day, since sun was shining and it was very refreshing 
to speed drive the catamaran who took us to the largest underwater current in the whole 
World! We saw sea eagles and some stone and rock formation that I have nevwr seen 



elsewhere. If I should describe it, it look like Mother earth's blood viens! It is possible to do 
this in winter to, but with bus, but Im pretth sure is coolest with a boat like me and my 
colleagues did.. 

1609. After a drive from Oslo to Bodo had the most delicious Fish and Chips...fabulous and very 
reasonably priced. 

1610. Lofoten; one of the World's wonders. 
The remaining ridge from the split between The Americas and Europe. 
Lofoten's nature, environment and atmosphere is a must for "The bucket list". 

1611. super hike in Ballstad, the way down is quite steep and a little slippery, make sure to go there 
with good shoes 

1612. A paradise for outdoors people 
This collection of islands has everything for the outdoorsy people: mountains, valleys, hills, 
beaches, rocks, sand, and changing vegetation. There are hundreds of hiking trails or you can 
create your own. Since you are on islands, it is hard to get lost and eventually you will reach 
the coast, regardless of where you started. During the warmer months, daylight is very long 
and the temperatures are ideal for hiking. 

1613. It was mainly because there was a fun-run involving 30-40 school-age children, that we 
became aware of this locally well-known hill climb. Situated literally 1 km SE of Tangstad, the 
carpark opposite the small lake is the starting point for a 700m climb up to a small knoll. An 
easy 40 minute climb leaves you with a wonderful vista 360 degrees including an impressive 
view over the fjord and surrounding countryside. Only 5-6 Kms from the Viking Museum this 
is a great side trip and if you are really keen you can go a further 3-4 Kms and surf at Europe’s 
northernmost surf beach and enjoy a coffee and lunch at Unstad Arctic Surf. It’s outstanding. 

1614. Really nice hiking in and around the hills over Ballstad. We were not planning a visit here but 
had a recommendation from a local and it turned out to be a very nice place for a relatively 
easy stroll. 

1615. We saw the lights beginning of Feb 2020, and due to very bad weather conditions around 
Tromso, we ended up crossing the Finnish border. Bart was a great guide and did his best to 
make the tour unforgettable. The spot he picked was fantastic (frozen lake!) and we were 
lucky enough to see a mesmerising Aurora display that night. We also had some delicious 
soup and hot chocolate by the camp fire to warm up. 
Couldn't be happier! 

1616. This tour we took 6 hours after doing the Northern Lights in Tromsø. My two adult children 
and I had a great time, and saw a lot of amazing landscapes. The guide was helpful, and also 
took pictures of us as a group and also sent us some pictures of the trip. 

1617. Destination is just amazing. I always dreamed about it, and when the world closed itself, 
Lofoten was my nrą to visit this year. Highly recommended. 

1618. Lofoten is my dream destination. After 3 visits over the last 18 years, I still want to go back. 
Hiking, fishing, biking, kayak, restaurants and great location to stay the night either in a rorbu 
or a tent. Very diverse and great nature experiences all around. We had 8 days this time, that 
was not enough. You must account for some bad weather here so you need a few more days 
to do all you want. 

1619. Lofoten is a dream destination for photographers that are willing to deal with a bit of adverse 
weather. Black rocks, white snow and azure water makes for excellent landscape photos. 
Expensive, but worth it! 

1620. Lofoten Island is worth a visit if you want to Explore something extraordinary. Fantastic natur 
and a special skylight. 

1621. It was the month of December. Cold and snowy, what a beautiful picturesque was it. 
Unfortunately we were not able to see northern lights because of clouds but the view was 
absolute beauty 



1622. A most amazing beach! 
You should visit Bleik and if the weather is nice, stay, have a picnic, and maybe even go for a 
swim if you are the tough type! 

1623. "The End of Europe" 
Nordkapp is a must see place. The whole trip from Kuopio (Finland) was a beautiful 
adventure. The Cape itself is amazing, with a great spirit. Nice people there, good food, great 
souvenirs, but the most beautiful was the view over the Barents Sea, from the high cliff. 

1624. Northernmost Point of the European Continent 
Bundle up. Even in summer, it can be extremely windy (to the point that it's difficult to walk), 
rainy, & cold. Still, it's worth braving the elements to check out the dramatic view, take 
photos with the iconic Globe, and visit the Children of the World monument. North Cape Hall 
offers some unexpected surprises under the rock where there is a tunnel that leads to 
additional attractions: the Cave of Lights, a panorama film, The Thai Museum, St. Johannes 
Chapel (lovely), and more. The exhbits emphasize the magnificent natural beauty and history 
of North Cape. 

1625. One of the most beautiful places I have ever had privilege to see. The coaches had to follow 
the show plough to this pristine place. loved the peace monument and the through the 
seasons film. Standing at the monument was just unforgettable 

1626. The beach at the end of the world 
Only 15 mins from Leknes, you will find the most fantastic beach. You can picnic there, hike 
in the mountains, camp or watch the sheep grazing nearby. Going for a swim and watching 
the sunset is of course also highly recommended! Enjoy :) 

1627. One of the best places to view the midsummer sunsets 
This beach offers a stunning view with mountains rising all around it. The positioning is 
perfect as the sun sets and rises right towards the beach in the summer. We had the pleasure 
of witnessing a midsummer sunset after heavy rain and the place really lit up. It's very 
popular area for campers and hikers with tents and rightfully so. If you want to experience 
the view from heights, you can take the Veggen mountain hike with the trail starting right 
behind the parking lot. 

1628. Very scenic 
Awesome beach that would have been great for staying out late in the midnight sun. possible 
to camp with your tent. The beach is full of big round rocks. hiking possibilities along the 
beach and to nearby mountaintops. We loved it here 

1629. Loved Uttakleiv Beach for its remote location & scenic beauty. It's a beautiful crescent 
shaped area of white sand & rocky shoreline surrounded by lush green hills and mountains. 
There are several areas to picnic or camp out. Luckily, at the time of our visit, there weren't 
many tourists, but there were plenty of sheep running everywhere. 

1630. Amazing view 
Ensure your timing is right! First visit almost had the place to ourselves (around 15:00) 
Second visit (10:00) more than 50 photographers jostling for space. 

1631. One of most fantastic places to enjoy midnight sun. Highly recommended. Camping place 
costs 200kr/ day 

1632. A lovely trip 
1633. One of the greatest beaches I know. It is so big and perfectly placed under the Helvetestind 

mountain. You must take a ferry to get here so watch the times or bring a tent. Is is fairly 
isolated, but some tenters might be here. Quiet, powerful and just amazing 

1634. Beautiful huge beach! 
1635. The beach is only accessbile by boat. And this is the biggest problem, as the ferry is very 

expensive and runs few times a day. You have to be there in advance to save your spot in the 
queue...I was lucky that I got there with work and didn't have to pay. But once you reach the 
area, it is so nice, calm and really worth it. On a sunny day tho... You can camp everywhere in 
Norway so to make the ferry price worth it, you can stay one or two nights. With enough 



food and water tho as there is nothing to buy. 
Besides all, believe me the turquoise water is priceless. 

1636. Plan to arrive in Reine early to catch the boat that takes you to the end of the fjord. (It was 
sold out 40 minutes beforehand on the first day we tried to take the hike.) The community 
where the boat docks is very picturesque. There is a WC for public use and the old 
schoolhouse is a little cafe. They were serving freshly made cinnamon buns! Delicious! It is an 
easy hike and the beach pristine! Be sure to bring a towel and swimsuit so you can take a 
quick dip. What views! 

1637. Layers are important in very cold weather and Norwegians are very aware of this fact. Good 
proven advice always a good thing. Can save lives in exceptionally cold weather especially if 
you are not used to it. Norway is a special place and full of beauty but also long winters. Lots 
of time getting cozy in side in the warm. Stepping outside in winter must be taken seriously 
and of course be prepared for sudden changes of weather while you are out. 

1638. Så vakkert, æ elesker så mie 
1639. Wish I was there 
1640. Awesome 
1641. Oh, come on, snowflakes! 
1642. Is that is really norway? 
1643. Absolutely fantastic scenery and at the same time somewhat eerie .Would love to be 

there,instead of being under Lockdown ...WISHING YOU ALL IN NORTH NORWAY BEST OP 
NORTHERN LIGHTS 🇳🇴🇳🇴✅✅👍👍🥃🥃🥃🥃 

1644. Hunt clear skies and lots of stars.....hopefully then the magical Northern Lights 
1645. We'll be hunted instead by sheer charm and mystery of the misty green beams..... 
1646. que tu es belle ma norvége. Hvor vakker er du, norsken min? 
1647. I've been to the Lofoten Islands as part of a Hurtigruten voyage. Wish we'd had more time 

there. Perhaps my favorite place is at the top of the Trollstigen where you can look down on 
a tall waterfall, across the valley at its twin and also see the switchback road down into the 
valley below. But really, I've loved every part of Norway that I've visited and still didn't see it 
all. 

1648. It was all besutiful but we particularly loved the Lofoten! The North Cape was an amazing 
experience, especially with the weather we had at the time; rainy and so windy, some people 
were having a job to stay upright! 

1649. Lofoten was incredible saw the biggest Deep sea Crabs I have ever held just in from the 
fishermens boats 

1650. Beautiful Lofoten Islands. Like huge granite teeth straight up to the sky. 
And cod drying on racks. 

1651. Too much to mention but these were the highlights of our roundtrip in 2018❤Reine, Bleik, 
the stunning sunsets & Rambergstranda. I love to go back someday 😍 

1652. Lived 3 months in Kjøllefjord on a wind-power project. Explored the area from Kjøllefj to 
Kirkeness on motorcykle. Very fascinating nature with many signs from wvw2 

1653. Did follow my parents a few time when they travelled up north with Hurtigruten (boat 
webcams and webcam on the Kirkenes' Church). I had the chance to go with them in Jan 2020 
before the covid. I loved the landscape with coloured houses and white snow. And an 
incredible light. The best sunrises ever. Will definitely go there again 😃 

1654. I've been there many times, in many places, but my favorite one is a little bay in Southern 
Lofoten. There was a frozen lake, and high cliffs, it was magical. 

1655. All of it. It was one of the most surprisingly fantastic parts of my trip there. Surprising 
because it's way better than anyone could have guessed. It made me re-think what I 
previously thought about arctic living. I'll even take the cod😉 
In fact, the only really troublesome part about northern Norway is that once you visit, any 
return trip to Norway WITHOUT exploring up north will feel somewhat incomplete. 



1656. I was there in the summer of 2019. Magical place! The views are fantastic! Magic round every 
corner. Beautiful beaches, amazing waterfalls, cliffs, you name it. Cant wait to go back 

1657. I have had the pleasure of visiting the Oslo area but Bodo, Lofoten Islands and Henningsvaer 
were particularly enchanting! I look forward to returning to Norway's beauty and culture. 

1658. The beaches in Lofoten, I loved Reine and wished I could have stayed longer, the food was 
amazing, the sunsets..................... 

1659. Sailing along the North coast in the late evening, not quite dark but the lighthouse flashing, 
calling in at Berlevag and passing the other Hurtigruten. Have done it many times and 
different weather conditions, beautiful. As you say, not bad weather only bad clothing 

1660. Had our honeymoon in norway in 2018. Can't wait to go back and bring our daughter this 
time 

1661. A couple years ago my sister went to Tromso, and fished in the waters where our great gand 
father had a fleet of fishing boats 

1662. 👏👏 We love the Lofoten Islands! Enjoyed 5 days of great food, beautiful landscapes, 
watched glass blowing, kayaked, hiked, visited the Viking Long House,experienced the 
midnight sun, took amazing photographs, enjoyed several beaches, and explored! We will be 
back! 

1663. I've been from Oslo all the way to the North Cape ,and it was all beautiful. Mountains fjords, 
Cities, countryside, churches ,sod roofed buildings, I couldn't pick one thing!!! 

1664. I only got as far as Trondheim once & Bergen twice, so all the great Northern lights area are 
only on the dream wish list and sharing on computer pictures from others! 

1665. We were on Xmas holiday in Tromsø last year and loved it all, every single day 😍 Have 
previously been to Lillehammer, Jotunheimen and Sulitjelma. Looking forward to visit 
Lofoten some day. 

1666. Norway is a place I definitely want to see! I love the scenery there that I see in photos. Here's 
hoping to see it someday. 

1667. Was there on a Hurtigruten cruise and to meet family. The whole country is amazing. Went in 
winter - next time will go in summer. 

1668. Kirkenes to Bergen on Kong Harald. Loved seeing how nice the weather was north of the 
Polar Circle. 

1669. just watched on Discovery Channel a NSB trip from Trondheim to Bodo, very nice. I drove 
from Trondheim to Bodo in 2008 when my friend Lars Erik Jamtli let us drive and discover 
Norway coastal and fjords and ferries. That was so remarkable and we met in Bodo later. We 
are so thankfull to have so good Norvegian friends. 🚗⛴ 

1670. In May 2004 we started in Kristiansund and drove all the way to NordKapp. On arrival we 
wild camped in our motorhome, drank champagne 🥂 at 1am taking in the amazing 
surroundings and awoke up to Reindeer feeding all around us. Saw rivers in full flow from ice 
melt, drove 45 miles at 4600 feet. Then travelled back through the Lofoten Islands, drove The 
Atlantic Highway. Gosh I could go on and on. Just an Awesome experience. 

1671. Yes, many times. Both summer and winther. And I hope to be back soon. Just wonderful. 
1672. I was in 2014 and everything was beautiful, Trollstigen , Lofoten North Cape, Bergen ecc 
1673. spectacular scenery at every curves and the great people 
1674. used to work in norway great place and great people loved it xxx 
1675. Went all the way up to Lofoten and beyond....up into the Arctic ice pack. It was the trip of a 

lifetime... 
1676. I went during the summer, so experienced the midnight sun. As I was working on a cruise 

ship, I just loved the difference between north and south. 
1677. The atmosphere... We heard so many stories about this land and when I arrived there 

everything meant something magical. I really miss Norway... 
1678. Yes I have been on july 2012...from Bødo up to Honnisvag and Noth Cap. 

I enjoed very much Trömso (lovely) and Vesteralen Islands.... 



I am very disappointed the day I have visited Lofoten weather was awfull... 
However Norway is Norway ❤❤❤ 

1679. I liked everything in Northern Norway ! My dream came true in 2016 💙 This was not the 
perfect midnight sun but it was nevertheless amazing and wonderful ! 😍 

1680. I fell in love with Norway in 2011 in Oslo/Bergen/Hurtigruten. last year in went to the 
Lofoten....WAUW, want to go back. I love Norway❤ 

1681. love the magical lights, the silence, the beauty of the nature, the lovely people, breathing the 
fresh air.... and a lot more 🥰 

1682. I loved Norway especially the Lofoten, Alosund and Bergen 
1683. Amazing the Northern Part and many other areas. ❤ Lofoten and hope to come back when 

it’s possible. 
1684. I’ve been in Norway..... and I love everything everywhere in this Beautiful country!! 
1685. Fjords I love them ! People and scenery are amazing !! Need to go back !! 
1686. Visited my friend in Kirkenes just over 2 years ago. Love Norway, seriously thinking of moving 

there. 
1687. Hamnøy is very picturesque 
1688. Family in the Tromso area. Traveling with relatives 
1689. Senja. We were there in the summer 2019. Stunning scenery and walks and so quiet. 
1690. I have been to beautiful Tromso 3 times and Lofoten islands,stunning! 

Also stayed in Ice Hotel ,Alta/Kirkeness.Love Norway 
1691. I've been to Lofoten twice; it's spectacularly beautiful. 
1692. Senja is one of the most amazing places on earth! 
1693. Love Norway! I tried for 10 years to get a job In Norway, but no success, To the summer of 

2022 I am planing my 20th trip to Norway. 
1694. Northern Norway is absolutely stunning 
1695. Icescapes and Northern lights are misty green dreams that will surely come true..... 
1696. Wanna live in Leon Norway someday 
1697. The Lofoten! 
1698. nusfjord. all of Lofoten. 
1699. Still waiting to come 
1700. Looks like Antarctica 
1701. Hope to wisit Lofoten one day 
1702. Can't wait to return 
1703. On the 'still to do' list 
1704. no, but feel I need to 
1705. In 2015 my late sister and I went on a driving holiday in Norway and Sweden. The weather 

was so bad in Norway we stopped for five days at Fauske and stayed at a hotel at the fjord. 
Fortunately, we were able to book a passage from Bodø to Trondheim on the Hurtigruten 
(with the car). Fauske was a lovely place to rest and recharge in the bad weather. 

1706. can we visit it right now if yes how ? 
1707. Norway is a very beautiful city which everyone would have loved to live especially the 

Lofoten, Alosund and Bergen 
1708. Nordkapp was cool 
1709. Beautiful!!!!! 
1710. The beauty of the landscape 
1711. Lovund 
1712. Wonderful place to visit! 
1713. 😍norway 
1714. Hamnoy👍 
1715. Magnifique!!!! J ai adore 



1716. My beautiful wonderful family 
1717. Amazing! 
1718. Oh my goodness, I would love to live in a place like this 😍 so gorgeous.. 
1719. Only in my dreams 
1720. A dream!❤ 
1721. Dream of going there ! 
1722. Norway’s impressive new architecture ?? To each their own. In my feeble opinion the more 

out of sight the better. The more out of mind. Thank gosh spectacular Switzerland still 
preserves it’s natural aweness. Hopefully Norway will cease the Las Vegas (Slime Vegas) and 
Disney conquers the world mentality, That the very witty Carl Hiaasen writes in his book 
‘Team Rodent’ on how Disney destroyed his wonderful tropical Florida home. 

1723. There is so much to discover in Norway! A much better destination than Iceland, for us 
anyway. 

1724. Norway absolutely breathtaking 
1725. If only I could get there 
1726. Norway has the most beautiful and astonishing nature with wilderness, open mountains, 

where you can walk and relax. Why fill up all the landscape with useless concrete? No matter 
how they designed, these concrete structures does not fit. 

1727. We go back to Norway please 
1728. Views from the top are awesome. It is quite a steep climb and can get quite busy. Stone steps 

most of the way but the last few hundred metres can get muddy so wear appropriate 
footwear. 

1729. Everyone must visit here if you are visiting Reine. The climbing is very hard, but I saw children 
and old people there also, so reserve enough time, about 2-3 hours and you'll get to the top. 
The view from the top is just mindblowing. 

1730. Lots of steps - numbers on some of them, think it was like 1700 , lots of hikers and lots of sun. 
Great view from the top! 

1731. Fantastic. 
Appr. 1700 stone steps made by sherpas from Nepal. A fantastic work in a spectacular 
mountain. The view on the top is worth every human step. 

1732. A view worth ascending for 
1733. Iconic Instagram-point 
1734. One of the best views ever in my book 
1735. Terrific View - Afternoon / Evening Most Photogenic 
1736. It is a little bit dangerous, but it worth it! The view from top is amazing! The view also 

depends from the weather, I think in sunny day it is even more amazing, but we was in some 
cloudy evening. 

1737. Amazing but dangerous 
When you are at the top, it's difficult to describe the views. I have never seen anything as 
beautiful as it is. But you have to be very very careful. I don't recommend to anyone if is not 
a mountain expert. Not in winter. It's easy to have an accident, and having a accident up 
there, could have a tragic ending. 

1738. The stunning view paid off for the toil 
1739. Although I visited Reine in Summer 2018, I did not leave a review until now. 

Many many people warn against doing this climb, it is too dangerous. 
They were right. 
But I understand they have not completed the steps trail up (most) of the mountain. Now the 
climb, while I'm sure is still extremely difficult, is doable and (I hope) reasonably safe. 
When I arrived, blue sky broke out for the 8 hours I had to visit the mountain and its view 
down onto the village of Reine. 
Without any doubt, the most beautiful view I have ever seen. Sublime. 



1740. This route was suggested in Tourist office as an alternative to Fløya in a rainy day. We are 
experienced hikers, but I didn’t want to take a risk to take kids up if the weather will get 
worse. We walked from boats marina to the start of the trail next to fire station. The trail 
starts as a tractor way and continues through the steep forest after. There are 2 tops you can 
access walking the same ridge. The both are easy, but the higher one had 20-30 meters you 
need to hold a rope. Views from both are breathtaking. Good hiking shoes are always 
advised! 

1741. Nice, short hike with spectacular view 
Since the weather did not allow for longer hikes (cloundy, risk of rain), we decided to climb to 
the top of Tjeldbergtind. 
The hike started out on a gravel road, but soon advanced to a little more demanding and fun 
trail with somewhat steeper sections. Shouldn't be too hard for most people though. In other 
words, a fairly easy and short hike, close to Svolvær, yet still pays off in terms of spectacular 
views of Svolvær and Kabelvåg. Two possible peaks to venture, one of them where you can 
climb to the top with the help of a fixed rope. Apparently, there is also another, more gentle 
way up where you don't need to climb the rope. Make sure to sign your name in the guest 
book ;-) 
We were lucky that the clouds rose a bit higher while we were on the top, so we got to enjoy 
the view properly. But when we started descending, it started to rain as well, which made it a 
bit slippery coming down, yet not "impossible". 
If you have only limited time, the skies are not all clear or you simply want a shorter hike, this 
is the perfect spot! 

1742. Fantastic view from the top. Good shoes/boots necessary as quite slippery in places. 45 
minutes to walk up and 30 minutes to get down again. If you do the higher peak it will take 
longer. We stopped at the peak on the left of the path. 

1743. very nice hiking and fantastic view over Svolvær 
Probably the best place to be if you want to hike in Svolvær. Trails are very easy to find and 
sometimes are very steep. Hiking boots are recommended all season 

1744. Great hike 
My wife & I hiked this peak on October 1, 2019. It was easy to get to from Svolvaer just a 10 
min drive on the E10. Parking around the fire station. We took the ocean-facing route up to 
Linken (105 meters above sea level) hilltop first then to Tjeldbergtinden (367 meters above 
sea level). We took the backside route back. The hike was a few hours each way. Each route 
was nice, with the backside route in a more forested area with good lake views & the view up 
with views of the ocean & Svolvaer. Great photo ops & memories of views from the top near 
evening time. We loved the hike & the views. It is is a great half-day hike & not very 
strenuous, but does have some elevation. 

1745. Is it just me or does it look as if he ate the wrong mushroom 
1746. 😍 What does the fox say? 🦊 
1747. What a beauty! Such amesmerizing stare. Hope to encounter one of them when visiting your 

beautiful country (which will hopefull happen this year, since i already had to postpone my 
trip once 😋) 

1748. Gorgeous 😍😍😍 
1749. Beautiful 😍 
1750. Wunderschön 
1751. Ohh...Fjällräven 
1752. I love foxes ❤🤗🙏 
1753. Beautiful! 
1754. Beautiful 

💎💟😍💝🌷🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
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1755. Such a beautiful animal, especially when it's totally white... 
1756. Great fox. 
1757. Aaah Artic Reynaert 😍 
1758. 💙💛Hi from Turkey 🙋  
1759. Lindo...precioso.. 
1760. Cute 
1761. Did you bring me my lunch? 
1762. Meravigliosamente Bella, bella e libera di volare 
1763. Good 
1764. I was about to comment that’s the tidiest ski rack I’ve seen til I read it was a bus stop 😆 
1765. Que original y que bonita, esto sólo puede estar en un país de categoría, como Noruega! I💙 
1766. omg LOVE this!! such a cool bus stop! 
1767. So cool!!! 
1768. I love it 😍 
1769. Love it👌👍✨ 
1770. 👏nice 
1771. Beautiful😍😍 
1772. Incredible 😍 
1773. Love Norway🇳🇴 
1774. Perfect 
1775. You've just improved my evening..😍😍😍 Thank you very much! ❤ 
1776. I so want to see the Northern Lights, We were supposed to go last year but then Covid 

Happened perhaps maybe next winter I will get my opportunity, and fiannly get to visit 
scandinavia and experience the place I'm longing to explore and perhaps live some day. 

1777. I distinctly remember turning off the lights when I left northern Norway last time, I ain't 
paying this electric bill. 🔌🧾😝😛😜🤪💡 

1778. Amazing 🔥🔥 
1779. I love it 😍😍😍 
1780. Lindo demais 
1781. OMG .. that is so hypnotic 🤩🤩 
1782. Awesome❤ 
1783. On my bucket list 
1784. MAGNIFIQUE 🙏🇫🇷🇫🇷😍 
1785. I would love to live there 
1786. Beautiful sky! In love with this ❤ 
1787. Yeees lovely evening with da amazing lights here 😍 never enough 😅 
1788. If this isn’t my dream 🌻❤ 
1789. Wooow 😍😍😍 i love it 

 
1790. I wish to see some day ❤ 
1791. I'll die for ❤❤❤❤ 

 
1792. Beautiful. 
1793. Incredible!😍 
1794. Me gustaría despertarme aquí !!!❤💯 
1795. Sold! When can this Irishman emigrate over? 
1796. Oh my gosh 🤩 



1797. My dream🙏 see these beautiful lights one day in my life🤩 
 
 

1798. tromso is on my bucket list! such a beautiful place ❤ 
1799. Living in Norway is my dream 💙💙 
1800. i want this with you! this year we need to go again and see FINALLY de Northern lights :) 
1801. Amazing😍😍 
1802. It's amazing 😮 
1803. Breathtakingly beautiful 😍 hope to see it one day with my own eyes 👀 
1804. I cannot wait to see the Northern Lights 😍 🥰 🥳 
1805. Planning to visit soon 🙂😉👍 
1806. boooooah 😱😍 
1807. Thats amazing! 
1808. Good 
1809. kanskje det må bli nordnorge istedet for Skottland😅 
1810. Wonderful 🙏❤😍😍😍😍😍 
1811. Amazing 
1812. Is it real? So perfect 😍 It looks like a painting 
1813. Visiting Tromsø in December 2018, seeing the Aurora and Humpbacks and Orcas! Can't wait 

to be able to visit again! 
1814. Yes I did - on board of MS Lofoten in March 2019. But we didn't make it till Kirkenes because 

of the bad weather forecast. I love Bodo and Svolvær 💙🇳🇴💙 Wanna go back there as soon as 
possible! Maybe Ramberg is a nice goal😍 

1815. Haven’t been above the Arctic Circle, but I do hold dear my memories of my visit to Norway 
in June 2018. Can’t wait to return. The Norwegians are lovely people and the scenery is to die 
for. 

1816. Seing the Northern lights from a hunting expedition from Tromsø. Best experience I've had. 
Reindeer soup, roasted marshmallows, lying in the snow with my camera. But then you put it 
down cause you're just in awe 

1817. Our cruise ship got turned back due to bad weather so heartbroken we didn’t get up there 
but as soon as we can travel it’s on my dream list ❤ 

1818. Nice pictures 🤩❤ can't wait to go back there this summer 😎🤩 
1819. 1988, first snow of the year fell while I was hiking on the island Rolla in Ibestad, Troms. 

Unforgettable! 
1820. Amazing 
1821. How beautiful it is 😍😍 
1822. It's so beautiful! 
1823. I'd like to, one day. Pics are mesmerizing. 🤩 
1824. Beautiful 
1825. Does it get hot in summer? 
1826. I've been there in 2019 and I loved these places a lot 💕 
1827. Andøya! 😍😍😍 
1828. Wonderful! 
1829. Varit där så fint 🤗 
1830. Cannot wait until the world opens up again to visit. Been a lifelong dream 
1831. Wow! 
1832. Beautiful Norway 
1833. Wonderfull !!! 
1834. Travel there one day... 



1835. My dream place 😍 😍 one i will visit definitely 
1836. Inmensamente enamorada !!!❤ 
1837. Very good 
1838. Lofoten. Favorite place I visited in Norway but I loved every place in Norway! Can’t wait to 

visit again. 
1839. Beautiful Norway. 
1840. Especially in Winter travelling above the arctic circle in Norway is so wonderful: snow, snow, 

snow, perfect light, polar light, quiet, peaceful and stunning landscape. In Summer, the 
Lofoten beaches❤ 

1841. Good morning beautiful 🌹❣🌹 
1842. Definitely coming again to Norway next summer if the situation allows it! 
1843. Beautiful❤ 
1844. Love Norway 
1845. Northern Norway wow 
1846. @jessicamargs Did you ever visit? I remember you talking about wanting to go a lot. I think 

I’m finally on board with that idea. 
1847. Maravilloso 😘😘😘 
1848. Beautiful😍😍 
1849. My dream destination ♥ 
1850. Stunning beautiful  

 
1851. Henningsvaer❤ 
1852. Å favorite word and town🙌 
1853. I love norway..❤❤❤❤ 
1854. Lindas imagens! 
1855. Wow😍❤ 
1856. Beautiful 😘 
1857. Beautiful 😍🌼🌺🌹👏🌻🍀❤ 
1858. perfect😊🔥 
1859. Amazing click and a beautiful view 👍💯😍 
1860. Unreal.. 
1861. Congratulations💙 
1862. Its our favourite! 😍 
1863. Wunderschöne Bilder. Ich war noch nie in Norwegen, aber da muss ich unbedingt hin. 😃 
1864. @prujalp i need to see this 
1865. Loved my time in Norway, can’t wait to come back! Maybe when the US has a real President 

that takes a global pandemic seriously we’ll be welcomed around the world again. 
1866. Fantastic😍🇳🇴♥ 
1867. I call it ski cheese 🧡 
1868. What I would do to see that view tomorrow morning. This is AMAAAAAZING!!! 
1869. No words to describe ...👌 
1870. That looks so nice! I wish I could just stand there for hours 🤩 
1871. My plan for this summer, if we can come... 
1872. Just unbelievable 😍🙆  
1873. Wow❤❤❤❤ 
1874. 😍 omg...*sigh* 
1875. Really amazing 🤩👍 
1876. Brunost 👌😍 
1877. @ella_rose11 an absolute DREAM 😍😍😍 



1878. Yes the cheese ( myseost) tastes delicious on pumpernikkel bread. 
1879. Stunning. Norway dont go nowhere. Im saving up🙏🙏🙏 
1880. Wow Amazing 
1881. hav av skyer 🌁🌅🌁nice 
1882. Wow..sehr schön 
1883. Paradise! Beautiful view and delicious meal 😍😍😍😍 
1884. Brown cheese is DELICIOUS! Tastes like toffee ♥ 
1885. Marvelous view 
1886. One of the best places 💫❤💫 
1887. Wow 😍❤🔥 
1888. @mooseinasunset brown cheese, midnight sun & hiking 😍☺ Maybe its time for me to move 

to Norway☺ 
1889. Breath taking! 
1890. Is this what Johanne used on Hjem til jul? 
1891. In elementary school (30 yrs ago) (maybe the olympics were in Norway) someone donated 

several of these to my school. It was awesome! So fun! 
1892. That's so cool! I'd ride one of those for sure 👍😂 
1893. Heavily featured in Hjem til Jul... looks like a great way to get around!! 
1894. Hello from 🇨🇦! We have one of those! It looks like the exact one! We use it for ice fishing and 

sometimes we hook up our dog to it and she pulls us on the sled for fun. 
1895. I’ve heard from the old Oslo American community that the Spark won’t be produced after 

this year!? 
1896. Norway’s answer to the electric scooter! 
1897. We recently purchased one! It is so much fun!☺ 
1898. When I stayed with my family in Tromsø for a time I rode one of these ❤ 
1899. Love it 😍 
1900. I saw it in Hjem til Jul on @netflix haha 
1901. Love to take it out on the frozen lake💗 
1902. Que deliciaaa😍⛷❤⛄👏👏👏 
1903. Perfect indeed 👍 
1904. Beautiful 💕🎉 
1905. Love it! 
1906. Han er underveis med "sparken"... Underbart i klart vinterværet...😊😁😚❄❄❄❄💗🦊🇳🇴👍 
1907. We want to move to Norway 💙 
1908. They say it’s a kick! 
1909. Omygosh! I want to try that!👏 
1910. Vackert sparkföre 
1911. Jeg prøvede en spark i 1987, da jeg var au- pair i Oslo🇳🇴🇳🇴 
1912. Norway ... dream land for me 😍 
1913. #potkukelkka in Finnish 😊👍 
1914. Sledding level 1000 
1915. I used to have one as a kid but they're not sold where I live. 
1916. The spark lives! My dad who lives just 45 min north of Oslo took his dog for a 5km spark ride 

just this week, on paved road covered in thick hard snow. 
1917. Looks like Tumbotino (Russia). They also uses the same Sparks, most of citizens... 
1918. Very beautiful 
1919. On Svalbard they use them between the pubs 😊 
1920. Yes we try to use it in mars 2014 in hofalen 🙄🤣👍👍 
1921. Wow 😳 thats cool 😎 and that’s a lot of snow ❄! 



1922. Kirkenes ❤ loved spending time there. 
1923. PACZAAAAAAAAAJ WAAAAAAA!!!!! 

😍😍😍😍😍😍😍❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤ 
1924. Fun sliding n safe Always said with a smile 
1925. I'm wondering how to get one here in Canada 👏👍 
1926. Jeg trenger ikke bil ～sa fint 🚙 
1927. Lovely!!! 
1928. Super Schlitten😃 
1929. I have seen such a vehicle for the first time at my vacation in Alta. I have also seen aurora 

borealis there. 
1930. Beautiful 
1931. I want one of these sleds! ❤ 
1932. Cool 
1933. Maravilhoso 
1934. Winter Wonderland❄ 
1935. Amazing 
1936. The most beautiful views♥♥😎 
1937. Cool 🤍🤍🤍 
1938. Mega schön 
1939. Impressive view wow 
1940. That's me...in My dreams 😄😍 
1941. This is great 
1942. Wau!!!😲😲😲❤ 
1943. Wunderschön 
1944. Can't wait to travel to Norway again, I hope we will make it in June if covid allows us to do so. 

Missing this country so much!!♥ @fanofalll 
1945. Wow😍 
1946. letsss goo💥 
1947. Moving to Norway soon 🇳🇴❤ 
1948. Amaizing 
1949. Nice view👏 
1950. Very nice 
1951. wow! 🙌 
1952. Can never sleep with a view like that! #mesmerising 
1953. Is this the lyngen north igloos. I stayed there in 2018. Such an amazing place. I can’t wait to 

go back. 
1954. The travel ban is killing me. I would love to there once everything backs to normal 😃 
1955. 💯Breath taking 
1956. Wonderful💜 
1957. Please take me here 🤗 I promise to brush your hair 😉 @nessp17 
1958. Meravigliosa 😍😍😍 
1959. Norway 2026🙏😍😍 
1960. Omg 😍😍😍 
1961. Panorama nice!💙💫 
1962. Unbelievable 🔥 
1963. Fabulous 🎉🙏❤ 
1964. Beautiful 🤩 
1965. Definitely a room with a view 😍 I would absolutely love to experience this ❤ 
1966. So beautiful 😍 



1967. The most incredible view!❄✨ 
1968. I want to be there right now 
1969. Amazing 👍👍 
1970. Wow ,so beautiful 😍 
1971. This is just so magical!! 
1972. Beautifull 😍 
1973. Spectacular... ❤❤ 
1974. Very nice 👍 
1975. Wow!!! 🤩 
1976. Amazing 🔥🔥 
1977. i love this light 
1978. So Increadible! 
1979. Saving money so I can be there as soon as the ban is over!! Cannot wait. 
1980. Beautiful sky✨💙✨ 
1981. What a place😍😍😍 
1982. Too good 👌👌 
1983. Bueatyfull 
1984. Jeg ville bli der! 
1985. One day I’ll visit 😍 
1986. Amazing 
1987. Beautiful 😍 
1988. Maravilloso 🙌❤ 
1989. Woah 😍 
1990. Bästa och vackraste staden i Norge! Och ölkällaren ...👏😍 
1991. Best place 🔥🙏 
1992. Beautiful ❣ 
1993. Tromsø🍀💚 
1994. Spectacular 🤗🥰 
1995. Looks so beautiful at night ✨💙✨ 
1996. Magnificent 🖤 
1997. Beautiful! 😍 
1998. Have been there. Awesome part of the world. 
1999. Very nice ❄🔝👌 
2000. I was there one year ago... what a wonderful souvenir... 
2001. Great Impression ❤ 
2002. Me encanta!!!! I💖 
2003. So beautiful 😍 
2004. 👏👍Beautiful 
2005. I love it! 
2006. Wow church en norway 
2007. Beautiful😍😍 
2008. Magnificent ❤❤ 
2009. Thanks 🙏 from Thailand ❤🇹🇭🌻 
2010. Beautiful 👍👍 
2011. Wow 🤩 ❤ I want it ❤ 
2012. Awesome! 😄👌 
2013. Wow ❤ 
2014. Awesome 👍👍 



2015. Wow!✨🏄❄ 
2016. Wow, surfing with the snow 🤩 
2017. Awesome place ❤ 
2018. There couldn't be a better spot to surf! <3 
2019. Pretty stunning view and awesome place adventure 
2020. Dream 
2021. Magnificent wooaah 😍 
2022. The water must be freezing!!! 
2023. Wow✨ 
2024. 👍Wonderful 
2025. 🙏 dream place to be ❣😍💃🙌 
2026. Fantastisk tur i vakkert landskap - minne for livet! 
2027. Vi hadde en helt fantastisk tur, guidene og hestene var utrolig flinke og hyggelige, 

naturopplevelsen er noe av det vakreste jeg har sett! Himmelen var rosa og blå med 
fullmånen skinnende i bakgrunnen. Snøkledde fjell seende i bakgrunnen av de hvite 
strendene og blå havet! Å reise hit i desember anbefales!! Må oppleves!! 

2028. Ørnesafari med besøk i Trollfjorden var en stor opplevelse. Ikke minst på grunn av en 
kunnskapsrik guide - som hadde svært god kompetanse både på ørner og Lofothistorie. Tusen 
takk! 

2029. Wonderful area, pleasant people, nice restaurants and good hotels. 
2030. With fantastic views we took off and it was awesome to come closer to the Mountains and 

the sea. Unfortunately we ate our sandwiches (no one told us not to) and when the boat 
then Went out into the bigger Waves we got really sea-sick! Overall it was an adventure! 

2031. Die Mitternachts Safari und die Lofoten allgemein waren einfach super. Das empfehlen wir 
gerne weiter. Wenn wir wieder mal kommen machen wir das auch gerne wieder. 

2032. Wir waren begeistert von der umfangreichen und anschaulichen Darstellung der 
Wikingerkultur.Handwerk, Lebensbedingungen, Schifffahrt, alles war dabei. 

2033. this is where we will go 
2034. Vakkert bilde og nydelig natur 
2035. Wow, very beautiful. I love nature very much, I'm tired of living in the city)). Although I often 

spend time alone in my forest, it is true that our forest is littered with garbage and dirty air 
from factories. P:S: You have a very beautiful country, beautiful cities. 

2036. Fantastisk flott. Lofoten er like vakker sommer som vinter. 
2037. Looks like Fairy Wonderland 
2038. Spent 3 autumn-winter at sea to see them, never witnessed a jump like that, lucky shot! 
2039. Har vært fire sommere i Lofoten og lengter tilbake. Blir aldri ferdig med Lofoten 
2040. På Svinøya traff mine besteforeldre hverandre i 1915. Da var det gårdsbruk og fiskemottak 

der. Min bestemor var innejente, og min bestefar kom sammen med sin far og bror for å 
jobbe ute med fisk. Eg kjenn lokta av fesken heilt ner te Horten. Namnam 

2041. Really can't wait to pandemic end, I've saved my money for my 3 in a row visit to Norway, 
this time for the Lofoten Islands! 

2042. Breathtaking piece of Video in the most SPECTACULAR AND DRAMATIC Scenery you Can 
Imagine.....A very SPECIAL moment in Life 

2043. This is even more fun than American drive-in theaters, now in use again, or created!! 
2044. "leave nothing but footprints". I love that! 
2045. For en natur og for noen farger❄Himmel og hav!⭐ 
2046. Ingen over ingen ved siden 
2047. I will never forget this view. 
2048. I loved Narvik (December 2017) 
2049. Just there. Absolutely beautiful! 



2050. LUV, Narvik!!👏👏👏😁💚we Loved it!!👏👏👏💜 
2051. Nydelig plass. Var der ca. 6 månar der mens eg var i militæret. Fantastik skiterreng der. 
2052. It was fantastic, once in a lifetime! En helt fantastisk opplevelse! 
2053. Må besøkes. Herlige bakker og trolig Norges beste utsikt. 
2054. Fantastisk utsikt og utfordrende løyper for skikjøring midt i byen. Fjellet er tilgjengelig 

sommer som vinter, Gondolbane, skiheis og familiepakke. 
2055. Uten tvil en av de beste anlegg i Norge/Nordland. Alt fra svarte løpe til barnebakken. løpene 

går fra 1000m og nesten ned i havet 😀 
2056. Utsikt og beliggenhet i verdensklasse. Et unikt fjell i Europa. I motsetning til andre 

destinasjoner ligger Narvikfjellet midt i byen og samtidig ved havet, noe som skaper 
muligheter for ekstreme opplevelser. Samtidig er anlegget barnevennlig og egner seg for 
familieopplevelser. Blir spennende å følge anlegget nå som Narvik kommune har annonsert 
at de vil søke alpin VM i 2025. 

2057. Vandring tur. Den mest fantastiske utsikten i mitt liv. Jeg er sikkert tilbake, fint sted for folk 
som liker havet og fjellet på samme tid! 

2058. We visited Narvikfjellet for 5 days in January 2020 in order to learn /improve our skiing. 
While the resort is not the biggest, it has a real family feel and certainly. The tuition was 
superb, with our enthusiastic instructor Peter tailoring didn't feel overcrowded when we 
were there (and there were pistes from blue to black). the days to our different needs and 
experience levels. For me, going in a few days from complete beginner to red runs was quite 
the experience. My partner, who is more experienced, also progressed loads thanks to the 
tuition (which we ended up splitting between ourselves). Peter even took him out on the 
excellent & vast off-piste terrain just above the slopes. We'd happily come back! 

2059. One of nature's phenomena! This is the place to see the Midnight Sun, the lift is open until 
1am during the time of perpetual daylight, even the cafe stays open. The view are 
spectacular! Is also a great place to see the Northern Lights at the right time of year. 

2060. Viking run. We were here to see the midnight sun the scenery was magnificent, we enjoyed 
the experience and took some great photos as we had the perfect night for it. It's a must do 
on your bucket list. Fantastic. 

2061. Beatiful views. Wonderful views over the northern fyords. Family enjoyed the gondala ride, 
the views from the top and the cafe. 

2062. Ho here to hike! This is the place for Hiking! Be ready to walk couple of hours if you want to 
go to top and back. Also check the weather, if it gets cloudy you might be in trouble if you 
travel too far up the mountain. With elevator you get to decent hights but after that it's 
hiking and you get to see snow in summer also ;) 

2063. Awsome view to Narvik. You should go and see the view yourself - I can not describe 
Food at the top was good and the restaurant was nice. 

2064. Makaløs utsikt! Tog gondolen upp för att avnjuta utsikten över vattnet och bergen. 
Rekommenderas starkt! Så vackert! 

2065. Incredible skiing! If you can pick a time with good weather, Narvikfjellet is arguably one of 
the most incredible places for downhill skiing in Norway and possibly Europe. The slope and 
the lifts are fairly standard, but the view from the top and the backdrop for your skiing is 
unique: blue sky, mountains and....fjords, the sea! The drop of 1000m is literally down to sea-
level. For an intermediate (or better) skier, this place is one you want to go to once. A couple 
of days is probably enough, but you will likely never experience anything like this elsewhere. 
For beginners Narvikfjellet is probably a little too much, to enjoy the skiing you need to have 
the basics in place. 

2066. Utrulig skidåkning midt i stan! Oftast lite folk i backarna, bra pister och fina möjligheter till 
lättåtkomligt puder för den som inte vill gå en hel dag, och utsikten skall vi inte ens tala om!! 

2067. Best downhill in Norway? Well, it is certainly steep enough. And the views are fantastic, one 
of the few places in the world you can admire fjords as you take the lift up. Enjoy! 



2068. The best of Northern Norway! For outdoors lovers, it´s a paradise. 
You can scuba dive and ski on the same day! 
There is a lot of WWII wrecks and crystal clear water, specially in january - march! 

2069. Beatiful Narvik. One of the most beautiful places Ive been , the silence, the high montains 
with reflections in the calm lakes. Springwater running down the mountain that you can just 
take in your hand and drink. If you walk to walk there are millions of paths in the woods and 
mountains and it never gets darkk in the summertime so you can do stuff as long as you 
want, absolutely a wonderful place. Stay in mountaincabins and hike every day or take a bike 
with you and you can explore the nature 

2070. We had a marvellous time with Lars and the reindeer. Learned so much about the animals 
and their importance to the Sami people. And had delicious reindeer meal made by Lars' 
mother. Thank you Lars for a wonderful experience. 

2071. First class team building staff trip to a genuine lavvo in the Lappcamp in the mountains that 
form the backdrop to Beisfjord in Narvik. Snowmobiles took 10-mins up. The lack of light 
pollution made the Northern Lights spectacular. We gathered around the fire, in the lavvo, 
where hot drinks and reindeer stew were served. This was followed by a lasso throwing and 
snowshoe relay competition. Great fun!! 

2072. Almost a dream, And I say almost because we were awake. We spent one of the best 
moments in our lives so far. It was an amazing night with Njalasouka Adventures staff, that 
made us feel like at home. Can’t describe how highly we recommend this experience. 
 
Thanks for all, Njalasouka! 
 
Mònica & Xavi 

2073. Alison and I, met our lovely guide at the Quality hotel in Narvik for our northern light 
adventure. 
After a 15 min drive we go to the snowmobile sledge and we had the privilege of being the 
only two people on the trip. As we climbed up through the mountains , we saw the Aurora 
right over head it was truly magical. 
Two very excited women arrived at the lavvu awestruck at the beauty of the mountain top 
and the views and majesty around us. 
We spent the evening chatting learning about the Sami culture , enjoying fabulous hospitality 
and the dog’s singing. 
What an absolutely fabulous night would recommend it to anyone. 

2074. Lars was a very friendly guide who took us on a snowmobile ride up a mountain where he 
took us into a lavvu (Sami tent) and roasted reindeer sausages while we waited for the 
Northern Lights, which appeared! 
 
Highly recommended, Lars is approachable, and very proud of his Sami culture and heritage, 
which provides guests an insight few others would offer. Plus, the hilltop is beautiful and the 
Northern Lights' appearance was the icing on the cake. 

2075. Most wonderful tour in Narvik without a doubt! If you want to see the Northern Lights please 
look for Lars. The company responds e-mails very quickly, pick you up from your hotel and 
bring you to the mountains to see the lights (if they decide to show that night). Our guide 
was super knowledgeable, very friendly, told us about the Sami people and their culture, 
provided us warm suits, hot drinks and grilled reindeer sausages. If you like dogs, Bajas (the 
guiding dog) is a plus to the tour. I had fun from the beginning to end. The Northern lights 
were very active the night I was there and we took beautiful pictures. It was an unique 
moment for sure! 

2076. The northern lights had started even before we got on the sleigh. The location to watch them 
is excellent, and we saw not only northern lights for more than one hour, but also shooting 
stars. The stay at the lavvu warmed us up, and our guide Lars told us a lot about Sami 



traditions and reindeer breeding. We were a group of 7 persons, and Lars was a very nice 
host. 

2077. Njalasouka Adventures were gracious enough to take our reservation last minute and 
couldn't have been more pleased with the tour. Everything was top notch, from the available 
cold weather gear, the travel accommodations to the top of the mountain, the guide's help 
when I had tech issues with my camera, the reindeer sausage we grilled over an open fire, 
catching a clear night with a 4 KP, etc. Obviously, they can't promise you'll see the Aurora (we 
did), but the overall experience will be lasting no matter. Can't say enough good things & 
would recommend this tour to anyone! 

2078. We went Yesterday night in search of northern lights, we knew we had good chance to see 
them since kp was pretty high (4) and there was no clouds in the Sky. They offered warm 
clothes to those who needed them then we were ready to go. Five minutes by car and we 
were under a Mountain to start the Experience! Lights were already dancing in the Sky when 
the snowmobile sledge began running throu trees.. we arrived in their sami tent where we 
could take great pictures and eat and drink something. Our Host told us about his family, his 
sami tradition and then we came back home. Greatest experience. 

2079. Great adventure, great place and great hosting. Such a perfect experience and well worth 
visiting as a tourist as well as locals!! 

2080. Northern Lights, don't we all (OK, almost all) want to see them? I bet we do! As a nature 
phenomena they can't be guaranteed, but with Njalasouka Adventures, what can be 
guaranteed is the adventure and an awesome evening up in the mountains. 
There was no lights, when I was there, there was no stars, when I was there. There was an 
overwhelming, peaceful and quiet night on top of the mountain, hot chocolate to warm up 
by the fire in lavvu and super tasty snack. And... wait for it, at the end there was a meeting 
with reindeers owned by our super cool Sami guide! 
And dear me, that singing dog riding snow mobile! Haven't seen such wonder in my life! 
You all should give it a go when in Narvik, Norway. I mean it! Lights or no lights it was worth 
it! 

2081. Great tour, experienced guide and amazing northern lights sight! We had a great time and 
learned more about the suomi culture. 

2082. A great night with host Per spend on top of a mountain looking at the northern lights. Just a 
10 minutes drive plus a 10 minute sleigh ride from Narvik. 
It was a beautiful setting with a fire in a traditional Sami tent. My children aged 9 and 11 
loved the evening, looking at the lights, cooking on the fire and playing with the hosts 
friendly dog. 

2083. We spent a delightful day of mountain hiking with the Bergbjorn husband and wife team of 
Tore and Karen. We found them to be extremely knowledgeable about their environment 
and accommodating of our needs. They tailored the experience entirely to our family. We 
learned a great deal about the vegetation, topography, history, and culture of the region. 
They took us to unique and unspoiled locations, especially some spectacular fjords. They 
prepared a homemade lunch and snacks for us comprised of foods that were indigenous to 
the region. We cannot recommend them and the enjoyable and educational experience they 
provide more highly. 

2084. Best what I have newer seen in my life. So much light snow, beutufull hill and people in 
Oteren. They have heart on correct place👍 

2085. Fantastisk koselig gård og hyggelig vertskap 😊 
Gården, dyran og det gamle huset er bare helt hærlig 🙌 
Kjørt hundespann for første gang og det var supergøy, mye lettere enn trudde. Fikk en fin 
gjennomgang før turen. Så Jevningen Gård kan anbefales på det varmeste om du vil ha en 
koselig opplevelse ❤ 

2086. Thank you for the amazing dog sledding session and for everything else!! 
Monica and Richard are very very welcoming and keeping the experience authentic and 



respecting their environment. Lovely farm and sharing their passion! 
 
Simply the best experience we had during our holidays in Northern Norway!!!! 

2087. Anbefales på det sterkeste! Et flott museum med god informasjon om det som skjedde i 
Narvik i 1940-1945. Fine utstillinger og absolutt verdt turen innom 

2088. Verdt tiden! Et av de bedre krigsmuseumene vi har vært på . Gode utstillinger, men mye 
matriell. I tillegg, mange øyenvitne beretninger på skjermer rundt omkring. Her fikk en 
virkelig innblikk i det Norge det virkelig var krig i . 

2089. Informativt og flott museum. Vi var i Narvik forrige helg, i forbindelse med besøk av familie 
og heisbasert stisykling. På søndagen la vi inn et besøk til museet. Veldig imponerende 
utstilling og god informasjon og fremstilling av hvordan det var under krigen i Narvik. Etterpå 
hadde vi et besøk i kaffeen. Anbefales! 

2090. Anbefales! Utrolig bra! Får frem informasjonen på en bra måte som egner seg for alle aldere. 
Visuelt og teknisk veldig godt utført! Kaféen har bra mat og god service (kunne smøre 
vegetarsmørbrød på etterspørsel). 

2091. Verdt et besøk! Vil absolutt anbefale et besøk på Narvik krigsmuseum. Lærerikt for både 
gammel og ung. Vi hadde en meget dyktig "guide" som visste oss rundt, og hadde masse 
kunnskap og interessante historier om de forskjellige utstillingene. Et av de bedre 
museumsbesøkene jeg har vært på ☺ 

2092. Litt historiepåfyll i ferien! Museet er passelig stort til å holde fokus hele tiden. Vi brukte ca. 
45 minutter på vårt besøk. Det er god interaktive start på museet som fanget 
oppmerksomheten til tenåringsguttene. De fortsatte derfor igjennom utstillingene med å lese 
og spørre. Det var også film med intervju av noen eldre personer som engasjerte. 
Vi fortsatte dagen med bl.a. å gå tur oppover Narvikfjellet. På veien gikk vi forbi bunkerser og 
det ble påminnelse om museet og det vi lærte der om morgenen. 

2093. Museet må besøkes! Et flott museum! 
Alle besøkende til Narvik må legge turen om dette museet! Et must vil jeg si. 
Sentral beliggenhet, midt i byen, ved siden av Scandic Narvik og gode parkeringsmuligheter i 
offentlig parkeringshus like ved. 
 
Flott, informativ og emosjonell utstilling. 
Særdeles pedagogisk. 
Rørende videoer med personlige vitnesbyrd. 
Kan ikke gjøres bedre! 
En sterk opplevelse også for oss som er født etter 2. verdenskrig. 

2094. Anbefales! Dette museet kan virkelig anbefales. Bruk god tid, og lær deg masse. Oversiktelig 
og lærerikt. Ikke bare hadde de masse fra 2.verdenskrig, men de har tatt inn dagens situasjon 
i verden, og det var en tankevekker. 

2095. Sterk Opplevelse! Et museum som gir mersmak. Det tar deg med på en reise gjennom 
krigshistorien til Nord-Norge og Narvik, i tillegg til å være et læringssenter for både ungdom 
og voksne. Anbefales på det sterkeste, og sett av god tid 

2096. If somebody mentions ski touring and Northern Norway most people probably think about 
Lofoten Islands and Lyngen. 
Strange enough Narvik is practically unknown even though the little town offers some of the 
best backcountry skiing in Scandinavia 

2097. Det er et fantastisk reisemål, med utrolig natur og uendelige muligheter, beskriver Stiansen. 
2098. – Skjomen er som en frodig oase, skjermet for vær og vind og med store, fine sva-områder. 

Langs kysten er naturen helt annerledes: Vill, med tøffe fjell og enorm utsikt. I tillegg elsker 
jeg folkene der. De er så åpne og gjestfrie, sier Tom Stiansen. 

2099. Du føler at du ser hele verden. Fjell, fjorder, hav og Lofoten. Samtidig kan du se rett ned på 
husene i byen. Det gir en ekstra dimensjon. Det fins mange fjell og fjorder i Norge. Men i 
Narvik er alt så nært. 



2100. Det er et slags sydenparadis i Nord-Norge, og en helt fantastisk plass. Med høye, vakre, ville 
fjell, en fjord med masse fisk i, og flotte strender 

2101. Den er kanskje verdens råeste jernbane, helt vill, sier Garfors. 
2102. I dag tror jeg at jeg har hatt den råeste dagen jeg kan huske. Det har vært magisk, lys, det har 

vært vindstille og vi har kjørt ned de sinnsykt vakkre flotte fjellsidene med havet I 
bakgrunnen og fjorden som kommer inn. Jeg føler meg sånn halvreligiøs egentlig 

2103. 2019 og eldre 
2104. My dream destination 
2105. In 2019 I had the honor of visiting Norway for the first time. So different and yet somewhat 

similar to my homeland Brazil, when it comes to politeness and kindness of Norwegian 
people. Happy New Year to you all. 

2106. I need to go to Barentsburg just so I can meet this fellow omg 
2107. Wow !!!! 
2108. Wow 
2109. Amazing really breathtaking. I don't think there is such a place in the world 
2110. I want to visit these steps someday! 
2111. Incredible type awesome 
2112. wow 
2113. Last summer we did the hike at Flørli, 4444 wooden steps from Lysefjord to the top. It was 

awesome! 
2114. Beautiful place 
2115. wow 
2116. Really amazing 
2117. Amazing 
2118. Amazing view! 
2119. On my list for 2020 
2120. My dream country 
2121. Crazy Norway 
2122. So beautiful! 
2123. Lovely view 
2124. Amazing Lofoten!! 
2125. Busknes church! We visited this place driving back from Balstad to Leknes. Such a beautiful 

place! 
2126. I loved it 
2127. So beautiful! 
2128. Lofoten! Gotta get there for a trip soon 
2129. Lofoten! Dream destination 
2130. This is soooo BEAUTIFUL 
2131. Agree! Lofoten Islands are PURE magic 
2132. Wow 
2133. Beautiful 
2134. need to go back there wish me luck of fortune 
2135. my 2020 destination! Loføten 
2136. Love to soon! 
2137. Wooooooow! I wanna go there 
2138. I enjoyed walking the snow covered streets of Tromsø! 
2139. I miss walking on snowed sidewalks. You are blessed with such a chance. Merry christmas 

Norwegians! 
2140. Love it 



2141. Awesome 
2142. Beautiful 
2143. Very Beautiful 
2144. Beautiful white winter 
2145. I wish!! 
2146. Wow very beautiful 
2147. Wowww 
2148. What incredible town!! 
2149. Pretty 
2150. Looks pretty awesome. Would trade Australia and bushfires for a good snowfall!! 
2151. Gosh I really wanna experience this once! It looks so beautiful 
2152. Wow absolutely fabolous 
2153. My dream place 
2154. What a beautiful sight @visitnorway 
2155. Beautiful town 
2156. this is a dream come true 
2157. So beautiful! 
2158. Beautiful!!!!! 
2159. A dream 
2160. wow 
2161. So beautiful white christmas!!! Merry Christmas!!!!! 
2162. Wow !!!! 
2163. I love Tromso and hope to return in the next 5 years or so. God Jul 
2164. I've always had this plan to come to Norway before continuing education. I think Norway can 

be the best choice for me so one day I will come there and enjoy this beautiful nature and 
also culture 

2165. Just like a dream amazing 
2166. Love it 
2167. wow 
2168. I'm always dreaming of Norway 
2169. Amazing 
2170. A dream 
2171. Wow wonderful 
2172. beautiful 
2173. Love it! 
2174. Super 
2175. Wow 
2176. Finally the respect for samipeople and their culture is growing. Sàpmi is inspiring and 

fascinating. Once you have visitied Sàpmi, you wil never ever forget the colours! 
2177. Hopefully I can get my husband there... its his families homeland. Someday! 
2178. Cool 
2179. My dream to meet them! 
2180. Would love to explore this area!! 
2181. Love it! 
2182. Hopefully on my next trip to Norway I'll be able to visit this area as well!! 
2183. This is wonderful to know about Norway 
2184. I love this! I'm Inuit from Canada. Can't wait to visit Norway one day! 
2185. Yes!!! Two times! They're wonderful people! Very friendly and inspiring! I carre those 

memories forever. 



2186. I loved watching the sun float below the horizon all night long 
2187. beautiful 
2188. Amazing 
2189. I would like to visit Norway 
2190. I love Norway..... I love Norwegians 
2191. Way to make a gal miss Norway!! 
2192. Summers in Norway are incredible! Love to think back on our midnight hikes in Northern 

Norway! 
2193. Wow, is it a frozen scene? 
2194. Next year I will 
2195. this was my dream for our visit! Will just have to keep going until it comes true! 
2196. amazing 
2197. Beautiful 
2198. Beautiful 
2199. Awesome 
2200. Look at this view, it's a frozen scene, it's a destiny calling us! 
2201. wow, so beautiful 
2202. this is where I want to go in the summer, for the midnight sun 
2203. Awesome, what a fairytale 
2204. WOW 
2205. I love Tromso 
2206. Love this! 
2207. Beautiful 
2208. So cool! 
2209. I love Norway 
2210. Love it 
2211. Beautiful 
2212. Very nice! My dream 
2213. Wooooow amazing. I love Norway so much! 
2214. So beautiful! 
2215. Beautiful 
2216. Brilliant 
2217. Love me some #Norway 
2218. How beautiful 
2219. We love norway... 
2220. Wow! 
2221. Oh. My. Gosh. Gobsmacked and want to come too... 
2222. You're such a beautiful country and wonderful people 
2223. Will be someday 
2224. I'd love to visit reindeer calves! 
2225. True, Norway is more beautiful than the movie! (Frozen) 
2226. Hope I can have a trip to Norway soon 
2227. I had no idea the frozen universe was inspired from Norway, but I did think of it when I heard 

Kristoff mention "fjords" but honestly this is adorable 
2228. Awesome!! We were in Norway last May. It's beautiful. 
2229. Amazing 
2230. Wanna go to Norway, from Indonesian citizen 
2231. Been with you in Alta. Some years ago now, in summer 
2232. Your country is very beautiful, wait for me, Norway! And see you Jonathan deer 



2233. I can't wait to return. My visit to Norway last winter was breathtaking!!!!!! 
2234. Lov u so much your country Norway 
2235. people and animals living in harmony and becoming true friends under the toughest 

conditions mother- nature has to offer... really amazing 
2236. How wonderful 
2237. I love this. 
2238. I love Norway and have been to experience the northern lights and Sami culture in Tromso. 

Would really love to visit Alta someday soon too 
2239. So cute! Best memories 
2240. This is so dreamy!!!! 
2241. Très jolie 
2242. Längtar tilbaka 
2243. nice 
2244. Vackert! 
2245. Heaven 
2246. Majestic 
2247. So beautiful 
2248. Been there- it's wonderful 
2249. amazing 
2250. we must return to norway one day 
2251. we need to go there!!! 
2252. The water is like glass 
2253. amazing 
2254. beautiful 
2255. Överväldigande! 
2256. Jeg må se at komme derop. Det er SÅ smukt 
2257. Beautiful 
2258. stunning 
2259. Incredible 
2260. Stunning 
2261. Amazing views 
2262. My dream to come back 
2263. wow 
2264. stunning 
2265. wow 
2266. que amor 
2267. this is such a huge dream for me and my family 
2268. Counting down to April visit 
2269. In 65 days time we will start our next trip to Norway. We cannot wait! 
2270. just left Norway but can't wait to be back next month 
2271. Norway is where I want to spend the rest of my days. Tromsø stole my heart. I'm sure I was 

born on the wrong continent. 
2272. Wow 
2273. Norway is one of the most magical and kind countries in the world!! We will always come 

back when we can! 
2274. amazing 
2275. Hoping to bring our kiddos to Norway this summer to see the magic! 
2276. I love Norway. I wish to visit it one day 
2277. Gorgeous! Let's start saving to get there 



2278. omg 
2279. the place to be North of Norge 
2280. Dreamspot 
2281. A dream to be here 
2282. Need this in my life 
2283. I go for Norway 
2284. Narvik is one of my favorite destinations of all time. This looks beautiful! 
2285. So cooool!!! 
2286. What an awesome place! Imagine living there! 
2287. Awesome! 
2288. omg 
2289. Now we need to go to Norway just to see baby reindeer. 
2290. they look absolutely stunning 
2291. wow 
2292. Love a snowy christmas location! 
2293. Stunning landscape!! 
2294. Love it 
2295. Beautiful 
2296. Been twice near Bodø this year with the ship! Beautiful place 
2297. Wonderful 
2298. Waiting for this moment 
2299. wow 
2300. Beautiful 
2301. The most special corner of the world 
2302. Visit Norway it's a big dream for me. For the moment, i send you my love from Greece 
2303. I want to live here 
2304. Such a beautiful place! 
2305. Where I rather be 
2306. OMG I wanna go to this view so badly next time I'm in Norway! 
2307. omg 
2308. Beautiful 
2309. Breathtaking view 
2310. Wow this is magnificent 
2311. Amo questa città (Oversettelse: jeg elsker denne byen) 
2312. I have to visit one day 
2313. No, I didn't yet, it's very complicated to understand Norwegian rules about decorations. You 

can't put it on before a couple of days of Xmas. And decorate your windows before 1st 
advent. In Russia we're quite wild: we put Xmas trees when we have the mood, we don't care 
what next- door will say. Here in Trysil people are not very busy, they like to observe what 
going on next door. 

2314. I wish I was there 
2315. Lovely 
2316. Awesome 
2317. Lovee 
2318. Too beautiful 
2319. wow 
2320. So dreamy 
2321. What a dream place 
2322. Fantastic 



2323. I love this city 
2324. Excellent 
2325. Beautiful 
2326. amazing 
2327. can't wait to be there!! Few more days to go 
2328. Tromso. Was there a year ago!!! Miss it. Sad won't be there this holiday season. Was such a 

winter wonderland!!! 
2329. I love Norway 
2330. Beautiful 
2331. Wonderful 
2332. awesome 
2333. Wooow! 
2334. Amazing sky! Im going to Norway either next summer or the one after! Can't wait! 
2335. Wauw 
2336. Sooooooo magical 
2337. Endnu en god grund til at tage til Norge 
2338. ... I have no word.. Just speechless 
2339. What a beautiful view! 
2340. Im coming! Omg Norway 
2341. I wish I was there. Very nice. A quiet and peaceful place. Far from everything and everybody. 
2342. Seeing Aurora in person was such an amazing experience!! Highly recommend 
2343. speechless 
2344. Otroligt vackert! 
2345. SURREALY STUNNING 
2346. Awesome view 
2347. Amazing 
2348. Beautiful place! I visited last September..... 
2349. Oh my god! I have to be here 
2350. What a perfect place! Jeg elsker det!! 
2351. Ohh my god fantastic 
2352. Wooo, snowy white and clean! 
2353. Beautiful!!!!! 
2354. Uau lindo 
2355. Magical 
2356. I'd LOVE to visit!!! I just can't afford it yet.... maybe one day I'll be able to. 
2357. Beautiful 
2358. très belle 
2359. Wow awesome!! 
2360. I was in Gamvik, next time I will go to Vardø. 
2361. That fortress looks sweet as! 
2362. Amazing 
2363. Wow 
2364. wow 
2365. Good day to you and your family. My name is Tayo and I'm from Africa. I would love to 

migrate to your loving country. Kindly put me through on the requirements 
2366. One of my dreams is meet Orcas in Norway. Maybe next year, in december 
2367. Woah! 
2368. Stunning!!! Can't wait to discover your country. 
2369. Beautiful window view 



2370. Wow amazing and here we are still sweating in heat 
2371. Wow stunning 
2372. Wow 
2373. Lovely 
2374. I want to go here and see the northern lights 
2375. Beautiful view 
2376. this is so lovely 
2377. Great.Great. 
2378. Beautiful 
2379. My dream, my paradise 
2380. Stunning 
2381. Wow we love this! 
2382. Perfect 
2383. Oh so beautiful 
2384. That looks awesome 
2385. In love 
2386. pretty pretty pretty 
2387. Wow this is beautiful 
2388. God I really wish to be here someday 
2389. Someday *sigh* 
2390. Amazing 
2391. I want to be there now 
2392. wow 
2393. Hopefully someday I will see these in reality 
2394. Amazing 
2395. My biggest wish- see the northern lights 
2396. Très jolie 
2397. Wow that is outrageous 
2398. I have a cousin that spent a year in Tromso for school. He fell in love with it so much that he 

returned to Tromso to live and work at the same university there. That says alot to me. 
2399. Wowwwww 
2400. I could watch this all night 
2401. Ein Naturwunder 
2402. WOW 
2403. Seriously considering moving to Norway 
2404. Such a great place!! Wish I could be there now (thought I only cam back two weeks ago!) 
2405. Wow 
2406. Love you Norway 
2407. Wow! 
2408. Magnificent 
2409. Very nice 
2410. Hope we get to see nights like this! 
2411. you are so beautiful 
2412. lindo 
2413. This is so beautiful 
2414. beautiful 
2415. So beautiful 
2416. Tromsø is very nature and beautiful city will to again visit 
2417. Can't wait to go to Norway next year 



2418. Dreamy 
2419. One day I will visit it 
2420. My favorite place 
2421. Awww, a winter wonderland 
2422. What a cool waterfall 
2423. Loving the mood and scenery 
2424. Wow!! 
2425. Cool 
2426. Awesome 
2427. I was there in September. What a sight to see 
2428. Can't wait to visit Tromsø next week. Hopefully we can make some beautiful pictures such as 

yours 
2429. Wonderful! 
2430. Amazing 
2431. Such magical scenes 
2432. I want to be there 
2433. Awesome 
2434. Noice reduction 1000% 
2435. Magic 
2436. Incredible 
2437. On my bucket list 
2438. Quiero (elsker det) 
2439. Wonderful 
2440. Someday Ill see this 
2441. Magical!!!! 
2442. Incredible 
2443. Ein Naturwunder 
2444. I've dreamt of seeing this amazing phenomenon since I was a child. Sorry, my english is very 

rusty.. :) 
2445. Crazy that borealis shot. So lucky to see these. 
2446. Amazing!! 
2447. Woaw amazing 
2448. Quiero ir a Noruega 
2449. just incredible 
2450. Amazing 
2451. OMG 
2452. This is so lovely 
2453. Abfab (absolutely fabulous) 
2454. The best snack in Norway! 
2455. I miss it so much!! Best cinnamon bun in the world!! 
2456. I want to visit this place 
2457. Love longyearbyen 
2458. I want to visit there and northernlight. 
2459. Need to go here ASAP! 
2460. There is nothing better than skoleboller. 
2461. ohh.... I want to visit Svalbard again. Been there many years ago, a lovely summer, working 

as an anesthetic nurse the old hospital. Magic summer 
2462. Yum, I had the BEST oat milk latte there this summer! 
2463. This makes me nostalgic. I miss that water! Those mountains! Those fjords! 



2464. My Norwegian grandmother was Sami! Wonder what she would think of all this fuss! 
2465. Awesome! And I loved Frozen 2! 
2466. Yes! Land of my ancestors. 
2467. I would love to visit!!! 
2468. I love Norway. 
2469. My country Norway 
2470. .Ava would be ok if we moved to Norway lol 
2471. Beautiful 
2472. My friends frode..... 
2473. I like this film and I like the Sapmi Culture, GOD JUL 
2474. Love Norway 🇳🇴 I would love to live there! I've only been there once, but will definitely go 

back! 
2475. Norway is so nice 
2476. Would love to someday 
2477. Wonderful country 
2478. Great 
2479. this is what dave wants to do in Tromso 
2480. Thank you Beautyfuuul 
2481. Incredible Norway. God bless you Norway. God bless you Mr.president of Norway. 
2482. Norway 😍 
2483. Fantastisch 
2484. It's an amazing place. I had been there in last January. Beautiful.. lovely experience.. enjoyed 

a lot.want to visit again & again 
2485. I'm off to Tromso 12January for a week ,what can I expect whether wise ? Hope to see the 

Northern Lights there 
2486. Gorgeous, beautiful and breathtaking 
2487. I like so much Tromso, I was there last March, such a lovely little place. 
2488. It’s a wonderful place lovely scenery and nice people 🇳🇴 
2489. It’s a magical place! 
2490. Great Norway 
2491. Mystical ....awesome... worth exploring 
2492. Beautiful. 
2493. I love 
2494. Wonderful place 
2495. Been there in January. It was magical, with over 2 hours of sunrise and the same at sunset 

and less than 2 hours of daylight. The scenery was breathtaking. 
2496. Beautiful 
2497. That would be so amazing to experience. We don't have anything like that in Australia. 
2498. I wish I could visit one of the day 
2499. Never ... I love it ... the darkness is best time ..... Tromsø would be my place .... 
2500. Not scary at all! Just feel it's time to sleep all the time! 
2501. I like to travel to Norway and there Tromsø with the wonderful nature. 
2502. ❤❤❤ Tromsø! 
2503. Very beautiful. I feel music would be a real crutch in Winter. 
2504. Wir waren dort ìm Winter 1990. Einmalig 
2505. Incredible! 
2506. I want to come back ..and be there forever 
2507. look like north Easter Wa 



2508. It won't be scary but then after 2-3 days it will get a bit gloomy and you wait till Sun returns 
back from it's very short vacation. 

2509. Team Polar Night OR Team Midnight Sun? 
2510. Just such a beautiful country the people of Norway are very blessed to live in such an 

awesome place and I feel they already know that ♥ Norway 
2511. It’s the people who make the lack of sunshine bearable. 
2512. Loved Tromsø 
2513. I’ve been to Tromsø and it’s the furthest north I’ve been so far. I missed the midnight sun 

unfortunately. But I was told it was amazing. It’s a nice place to visit. 
2514. Wonderful place. Beautiful video. Thank you! 
2515. It is a wonderful way of travel in the most beautiful country in the world x I love Norway 
2516. Very nice journey. I want to visit Norway. 
2517. We should do it again! The arctic one looks amazing! 
2518. One of the World's most beautiful train Journey, ever! 

On Top of the Travel Bucket List! 
2519. Been on a cruise to Norway and loved it, I would love to go on the train ride across that 

beautiful country. 
2520. I would love to take this train ride someday. The landscape looks amazing. 
2521. What an adventure! I’d love to go. 
2522. Have taken that trip It was awesome 
2523. Does not need to be winter to have snow in mountains in Norway. 
2524. Looks incredible- Added to my list of Defs!! 
2525. Just returned from Norway. Amazing trip. 
2526. Went from Boda to Oslo but in spring time! 
2527. Love Norway my family history is there. 
2528. A dream come true. Amazing 
2529. I love Norway. I want to take a trip by train. 
2530. Norway is amazing!!!! 
2531. Brad, here is the perfect vacation for you 
2532. I agree, I would go back to Lapland in a moments notice. Loved it 
2533. Nice traveling 
2534. Took the overnight train from Stockholm to narvik. ... first week of October .... then Santa 

Claus train from romaneivi to Helsinki ... super experience 
2535. reise med tog i Norge er rulig, ingen stress, mye tid for å se landscape ut av vindu, høre 

musikk, hvile og sove litt, ha kaffe med smørebrød eller kake og mange andere ting mens tog 
kjører videre! 

2536. unfortunately you dont always see the northern lights. I was in Tromo in December and 
never saw them 

2537. But in winter is dark outside. What can you see in the night-time, when you have lights for 2-
3 hours only? 

2538. I've never been in Norway but as a European living in USA for 20 years I know it is better 
country than USA. 

2539. after the Hurtigruten that will be the next trip! 
2540. No, looks amazing. 
2541. So awesome...love trains & always wanted to see the northern lights. 
2542. Foarte frumos traseu și foarte frumoasă călătoria cu trenul ! Oversettelse: veldig fin rute og 

veldig fin togtur! 
2543. I was on the Iron Ore train to Narvik. Beautiful. 
2544. Wow .. love to travel once. 



2545. I lived in Sweden when I was 8 yrs old. Rode a train to school 5 days a week. We were there 2 
years. When we left the enginer gave me his hat. I am 67 years old now. I loved Sweden and 
Norway 

2546. Amazing 
2547. Love Norway went on a cruise there in June went on the Flam railway it was stunning. 
2548. The train is a wonderful way to travel. I loved it!!! 
2549. I may be taking this train trip next year! Looks beautiful! 
2550. The trip was so lovely 
2551. This trip looks fantastic Might have to look into this 
2552. Like the sceneries Beautiful in the Romantic Train. 
2553. I have done it in June and its was amazing 
2554. One of the most beautiful train in world 
2555. Tina White this is right up your street ! A train snow and the possibility of the Northern Lights 
2556. Yes..taken that trip 3 years ago 
2557. Have done this and it’s amazing 
2558. When are we moving there?? Lol 
2559. Beautiful 
2560. Done it .. love it 
2561. Wow 
2562. So nice 
2563. Wow!! 
2564. Excellent way to go for trip 
2565. Impresionante!!!! 
2566. Super ! 
2567. Nice train 
2568. Bucket list 
2569. beautiful 
2570. Looks so amazing 
2571. Wow 
2572. Beautiful norway 
2573. Nice 
2574. Looks beautiful 
2575. Beautiful 
2576. See u soon 
2577. I am packing 

Are.you ready 
2578. Omg Kenzo! Next winter???? 
2579. Good 
2580. Of viking 
2581. Oh it's very beautiful 
2582. Polar Express!! 
2583. the real one 
2584. Its our train 
2585. memories 
2586. next 
2587. Amazing 
2588. Travelled to the top of Norway from Oslo, across Sweden and down to Helsinki on a train 

about 22 years ago. I back packed with a friend I met while working as a nanny in Oslo, that 
year in Norway was the best in my life! ❤ Norway ❤ 



2589. mysigt 
2590. Bello 
2591. I wish to work for Norwegian rail for life long. I traveled on this route. 
2592. Wow... I bet these don't get cancelled by the wrong type of snow. 
2593. It’s beautiful an very expensive 
2594. Show.... 
2595. Very beautiful but it is so cool.. Absolutely fantastic 
2596. I was there few years ago Beatiful Contry !! 
2597. Love u norway 
2598. Nice 
2599. Ohhh Tromso!! 
2600. I have been there 
2601. great memories 
2602. hele tady pujdem 
2603. I want to go back 
2604. souvenirs 
2605. Already i did and was amazing ..I love Norway 
2606. I rollerskied around Trømsø in summer and I can attest it’s very beautiful and hilly!! 
2607. Just beautiful 
2608. Lovely view 
2609. Waiting for sunny times before the next winter 
2610. we need a reindeer 
2611. lovely 
2612. almost a year since our reindeer sleigh ride 
2613. think we missed out here 
2614. Incredible 
2615. Happy butt 
2616. Renul,Rudolf a plecat spre voi,dar nu are adresele exacte.Indrumati-l ! Oversettelse: 

Reinsdyret, Rudolf har forlatt deg, men har ikke de eksakte adressene. Veiled ham! 
2617. I see it´s a bit outside from Kautokeino, i was near this in automn 2017. I stayed on Artic 

Motel & camping Kautokeino ! 
2618. They really are camels of the snow!! 
2619. so schön 
2620. Ah oui xd J'ai eu la même idée lol Souvenir EXTRA d'ailleurs 🙂 Vivement revenir en Norvège 

<3 Oversettelse: Å ja xd jeg hadde samme ideen lol EXTRA minne forresten 🙂 Gleder meg til 
å komme tilbake til Norge 

2621. white friday is good,..... better than black Friday 
2622. How lovely 
2623. Amazing place 
2624. It´s beautiful 
2625. Wow, formidable!! 
2626. Just like Arendelle frozen 
2627. Norway - The Nordic Queen 
2628. Beautiful country 
2629. I am planning on coming for a month next year, but I want to meet folks in Norway! 
2630. This is so neat 
2631. charming 
2632. Nice to meet Norway 
2633. Beautiful Norge 



2634. thnx a lot 
2635. So beautiful Norway !! 
2636. Magnifique contree 

Cela donne envie 
d y retouner. Oversettelse: Herlig kontrakt 
Dette gir deg lyst til å 
For å gå tilbake til det 

2637. Soooo schön 
2638. Una meraviglia.... Oversettelse: Et under.... 
2639. Beautiful .thankyou 
2640. very nice 
2641. Wow 
2642. I wanna visit lofoten my dream 
2643. I think I must spend several days in here..Wish could go as soon as possible.. but the flight 

tickets are really expensive😅 
2644. Wonderful 
2645. Been there beautiful Norway 
2646. Beautiful video, beautiful Norway! My grandparents were born there and came to America in 

1920. We spent 10 days on a tour of Scenic Norway in 1998, what a spectacular place! 
2647. Extraordinary! Takk. 
2648. This IS A MUST SEE.... 
2649. The most wonderfull place. 
2650. Wow! Such a beautiful place 
2651. Beautiful place 
2652. Mos Craciun are 9 reni inhamati la sanioara, din care unu-i sef mare,RUDOLF 
2653. My son is there on deployment and he says it’s beautiful! His first week there he saw the 

northern lights. 
2654. vamos, pero vos te pagas tu pasaje😂 
2655. Sounds like a perfect Xmas to me! 
2656. Wow 
2657. I´m from Brazil.🇧🇷🇧🇷🇧🇷🇧🇷👏👏👏👏👏. 
2658. I miss these kanelbulle 
2659. regarde des cimon roll 
2660. What a spectacular and tasty view 
2661. Duas delícias 

O lugar e o pão de canela 
😋😋 Oversettelse: To herligheter 
Stedet og kanelbrødet 
😋😋 

2662. ti ricordiiii ? 
2663. I will be there soon to taste them 
2664. Se posso la prossima ci penso io... Oramai mi hai attaccato L'amore 💖💓💖💓 Hvis jeg kan, tar 

jeg meg av den neste... Nå har du angrepet meg Kjærlighet 💖💓💖💓 
2665. Oh love such moments and they are coming in winter 
2666. Will be there for my birthday 
2667. this makes me miss Norway so much!!! 
2668. It is so beautiful country. I would like to leave there 
2669. Bulan depan aku kesini. Neste måned er jeg her 
2670. pls learn so you can teach me later. U.u 



2671. one day we’ll go to this 
2672. It's really awesome when u catch it 
2673. Wowwwwww!!! I wish to see like this next week I’ll go 
2674. next time we have to go in winter 
2675. What an amazing show... 
2676. Unbelievable 
2677. Lindo espetáculo 
2678. Planning go on next year September! 
2679. Amazing 
2680. Wonderful 
2681. that guy standing up there will be me in nxt few years....😎😎 

Big dreams 😍😍😍 
2682. Omg so nice 
2683. Nårge er beste himels sted 
2684. And this is why this is on top of my bucketlist 🤩😍 
2685. Love Norway ❤❤❤ 
2686. Can’t wait 
2687. Mon rêve 
2688. Norway here we come!! 
2689. My dream. Stunning! 
2690. I'm in love with Norway 
2691. lets hope they dance nicely for us 
2692. joskus me päästään ottaan revontulikuvia 😍 noen ganger får vi ta nordlys 😍 
2693. Hi there, I am at Tromso, will be travelling to Lofoten soon. What time usually can I 

experience the beautiful lights? 
2694. Where are its antlers? 
2695. Very much interested 
2696. when are we going????!! 
2697. They are wild, but super friendly! 
2698. Hi there guys 

How do you book to go and visit this lovely lady 
And her beautiful life style she is blessed to have ? 

2699. looks amazing 
2700. Sooo beautiful😍 
2701. I want to go Norway because I want to see snow 
2702. küll ma igatsen lund ja korralikku külma talve ...... Jeg savner virkelig snø og en grei kald 

vinter...... 
2703. I'd love to dig and roll in the snow with Fred from Keiino 😍 
2704. Norway is a fertile country in which Odin ancestor(Öden Ata),the people of the As, 

emigrated. 
2705. Am in Karasjok at the moment - my escape this year is indeed to your beautiful country, 

Norway! I'm lucky! 
2706. Life is such a simple thing.., and very satisfying.., it’s only we who really complicate 

everything 
2707. Yeahhhh you are right.. escape to Norway!! 
2708. I want to go back sooooo bad!! 
2709. northern lights 
2710. A life well lived 
2711. God's country ❤ Norway 



2712. Spectacular 
2713. OOOH!!! Narvik seems to be a very cold place! So much snow, and it is September...... 
2714. imagine 
2715. Norway is calling me 
2716. let's go! 
2717. Very sad i have been to norway last feb19 to chasing aurora ,but the shy lady didn't come 

out. Only a few minutes in Narvik 
2718. I hope to see u someday Aurora!!! 
2719. i wish i can experience and explore in norway 
2720. Si he visto auroras boreales estando en Noruega exactamente , inolvidable aquel maravilloso 

espectáculo . Hvis jeg har sett Nordlys være i Norge akkurat, uforglemmelig den fantastiske 
forestillingen. 

2721. Beautiful country.. Had the priviledge of going there earlier this year.. And got to see the 
Northern lights 

2722. Subhanallah.....Allah The AlMighty can create anything 
2723. Beautiful!!! 
2724. Lovely!! A breathtaking natural light display in the Earth's sky in total silence and relaxation. 
2725. I'll see Aurora one day, maybe soon. I live in hope. 
2726. Amira Noordin beautiful like you❤ 
2727. Es maravilloso 
2728. So extraordinarily magical, definitely at the top of my wish list 
2729. Austin Venz you will see it I think it’s in April !!!! 
2730. Really cute video!! love it! Haha He reminds me of my dear grandfather.I have booked flight 

to Lofoten in winter! This video makes me determine i sholud explore Lofoten in summer as 
well in the future!!!Every time I come o Norway,adn I met some kind and warm elders 
smiling at me or enchouraging or helping me a lot.My grandfather passed away 8 years ago.I 
really miss him.But, until i traveled to Norway , i found Norway are full of the love in Nature 
.Tussen takk!!Norway is my favorite country in the world!!I am addicted to Norwegian 
culture as well!!!see you in 2020 

2731. Stunning. 
2732. Looking good 
2733. Longyersbyen 
2734. Most beautiful sky of the world miss it so much! 
2735. Lovely 
2736. This country is incredibly beautiful 
2737. Great to see and I always share your post to our page #balticroutes Norway is one of our 

favourite destination to sell. 
2738. Wow !! 
2739. Too cool 
2740. Oh wonderful views of areas in Norway I have visited four times in 4 years and I loved being 

there so much. Thanks for lots of views❤🇳🇴 
2741. Wooooow 😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍 so beautiful. I ❤ lighthouse 
2742. My grandfather Fred Hansen who had Norwegian blood was a lighthouse keeper aĺl his life 

and was so passionate about it. 
2743. My dream country to reach 
2744. Nice place to visit 
2745. Extreme wish to visit that lighthouses its really really amazing 
2746. Vilka vackra fjäll 
2747. vaya buena 
2748. We visited it just 4 days ago , amazing 



2749. Fantastic !!!! 
2750. Visiting Tromso in December, hoping to see a snowy city during my visit 😌 
2751. Most beautiful place in world. 
2752. Oh wow! Visiting in Tromsø in November, assuming it will be snowing then too 
2753. Yes why not, dreamt of it many times to enjoy this amazing experience. Calmness, loneliness 

in a lighthouse and all new surrounding would definitely add to this lifetime memory. 
2754. Viiza tu dyty nhi .embassy visit krny k liy b phly sponcer lao tu agy baat ho gi ? De gir ikke 

visum. Hvis du tar med en sponsor på besøk til ambassaden, så snakkes vi neste? 
2755. North Cape 

Beautiful Well worth the cost seeing the snow cover mountains and lovely landscape .The 
North Cape one of my Bucket list. 

2756. We had the best trip doing the Arctic Adventure in Tromso, people were friendly, the huskies 
were so well looked after and beautiful, the sledding was stunning. The Orca sightings in 
Skjervøy was absolutely breathtaking and very emotional. The camping or glamping was 
amazing and probably had the best few nights sleep I’ve had in ages. It’s very expensive in 
Denmark so a second trip is unlikely, as much as we would love to go again. 

2757. Simply beautiful! 
2758. The light was simply magical. The sunset colors reflected in the snowy mountains, 

breathtaking. The fjords were so beautiful. 
2759. This would have to be one of the most beautiful citys i have visited. From old buildings to 

vast mountainous countryside. I had the pleasure to be here when it was snowing .cold yes 
but invigorating at the same time .if in norway take time out to visit this city you will enjoy 
your time here ...the only downside is it is very expensive to eat out and have a drink ...but 
that is pretty much the norm for all of norway .. 

2760. Visited Trumso on a cruise ship and snow topped peaks simply added to the beauty and 
breathtaking views throughout the journey. It had snowed for a few days before we arrived 
which is unusual and it was cold! The town is full of typical wooden houses and well worth 
exploring 

2761. Not a lot to do in the short-term but nice shops and people. Was nice to chat with the locals 
who were very very helpful. 

2762. Beautiful and stunning scenary 
Did the Norway in a nutshell tour...enjoying train, boat and bus travel through gorgeous 
countryside and comfortable accomodation throughout. The definitivr highlight was the 
cruise through the fjords passing pecefully past snow capped mountains and small villages. 

2763. LOVE Tromso as a place to visit 
We find the people friendly, the area a delight to visit, great restaurants, museums, bars, 
excursions 

2764. Fjords and islands are great around Tromso, but also Tromso is absolutely one of the best 
places for Northern Lights. There are very good guides and organizations for Aurora Chasing 
and the chance to see is very vey high between Seprember and April. One of the best chasers, 
guide, photographer is Kjetil Skogli, find him and enjoy the lights 

2765. Norway has many beautiful fjords and the ones around Tromso are fine examples. The 
scenery and variety of weather and water conditions means that no two days are exactly the 
same. This adds to the experience and keeps you wanting to see more. 

2766. Can’t describe, it is an another world😊 
Very cold & windy so guys pls wear enough clothing especially cover your ears. 

2767. I have sailed through these fjords six times now and they never get boring absolutely 
stunning scenery 

2768. My wife and I have had our first cruise into the Norwegian Fjords. The weather enroute was 
varied, but when the sun comes out, the scenery is breathtaking, My wife does not like water 
too much, so observing the scenery was a nice thing to do, this trip you need nice weather, 
excellent sunsets. 



2769. Stunning is used over and over when travelling in Norway. The sail along the Fjord to Tromsø 
is wonderful with snow capped hills highlighting the amazing bridge linking the islands. 

2770. I sailed through here on a cruise ship. A few of the islands were inhabited by small 
communities. However, most of them seemed to be uninhabited. It is truly beautiful scenery, 
mountainous, still with some snow in June. 

2771. Driving or cruising the fjords are beautiful in all or any weather & will definitely yield 
fantastic photographs ! 

2772. My best experience in Norway 
Norway coast is diffusely fantastic, but our experience in visiting Tromso fiords was one of 
the most memorable of my life. 
We visited Tromso in the early spring when the ice melts in mountains and many streams 
flow into the edge of the fiords creating a fantastic scenario. 
We had two fortunes: A gorgeous time and the choice of the program The Green Adventures, 
a six hours tour in a 6 seats SUV, driven by Anna, an excellent guide who conducted us 
through the best scenarios of various islands around Tromso and reached a sand beach from 
which we could enjoy the midnight sun, eating sausages cooked with a fire appositely 
prepared. 
We thank a lot Anna for this memorable experience. 

2773. if you drive you own (rental) car, you can make the most wonderful scenery viewing trips 
around Tromso and other regions in the this northernmost part of the world. 

2774. Beautiful part of the World 
We sailed on the Kong Harald and were greeted with sunshine and calm seas as we passed 
through the Tromso Fjords - beautiful. The navigation skills of the Captain and Deck Officers 
were world class. 

2775. Such beauty! 
The fjords are just wonderful. We sailed on the Hurtigruten in April in brilliant sunshine and 
decent warmth from the sun. There's nowhere like it - do go once in your life. 

2776. With this tour you are able to see wonderful and breathtaking landscapes and also to enjoy 
the silence of nature. 

2777. The striking and defined mountains coming out of the ocean is a really incredible 
combination that everybody needs to see! 

2778. It was the evening before full moon, Tuesday 19th March. Cold, clear & fantastic. We were so 
lucky to see the Northern Lights & get great pictures our vessel was expertly manoeuvred. 
Edvuard gave fantastic information. Excellent refreshments. 
We went out again on the last day in search of whales & dolphins, which had all followed the 
herring & gone. But a great trip, Edvuard so entertaining. He even jumped overboard in a 
special flotation suit of course. 

2779. Cruising through the Fjords is a must , the views from the boat are breathtaking especially in 
winter , photos do not do them justice . 

2780. Wintertime tours of the Fjords is a must. We used Arctic Explorers, Leo was a great guide! 
The views were breathtaking and each Fjord had its own personality. 

2781. You should witness the beauty either by taking a road trip or by going on in a cruise.! Views 
are really breathtaking. 

2782. The weather was bad, so we did see not so much landscape. But enough Seals, Reindeers and 
Elks. Sommeray was very good. 

2783. Even on the dead of winter in a snowstorm, it was pleasant to explore the fjords. Tip: be sure 
to dress warm and weatherproof! 

2784. It was a wonderful trip with most excellent weather. We saw many fjords, old fishing villages, 
Summaroya, and much more. Trip is worth doing at fine weather. 

2785. Fantastic views on a clear day. Temperature - 8c. Snow earlier in day but excellent visibility 
by 1130. Must have, hot chocolate in cafe. 



2786. Stunning scenery. There are lots of places to stop and take photos of the stunning 
surrounding scenery . 
Well worth a drive round . 

2787. Like any other places in Norway, Tromso Fjords are stunning. You can never get bored of 
them. Just amazing! 

2788. Travelled with Hurtigruten and really enjoyed travelling the fiords. We were so lucky to see 
the Northern Lights most nights at least once. 

2789. Wow Wow Wow 
A 5 hour cruise through the fjords & out into the sea, the captain & tour guides were both 
very informative & accommodating. The cruise was highlight of our 5 day trip & would 
definitely do it again, though in December/January to hopefully see some whales 

2790. Words just cannot describe the Arctic Fjords! 
Simply amazing, we took the arctic fjords tour and we were not disappointed, even got to see 
the frozen lake, wonderful drive full of snow, beautiful views!! 

2791. beautiful! 
The fjords are worth the visit in the winter! We did the fjord minibus excursion with artic 
explorers. It was worth it even though it was cold (-8) and windy (15m/s). We saw white-
tailed eagles, a frozen fjord (on which we took a walk), a big one, a small one. the landscape 
is so wonderful and the houses along the fjords make everything picturesque. 

2792. Stunning view 
Yes, Tromsø Fjords are impressive and beautiful as you heard from others! 
And stoping from time to time to take breathtaking photos, to admire the landscapes and to 
relax your mind it’s a must even when the temperature is not quite friendly. 

2793. They are magnificent with the water so clear, I had travelled from Abisko to Tromso on the 
train which was a lovely journey so observed the change of scenery from Sweden to Norway, 
which was quite dramatic. The Fjord at Tromso was busy with a great variety of birdlife as 
well. 

2794. A trip around the Fjords is a must for anyone visiting Tromso. We took an artic trip by bus 
and saw plenty of wildlife native to Norway - Moose/Reindeer included. The Fjords were 
incredible. So much to take in and breath taking in the snow. Highly recommended, although 
you don't need to look far to see these majestic mountains. 

2795. Stunning ... 
Even in the middle of January this is “warm” and strikingly beautiful. When the skies clear up 
the fjords pop with color and a magical sense of calm. 

2796. This is the best way to see northern lights. it ws so fantastic. Go and rent a car, this is the best 
way to travel around. 

2797. Over any expectation. Dress very well in winter and don't expect to see as much as you can 
see in summer due to the polar night 

2798. Today we went with tromso travel for whale watching and the fjords. We spotted the 
humpback and Orcas. It was a lovely experience 

2799. We booked a Fjord Excursion with a company called 'Arctic Explorers' based in Norway. We 
were on a minibus, eight passengers in total. Our driver Salvatore, knew the Fjords like the 
back of of his hand and if it was snowing and misty in one, we drove to another where we 
saw breathtaking scenery, reindeer, seals, fish eagles, eider ducks and all sorts of gulls. Lots 
of stops to take photos and admire the quiet of the Fjords. The company can supply you with 
warm boots, which I recommend if the snow is high (which it was) and thermal suits if you 
need them. Hot drinks and fresh baguette rolls were included in the deal. Times were pick-up 
around 9am and return around 3pm. Highly recommended 

2800. Very nice bustour, beautifull views and pictures, beautifull light! Our tourguide was Zoe, 
Canadian topgirl! Very enthausiastic and full of knowledge about the Artic, Norway, Tromso, 
fishing, hunting etc etc. 



2801. It is our first time to Tromsø, Norway. Together with 2 other families from UK n Saudi Arabia, 
we were treated to a splendid display of aurora lights that seems to cross the sky ahead of 
us. Even our naked eyes were able to see the colours of green n red with many dancing lights. 
It was truly an awesome display of terrestrial lights. Many screamed n we were all dazzled, 
totally forgetting the minus 11 degree cold surrounding. 
For this wonderful treat, we are very thankful to our guide, Mick, from Chasing Lights in 
Tromsø. In his quiet confidence, he wanted us to have this beautiful experience. He knew 
exactly the spot to feast our eyes. Throughout the trip, Mick is always very thoughtful about 
our needs - are we adequately clothed n even carrying a paraplegic woman several times up 
n down the coach n ensuring that she enjoys fully like everyone else. In our view, Mick is the 
guide of choice if you want to chase the Northern Lights. Thus, this is our way of appreciating 
his dedication n commitment to giving the best. Cheers! 

2802. Just go there if you love nature, peace and arctic lights 
Surprised by this part of Norway. The village is nice, well kept, but if you get to Tromso is to 
visit the Region, its peaks, its fjords, the lights... just visit it. It's even not expensive and far. 
Much better than other arctic destinations. 

2803. Beautiful artic experience. Was so cold in the winter outside the boat, so I recommend some 
good clothes and gloves 

2804. We booked the arctic road trip through chasing lights. Had a fantastic guide (jonas) and driver 
(Alex). Jonas was incredibly enthusiastic about the scenery and loved chatting with us about 
photography. We went to incredible places with scenery which is hard to describe. Finished 
the day with a fantastic stew around a campfire in the middle of snowy mountains. Chasing 
lights were definitely the best company we did trips with on Tromsø - real personal touch 
and brilliant guides. Highly recommend! 

2805. Wow!! Just unbelievable vistas, rugged and desolate landscapes everywhere, incredible and 
very impressive views. 

2806. Beautiful and full of life! 
Cruising the fjords above the arctic circle outside of Tromso is a must see for any trip up here! 
Chose any boat cruise and you’ll be delighted. Choose the team at Polar Adventures and 
you’ll be treated to fishing and a wonderful fish soup and the warmest Norwegian 
hospitality! 

2807. Spectacular place and Northern lights 
Ii was in lofoten in autumn when the light ad the colors are incredible 
have traveled all over the islands and found places of unique and untouched beauty 

2808. So much to see and do on this island and its sisters: small villages and tiny harbours, slated 
cod drying on racks, a viking lodge (the largest known) with a fantastic collection of artifacts, 
hiking, etc. Truly beautiful and never boring. 

2809. Islands are amazing. They are the most beautiful things which I saw in Norway. Very touristic 
though. Plenty of hiking routes. Very interesting few cities e.g like A ,Reine, hennigsvaer 

2810. This must be one of the most amazing places in the world to see. Lush green valleys with 
residual snow in some spots on the peaks where direct sun light does reach and greenish blue 
waters of the sea, altogether make it different from so many places. During summers this 
area has 24 hours day which one would read in the books but first hand experience is 
awesome. It's advisable to rent a car to go around otherwise one can get stuck in the hotel 
room. It's pleasure driving around at a leasurerly speed. 

2811. We visited Gravdal in the Lofoten Islands on a cruise. We were tendered ashore to a small 
jetty with a souvenir shop and racks of drying cod blowing in the breeze. We decided to walk 
to Gravdal, about 2 kilometres away. There were no pavements, but passing traffic gave us a 
wide berth, and we felt safe. In Gravdal was found a wonderful old Lutheren church, which 
was open to the public for a donation of about £2. Its simplicity inside was in stark contrast 
to its multi-tiered steeple, but the visit was deeply satisfying. 



2812. Beautiful place for travel 
Variety of activities:diving, hiking, traveling on byck 
Amazing people 
I like it very much 

2813. We were invited on a short boat trip among the islands near Svolvær and were amazed by 
the great weather and fantastic scenery. 

2814. Myself and fiancé visited. Chill still lingering so days were chilly. Specifically visited Unstad as 
my brother lives there and runs a surf camp and shop, Lofoten Surf Centre. Hikes around the 
area were magical. Views were inspirational. Sunsets amazing. Recommended if around the 
Arctic. 

2815. Early start fro Sto Harbour on Whale watching tour. We paid about £37 for a full day on the 
boat. The boat was well equipped. We ended up at the whales feeding ground and witnessed 
a male Sperm Whale feeding on giant squid. The crew did everything to make its a perfect 
trip which I have to say it was. You are well inside tge Artic Circle so wrap up warm it's a long 
day. Very good value for money and we went via an island outcrop on the way back to sto 
and saw the Puffins. Excellent day. A MUST. . 

2816. My husband and I visited and were amazed by the beauty of this place. We took a tour of the 
island stopping by the viking museum, beaches, and many small villages along the way. It is 
striking and lush and the people we encountered were very happy to share this beauty with… 

2817. Wonderful experience offshore 9 days. RIB safarari to see Birds and the Skomvær light house 
ingen gale forde Windows. Dramatisk mountains, old fisking villages and gjestfee people. 

2818. We have visited Lofoten Islands with our 6 months old daughter. It was far beyond 
wonderful. 
Absolutely breathtaking scenery and pristine nature. 
We stayed in Napp near Leknes and did our daily hiking trips from there. 
Hikes are fun, you need a good pair of shoes and remember that an easy hike by Norwegen 
standard doesn’t mean easy... 
We found them fun but challenging especially with a little one in the baby carrier. But it is 
definitely doable. 
Recommended hikes: 
 
1. Tjeldbergtinden- views are spectacular 
2. Glomtinden 
3. Hoven - a dusty climb 
4. Trollfjord - a boat trip to see the famous Trollfjord. We used “Marie Claire” boat charter 
and we were pleased. Definitely have a fish soup cooked on the boat! 
5. Henningsvaer - very quaint fishing village. You can have a wee walk around, visit local craft 
shops and have a lovely lunch. We ate in “climbers cafe” and it was yummy. Again a fish soup 
😊👍 
6. Ytresand beach / Røren-Ytresandheia climb - my absolutely favourite climb and view. 
Breathing. 
7. Kvalvika beach - a must do. A hidden gem. 
8. Nubben - failed to get to the top. It was too hard with a baby carrier 
9. Offersøykammen - almost to the top, but again we did not make it. 
 
Overall- the most beautiful place on Earth. 

2819. Amazing place. The Lofotens are worth the trip in Norway alone. 
If you happen with bad weather they are insignificant but with the sun they are beautiful. It 
is worth turning them slowly, deviating from the only main road. Every corner is to be 
photographed .. 
One of the wonders of nature. The Lofotens are seven islands that form the archipelago 
nestling on the Norwegian Sea as many as 300 km inside the Arctic polar circle. Here the 



spectacular primordial landscapes are the daily life of a discrete but widespread human 
presence (24 thousand inhabitants on 140 kilometers of extension). 

2820. Travelled up here during late June and early July. We were hit with some rather challenging 
weather conditions but the place was truly amazing. We hired a car so could travel 
extensively and it was worth the cost. So many interesting places to see, great walking, 
wonderful people, if you do not mind the expense. 

2821. The most beautiful place i´ve ever been! 
I have traveled quite a bit, but never seen anything that takes my breath away, as Lofoten 
does. The nature is truly magnifcent and the contrasts between the steep magestic 
mountains and deep fjords is just breathtaking. Really nice restaurants- Go visit Maren Anna 
in Sørvågen. Don´t miss Reine, Uttakleiv beach, Å, Sørvågen etc. 

2822. All the area of several island now days with bridges and roads are is to travel around and 
discover amazing place very unique with fabulous scenery of wilderness. Good place for 
hikers and nature love .Great hospitality of locales , friendly and helpful English speaking. 
Very popular with tourist in the summer period. The area is loved usewel for the north lights 
great atmospheric event occurred in this latitudes. 
Breathtaking scenery. A closeness to nature rarely experienced in the western world. 
 
Walking the length of the archipelago was the best experience abroad I have had. Lofoten is 
truly tranquil and remote whilst still being in reach of civilisation. There are plenty of 
campsites and towns, the campsites with hot tubs are recommended. 
 
Not only was the perpetual sunlight and scenery stunning but seeing a wild orca pod and sea 
eagles will stay with me forever. 
An amazing place - could have easily spent a month here! Great scenery from the car, and 
even more spectacular on the many hikes in the area. We covered Sjøvegan – Kabelvåg – 
Nusfjord – Reine – Ballstad – Svolvaer by car (left on the Hurtigruten). 

2823. Visited the Lofoten Islands late May, early June 2018. This place certainly didn't disappoint. 
Amazing scenery and quite unlike anywhere else we've been to, the closet perhaps being 
Iceland. Visiting this time of year we have certainly missed the the tourist season. The 
weather is hit and miss as always in Norway. What I would say is make the effort to travel 
further in to Lofoten as the scenery gets better with every kilometre you travel. There are 
plenty of walks that cater for all abilities and skill levels. The weather seems to change quite 
quickly so come prepared. 

2824. Visited late one evening in the middle of a snow storm. Magical place. The fish drying racks 
are enormous and I imagine it's quite a sight to see them full of fish ...although I'm not sure 
about the smell 

2825. Beyond Arctic Circle 
You will feel magic of this place once you reach it and You will find sun at midnight during the 
summer. these rocky islands around, cold and dark arctic ocean, super tasty fresh stockfish. 
Just land your tent anywhere under mountain bottom, hike up to one of the summits and 
watch all the view! 

2826. Few places have given such a big impression 
The wild nature of the Lofoten Islands is just as beautiful in winter as the rest of the year, 
especially when the northern lights come out at night.Nature is dramatic, the ocean, the 
steep mountains and the rapidly changing weather.An amazing natural experience filled with 
adventurous activities for the well-dressed.November is weather wisely a generally a poor 
month on Lofoten. Of course, Lofoten in November is better than no Lofoten at all. 

2827. Spectacular 
Lofoten is one of the most beautiful places in Norway I have ever been, with its connection of 
islands, the most charming villages with their red "rorbu" huts, and piercing mountains. You 
can easily spend weeks here although it only takes about 2 hours from north to south, but 



there are so many diversions you can take to villages at the most impressive outposts - all 
unique. 

2828. Extraordinary amacing 
Do you want to visit Norway? Visit the North - Andenes/Andøya. You will never forget 
it❤🇳🇴✨✨✨ You find all the energy you’ve been lognging for🇳🇴 

2829. If you choose the right weather, a trip out on the whaling ship in search of sperm whales off 
the northern coast of Andoya is a wonderful experience. Whales are always present as there 
is a rich food source where the continental shelf ends just north of the island. The staff know 
and recognise many of the whales and are adept at following them when sighted.The silence 
of the group as we watched whales spouting and staying at the surface before diving down 
was intense, During the visit to the whale museum afterwards we learnt a lot about whales 
and sperm whales in particular. 
The Andoya Space Centre nearby, from which rockets and perhaps soon also satellites are 
launched was also very informative and we enjoyed being allocated roles and staffing a space 
ship for a mission. Here one also finds information about Birkeland, the Norwegian scientist 
who in the nineteenth century first established the link between the aurora and the sun. 

2830. Andoya is a lovely spot in the north of Norway and I stayed at the bunkhouse of the Andoya 
Space Centre. As this was a work trip I didn't have a lot of time for sight seeing but did get to 
experience the northern lights on several occasions. Food is expensive and there is not a lot 
of choice. I visited the Italian Restaurant on my first night and didn't return. The Orion 
Restaurant was good, as well as the Arresten. I would avoid whale, as it appears one of the 
main reasons it is hunted is to feed tourists. Happy to answer any questions. 

2831. Gorgeous Seascapes!!! 
We drove from Sortlands to Andøya and back in mid June '16. 
Norway has very thoughtfully mapped out for tourists what they call their "National Tourist 
Routes" and on this day we drove to - and along the entire length of - the Andøya route 
which runs along the western coast of the peninsula. 
 
It was a gorgeous day, with blue skies (we are often blessed on our travels with good 
weather) and the drive was a fitting finale to a trip that started in Bergen. 
 
It is not a very long route but it is one that is full of the most gorgeous seascapes. You have 
craggy rocks, white sand beaches, carpets of wild flowers - but most of all water with every 
shade of blue and green. 
 
On a practical note, if you are not taking the ferry from Andennes to Gryllefjord (the timings 
were only 8:30 am and 5:30 pm with nothing in between) and driving onwards - then you can 
drive back along the east coast instead of coming back the same way. It is not as scenic but if 
you have spent enough time on the way out it is different. 
 
Please do get out of your car and walk around, explore the shoreline and breathe in the salt 
air of heaven. 

2832. Absolutely Rugged and Gorgeous 
Andoya and Hinnoya (the Neighboring Island) are both rich in nature, culture, and history. 
Tiny Norwegian fishing villages dot the landscape that you see after climbing one of the "Ten 
tops", which is a climbing program in the area. Even my 6 year old nephew has reached 7 of 
these already. 

2833. Best part of Lofoten 
Not as "touristified" as Lofoten. You can make a round trip of Andoya in one day, but don't 
miss the western part or a whale safari. 



2834. Remote but beautiful 
If you are travelling by car, you have no excuses not to go there! One of the most beautiful 
drives I´ve ever done. 

2835. We drove from Adenes south along the coast through Bleik and back to Sortland and Narvik 
in August. 
 
The mixture of wild untouched nature with carefully tended fields mown for hay is in it sown 
way a spectacular sight. The villages were quaint to eccentric; its one thing to see them in 
high summer but it must be a different view in January. It was a fine afternoon with a stiff 
breeze but still enjoyable with lots to see. Highly recommended as part of a longer day. 

2836. We cycled from Andenes to Risøyhamn on a sunny day in July 2014. We had rented bikes for 
175 NOK/day from Fargeklatten in Andenes and set out about 10am in the morning for the 
60 kms to Risøyhamn. This is a wonderful bike tour with great scenery, good roads bit fairly 
little traffic, plenty of opportunities to stop to see the beach, go on a safari, visit an art 
gallery or sit in a cafe. When the weather is fine, this bicycle tour is highly recommended. 
After return of the bikes to Fargeklatten, we rounded the tour off with waffles with 
cloudberries which were delicious! 

2837. Andoya is for the traveller that wants to get close up to nature. Driving through Andoya 
especially on the Atlantic coast side had really wide open nature. 

2838. 2 days of driving through Andoya especially on the Atlantic coast side had really wide open 
beaches. Some with rock formations some with white sand beaches. One night we had a 
midnight picnic on the beach for 30 people. 

2839. Andoya is for the traveller that wants to get close up to nature. 
 
In the guest-house at Kvalnes, 20 km south of Andenes you can actually sit in the kitchen and 
have you breakfast and look for whales our in the Andoy fjord. In the evening, if skies are 
clear, you can see the norther lights. We visited this time during the winter, and experienced 
a real snow storm. Nature is powerful, and here you can experience it. 
 
The guest house is run by the local community, mainly on a volunteer basis. They also let you 
camp if you prefer (I guess not in the winter). It has a friendly common area with kitchen, and 
is clean and very typical for Norwegian cottage culture. The owners are friendly and look out 
for you. Great place for the many bikers passing in the summer, or for families with kids. 
Recommended! 

2840. We drove slowly from Tromso and took many photos along the way to Sommaroy Island. It 
was located less than 50 kilometers from Tromso and well worth the drive. This area had 
some of the most magnificent scenery we had experienced in all of Norway! On the 
Sommaroy Island, we had lunch at a small cafe by the road and near the fishing docks. A 
woman there told us to drive back to Tromso another route which was also spectacular 
scenery! 

2841. Cool and magnificent 
We visited this region as part of the fjord excursion by car ran by Arctic Explorers, the popular 
outdoor excursion company. 
 
It was a nice 2 hour drive from Tromso. It has a few islands with nice quaint little houses and 
crystal blue water beaches. The beaches are really nice. Worth the drive here from Tromso if 
you like landscape and crystal clear waters. 

2842. Fantastic views! 
Took a drive here from Tromso city; beautiful drive through the fjords! Feels like you're on 
the edge of the earth whilst here looking out towards the north pole. Great little cafe nearby 
also, search nearby on google maps for 'Anne-Grete Jensen' 



2843. fabulous!!!! 
Just look at the picture-wonderful! 
Mileswide view....and have you luck with the weather then it's greater!!!! 
Stay the hole day. 
A MUST TO VISIT ! 

2844. We all love Håja! 
The mountain is very characteristic although few people have actually been on the island 
since you will need a boat to get there. On the other hand - go to the top of Hillesøyfjellet 
and you'll get a great view from there. Driving around Hillesøy, there are also several great 
locations for more lazy photographers.. 

2845. It is beautiful. Should be on everybody´s to do list :) Scenery is really great in this arctic area! 
2846. Too early in the season, but still worth it 

We were, by all accounts, the first tourists to visit Hornoya this season (theoretically Spring 
2019), just as the pontoon was put in place and the boat began to operate. It was still deeply 
covered in snow, which made walking around complicated for someone who fears slipping… 

2847. We spend an hour on this amazing ilsland ,and watch the teeming activity of tens of 
thousends of different type of birds 

2848. About a 5 minute boat ride from Vardo Harbour. It is a reserve so you have to watch a safety 
and info video before departure. When you arrive you are overwhelmed by the noise, smell 
and amount of birds. Follow the paths and you can see some birds nesting. This is a paradise 
for bird watchers. Couple of hours is enough if you are not a bird lover. Ensure you wear 
correct shoes, jackets and take supplies if you want to eat or drink. When I went some of the 
paths were closed so lots of people trying to walk along narrow path both ways 

2849. Wonderful place to see and photograph birds 
Really worth at least a two hour trip. Short crossing from Vardo so is very accessible. Ver 
good views of the bird cliffs which is unusual. Compares well with the Farne Islands in the UK. 
Recommend staying around the landing area for the best views of the birds. 

2850. Went for three days photographing the seabirds at Hornøya. The boat takes 10 minutes each 
way, first boat leaves 9am, last comes in 5 pm. Cost 400 NOK, and totally worth the money! 
You can see puffins, kittiwakes, shags, razorbills, guillemots, European herring gull, great 
black-backed gull and more, all less than 1/2-1 meter away! I went in early July when the 
common guillemot's chicks jump to get to the water for the first time. Quite dangerous, as 
they can hurt themselves or fall prey to a predator bird. Some good fathers follow their 
chicks to the water, which is quite touching as they cheer them on and encourage them to 
continue. I went both in good and bad weather and I recommend both as the chicks jumps 
mostly in good and non-windy weather, but I had most luck with the puffins in bad weather.. 
I recommend bringing suitable cloths which you easily can wash such as gore-tex and 
something to cover your head as you can get a spray of guano from behind photographing..a 
rain cover for your back-pack is great too.. 

2851. Hornoya is home to thousands of seabirds, auks, puffins, guillemots, gulls, razorbills, and 
many more. The island is a short boat ride from Vardo harbor (about 10 minutes), There is a 
dock landing, but it can be tricky in rough water. The trail on the island is easy to follow and 
allows one to view birds engaged in different activities, such as nesting, breeding, fighting, 
killing. This was the first time I was able to photograph a puffin with a mouthful of fish. 
Highly recommended for those interested in bird-watching! 

2852. A short (5 minute) boat ride takes you to this place, which is a bird sanctuary. Guillemots, 
puffins, razorbills and gulls by the thousands. And, if one spends a couple of hours, one is 
likely to see a White-tailed Eagle make a pin attack. A wild place. Note: getting off the boat at 
the island landing can be tricky in bumpy seas. 

2853. Fantastic experience for nature enthusiasts 
The small island Hornoya is easly reached from Vardo harbour by a short boat trip. Hornoya 
is renown for the massive amount of breeding seabirds, like Puffins, Guillemots and other 



Auks, Gulls, Skuas etc. The birds aren't shy at all and can be seen close up. The sight of the 
huge number of breeding birds in the cliffs is very impressive. A trip to Hornoya is a must for 
all nature enthusiasts visiting the area. 

2854. You can't visit Norway and not see the majestic Fjords!! 
Highlight of my Norwegian trip. It was quite blistery and rainy on the day I was here, so could 
not get very clear views. Even then the scenery is simply stunning!! 

2855. Extreme beauty 
Crystal waters surrounded mountains with tumbling waterfalls. It’s a destination where in 
every direction there is a scenic view. Tromso has a chairlift to a summit with views over The 
fjord and city. 

2856. Stunning 
The fjords in this area are breathtakingly beautiful. The best view we had though was as our 
cruise slowly entered the port of Tromso during the evening. The most amazing harbour 
lights I have ever seen. 

2857. Absolutely fantastic experience to snorkel with killer whales and humpback whales from the 
live aboard “Strømstad” 

2858. We saw the Fjords while on board a P & O Cruise. The beauty of seeing this area of Norway 
on a cruise is being right in the middle of the fjord and taking in the views. 
 
Take time, if you can brave the cold, and take in the stunning landscape and of course the 
wonderful Northern Lights. 

2859. Just rent a car and go around, stop wherever it is beautiful and enjoy the day. It is really nice 
and many good spot to spend time. 

2860. It is recommended to go around the fjords surrounding tromso area and islands - after all this 
is what Norway is about! 

2861. We did the Fjords as part of Norway in a Nutshell. the water was calm..air was cold and the 
fjords were quietly beautiful..and we were on the water long enough to be able to say, we 
sailed the Fjords of Norway! I don't think the trip would have been complete without the 
boat ride through the fjords. So beautiful! 

2862. Very enjoyable boat cruise with Kristina and the team. Polar Adventures. A few of the group 
where successful in landing cod when we stopped to fish. 
White tailed sea eagle seen! 

2863. Super amazing beautiful Fjords 
It’s extremely beautiful and amazing! Norway has the most beautiful scenic raw natural 
beauty through the Archipelago and islands. 

2864. This beach is so beautiful., make sure to stop here and stroll down to the beach for some 
amazing sights. And if you carry som viking blood in you, go for a cold swim as we did! 

2865. Balm for the soul 
Bleik is a village along the National Tourist Road called Andøya. It's miles long beach is 
stunning white and fine powdered - "hidden" by the houses from the main road. I came here 
on a weekday in the middle of the day in stunning sunshine, and there was not a person 
around. So peaceful. 

2866. Beautiful white sandy beach 
Beautiful beach white sand surrounded by mountains close to the puffin safari abd bleik 
harbour 
Crystal clear turquoise waters 

2867. A touch of Paradise in Norway 
A stunning beach with white sand, located at Andøya in Vesterålen, Northern Norway. The 
water temperatures do not get very high, but a quick swim is obligatory. The rest of the day 
you can just lie there and enjoy the silence and the beautiful surroundings. 



2868. A long beach with white sand and beautiful surroundings. Well suited for walks and jogging. 
Not so good for swimming, due to low temperatures. You can walk along the whole village of 
Bleik along the seashore, and it takes about two hours to walk all of it. 

2869. This is a great beach to visit all year round. The sunsets are amazing and are great for those 
who enjoy taking photos. You have to drive towards the harbour to find this spot. 

2870. Gorgeous place to watch the sunset! 
Went camping not too far away and got to spend several days on the beach - a little cold 
wind but saw the most amazing sunset. 

2871. Perfect little escape 
Our small group stopped here to enjoy the open air and a walk in nature. We were the only 
ones there which provided us a very private family time. Some of our group sat and enjoyed 
the view while others climbed to the top of the big rock and then checked out the sandy 
shore. The scenery is beautiful and is perfect for any casual or professional artist or 
photographer to capture an amazing picture. The setting is very relaxing. It is well worth the 
stop. 

2872. Power of nature 
You would feel the power of nature over there, unfortunately was difficult to reach this 
place, but I got a good driver that drove me to Mjelle beach on the last day, it was last 
minute deal. 
The weather was bad but i was happy to explore this amazing place. The driver took only 
300kr return to the downtown - good price though 💪 

2873. Fantastic place to see the midnight sun 
Ideal for a family with kids and of course for everyone for a day trip from Bodø. Love to visit 
there in the summer time with kids, breathtaking view of the mountains and Landegode 
island from the beach. Specially if you need to witness the midnight sun, this is the best place 
in Bodø. 

2874. Spectacular beach, which is located on its own towards the sea. Has both light and red sand. 
Is a very nice walk from the car park but is not recommended if you need help with walking 

2875. Worth a try even though you don't have a rented car 
It is worth a try to visit this beach, even though you don't have a rented car. We went there 
by bus and walked for about 15-20 mins from where the bus left us. We hitch-hiked back to 
the city. Allow about 2 hrs to walk along the beach - don't rush it. 

2876. Fantastic remote «red» beach Mjelle about 15 km out north of Bodoe towards Kjerringøy. ITS 
not really red but in parts it has a lot of small red granade stones in the sand. The beach has 
no facilities at all, so bring your suppleres for the day. Occational nudity may occur. However, 
there is normally more than enough space so you wont be bothered by other people. Find 
your spot and enjoy your day and maybe the night to see the midnight sun over Lofoten 
Islands 

2877. Red sand is magical 
It's not surprising that this beach is featured in songs and literature from the area. It is highly 
visited but still pristine. A bit off the beaten track for visitors to Bodø, but a bit of tamed 
wilderness worth seeing. 

2878. Magical place 
To reach Mjelle beach, drive about 25 min from Bodø, then follow the path from the parking 
lot (about 1.5km one way). You will be rewarded with amazing views: the red sand and the 
waves rolling in, surrounded by the beautiful mountains. Definitely worth the visit! 

2879. Mjelle is absolutely stunning. The beach, the view, the nature, and the smell of salty 
seawater! It is one of the most popular places for the locals to visit during warm summer 
days. Keep in mind it is a little drive from Bodø centrum (approx. 30 min), and it is about a 
15-20 minute walk from the carpark to the bigger beach with the dividing masses of water. 
The path has various terrain, and can be slightly rocky. 



2880. Easy to reach by car or bus from Bodø. A nice footpath takes to to the beach on the 
peninsula. Google "Mjelle" and you'll find plenty pics. Nice for a picnic, but take your trash 
with you home. 

2881. Me and my partner were travelling in that amazing beach and had a great time! 
The beach is very easy to get from bodø with a car and it's very suitable for anyone who 
enjoys nature at it's best. 
We were there in end of may was a great sunny day and not too cold (water was though but 
that's northern norway for you). 

2882. Weather depending - this is a great placve for a picnic, and you won't be the only one 
knowing that - the place is swarming with people on a nice day. If you want to see the 
divided masses of water, you'll have to walk about 30 min from the parking. No signs 
pointing the way so ask someone for directions (not easy to get lost so you probably can find 
it by yourself too). A rather big parking area down by the sea so nether mind all the cars 
parked along the road - they are probably walking around on the mountains. 

2883. beautiful view! pretty good for picnics together with the family! one of my favorite beaches 
here in Bodø Norway! I like the sunsets here it's colorful and awesome, fresh air , beautiful 
sand and stones! looking forward for next tour here. 

2884. "Where is your Mjelle?" is a phrase in a Norwegian song, meaning "where is your paradise?". 
And that is exactly what this place is. Red`ish sand, sheep walking around, sand bottom 
beach, small cliffs to dive from if you`re tough enough to dip into arctic water. 
 
30 minutes drive from Bodø and approx 15 minutes walk from the parking spot. 

2885. Red beach, with amazing tour and bathing possible ether summer. Bus from Bodo city center 
to bus stop outside senter, Tusenhjemmet Kultur og Kunnskapssenter. 

2886. This beautiful beach is about an hour's drive from Bodo and well worth a visit. At the end of 
the road is a small parking area with a couple of picnic benches and a fairly basic toilet block, 
but the view is lovely. We visited on a cold but sunny day when there were only a few others 
- mostly people walking their dogs. Soon, however, we heard the tinkling of bells and then a 
line of sheep & lambs appeared, munching the grass on the other side of a low wooden 
fence. We followed the path towards the beach itself; an interesting walk which led over the 
rocks (some clambering involved) to another grassy area with picnic benches at the foot of 
some cliffs and by a beautiful stretch of beach by incredible turquoise waters! As the tide was 
out some of us paddled about, spotting shells & tiny sea creatures. Looking out in all 
directions we could see islands & far off snow-capped mountains. From there, a short 
clamber over the dunes led to a long flat beach with huge rollers crashing in. A glorious sight! 
On the way back to the car, we followed the sound of the sheep bells again - sadly we were 
not nearly as fleet-footed as our woolly-coated guides! 

2887. calm and meditative place, in contact with you inner self, this could be the place you want to 
go back to, in order to reset your body and mind...and also experience the close encounters 
for the largest eagle in the North 

2888. It`s something magical about the red sand on the beach, the crystal clear water and the 
amazing view, a must see if you are visiting Bodø!!! 

2889. A beach for every need 
Mjelle is a beach you can go to when the weather is grey, and enjoy having a beautiful beach 
for yourself, sit down and enjoy the silence. Perfect for walking or for meditation. 
Summertime, when the weather is fine, this is the place to bring family to go swimming, 
barbecue, volleyball, football, badminton. Going here around midnight when the weather is 
fine, you'll find everything is orange and pink from the midnight sun. 

2890. I guess every norwegian know the song about Mjelle - do you? 
Mjelle is a most beautyful area close to Bodø, Norway, If you know norwegian seek it up in 
your favourite music app and I if you don't understand the words, listen to the tune while 
you visit the surroundings of Mjelle. 



2891. Not too shabby :D 
super-relaxing place, camped overnight after a bbq, beautiful sunset & views over to the 
Lofoten Islands. woke up to more sunshine & the sound of bells from the local live stock 
grazing outside the tent, highly recommend if the weather forecast is great :D 

2892.  
One of those magnificent places you must visit to understand how extremely beautiful it is to 
just sit down and look at the scenary! 

2893. Mjelle is a bounty beach 
This is a place you want to go. 
It is easy to font. Drive north out of Bodø and drive until you see the sign. 
 
White sand beach. Perfect to kayak there, dive and just enjoy the surroundings of sheep with 
a sound of bells and high mountains. 

2894. Very nice, big beach area 20 km north of Bodø. Beautiful sand beaches, nice grass areas and 
boulders scattered around perfect for bouldering. 
Good ice climbing in wintertime. 

2895. You will have to walk about. Half an hour to get there, but it's well wort the effort! The 
scenery and view is priceless! On a clear day you can see Lofoten from Mjelle. It's clean and 
huge, not very warm sea, but. Nice place to spend a relaxing day or night. Recommended for 
watching the midnight sun especcially. 

2896. Great place to see the midnight sun 
Went to Mjelle beach in late May to watch the midnight sun. Easy to get to, beautiful beach, 
and FREE! Great place for a quick get away from Bodø 

2897. The tourist association and county council have invested loads into making bodømarka an 
accessible and pleasant place for hikers of all ages and levels of fitness. The landscape views 
are breathtaking. Lots of paved and graveled trails, benches, even dog poo bags are provided. 
Bodø is a good place for low threshold hiking. 

2898. Last time we visited Bodo we just wandered along the coast but this time we walked briskly 
through the snow covered town and were surprised by how quite vibrant it seemed for such 
a small, remote place. The area North of the ferry terminal was quite picturesque. 

2899. Put on your hiking shoes or skis and go into nature. The area is close to town and large 
enough to get lost for a week. However, lots of marked tracks in summer and lighted ski 
tracks in winter. All there free of charge to use! 

2900. Some of the townnearest and best area for hiking and having family afternoon- and daytours. 
Easy to get parking and a lot of roads to follow. Take your grandchildren out for a trip and 
make fire to grill hot dogs and marchmellows. 

2901. Bodo, like all Norway cities, Nice! 
Bodo, like dozens of Norway cities we visited, is very modern and warm to visitors. Everyone 
we met and spoke with (in Perfect English) was so friendly and ready to assist in any 
way...wonderful country, town and people. 

2902. We arrived in port on a Hurtigruten ship and unfortunately did not have time for a long walk 
but easily managed the walk up to Ronvikfyellet and back in under 2 hours. Although a large 
part of the walk was uphill on road in the direction of Vollen when you reach the car park the 
views are suprising and very good. We sat at a picnic table enjoying a flask of coffee before 
walking back down to the ship. 

2903. In Bodomarka you'll find what you want; winter as summer, spring as autumn. You have to 
experience Bodomarka, and then I'm sure you agree with me! 

2904. Good for walking, jogging, cycling, skiing and more. Well used and appresiated among 
citizens of Bodø 

2905. One of Norways nices't nature with high mountains and a lot of diffrent animals and 
one of worlds best fishing places in Saltstraumen. 30 km from the city. 
Norhern lights wintertime and maybe , if not clouds, 24 hrs a day with sun.maybe a golf trip 



02.00 night time. This is no problem where i live. Fantastic place and city is not more than 
50000 people North of artic circle (200 km) with summet temperature up to 26-28 degrees. 

2906. Many nice paths and trails. Most popular is to walk to Keiservarden, so one can enjoy the 
spectacular view over the city of Bodø and the ocean around. It is suitable for most people, 
and there are several ways up there. 

2907. The hike up to Kaiservarden takes 1 - 1 ½ hours depending on fitness level, a great little 
excursion. 
 
There are two main treks up, either from the Turisthytta or the Maskinisten (google for 
maps). From Turisthytta there are multiple little small paths up, the last part over rocks and 
through shrub. The other way up from Maskinisten has a well maintained gravel road all the 
way up (closed off for motorized traffic). 
 
The view from up the top of Kaiservarden is just amazing - 360 degree view over the ocean, 
city and mountain peaks. On really clear days you can even see Lofoten far away in the 
distance. Would be nice if there was a café up on the peak but there's nothing. No toilets or 
anything. 

2908. Excellent walk, especially on a clear day 
One day during my visit last month I walked through the eastern part of Bodø and up into the 
low hills just to the east. There were quite a lot of people about, maybe because it was a 
Sunday. Indeed, there were lots of cars in the car park at the end of Fjellveien. I walked as far 
as Svartvatnet, the scenic third lake above, and then doubled back along the crest of the 
broad ridge to the mast which, I think, is called Linken. Certainly, it is at the top of Linkveien. 
 
There were lots of birdlife to be seen and heard and the views were impressive. I was 
particularly impressed with the clear view of the island of Landegode off to the north. It 
reminded me a bit of Rhum in the Inner Hebrides of Scotland. Also, as Eirik F writes, I could 
even see the Lofoten islands, which was amazing. I also saw a red squirrel. 
 
Note that the route from near the car park at the top of Fjellveien to the mast is on board 
walks for part of the way, as the flat ridge is marsh in places. Nearer the mast there is a steep 
sided little “nick” in the ridge, part of which is protected by steps and part of which requires a 
certain amount of stretching! 

2909. On the hills around Bodo there are plenty of marked trails, suitable for everyone with 
reasonably good physical condition. Walking is enjoyable and the view from the top of the 
hill is fantastic. 

2910. Bodømarka is very close to the city Centre. Lots of trails - good for both 60+ and younger! 
Some trails Leads to small "mountain" - tops of a fem hundred meters, with magnificant view 
to Børrvasstindene or to Landegode. You could Even Get a glimse of Lofoten on a clear day. 
Excellent for half a day trip. If you like to walk on higher mountains you should go by car first, 
a little longer away from the city. 

2911. Spend most of your time outdoor! 
Visiting northern Norway should include a lot of time out and about. Bodømarka is a good 
choice after visiting Saltstraumen and Kjerringøy. There is a lot of well maintained paths for 
walking in Bodømarka, eitheryou choose to walk the hills or the woods. I'd really recommend 
taking the one hour walk to Keiservarden, 366 moh. The view is fantastic! Junkerfjellet and 
Vågøyvannet is another good choice. Ask for a map and guidance at the tourist information. 
When visitin summertime you may also go for a walk in the middle of the night, you might 
catch the midnight sun from a hilltop as a bonus. 

2912. Finally Made it to North Cape! 
I was suppose to take " North Cape Winter Tour" with Book Finnmark on Thursday Feb. 6th 
but due to roads being closed because of snow it was a no go. Every morning Martin would 



email me letting me know the roads were still closed until on my last day in Honningsvag 
Martin's email came that the roads were open and the tour was on! The van pick up was just 
outside the tourist center which I could see from my hotel room at the Scandic. 
 
Book Finnmark offered great customer service and Martin was excellant with daily email 
updates on the conditions regarding the roads. 
 
I recommend Book Finnmark for the North Cape tour. 

2913. Right from the start when we needed to follow a snow plow to get out there.....to braving 
the blizzard like conditions.....to making my first snow angel.....visiting the North Cape was a 
surreal experience. You really like you are at the edge of the world....it’s so isolated but 
absolutely magical ! 

2914. Did the North Cape tour off a Hurtigruten cruise. Beautiful and scenic bus trip and then we 
got to the Cape. Very, very lucky with the weather, clear skies and lots of snow. Got some 
great photos and would recommend. It would be worthwhile to see in Summer, totally 
different outlook then. 

2915. There, you can see the sun never go down at night if there is no fog. A camera is a must bring 
because you can shoot nice photos. There is a theatre there too. Furthermore, you can mail a 
postcard to your family and friends. 

2916. wild and wonderful 
did a trip here during a coastal trip when main trip was cancelled because of impending bad 
weather and when the weather did deteriorate it did so fast and became blinding snow but 
the local drivers were cool about it. 
a wild and awesomely atmospheric place to visit in winter but very exposed and not really 
accessible by those unsure on their feet because of the ice and wind outside the visitor centre 
(which wasn't worth a review being a tourist trap). if you like wild then this is one for winter. 
access is controlled by snowplough convoy so you are in safe hands on the drive up even 
when, as in this case, the snow fell so heavily it was a complete whiteout of the 
minibus.Usually there are bus trips in safe conditions. 

2917. Pricey but a must do 
My family visited Honnigsvag with HAL. Visiting North Cape on an excursion was an 
expensive option I had read about I ended up booking bus transportation in town, but the 
value I received was mediocre since it was simply for a bus trip and park entrance. 
Nevertheless, it was something to experience standing at the edge of the most* northern 
point in Europe (The most northern tip is visible from the bluff across the water but not an 
easily-accessed area). The surroundings are entirely different from that of the port of 
Honnigsvag and anywhere else we visited in Norway. The unique experience definitely 
helped justify the expense. 

2918. Once in a lifetime experience 
We visited Nordkapp on a day trip from Honningsvag during a port call on a cruise. The route 
from Honningsvag is along the E69 which climbs onto the plateau. Snow was quite deep and 
the route was kept open by snowploughs. The journey was stunning and showed how remote 
this area is - it actually forms part of the hiking route from Italy to Norway. The Nordkapp 
centre is well laid out with entrance hall, souvenir shop, panoramic cafe, cinema and 
underground exhibition. Outside, there is the globe itself, Nordkapp monument and children 
of the world statue. The views along the coastline are out of this world. We were fortunate in 
that there was excellant visibility and the snowy conditions added to the atmosphere. 
Getting a photo of just you on the globe is not a problem as it was not too busy. Do not 
underestimate the weather conditions - it was bitterly cold with a strong wind creating quite 
a wind chill - dress appropriately. If you are in the area, this is a must do trip. 

2919. Just a Perfect Day 
We visited North Cape early October from our Seeking the Northern Lights cruise on Marella 



Explorer. What a fabulous experience. 
It was a bright, sunny day and there was a fresh snow covering making a wintry scene but 
with very little wind it actually was not too "Arctic"! 
Our convoy of 6 coaches stopped at the Sami village for photos & traditional souvenirs before 
heading to North Cape. It is unfortunate that 250 people arrive all at once and spoil the peace 
& serenity of the location but it was still not overcrowded and is an iconic siten. 
The visitor centre is a mix of shops, cafe & informative feature displays. We stayed about an 
hour which was just about long enough to see everything and walk round all the outdoor 
areas. 
The absolute icing on the cake was later that evening when we were sailing past the Cape 
when a stunning display of the Aurora started and lasted over an hour. This made our visit to 
North Cape just a Perfect Day! 

2920. Solitude at the top of Europe 
We traveled to North Cape from Honningsvag on a Monday morning in October. As this is not 
winter yet, the road is accessible with the right vehicle. We arrived just before 10 am, the 
centre was not open till 11 am, however you could walk the site and park in the car park 
which was a bonus if you don't want to pay to get in. We wanted to get souvenirs so went in 
as they were opening and payed the price. Note although, walkers can get in free, there are 
not too many places you can park outside to then walk in. Also, getting there early, you miss 
all the tour buses that come in. We were gone by the time 200 people turned up from a tour 
boat. An experience we will not forget and worth the effort. 

2921. A highlight of our trip 
We were fortunate to visit the North Cape on a sunny, albeit very cold and windy day. What 
an amazing view. Knowing we were at the northernmost point of the continent made the 
visit special. The displays are nicely presented both inside and outside the facility. We were 
there about a 1 1/2 hours but I could have used an extra 1/2 hr or more to see everything. I 
missed seeing the film downstairs that my fellow-travelers said they enjoyed. There is a large 
gift shop there too. 

2922. Not to be missed 
This place is definitely one to put on your bucket list. The views are magnificent. Add a thin 
covering of snow...not to be missed. The most northern point of Europe accessible by 
car/bus. It was the highlight of my recent holiday 

2923. Where Europe ends 
The very Northern edge of Europe is a steep cliff, secured for the visitors with a fence, so 
without a problem you can go there with the little ones. 
The parking includes entrance to the visitors hall and it's quite expensive, but if you come by 
bike or on foot, you get full entrance ticket for free. 

2924. Being at the Europe's continent northern extreeme 
The area arriving at North cape is interesting and beside fjords, the nature reveals how cold 
and dark the winter can be. Since about 100km south of the cape, the vegetation is limited to 
grass and heath, there are hundreds of lakes and water falling everywhere. The cape is 
nothing else than a flat area over deep cliffs, the sun at end of june is still 5° over the horizon 
even at midnight and then it rises again. The emotion of being at the Europe's northern 
extreeme can be felt around. The tourist building offers a large cinema with periodic 
projections,a large cave with historical elements as well as bars, restaurants and shops. North 
Cape is a bit far but you will miss something by missing the visit to the Cape 

2925. Beware the snow, because you are FAR north and snow means caravans to and from 
Nordkapp (lest you have no help if you get stuck!). Once there, enjoy the very nice facilties, 
museum, and cafe. Admire the cliffs to the ocean far below. Read the wall display about the 
naval battle between the German battleship and the British Navy. Look through the blowing 
snow and know that Russia is not all that far to the east. And snap a picture of a reindeer 
hanging out nearby. It's a bit stark...and thouroughly worth a visit. 



2926. There are views all the way from Honningsvag to the Cape. You'll even see the reindeer 
roaming the slopes or bedding down near the lakes. The terrain seems bare but contains 
mosses and small plants surviving between the rocks. At the Cape, after you explore the cliff 
edges and monuments, you can go indoors where there is an excellent panoramic film on 
floor -2 and a sound and light show on floor -3. I wasn't impressed by the diaramas but the 
exhibit of old photos was interesting. The gift shop is very large and contains a wide variety 
of items at an equally wide range of prices. There is also an area where you can buy coffee 
and Norwegian waffles. 

2927. It's amazing, realising being at the north end of Europa, only the sea to the Northpool, 2500 
km, away from us ! 
The lady in the souvenir shop told us, this is only the fourth day !! this year the sky is blue 
and clear. 
Because it's out of the holiday saison it was't busy at all. 
I'm happy to have been this wonderfull place. 
Prices in the restaurant and the souvenirshop are high. For 2 coffee and 2 waffles we paid € 
26,00 ! , but it tasted very well. 
In the theatre is a wonderfull animation of the 4 seasons at the North cape, I think it's a must 
to see it. 

2928. The northern place of Europe is pretty much like the western one,Cabo da Roca in 
Portugal,only colder. 
At the end of July ,we caught the last days without sunset and it was interesting to have 
daylight at midnight. 
The way back from there was kind of strange.It was daylight,but the people were gone to bed 
and it seemed we were alone in the world. 
Worth to see this place . 

2929. Incredible Nordkapp 
This is most definitely a must do if you are visiting Norway, located on the northern most 
point and well within the artic circle. The sea cliff views are quite simply mind blowing - as 
was the wind! With magnificent vistas of the Atlantic Ocean stretching out before you. 
On arrival having travelled along one of the most bucolic road trips I’ve taken you alight in 
the vast car park and enter into the visitor centre to pick up your tickets. As the sun was up 
and the views clear we headed straight for the globe sculpture and to walk along the cliff 
tops. I’m so glad we did as minutes afterward the weather closed in and the sea must 
descended blotting out the vista. The air temperature also dropped dramatically. 
We returned to the restaurant for a very palatable late breakfast and took in the displays and 
wandered around the site shop before returning to our transport. The car park was almost 
completely full and it took quite some time to get back on the road. 
The journey back to Honningsvag took us back along the same route, passing tundra full of 
wild reindeer and mountain sheep, stark landscapes full of mountain lakes and spectacular 
mountainside complete with picturesque waterfalls. 
A great day out to a place I would dearly love to visit again 

2930.  
Great place to watch the Northern Lights 
The North Cape is advertised as the Northernmost part of Norway and the European 
continent. However, there is another peninsula, close to North Cape, that is actually further 
North, so there is a bit of misinformation involved. However, the North Cape is quite built out 
for tourism, has a good road leading to it, has a small museum, a movie theater, a good 
restaurant, a bar, a cafe, a great gift shop and excellent parking facilities. If you have the 
time, you must make it to the North Cape. The views are beautiful, including sunsets and 
sunrises. In the winter months, the Northern Lights are spectacular! The uncertainty is 
weather: when we visited the first time, the entire road, the touristic complex and the 
surrounding areas were shrouded in a cloud, so you couldn't see three feet in front of you! 



2931. It was a beatiful day and not so growded with people. We took our time to walk around, we 
took plenty pictures and felt really good. The place has a positive energy for sure. Please take 
the time to go down in the main hall to see the movie. There is also the post office where you 
can get your Certificate that you were their. Your name is hand written and its stamped and 
really its just cool and i nice souvenir. To get their can be expensive and many people say it is 
not worth it, but if you want to have a good time, with a good feeling and some fresh wind in 
your hair... its the place to be. 

2932. Superb 
Unique experience, marvelous pictures, fascinating view. Never to be forgotten. North Pole 
ahead, north Ocean in front, Atlantic Ocean to the right and left. Just the place to be 

2933. We were on a cruise ship and this local, family-owned company (sorry don't rember the 
name) was selling tickets right outside the information building/souvenier building. They had 
a large bus and were a faction of the price of the ship. The cape is cold, even in June so dress 
warmly. The movie is wonderful, the gift shop the best we saw in Norway. The resturant was 
lovely. 

2934. The globe has become synonymous with Norway’s North Cape, marking the northernmost of 
the continental mainland in Norway. It symbolizes what is believed to be the edge of the 
earth. Expect a lot of visitors taking photos of this iconic monument; some you may know 
while others you have never seen before and probably never will again. There are a few steps 
up the base which may or may not be manageable for those with mobility issues. Take a 
photo, you will treasure it forever. 

2935. Must see 
A more or less mandatory visit required here if you are in North Norway. Been here twice 
now, once in Winter and once in the Summer. I think it is much more memorable in the 
winter (with a snowstorm in our case). Either way a photo with the globe is in order. The 
nearby visitors centre is good with snacks and souvenirs, but do not miss the free 15mins film 
in the theatre at the bottom level. The standard tour gives you 90mins here which is ample. 

2936. You just have to .... 
If you're this far up North, you just have to visit the North Cape surely ? You can't go all that 
way and not see it. We were very lucky to be there during great weather. The girl in the cafe 
told us that she hadn't been able to see the globe out of the window the day before. There 
are a few things to see inside too. The cave of lights, which shows the Northern Lights, a 
chapel, a mini museum about the visit of the King of Thailand, a cinema showing the area 
through the seasons, a huge souvenir shop and several cafes and bars. 

2937. Very North but worth it 
2938. Somewhat Interesting! 
2939. Yes! I saw it! 

This was my third time in Nordkapp. I am a Finn and it may seem "close" if you live outside 
the Nordic countries, but it isn't, believe me. It's much easier to get to Singapore, for 
example. So I visited in 1988 as a kid with my parents- saw absolutely nothing because of the 
low hanging clouds/rain/storm whatever. Second time alone, just for a nice 1500km ride (one 
way) in 2000. Visibility zero because of fog. And now in 2019 with my own kids, I saw it! The 
weather was as perfect it can get, +2,5c and winds up to 25m/s. You could actually "lean on 
the wind" which resulted to great photos. I may sound ironic, but the fact is that the place is 
great, top of europe. And nowadays with the improved museum/showroom it offers some 
views even if the weather isn't that nice. 

2940. great feeling, nice place even though it's not really the northern most point of mainland 
europe... 

2941. Amazing view.. if you are lucky with the weather. 
You should plan your trip to north cape around sunset. Although there is lot to do besides the 
actual views. Worth the ticket price for sure! 

2942. Worth a visit, museum and the visitor center 



2943. The coach drive from Honningsvag goes through quite beautiful scenery with large ponds and 
reindeer grazing on tundra. There is not much to see at North Cape apart from the globe and 
some strange discs. The visitor centre has an interesting short film of the seasons in Norway… 

2944. I visited North Cape in the end of July and for some reason it was not crowded at all. The 
exhibition is well organized and very informative. The view was great, and the shop had a 
good selection of souveniers. The service was exceptionally friendly. Warm recommendation! 

2945. A Must See 
This is a massive rocky plateau perched more than 300 metres above sea level. Looking 
across the Arctic Sea from North Cape you see an expanse of water that leads to the North 
Pole. You must take a photo of the huge steel globe. There are restaurants, café, souvenir 
shops and post office . Also some interesting statues and carved discs. Also the museum. We 
visited mid July ..the temperature was 3C and very windy. Wear appropriate clothing. 

2946. Top of the World! 
You can't go any farther North than this without venturing to the North Pole. It is the 
northernmost point in Europe that can be accessed by car. There is a movie in the hall that 
shows often of the history here. Be sure to see it. If you are at this site, you know why you 
are there. It is either for the North Lights or the Midnight Sun. We were there for the 
Midnight Sun. We saw the site during the day but went back up an hour before Midnight to 
try to view the Midnight Sun. It had been cloudy and overcast all day but we did manage to 
see the sun as it peaked through the clouds at midnight. Everyone standing around in the 
freezing cold cheered when it happened. Be sure to dress warm. I didn't expect the freezing 
wind and hang onto your hats. There are various places inside to get something to eat. We 
had hot dogs, and they were delicious. There is nothing that can take away the anticipation 
of the sun creeping through the clouds when you've come so far to see it. I've seen photos 
with beautiful clear skies but there was something so adventurous about wondering if it 
would peak through. You are there for a certain time and we were blessed to see it. Many on 
our tour opted not to go back up at night to see the sun because they didn't believe it would 
come out. Surprise! You don't come all this way not to see it. We were surprised to see all the 
campers and even tents when we went back up at night for people wishing to view it. All the 
cruise ships make the trek up to it. I was glad we had a chance during the day to see the site 
before the crowds and more cold set in. 

2947. We booked this extra excursion while sailing on the ferry MS Kong Harald, and what an 
adventure. A bus was waiting for us when we docked in Honningsvag and it was about an 
hour drive out to North Cape. We passed many reindeer grazing, little villages, racks of drying 
fish and beautiful scenery. 

2948. We were here in the middle of July where the temperature was about 7 degrees C (about 44 
degrees F) - with winds blowing at about 40 kmh (25 mph). B-R-R-R! It's an odd feeling 
knowing that you're at the top of Europe with the next stop being the North Pole over the 
Arctic ocean (this is the point where the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans meet). The gift shop 
building houses a movie theater (level -3) for a brief film of the area along with a cafeteria 
and storyboard explaining in detail about the battle of Nordkapp during WWII and the 
convoys of Allied ships bringing goods and arms to Russia. It is very well done. There is also 
an exhibit of local birdlife - very informative. These are both on level -1. If you go further 
(which we didn't have time to do) there is a tunnel under the building going to a light show at 
the end and a memorial museum of the visit to the Thai king to Nordkapp. 

2949. The Top of Europe 
We had a glorious sunny day on Nordkapp but it isn't always like that! However it is quite 
emotional to stand on the northernmost point of the continent of Europe. The bus trip from 
Honningsvag takes about an hour with stops at points of interest such as a fishing village, 
where you can see and feel king crabs, and a Sami settlement. On the Cape itself are the 
famous steel "globe" and a visitor centre where they show documentary movies describing 
the area. The thing that strikes you is the lack of vegetation other than grass and moss. . 



2950. Worth a visit but hope for good weather 
Impressive to stand at the northernmost point in Europe one can reach by vehicle. The cliff 
side has several monuments. When we visited (in June) it was about 45F with 30 mph winds 
and foggy. Thus the view left something to be desired. Yet the visitors center was well-
designed and spacious. A good movie, exhibits, gift shop, chapel, and a small museum 
dedicated to a Thai king’s visit. Overall, an enjoyable visit. 

2951. Would definitely recommend! 
2952. The North Cape on the first of February is a true arctic experience 
2953. Dont miss the place! 

If you find yourself in northern Norway take the time to visit North Cape. Make sure to 
bundle up as the wind can be a bit cold. Great exhibits and facility to eat and relax. 

2954. This is listed as North Cape Mageroya which is the island and it isreally Nordkaap at 71 
degrees which has itself as mainland Europe northest town. It is a big tourist resort with 
many people there but at midnight nothing happened and everyone was watching for 
nothing! There was no midnight sun as advertised in books and postcards so maybe only 
happens sometimes hit and miss. It was quite eeri to still be light at midnight though and ok 
so cold 

2955. Impressive! 
The nordkap was definitely worth the long travel. I came during the midnight sun when it 
was less crowded and the entrance was free. It was so impressive to see the glob during the 
midnight sun even if it was very cloudy. I can just recommend to come during the night time 
when the entrance is free. 

2956. Great place to visit, using Blue Puffin. 
There are nice toilets, a panoramic movie, an outdoor sculpture, and museum exhibits in 
addition to the globe marking the northern most place in Norway and Europe. Blue Puffin is 
an excellent tour company to use to see the North Cape. 

2957. Great ecperience 
2958. If you are this far North this is a must visit. 

But dress for the occasion! 
2959. The top of Europe 
2960. Make an effort 

If you are in Honningsvag (on a cruise ship or otherwise), you have to make arrangements to 
get up here to 71 degrees. Most northern spot in Europe. 

2961. Though the landscape is desolate, it is an amazing feeling to stand here and feel like you are 
on top of the world. 

2962.  
Finally they have at the North Cape a propper espressomachine again, a Conti from Monaco, 
and a croatian lady who knows how to create coffee on that. 
 
You'll find it in the restaurant. 
Congratulations Scandic 

2963. It´s a hard to place to go, since it is in the end of the world, but you NEED to visit it, if you 
want to have estories to tell. A lot of people just arrive in the city near by boat (Honningsvåg) 
and than take a excursion bus and go there, but I recomend to spent one night at the city, 
and try to go by car visiting other very small citys on the way. 
Amazing place! A must have to reach point. 

2964. I travelled to Honningsvag on a cruise with Hurtigruten and did the North Cape excursion. 
Because it was winter, the buses follow a snow plough all the way to the Cape. The scenery is 
beautiful with all the snow. It was freezing but fabulous. Go and watch the video first and 
then go down to see the iconic globe, this way you may get a pic of the globe without heaps 
of people climbing all over it. This was a great excursion. 



2965. Once in a lifetime 
In fact, there is nothing special here. And yet it is a unique place in Europe because of its 
location at the northernmost end of the mainland. And so it is a very special feeling to stand 
here. Nevertheless, there is of course a huge store of souvenirs and a very well made 
exhibition about the "discovery" of the North Cape and its animal and plant life. 

2966. Maybe not the end of the world - but you can see it from here. 
2967. We were fortunate to have a good weather day, so the scenery during the trip, and at the 

North Cape, was magnificent! 
2968. Well worth a visit 
2969. Breathtaking views 

Went to the North Cape and we were lucky to have great weather even if we did need to go 
in a convoy with a snow plough leading. It did not disappoint the view were amazing and the 
centre with the short film was very informative but you have to rug up , very cold and windy 
but worth it . 

2970. Stopped here on a cruise round the Norwegian coast. This was the only place where we saw 
the Northern lights. Pleasant information centre and cafe. Would recommend a visit. 

2971. Visited on the spur of the moment with North Cape Tours and was pleasantly surprised. 
Great views, great movie and the most awesome tomato soup. 

2972. Wild views 
2973. Awesome Scenery 

It’s not many places you need a snow plough escort to visit but you do for the North Cape in 
winter! Bleak, beautiful landscape, you really do feel at the end of the earth. 
Visitor centre with good displays and film. Nice coffee and great gift shop. 

2974. After the journey there it is nice to find some snacks, sandwiches or have a meal. Good coffee 
and cake Also plenty good local shopping available. 

2975. Outstanding Views 
2976. Wonderful Place! 

North cape is the most Northern part of Europe. 
It is a 6 hours land travel from Tromso but the scenery you will pass through will make you 
enjoy the travel because Norway, is place where you can see beautiful Christmas trees 
covered by snow, lake that are frozen and snow capped mountains, very relaxing in the eyes 
and you can really feel the spirit of white Christmas you've been dreaming of! I visited this 
place during winter season, its cold. And because all roads are covered by snow during winter 
sometimes you need a conveyor to clear the road before your vehicle to go up to this place 
North cape. As you reached this place, check out all yhe indoor activities and their show, 
have lunch in their restaurant, make you feel you are really on top of the world because it is 
located 71 degree above the earth! Don't forget to take photo of their icon to prove that you 
have conquered North Cape and have yourselves a certificate as well. The place is very windy 
and cold during winter but it is know for midnight sun during summer season. It is a must 
visit place in Norway. Have your self also a souvenir from their shop because it is a once i a 
life time visit there! Along the way during night time you will see northern lights along the 
ways...its a best place to visit! 

2977. You'll be blown away 
2978. If you that far north it is a must and a good cuppachino in the cafe afterwards 
2979. I would have liked to stay longer, but I would not have missed it. 
2980. Top of the world (almost) 

In a 2 week trip to Norway this was my favourite day out. The feeling of being in the Arctic 
Circle was superb and a real thrill. The visitor centre is tasteful and tidy. There’s a stunning 10 
minute film on massive screens which is excellent. There are information items on the 
midnight sun and how the top of the planet works. Brilliant. Also bit of info on the shipping 
routes during the war. The shop has good stuff but like all of Norway, there’s no bargains. We 
sent ourselves a Post Card from the centre. A real thrill. If I went back to Norway, I’d go again 



2981. Land of the midnight sun 
2982. This was a fun excursion on my Hurtigruten cruise. Loved being at the northern most point in 

Europe! 
2983. Wonderful experience 

It was such an amazing journey to the northern most point in the European continent. The 
journey there is spectacular. Get your camera standby! 

2984. Imagine where you actually are 
2985. I went to the North Cape during a visit to Norway, there is a film show which is best to see 

first, it is impressive. There is much to see inside the building, including the chapel. There 
were high winds outside and it was very cold, so the outside visit was short. Well worth a 
visit, recommended. 

2986. My dream 
Visited the Nordkap. Was my dream. Arrived there by car from Alta. Loved the nature the 
north cape everything 

2987. Best excursion on Hurtigruten 
Best excursion on Hurtigruten cruise and a must-see. Went up to North Cape in a snow 
storm. Beautiful scenery up the mountain and even more beautiful at North Cape. 
Amazing standing at the most northern tip of the European continent! Even more amazing as 
we have the most southern tip of the African continent in South Africa. Even though an 
expensive excursion it is worth it!! 

2988. Breath taking 
Visiting this place feels like an achievent to me , I was so proud and happy.. one of the best 
place on earth 

2989. Great venue, great views 
2990. We stopped here as part of our Hertigruten cruise and it was a highlight. We had a good day 

weather wise but it was still quite cold. The views were amazing and the info centre was 
excellent. Highly recommend. 

2991. Unique experience,it is worth visiting once in a life,dream landscapes,I recommend to all 
those who are in love with nature 

2992. BUCKET LIST -1 
This trip had been on my bucket list for too long and needed removing........by doing it! the 
whole journey form Malta by road was a round trip of 14,000 km on my motorbike and what 
an adventure, the countries, the roads, the people you meet enroute and the scenery 
especially in Norway are truly Bucket list worthy. If this place is on your list I suggest you do it 
ASAP 

2993. Should be on your bucket list 
The top of Europe? Only if you are lucky and the weather cooperates. The day we visited was 
was foggy with visibility down to 50 meters and windy. We were there for about 2 hours. 
Stayed inside and toured the below ground museum at first. Then decided to walk out in the 
fog to the end of the cliff to the top of the point at the statue with iron globe. Right went we 
go there something magical happened. The fog cleared; the Barent Sea view opened to show 
the vastness of open water toward the Arctic, and the towering cliffs along the Cape. The 
clearing sky only lasted for 3 minutes until the wind blew the fog back, but those few 
moments weer amazing. 

2994. Amazing experience 
It was an amazing experience being there at „midnight“ and seeing the sun shining through 
the monument! 
We visited the Nort Cape as an excursion of our MSC cruise along the coast of Norway. 
Norway is a beautiful country and I loved the rough nature at the North Cape. Honningsvag 
itself is not interesting, only as a starting point for the trip to the North Cape. I would 
recommend future visitors to visit at midnight because in summer that is the real thrill. 



During winter it is of course the northern light, which is still on my bucket list. But then you 
do not have to wait for midnight of course. 

2995. Outside they had several pieces of art and of course the globe which is huge. It was super 
windy. The fence in the back of the parking lot stops so be careful. Everyone was fine though. 
They had a cafe inside, a gift shop, toilets, bird display inside. They also had a cool movie and 
a walkway explaining history of North Cape! 

2996. Such a beautiful landmark 
This was part of a wonderful trip of Norway. On a clear day you could look across to Russia. 
Like nothing I have ever seen. The northern most tip of Europe 

2997. Must see if in Norway 
We visited this site through a Princess cruise excursion. There was no guide but our driver 
spoke excellent English, which was a plus compared to other excursions we were on. You will 
visit the northernmost point of continental Europe, 71 degrees north. We were there on a 
nice day, in the summer, so it was not as cold as I expected. There is not a lot to do here. A 
panoramic film was shown about the region and there is a nice gift shop and restaurant. On 
the way back, we had a short stop at a Sami gift shop with handmade items, but the big treat 
was a chance to see reindeer grazing. 

2998. location is at 71 degrees north and technically it is not the northernmost point because there 
is a spur of land that juts out into the sea that is a few seconds north and some islands 
further north. However we were glad to have visited. The visitor center offers a spectacularly 
beautiful 180 degree film which includes the northern lights and is not to be missed. There is 
a tunnel that takes you from the theater to the monument so if the wind is excessively strong 
you can go through there to avoid it. The monument itself sits on top of steep cliffs so it 
tends to get very windy up there and it is always surrounded by people taking photos so it is 
almost impossible to get a clear close up especially if there are tour buses around. The center 
has a large gift shop selling clothes, novelties including hundreds of trolls and more or less 
something for everyone, prices are reasonable although we found that prices in Norway tend 
to be on the high side. There is a café/restaurant with plenty of seating. There is an elevator 
which goes down 3 floors to the theater, tunnel, restrooms. 

2999. Very windy north of europe 
Had to come here and was not disappointed.the visitor centre was very interesting especially 
the cinema.when we went it was very windy 100 mph winds with gusts up to 150 mph 
making walking very difficult and taking pictures even harder.but it had to be done my wife 
got blown over and went back inside but I managed to struggle on to monument and take 
some photos 

3000. What a place! 71 Degrees N. which is probably as far north as I will ever get. The globe sits on 
top of a cliff over looking the sea and is very subject to winds. It really does feel like the end 
of the world. The day we visited it was windy enough to physically move you around. It was 
raining and the rain hitting my skin felt like I was like being pummeled by hail- adding to the 
adventurous feel of it all. The movie offered on site is absolutely beautiful! 

3001. Excellent Handicapped Facilities 
We rented a car from Honningsvag for the trip to the North Cape since we could not locate a 
tour that had a wheel chair lift for my wife. Turns out, it probably was cheaper to do it this 
way and gave us more time at North Cape. Additionally, they had unisex handicapped 
bathrooms for my wife which was very much appreciated. Gift store was well stocked and 
prices relatively reasonable. We can definitely recommend the trip and handicapped 
travelers should be reassured that the handicapped facilities are good. 

3002. Wonderful view! 
We arrived on a sunny beautiful day. The view is spectacular. The movie shown in the cinema 
was wonderful. Be aware.. the pricelevel on food and drinks are high. A bottle of water cost 
49 NOK. 



3003. A couple of years we went to the most southern point of Europe. We were in the 
neighbourhood of the most northern point of Europe. So for us it was a no brainer. Nice 
views!! It was beautiful weather so we had a really clear view. 

3004. I was a skeptic, but... 
Reluctantly went on a shore excursion from a Viking Cruise. Even though the weather was 
rough (gale force winds and driving rain in July), it was worth it. An interesting spot with an 
excellent video presentation. Even saw some reindeer on the way to/from the North Cape. 

3005. The North Cape tour from the cruise ship was fully booked up, so once docked we went to 
the tourist information office and they had a tour going at various times in the day. So we 
booked a tour, they had already discounted the price which was way cheaper than the ship. 
Yes, we just went straight there ,no stop offs. but it was worth it. Mind you even at the 
beginning of July it was blowing a gale and only 5 degrees but standing on the world 
sculpture and hanging on for dear life, while my photo was taken, was wonderful. quite an 
experience. 

3006. Midnight Sun on a warm night 
12:00am in the sunlight was a great experience BUT we were lucky it was a clear calm warm 
night. Lots of campervans tents and tour buses but plenty of room for every one. Take a 
picnic and champagne to celebrate midnight at the top of the world in bright sunlight. Only 
requirement check the weather forecast and go on the clearest night u can. A little cloud 
cover is fine it adds to the photo effect 

3007. The world's most beauiful cruise 
3008. The North Cape was a 3 hour drive from where we were staying in Hammerfest but it was so 

worth it! The exhibtion is well done, we arrived quite early in the day and found it not too 
busy. It is interesting learing all about the site and it's development. A must do tourist thing! I 
can say 'I've been to the top of Europe' 

3009. A must see 
It is worth seeing especially in the time of midnight sun. For us from bellow artic circle it is 
marvellous to see the sun the whole day. 
 
The view from the rock is amazing. 
 
There is an entrance fee if arriving with motorised vehicle. There is full price which includes 
some sort of museum and reduced fee just for the nature part. If you are not interested in 
museums at the end of the world then check the prices beforehand, not to pay too much. 

3010. Watching the midnight sun is an awesome experience! If we are lucky enough to have clear, 
cloudless sky, everything is perfect. 

3011. Very interesting experience - to feel yourself on top of the World :) 
We stayed in tent next to parking. Very interesting. View is breathtaking. Nature is very 
unusual for us ;) 

3012. Took the tour bus up from Honningsvag after arriving on the Crystal Serenity. Absolutely 
gorgeous vistas looking out over the Norwegian Sea. We were blessed with perfect weather 
with only a light wind. It's a good idea to layer your clothes because even though it was 
summer it was quite cool. 

3013. A magnificent experience at the top of Europe! 
3014. Must See Stop 
3015. A must visit place, but it can be busy 
3016. The Nordkapp was really nice, I have a good luck cose after 50 min. come fog so you can't see 

so much . It was like white wall but still cosy . I really enjoyed the trip from Stockholm to 
Nordkapp. 
The light show was terrible I got a headache of it . They can update the sound and projection 
system. 
But still worth to see the Nordkapp. 



3017. We have crossed the North Cape previously and it was celebrated whilst on board MS 
Braemar, by the Captain and crew of the ship 

3018. Our tour bus took is here from our Hurtigruten cruise ship early in the morning on a beautiful 
sunny day. Wow! Arriving early before the big crowds is well worth it. The views are 
stunning, the museum and video very interesting, and just walking around the area knowing 
your are so far North is really great. Well worth the trip. Our bonus was seeing baby reindeer 
cross the highway on the way up and back from Honningsvag! Loads of reindeer in this area. 

3019. Windy & So Cold but Worth it 
3020. Dream of my life 

No midnight sun but still amazing experience to on the northernmost point of Europe! 
The globe stands for the symbol of the northcape, but very interesting is the museum. I 
would have loved to see the video but they were not showing it anymore. 

3021. Amazing place. 
From the cruise, we went there by tour bus, seeing beautiful and amazing landscape along 
the way. At the North Cape, the museum and exhibit were very interesting. The scene from 
the Clift was amazing. Once in a life time place to be. 

3022. Was told that no point in going to Norway without seeing the North Cape. It was packed with 
sightseers and there were literally hundreds of coaches, buses, vans, cars etc etc. very cold 
place being so open to the elements but we were well rugged up, views were magnificent. 
We had a quick lunch at the restaurant but made a grave mistake in buying a drink each, beer 
and small bottle of champagne ( one and a half glasses) cost US $60 ouch indeed. 

3023. As Far North in Europe as you Can Go! 
3024. All Four Seasons in 1 hour! 

Somewhere to say you have been and it is the northernmost point of Europe at 71 degrees 
10' 21" N. Not a place we would return to however we did visit a local artist nearby her 
studio is well worth a visit only 48 inhabitants live in the village and cope with 84 days when 
the sun never get above the horizon. Yes we had sunshine that eventually turned to snow! 

3025. you just have to go and be cold and then get a hot chocolate in the visitor centre which is 
next to it. there is not much to see other than the globe you go for the centre and the photo. 
technically its not the furthest point but its the furthest you can get without dying so ...dress 
warm and hold onto any hats and scarves .. 

3026. To the end or to the beginning? 
Awesome. Drink something hot pleaee. Just try the waffles. The extremely place in the 
world. But try to remember the we make our limitations 

3027. STUNNING SCENERY 
My wife and I travelled here on a day excursion from a CMV Cruise aboard the MV Magellan. 
The coaches travel in a convoy, headed by a snow plough and it is easy to see why. The 
weather on the day was beautiful with not a cloud in the sky and the sun shining. The sheer 
raw… 

3028. Magical journey 
I travelled there by coach and we went in convoy for the last few miles behind a snow 
plough. The scenery is breathtakingly beautiful. The shop and cafe at the Cape were more 
than adequate for our needs but it is the great expanse of snow and the stunning views that 
make… 

3029. Wonderful place 
We took a trip from a cruise and had a great time . The weather was clear but very cold and 
the views at the cape fantastic. The journey was beautiful and our guide very informative and 
amusing. 

3030. It really feels being at the end of the world. North Cape has stunning views and endless snow. 
Visit to the northernmost point in Europe is a must. 

3031. What an experience 
We travelled to North Cape as part of a Hurtigruten cruise excursion. Yes, the weather plays 



an important part but, regardless, this is a once in a lifetime opportunity for most people so 
don't miss it. All you need is a camera and clothing to suit the weather. We travelled in Jan so 
it was very cold and you need to add an extra layer of thermals because the wind comes 
straight from the arctic and it gets extremely cold. The days are short as well so the light 
starts to fade in the early afternoon. Nevertheless, it is a great experience to stand on the 
edge of the world and gaze out across the sea. We travelled by bus and followed the snow 
plough the last kilometre to North Cape. The view is impressive and we were lucky to have a 
glimpse of sunshine the day we were there. The bus trip (one way) is a little less than an hour 
so you would need about 4 hours for the trip. There is a cafe and a museum (of sorts) at the 
cape so you can get something to eat and drink and wander through the museum. Obviously 
this is a tourist attraction so it can get very crowded. There were 5 bus loads of people from 
just our ship the day we were there. Thankfully it was the middle of winter so there were not 
that many other tourists but no doubt it can get very very busy. An early start is likely to beat 
the rush. Everybody wants a personal photo at the globe so it can be quite a wait to get your 
turn, or you can just jump in with everyone else. Certainly worth the trip and the money for a 
once in a lifetime experience.@ 

3032. The landscape in wintertime is beautifull getting to the Northcape from Honigsvag by bus. 
The cape itself is offcourse very touristic but a must visit I think when you are in the region. 
the museun tells some interesting stories. The views are spectacular. 

3033. Amazing view and experience 
3034. Beautiful 

I went to Nordkapp at the end of September and it was so beautiful. The shop was closed. I 
still saw the northern lights and camped in the parking lot. A great experience, but a long 
drive. 

3035. Cold but worth the effort 
3036. A must see and experience! 

The trip to the North Cape involved driving for 45 minutes in hills, villages and mountains 
covered with snow with a snow plow preceding us. It was mighty cold and windy at the Cape, 
but it was awesome to feel that i was literaaly standing on top of the world. There is building 
for those seeking shelter from the cold and wind. In there, there displays, a chapel, and a gift 
shop. I would like to go back there during the summer to see how this place looks without 
the snow. 

3037. Windswept Wild and rugged 
3038. Stunning place "a must" to visit ! 

It's a stunning place - 71°10ʹ21ʺN that made me feel great. Surrounding really amazing. It's 
my first visit and hopefully one day I can come and stay overnight here. 

3039. Wild and Breathtaking 
This is some of the most wildly beautiful scenery I have ever seen. The weather was good, 
fortunately, and you could see a snow storm approaching. If weather permits, the best sights 
are outside, the scenery, the children's medallions, the globe. There is a lot inside as well -- 
an interesting museum and an enjoyable film in particular. Definitely a highlight of the trip. 

3040. Amazing to be at the top of Europe 
3041. A Perfect Day to Be at the North Cape 
3042. Beautiful view, if the sun is shining. We were there in July and only 3rd sunny day this 

summer. Everything very modern and clean, so if the sun isn't shining you can watch a movie. 
3043. An Experience to be Here 

Only 2 000km from the North Pole. 
 
A good site on a bleak Island. 
 
Interesting Museum with audio visual displays. 



3044. THE MUST SEE ATTRACTION IN HONNINGSVAG 
A visit to the Norkapp is a must do when you visit Honningsvag. The cape is about 45 minutes 
from the town. An interesting ride on good roads thru a unique landscape. The cape is about 
a 1000 feet above the water. The views are majestic and the visitor center very well done 
with exhibits, postal unit, restaurant, and gift shop. 
Highly recommend. Hope this helps. 

3045. An Unforgettable Experience 
3046. Stunning view and fascinating information about this part of the world 
3047. I liked it. I was lucky because the weather was wonderful. 

Beautiful views. The way from south to north amazing. 
3048. I believe there are many places in the world which should be visited, but the north cape is 

one of the most important among them. 
It would be great if you could come both in summer and winter since the atmosphere is 
completely different in winter and summer! 

3049. Indescribable beauty 
We are very fortunate to be here on a day where we can experience the sheer beauty and 
magnitude of the cape landscape. 
USUALLY it is enveloped in cloud. 
Nothing can describe the experience but a few photos may give some idea. 

3050. Certainly worth doing the trip 
3051. The most Northern Point on Norway 

One hour out of Honningsvag. A scenic trip with many photo ops including numerous 
reindeer herds. The Cape itself is where the Barents Sea meets the Arctic Ocean. It sits on a 
cliff that rises 1000 feet above the coast and topped by a large plateau. There is a large 
interpretive center that explains the history of the cape including its srtategic location during 
WWII as convoy's crossed here while bringing supplies to Murmansk, Russia as they fought 
the Nazi's on the Russian Front. 

3052. Beautiful sight 
3053. Definitely worth the trip 
3054. The end of the world 
3055. You're basically at the top of the world and it feels pretty good. It is pretty windy at the place 

and you need a car to get here but it is worth it. There is a museum theater and an expensive 
shop. The high point is the globe. 

3056. Just to be there, regardless of the weather! 
3057. Visited the most Northern point of Norway "Nordkapp". This is absolutte a must if you are in 

the north of Norway. 
Buy a postcard and send to your own homeadress and get the special 9764 stamp on it.. I 
recomend a glass of champagne in Aurora Borelis Bar! Expensive but worth it. 

3058. we visited in March so very cold & snowing, bus joined the convoy behind the large snow 
plough. Once at the building, every one would rush out to have pictures taken by the globe. If 
you enjoy your coffee / hot chocolate first then go out most of the crowd had come back 
inside. Due to gusts of wind & snow we had to time our dash out to the globe. Well worth the 
visit. 

3059. The cape itself is outstanding. The facilities excellent, coffee great, and the exhibitions worth 
seeing. The souvenir shop is well laid out and easy to get around. On the way up to the cape, 
snow had blown across the road, and a bus coming down the hill went off the road into the 
drift. We waited for two hours for a snow plough to come up the hill to pull the bus out. Then 
we were escorted to the cape by the plough. Even though it was not winter when I was there 
the powers that be insisted that for safety, busses, campervans, and cars travel in a convoy 
both to and from the cape. There were plenty of wild reindeer on the side of the road as well 
as an otter running up a hill. It was a most adventurous day and I hope to do it again in the 
future. 



3060. Quiet, serene, and breathtaking; this is the most northern point in Europe. No trees or 
sounds except for tourists waiting to photograph each other. (When I was there, three 
motorcyles with Italian plates bypassed the parking lot and drove on the sidewalk up to the 
globe.) The clean and modern visitors' center has a cafe, gift shop, chapel, and light display. 
The drive up there is also scenic; I visited in mid-May, and it was snowy but definitely 
passable. The guide said that normally it would be drier, but due to the harsh winter, the 
snow had not yet melted. The sun was out, and it was beautiful. This was an optional 
excursion on the Hurtigruten -- definitely worth the money. 

3061. Stunning! Shoudl be on everyone's list . . . . . . 
The visit to the north cape was a highlight of a cruise to Norway in search of the northern 
lights. We visited by coach and the coach had to join a convoy there and back following a 
snow plough. There is a visitor centre, and many of the party made straight for the iconic 
sculpture of the globe near the cliff edge. For me, the sight of the sculptures designed by 
seven children, aged 8-12, from different parts of the world, partly submerged in the snow, 
held a greater fascination. Pointing towards them is a mother and child sculpture by Eva 
Rybakken. Wow! 

3062. A sense of historic proprtion 
3063. This is just an amazing place, being notably the northernmost point of land on the continent 

of Europe. And it is wildly remote!! 
3064. A Bucket List Experience. Go For it. 
3065. Getting here, behind the snowplough was a blast. Coastline awesome, great monuments. Go 

into the visitor centre and watch The Film, it's excellent. Just do it! 
3066. We survived a blizzard at the top of the world! 
3067. Very cold and very dark. One hour of sunlight. Still the trip was amazing. Had to take pictures 

quickly because it was getting dark and your fingers froze 
3068. Interesting outpost of Northern Europe 
3069. At the Top of Norway 
3070. Wonderful Landmark 
3071. Great hurtigruten trip 
3072. Wow! 
3073. Simply Put, Wow! 

This is a remarkable spot, the most northern spot in continental Europe. It is hauntingly 
beautiful and you do feel as if you are near the top of the world. We were with a tour guide 
who was both entertaining and knowledgeable - and the visitor’s center, which at first glance 
may seem out of place, is not. The center is excellent, from a small exhibition about the area, 
including what occurred during World War Two. The café is large and serves good pastries 
and better coffee and the gift shop is one of the best - and Norwegian tourist attractions 
have very, very good tourist shops compared to ones in the US. This is a MUST see place to 
visit if you are in the area and if you can, spend time and take in the views, the air, the sense 
of place. Make sure you visit the outdoor sculptures that depict children representing peace 
around the world. Please, visit. 

3074. Located 30 minutes drive north of Honningsvåg is one of the most beautiful places I have 
seen. The most Northern point in Europe. Spectacular is it. 

3075. a totally must see - should be on evryone's bucket list 
sEt high on cliffs - like cliffs of Moher (?) in Ireland only higher and more rugged - stunning, 
and with the possibility of seeing the midnight sun. 

3076. A must see while in Norway 
The museum is well done. The view when clear is as far as your eyes will focus, this is the 
most northern place in Europe. The views along the drive out are worth the drive. 

3077. Awsome place... 
3078. Try to do Mid day or early afternoon 



3079. So lucky with the weather! 
3080. If the weather is great, place is great too 
3081. Where Sun Never sets 
3082. Excellent Visitor Centre and Great Views 
3083. Visit the Entire Area, Not Just the Visitor Center 
3084. Go there 

This is quite a remote location, but well worth a visit. 
3085. Back after 41 years 

Vas her the last summer of high school. 
We didn't really have nice weather last time so the midnight sun didn't present itself 
properly. 
July 6 2016 was awesome. 
Just look at my pictures 😎 

3086. Its a very popular destination 
3087. You've come this far north so take in the experience 

Being summer the sun never sets at Nordkapp but being there at midnight even if the sun is 
obscured by clouds is an unforgettable experience. Arrive in time to see the 11:00 free movie 
session before putting on warm outer clothes and a beanie to venture outside. I set the date 
function on my camera and took a photo just before midnight and just after as evidence! 

3088. How often will you ever be this far north of the Arctic Circle? 71 10' 21" North. This IS north!! 
Visit the northern most point on the European Continent. As an American governor once 
said, you can see Russia from here. Well on a clear day for sure. 
Wonderful visitor center with displays and history for you to peruse. A very worthwhile visit. 
Enjoy. 

3089. Magnificent being at the northernmost point in Europe (almost) 
3090. Spectacular scenery 

Our cabin was small as expected..but the scenery from Bergen to Kirkenes was spectacular. I 
was on the Midnatsol. We made several small 15 min. stops and it was fun to see some of the 
fishing villages! The breakfast and lunch buffets were very good with many selections. The 
breads and scones were my favorite! THe desserts were always wonderful. I loved the 
reindeer stew! The staff is all very friendly. Don't forget to go to the Crossing of the Arctic 
ceremony where they put ice down your back and enjoy a shot of apple schnapps! I highly 
recommend this cruise..its very relaxing! 

3091. Stunning Scenery 
It's really worth the effort to get there! The scenery on the way to get there is absolutely 
beautiful. We couldn't see the full midnight sun as there were thick clouds covered the sky, 
still the experience and the film etc in there was very successful. 

3092. Crisp and clear 
We visited North Cape in February but the weather was superb, with only a few snow 
showers which set the scene. However the weather clearly can be very bad as the last 10 
miles or so are done in an hourly convoy escorted by snow ploughs. Although we went by 
tcoach trip it is also possible to get there by normal service bus - which somehow seemed 
surreal. The North Cape information centre contains all the expected features: film show, 
dioramas of notable arctic events, souvenir shop, excellent coffee shop etc. However, if the 
weather is good I would strongly advise you put all these aside and go outside to enjoy the 
views and the wonderfully clean air. Look out north and enjoy the fact that there is 
absolutely nothing between you and the North Pole, then if there is still time enjoy the 
excellent coffee. A trip not to be missed. 

3093. The most northerly point in Europe 
3094. Top of the World 

Interesting to reach 'Top of the World' Convoy up the passage for safety making it a very 



interesting trip with lovely scenery. Clear skies and temperature -3 making it an enjoyable 
time. Museum of lights and history enlightening 

3095. The End of the World (nearly) 
The furthest north on continental Europe you can get to without getting your feet wet. Some 
1300 miles from the North Pole, we were told. The furthest North we plan to go 

3096. On the top 
Fog, only fog, what can you see? Fog and an extreme view, a really beautiful place. You 
should go to the northest place in the world once. 

3097. we left the ship and boarded our coach for the north cape, our guide was helpful and funny. 
we saw small whales close to shore well worth the ride 

3098. Magical, don't miss it 
Visited North Cape on an excursion from the Hurtigruten. While it may not be the 
northernmost point in mainland Europe (the title goes to a neaby peninsula reachable only 
on foot), it's well worth a visit. The drive is beautiful and scenic, until you reach the cliff 
overlooking the ocean 

3099. Bring your sense of magic 
North Cape is as much (if not more) an experience than a place. Billed as the northernmost 
point in mainland Europe... well, it's not REALLY that, but it may as well be. Some people call 
it the end of the world - I like to call it the beginning of the world instead. If you bring your 
sense of magic along, you'll know what I mean, especially if you travel overland from Alta or 
Karasjok. You drive over the wild and beautiful Finnmarksvidda plateau, then up along the 
edge of the majestic Porsanger fjord, and finally reach the edge of the town of Honningsvåg. 
Then it's up and onto the rocky cape, and the last half hour of the journey, the world around 
you begins to fall away. The trees fade away, and then the scrubby bushes, and eventually 
even the grass. As you drive along the desolate, rocky landscape it's easy to think that you 
really are at the end of the world - all the building materials just ran out. And then when you 
stand at the cliff's edge, by the globe, looking out over the vast ocean... there's nothing left. 
This is where it all begins. 
 
Also, there's a full service souvenir shop, restaurant, coffee shop, super-widescreen film, Thai 
shrine, chapel and a fun grotto in the basement. All very good. But really... it's the magic that 
makes it worth five dots to visit. 

3100. Travelling with Hurtigruten we had an excursion to the North Cape. We saw the globe 
marking the northernmost point in Europe and took photos prior to a snow blizzard coming 
in. In the visitors' centre we saw the panoramic film of life in Norway during the various 
seasons. We then visited the Cave of Lights. A good place to be visited. 

3101. Beautiful scenery and a fabulous experience 
We were lucky enough to have an absolutely stunning day for our visit to NordKapp. It was a 
bit fresh, so wrap up, but the scenery makes up for it, it was beautiful and the globe 
monument with the sun streaming through it was fantastic. You can't help but take lots and 
lots of photographs. Loved it. 

3102. Home of Santa's Reindeers, Land-with-the-Mid-Night-Sun, and Northern-most point of the 
continental Europe 

3103. A place I have always wanted to experience and it didn't disappoint... 
3104. STUNNING ARCITECTURE SEA BIRDS AND THE AMAZING SUNSETS OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN 
3105. Beautyful landscape 
3106. Norway coastline cruise..Bergan -Kirkenes 
3107. Amazing and beautiful! 

We drove from Lindesnes Fyr to the North Cape and it was a beautiful ending on a long trip. 
The view is just amazing and the pictures of it was stunning. The suvenir shop is also great 
and they show a video of the previous year inside which is truly amazing. The entrence was 
more expensive than expected, but definitely worth it. The staff was also great except from 



within the suvenir shop. I will recommand to visit the place when there's not that many 
people outside of the summer season. 

3108. Beautiful Setting 
3109. It's the journey... 

Not the destination. Getting there is the best bit. The North Cape itself is okay, but the 
scenery is of exceptional beauty. Definitely worth visiting. 

3110. Top of Europe 
The North Cape site has interesting events in the visitors centre, good film, and a cafe and gift 
shop. the area was totally in fog during our visit but I would return again if I was anywhere 
nearby. 

3111. Fantastic 
When you are this part of the world, you must visit this place. The northern most part of 
Europe. The sunset at 10.30 pm (in August) and still daylight at midnight...what an 
experience! 

3112. A formidable place 
The views from this Northern most point in Europe was very impressive ! From all sides, you 
see vast oceans---and even in summer, it was quite cold----what more in winter!!! 
There is a movie that is quite worth watching---also, there is a room dedicated by the Thais to 
the visit here by their King many years ago. The gift shop is quite large and is worth browsing. 
Hopefully your visit there will be on a Non cloudy day---as I was told that when the clouds are 
plentiful, there is very little that one can see from this point---which is visited by lots and lots 
of buses full of tourists 

3113. End of the world! 
A beautiful place to see the midnight sun at :) Museum, cinema, beautiful view and helpful 
employees! 

3114. A breathtaking place 
3115. Iconic but pricey 

You can see everything if you stay just a bit behind and avoid the excessive toll on 520 NOK 
for 2... A lot of visitors were complaining about the mist and clouds, so they didn´t even 
enjoy the glorious view everyone promises! 

3116. Fantastic view if there is no mist 
3117. Unique 
3118. iconic spot 
3119. Wonderful Place 
3120. Amazing place if the weathers good 
3121. A must see and do 
3122. The End of the World 
3123. Very special to be on the edge of the Ice-sea and next North pole. 

The place without any trees, temperature love because of the water temperatur. Changeable 
from fog, sun, rain in five minuts time. The museum is nice and so is the movie. 
It worth a life experience to be in the place. 

3124. Fabulous trip to the North Cape on a fabulous holiday with Hurtigruten 
3125. This place was awe inspiring. Bleak and desolate. We visited in December 2014 as part of a 

Hurtigruten trip. There was a small window of opportunity to view as the light from the sun, 
just below the horizon, was short lived, but the light effect only made for more atmosphere. 
Being from Australia ,I felt as far away from home as I could ever be and this added to the 
other-worldliness. As others have commented, the bus ride there and back was an 
experience in itself. And I will never forget the spectacle of walking back to the ship, down 
the street in Honningsvåg, lit up with Christmas lights and a ribbon of green Northern Lights 
appearing unexpectedly above us. Magic! 

3126. Stunning 



3127. I first visited the North Cape Norway in 1975, we made the journey by road in a VW camper 
van. It took two weeks to arrive there from northern England, Norway is a fascinating 
country, and every where you you look in northern Norway its full of spectacular scenery of 
water falls and lakes. Culminating at the North Cape its self, to see the sun still shining at 
midnight is a sight to remember. 
The second trip was on a cruise ship from Bergen to The North Cape, we made several stops 
on our way to the North Cape including Alesund, The lofoten Islands with its colorful fishing 
habour and Tromso with its beautiful backdrop of mountains and forest.. We spent two days 
at sea on our way to the North Cape sailing past the coast line and little fishing villages with 
the daylight never fading all night. 
Two very different holidays both of which the delights of Norway are fascinating to see. 

3128. Hurtigruten really is the world’s most beautiful cruise 
3129. Box to tick on bucket list :) 

Good place to go, it's fun to think you're actually there! 
Unfortunately, wanted to make it to Knivskjelodden but it's impossible in the winter time 
due to the restrictions for the road use (you can only get to North Cape in convoy at certain 
times). 
Though it's not really an amazing place, I sure am glad I've been there and seen it and would 
recommend it if you're in the area. 

3130. Must do! Amazing Norway! 
It's very touristy but that does not diminish the beauty of this place. If you have the stamina 
for cold & wind, stay outside and take a walk to explore surroundings. Beware of thick fog 
that descends fast. 
 
Glad that we took the long drive to come and see this place. Highly recommended. 

3131. Most Northerly part of Europe 
A visit to Norway and the North Cape should not be missed if possible. It is a rugged and 
exposed place yet at the same time beautiful the visitor center there is very interesting. The 
journey by road to the North Cape is dramatic including visits with the indigenous peoples. 

3132. Well worth the scary bus ride 
Dont miss this attraction it is the most spectacular view I have ever seen. We arrived with the 
aid of a snow plough because the road up to the cape is normally closed for winter - that was 
all part of the experience. 

3133. Wow! what a place to visit when the snow is on the ground and no daylight. We even had to 
travel in convey being led by a snow plough. In December it is by no means full of tourist and 
the feeling of being at the northern most land point is a unique experience. I enjoyed the film 
which depicted the North Cape through the seasons, which due to limited views outside, was 
very informative. Great gift shop, something for everyone. 

3134. At the Northernmost tip of Europe 
The view from the craggy rock face at lands end of North Cape gave us a sense of the history 
of the waters beyond the Cape which the visitors centre does a great job of illustrating. Good 
gift shop with lots of items plus a post office. 

3135. Interesting and scenic location 
Most Norterly point in Norway 
Good panoramic video showing the North Cape in all seasons 
Seal dweding 
Good displays 
Good souvenir and coffee shop 

3136. Nice place to relax 
We had a short stop here for sightseeing. There is a small parking fee of NOK50 for normal 
car. Many local people do picnic here or even do camping. Very nice place to visit. Parking 
staff claimed that it is the most beautiful beach in Europe. 



3137. Beautiful beach 
3138. A hidden gem 

The Uttakleiv beach and camp site is well worth a detour. A spectacular beach hidden behind 
a tunnel through the mountain. You can pitch a tent on the grass leading to the beach or park 
your camper on a relatively small parking area. Plenty (!) of room for tents, although you 
might have to share it with gracing sheep. 
 
There is a parking/camping charge that you pay in a ticket machine. The service is 
minimalistic with only a few toilets and one place to clean your dishes and get fresh water. 
Nowhere to heat food. 
 
You don’t come here for luxury or service but for the view. It’s worth it! 

3139. Superb! 
The view is stunning, not far from Leknes. This is must visit as detour route to A. If you like 
camping, don't hesitate to consider this place. 

3140. Beautiful Nature Spot 
Drive along the way to the south of the island. Long beach and fresh breed from the Atlantic 
Ocean. Must stop and take picture. 

3141. If the weather is right it’s one of the most spectacular views I have ever seen 
It’s an amazing place even if the weather is bad but visit on a day with clear sky it’s an 
amazing experience. Walk the trail that starts by the beach and goes to Haukland beach it 
provides more spectacular views. The only negative was teenagers with big speakers playing 
loud music but you can’t blame the beach for that. 

3142. Great Place to See the Northern Lights! 
We only came to Uttakleiv beach at night, when we were chasing the Northern Lights. The 
first night we came here, it was freezing cold and super windy, but we saw some of the lights 
and it was wonderful. We came here a second night, which wasn't as windy and actually 
enjoyable, and again, saw the lights. Even at night, the beach and surrounding areas are 
stunning, because of the snowy mountains and sound of the crashing waves. Not sure what 
it's like during the day, but definitely come here at night to try to see the Northern Lights! 

3143. Best beach in norway 
Don't miss this spot, it is the must beautiful beach we have seen in norway. 
The combination between the grass, sea, sand and mountains is amazing. 

3144. Beautiful Beach and hiking area 
Fantastic area for photography. Also great place to picnic. Maintained by the local people and 
it shows their pride in the way it is maintained and designed. 

3145. Great beach 
One of the best beaches in the Lofoten along with Kvalvika ... But this one can be easily 
reached by car. Really stunning landscape, quiet as it's a really large beach, perfect place to 
see the sunset, sheeps all around. Plus it's possible to hike from here or to camp nearby. 

3146. Beautiful beach full of sheeps :) 
You have to pay for a parking spot which you dont have to do on a nearby Haukland beach. 
There is several picnic tables and fire pits. Nice sunset views, clear water, white sand and 
friendly sheeps. :) Another beach worth a visit. 

3147. Wonderful beach with Sheep! 
Another wonderful Norwegian beach, not as crowded, with lots of friendly sheep wandering 
around along with the locals and tourists. Would really like to come back in a quieter month 
(not July!). 

3148. Although there is a parking charge, which there isn’t at Haukland Beach, if you plan to camp 
this is your beach. Lovely flat areas for your tent, picnic tables and fire pits/barbecues. But 
more importantly it has toilets, fresh water and a washing up station. It doesn’t have the blue 



water of Haukland, but that’s only a walk round the headland, and you could certainly swim 
if that was your desire. 

3149. Spectacularly 
An idyllic place. beautifully organized. A diamond among emeralds. A must! 
This is just a lovley place you got to see. 

3150. This is a fantastic beach to get your midnight sun experience, but you will be doing it with a 
few hundred others. Good places to camp, nice restroom facilities, bbq & fire pits. Still costs 
200kr for the night with a car but worth it for the view. 

3151. Just an amazingly beautiful place. Breathtaking nature and scenery. 
Stay for the day, bring a tent a camper or just take a walk. SO worth the visit <3 

3152. White Sandy Beach 
On a tour we were taken to Uttaklein Beach this is a white sandy beach you drive through a 
tunnel to get to it. Spectacular mountains around the beach there were more sheep on the 
grass than people on the beach some nice fire pit on the beach as well. 

3153. Popular but not spoiled 
You can reach this beach by driving through the tunnel or walking around the headland from 
Haugland beach. It is a good expanse of sand and clean in terms of sea detritus. it is designed 
to cater for more demanding visitors, it has toilets and an overnight parking facility for 
campervans. The instructions for paying (no resident staff) involve a telephone number 
which has no English translation. Someone may help you out! 
A beautiful spot however. 

3154. Spectacular mountains and beach 
Was here in may . There were 10 people maximum in the beach. The rocks with waves 
dashing against them was great. The mountain scenery was spectacular. 

3155. By far the best beach in Lofoten. Must visit - the winter snow made the landscape around the 
beach incredible. 

3156. Worth a visit and the walk! 
3157. Maybe even more beautiful than the famous Haukland. Who knows? Reminds me of 

Scotland. Everything green and isolated! 
3158. Beautiful beach 
3159. We walked from Hautland beach car park which was a good distance. We had a picnic on 

Uttakleive which as places to sit with fire pits next to them. We took the shorter walk back 
through the tunnel (which was less icy!). Lovely day 

3160. Beautiful white sandy beach, with rocks on both sides of it. In May there was amazing 
sunlight for good photography. 

3161. One of the most amazing beaches in the world considering the extremes of white sand and 
white snow all together. 
You have great views of the weather and storm clouds rolling.. 
simply breathtaking views!! 
Will be a great spot to watch the Northern Lights as well. 

3162. Arctic Surfing Sight 
Really amazed & full of respect for the surfers that surf in such icy cold waters. The beach 
itself is a really nice place to be with the mountains as a backdrop. 
 
Sit back, watch the surfers & enjoy your time! 

3163. Midnight sun beach 
One of the best spots in Lofoten to view the midnight sun. Norways most romantic beach. A 
must visit at night time. 

3164. This is a must place to visit - so charming and peaceful. It's a bit away from center Lofoten - 
and you pass a stunning beach on the way (Haukland) that might entice you to stop - but 
keep on through a tunnel and then suddenly the tiny village appears in front of you, 
surrounded on 3 sides by big mountains. And then a GIANT beach. Magic... 



3165. Pure nature 
I love this beach as I love nature and the water. Spending time here gives me the chance to 
spend time amongst unspoilt nature.Love the sight of waves hitting the shore and splashing 
the rocks. 

3166. So many beautiful beaches, this is another one. 
Nice beach and is a good startingpoint for many great hikes. You have to pay a small toll to 
park there, but its worth it, there is freash water access and toilets. 

3167. A lot more sheep than people (other than tour buses) 
3168. Nice with the surrounding mountains! Lots of bus tours going here in the summer and lots og 

camping tourists. Really nice place. 
3169. Cdns luv to travel 

I believe this one has the crazy one lane tunnel. Don't worry lots of pull outs if u come across 
a motor home. 
 
Beautiful, stunning!! 
 
Dress warm even in summer!! 

3170. There is a gravel road around the mountain with a commentary from QR codes. In the middle 
is nice spot for cave fire. 

3171. Nice place with a sand beach surrounded by high and steap mountains. Great scenery and 
certainly worth a visit. 

3172. Great view, mountains and midnight sun 
Overall: 5- 
Comments: at the end of the road, central to that, then nice, calm and great venue for 
amazing views. Midnight sun during the season on a sunny day, or night, rather. Run by local, 
no active services. 
Location: 3-5 
Parking: 4-5 
Offering: 5 
Originality: 5 
Presentation: 5 
Atmosphere: 5 
Service: - 
Cleanliness: 4-5 
Price: 5 
Price/value: 5 
Revisit: every time here to, or Eggum, or Undstad, during summer 

3173. Rugged 
3174. Funky tunnel 
3175. Fantastic Beach and Mountain Views! 
3176. A must for pbotographers 
3177. Wow.... 

Another stunning location for Aurora chasing and general photography. This beach is 
wonderfully wild but so beautiful at the same time. In the harsh winter the roads can be very 
dodgy so take care. 

3178. This place offers both the rugged rocky coast as well as sandy beach. It is perfect for 
landscape photography and a must vist. 

3179. I am in Norway primarily for landscape photography. The beach has interesting rocks and 
also a mountain backdrop. My camera and I liked it. 

3180. Utakleiv is one of the best driving beaches in Lofoten. The scenery is just mind boggling. Most 
recommended. 

3181. Utakliev Beach is awesome 



3182. Nice and remote place 
3183. beautiful beach 
3184. Fascinating beach 
3185. Stunning! 
3186. One of the most scenic places I’ve ever seen. 
3187.  

Beautiful but very exposed to weather 
3188. stunning sunset 
3189. Beautiful area! 
3190. Secluded beach 
3191. Great ferry ride and gentle hike 
3192. Nice way to spend a day 
3193. Great day out 
3194. Find a surprise expansive beach that overlooks the Norweigen Sea 
3195. Amazing, sandy beach, complete with whale bone. 
3196. Beautiful beach with good access 
3197. One of the most beautiful beaches in Europe 

A nature gem in Lofoten, unfortunately blemished by the hordes of back packers. Beautiful 
sunsets or mid summer, spectactular time around midnight. 
A piece of Caribbean in the Arctic! 
A visitor has to take a swim in the crystal clear sea. 

3198. Fantastic excursion 
3199. One more beach... 

...not to be missed! Reine is a beautiful location, amongst many others in Lofoten, but 
definitely worth a stop! Take a swim in the beach! 

3200. Truly beautiful beach 
3201. Stunning! 

This place is like heaven! A beach only reachable by boat and then on fott for half hour, 
surrounded by dramatic mountains and sand dunes. Amazing! 

3202. Marvellous 
3203. Absolutely Awesome day! 
3204. paese affascinante 
3205. Such a romantic place to spend time 
3206. a counrty with a big culture 
3207. I have to try it before I turn senior 
3208. very nice 
3209. The Nordic countries with the special light of midnight sun. It's magic. (one of the) Best 

season(s) and reason(s) to visit us! 
3210. i LOVE Norway!!!!!!!!! 
3211. I came back to italy lasta week...and here, the night is so, so dark....if I could I would come 

back in norway... 
3212. Ska vi åka till Norge?:-) 
3213. i want go..... 
3214. Very interesting!!!! 
3215. Absolutely breath-taking 
3216. Awesome ! 
3217. Really fantastic!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
3218. Gottes schöne Natur 
3219. wow! love this ! 



3220. is it possible to see it at the end of Namsen Fjord at the little village KONGSMOEN ?? I would 
like to be there sometimes again. 

3221. wow is it real? 
3222. WONDERFUL... 
3223. This is the so-called AURORA BOREALIS??? 
3224. super 
3225. amazing! 
3226. AURORA BOREALIS, fantastisch!!! 
3227. I can't wait to catch such views by myself 😉 beautiful 
3228. looking-forward to see this amazing polar-lights! 
3229. wonderful!!!!!!!! 
3230. omg...i wish i can see this before i die.. 
3231. Wonderful harika... 
3232. wonderful 
3233. Magisk plats, ser nästa ut som fejk, fast det är äkta. Nytt för mina ögon. 
3234. Beautiful! Like a dream. 
3235. Nice 
3236. I was there in August. Should be there shortly, smile 
3237. stunning, looking forward to seeing this in February - can you make sure it is switched on? 
3238. Amazing nature! 
3239. Incredible. 
3240. wow...i want one time in my life 
3241. El mejor espectaculo del mundo 
3242. Wow! Amazing 
3243. I must be there in future..amazing 
3244. plan to go to Norway again,to see this spectacular lights...... 
3245. I want to see it in reality!!! 
3246. My jaw actualy dropped when i saw this, i HAVE to go to Norway! ❤ 
3247. think i'll shed happiness tears if i see this live.. 
3248. "Wow" amazing, i wish to see this wonder in real...very real! i love it! 
3249. jeg ❤ Norway... 
3250. WOW !!! 
3251. the mystical beauty:) of Norway.. 
3252. i want to see it in reality. 
3253. Vero Archila 
3254. fascinant! 
3255. Best country on earth 
3256. kaunis Norra,kui vaid sinna saaks. vakre Norge, om jeg bare kunne komme dit. 
3257. Lindo, lindo! 
3258. espetáculo! 
3259. Magnifique !!! 
3260. Very beautiful... 
3261. Magnifique !!! 
3262. Dioooooooooos!! 
3263. something incredible!!! 
3264. the beautiful lofoten ....We come next year !! 
3265. sve je predivno al da je more 25 stepeni. alt er vakkert men at sjøen er 25 grader 
3266. beautiful Lofoten Reine 
3267. Look's Wonderful 



3268. here is really amazing place=) unbelievable:)I like right here!:) 
3269. huh!amazing!!! 
3270. Nothern Norway its the most beautiful part of world Arora make it more beautiful.its great 

video showing short summary of such a great place. 
3271. wow wow 
3272. just incredible so beautiful and serene a very pretty picture of nature which reminds you of 

the greatness of ALLAH THE ALMIGHTY he is the creator of this world marvelous the one who 
photographed is superb 

3273. I hope to see this beautyful Northern Light .....my biggest wish! 
3274. I wish I could visit to Norway to watch amazing lights in the sky... Very beautiful! 
3275. you must be very lucky to see the northern lights in april... it´s better to go up north in 

november, december or januar... 
3276. my dream... 
3277. midnight sun follow on from a rainbow at night... 
3278. Northem Lights (Philip Pullman XD ) 
3279. Aurora Borealis! Awesome!!! 
3280. Woow ... - beautiful,magical,...! 
3281. Did anyone actually went to see the Northern Lights? Please answer because I need to ask 

some questions. Thx! 
3282. desde Argentina, gracias por compartir tan hermosas imágenes!!!!!!! 
3283. I miss Norway ! 
3284. incredible Norway !!!! 
3285. When you miss the sun,then you love it the most.Dear Norwegians,we always keep some 

sunshine for you when you come to Greece for holidays.Always welcome. 
3286. beautiful movie... I hope that one day will have a posibility to see aurora 
3287. Awesome! My dream destination... 
3288. amazing video and amazing country 
3289. wonderful story. love to Norway !! 
3290. thank you Norway !!!! 
3291. Awesome. I have to return to Norway! 
3292. Che incredibile bellezza!! 
3293. Great! 
3294. So beautiful and peaceful. I loved the dogs too. They look happy, and well taken care of. 
3295. amazing northern lights ,incredible peaceful. 
3296. ...so beautiful, so amazing...and so real... ❤ Love to Norge and all the wonderful people who 

live in this great country... ❤ 
3297. so beautiful, so amazing 
3298. onsker jeg var der............. you all take a look at this 
3299. So amazing !!!! 
3300. Very nice.... 
3301. Wow 
3302. Fab 
3303. Love it.. most special! 
3304. Aurora boreal bat ikusteko nire ametsetako bat da. 
3305. Very nice Aurora 
3306. Jealous, I only get to see a beautiful picture; envious of those who live in Tromsø 
3307. just realized that aurora could be red... very beautiful >>> like 
3308. Wow 
3309. Nice!!!! 



3310. super 😉 
3311. How nice! 
3312. Northern Lights in Norway ... 
3313. Only in Norway you can see such a wonder ... 
3314. no artist can imagine this prior to their paintings ... spectacular ! 
3315. Thank you Norway !!!! 
3316. Breathtaking.... ! 
3317. If that's Vagakålen, my dad & his brother climbed to the top of it in 1939. He still talks about 

it!! 
3318. I´m going this summer!!! 
3319. wery nice 
3320. Visited and without a doubt one of the prettiest places in the world, looks like the Alps 

ending on sea shores...can't wait to come back 
3321. I love it!!! 
3322. extra 
3323. very nice place........... 
3324. har været der to gange,må nok afsted en gang til 
3325. La Norvegia è una favola, ci sono stato con Monica, e ci siamo promessi di ritornarci! 
3326. Was at North Cape last year, absolutely lovely. 
3327. wow it s so beautifull!!!! 
3328. North Cape is a wonderful place made me impressive!!! 
3329. I want to immigrate there. What crap that I'm not a close family member. Let's see, 

ummm...... My brother and I come from the same mother, and same father. Maybe if I 
immigrate to Iraq, I can immigrate to Norge and claim political asylum. 

3330. this is my next plan the top of the world....end of norway 
3331. noway, not for enjoy the nature 
3332. I agree: put it on your must-do list! 
3333. must see this.. as soon as i can! happy holidays from Macedonia! 
3334. In 16 days we board a plane to visit.... I can't wait! 
3335. Its the Natural Art.....Happy new year to all 
3336. Better than fireworks:p 
3337. I love Norway, my dreams !!! 
3338. Spectacular! Happy New Year Norway : ) 
3339. fantastiske og vakre 
3340. super!!! 
3341. magical! visiting soon hopefully . 
3342. Northern lights are really wonderful. It's a must visit when you go to Norway; very beautiful! 

I so love it! 
3343. Jeg onsker a dra til Svalbard...woooo 
3344. I'm visiting Tromso in december/january to hunt northern lights - can't wait! 
3345. I'm so waiting this spectacular view ! By the way, have already seen the rudiments .... 
3346. from my beautyful hometown Tromsø, i really miss that.. 
3347. Awesome! 
3348. Ja,meget:)) 
3349. Wonderful! 
3350. It's also the land of magic. Imagine many years ago, when people didn't know what exactly 

were they, it should be really a special sensation. 
3351. Gonna have to make that trip north 



3352. Amazing. We didnt see them last week on our trip with Hertogruten MS Trollfjord. Will have 
to book again. 

3353. Fantastisk smuk!!!!!:) 
3354. wow! amazing ! Now I have new dream ;)) 
3355. I'm going in a few weeks! Can't wait! 
3356. Definetly an experience that makes wolrd look differenet next morning 🙂 
3357. Order that wake up call!!!! 
3358. prob at the end of this month it will be best time to enjoy amazing views :)) 
3359. How lovely - I can't wait to go back 🙂 
3360. Have seen the midnight sun,now would love to return to see the Northern Lights.We love 

Norway. 
3361. wonderfull, Ilove Norway !!! 
3362. I don't use my netbook anymore, just watching the screensaver! 😉 It's beautiful!! 
3363. I was there but I not see the aurora...i come back there..it s beautiful.. 
3364. Awesum! 
3365. Will be in Tromso this weekend and hope to see this at night 
3366. Hope you enjoy it 🙂 Wanna go too ..... 
3367. shum bukur,very nice 
3368. in my opinion its a miracle ! 
3369. Toglie il fiato!Magnifico! 
3370. Awesome! 
3371. Have been to Tromso. Loved it. Will come back later in the year to see the lights. 
3372. Visitata Tromso ! Bellissima,dall'alto della funivia di notte è uno spettacolo! 
3373. I'll try... 
3374. Da war ich schon mal,allerdings im Sommer.Schon lange her. 
3375. Wait for me..... hoping to be there by February!!!!! 
3376. Vesteralen is great for Aurora spotting. Easy access to both sea and mountains. 
3377. Its cleanliness and freshness! 
3378. This would be awesome to see,much less have a nice car to drive it! (Like a brand new 

camero)Black with heated leather seats....nice stereo...nice company....you get the 
picture..right? 😃 

3379. It is a shame the Daily Mail go the build date wrong by at least 15 years! In fact the bridge 
opened in July 1989. 

3380. It is not the road to nowhere...it is the most wonderful road which will lead to an 
unforgettable day. Everyone go there! 

3381. I drove it in 2007 🙂 Beautiful ! 
3382. It's smth amazing!!! I haven't but I will! 
3383. yeah, awsome road! 
3384. yes, I have. 
3385. Yes, we did! But when we were driving to Runde, the road was amazing too! 
3386. Yes we drove the Atlantikroad in 1999.......it was so amazing !!! 
3387. Look like a bridge to heaven 🙂 
3388. yes, we drove it this spring but we liked the Trollveggen road much more, though it was foggy 

when we passed the second one 🙂 
3389. I have cycled this road from Bud to Kristiansund some years ago. Against the wind 😉 Very 

nice! 
3390. fint 🙂 
3391. Looooofoten 🙂 
3392. Strålandes 



3393. So beautiful , I wish I bbbbe there..... 
3394. fantastich! 
3395. Beautiful! 
3396. big , big like !!! 
3397. che meraviglia con la neve!!!!ungiorno ci ri-tornerò! 
3398. etoimos....fugame 
3399. very very good. 
3400. In 6 weeks i´ll be there, can´t wait!!!!! 
3401. Icey,cold water..but nice pic.. 
3402. wonderful! 
3403. Lofoten are the most beautiful thing I've seen in Norway (I've been leaving there for almost 2 

years...)... don't miss the oportunity to go there... is just amazing!!! 
3404. Beautiful! Beautiful! Wouldn't it be a treat to visit there! *Icandream* 
3405. Lofoten....wait for me! 
3406. so wonderful 🙂 
3407. Amazing! I'd like to be back in Norway right now! 
3408. breathing Earth! gorgeous! and the very right music! 
3409. how i wish to visit norway in a click right now! truly amazing! 
3410. Beautiful! 
3411. Aaaaaaaaaaaah....... 
3412. Amazing video, Mother nature at her best, this is the Magic of Norway 
3413. something beautiful, amazing nature:) 
3414. Thank youuuu dear friend;)) Wonderful weekend to you as well! 
3415. Beautiful 🙂 
3416. very beautiful 
3417. yeah, Norway is amaising as always! 
3418. Beautiful country, northern lights makes Norway most beautiful country on planet 
3419. I love Norway it is so beautiful and the people there are so happy and friendly. 
3420. Härligt! Längtar dit! 
3421. Absolutely amazing! Miss Norway and the Arctic.. 
3422. wow !!!!!!!!!!!!! 
3423. beautiful, 
3424. AMAZING... 
3425. nice 
3426. I LOVE POLAR BEARS!!!! They r sooooooo Q!!!!! 
3427. l orso polare delle isole lofoten assolutamente unico... 
3428. Hope to be in Svalbard one day! 
3429. realy nice... 
3430. Divinos 
3431. will there be midnight sun on Lofoten at the beginning of June? 
3432. really want to see midnight sun again. 
3433. In June I will be in North Cape to see it!!! I hope in sunny day! 🙂 
3434. I was there 2006 and it looked just like the pictue at midnight 😉 
3435. wow, you were so luckly. we went there last summer. it was raining and very cold, of course 

no midnight in northcape. We sawit in both Rovenimi of Finalnd and Alta of Norway. Could 
you share your photos here? 

3436. I want to see midnight sun! 
3437. OMG !!! 
3438. nice 



3439. schön! 
3440. Fantastic! 
3441. We were there this summer - but it was likewise beautiful! 
3442. OMG!! Beautiful!! hope to visit one day:) 
3443. espectacular 
3444. I love that place 
3445. my dream... 
3446. wowwww amazing landscape! 
3447. Wonderful waters! 
3448. Sigh. My family is from Norway, and yet I've never been back there. I think it's about damn 

time to rectify this rather gross iniquity. 
3449. and a cold but wonderful sea.. ! 
3450. I miss u Lofoten!!! 
3451. Om det inte bara var så otroligt långt borta.. vill vill vill åka hit 
3452. oh wow, lovely! 
3453. Very beautiful landscape. I love more.U us in the Baltic Sea is also refreshing. 
3454. I've been there , in 2010. Fantastic area. 
3455. Just amazing..its paradise!!! 
3456. Beautiful place, I'll forego the dip, paddle maybe. The scene of Operation Claymore in March 

1941, not quite such a peaceful scene then. 
3457. Wauw!! 
3458. Amazing! 
3459. i thenk is good for liven ther. kwait semplee in natyral way 
3460. Wonderful!! 
3461. God morgen Norge. 
3462. I was here in august. Lofoten is beautiful!!! 
3463. Fjord.... i like it! 
3464. WOW! Ok....we need to visit while we are living here in Norway. That is amazing. This 

country constantly amazes me with it's beauty. 
3465. big big big like 
3466. 16 degrees? I doubt it.... 😉 But the nature is stunning anyway! 
3467. Wah wah wah 
3468. Beautiful...a paradise... 
3469. We are coming in a couple of weeks.... 
3470. som från en annan värld 
3471. I have done swimming races in the Mediterranean in the spring when it's 17°C. It's doable. 

Took a dip in the Lustrafjord last week. Wonderful! 
3472. This is incredible! I have actually been there, I remember going through the iceberg laden sea 

at night, seeing fish hanging outside of homes and snow so deep and white 
everywhere.....what a coincidence, of all the places you could post about in the world! 

3473. amazing <3<3<3 
3474. Meraviglioso! 
3475. this is in my book of 501 must visit destinations so i will go there one day 
3476. Sååå kjempefin, da må man ikke reise til karibia 
3477. Stunning! 
3478. sehr fantastisch 
3479. i was there! but we had 11 days of rain 🙁 > but will go again to this wonderful place!! 
3480. Nice view 
3481. Wow! 



3482. wow! 
3483. So beautiful 
3484. i need to visit this place 🙂 ❤ wonderful... 
3485. Vaeroy was incredible!! Rost too! 
3486. Sehr schoenes Land Viva Norwegen greetings from Gernany. 
3487. Beautiful !!! 
3488. Would be an awesome summer vacation 
3489. fuyoh...very the nice 
3490. Haukland stranda ❤ haukland beach:) i have been swimming there manny times, im from 

Lofoten 😉 
3491. true story...the place you wanted to get married to mirjam????love mami ❤ ❤ ❤ 
3492. när jag åkte förbi här i juli mån .i den vita sanden stod ett brudpar med präst i röda stövlar o 

vit paraply 
3493. I did bath here . Whole 12 minutes - my record in Norway yet 🙂 
3494. Yeah it have always been a dream:) its my favorite place in the world:) ❤ 
3495. so many beautiful places in Norway . 
3496. Matthew Bellmore we should go here! White sandy beaches! 
3497. Nice One 
3498. det er vakkrest i verden, der hjemme... 
3499. Wooow. Lofot Island 🙂 Like some giant is making the steps during walking 
3500. Stunning scenery, great country 
3501. We went on a cruise to Norway. Beautiful 
3502. Lofoten is fantastic!! 
3503. It´s drinkable... Slurp! 
3504. wow! 
3505. Been here...was awesome! x 
3506. Da war ich schon!!!! 
3507. Yes, I'am ready for this! :)) 
3508. Hauklandsand, many dear memories throuh childhood. Missing it, it's not of this earth. 
3509. it is beautiful 
3510. such a lovely 
3511. wooww 
3512. Are you sure that's sand? That is Norway afterall.... 
3513. Wow!! nice pic!! 
3514. Ver' nice 
3515. Beautiful! 
3516. wow niiice. 
3517. Enchanting 
3518. I Love this Countrey ..... 
3519. Norge är ett vackert land ,det norska språket likaså. 
3520. fantastiline! 
3521. really? gorgeous 
3522. my love " Norway" 
3523. Take me please via Hurtigruten 
3524. perfect! 
3525. It is gorgeous, but why is nobody mentioning that the water is so cold you can barely put 

your toes in....? 
3526. i am going to ..visit norway ...nex year in OCTOBER 
3527. I was there, very nice but frozen water 



3528. Wunderschön 
3529. Superflot.Og det klare sjøvand. 
3530. heavens....lake... 
3531. Just wow! 
3532. Beautiful!!! Bellissimo!!! 
3533. oh my god !!! *_* 
3534. Beautiful;) Lovly Lofoten 
3535. Absolutamente deslumbrante...adoro 
3536. amazing... 
3537. this must be a place in paradise...♥ I wish I was there :-)) 
3538. ...stupendo !! 
3539. Would like to see northern light ^^so beautiful jung 
3540. WOW~~ 
3541. Amazing! 
3542. beautiful............ 
3543. unique!!! 
3544. I miss been at Norway... 
3545. looks beautiful! 
3546. där har jag varit så månge gånger,där växte min morfarsmor upp. 
3547. noriu aš į tą Norvegiją ir viskas..:)) Jeg vil til det Norge og det er det..:))) 
3548. Very beautiful !! 🙂 
3549. superb!! 
3550. NİCE 
3551. Beautiful!!!! 
3552. Count me in! 
3553. I wanna be there............. 
3554. I love Norge! 
3555. beutiful 
3556. cool 
3557. my Norway ................. 
3558. NORSKO, NORSKO 
3559. It is such a beautiful country. Hope I can go back again. 
3560. want to go there again :))) 
3561. Nydelig plass laa 3 uker i telt mellom ferja og fjaere ble vekket om morran av hest og sau 
3562. This will be the WOLF? Later.. 
3563. very nice and cute baby 
3564. Big like!!!! Love the Artic Fox 
3565. Super. 
3566. This is a wolf 
3567. Oh, I love wolves so much! I wish people would leave them alone, let them live in peace. 
3568. what a cute lil fox! 
3569. Jag vill också ha receptet!!! 
3570. Aurora Borealis 
3571. ❤ Svolvær ❤ 
3572. To see the Northern Lights you must have clear sky's - no clouds and no moon light so go 

when the moon is in the new moon phase - in Jan 2013 that is Tuesday Jan 21st....and will be 
in the best dark phase for about 5days after that date. So plan people if you want to go for 
21st to 26th Jan 2013. March is the better month tough i guese! 

3573. Beautiful Svolvær ❤ Next year we meet again 😃 



3574. Gorgeous! 
3575. Woow! 
3576. Is it for real?! 
3577. Once i will make it to be there, and see it alive ❤ 
3578. Stunning 
3579. awesome!!!! 
3580. Wow oh wow! 
3581. Terrific !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
3582. I'm going to the artic circle in December can't wait!!! 
3583. kisssssssssss of the space 
3584. No words... Amazing! 
3585. Fantastická! 
3586. I stayed in Svinoya Rorbuer in Svolvær. It was absolutely amazing. I fell in love into Northern 

Norway Nature ! 🙂 Every trip brings me still new a new adventures & experiences. 
3587. supert// 
3588. aurola wow!! 
3589. It soooo beatiful wooooww!!! 
3590. woow!does it move? 
3591. realiai , fantastiškas stebuklas:) 
3592. Andrea; YES, it moves - that's the real 'show' ! 
3593. Jeg så dette i Norge på vei til Nordkapp............. 
3594. I like this picture very much, wonderful, I remember when I came to Norway in 1979 summer 

24 hours sunshine. 
3595. NOT Oslo. Svolvær in Lofoten. Northern Norway. 
3596. say it again...one day soon!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
3597. Iwant to visit tromso in March 2013.Is it a good time to see aurora 
3598. Beautiful 
3599. prelepo, csodaszep,beautiful.... 
3600. i looking to plan my honeymoon in this place............. 
3601. fantazija !!!!!! 
3602. Oh yeah !! Why not ?? It looks fantastic. ! 
3603. Yes Please, I want to experience an Arctic Winter. 
3604. Yes sure i want to explore the artic 
3605. Ooohhh wow!! 
3606. Oh god yes i do....my ultimate dream! 
3607. one day....i wish... 
3608. This is the place, what I'd like to visit... 
3609. yes yes yes I want ! 
3610. Nord Capp is my life's dream, i just hope i won't find an oil well when i'll go there... And 

surely there'll be no Norway at all for me if Norway behaves like Russia in the arctics.... 
3611. Definitely! 🙂 
3612. Having done Nordkapp last year and A brief Bodø, Svolvaer, Tromsø Hurtigruten this 

week...basically yes. Lofoten and Svalbard in particular 
3613. beautiful Norway 
3614. Is it true ...?? Looks so unreal ... 
3615. I visited Svalbard in feb. 2009 and fell in love with it. What a beautiful place. 
3616. I have always wanted to see that region. 🙂 Thanks for sharing. Have a WONDERFUL DAY. 
3617. On my list 
3618. amazing! 



3619. Norge 🙂 
3620. one of hese days...it will come!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
3621. amazing 
3622. magic! 
3623. Wow! 
3624. fucking amazing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
3625. :-)) amazing 
3626. Nice!! Just read the sun will be "wild" this season, so it'll be more I guess. :)) 
3627. awesome!!!! 
3628. Noooo , its beautifulllllll...<3<3<3 
3629. Wo woooo اشم¯  
3630. oh wow! simply amazing. i have to see it someday! 🙂 
3631. Crossing my fingers to see them this year!!!! 
3632. Wow is so beutiful place 
3633. Fantástico!!! 
3634. Amazing! 
3635. Stunning!! 
3636. a breathtaking view.. 
3637. Wow!!! Beautiful!!! : ))) 
3638. Stunning 
3639. waavvvv<3<3<3 
3640. Oh! God. 
3641. There's always more to say 
3642. beautiful 
3643. Is this real view? 
3644. Nothing to say… 
3645. A life long dream of mine to see this. Thanks for the photo. 
3646. i want to go 
3647. ♥♥♥ can i see that in my life? 
3648. Speechless.... 
3649. awesome 
3650. Ultima Thule - beyond the known world. See their point, them old Romans an' that. 

Beautiful... 
3651. prelepo 
3652. Nice 🙂 
3653. Splendid! 
3654. A M A Z I N G 
3655. no, there is not anything to say...wounderfull 
3656. grandios! 
3657. Breathtaking! 
3658. aurora............... 
3659. Adrian keeps saying we will cruise up the coast and fiords, but I keep chickening out. It is on 

our list of 'ski-ing' holidays...... j x 
3660. is this the heaven? i think yes it is 
3661. awasome 
3662. Wow 
3663. ...not just NORway,it's MOREway....visit,visit,visit ( how's that) 
3664. Just incredible this view! 
3665. Vilket fantastiskt program! 



3666. Amazingggggggggggg 
3667. so beautiful..love it 
3668. I realy need to see one of those 
3669. very nice 
3670. Hard to imagine seeing that in real life. Awesome. 
3671. Wow .. så flott.. !! 
3672. Nothing to say 
3673. Ale super 
3674. WOW!!! 
3675. wow that's gorgeous! 
3676. Would love to see this 🙂, can't wait to go travelling here 
3677. Nordlys er bare fantastisk, som bitte smaa boern fra solen 🙂 
3678. Jeg elsker Norge! 
3679. nourthern lights are true, i thought it was on the movie only 
3680. Just beautiful... 
3681. I wish I can see that with my own eyes.. 
3682. Aha!! And there was us thinking you were in Yorkshire!! See you soon x 
3683. oo,wonderfull 
3684. wow! IS THIS HEAVEN? 
3685. beautiful!! 
3686. Beautiful Norway!!! 
3687. one of the most beutioful countries I've ever been to!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
3688. Adorei a Noruega, Oslo é fantastica e o passeio dos fiordes girissimo. Recomenda-se. 
3689. very very nice mgh 
3690. Wonderful! I love Norway! 
3691. Beautiful-Beautiful-Beautiful- 

Beautiful ++++++++++++ 
3692. beautiful place 
3693. beaıtifullllllllllll 
3694. Perfect! I'd like to be in Norway now! 
3695. the best all over !!!!!!!! is Norway. 
3696. I love it!!!!!!!!!!! 
3697. Wooooooooooow 
3698. Beautiful place!!!!! 
3699. DIVNOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
3700. They are wonderful, we were headed there this summer but had to put it off till next year. 
3701. very like. laima 
3702. Hei, Thats a nice pic from north Norway, its almost not dark there at all in the summertime 

because the midnigthsun, that pic is taken around midnigth and after its ligther for every 
hour. 

3703. Norway is a Wonderful country 
3704. a beatiful itt wonderful 
3705. hello Norway, creative foto...wonderful...from Czechia 
3706. woow it would be great project to pass all these fjords on the edge like edging on the edge 

between upper hills and rocks and deep down water...run over at the edge as possible 
3707. So beautiful... 
3708. beautiful! 
3709. YES!!! Beautiful! 
3710. Yes please!! 



3711. Yes please!!!!!!!!!! 
3712. My dream :-))) Yeeeessss 
3713. I wanna come! Would do antyhing. 
3714. Sending my son next summer for his graduation gift! He'll get to see were his Great-great-

grandmother came from! 
3715. Nice autumn? Don't come 😉 It's almost freezing here rightnow... Greetings from Skaidi. 

Tomorrow Northcape!!! 
3716. Yes!! I do,I do! It's my dream to go to that beautiful country but I do not know how to get 

there! 🙁 
3717. regine coroza you do by airplane lol 
3718. LOVE NORWAY ! 
3719. Anywhere in NORWAY would be nice right now especially right in the middle! North would 

be good too as I've never really been there! 
3720. magyarnorvégnémet 

landet drømmen din 
3721. yes yes yes norway 
3722. woWWW! 
3723. Lofoten is a magical destination. Don't miss it! 
3724. oh Norge , Norge ... 
3725. I would love to go there Vicky Ann Cheung Sergio O Potes 
3726. o, wonderful 
3727. i could enjoyso much toi be there 
3728. Prelepo!!! 
3729. Was on board 4 month ago. Seen the most spectacular sceneries in the world 
3730. marvelous.. 
3731. I love Norvay.Hilsen fra Sarajevo Bosnia Hercegovina 
3732. Yes please! Jag älskar Norge och dess unika natur. 
3733. Aaah! Looks like Trollfjord. I ♥ Norway.xx 
3734. jeg liker Norwey ogsa,og jeg hape at jeg skal flyte til Norway snart 
3735. hurtigruten is a nice ship. 
3736. Oh yes, would love it IF I could afford it........ 
3737. The top of my bucket list, but what is the price?????????? 
3738. WANDERFUL 
3739. really unbelievable !!!!!!!! 
3740. totally fantastic 
3741. awesome!! 
3742. woooow 
3743. it's better than the lights in alaska:))) 
3744. Amazing Norway! 
3745. Superb! 
3746. Wow... 
3747. Still saving money to go 
3748. Wow. 
3749. I already went 15 days ago! 
3750. Norge is soooo BRA!!! 
3751. I don't get it, isn't the sun supposed to be up all day long in summer, especially in Northern 

Norway ? Great pic though. 
3752. impresionante poze!!! 
3753. My beautiful country 



3754. very good. next time i dont have to wait until october to go to norway. 
3755. wow!! 
3756. So beautiful! 
3757. stupenda!!!!!!!!!!!! 
3758. I can't wait to go. 
3759. wow! beautyful! It looks like Tromso 
3760. I am beginning to love Norway very much 
3761. supert 
3762. woow so this is Aurora Borealis? 🙂 
3763. i want to go to Norway 😭, i dont like spain 
3764. I so badly want to go visit! 
3765. OOOOOOOOOO...🙂 I wanna see it!!!!!!!! 
3766. Magical, wonderous, and ephemeral. 
3767. Are those green light for real? 
3768. What a beautiful sight! 
3769. Why I can't go yet??? 
3770. I would like to see this beautiful place....maybe one day... 
3771. next year xD i can't wait for it 
3772. dynamika 
3773. Where is this Sir? In Norge? 
3774. Breathtaking! 
3775. I had done it in Stø, it was great!!!! 
3776. Ohhh! Awesome! That is my dream to watch wales swimming in ocean! They are fantastic 

animals! 
3777. Beautiful Norway !!!!!!!! 
3778. Only if it's for watching, not hunting. 
3779. wow... 
3780. Beautifull... 
3781. I'll have to do that on my next trip to Norway! Amazing! 
3782. amazing// 
3783. no words just wowwwwwwwwwwwww 
3784. Hope to do whale safari this autumn in Lofoten 
3785. WOW! Wish to meet a whale some day 
3786. Looooove it!! I've had a whale diving under our ship once... 
3787. Can I visit video n write a travel blog for u 
3788. Beautiful norway 
3789. I especially like the photo of Haukenesstranda, Lofoten. The natural beauty is spectacular. 

Sea, sand and mountain greens are the elements of many dreams. Norway is lovely. 
3790. Not only Lofoten I like but all the places you have shown on FB 
3791. nice 
3792. I LOVE YOU NORWAY 
3793. very beautiful... 
3794. Anastasia Chalikiopoulou 
3795. A perfect time for you and I...awesome 
3796. Trop beau!!! 
3797. So enormous beautiful! :))) 
3798. Smuk! 
3799. WOW! Kjempe nydelig! 
3800. Wow! Wow! Wow! 



3801. So peaceful would love to spend the whole day there with a good book!! 
3802. I am beginning to be in love with Norway! 
3803. É lindo mesmo !!!... 
3804. Knut Hamsun ❤ 
3805. gorgeous ❤ 
3806. It's terrific! 
3807. Paradise 🙂 
3808. I do so want to spend a few winter months in Norway 
3809. Perfect timing: I'm reading a thriller about a serial killer set in Norway! 
3810. Just stuny!!! 
3811. Absolutely stunning x 
3812. Simplesmente mágico!Estive lá mas, não no Verão e adorei. 
3813. Helen, if you keep posting these gorgeous pictures, I'm going to have to take a cruise to 

Norway!! 
3814. Wish I was there. Maybe my nightmares would stop. 
3815. so beautiful 🙂 
3816. wunderschön 
3817. magnificent! 
3818. ... wow ... genial ❤ ... 
3819. I am definately returning to Norway 
3820. I MISS YOU..... 
3821. charming place 
3822. wow! 
3823. wooow 😃 
3824. Karina, I think you'd better start saving to go back! How was the big smoke?? 
3825. wow..nice place.. 
3826. very nice 
3827. Our Norwegian neighbors are there right now, I am so jealous. I am hoping to go there one 

day. 
3828. ♥ ♥ ♥ Beauty! Love it! 
3829. I love it.... 
3830. wowwww 
3831. Amazing!! I wanna be there.greetings from africa. 

3832. Awesome! Geweldig! ~~~우와~~~~!! 감상 잘했습니다! 
3833. Amazing!!!!!! I love Norge!!! 
3834. Wow... absolutely stunning 
3835. Wow...its amazing. Totally awesome. Tq for sharing. 
3836. which part pf norway is this very fine place. I hope i will be dei 1 day. 
3837. Meraviglia! 
3838. Miljondollars foto 😉 AWESOM 
3839. Oh My God!!!!!!!!!! Fabulous !!! 🙂 
3840. A true reflection ... Beautiful !!! 
3841. Really envy anyone else for being there... 
3842. It is amazeing I wise. 
3843. wow! 
3844. WOOW 
3845. GREAT...,<3<3<3 
3846. It is so beautiful... 



3847. Het is echt een heel mooi land wij ik en mijn gezin komen er ook al een paar jaar daar met 
vakantie het is en blijft mooi waanzinnig gewoon.. Det er et virkelig vakkert land, vi og 
familien min har også vært der i noen år på ferie, det er og forblir vakkert sinnsykt bare.. 

3848. Wish I were there enjoying the sights ! ! 
3849. Wow amazing!!! Xxx 
3850. i would like to be there looking at that for real 
3851. Spectacular 
3852. Spectacle magnifique . 
3853. Supernice! Är ordet. 
3854. jaa, veldig bra 
3855. divno 
3856. magic! 
3857. It's like a mirror. Beautiful 
3858. Perfekt um auf andere Gedanken zu kommen. Einfach mal zurücklegen und träumen. Perfekt 

for å tenke annerledes. Bare legg deg tilbake og drøm. 
3859. WOW... 
3860. Awesome 🙂 
3861. waw Wonderful, i liced! 
3862. Beautiful 
3863. wou beautiful 
3864. Fantastisk! 
3865. beautiful! 
3866. Beautiful 
3867. Enchanting! 😃 
3868. wow !!! 
3869. awesome!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
3870. Extremely picturesque view with craggy peaks,lake, sea, and town all in one picture. Arguably 

the prettiest view in Norway. 
3871. One of the best hikes you can do! 
3872. With almost 1,000 visitors every day during peak tourist season (June-end of August) a group 

of sherpas were recently summoned to lay down proper stone steps for all the climbing 
traffic. Construction was completed this year. My wife & I did 3 hikes near Stavanger & 3 in 
Lofoten and this one is by far the easiest! I did the climb to the top in 30 minutes. The 
panoramic view from the top is glorious. A suitable hike for all ages. Don't forget to pack a 
picnic bag. Trail entrance is along side the tunnel. Follow the dirt path til you get to the little 
waterfall. 

3873. Steep climb - great view 
3874. Gruelling but worth it 
3875. Breathtaking 

The newly restored trail was amazing. It's rather steep and I don't think that I could have 
managed this popular and crowded trail without the "sherpa" steps. It's one of the greatest 
views and I wanted to do it again the next day. The only negative thing was that lots of 
people brought their dogs up this trail and some (dogs & their owners) behaved poorly. 

3876. Perfect mix of the possibility to get some exercise and be paid by get one of the best views 
easy accessible in Lofoten. Highly recommend if the weather is OK and it's possible to enjoy 
the view. 

3877. The views around this area are among the best I've seen in my life. Mountains, fiords and 
fishing villages with red houses. We explored Hamnöy and Reine island and stayed on 
Sakrisöy. 



3878. Challenge yourselves and get rewarded 
We hiked Reinebringen on a sunny mid-morning with my wife and dad. From the car park it is 
a 5 minutes flat walk to the round but part steepish rocks where the climb starts. If you are 
not used to a bit of scrambling, then this is a first test (don't give up too quick). The rocks 
were a bit wet and muddy, but if it is properly raining, then this is going to be tough. The top 
part of the climb will then be even more tricky or not possible because of clouds and risk of 
slipping. Make sure you have good hiking shoes with plenty of profile and sticky rubber. After 
the initial section, the community has made a big effort putting in stairs from flat rock slabs, 
which hike easy (though if you are not trained your cardio will be challenged). The last 15 – 
20% of the trail was still muddy, with some loose rocks mountain trails, where at times you 
needed to scramble a bit, but nothing too crazy (no ropes or otherwise). The views were 
outstanding and we can, despite a few vertigo nerves for some, really advise you to go up. 
However, you have to be fit and have hiking on moderate to difficult terrain experience. 
Again, the weather is the other factor which you have to take into serious consideration. 
Have fun and keep the trails clean. 

3879. BREATHTAKING! unbelievably beautiful 
This is just unreal, magic, gorgeous and impressive place. To me every one that loves nature 
and have taste for beautiful places should visit and enjoy. One could only admire what 
Mother Nature power is at a place like that. Climbing Rainebringen when we did it was 
double dangerous and indeed was closed due to high risk but we still did it. The relentless 
rain leaving slimy mud behind, combined with the loose rock often rolling down the so very 
steep sloop made it even tougher. However once up there the view was worth every effort. 
You feel humble and quite small at such a magestic bird view. Hats DOWN! would do it again 
in a blink. Well now the Nepalese sherpas are building some stone steps and to me this will 
tale away the "reward" part of the experience - after the struggle the view makes you forger 
any pain or effort and leave you in a wow astonished. 

3880. Difficult and amazing 
3881. Out of this WORLD BEAUTIFUL!! 

I'm a 58 year-old female. I walk 3 miles everyday. I'm probably in a little better than average 
shape for Americans my age. I was able to do this hike huffing and puffing. It is steep, so 
that's why the heart rate is up almost the entire time. It is not very scary though. I would not 
take kids younger than about 12 though unless they've done a lot of hiking. The view is once 
in a life time. We went a little past where this beautiful view is taken. We spent about 3 
hours doing the entire hike. If you have a camelback it is nice to have your hands free. You 
will need water for sure. Nice to have your hands free because you need them to grab onto 
trees and the mountain to help yourself up the trail. 

3882. Best and amazing views at Lofoten 
3883. Strenuous Hike with an Iconic View 

This hike is not for the faint of heart or if you do not maintain some level of fitness. My 
brother-in-law and I made it up in an hour and a half and we were moving at a good clip. I'd 
say plan on two hours to get to the top, take plenty of water, and wear shoes that have 
strong ankle support and grip, preferably hiking boots. The first part is under the canopy but 
you get to the exposed section about a third of the way up the climb. When you get to the 
top, you understand why this is one of the most talked about views in all of Europe. You 
literally feel like you're on top of the world! No words to really describe the view... bring a 
camera that takes HD pictures and enjoy the experience! 

3884. Wow! 
3885. Climb to reinebringe, beatiful views 
3886. Stunning view after a hard ascension 
3887. Struggling to the top is worth the view 
3888. this is one of the most amazing hiking we've ever done. It is true that it can be very 

dangerous, since there is a lot of mud and on the very steep places it could be very bad. but if 



you check the weather (at least two days of no rain before your hike) and go there well 
equipped (meaning hiking boots and if possible sticks) and take it easy then you won't regret 
it! 
ps: right now the sherpas are building a new stone path, so it will get easier and easier for 
everyone! 

3889. Breathtaking views 
The view at the top is well worth the slightly hairy ascent with loose rocks and some steep 
sections. Take care climbing up! The views of Reine and the surrounding steep jagged 
mountains are incredible and could have stayed up there all day just watching in awe. There 
are warning signs advising against the climb due to the element of danger, so really be 
careful! 

3890. Best view in Lofoten Island 
3891. Fantastic view 

When you visiting Lafoten islands its a must to hike Reinebringen. 
Technically easy path, but you should physically fit for 1-1,5hours steep walk. 
 
After you reach the saddle you can spend time enjoying fantastic views from different 
observation points.Take the photo or two. 
 
Before climb it highly advisible to check weather conditions.It could be cloudy on the top,so 
nothing could be seen. 

3892. Great place 
We reached it! Amazing panorama and good experience. 
Anyone Who comes here, should do it 
We hope we will reach it in the future. 

3893. Very steep & dangerous, but extremely worth it! 
3894. Awesomeness overload! 

The hike is challenging and pretty dangerous as well as requires good physical shape. There 
are signs which doesn't recommend hiking to Reinebringen. Even in July it was very muddy so 
you need good shoes. However, it is so much worth going there! The best view in whole 
Lofoten! 

3895. You'll feel amazing once you're done 
After doing this hike and seeing the sights you will feel a great sense of accomplishment. It is 
not easy...Maybe one of the hardest hikes I've done since you nearly have to blaze your own 
trail up a steep mountain. Keep your hands free as you do have to maneuver at times and 
climb steep grades. 

3896. Must do! 
3897. Reinebringen - Lofoten's own Stairway to Heaven 
3898. Short steep hike with a breathtaking view at the top 
3899. Short steep climb to the mountain right above the fjord. I would not recommend doing it 

after rain and definitely bring proper shoes. Otherwise it is not dangerous and the views are 
definitely worth it. 

3900. Steep climb rewarded with stunningl panoramic view 
3901. Breathtaking view!! Would do it again for sure! It is a challenging hike, but it did not take 

long to get all the way up. Tho it was hard and there is a lot of dirt along the road and we did 
have some stones falling down. But if you are carefull and scream a warning when there is 
people close after you, when the stones drop, there should not be to much of a problem. We 
did really debat if we should do this hike. But I and my friends are so glad we did it anyway 
despite warnings about dangers on this hike. I am really not a well trained girl. And I made it 
up in about 1 hour or 1 and a half.So it is really worth all the sweat and pain you feel during 
the hike. Because when your up there you forget all about that! 



3902. Best hill in Lofoten 
One of the best hill in lofoen. you can see good panorama for Reine and mountain. You must 
see when you visited lofoten! 

3903. Worth it!! 
Very slippery and steep, so you need to be very careful. It can get really cloudy up there, and 
it changes quickly so bring rainproof clothing. We brought beer and pancakes and the view 
was amazing. The walk/climb took 2 hrs. 

3904. Most reviews say this hike is challenging but not being an avid hiker that doesn't use lame 
poles but being very athletic and in shape made this hike easy and fun. Signs are posted 
saying this hike is dangerous but the only dangerous part is others not being safe ahead of 
you. There is loose rock and I wouldn't recommend hiking when it is wet or raining. View 
from top is spectacular! 

3905. Unbelievable 
I've been hiking a bit but this was probably the hardest and craziest one I've ever done. It's 
quite short trip but hard, maybe 1,5h just climbing to the top of the mountain. It was a steep 
uphill and could be dangerous if it's been raining. But what a view! Worth of the pain in my 
legs. 

3906. Amazing view - pure natur 
The way up is short for a hike but steep and especially when it is wet and rainy it is really 
slippery and muddy. We recommend hiking boots.... no Sneakers! If you reach the peak it is 
absolutely amazing and breath taking. You have a view like a bird... The hike is worth to go!!! 
For us it is a must see if you are on the Lofoten Islands.... Great! 

3907. Despite warnings against exploring this steep hike due to rain, we decided to go and did not 
regret it one bit. Yes the hike is steep but there is not reason why you should fall or let this 
prevent you from exploring this hike. Short scramble at the top right before amazing views. 
The view at the top is something you'd expect to see in a travel magazine. You will not regret. 

3908. Even better in real life than on the pictures 
This is probably one of the most spectactular viewpoints on the Lofoten Islands. It is really a 
must see/do in Lofoten. 
The path is very poor and watch out for the hikers/climbers over you as they might kick up 
some stones or pebbles that can be harmful if coming in your direction on their way towards 
the magnitude of gravity. 
Bring good hiking shoes and a windbreaker and fleece jacket, and definetly bring your 
camera! 
 
The hike going up takes about one hour and it is very steep at times, the time going back 
down is faster. 
 
Enjoy your trip! 

3909. Reinebringen - Lofoten "rooftop" 
3910. Top view 

If the weather is clear you get fantastic views stretching for over 100 kilometers. The path is 
now quite difficult to walk due to the huge number of tourists taking it. Bring plenty of 
water! 

3911. Steep, rocky, and hard to follow - but great view! 
3912. Summer Solstice Cruise 

Reine is located at the south end of the Lofoten. 
Even if you don't climb up to Reinebringen, Reine itself is one of the most picturesque 
Villages on Lofoten Islands. 
You would need more time, to climb up there. 
We just made a Photo stop there. 



The other thing I liked about it, this is a working fishing Village, not just turned into a 
Museum, and then they charge you, to enter the Village. 

3913. Spectacular! 
What a view! Really a "must-do-trip" when visiting Lofoten. About 1,5-2 hour trip, only in 
good wheter since there is a lot of mud. 
For people in any ages. 

3914. Breathtaking views 
3915. Great views and strenuous hike 
3916. Breathtakin wiew, totally worth the effort. 

From Haukland to the top and back it's aprox 10km. 
Fysically challenging but not dangerous. 
We spent about 1hour on breaks and enjoyed the wiews every now and then. It took us 5.5 
hours in total. 
Beginning of the route is easy and geltle, but when it gets steep its speep all the way to the 
top. 
Fun challenge for your butt and calves and sooo worth the climp. The wiew was uncredible 
and hey don't forget to write you'r name on the book witch is hidden in the box on the top. 

3917. Absolutely beautiful 
The walk is steep, I didn’t get all the way to the top. Because my shoes were old, so got 
blisters. Very painful. But absolutely worth it. 
 
So for the next traveler the wants to climb the Himmeltinden. Please prepare and get the 
right shoes with you. That’s absolutely a must. 

3918. Tough climb rewarded by awesome view 
From Haukland beach, it's almost a thousand of meters to climb, quite steep. 
View from the top is really amazing. Pointed peaks, beaches, green fields, sea : what a 
combination! 

3919. An incredible view of Lofoten for you on top of sky summit 
Ride starts from Utakleiv , follow the path leading up the mountain , when you come up on 
top opens up a fantastic view of the Lofoten Islands 

3920. Good hike, you ll be rewarded by a splendid view. I would not do it if it is wet though as I 
could be slippery. 

3921. Beautiful sights in every direction 
3922. Awesome views! It's worth the climb. 
3923. This hike surpassed our expectations! We walked to the trail head from our hotel on the 

main harbor in Svolvear and began about an 2 hour hike up...we stopped alot to enjoy the 
amazing vistas and to take photos. We went all the way to the very top which included a 
couple steep areas and one area that has a rope to help pull yourself up. Not extremely 
challenging but it was warm and we did get a sweat going. Make sure to take water with you 
and wear proper hiking shoes (no flip flops or sandals)...your time and effort will be 
rewarded with fantastic panoramic views! Overall we spend about 3 - 3.5 hours hiking up and 
down 

3924. Great place deluxe 
Nice walk from the hotel. 1 hour wall from the hotel, 30 minutes from the Esso gas station. 
I really recommend this view!!! 

3925. Nice walk, not to hard climb, amazing view 
3926. Great walk, great view 

Great walk to the Tjeldbergtind mountain top, but don't underestimate the steep hills during 
the second part to the top. 

3927. Nice activity with the family 
Got the recommendation from the reception at our campsite to try out this hike with our 



daughter. 
It is a somewhat steep hike up, but is done in an hour or so if taking it easy. 

3928. A relatively easy hike with views of Svolvaer and Kabelvåg 
3929. Worthy Climb 
3930. Very nice hike. 

It is exactly as "Thewoodygirls, Brooklyn, New York", described it. You can park at the gas 
station or a bit up the street. The beginning of the path is behind the firestation. 

3931. Nice hike 
3932. Awesome and relatively easy hike with stunning views 
3933. Breathtaking view, worth the climb 
3934. Beyond breathtaking but must hike for it 

For starters it's one of the most spectacular views of the classic lofoten mountains perhaps in 
all of lofoten. However the hike up to get to it is definitely a difficult one which requires 
steep climbing. You don't need to b fit it just requires work up. But it's a must the views are 
just so amazing 360 degrees all around. 
Excellent hiking shoes are a must. 
To get to the hike you you turn off the E10 by the wasp gas station past the main part of 
svolvaer. Then u make a right turn a short while before the oh grey and blue building. You'll 
see a path but there's no real signs for it. The first part of the hike is a regular gravel path but 
a little way up you see a small sign starting with the narrow climb up which is the real hike. 
It takes about 45 minutes to climb up and leave plenty of time to stay up there and eat 
maybe. 

3935. Well worth climbing! 
Easy accessible Mountain to climb, Close to Svolvær. 
Very popular with the locals, also children. Great view in all directions from the top. I always 
feel : " it was worth it"! ......and it is my Annual test: can I manage also this summer? ( I am 
75!) 
Feels like being on top of the world, because of the view! 

3936. Nice summit with breathtaking view. 
3937. Svolvaer from the top 

Tjeldbergtind is a summit overlooking Svolavaer and surrounding areas. It's not particularly 
hard to climb up there. It is suitable for families with children (at least up to a point) and for 
everyone with an average physical condition. Driving on E10 fron Svolvaer (direction A i 
Lofoten) you find an Esso petrol station. You turn right and then the second left. There is a 
sign for the start of the path. The first part is a gravel road. You pass the Svolvaer shooting 
club and before the radio mast there is another sign for the path. The trail is muddy but 
otherwise it's easy. The view from the top is rewarding. 

3938. Not so hard a climb and beautiful views 
3939. Breathtaking views 
3940. Well worth the adrenaline 

I do a lot of hiking on my own but I am far from being an experienced mountaineer. 
At first I was appalled that my hiking book describes it as a "good path all the way up" but I 
have to admit there is mostly a path to follow. First the arrows on the big boulders and then 
the well trotted path up. BUT:if you are coming from areas where a good path is considered 
to be 1m wide without any rocks to climb over then this would not be considered a good 
path at all😂 
It is steep and the last part to the summit is certainly not for people with vertigo problems or 
who don't like scrambling in exposed places. 
Having a bit of both myself it was an adrenalin filled challenge but the views from the top 
were well worth all the effort and fear. 



I was extremely lucky having a sunny day with hardly a breeze. 
Would definitely not recommend it after rain or on a windy day unless you are experienced. 

3941. Steep hike with rewarding views 
3942. Nice hike - fantastic view 

The walk up to the top is quite easy, but steep. 
 
Actually, if you can make it for the first 50 meters, and up to 100 meters above sea level 
you’ll be able to do it. 
 
It will take you 1 to 2 hours up, depending on your pace. But at the top, it’s worth all the 
calories you burnt on your way up. 
 
You will nearly have a 360 degrees view. It’s maybe one of the best hikes you can do in Vågan 
community. 

3943. This - I will never forget!! 
3944. WOW 

Well folks, we did this hike during our visit to Henningsvaer for my 60th birthday and 
although the view from the lake was absolutely brilliant it was hard work and certainly not 
easy, and It took us about 4 hours all in, although we spent a long time taking photos of the 
beautiful views up in the clouds. If you are reasonable fit and reasonably healthy dont miss 
this one 

3945. Go all the way up, it's worth it! 
We went to the first vista and it was already breathtaking, but going all the way up is totally 
worth the effort. You get a 360 view to die for! 

3946. Tough start but don’t give up 
I was really glad I read the reviews and saw the map in the parking lot because it was hard to 
get started but persevere and it’s worth it! 

3947. Festvagting hike 
3948. Sensational view! 
3949. Very nice view. Steep but easy route 
3950. Spectacular view 

This trip is beautiful, and it will take you about one hour to climb the steep mountain. The 
view is worth the quick climb, however there are a lot of people on this hike so do not expect 
to walk alone. 

3951. Woah, great view! 
3952. Great hike with great view 
3953. Best view of Henningsvaer 
3954. Worth the hike 

Follow the red arrows. We messed up and went a different way but if you follow the red 
arrows it's much simpler. There's a fresh water lake roughly half way up. Then it's a just 
straight up to the top following a well worn trail. The view from the top is well worth the 
effort. 

3955. Steep but amazing views! 
An easy to follow path (very steep!) gets you to the top where there are amazing views over 
the village. Parking in the layby at the bottom. 3 hours round trip. 

3956. Excellent Point for run with a view 
In my visits to Bodø I always run up to Keiservarden. Excellent view of city and nature 
around. Can choose to access by gravel or forrest/sherpa Trail. Easy access to further 
mountaina from here. Highly recommended. 



3957. Keiservarden 
An easy 3,9 km hike from parking place Maskinisten is well worth it given the fantastic 360 
degrees panarama view over the area. 

3958. Absolutely amazing view! 
3959. Raw, rugged landscape. 

Mount Ronvik is only a short walk away from the town's center. I walked from the station 
and it took me about 45 minutes to get to the top. It was winter, -20 and snowy when I 
visited and it is still an easy walk to the top. The views were so impressive and humbling 
during… 

3960. Nice views, but crowded 
Beautiful view of Landegode and Bodø. Nice trail, Wear mountain boots. A bit crowded at 
times. In The summer, IT is possible to see The midnight sun, in winter Aurora borealis. 

3961. A self supported excursion off a Cruise ship 
3962. Wind at the top 
3963. Nice and short hike next to Bodø 
3964. Keiservarden - Stunning! 
3965. Excellent views 
3966. view 

nice place with view on city, airport and sea, easy access with road or one of the walkpads, 
simply nice way to spend some tourist hours in this city :) just pitty that service centre on top 
seems to be abandoned 

3967. This is a local Favoritte. 
Beautiful views, You can see the the Lofoten Islands on a clear day. 
But, You need good walking shoes (mountain style) and You should be moderatly well 
trained before You try to reach the top (Keiservarden). 

3968. Great viewpoint 
Girlfriend and I hiked up from the nearest bus stop to sit and soak up the midnight sun. 
Maybe 45 minutes? 
 
It was in June, so temperature was pleasant. Beautiful view. Photo attached. 
 
Unfortunately buses stop running around 9 so we had quite a long walk back to our 
accommodation. But we knew what we were getting into. Worth it. 

3969. Beautiful turquoise beach experience! 
This is a beautiful beach with turquoise waters and chill vibe. Totally worth visiting and 
spending some time under the sun! :) 

3970. Lovely beach - just lovely 
This beach was just fantastic. Colorful water, white sand and possible to camp on with a 
small tent. We stayed here one night and wish we could have stayed longer. My favourite 
tent place during our trip - we just loved it here. Short drive to Henningsvær for supplies. 

3971. Lovely beach 
This is a great spot for spending time with family, and there's some nice camping spots 
nearby. During tourist season it can be a bit crowded, but it's usually not a problem. The 
water is rather chilly but the location is lovely. Nice spot for barbecue. 

3972. Easy to park, walk for 3 min to get to the beach. White sand and green water so beautiful. 
You can se where you walk and some fish 🐠 

3973. My favourite beach in Lofoten 
This beach is really nice with it's white sand and crystal clear blue water. We spent a sunny 
day here. The water was cold, but due to the temperature it was refreshing to have a bath in 
it. 

3974. Awesome white sand beach 
Right by the road you find this long beautiful white sand beach. You just want to swim. That 



is if you can handle the temperature. Nice place for en evening walk in the midnight sun. 
Restaurants and food store nearby 

3975. Probably the best beach in Lofoten 
This was truly a unique experience. A beautiful beach and sun 24h. FANTASTIC. 
Ofcourse in June the water was could but we had a day at the beach anyway. 
Depending on where you place yourself on the beach you may scent the smell of sewage. 
 
Further north, yu will find a very nice camp area with cabins called Lofoten Beach camp. A 
great place. 

3976. Excellent! 
We had the entire beach to ourselves! Lovely location for landscape photography. Very 
dramatic, especially in winter. 

3977. A wondeful beach for a great atmosphere 
3978. A beautiful beach, with very cold water 
3979. My first jump in the Norweigen Sea 

Great white sand beach. There are cabins there to stay too. The water was refreshing. I'd 
return to this beach. 

3980. Great place to experience midnight sun 
There is a campsite named Ramberg Gjestegård. The owner and staff are nice and 
knowledgeable. It is on E10, convenient for people without a car. 

3981. Wonderful beach 
This beach is wonderful. Lost of mountains in the background, perfect view towards the sun 
when it sets at the horizon, or just touches it during the midnight sun period. 

3982. Great beach near our hotel 
Beautiful beach with lovely ripples in the sand, clear blue water and snow capped hills 
surrounding it away from the sea... Pleasant in the cold and grey of winter but must be 
superb in sunny warmer weather! 

3983. A Turquoise Gem - Attraction Along Lofoten 
3984. Fantastic beach - extraordinary view - Just WOW! 
3985. A real pearl 

This beach is really worth a visit. When we visited the temperatur on shore was almost 30 
degrees Celsius which is very seldom this far north. We could therefore really enjoy the place 
and on top have a pleasant and cooling swim. 

3986. Gorgeous white sandy beach 
Not deserted, but not overrun either. This beautiful beach is just outside Ramstad and well 
worth a stop. As with all beaches, though, the water's very cold! 

3987. Most beautyful beach in Norway? 
Fantastic scenery! Norwegians tendens to think That the most beautyful beaches are in the 
south. Wrong! You find them in Lofoten. A pity though that the water temperature is 
between 5 and 10 centigrades. 

3988. Ramburg Beach...magical! 
The beauty of this white sand beach north of the arctic circle with stunning blue water and 
mountains as the backdrop…magical! The beach was almost deserted on a weekday 
afternoon in late August and the weather was delightful, warm, and sunny. Great for a beach 
stroll, wading… 

3989. Great beach for walking on 
3990. Nice beach by the main road 

Nice sandy beach by the main road, with it's own parking space. Easy access to the beach. 
Incredible view with the mountains. Suitable also for flying a kite. 

3991. Beautiful beach 
We stopped by here at the Ramberg beach just to enjoy the beautiful view. Big beach with 



white sand. There are lots of people here at the summer, but suprinsingly not many campers 
or caravans. 

3992. Fun hike 
3993. Fantastic Views 

Great hike - when the sun is out. We were lucky enough to have enjoyed a mostly sunny day 
on this hike. The trail is in excellent condition and offers views back over Leknes and out over 
the North Sea. You will walk up and over a smaller peak before taking the trail around to 
Justadtind and then the trail gets steep for the final push up the subject peak. 
 
Finding the parking area can be a bit tricky - look for a pull out into parking lot on the left, if 
coming from Leknes, roughly 4km from the intersection of 815 and E10 (there's 2 curb cuts 
but they are separated by trees). If you start going downhill then you've gone too far. 
 
Depending on conditioning, plan 3-5 hours for this hike. The views are world-class. This was 
exactly what we visited Lofoten for. 

3994. Good view after the climb 
We went there as a group of friends. The terrain requires proper walking shoes so that you 
do not lose grip and slip. It took us about 4 hrs to reach the top but the view was worth it. 

3995. A nice trip. Not too hard About 2 hours 
It is a quiet trip, which can be done by everyone, not big heights. Is a nice trail that you follow 
up to the top 

3996. Winter hike 
Lost our map. Took the wrong 'path'. Finally reached the top. Amazing view! Got lost again. 
Found our car. We will never forget Justadtinden.. ..GREAT DAY! 

3997. Long and steep, but rewarding hike 
This trail was one of the hiking highlights in our Lofoten trip. Depending on your speed, you 
should plan 4-7 hours for a round trip. The slopes become steeper as you get closer to the 
peak. If the weather is nice, you will rewarded by spectacular 360 degree views from the 
peak… 

3998. Pleasant walking to one of Vestvågøy’s highest peak 
3999. Good long slog, great views, crazy cyclists! 
4000. Very beautiful hike surrounded by ponds and lakes 
4001. Must see 

This is a must see if your in town. Beautiful view but check that it's clear. We were lucky that 
it cleared even though it was a bit risky. There was about 5 min. waiting to get up and down. 

4002. Expensive but still a must 
It was pretty expensive (2 students = over 40€). But there was no line at all in tye morning, 
the views were great and its one of those things you just have to do if visiting tromso. Make 
sure to also hike the top of the mountain atleast a little and not just go to the deck! 

4003. We walked up the stairs and had a lot of fun. We parked at the cable cart station and the 
starting point was a little bit shady as going just behind the station to small path between 
houses. Walk took about 45mins and was somewhat steep at some places and even snow in 
July. We recommend taking pants and sweater since it might be windy up there. Take 
sneaners if you are walking! 
After enjoying the views we took the cable cart to get back to the parking area. Great small 
trip - took in total <2hours. 

4004. Good 
4005. MUST in Tromsø 

TLDR: Yes, you should go. 
4006. Amazing views 
4007.  

best place for: Tromsø at night, Aurora, stunning view over Tromsø, .... 



4008. Tromso views 
4009. Panoramic Troms 

If you wanna see entire Tromso from one location, this is the place. Its treat for the eyes... to 
see the winter landscape!!! 
 
The cafe on the top serves some best pancakes, coffee, wine and salad.. worth the visit on a 
clear day... keep in mind to check the weather ;) 

4010. No 1 thing to do in Tromso 
As everyone says. Great views. Lifts every half hour. Open till late. The foods good too. No 1 
thing to do in Tromso. 

4011. Great view 
We weren’t really planning to go up initially but decided to give it a try and it was the best 
decision. Despite the strong wind we had a great time. The view is absolutely stunning. 

4012. In the evening for a great view 
4013. Wow the breathtaking view 

This is a must do in Tromso, and we went up about 30 minutes before sunset, so we got to 
see Tromso in daylight watched the sunset and saw the stunning night lights of Tromso come 
alive Worth it, and loved it ! Wear the warm stuff though gets really cold up there once 
evening… 

4014. Stunning night views of the city 
I was on a small-group, singles holiday in Tromsø, and after an included city tour during the 
day our tour manager offered to take us to the cable car in the evening. It had been a pretty 
clear day, and we hoped that we might be lucky enough to get a glimpse of the Northern 
Lights (we didn’t, but were lucky enough to do so at Camp Tamok - see my review). With able 
assistance from our tour manager, we purchased our return bus tickets (full marks, Tromsø, 
for the discounted tickets for those aged 67 and over!) and caught the 26 bus to the base of 
the cable car. It wasn’t busy, and we quickly purchased our return tickets and were soon 
riding to the top and watching the city from our car. 
 
We ate (I had delicious - Portuguese! - fish soup accompanied by a beer) in the nice cafe with 
stunning views of the city and its surroundings through the large windows before heading 
outside to the viewing platform for even better views. It was great to be able to work out 
where we’d been during the day. It was too dark and icy to explore further at the top, so 
after a couple of hours and numerous photos we descended and caught the bus back to the 
city centre. 
 
This was a great experience - one I’d like to repeat in daytime if I ever return to Tromsø! 

4015. Worth! 
Absolutely worth and actually a must do in Tromso. Great view over the whole city. Happy I 
did this experience 

4016. Views and restaurant 
4017. Save money on this must do trip... 

This is an easy walk from most hotels in Tromso and tickets are easily purchased on site. For a 
family of four, the round trip lift was ~$50... and the views? Worth every penny! 

4018. Short bus ride from Tromso to Cable car. Well organised access to cable car, smooth ride not 
at all scary. Chance to walk up higher through the snow. Had a lovely day do views were 
incredible.Lovely cafe with great viewing windows. Not to be missed. 

4019. Amazing views on a sunny day! 
Though it's a bit pricey, in my opinion it's so worth the visit! We can stay as long as we want, 
wonder around in all the snow, and having a meal in the restaurant they have there. Perfect 
spot to take incredible pictures if there's a clear and sunny sky! The colours on the day… 

4020. Amazing views........ 



4021. Top of the world Ma 
4022. Nice view of Tromso City 

You can see top view of Tromso city, Norway. White from snow in winter season. When I 
went there, clear sky and nice weather (no snowing and raining, not windy day). Recommend 
to visit there !!!!!. 

4023. 3rd time lucky it was open 
4024. Easy Ride for a Delightful View 
4025. Dinner & Cable Car Ride 

What an amazing view from the top. Dinner was really good, reindeer burgers were amazing! 
All while we took in the most wonderful views of Tromso & beyond. We even got a teasing 
glimpse of the Northern Lights. Highly recommend this. 

4026. Bo from USA 
I went up the Cable Car just before Sunset. 
All the city lights appeared as the sun was setting. 
Looked like a great restaurant there too. 
 
Go up for dinner and come down in the stars 

4027. Canel car in tromso 
Very good cabel car in tromso Over nice monuten You can see all tromso from the top There 
is coffee shop and restourant 

4028. Great Views over the city. 
4029. Great views 

Note the cable car does shut in poor weather conditions so if this is applicable to yourselves 
call before hand. It was very cold at the top for us. If going at night time I would recommend 
taking a head torch as there is little light to guide you on your way. And of course a… 

4030. Amazing views over Tromsø 
A must on a sunny day. We went there on a beautiful winter day with clear blue skies, below 
freezing and no wind. It couldn't have been any more perfect. Glad we went early in the 
morning though, because the que to get in was long as we departed. 

4031. Great views at the top 
4032. Snow Snow Everywhere and Amazing view of Tromso 
4033. Nice trip great view! 
4034. Amazing view 
4035. fabulous view over Tromso 
4036. What an experience 

Riding the cable car to the top of the mountain is an excellent way to view Tromso. 
There is a restaurant at the top of the cable car serving hot beverages and snacks. 
Would definitely recommend all visitors to Tromso no matter the length of their stay in this 
city to visit this wonderful attraction. 

4037. Nice short visit up the mountain on a very cold, blustery day. Nice walk from Tromsø across 
the bridge stopping off at the Arctic Cathedral along the way. Some great views from the top. 

4038. Cable car was closed due to high winds 3 days in a row (what are ya gonna do). But there is 
an enjoyable hike to the right of the cable car building. Hiked up, enjoyed some nice views 
and turned around. If it is windy when you are planning on going, just check the website and 
it will say right on top if it is running or not! 

4039.  
Wow! views are amazing! But make sure it’s open before you go. 

4040.  
Beautiful Tromsø Lookout views! 

4041. beautiful view 
the view is wonderful, but the price is expensive...were there at beginning of night, the lights 



of the city and the island were beautiful - of course it is cold and there was no northern light 
but you can stay as much as you want (lot of clouds in January) 

4042. The cable car takes you up above the city in a few minutes for an excellent view. 
4043. Valentines night here...snow strom too 

Loved every second up here and ended up staying for 4 hours. There was an amazing snow 
storm across the town and also up here too. We had a few drinks and watched the day turn 
to night, wonderful experience and loved every moment Paul & Giedre 

4044. Fantastic views of the city from the hilltop 
4045. Lovely to be up high in the snow 
4046. WOW!!!! 
4047. Amazing 

Beautiful views of sunset the the northern lights. Tried the reindeer and moose burgers and 
they were lovely and not too expensive! Would recommend :) 

4048. It is an amazing view from the top! My advice is to check the weather before going because if 
the visibility is poor it won't be so cool. Take a lot of pictures and then go to the restaurant 
for a hot drink or a Norwegian hot dog. 

4049. Cool mountain! 
Very excited to get to the top of the Storsteinen mountain and see Tromsø from there. The 
day I visited was snowing a lot and I enjoyed. Thanks Fjellheisen! 

4050. Good morning out 
4051. Great views over Tromso. Fairly expensive I guess, but this is Norway, and you could always 

walk up!! 😂 
4052. Spectacular view of Tromso 
4053. Very nice 

You must see Tromso like this! Worth the money! We took it up around 15:30 and had a 
snack up top and returned at night to get the best of both day and night views. 

4054. Great place to bring a camera. 
4055. Fantastic views 
4056. Seeing the northern lights 

We had a great night at the top of the mountain and added bonus we saw the Northern 
Lights. There was enough space for a lot of people to,enjoy the spectacular views 

4057. Great views 
4058. Best place to see the whole Tromsø view. Get a hot chocolate on top! 

Buy the ticket online to save time on queuing. 
Take bus 26 from tromso city center. 

4059. Is a must go. Amazing views of the city. You can be there the time you want up to 10pm so, 
don't miss the sunset 

4060. A good way to see the views. 
4061. Snow snow snow 

FANTASTIC.. Well worth a visit, we walked from the hotel, over the bridge, past the arctic 
cathedral, turn right and follow your nose. Lots of ice on road so get some spikes for your 
boots. Really friendly staff. The views from the cable car on a clear day are out of this world.. 
the view and snow at the top had the kids running around like loons. We normally get some 
now in Scotland, but this was amazing..it’s a must do if you visit Tromso. 

4062. Spectacular views. Very well run. I walked from Tromso harbour over the bridge, and it was 
well worth it. 

4063. I was there when Tromso was lit by all those street lights - a nice view. wonder how 
interesting it must be in daylight...I think I must visit Tromso again. Definitely worth taking a 
ride. 

4064. At peace 
Well there are many cable car destination around the world but this is different from other 



specifically in winter when I visited. There is a ride every 15 minutes and I guess around 15 
people can fit in the car for 10 min ride. What you don't see from below is the chill and snow 
at the top. You can hike for as much as you want with snow all around and INNER PEACE 
which is so difficult to find in modern world. Tromso city and surrounding fjords look amazing 
specifically in evening. Restaurant at top is bit heavy on purse and gets bit crowded but since 
it's a unique experience it's worth. Do keep yourself well stuffed in term of clothing as it is 
pretty windy and cold 

4065. Beautiful panorama view 
We went in the afternoon of our arrival, as the skies were crystal clear. Beautiful light-ocean 
underneath us was a great introduction to this arctic city. The ascend is a bit pricey, but the 
view and experience is worth it. 

4066. Not cheap, but worth every penny. The panoramic views over the fjords and mountains were 
priceless, especially if you time it right so you catch the end of the daylight and see 
everything start to light up. 

4067. Excellent Tourist attraction 
4068. What a View! 

Amazing safe location to see Tromsø and as far as the weather will let you. They will close if 
it’s windy which is fair. The bus service gets you there and back. You can walk in about 45 
minutes but if it’s windy the bridge is hard going. Don’t miss doing this. 

4069. Stunning views but can be a hazardous place to walk on in winter 
4070. Wasn’t the clearest of days but still a fab view last night from the viewing point. Definitely 

worth a visit; reasonably priced, clean and comfortable ride and a nice drink at the top after 
braving the weather! 
 
A nice walk over from the centre via the impressive Arctic cathedral and hopped on the 26 
bus back - great couple of hours! 

4071. Amazing night view of Tromso. 
4072. Great views! 
4073. A great ride up on relatively new cable car to the amazing heights above Tromso. A frozen 

plateaux at the top provided a wonderful setting for photos. The warmth of a pleasant cafe 
and a tot of traditional mulled wine made us glow. Lovely experience. 

4074. Excellent view for Tromso island! 
Enjoyable and Scenic walk from Tromso island to cable car tower. 
 
Must go !!!! 
Highly recommended to everyone visiting Tromso 

4075. Tromso skyview! 
Awesome views of Tromso and surrounding Fjords. The cable car ride is short but good one. 
There is also a place to have lunch on the top of the mountain. 

4076. A great rip up the mountain to get a panoramic view of the city 
4077. On top of thé mountain you have a beautiful view, when it's dark or not, you have to see 

this! Recommended! 
4078. It was cold but the view made it worthwhile 
4079. Fantastic Views 
4080. Friendly helpful cable car staff. 
4081. They have student discount 😁 and the departures up and down are always on time, the bar 

in the top is really clean and with an incredible view as well. 
4082. Windy trip - amazing views 
4083. Beautiful view of the area! The ride in the cable car to the top doesn’t take long and also 

gives a beautiful view. Nice cafe and viewing area from the top as well. Make sure to go on a 
clear day or you might not see much! 



4084. Great view over Tromsø 
4085. Tromso’s best view 
4086. Beautiful views over the city. I took a chance a little later as the northern lights forecast was 

looking good. It definitely paid off!!! The view of the northern lights was incredible up there. 
4087. Being in Tromsø and not taking the queue is like being nowhere. The view from the top, 

priceless. It's worth seeing 
4088. On a tour of Tromso and this was one of our stops. Quick and efficient service and fantastic 

views once we got to the top. Had a walk around in the snow, just watch out for the drifts. 
We were lucky to have a clear night, although the Northern Lights didn't appear for us, worth 
it for the view. 

4089. Worth a visit 
We went up the cable car twice. Once in the day to get a good view of tromso and the 
surrounding area, and once at night in the hope of seeing the Aurora borealis, and with luck 
we did. I would recommend spending some of your time in tromso having used the cable car 

4090.  
Brilliant view, but wear your shoe spikes! 

4091. Beautiful view from the top. A “must see” place in Tromsø. Great for northern light watch. 
Easy to get there. 

4092. On the top of the world! 
Amazing views over Tromso. Absolutely a must see - but beware, in less than 5 minutes the 
weather can change and you can stop seeing the pretty landscape below. Kind of a blink-and-
you-miss-it situation, but nevertheless even if for 5 minutes, this is a must see. 

4093. Gorgeous views of Tromso 
We went up the gondola in the evening and were rewarded with a stunning view of Tromso 
lit up. The entrance was a bit difficult to find from the bus stop but a helpful local pointed us 
in the right direction. The views are well worth the price. We went on a cloudy day so didn't 
see the northern lights, but it was a great activity nonetheless. There is a cafe at the top to 
grab a snack if needed. 

4094. Arctic Views 
This cable car is the perfect midday option after late night/early morning northern light 
chasing. We walked from the downtown Radisson Blu to the cable car. The only spot on the 
walk that was windy and cold was the middle of the bridge. The ride up is short but the views 
from top are long. There was enough midday light in the end of January to get some fabulous 
photos of Norway’s beauty. Yes it’s a bit cool on top but it wasn’t windy. When you return to 
the base there is an electronic sign to request a taxi back to the downtown area across the 
bridge. 

4095. Excellent views 
Excellent trip. Superb panoramic views. Bloody freezing but hey what do you expect. 
 
Nice cafe at the top. Allow as much daylight as possible for photos. 

4096. Beautiful place to look Tromso 
This place was perfect to have a good sight of Tromso, we were during January 2020 hunting 
Auroras, you can take a cab from Tromso and you arrive in 10 minutes, maybe the hardest 
part is when you finish your visit, no cabs out there! have to walk to Tromso! the place is 
good but the outside part to walk is a little bit dangerous because you need special boots or 
ice grips for your boots. 

4097. A must do in Tromso 
4098. Not much else to be said really. We found the little bit of effort worth it, great photo 

opportunties from up here. After pics go to the cafe for good food drink service and to get 
out from the cold as well. I totally recomend the potatoe wedges here, see if you agree? 
Tip: we got the 26 bus from Tromso town both ways, stops at bottom of cable car, easy as. 



Bit weird with ticketing and times those buses. Found the Narvessen staff very informative 
on this topic, they will keep you right. Enjoy 

4099. Top of the World feeling! 
The cable car to the top of the mountain was fun - and then the views were AMAZING!!!! 
Such an exhilarating feeling being up on there. A sure highlight of our trip and definitely 
worthwhile. 

4100. Breathtaking view 
4101. Beautiful view over the city from the top; cable car goes every 30 minutes but if more people 

are in the queue, it will go every 30 minutes; it is closed on windy days 
4102. Great view! 
4103. Exhilerating and amazing views 

A wonderful afternoon was spent on this mountain side using this excellent cable car service. 
We may have been fortunate with the weather as the views from the top were unbelievable. 
A must in Tromso. 

4104. Breathtaking Views 
Well worth the trip to the top, amazing views and fresh air! You need to go when the sun is 
up, so in the winter, between 11 and 2pm really. It's fabulous! 

4105. Beautiful View! 
We had a beautiful view of all of Tromso from the top of the Cable Car. There is a fantastic 
outdoor deck where you can take great pictures unobscured by windows. 

4106. Fantastic Views 
Its a very scenic view from the top of the mountain overlooking the Tromso area. The cable 
car ride is fun too. 

4107. The cable car trip for just a few minutes is expensive but de view is amazing! You can walk 
around and take beautiful pictures. 

4108. A Tromsø Treasure 
My boyfriend and I loved our time on the cable car! What a beautiful view. Highly 
recommend going at sunrise on a clear day. The sun lights up the mountain ranges to the 
west. 

4109. Lovely view! 
Worth the trip! Stunning view and even a little outdoor play area for small children. It can get 
a bit crowdy to go back down ... but there’s a restaurant/bistro where you can wait 

4110. This is a must! 
Stunning views of Tromso. It’s a bus ride away from the city but takes less than 10 minutes to 
get there. There is a cafe at the top that is good for a hot drink. 

4111. Great views, worth the trip. 
4112. This place is beautiful! The view is priceless specially when it’s almost dark so you can view 

all the lights from all over tromso❤. 
4113. Very good if the weather holds 
4114. Definitely worth a walk or bus to head up the cable car 
4115. Mesmerizing top view of the city 

Great view of the Tromsø Island. We visited in December 2019 and it was dark always. Yet it 
was very crowded when we reached there. 
They operate the cable car every half an hour for trip to up hill and down hill. Reaching the 
top, the view of the city mesmerized me. 
I will recommend it to anybody who visits Tromsø. 

4116. No view like it! 
Definitely a must do when you visit Tromso. I went in January so it was very cold and windy 
so make sure you rug up. Stunning photo opportunity when you are up there. 

4117. Great views 
4118. Breathtaking 



4119. Must-see attraction 
If you visit Tromsø, do fit this in. The ride up and down is smooth and quick but the views 
from the top are to die for. 

4120. Beautiful landscape 
We visited around 1pm during some light which was a great time to see the whole town 
before it became extremely dark. Capture great moments. Dress warmly bc it gets windy. Be 
prepared to wait at least 15 min to come down. 

4121. Fabulous view 
The view from the top is fantastic. When you get off the tram, be sure to check the times of 
the return trips; otherwise you may have to wait a while to get back down the mountain. 
Good cocoa in the snack bar, too. 

4122. Great attraction! 
4123. Spectacular view 

This is a must when visiting Tromso! It was cosy in the cafe (despite the limited menu) 
especially when there was so much snow on the lookout points. 

4124. A little bit expensive, but incredible view. I would recommend to everyone who visit Tromsø 
to have this experience. 

4125. Excellent view of Tromso 
This is a big chairlift up to a viewing platform with excellent views over Tromso. A definite 
must do in Tromso. 

4126. The best view of Tromsø 
Take the number 26 bus up to the bottom of the mountain and then cable car up. Great 
viewing platform at the top and a cafe for a glog, hot chocolate or food. The weather 
changed quickly when we visited so the cafe was a great way to wait for a snow storm to 
pass. 

4127. Wonderful view from the top 
We visited the observatory deck late in the afternoon. A beautiful view and cozy cafe. 
Remember to wear warm clothes even when there is no wind down town. It is quite windy at 
the top. Unfortunately we did not see the norden light so we will come back. Both in winter 
and summer. 

4128. Fantastic view worthy the extra effort to go to the top 
The cable car will give you one of the best views of tromsoya, however if you hike up to to 
the top aroun 70 to 90 minutes depending how fats you move, the views of the city are more 
satisfying 

4129. Great view 
It is amazing the views you can see of all the harbour and Tromsø island on the way up, and 
from the viewing platform. We went around noon so we had a bit of light and it was partially 
clouded. 
The cafe on the platform was quite good and with a variety of snacks and cakes. As we 
headed down it began snowing with strong winds so a big queue was formed and we had to 
wait almost 30 m to go down 
Regardless of the weather it is a must if you are in Tromso, doesn’t matter the season 

4130. Beautiful view of the city 
This is a must do in Tromsø! Riding the cable car up to the top gives you spectacular views of 
the city. 

4131. GREAT views! 
There's only one place in Tromso where you HAVE to go for fantastic views and that's this 
cable car. HAve so seen enough outside, you can go inside to have a bite or a drink, with a 
view as well! 

4132. Easy walk over the bridge from my hotel (Clarion Hotel the Edge). Stunning views from the 
top. Tight squeeze and limited views going up and down. 



4133. Great view of Tromso and accidental view of the Northern Lights! 
Went up in the evening to have a view of the city and some dinner. Whilst admiring the view, 
we also saw the Northern Lights, although this was by accident! Despite the city lights and 
clouds, the Northern lights were still clearly visible. This was a great bonus as we had not 
been planning to see them up there. 
We also had some dinner up there, the only type of burger available was a reindeer burger. 
This was fairly average as I didn't really like the texture of the reindeer patty, next time I 
would suggest having dinner in Tromso first instead. 
However the view of the northern lights more than made up for the burger ;-) 

4134. Fanstic view 
I been here in the summer and and on Christmas. Always beautiful. You have to have 
experienced. there are also small hiking trails 

4135. The view from the cable car top station is absolutely stunning. Do not hesitate. We went up 
twice, despite the cost, once by day and once by night. We ate a delicious dinner up there in 
the restaurant and rushed outside to see the aurora borealis display. How lucky were we! 

4136. The most beautiful panorama view over the Tromsø. If you are lucky enough you can see the 
Northern lights from there. In some days it is working until 23:00. Check it. You can walk from 
Tromsø center. 

4137. Breathtaking views. Not hard to get to, easy to park. You can see high above Tromso all the 
lights, fjords. Worth doing. 

4138. Must see 
We enjoyed the spectacular view. 
The journey itself ...it was full with Chinese tourists so it was pushing, impolite and 
noise...this destroyed our mood little. 
Still is nice to di the tour once 

4139. Amazing view 
The view on top is absolutely wonderful. It is expensive when you compare the ticket price to 
other prices in EU, but Norway in general is just expensive. Up the fjord you can try to walk 
all the way up and slee your way back down. 

4140. Found the northern lights 
This is probably the best place to try and see the northern lights from within Tromso. We 
were lucky and had the most incredible experience. The restaurant at the top is pretty good 
too. Norwegian (expensive) price though! 

4141. I’ll never forget Bodø even if I’ve never there ❤🙌 but wait for me Bodø. 
4142. The water is not as warm as it looks in summer too 😂 but its clean and fresh ❤ 
4143. Wooow 😍 
4144. Gratulerer med seriegullet 😻💛💛💛 #stoltnordlænning 
4145. Jeg får hjemlengsel ♥♥♥ 
4146. I wonder if it suck everything down under same as black hole in usa 
4147. Er så heldig å ha vært der og lengter stadig tilbake❤. Fantastisk flott plass😍 
4148. wow!! Look at this view. We were supposed to be there last week 😢 
4149. I would also like to swing into the Norwegian sunset on this wonderful swing! Hilsen fra 

Tyskland! 
4150. Those pictures are stunning !! Who would have thought that the water could be so clear in 

the north!! ;) 
4151. Hærreguuud ka æ savna Bodø å Nord-Norge♥ 
4152. Nord-Norge på sitt beste, så flotte bilder👍💯💯💯 
4153. Got to love Bodø. It will soon be warm enough to stop wearing an anorak. 
4154. I can’t wait to come here one day. Wow 
4155. We spent our Christmas holiday in bodø last year which we loved it so much! 😍We definitely 

wish to visit again to enjoy the summer time there! 😎✌🤤 



4156. Norway of course 🤞 
4157. Wow cant wait to visit this place! 
4158. This such a wicked view! Absolutely love those colours you got there, one of my favourite 

countries ❤🤙 
4159. My wish is to be there for the rest of my life. I was there 1 year ago and it was the best year I 

have ever had.💝 
4160. The weather has been surprisingly good recently! BTW congrats on winning European. Capital 

of Culture 2024! 
4161. My daughter and I visited last summer (2019). We loved it and can't wait to come again! 
4162. Jeg vil på guttetur! 
4163. Nydelig film. 

Tenk å være så heldige å få bo i disse fantastiske omgivelsene. 
Vi bør takke for hver dag vi får oppleve det ❤ 

4164. Fine båter og veldig fint i Steigen og Hamarøya , absolutt verdt å besøk de stedene , 
4165. Alison Atkins As long as you wear a mask and fur knickers. 
4166. Er roadtrip det samme som biltur? Bare finere? 
4167. Marthe: E asså tykjebesætt ka fint vi har det! Nicolai Midthun, æ satsa hardt på tura ilag i 

sommer! 🤞Nicolai: Ja, jeg har sagt det siden jeg kom til Bodø i 1977. Det finnes ikke makan 
til Salten i Norge. Der er alt av natur. Havet, grotter, breer, eventyrlige topper og tinder, 
Saltstraumen, strender. Fisk i vatnan og fisk i havet. Salten er rett og slett eventyrlig. 

4168. Amazing view of Tromsø 
4169. View 

The views were incredible from the top! Make sure to wear layers to stay warm. The 
experience was fun and would recommend going on a clear night! 

4170. Great views 
Wonderful views at the top, remember to dress warm! Only about a 30 minute wall from city 
center as well 

4171. Magnificent mountain 
Well worth the trip to the cable car. The views are amazing. There is a cafe where you can get 
warm and have a bite to eat. The real beauty is the landscape. 

4172. A must do in Tromso 
We were lucky to choose a clear day to go up & were rewarded with the most spectacular 
views. The hot wine in the cafe was the perfect antidote for the cold on the viewing platform. 

4173. Nice place with a great view over the city. Too much light on the balcony to do good pictures. 
You have a cabin each 30min and the bus stop just on the road. Take the bus no 26 from the 
center, you can also see the cathedral on the return. 
The price is high CHF 23.- per adult for 700m but for the view... 
It's a good place to see northern light and the last cabin is about 22h. 

4174. Best Christmas Lunch with a view 
Go up during noon and had lunch at the cafe, it was magnificent! The raindeer stew and 
hotdog were delicious, also the hot chocolate. And the view! It was surreal. 
 
Totally one of the best attraction in Tromso. Must go. 

4175. Nice view of the city when you’re up there. They told us that if you’re lucky you might even 
see the northern lights there, but I think your chances then would be better taking a tour of 
sorts. 

4176. everybody should visit. Very nice views and we've managed to see the northern lights from 
the top. 
the cable car goes up every half an hour 

4177. Breathtaking views 
We were happy we got a chance to go here as it was closed for a few days and is open 



depending on the weather, so you have to check before going. The ride to the top is already 
an experience on it's own. It was cold this day, however the view from here is beautiful and 
makes it all worth it. The restaurant is cozy and the food is good, however a bit pricey. 

4178. Wonderful views 
The views from the top are amazing. we loved it! even if is a bit expensive, is completely 
worth it, you won't get those sort of views anywhere else in there. 

4179. 100% Worth the money 
Definitely on the must sees in Tromso! The views at the top are stunning, I just couldn't stop 
looking, My advice would be to go up when the sky is a little bit lighter so you get the views 
of the landscape and stay up there until the city goes dark and see all the city lights. It leaves 
and comes back down every half hour. 

4180. Excellent little cable car 
Caught number 26 bus to cable car station. Stop for cable car is on a residential street but 
signposted. About £20 to go up and down. Only 2 cars so waited 10 mins. Short ride up. What 
an amazing view from the top over Tromsø. We went in the semi-darkness and returned in 
full darkness as we were there in December, but still well worth it. Coffee shop at the top not 
over-expensive and nicely decorated for Christmas. Recommend 

4181. Beautiful views! 
This is a great place for beautiful views of Tromso and surrounding area. Cafe at the top has 
limited offerings and the kitchen was actually closed when we got up there so check ahead if 
you want to eat up there. 

4182. Great views of Tromso 
Title says it all. Short cable car ride to the top where you find great views of the town, plus a 
cafe and plenty of walking options. A no brainer when in Tromso. 
We walked from the centre of town in about 30 minutes. 

4183. Bird’s-eye view of beautiful Tromsø 
A short (4 minute) cable ride gets you to the top of Storsteinen. Viewing platform and 
surrounds offer amazing views of Tromsø - so amazing, we went back a second time! There’s 
a cosy cafe serving hot food and drinks, for escaping the cold winter elements. Wear suitable 
clothing, as temperatures drop considerably on the mountain and it gets very windy. Also be 
mindful of winter daylight hours and plan your visit accordingly. 

4184. A must-do for Tromso 
Amazing views overlooking tromso and a nice hike to the top. Worth it during day or night! I 
didn’t have a chance to eat at the restaurant but heard good things from others. Highly 
recommend this if you visit tromso. 

4185. Seemed to be a great experience and very nice area/restaurant at the top. However, it must 
close for safety during strong winds or other bad weather, and if the sky is not clear there is 
not much to see of the city. Would return during better weather if we get the opportunity! 

4186. A Beautiful View of Tromso and Surrounding Mountains 
4187. beautiful weather, great accommodations like cafe and waffles, excellent viewing 

possibilities great ride and sights 
4188. Stunning Views 

Stunning views and great burger! 
 
Yeah it’s a bit pricey but so is everything in Norway, the view alone is worth the cost of the 
ticket to the top 
 
I went up in a snowstorm and didn’t expect much but within 10mins it cleared and I go a 
beautiful view of Tromso from a top the mountain 

4189. Worth the visit 
Great views over the city, we also saw a herd of reindeer at the top. Sitting in the restaurant 
at the top looking over the city is something special. 



4190. This ride on a cable car across the fjord from Tromsø is worth the stiff price of about $25. 
There are several views that can be seen from there. Be sure to bundle up, have good gloves 
and hand warmers and use cleats on your thick boots to allow you to be safe and 
comfortable. The cafe is a lovely addition to your visit. 

4191. It's a bit pricey for a cable car ride, but the views are stunning and my son loved playing in all 
the snow. 

4192. Very smooth ride. Once you get up to the viewing platform you get a great view over Tromso 
area. Try and time it so you see day and night. Good cafe with large windows to view if 
weather bad or you feel cold. Worth the small fee. 

4193. Top View, if no rain...... 
4194. Amazing view of Tromso from 420m above sea level 
4195. Great view of the city! 
4196. The Cable Car runs from Solliveien in Tromsdalen up to the mountain ledge Storsteinen (421 

m above sea level) in just four minutes. From the viewing platform at the upper station, you 
can enjoy spectacular panoramic views of Tromsø and the surrounding islands, mountains 
and fjords. Its really breathtaking and enjoyed bird’s eye view from here. The peak is covered 
with Thick white snow is a bonus for us to explore . 
Welcome to the Tromsø Cable Car! 

4197. Fantastic view especially as it gets dark 
4198. A must-do for any tourist as you get incredible views across the city and mountains. It’s also 

possible to hike up (rather you than me!) and there’s a nice restaurant at the top. You can 
walk out quite far when you reach the top. Word of warning - if you’re travelling in winter, 
it’s very icy if you go outside, so it’s advisable to take spikes. Also useful if you walk there 
from the centre of Tromsø like we did - it’s about three miles - as some parts of the 
pavement/road en route are quite treacherous. 

4199. Amazing Views of Tromso 
Definitely recommend taking the cable car - the views over Tromso are spectacular. A very 
nice cafe at the top with good local food available. 

4200. Loads of fun! 
Really nice even in rain and cold- but really icy! Would recommend ice spikes if you slip 
easily. 
 
Cafe serves food waffles and was nice and warm. 

4201. 21st Birthday present fo my granddaughter 
Wonderful place to visit if you are in Tromsø, the views from the top are stunning and should 
not be missed, the restaurant serves a good variety of food and drink. Would thoroughly 
recommend this item to anyone. 

4202. The most incredible views of Tromsø 
4203. Great attraction with walking distance of Tromso town centre 
4204. Never regret coming! 

I came here in the morning, and seriously the view is magnificent! There's a very thick snow 
on the ground which made the experience better (since i am from Malaysia and my country 
only rains). 
 
The view was spectacular. I recommend spending more hours here! 
 
P.S: Becareful of the curried rocks with snow and try to do snow angel! 

4205. magnificent views, nice little cafe too 
absolutely well worth the pricey entrance fee - we went in november, and going up at around 
1.30-2ish allowed us to see the sunset views and the city in both day and night time mode as 
it was all dark by 3ish. It was so picturesque looking out over the city. You can climb up and 



around the hill, and wander at your leisure whilst up there. Obviously it's chilly so take 
sensible clothing! 

4206. Spectacular at a low winter sunset! 
A beautiful spot to take in a wonderful panoramic view - in daylight and at night. Lovely hot 
chocolate too after traipsing over the snow 

4207. Incredible views 
4208. View on top was nice. Nothing much else was there, except the view. Would recommend it, 

especially at night, although it was very cold in mid November. 
4209. Freezing cold 

Cable car goes as needed not really to schedule. The view is amazing. Despite the freezing 
cold we were there forever admiring the view. Top tip is to get there before sun goes down 
so you get the best of both: daylight and twilight. There are toilets and coffee/ snacks shop 
on top too. 

4210. A must 
Everyone going to Tromsø must take the gondola up to the mountain on a clear day. The 
restaurant at the top is also worth visiting. 

4211. Beautiful view 
Unmissable view for the sunset Cafe was full but were able to get hot chocolate nevertheless 
Car runs every half an hour 40 min walk from town 

4212. Few minutes after leavingtown you are up on a mountain taking on a breath-taking vista. 
During winter be sure to dress for the occation Strictly outdoors garb for this one. Nice 
cafeteria serving hot food. View is of course remarkable. What are you waiting for ? 

4213. Fantastic views 
The views at the top of the cable car are unbelievable, you get a view of the whole island of 
Tromso and the surrounding area. 
There is also a cafe at the top. Be warned though, if you order a hot dog it doesn't come in a 
bun.. 

4214. Definitely worth the effort 
Open until 11 pm which is great, cable car every half an hour both ways. Great view to the 
city and northern lights if those are available and sky is clear 

4215. Extremely breathtaking view 
You need to go there to experience it .Its truly magical.We had walked all the way upto there 
from our hotel although there are buses and taxis that can take yo there.You need to go up 
by a cable car .You can even walk up or down if you are up to it although during winter u can 
actually ski .its open in night and they have packages to see northern light there 

4216. Spectacular Summit 
Awesome and awe inspiring view of Tromso. Able to view the entire island of Tromso from 
the peak. Walking trails and photo rails surround. Fantastic cafe with delicious AppleCake. 

4217. Breathtaking view! 
4218. Awesome 

cellent views...restaurant provides good food, excellent views near the windows,good value 
but views worth every kr. 

4219. Breathtaking views of Tromso! 
Beautiful views of the fjords surrounding the city. We went a 1/2 hour before it got dark and 
stayed after it got dark as well. We were able to capture beautiful day and night pictures! 

4220. An amazing view over the city. Ticket costa 23eur both ways and on top you can find a 
restaurant/cafe, toillete and the top of the montain where you can walk around 

4221. You take local bus to base of cable car. Reasonably priced ride to fantastic views of Tromsø. 
Small cafeteria at top offers a much needed hot chocolate. A must do in Tromsø. 

4222. Worth a Visit 
Definitely worth a visit to see the view. Wouldn't necessarily do it again on any subsequent 



visits but enjoyed the experience. Nice cafe/restaurant with fairly decent food and good 
choice. 

4223. This is highly recommended with fantastic views over the beautiful picturesque city of 
Tromso. We walked over the bridge and through the snowy village where it’s like a Christmas 
card scene. The restaurant at the top was fantastic with great views, generous quantities of 
great food and all drinks in the warm. We stayed up there for hours walking to different view 
points and watching the sun go down. Train runs every half hour and doesn’t hold a large No 
of people. Cues were long going up at dusk as we were leaving. 

4224. High on a Hill 
While in Tromsø this is a definite must do. The 26 bus from the city centre will drop up off 
quite close to the cable car. The view from the top is nothing short of breathtaking. It’s 
extremely cold and windy at the top so wrap up well. The restaurant at the top with its large 
glass viewing windows is the perfect place to rest up with a cup of coffee and take in the 
vistas. 

4225. Not to be missed 
Breathtaking views . Cable car runs both ways every half hour. About £20 return. 
An easy 1.7km walk from Tromsø centre with views from the bridge or there are regular 
buses . 
There is a good cafe on the top with views. 

4226. Freezing temperatures but views to die for 
A gorgeous clear day, views were spectacular and the -7 to -10 temperature did not put us off 
but wow it was cold. Followed up by a lovely warm hot chocolate and a bun at the cafe. All in 
all a great visit. 

4227. Spectacular views! 
4228. We went there in January. Took the bus from central Tromso. The bus stop is very close 

within 100m of the point of embarkation. The ride to the peak is nice, try to get a place near 
the window. The restaurant at the top is nice with great views. The observation deck has 
great… 

4229. Stunning Views! 
This is a must do in Tromso. The cable car runs every 30 minutes and view from the top is 
breathtaking. We were there on a sunny day and you could see for miles in every direction. 
There are many different trails to take from the base station and great photo ops. You can 
purchase food, drinks and souvenirs at the top as well. Definitely a highlight. 

4230. The cable car and the surrounding area are worth a visit 
4231. A must do while you are in Tromso 
4232. A Great View And Some Planning Can Double Your Experience 
4233. Must do 

You definitely have to go on top of the mountain. If you like to hike do not use the cable car. 
The way to the top is called Sherpatrappa. We went in November and because of the snow it 
is kind of a little challenge, because it is slippery. In the summer there are stairs. 

4234. Intetesting 
Nice view of Tromso city and nearbys, but when the sky is clear... 
However, its a great experience to travel upthere by cabin. 

4235. Superb View 
4236. Stunning views 
4237. What a magical magnificent experience 

Very reasonably priced, excellent service, insane views, and really good food. A true once in a 
lifetime experience. 

4238. A beautiful experience 
4239. Speechless to see Norwegian area. We ride returns cable car. Also you can walk down just 

pay for one way. 



4240. stunning view 
4241. Loved it don’t miss it 
4242. Awesome city view 
4243. Snow! 
4244. Wonderful views 
4245. from the top of the mountain you found a great view of Tromsø, the restaurant up there is 

very cozy and serve nice food and drinks 
4246. Pricey but worth it 
4247. Incredible views! Do not skip! 

What a wonderful experience — I highly recommend that anyone visiting Tromsø go and 
experience this! The views are absolutely stunning! 

4248. Cracking Views from the top 
A lovely experience if you don't want to walk the steps, to see the fantastic view at the top. 
Loved it! 

4249. Evening Trip 
4250. Stunning view 
4251. Wonderful views over Tromso at night . 
4252. Point de vue superbe sur la ville 
4253. Beautiful nighttime view 
4254. Excellent panoramic view from the mountain. Our trip in October 2019 was really a 

memorable one with beautiful scenery from the top of the mountain. The cable ride was 
hassle-free with short queue and took 4 mins to reach the top. We spent 2 hours on top of 
the mountain taking pictures of the family with fantastic background view of snowy 
mountain and city of Tromso. Great experience and memorable moment with the family, 
enjoying every angle of beautiful scenery. 
Sufri Sulaiman from Brunei Darussalam 

4255. Good location to take pictures from 
4256. Fast ride to the top! 
4257. The title says it all: great vista over the city, mountain ranges in the background, lovely view 

over the bridge and cathedral. For 2 people you pay 46ish Euro for a return trip. Like 
everything in Norway, it is a bit pricy, but well worth the money. 

4258. Ride up the cable car, to fantastic views of Tromso.Great for a morning ride, evening if you 
can stand in the wind and cold will be even better to see the lights twinkling below. Great 
food in the cafe, coffee and cakes too. Totally enjoyable. Arctic cathedral on the way back, 
should finish your morning trip. 

4259. Perfect vantage point for the northern lights 
4260. On a bus route direct from central Tromso, lots of outside space to get your spot for 

photographs, great food 
4261. Best views in Tromso 
4262. Great view 
4263. Panoramic views of Tromso 
4264. We seen the best northern lights show ever.... 
4265. Brilliant 
4266. Must see!!! 

Absolute mus see if you stay in Tromso. Best view of the city. Exceptional sunsets and 
Northern lights. Good restaurant open til 23:00. 

4267. Beautiful view 
It was a nice walk from downtown Tromsø to Fjellheisen. The lines were pretty long but we 
didn’t have to wait too long. The view from the top was outstanding and well worth the wait. 

4268. Worth it! 
We picked the most perfect day to travel up the cable car to the ... in Tromso. It is easy to get 



a taxi to the start of the journey, and ensure you leave an hour or so to spend up the top. The 
cafe has beautiful views, but go outside and see the stone sculptures, the… 

4269. Best Views of Tromso from this Mountain 
4270. Great views 

Went up on a clear day, cable car ran on time. Lovely views at the top, within half an hour the 
weather had changed and it snowed hard. Worth s vidit 

4271. Beautiful view of the city 
4272. Honestly, we do not know what to expect. But we have an amazing 6 hours there. Just pay 

for the return tix about 410 NOK. We had to go for the second time up there! We managed to 
catch the snow fall too. Definitely will recommend it to our friends! 

4273. This is an excellent place to visit on a clear day. The view from the top is magnificent. You can 
stroll on the top, but the weather can change very fast. 

4274. Beautiful location to see Aurora Borealis 
4275. Took the quick ride up on the Cable Car to take in the fantastic views. We walked along the 

fence line, away from the crowds, to take photos. The snow on the mountain was wonderful 
in the photos. Great thing to experience! 

4276. A must if you visit Tromso 
4277. Sherpastairs or Sherapatrappa is a nice and good haik. Recomand everyone to try it out and 

walk all the way up. Bring water and start off easy. enjoy. 
4278. Nice view over Tromsø 

Quite expensive return tickets for the cable car. However you get a very nice view over the 
city and its surroundings once up there. Cafe was ok. 

4279. Great views of Tromso 
4280. Great view at Sunset 
4281. Amazing views! 

Fast way up to see amazing views over the city! Great for chasing Aurora Borealis, but good 
for any time of the year to look over the city. The elevator goes up and down in every 30 min. 

4282. Magnificent view from above 
A possibility to touch snow in the summer and make good photos. The cable car is rather far 
away from the city centre, though Bus 28 stops close to the lower station. Cafe and free 
toilets on the top. Good shoes are recommended because of rough ground on the mountain 
top. 

4283. Splendid view - if you are lucky 
4284. Great Walkies 

Great views and walkies with the Hoomans here. Very doggo friendly activity in Tromso, 
walking shoes recommended. 

4285. Amazing view! 
4286. Awesome place to overlook the city of Tromsø. The path up the hill looked interesting, but 

we did not have enough time to hike up the mountain and took the cable car. The trip was 
well worth the short ride. Great town, great view. Can't recommend it enough. 

4287. a must when in Tromsö 
Went in the evening, thus avoiding the queues. Lovely view from the top. Take the time to 
walk around before going down again. 

4288. Good view 
4289. Walked our way to the top and return - remember to reserve some time, at least when going 

up. Good service on our stop at the café. Excellent view for photos! 
4290. Really great view over Tromsø, spesial at late afternoon when dark outside. Amazing view 

over the whole iland of Tromsø. Highly recomended 
4291. Hope for Clear Skies 
4292. Great View with Clear Skies 
4293. A must! Stunning, incomparable views of fjords, city, and mountains 



4294. What a View! 
4295. A view over Tromsø 
4296. Amazing views, absolutely breathtaking 

If you go to Tromsø, you need to go here. Its easy to take the bus from the city center. Our 
bus driver made sure we all got off at the correct stop. We visited on a very cold day, clear 
skies and snowy mountains. The views needs to be seen, its panoramic and can not be 
justified by a photo. We wanted to walk the path down again, but skipped it because of the 
cold and the ice. Next time we will ! :) 

4297. Great view and hilltop hikes 
This was the best cable car and view during our voyage through Norway. 
 
Quick and efficient ride up to the top, good restaurant, and a choice of scenic trails around 
the hilltop. 
 
Of course it helped to have gorgeous weather! 

4298. Views and hikes 
4299. Fantastic view 
4300. Excellent way to oversea the city 
4301. Awesome! 

The view from the top is spectacular. We were there in June when there was snow still on the 
ground and the weather was cloudy and rainy and cold but it just added to the drama. It 
made for better pictures. It was easy to stop and be in the moment and the awe of where 
you were. 

4302.  
What a spectacular view 

4303. Worth the visit but expensive 
4304. Good views 
4305. A Birds Eye View 
4306. Lots of snow to play. Magnificent view of the Tromso island from the top of the mountain. 

Worth to go up although the cable car ride is for just 5 mins. You can trek as well if you are 
adventurous. There is a small cafe as well at the top. 

4307. Excellent!! 
4308. This is in fact a great walk. Go walking either under the cable car or on either aide. On the left 

aide, there is an amazing staircase going To the top = The best pictures. 
4309. A must visit 

We were there to view the midnight sun and it afforded us a spectacular view of Tromsø and 
surrounding area while we watched the sun not set. 

4310. Trek Fjellheisen Tromsø 
4311. Expensive but worth it especially if you have time... 
4312. Nice View! 

One tip: Try to go before or after the cruise ships are there to avoid long lines. Other than 
that, this was a lovely view and a reasonable price. 

4313. The view was incredible! Worth the walk from Tromso centre for it. Easy to buy tickets and 
not too long to wait between each ride. The cafe had a good selection of snacks, drinks and 
meals. 

4314. When landed in Tromso for our first ever trip to Scandinavia in the evening. We checked in at 
our hotel and took the number 26 bus to you to spend a couple of hours admiring the 
beautiful view. And my goodness what a view it is. Worth every penny and worth the cold!!! 

4315. Long lines, good views 
4316. Nice view and exciting ride 



4317. If staying in Tromso... you really should do this! It is cheap and easy with bus! Wonderful 
views on top of Tromso! 

4318. The trip to the top is worth every penny as it offers unparalleled views over Tromsø and 
beyond. Excellent point for photography. 

4319. It was a quick and comfortable ride up and down, had a good walk around and took many 
pictures of the beautiful view and then had a delicious soup in the cafe. 

4320. Worth It 
Worth every penny even on a cold misty day. The walking track at the top is poor however. 
Need to spend some money on proper raised walking track as it’s a dog’s breakfast at 
present. 

4321.  
Spectacular Views, Lunch & a Brew 

4322. Must do in Tromso 
4323. Really can't beat the view from this place... its really worth going up here! absolutely 

awesome.. also can actually walk around the area, so its not just an inside area which is 
great! You can take a bunch of snow shoes and just walk down! highly recommend it! 

4324. The ride up was pretty cool on the gondolas. Great view of Tromso from above. We hiked to 
some points outside to get pics but was so cold so we decided to have lunch in their 
restaurant. Good food and great staff. 

4325. Excellent views 
4326. This is a must do for those visiting Tromso (even wimps like me that are terrified of heights). 

My tip? Look straight ahead, not down. It’s a very quick journey - 3 or 4 minutes tops. And 
the views from up there are breathtaking! 

4327. Fast, regular and efficient 
4328. Great views of the area 
4329. Couldn't see anything squished into the cable car but the views at the top are worth it 
4330. Fjellheisen Tromso do not miss it!!!! 

Fjellheisen Tromso a fantastic sight over Tromso and the surrondings were you can really feel 
the Artic and the fjords environment 

4331. Do it! 
Just wonderful. The views from the top are outstanding and there’s a lovely cafe. Do come 
prepared as its pretty cold and wild up there. You’ve been warned! 

4332. Gorgeous view 
4333. If you are ever in Tromso, you should feel obliged to do it. The view from the top is 

breathtaking. I went with 2 of my friends, who live in Tromso, and it was worth every penny. 
The rides are awesome and the scenery from the top just makes it much more sweeter. It is a 
family owned project and the family members run it. 

4334. Definitely recommend having this on your to-do list when visiting Tromso. 
4335. Great views of Tromso 
4336. Good view of the city 
4337. A short 2-3 mins cable car up the hill to get the best view of Tromsø. Easy to locate, walk up 

from arctic cathedral direction 
4338. Panoramic view of Tromso 
4339. The only "must do" in Tromso for the impressive point of view 
4340. Great view on a sunny day! If you are up for it, the hike to the summit is worthwhile. It can 

be a bit windy up there though. 
4341. Very Good indeed! 
4342. It's well worth the time to search out this cable car & visit the cafe as well. There is an 

outdoor platform area at the top for picture taking. We loved it! 
4343. Worth the view - on a good cloud-free day. 
4344. Cable car to summit 



4345. If its Clear its 100% Worth it! 
If its clear, the view is priceless. We attempted to go up the day before but a snow storm 
rolled in covering all the mountains. The next day we tried again and were treated to a 
beautiful panoramic view! The cafe at the top also has delicious food. 

4346. FANTASTIC VIEW 
When being in Tromso do not forget to visit the teleferique. You have a great view of the city 
and island of Tromso, and the wider area. I visited it during the night and the view was 
magnificent with all these lights. Although it is windy upthere, I suggest you to go on he back 
place of this area, walk in the mountain, a bit higher from the facilities. 

4347. The view from the mountain is gorgeous, it’s a winter wonderland! We stayed in the station’s 
caffe for a couple of hours enjoying the wonderful views. 

4348. Tromso from above 
4349. Great views from on top 
4350. Peak Experience! 
4351. Definitely a trip you should do. Beautiful views over Tromso. Lovely hot chocolate in the cafe 

with stunning views. Make sure you wear wind proof warm clothes and hats as it is 
extremely cold and windy at the viewing point. 

4352. It’s definitely worth a trip! If the day is nice take the opportunity to go up, they run every half 
an hour. The views at the top are fantastic! The cafe is lovely, maybe a little expensive but 
you are at the top of a cable car with amazing views out 

4353. Great view 
4354. It was very wimdy but so Highly recommended! The view is amazing. And they serve some 

food, cofee and brer. But tale warm Clothes and good shoes! 
4355. Best view on Tromsø 
4356. Soooo windy at the top but what a view over Tromsø we had! We were lucky to go on a clear 

day. Would recommend. 
4357. This place is a must do! The restaurant gets busy but the view is awesome! Don't forget your 

camera! 
4358. A beautiful place to see Tromso from the height 
4359. Must do and see when visiting Tromso 
4360. You must do this!!! 

This trip far exceeded our expectations. I only wish we had snowshoes so we could have 
managed walking in the snow a little better. The views from the top were amazing!!! 

4361. Up in the mountain 
Nice view of tromso city. There is a cafe that serves beer and moose burger. We walked from 
Tromso center to this place maybe an hour of leisure of walk. 

4362. Even if tickets arent so cheap, when you stand on top and see those views youll admit that it 
was totally worth paying that money! There is also nice restaurant on top. 

4363. Nice to take te photo of Tromso 
4364. Amazing view 
4365. best views over the city 

Highly suggest going up here. We went during the day but I can only imagine how nice it 
looks at night with the city lit up :) There's a cafe up top you can warm up in too 

4366. Fun to see Tromso from birds eye 
Great experience. Also got to walk around in the snow at the top - apparently you can also 
walk all the way up the mountain and take the cable car back down? Great way to see the 
whole city during the day (also hear it's great for northern lights on a clear night) 

4367. Highly recommended place to visit in Tromsø 
4368. What a view 
4369. fast and safe, it leads to a unique show and a spectacular view of tromso and the fjord, the 

price is worth the candle. .. 



4370. Recommended because the very nice view of Tromso and the mountains around there. You 
can see the entire landscape from a unique point of view and walk around in the snow. 

4371. Highly recommended for having an amazing Tromsø’s view. 
There was snow and it was superlative. 
Please wearing Warm dress and right shoes 

4372. Absolutely amazing. Definitely make sure you do it. You can see the whole of Tromso and you 
get a sense of the vastness of the surrounding mountainous areas. Wrap up warm to enjoy 
the views in all their glory 

4373. Must do attraction while in Tromso. Nice view of the city from above. We didnt have much 
time to explore more as we went their the last day. 

4374. Went up the lift on a clear evening... 
..and couldnt see the Aurora. Went inside and had a little snack and a hot chocolate, but then 
returned outside to get the most amazing sight of the aurora stretching right across the sky 
and over the city! 
A bit of patience up here can really pay off! 
 
The view of the city in the evening is spectacular enough on its own, so still worth a visit even 
if the aurora forecast is poor. 

4375. The view is just stunning and shows you the width of Norwegian Landscape! A must-see on 
every Tromso visit! 

4376. Don't miss the amazing view at the top of the mountain. Our best experience in Tromsø. 
There is a cafeteria on top, where you can enjoy a lunch with a spectacular view of the city 

4377. It´s a nice walk to there, and once you get up to the mountain you can enjoy the spectacular 
views of Tromso and the surrondings, a must do in my opinion. 

4378. Nice walk to get there and very nice view from the top. It was sunny and ealking on the snow 
with the view was very nice 

4379. Fabulous view- must do 
We took cable car at night and saw amazing views & even the northern lights - nice 
restaurant and great dark sky viewing areas high above the city- a must do on a clear night 

4380.  
Very nice views of the city 
From here you get impressive views of the city. We went at night and could have dinner in 
the restaurant. There's also a Northern Lights observation point not far from there. 

4381. This is a must great views of Tromso. 
You can walk from the main town via the bridge to the cable car station a 30 min walk from 
town center. Or Bus takes 10mins. 
Cable car we found to be a little Exspensive and the upper resturant was very Exspensive. 
But that is Norway prices 🇳🇴 Hard on the UK Pound. 
But you must do this. 
Steve Uk 

4382. Great Views 
4383. Beautiful view at night 
4384. You won't get this view anywhere else 
4385. Fantastic end to a fantastic holiday 

Seeing Tromsø on our final day from this view was the cherry on the cake. 
 
Highly recommend making time for this breath taking view. 

4386. Must visit at nights for northern lights its bit expensive but worth spending for this 
spectacular view 

4387. We went up just before sunset and witnessed fabulous views day and night. The restaurant 
was jammed with people waiting not buying, so suggest you book if you want to eat at a 
table. Would be an amazing spot to see the lights but we were not lucky that night. 



4388. Great morning out , with great views over Tromsø , got the bus to the cable car station , short 
5 min walk ; 210 KR per person 

4389. The views!!! 
4390. Best City View 
4391. Cracking walk on a lovely sunny day - perfect place to watch the sunset - really enjoyed my 

walk. Only wish id had a sledge 
4392. Definitely a must see in Tromso! 
4393. Nice view 
4394. We rode the cable car to the top of the mountain. It was a beautiful day, and we had a great 

view. The restaurant on the mountain top was adequate. We got hot chocolate and a waffle. 
The ride goes up and down the mountain every half hour. Dress warmly, and view the 
Norwegian landscape! 

4395. Amazing views of Tromsø with amazing photo opportunities everywhere. Quick, safe 
enjoyable ride to the top and back. Definitely a must-see/do when in town! 

4396. Incredible views, incredibly cold 
The view of the island was breathtaking. I visited in March so it was also very cold, but you 
can always warm up by going into the cafe at the top of the mountain. 

4397. Didn't expect to enjoy this so much! 
Great view! There are lots of places to walk around up here, which was great because we 
were worried about being herded onto a small viewing platform with hundreds of others. But 
no! Lots of space and a great way to spend an afternoon. Even got to see the sunset :) 

4398. perfect place for a breathtaking view of the city and the northern lights! 
It was amazing, despite the cold 

4399. Easy to get to on the bus from Tromsø. 10 minute gondola ride to the top. The day I went the 
weather was terrible (snow, clouds) so there was no view, but I had an excellent salmon 
burger in the cafe while waiting for the weather to improve. 

4400. A must do in Tromso 
4401. Great views from the top 
4402. It is a bit of a hike from the centre of Tromso, but worth it for the wonderful views of the 

town. There is a small cafe at the top of the cable lune, but the main reason to go up, for me, 
was for the views. 

4403. Tromsø is a beatiful small city, watching it from the mountain gives a stunning arctic context 
and scenary. Recommend to follow the trail for another 200m to your half right exiting the 
lifthouse. Adds height and panorama. 

4404. A Must Do It in Tromso but pick the right Weather if you can! 
4405. Nice view on Tromsoya and surroundings 
4406. Perfect view over Tromsö 
4407. This was a great attraction. A fantastic view of Tromso from the top of the mountain. 

Everything was covered in snow so it was a beautiful sight. The operation was efficient and 
smooth. However be warned - do not wear snow spikes into the cable cars - you will be 
shouted… 

4408. Not the Tourist Trap you would imagine 
4409. Super Fjellheisen 

In the snow under a blue sky. Fantastic views from the top and fabulous landscapes so close 
to the centre. 

4410. Expensive but do it anyway 
4411. Well worth fitting in 
4412. Most expensive cable car in the world but the view is worth it! 
4413. This place actually makes you feel on top of the world.. 

The 3-4 min cable ride from Fjellheisen barely tells you what lies ahead.. But once you are 



there, no words can express the serenity.. A white endless field awaits you..and when you 
finally look down the world below you..OHH its so beautiful.. 

4414. Great for the lights 
Headed up around 6pm and the lights made an early appearance. Nice cafe and great viewing 
platform for panoramic views of Tromsø 

4415. Great Vistas over Tromso. 
4416. Great place for Tromsø panoramic view and northern lights when the weather permits. You 

can also get a hot drink / meal in the restaurant. 
4417. Very nice view by day and by night. It is amazing. 

Service personal is very lovely and price was ok. 
4418. Definitely worth a visit. Breathtaking views and a lovely hot chocolate in the cafe. Several 

viewing platforms and the cable car is quite an experience too mx 
4419. Yes - and we did have nice weather. It is beautiful up there, you can make a good hike further 

uphill and have an excellent view down to Tromsoya. Highly recommendable when weather 
is fine. 

4420. Fjellheisen offers a great view over the city and the surrounding areas. Located in the 
mountain just accross the city center. You can easily walk over the bridge. The prices are 
quite high, but the view is worth it on a nice day. There is a cafe located on the top - where 
you can enjoy a meal or a coffee with the view. 

4421. Not to be missed when visiting Tromso. Don’t be put off by the queue. (It moves quickly.) 
Spectacular view!!! 

4422. My favorite place in Tromsø 
It's not cheap. You pay 210 NOK (December 2018) for a return ticket. But you have to visit 
this place. The view is great. 
 
Don't forget your walking boots to enjoy the mountain area. Especially with snow and ice. 
But even with street shoes you can enjoy the view from the viewing platform of the station. 
 
I liked the nature of the mountain area. One time I saw some ptarmigan. 

4423. Soo good 
We arrived around 10 o’clock in the morning. Just-in-time right behind us lots of buses turned 
up lovely walk Beautiful views We went again at 8:30 night it was a clear night and we can 
Northern Lights again Recommend to go day and night 

4424. If you are in Tromsø, you have to take this ride up, the views are breathtaking and we even 
glimpsed a white-tailed eagle! 

4425. Although a little bit expensive, the cable car in Tromsø is a unique experience with fantastic 
views over the city. The cable car take you up or down in almost no time, and allows you to 
enjoy incredible views of Tromsø and surrounding areas. Totally recommended! 

4426. Nice views 
4427. What an Incredible View 
4428. Very interesting reindeer sledding and feeding with my wife. Unforgettable experience. Great 

culture the Sami people. Thanks to Johnnie and Sarah for this wonderful tour. Well 
recommended. 

4429. The view from the top is very nice, but if you decide to take the cable car both ways it's quite 
expensive. 
Sometimes they organize events live silent disco parties or so, on the top, which is very 
interesting to do. 

4430. Very expensive but a nice view 
4431. It was so good we went up it twice! Once in daylight and once at night. Both times the views 

were fantastic. It did get a bit cold up there! 
4432. Well worth the trip 
4433. Beautiful views 



4434. Awesome! 
4435. Beautiful day to be on top of the world 

We had wonderful weather for a trip on the cable car, the views at the top are out of this 
world !!! It was very windy but watching the snow blow over the mountain in the sunshine 
was so beautiful. If you have good weather I would highly recommend you head up the cable 
car. 
We walked over from the city and then Bus 26 right outside took us straight back to Tromsø, 
easy peasy. 

4436. The place is high and you can see in a beautiful way the city of Tromso, the island Tromsoya 
and the bridge. You also have a stunning view over the fjords an over the mountains. The 
place is pretty wind, I recomend to have good clothes. 

4437. A must do and see in Tromsø, Norway! Spectacular view!! Wish the weather allowed us to 
visit a second time at night. Do not miss this attraction! 

4438. Take the cable car at night you get a great photo of Tromso at night and you may even see 
the lights dancing in the sky 

4439. It’s worth a visit cost nk210 but so worth it. The cable car only takes 5 mins but the views 
from the top were amazing. A bit windy so wrap up well with snow boots. Snow everywhere! 
Had a hot chocolate in the cafe afterwards. 

4440. Fast service, fantastic views 
4441. Cold up there ! 
4442. We were lucky to have a clear morning for our ride up the cable car. Fantastic views, and an 

enjoyable walk of 30 mins through the snow to the nearest hill-top, followed by a tasty snack 
in the cafe. Not cheap, but then nothing is in Norway! 

4443. Absolutely fantastic views a must in Tromso. Make sure you go outside and feel the arctic 
circle against your skin 😃❄ 

4444. I had to over come my fear of heights for this one. Well worth it! The view over Tromso and 
the surrounding area was stunning. The cafe had a good selection of food items to choose 
from. Easy to access by bus. A must visit spot! 

4445. Loved this - we went back twice to get a Day and Night view. It was gorgeous. Definite must 
do if you are visiting tromso. They've got a good restaurant on the top that serves good 
reindeer burgers. If you are lucky you might catch a glimpse of the Northern Lights while you 
dine at night. 

4446. Great trip to the top 
The sun was shining but it was still very cold and the winds whipped up the snow giving 
dramatic photos . Brilliant hike at the top but do wear snow boots as my sons feet in trainers 
froze and hand warmers and two pairs of gloves were a blessing. 
The crowds in the cafe has died down by 2 o’clock with seats to enjoy a delicious reindeer 
burger and hot chocolates. We took the 26 bus from outside peppes pizza to get there but 
We walked back across the bridge which was fun albeit very windy with a quick stop in Riso 
for delicious coffee and cinnamon buns. My teenage son said it had been a great day. 

4447. Amazing views of Tromsø! 
4448. On top of the world! 

The view here is breathtaking, Tromso island looks really small! If you time it right go an hour 
or so before sunset, it has to be experienced, the cafe is also great for warming up afterwards 
and has tremendous views. Make sure you have loads of warm clothing as it's very cold up 
there! 

4449. Might be expensive but well worth it (even when the snow comes). 
4450. A "must do" in Tromsø 
4451. Brilliant! 
4452. On top of the world 



4453. Expensive for just a lift but the view is great. Take warm clothes in winter since can be very 
windy 

4454. This is a nice place to visit and to see the whole town and it's beautiful surroundings. It is also 
a good starting point for a mountain hike if you like. If you don't want to pay the fee for the 
lift you can also walk up from the lower station. Steep but nice hike. 

4455. We had already visited such a place during summer and now we have been there in winter. 
The view is amazing! The lovely restaurant is the perfect place to get a hot chocolate 

4456. Amazing View! 
4457. What a View!! 
4458. The best views!! 

Amazing views of Tromsø and surrounding areas. Wrap up for the coldness and enjoy a warm 
drink in the café at the top! 

4459. Worth the money for the view 
4460. Definitely worth it! Once you get on top of the mountain you have a great view (if there is no 

snow storm or dense fog) 😁 
4461. Awesome view 
4462. Good ride 

This is a very popular attraction. It’s a good ride up and down, but very busy so you don’t 
always have a good view from the cable car. The cafe has large panoramic widows for you to 
enjoy the coffee and the views. There are several well laid out viewing areas and some walks. 

4463. expensive, but a must-do in Tromso 
4464. A must-do when in Tromsø 
4465. A must do 

Fabulous views of Tromso. Worth a visit. Make sure to dress extra warm. Wind is extremely 
cold up on the mountain. 

4466. quick tour to get to the top 
quick trip in the cable car to get to the top. runs every half hour and they do more trips to get 
everyone to the top. ( only 28 per ride) 

4467. Not to be missed 
Providing you go on a clear day the views from atop the mountain across Tromso are 
spectacular. Especially if you are fortunate to be able to go at night when the Northern Lights 
are active. There is a nice warm cafe at the top to help you chill out if you are there in the 
snow in winter. 

4468. Special birthday evening 
4469. The view was amazing on top if its not cloudy. If you on winter time, make sure no snow that 

day if u want to go for the view. Cause clouds make it smokey and you cannot see on the 
other side. For me it was like beautiful snow carpet all over. It was a breathtaking view.. 

4470. Cable cars 
4471. You must go up the cable car to get a fantastic view of tromso , which is a island go late and 

you might get to see the northern lights 
4472. Car Cable - Excellent Tromso panoramic 
4473. Good authentic food, nice view 
4474. Well worth the £21 each return fare. The climb is steady but steep, the views from the top 

are spectacular, be prepared for strong and cold winds. There are further hikes when at the 
top, we did the first one but some of the snow was above the knee deep, so a bit hard going. 
Retreated back to the cafe and had a few hot chocolates:) 

4475. We decided to go up for sunset at 3pm to take some photos then as it was forcast to be clear 
we waited til 8pm and were rewarded by a fabulous light show above Tromso. Would 
recommend taking the cable car if a clear night is forecast as its a fab spot if ypu the patience 
to wait around. 

4476. Lovely views 



4477. A must for first timers to Tromso 
Highly recommend a trip up the cable car 🚠 if it’s your first time in town. You can 
immediately gain a sense & appreciation of your surroundings. Spectacular views. Wrap up 
very warm and wear snow boots to take a walk up the mountain a little for even better 
views. Bus 26 from town will drop you at the car park for the cable car. Tickets cost 200NOK 
per adult. Bus 33NOK each way 

4478. Worthwhile trip up the mountain! 
4479. a must-go place in Tromso 
4480. Must do if weather clear 
4481. Spectacular views looking down on Tromso 

29/01/2019 Spectacular views looking down on Tromso..we went at night and all the lights 
looked so pretty. Cable car ride was smooth, runs every 30 mins, had a warm welcoming 
drink in cafe. It was extremely windy when we went outside, but did not matter, as we 
enjoyed the Arctic wind feeling. Did not see Northern Lights from here, but that did not spoil 
our experience. Recommend you visit it if you come to Tromso. 

4482. There is a time table for the cable car- every half an hour-- but it was busy when we went so 
there was a car every few minutes. 
It was very cold during our visit-- minus 14c. So we only went for short walks from the café at 
the top. Every time you take off a glove to take picture your fingers go numb! 
But there were spectacular views from the top. Well worth a visit. 
You may need to warm up in the Artic Cathedral when you get down again. We walked back 
into town over the bridge. Bit chilly but enjoyable. 

4483. Family friendly climb 
Beautiful spot to catch the sunset from the peak. Takes about an hour to walk up and down 
to the peak. A little crowded in the tram but good music. 

4484. Must go place in tromso 
Northern lights doesn’t appear strong enough against the city lights, but when you are high 
up on top via the cable car it’s still amazing to see the lights above the city sky. They come 
and go so quickly 

4485. Very nice indeed. 
Great view in every direction on a clear day. Great place to see Aurora Borealis if the weather 
and conditions are correct. A bit expensive but cheaper than a guided trip etc. 25 usd for 
adults/round trip . 

4486. Must do activity for stunning Tromsø view 
Going up about 420 m above the sea level it’s one of the best activities you can do in Tromsø. 
Dress warm, charge up your camera, pray nor to be windy (cable car not working when high 
wind) and prepare to see some of the best views of the city. Impressive by day time, specially 
if you catch clear ski and fabulous at night with Aurora Borealis. 
On top there is a restaurant and coffee shop. Price it’s about 25€ for two ways. 
Recommended, give it a try and you won’t be disappointed. 

4487. Best in daylight hours and no high winds 
Went there the first night and it was closed due to high winds. Went back the next day which 
was awesome as during daylight there was so much more to see. Dress warm it's cold on top 
of the mountain. 

4488. Amazing views 
Wow! We had a very clear day so the views were absolutely stunning! I would absolutely 
recommend, it is worth the 210kr to visit! 

4489. Great view of Tromsø 
You can view and take great photos of Tromsø city, a bit cold up there, you should visit 
Fjellheisen if you visit Tromsø. 



4490. Very nice view 
Very nice view to see Tromsø from around 421 m above the sea level. There is a restaurant 
and cafe in the top mountain. 

4491. Great views from the top 
Cost about 30 AUD per passenger for a very short return trip but well worth the money given 
the amazing view from the top. Nice cafe / bistro at the top too. 

4492. Views of Tromsø and more 
4493. Absolutely Beautiful! 

My husband and I took this cable car up the mountain. The view from up there is marvelous. 
It was very cold but we were bundled up. Our I phone kept freezing due to extreme cold 
temperature but it was all worth it. There is a cute cafe where you can have warm coffee and 
warm food while enjoying the breath taking view. Staff were really nice and very friendly 
from beginning to end. Memorable experience. 

4494. A must for any visit to Tromso. 
We walked from the other side of the bridge but you can catch the bus.... 
Views from the top are amazing. 

4495. Excellent views and hike at mountain top 
4496. Well worth the walk to clear the lungs 
4497. A must see in Tromso! Within a few minutes the cable car is taking you to the peak, where 

you can enjoy a panoramic view of Tromso. Don't forget warm clothes, so you can enjoy a 
winter walk in the snow 

4498. Walked up. Fabulous 
4499. Top of Tromso 
4500. Fantastic views 
4501. A definite must do during a trip to Tromsø, whether during the day or at night. Went twice, 

getting a fantastic view of the Aurora at night. It’s not cheap at around £20 for a return ticket 
but then nothing is in Norway. 

4502. Anyone who stays in Tromso should do this. costing us roughly around £20 each it was well 
worth the money and the scenery took our breath away. We were greeted at the top with 
the most beautiful snow scenes across the mountain and a stunning view across the sea to 
Tromso. Nice little café to warm up in and grab food and drink. Wonderful experience. 

4503. Wonderful View 
4504. Highly recommend! 

Wonderful views of Tromso, cute café at the top and very friendly staff. Well worth the 
money to take this cable car trip! 

4505. Best for a view of Tromsø Island and landscapes 
4506. Cable Car ride, breath taking views and a reindeer burger! 
4507. Breath-taking views from the top at a reasonable cost. Walkable from Tromso waterfront - 

we walked. Cafe at the top is not over exciting so I wouldn't plan your main meal of the day 
there. 

4508. Father and I did this on our first night in Tromsø. Incredible view of the town below and 
surrounding mountain. Hoped to see the northern lights but still enjoyed a couple cold beers 
and polse dogs. Highly recommend doing some hiking around the hut which is accessible with 
great views. Saw people skiing down from the hut which was very impressive in the dark. 

4509. Amazing views but a bit overpriced. You can stay as long as you like, make sure you walk 
around to get the best Tromso pictures! You can have food if you like, bit again, overpriced 
but the views are just breath taking! To get there, take the bus 26 from downtown that stops 
right next to the cable car ticket office. Otherwise is a good walk from city centre. We walked 
down on our way back passing through the Artic Cathedral and crossing Tromsø bridge. Is a 
nice walk if temperatures are "decent". 



4510. Unbelievable! 
Visiting Fjellheisen in Tromso using cable car is an experience that needs too be felt, difficult 
to give full justice to it thru words! 
 
Cable car ride is of very short duration, but very scenic. At the end of it we reach the point in 
Tromso from where was can observe entire Tromso island as well as main land. The viewing 
areas are quite windy and one feels quite chilly there. One needs to be adequately dressed to 
be able to enjoy the beauty there. On may come inside for five minutes after being out for 
15-20 minutes so that one feels warm enough. The beauty there won't allow you too be 
inside for a long, your mind and your legs will automatically get pulled outside in the viewing 
galaxy. 
 
You will walk thru thick snow and it's quite enjoyable and scenic long walk from one viewing 
point too the other. 
 
The votes are just superb. The snow clad mountains and valleys, the fjord water, the 
beautiful bridge connecting the mainland with island, the lighted areas of island and a lot 
more........ Snow clad beauty at its very best!!! One feels lucky to have got an opportunity to 
visit such places and have first hand experience. 
 
Must visit place when in Tromso 

4511. Best view of Tromso City 
4512. The view from the top is absolutely stunning. Definetely worth to pay a visit. 

There also a nice cafè/restaurant and if you lucky enough you can get a table by the window 
and enjoy the view while drinking a cup of coffee. 

4513. Great view on Tromso and surroundings! 
It was really worth going - great views over the area! It's also good to go for a walk towards 
the mountains from the upper station. 

4514. Lovely views 
Loved this experience!! We were staying at Comfort hotel Xpress in Tromso and walked over 
the bridge to reach the cable car, it took us about 40 mins but we stopped to take photos 
along the way. The cable car runs regularly and the views both on the journey up and from 
the top are amazing. We travelled up around 11am so we had daylight views and before we 
left at 1.30 it was dark so had views of the tromso lights which was also great, best of both. 
We had food in the restaurant at the top with panoramic views and it was a lovely place to 
warm up after being outside taking photos. Not a huge selection of food but enough and 
there was also a vegetarian option which was good. All in all it was a memorable experience 
and I would definitely recommend. 

4515. Amazing views - at a price 
4516. Amazing views 

Simply beautiful. A must do activity in Tromso. Easy to walk from centre of town (20~30) 
mins or catch the bus. Good cafe at the top. 

4517. A bit expensive,but what here isn't ?. 
4518. Wow! 

I have a fear of heights so it took all my willpower to get on this, but I did and it was terrific 
once I got off at the top. The view is astonishing, all of Tromso and beyond laid out in front. It 
really is worth a visit, there are wonderful photos to be had. Just bewrae in winter because it 
is pack ice on the top of the mountain; some ignorant person pushed past my other half and 
knocked him flying, no apology, nothing. He actually tore the ligament in his wrist and was in 
pain for months afterwards, so be careful when passing people, they might not be as 
confident on their pins as you, they might also be carrying a camera that weighs the same as 



small child - as he was - so have a bit of respect for your fellow travellers, it can be pretty 
dangerous if you don't take care. 

4519. Beautiful view but freezing cold!! 
Being the middle of winter and polar night, it was a nighttime view even at 3pm, but the view 
was still incredibly beautiful from the viewing deck. We went outside and being so far up, it 
was FREEZING COLD and snowing, so be sure to rug up and wear extra warm clothing. The 
snow was soft so you literally sink knee-deep. Worth it though! 

4520. This is a must see location to visit when you in Tromsø 
4521. Amazing views over Tromsø city and sorroundings. We went in the late afternoon to see the 

Aurora lights. 
4522. I have taken the cable car up to Storsteinen in the summer & winter. Both good experiences. 

Even in the dark the panoramic view is impressive. The cable car ride takes just a few minutes 
on the hour & half hour, another they appear to run extra rides when busy. At the top there’s 
a cafe & viewing platform, plus walks. The cafe has large picture windows, so you can get a 
great view whilst eating. The best bus to take from Tromsø to the cable car base is the No.26. 

4523. My sister and I took the cable car up and back down the mountain. We went up at around 2 
pm. The views at the top are breath taking. The line to go back down was a little long as there 
was quite a bit of people up there. Definitely would recommend as a must do in Tromso 

4524. Take care about the weather as if the wind is too strong than lift is not working. But, if you 
manage to go up the view is absolutely amazing!!! I would recommend to go during noon 
hours...and if you are lucky enough to have a clear sky than the view is amazing. 

4525. We had a great time going up the Gondola - it was night time and snowing but we had a great 
view of the city. Nice and warm in the restaurant at the top. 

4526. We did not know that it was closing earlier due to holidays so we just could stay half an hour, 
Nevertheless, it was totally worth it since Tromso views from there are amazing. We were in 
winter and it was full of snow, totally a must in Tromso. 

4527. Must do in Tromso 
Should be on the itinerary for any visitor to Tromso. 
Easy to get to on the bus from 'downtown'. When getting off the bus walk back around 50 
metres to the entrance. Cost is 210 NOK return/ adult. 
There are stairs which would provide a solid workout!! 
Was quite cold at the summit so could not stay outside for long. 
Would be incredible to be there when the NL were very active 
after descending we walked around 800m to the arctic cathedral and got the bus back from 
there. It was an easy walk. 

4528. Beautiful landscape and easy to find! 
4529. This was a highlight of our trip to Tromso. We picked a window of opportunity when the 

visibility was clear. Sensational views from the top. We also trudged through thick snow to a 
second vantage point which was even better. Some of our party saw reindeer, who quickly 
scattered. Absolutely worth the time and money! 

4530. It is advertised as an 'easy' climb because it is so short. I stress that it was easy for me, being 
relatively fit and used to hiking, but beware it is steep. Be prepared for a thigh workout, but 
it is worth it for the view and the fresh air. 

4531. Highly recommend cable car, don't drink the coffee 
4532. Amazing views, pricey cafe! 
4533. Wow. Views are out of this world 

Queue moved very quickly. Excellent view point. Was a lovely clear afternoon . You could see 
for miles.😀 Had a delicious hot chocolate and waffles in the restaurant. Would highly 
recommend a visit here. 

4534. So go we did it twice 
4535. Amazing views from the top on a clear day. Didn’t use the cafe so could t comment on that. A 

must do in tromsø 



4536. Fantastic views of Tromso 
A must do thing in Tromso. 
The cable car ride is smooth. 
The views are amazing especially if you go up around sunset and stay till the lights come on. 
The blue hour is just superb with the Arctic pink lighting up the mountains around Tromso. 
The cafe is ok. Is expensive but warm and friendly. 

4537. Nice quick trip up the mountain. We went on a very snowy day so couldn’t always see much 
until the snow let up a bit. The cafe was nice, food was fine. 

4538. wonderful view 
If you are looking at killing an afternoon or morning this is a great place to go. 
 
At the top you get a good view and there is a lovely and warm cafeteria 

4539. You simply cannot beat the views of Tromso from the top of the mountain on a clear day. 
Costing 210NOK each for the return cable car, plus no rush to come back down again, you 
cannot go wrong for value for money. 
 
The upgrades are fantastic and the cable car is so smooth compared to how it used to be. 
 
Take bus number 26 from Tromso centre, turn right out of the bus as the Fjellheisen stop and 
walk 50m. The cable car is on your left up a slope through the car park. 
 
My advice is to go around 11am. We were on the cable car within minutes. 
 
When we came down at 2pm, the queue extended to the main road! I doubt many would get 
on the cable car before it closed that day. 
 
Anyway, do it! You won't regret it! 

4540. Breath taking view 
Not the cheapest cable car in the world but the views are worth it! About 15 min walk from 
Artcic Cathedral. The best time to go there before sunset to se city in a day light and after 
dark. In our case we went there at 2 p.m. on December 9th and it was already dark. 
Must see in Tromsø. 

4541. We went with our daughter and family and it is a great viewing area for the to see different 
areas of Tromso, Although the road conditions on the day made it difficult to walk about so 
we should possibly gone by Taxi. but it was well worth the visit. 

4542. Stunning views - a must do in Tromso! 
I'm not one for heights, but this cable car gives a smooth ride up to one of the most stunning 
views I have seen. 
 
Once at the top, you can explore the mountain or visit the cafe and bar. 
 
Don't forget to take your camera! 

4543.  
A must-do when in Tromso 

4544. Stunning views over Tromsø. The que went down fairly quickly and the cable car fits a decent 
amount of pwople in without being crowded 

4545. Worth the trip 
4546. I have been up there for the Northern Lights and it is an amazing spot 

I have gone up there to catch some nice pictures of the Northern Lights and it was absolutely 
great. Furthermore you get stunning views of the city and the surroundings. as it was already 
written, a have to do if you stay in Tromsö. One small tip, go a little further up the mountain 
if you are there to have a little bit more privacy, can be quite crowded right around the cable 



car station. If you do so, especially in the dark take some head light and warm clothes, it can 
be very chilly. However, it is absolutely worth it. 

4547. View is fantastic! 
A must is to see the amazing view from Fjellheisen! In December make sure you go between 
10:30 - 13.00 otherwise it will be too dark to see the mountains. Of course the night picture 
of Tromsø (Paris of the north) are wonderful too. 

4548. Well organised and swift transport ( every 30 minutes )up the hill for spectacular 
photography . There is a cafe for those who wish to chill for some time up there . Bus No. 26 
from city centre gets us to the base station or we can walk across the bridge for the exercise. 
It is not difficult to get to and from the city centre. 

4549. Breathtaking view at sunset 
Incredibly beautiful place with a breathtaking view over the city, the fjord and the ice 
mountains in the distance. We went there at around 1pm in winter and the ‘sunset’ was so 
incredibly beautiful! Look at my pictures to see how incredibly beautiful it was! 

4550. Beautiful views 
4551. The most amazing views. So worth the cold and the walk. You could spend hours up there. 

We went in the morning and had a clear view of Tromsø and surroundings. It was truly 
mesmorising. The only regret we have is not going up at night. So worth the visit. 

4552. Superb views 
4553. I spend some hours up there. Took a walk, which was cold and windy and wonderfull. I sat in 

the restaurant ate ice cream and watched how the darkness appeared and the lights in 
beloved Tromsö went on. On my way back the northern lights appeared. Always an 
adventure to see them. I was lucky.Fejellheisen is a great place to be. 

4554. We took a lovely walk over the bridge to get to the cable car. 
More than worth it, 
The views from the top are amazing. 
Tromso in all its glory! 
The snow on one side and panaramic views from the platform. 
Inside was lovely and warm. Great to have a quick drink. Nicest chocolate muffins too! 
Lovely views yet again. 
All in all, a lovely way to pass a few hours. 
Highly recommend. 

4555. Gorgeous views from top. Easy to get to 
Walkable from city center (~40 mins) or you can take the 26 bus. Tram takes about 15 mins to 
get to top. Beautiful views all around from the top. Go before dark and see both the daylight 
views as well as evening lights. 

4556. Great sights of Tromso! 
Took a day trip up and not a regret! Many photos moments to behold! And the light sheen in 
the horizon is special! 

4557. Take the 26 bus from outside Pepe Puzza across the bridge from Tromso. Stop at the Artic 
cathedral. Then continue up the hill on foot for 15 minute walk and you arrive. The ride up is 
4 minutes, personally I closed my eyes. Once up the views are stunning. Nice cosy restaurant. 

4558. Beautiful view, although limited in winter 
4559. FANTASTIC VIEWS WITH A SIMPLE CABLE CAR RIDE 

This is a not to be missed activity. 
From central Tromso take a bus number 26 to opposite fjord and stop at cable car stop. 
Pay (Adult 210 NOK & child below 15, 100 NOK) for an amazing view of Tromsø and great 
pictures of the snow capped mountain ranges and all the attractions from the mountain top. 
The gondola is efficient and already has great views. 
Wait till you reach the top where you can walk the snow and ice floor out door which is so so 
so amazing. It’s similar feel of the Swiss Alps (Zermatt) and is just 15 mins ride up the 
gondola. 



There’s the daylight view and nighttime scenic. In winter go up at 11.30am and wait for 
2.30pm night view. 
So much value for money and highly recommended. After the cold walk head to the cafe for 
grubs and great coffee. 
Catch the window view table to enjoy the views. 
The food is also quite good. 
Wonderful activity 

4560. Stunning Views 
Traveled in December and the views in the arctic twilight were fabulous . The cable car only 
takes a few minutes to get to the top and there is a cafe and restaurant when you get there. 
On a clear day it is a must! 

4561. Amazing!! 
The view is stunning. It left us speechless. 
Such an amazing place to go!!! 
It’s a bit pricey, so use the stairs if you are in shape 

4562. Manificant 360 view 
Wow manificant view from the top. But do dress warmly and good walking shoes with studs 
so you can walk further uphill for better view. Cafe serves nice food and drink with 
manificant view. 

4563. Must do in Tromsø - but wrap up! 
4564. Great view of Tromso 
4565. The view it was just AMAZING 😉 Tromso it’s looks so Christmas city and so beautiful.also the 

restaurant.you can drink a couple chocolate and see the amazing view .❤❤❤❤ 
4566. Amazing views 

You get amazing views of the city but be prepared to be very cold at the top! We thought 
about going to the top but it was too windy and snowy 

4567. Be Wowed! 
This is a great place to visit. A good few hours of get away from the city to be wowed by the 
aerial views of Tromso. Have to warn you though, it gets really really cold up there. The wind 
was strong and the wind-chill factor really made it even colder. So please go up there well 
wrapped. 

4568. Initially we had dropped the idea of going here due to the light drizzle, but boy I am happy 
that we changed our mind. Once we reached the top, it started snowing and we had the time 
of our life. Later on a reindeer soup at the restaurant was the perfect way to warm us up 
after all the time in snow. 

4569. Amazing view 
If you have the time, take this gondola to the top of Tromsø. What a great view! You can see 
the whole city from here. Now in winter the restaurant could have been a little warmer 
though. 

4570. We made the trip up on our first day in Tromso! Amazing view and quick trips up and down in 
the cable car. Go at sunset (whenever that is in your season of visit) so you can see the city go 
from light to a city of lights! 

4571. Nice place to visit, the view is stunning worth it the money only for the view, I was expecting 
a slower cable car. If you are looking for a cheap place to go, it is not the right one, did not 
like the way is structured the coffee shop/restaurant inside. 

4572. Small chairlift, unfortunately very crowded so long wait. Well worth a visit to the summit. 
Outstanding vista. 

4573. Winter trip to the top was wonderful. Return trip for cable car Nor. Kr. 210 each. It had 
snowed so looked stunning from the top. We were lucky with clear weather so views were 
clear and looked magical with so many lights in the city. At 1.30 it is getting almost dark so 
great… 

4574. Spectacular 



4575. A must do on a visit to Tromso 
A 40 minute walk and 10 minute bus ride (number 26 bus) from central Tromso. See Tromso 
and the surrounding area from above, excellent view. Cafe up at the top to warm up with a 
hot drink and reindeer burger( had to try it!). Was very cold at the top despite Tromso being 
relatively mild, so wrap up well. 

4576. Fabulous views 
4577. memorable n tasety 

excellent view of the city from many sides it is a must to do. 
The restauranthad riendeer burger fantastic taste, 

4578. A must see in Tromso 
4579. Worth every penny! 

Beautiful views! The cable car is fast and efficient, if a little expensive (what isn’t in 
Tromsø?!) but the views at the top are worth every penny! 
 
The cafe has welcoming staff and an amazing hot chocolate (although an odd set up where 
you serve yourself and add your own whipped cream etc)? 
 
The cafe also has lovely views, a stone fireplace and lots of seating although beware, it does 
get very busy across lunch time! 
 
There’s a lovely viewing platform if you don’t want to venture out into the snow, but I’d 
recommend one of the first cars up to catch the lovely pink glow. 
 
The snow was very deep and the terrain uneven outside. 
 
It was also naturally very cold when the sun went down, so wrap up! 
 
We walked from Tromsø city centre across the bridge to the mountain which although 
difficult at times with the ice, only took around 45 minutes and that was passing the 
beautiful arctic cathedral along the way and lovely views from the bridge. 
 
On our return, we caught the 26 bus back to the city centre which was 500NKO each one 
way. 

4580. An experience for people who came from the tropic 
4581. It is an amazing experience and the view is mesmerizing. I will recommend visting the place 

only if the sky is clear and also during day time. 
4582. Cable Car is a Must Do 
4583. Great View 
4584. Well worth the trip up to the top 
4585. Nice view of the city 
4586. On top of Tromsø 
4587. Must see 
4588. Awesome views 
4589. It’s very nice view of the city from the top. Sometimes even northern lights can be seen from 

there. The cafe and restaurant are also good and warm 
4590. Plan Ahead! 
4591. Easy to access from thevcentre if Tromso 
4592. It’s great and the views are wonderful 
4593. It's a cable car to a viewpoint above the city. Best area to see northern lights in the city. 
4594. Very good but pricy 
4595. Great views of Tromsø! 



4596. Amazing Views across Tromso Island! 
4597. Panoramic views of Tromso 
4598. Great Views over city 

Amazing views at night and during the day. Windy and cold so be prepared. Bring your 
camera. There is a wait to go up or down since there is only one Carrier so plan accordingly. If 
you can find a path down on foot you can stay up after if closes and take photo's of the 
Northern lights but you should be prepared physically to do so. 

4599. I went on the cable car during a visit to Tromso, It can get very busy, we went as a group. 
Each car can only take 27 people, the journey takes 4 minutes. The view from the top of 
Tromso is fantastic, highly recommended. 

4600. The sight you get of the city from up are amazing, both during the day and the night. 
Probably lots of the pictures of Tromsø over internet have been taken from up here. It should 
be mentioned that it can get pretty cold and windy - speaking of November- so take some 
warm clothing. 
There are also walking options if you are into hiking, which also have a nice view. It can get a 
bit muddy and icy, though. Take precautions like headlights or crampons. 

4601. Lovely night view! 
i was going by the cable ride during the night which was an awesome experience for me, the 
view of the city was amazing. i had a dinner over there, it was quite ok. 

4602. I think one of the must visits in Tromso 
View from the top is truly beautiful, weather permitting. It was raining for days with heavy 
overcast skies when I was in the Lofoten Islands 
By the time I reached Tromso in late afternoon, the sun was out! We ran up the hills and 
caught some really gorgeous views 
And so relaxing. Especially on a nice sunny afternoon 
Memorable 
Highly recommended 

4603. Beautiful! 
Steep at times but if you like hiking, this is a must! The views are incredible!!! We hiked up 
and got the cable car down which was hugely overpriced - I wish we’d hiked up earlier so we 
could have gone down the steps, which all the locals told us to do. 

4604. Faultless ascent. Views from top beautiful, although very cold. Coffee good and hot. Got good 
photos. Went by local bus - very easy to use. 

4605. Chasing the lights 
4606.  

Best place to see the Northern Lights! 
4607. Great view 
4608. To walk about 

It is worth it to go up and have a walk. Good café on top and the views of the city are great. 
Beautiful place to see the sumset and Auroras if you are lucky. 

4609. Fascinating views, particularly to watch the sunset 
4610. Fantastic vista, but plan your arrival and departure 
4611. Good if clear 
4612. Fantastic views, need clear day 
4613. This was a super great activity for all and the view was fabulous. The cafe at the top was very 

cosy with a good choice of snacks! Make sure to stay warm and take plenty of layered 
clothing. It's freezing up there in the winter! 

4614. Gorgeous view 
Beautiful evening and definitely worth while a trip. Good facilities on top, 
cafeteria/restaurant with food and drinks offering a magnicient view overlooking Tromsö on 
a clear night. 



4615. Four Minutes to a fantastic view 
Highly recommend the cable car. It's a really smooth ride and only takes four minutes from 
top to bottom. The view from the top viewing platform is spectacular. There is also a really 
nice cafe at the top. If you have the right boots and clothing on (it's quite cold at the top) you 
can brave the walk up to the top of the mountain. A great experience. 

4616. Amazing Views! 
The views of Tromso and adjoining islands are amazing. The weather constantly changes and 
at this time of year is cold. There was snow at the top at one point. The hours go into the 
night so looking out at the city lights is a beautiful sight. There is a cafe at the top that is quite 
good. Also, if you wish to hike to the top, you may do so. I can imagine if the northern lights 
came out that they would be spectacular from this vantage point. If you are a senior, ask for 
the senior rate to ride up. 

4617. Great views! 
A little expensive, but great views on clear days. Recommend. We took our own lunch and 
ate at the top. 

4618. We had amazing time up here. Got there for about 3ish and left at half 9. 
 
Food was great in the cafe, I had a reindeer burger(buy a coffee and get free refills). The 
sunset was gorgeous, there was snow which was fantastic to walk in and scenery beautiful. 
Highly recommend this trip up. Even saw northern lights too! 

4619. Amazing views 
The view from the top was amazing. We can get a lovely view of Tromso and the fjords 
below.The cable car is a bit crowded but once we get up there the air is so fresh and the 
scenery was breathtaking. Worth a visit when you are in Tromso. 

4620. Good but crowded 
4621. Great views, very good but expensive burgers 
4622. This is where you can catch the scenic view of Tromso. What i do not expect is the scenery 

was mesmerizing due to the snow covering mountains in the near distance and of course this 
hill itself is heavily covered with snow.... cold, windy, snowy but worth the trip up 

4623. great views but can be very windy! 
4624. Great view 

The view of Tromsø from the top is amazing! I recommend to bring some snacks and some 
hot beverages because the restaurant in the top is expensive (but nice and beautiful). 

4625. Fantastic views, great hiking 
We used the cable cart and then hiked from here to the top of Mount Floya. Even with little 
hiking experience this was achievable and gave even more amazing views from the top. The 
cable cart runs every half hour and although expensive is worth the trip just for the view. You 
can also hike up to the cable cart station at the top however we chose to go up and down 
using it as the extra hike was quite tiring. 

4626. Took the cable car up to see the view and take some photos. I would recommend this 
excursion as a must do when visiting Tromso. 

4627. We got the cable car to the top. There are restaurant, and a incredible view. My husband 
went to the top of the mountin, t was snowing. 
Great place to go and enjoy the view of the city. 

4628. Utsikt. 
Great wiew of the city. Crowded with tourist. Greate place too start hiking in the mountains. 
Dress well, it’s cold up there.. 

4629. This is a must do experience if in Tromso. Words cannot describe the incredible views you get 
once at the top. 

4630. Good service. I walked from the city center (30 min aprox) but they told me there is a bus 
too. The way up is nice, great view but even better from the top. A trail, snow and amazing 
views. You need to go. 



4631. It’s worth making the effort to get to the top of the mountain to take in the spectacular 
panorama. It was very cold & snowy on top, so I wrap up warm. The cable car took only a few 
minutes & wasn’t crowded. Above the cable car station is a restaurant serving tasty local 
cooking & there is also an outside viewing deck. A trip to Tromsø wouldn’t be complete 
without taking a ride on the Fjellheisen. 

4632. I had a tour booked for the morning but it was cancelled so I decided to walk to the cable car 
.it takes around 30 to 40 minutes to walk there from the centre. It cost 210 kr. You have great 
views from the top,its well worth a few hours to visit 

4633. What a view! 
This cable car took you on a top of the hill from where you have an amazing view to whole 
Tromsø and even the mountains far away. 

4634. Nice but expensive 
4635. Very pretty view but expensive 
4636. Definitely worth your time. You can hike around a bit and it offers some amazing views over 

the city. 
4637. Went to Fjellheisen on a rainy day. Nothing bad to say about it, the service was good, and the 

gondolas felt safe even on pretty strong wind. There was always a staff member on board 
when going up or down with the gondola. They were quite quiet. 
 
The view from the top was amazing. There is nothing else to say about it, so amazing and 
beautiful. You can see the whole Tromsøya-island from there. 

4638. Great views! 
We went on a very rainy day and still enjoyed our views from the top. This is a very fast 
funicular ride to the top, and they have a nice cafe with pastries, coffee, drinks, and ice cream 
while you wait for the scheduled ride down. 

4639. Great view and a really nice hike to top of mountain... Cable Car isnt expensive and a nice 
way to get to base of mountain before hiking up... Lots of snow when we were there but 
great sunny day ...Love Norway 

4640. Went in Sep, so not so busy. At the top, super views of Tromsø below. Berries were in season 
so pick and eat was a nice treat. A cafe at the top offered f&b faves. 

4641. Great view of the Tromso area 
4642. You reach funicular station & buy return tickets. It takes you to the top. There are hiking 

trails. You can view beautiful Tromso from there. It is just amazing. There is cafe which serves 
local beer & food with a great view. 

4643. You can not visit Tromsø without going up "the hill", for beautiful panoramic views around 
the city:-) 
Don`t forget the camera and a scarf around your neck ( it`s a bit colder up there) 
 
We took a taxi from our hotel in midtown (about 180 NOR KR one way), but there is also a 
bus stop close by. 

4644. A fantastic panorama awaits you at the top of the cable car run. Views that stretch for miles 
and kilometres into the distance. And the air is so pure. Drink in the sights and suck in the air 
and meditate for awhile at earth’s beauty. A must see. Cars are very frequent so even if 
popularity is high you should be up in no time. A must visit. 

4645. So a must to make beautiful photos of tromso...a great attraction to do...for 
everybody..eveningvieuw is great... 

4646. Amazing sunset colors of beautiful Tromsø surroundings. Really recommendable. Also 
possible to walk up (1 hour and a half) or down (1 hour) to avoid paying for the cable car. 

4647. SPELLBINDING VIEWS 
This viewpoint in Tromso was one of the highlights in my recent visit to Noway. The cable car 
takes you to the top where the views of Tromso and its surrounding area are utterly amazing. 
This place was truly special as I will never forget the spectacular views. 



4648. Wonderful view over Tromso 
4649. Well worth a visit ! Tramway leaves every half hour from kl.10:00 and takes a only a few 

minutes. Cafe/diner possible to sit outside and inside. Lovley view of Tromsø and it's 
surrondings. 421 mts above sealevel ! Try to walk up or down the sherpa stairs :) 

4650.  
You have to do this!!! 

4651. Excellent service with the views! 
If you like a good view, and who doesn’t? Take this cable car! Quite enjoyable and geocaches! 
The cars are safe, managed well, and the lines moves super fast. 

4652. take the gondola up, enjoy the views, then walk down 
4653. Great views, to see tromso ... 

The hiking trails are great. If the cable cars freak you out. Weather is important to get the 
views. Recommended 

4654. If you want to hike this is the place to start 
4655. Best Attraction in Tromso 

In good weather conditions be sure to take the prior to the last cable an hour before the 
midnight and feel the magic of Arctic Midnight Sunshine :) 

4656. Must do 
Magnificent view over the city of Tromsø. You could spend all day there walking around. Just 
taking in the amazing views. 
 
There are several walking trails you can follow. You could easily spend 8 hours there without 
getting bored. 
 
We even found snow on the 29th of Juli. It was 27 degrees on this day. Amazing to see the 
snow melt and form a small stream of water. 

4657. Superb views across to the City and beyond. 
4658. A must do, when in Tromso 

An amazing view of Tromso and surrounding, where you can see how Tromso and the Island 
is embedded into the landscape. Also fun for kids to watch the airplanes take off and land.... 
;-) 

4659. Great views over Tromsø 
4660. This is a must see when in Tromsø. Its expensive to go up, but worth every penny as the view 

is spectacular. 
4661. A must see spot when in Tromsö, also for the northern lights! Nice coffee place and during 

day times a start or end point for hikes. 
4662. Awesome!! 

Totally worth it! The ride up is only about 3-5 minutes and the sights from the top are 
amazing! At the top you have space to roam and get that picture you want. Excellent! 

4663. We hiked up Fjellheisen, which turned out to be a wonderful experience. Quite steep, lots of 
steps and mosquitoes so better don’t stop until the top where magnificent views await. 

4664. It Must Be Done, if you have the timell 
4665. Breathtaking views! 

The trip up with the cable car was pretty short maybe around 3 minutes so make sure you get 
your cameras ready. I wouldn’t do this on a cloudy day because there’s nothing to see on the 
top but with a clear sky it’s just stunning. 

4666. Attempted sunset 
Taxi from centre of Tromsø was about £20. Return cable car tickets were roughly £20. 
We arrived 45 minutes before ‘sunset’ in early July. It didn’t set - it just sat there for a while 
and started going up again. Great. 
Rather than wait for a bus back we walked. A half hour walk with plenty to see on the way 



(Arctic Cathedral). 
PS it could be a tad nippy for some. 

4667. The morning dawned with clouds but cleared out in time for our 4 minute ride to the top. The 
view is simply spectacular. 

4668. Stunning Views 
I went up in the late afternoon for the sunset. I wasn’t disappointed. It was totally stunning. 
Enjoyed the view from inside while having a snack and beer. It was a bit pricey but it is a 
tourist spot. Lucky the view made up for what my wallet now lacked. 

4669. There is not much to say if you see the pictures taken from Fjellheisen. The views are simply 
fantastic. 
A cable car brings visitors up and down every 30mins. A return ticket costs 210kr for adults. 
One can also climb up, but the way is very steep. On top, one can just enjoy the views from a 
terrace above the cable car station or hike around. 
Fjellheisen is surely a must. Highly recommended!!! 

4670. Not much to add as others have covered this very well. If you are into vistas, this is an activity 
for you. If I would have had time, I think the hike down would have been nice to do. If you 
can do only one thing in Tromso, this it. 

4671. I was on a guided bus tour to Tromsö. At first we went up with the Fjellheisen (Tromsø Cable 
Car). Up there we had a fantastic view over the town. Then we took a beer in their cafeteria 
and continued to admire the view over Tromsö. 

4672. An absolute must! 
Spectacular views from the top it appears to run what ever the weather. There had been a 
snow fall overnight the 9th June and we even made a snowman to see the whole of Tromso 
and surrounds and the hills all covered in snow made this so special 

4673. We did this as part of a cruise excursion. Lines weren't very long, but maybe they are 
sometimes. Great view from up top. e were there early June and it snowed just a bit. 
Probably one of the better things to do in Tromso. 

4674. Great views 
4675. Must visit place @Tromso 
4676. We were told we could hike up, and there were several people preparing to hike the well 

marked trails, but we opted to purchase a round trip ticket instead. The cable car leaves 
every 30 minutes and fits about 25 people. At the top, there are options to get food and 
snacks, and there is a restroom. There are several wonderful lookout points and hiking trails. 
It felt a little colder up there, so be prepared. The views are lovely and the trip up is worth it. 
We were told there were stairs to the top, but we didn't see them. This is a must visit! 

4677. Can't Miss 
This was the last thing I did before leaving Tromso and it was well worth it. Can't get a better 
view of Tromso anywhere and the trails up top are worth the time as well. 

4678. Went up on this Cable Car yesterday afternoon & I have to say that if you do not do this while 
you are in Tromsø than it is something that you will regret for a long long time. Absolutely 
Stunning 😁 

4679. Nice walk 
4680. Took the 4 minute cable car ride and spend over an hour walking on the mountain. Amazing 

views. Worth every moment of it. The farther one can walk on the mountain, the better - less 
crown and great views. from city centre take bus number 26. Set aside 2-3hrs for the whole 
trip 

4681. Breathtakingly beautiful 
I went to the cable car to see the midnight sun at 10pm. I got to the cable car station very 
quickly on the 26 bus from Central Tromso. It cost 210kroner for a return journey. When I 
reached the top I climbed to the summit of the mountain. Probably one of the best and 
enjoyable experience of my life. Stunning views and of course the best place to see the 



midnight sun. It was tricky in some places as there was still snow and I was not dressed 
properly for climbing. 10/10 

4682. Amazing view 
We where on Fjellheisen on very sunny day. The view from the top is fantastic. Great place 
for hiking. 

4683. we stayed in December when the sunlight is limited. the changing color of the sky is 
impressive that we stayed to see a sunset color till the night. when the city lights up, 
everything's so pretty and my breath is taken away. tho the wind is so strong, its purely 
poetic. :D 

4684. The only way to see Tromso in its setting is to take the cable car nearly 1500ft above the 
fjord. On a clear day you can see for miles and there is a stunning panorama of fell and fjord 
with the city below. 4 minutes up to see one of the best views in Norway. 

4685. While in Tromso on the Chasing Northern Lights Tour, we considered doing the Cable Car 
visit, but we were dissuaded as the cable car ride is a few minutes, but we rode it anyway. 
 
Yes, it's short and possibly expensive for 
the trip, but what nobody tells you are the stunning aerial views of Tromso. 
 
Getting there is easily accessed by Bus and a short walk and short wait. Word of caution, 
whatever the weather in Town, it is a few degrees colder at the Top. 
 
The stunning, panoramic views are worth the trip and the cost. Best way to see all of Tromso. 

4686. very very nice view from just before sunset 
4687. We decided to take the gondola up and down as the climb takes quite a long time, it leaves 

every half an hour and costs about £18 for a round trip. Practical stuff, they take cards and 
have a student discount on offer, there are facilities at the top including a restaurant. But 
most importantly, you cannot visit Tromsø without seeing these stunning views. It snowed 
while we were up there and then the sun came out which was spectacular. If you have the 
right footwear there’s plenty of walking to be had. We ate in the restaurant, it’s a simple 
menu but food was fresh and tasty, I let everyone else sample the reindeer! Can’t find a 
better spot to enjoy a meal...and the cake was pretty good too. Warm, rustic and peaceful. 

4688. Beautiful view 
Have been there a couple of times both walking up and taking the gondola. The walking 
should be done without snow and it is easy to find the way, but it takes a while. The 
elevator/gondola is easy, not too expencive and is quite fast. The view is great and you can 
walk around. 

4689. place to visit while in tromso 
4690. Great views 

The weather wasn't great but it was still worth the trip for the short moments of clear views 
we had. 

4691. Really awesome view 
Anyone staying in Tromso should make a stop here, great view! However, it is much colder 
up there, so be sure to take some warm clothes :) 

4692. The Arctic capital in all her beauty 
4693. I really enjoyed my trip on the gondola and the staff were kind. I defiantly recommend this to 

older travellers looking to enjoy the view Tromso has to offer without working to hard. Great 
place to take pictures and enjoy the sun days. 

4694. The gondola up and back is about $20 per person. The views up there are great. Once you're 
up there, there is a cafe but beware it's pricey! 

4695. The view from the top provides a panoramic view of the city of Tromso, when the skies are 
clear, i.e. not foggy, snowing, etc. 
Some people bring their skis & others even do paragliding from the top of the mountain. 



4696. Fantastic view of Tromso --helps put the whole place in perspective. Probably worthwhile 
having the correct footwear as in the winter months walking around on the icy surface at the 
top can be quite challenging if not very dangerous 

4697. A simple self excursion from the town centre...catch the bus or walk......a ride in the cable car 
and then stunning views. We were really lucky with the weather and the views were 
amazing. Been here in the Summer and in the Winter...both worth it. What is great is that the 
cable car runs till 23.00 hrs....so you can see the town at night....and maybe the Northern 
lights as well! 

4698. Great view from top of the mouintain 
4699. Good views of Tromso 
4700. A trip worth the price! I strongly recommend! It is worth paying attention to the weather, so 

that the visibility would be good in advance for the city. Great place and unforgettable views 
and impressions. I would recommend! 

4701. We took the cable car up the mountain. It was such a fun time! There is a restaurant at the 
top you can stay and eat and enjoy the view. They say you can take the mountain up to see 
the northern lights. We took the bus and went during the Day time. It was a nice view. 

4702. Try to visit the top through a cable car, nice visit anytime of the day. By bus no 26 you can 
visit Fjellheisen and for 190NOK return ticket for the cable car. See the view and feel the 
whole area, beautiful and spectacular. I think it’s beautiful day and night. 

4703. Cable car with a great view over Tromso 
4704. Amazing view over the city 
4705. Great views 
4706. See the northern lights without going on a tour, 

A Must see in Tromso with Beautiful views of the Fjords. Take a bus, taxi (150 NOK) or a 30 
minute walk from Tromso center. If the skies around tromso are clear, this is a good place to 
view the northern lights without taking an organised tour, 

4707. 100% worth it! 
The view is stunning - well worth the (slippery!) 30 minute walk from town. Great spot to get 
a panorama and get some truly Arctic air! In between assorted tours out of town, this is 
definitely worth carving out a couple of hours for...you'll have earned your lunch by the time 
you get back to Tromso! 

4708. Worth the walk! 
4709. Just been up for a view....and such great view! a Must do in Tromso, better if at the sunset. 

Difficult to see the lights from there cause the lights of the city. But in some circonstances it's 
possible. Anyway, definitely a place to visit. 

4710. Fricking Amazing!! 
Amazing views!!! Whats more than seeing the Norhern lights from the top of a stunning 
mountain overlooking the entire city of Tromso. We ate at the restaurant and thoroughly 
enjoyed our reindeer burger. The views over the city were beautiful as the sun set over the 
mountains in the distance then at 8pm the lights came a dancing.. nothing will ever beat this 
experience. 

4711. We went up the cable car around 8:30 pm on a clear night at the end of March. As soon as we 
got to the top, the northern lights began for a few hours and we were able to take some 
great pictures. There is an indoor cafe where you can buy food and warm drinks, as well as 
cold weather gear you may have forgotten (like I did). If you're here in winter, be aware that 
it's freezing up there, so gloves, hat, scarf and heavy coat are needed! Very good experience. 

4712. Amazing view of Tromsø & the aurora 
4713. Amazing views 
4714. Spectacular views day and night 
4715. Great activity in Tromso 
4716. had an excellent evening 



4717. The view made everything worth it! 
Started the day off with a great walk over the bridge, past the Arctic Cathedral towards the 
Fjellheisen. And I was not disappointed. An unforgettable view! There's even WiFi on the 
mountain to share the view with family back home. If you visit during winter, be careful with 
all the ice and possible slippery falls when you least expect it. Most of the time, with the sun 
reflection, you will spot the ice. 
Great outing for families. Even saw four-legged family members joining for a nice walk 
further up the mountain. Do try that as well - the view only gets better! Make extra time for 
the hike. 

4718. Great views 
Highly recommend! Amazing views not too expensive and walking distance from tromso city 
center if you don't mind a long walk. 

4719. Lovely view from the top. Even colder because of the wind but definitely a must do during 
the day and during the night. If lucky, great place to see the northern lights! 

4720. Great view but cold 
4721. Fantastic views 

Wonderful views very clean very nice and comfortable cafe and restaurant Recommend the 
reindeer burger Timetable is like clockwork 

4722. On a clear day the views are superb! 
4723. Easy to f8nd and great to go up to see the sights. Incredible views. Walk to the top of the 

mountain was long and the walk down was very slippery. Cafe area was ok. Very busy. Not a 
big choice but ok for a snack. 

4724. Amazing View of the city, and great experience walking on the snow. with that view. 
also good food.. 

4725. A must visit if you're in Tromsø. If there is clear weather forecast, and a good aurora forecast 
as well (during winter), it's probably a nice place to view rh aurora as well. 

4726. Amazing view! 
Would definitely recommend this! The gondol takes 3-4 minutes up to the top, and when you 
are up there you get the most amazing view. You can also walk around on the mountain, so I 
would recommend walking around for even a greater experience! 

4727. Cruise visit 
Visited in March and lots of snow on ground. Extremely cold at the top. Cable car runs every 
30mins so may need to queue at peak times. Cafe at top with variety of hot drinks and 
snacks. Exceptional views over Tromp from the top. Get 26 bus from central Tromso. 

4728. Really good decision to take the cable car to the top. The view over the city is stunning and in 
February the cold is brain-numbing. Good cafe and very popular, so don't expect to get a seat 
anytime soon. 

4729. The price is well worth the views at the top! I also purchased some delicious hot chocolate 
and a Norweigan waffle at the restaurant and sat and enjoyed the views a little longer in the 
warmth. The outdoor viewing deck is very modern and nice. 

4730. w o w 
this is must in visiting tromso. 
the view from the top is realy beautiful. 
if its a clear night you can see the northern lights from above. 
there is a restaurant, toilet and free wi fi. 
it cost 190 krn up and down. 

4731. Great way to see the whole of Tromso with familes 
Its a short ride up. Family tickets tend to be the slightly economical than buying individual 
tickets. The view is gorgeous and its a must do when visiting Tromso. 

4732. We took the cable car on our first day up and camped from last Friday (2nd to 3rd) on top of 
the hill. It was quite cold, but we knew it wouldn't be easy. The view (also at night) was 
amazing! 



4733. OMG, l really love this place, it is amazing, great views, great people, amazing northern lights, 
great food, friendly people, it has all you need to have a great vacation. 

4734. Easy format. 
 
The cable cars go up and down every half an hour. 
 
We were lucky as there were so many tours that day the service was more frequent. 
 
So no waiting around. 
 
Like everything in Tromso it isn’t cheap but still worth it as if you get a clear day you get great 
views. 
 
Cafe at the top was fine but it’s basically self service and the coffee was average at best. 
 
You can walk further once you’re up there or along to get a different view of the town below. 

4735. Stunning views! Well worth it! 
It takes approx 4 minutes to get to the top and it may not be cheap, but the views are 100% 
worth it. Wait for a clear day and go for it! 

4736. Ticket up to the peak may be a little bit expensive, compared with other cable car country by 
country. While it is a very good choice to see the entire Tromsø, especially if you got a good 
weather, take bus number 26 from the center to the Cable car. 

4737. An expensive short ride but worth it 
4738. I think this is a must in Tromso. The view during the day is spectacular, so is the view at night. 

The restaurant does nice hot chocolate and burgers. Make sure you leave time to walk 
around while up on the Mountain, it is spectacular. It is nice to go up there to watch the 
sunrise. Also, during the evening there are nice views of the city and a great place to try and 
see the northern lights. The night we went up they were dancing in the sky around the 
mountain. 

4739. Brilliant view and a very good restaurant 
Its well worth the trip. We went up at night for dinner which was excellent. The view from 
the top is superb and the quality of the food exceeded our expectations. 

4740. Amazing view, cafe, less so 
4741. Don’t miss it! 
4742. A real acheivment 

As someone who suffers from a fear of falling, going up in a cable car is a real challenge only 
done twice before and not done lightly. However having taken this one, it was well worth it. 
We had a clear sunny day and the views were amazing. We could clearly see the fjords 
around and the whole of Tromso. Brilliant visit. 

4743. Got up to this mountain to take some beautiful sunset photos. Unfortunately the mountain 
was supericy but I still tried to walk outside to get to the next spot for even better sunset 
photos. Unfortunately I slipped on the ice, fell and hurt myself. So make sure to bring some 
spikes or stay at the hut. The cafe was pretty packed. Nevertheless I stayed to take the sunset 
photos and they turned out quite nicely ;-) 

4744. Great views. Really worth the trip. 
Cool ride by cable car. They leave every 10 or 15 mins when it's busy so don't worry if you 
read it's once every half hour only. Good restaurant on the top too. Don't forget your 
crampons if you intend to walk far. 

4745. Great views of Tromso by night! 
4746. unique view 

A must-do in Tromso. Just get on this cable car and you will not be disappointed. The view 
from the mountain is incredible. 



4747. Impressive 
We had a quick and easy ascent to the top of the mountain and had glorious views of Tromso 
and the snowy mountains beyond. Note: crampons are highly recommended because the ice 
can be very slippery. 

4748. This is a must see in Tromso. We walked to this and back across the bridge twice in the same 
day, during daylight and at night. Not sure if we could have bought a "day" ticket for it, but it 
was worth it anyway. We were lucky and had clear weather so we had brilliant views in the 
day and could see the city lights and northern lights at night. Take clip on spikes for your 
boots to go out and have a look around as its very icy outside (the shop / café at the top sells 
them but more expensive). 

4749. This is a must do when visiting Tromso. We walked over the Tromso bridge enroute to get the 
cable car to Fjellheisen and the views are just breathtaking. At the end of the bridge is the 
Arctic Cathedral. It was too icy for us to walk up so we got the No: 26 bus which took just 7-8 
minutes. Look out for the Fjellheisen which will be on your right. The cable car is incredibly 
smooth offering superb views and takes just a few minutes to reach the top. There is an open 
viewing platform offering views you can only imagine, absolutely stunning. You can leave the 
viewing platform and walk to the area behind which was covered in the softest snow and ice! 
Again, stunning views. Very quiet and peaceful. Their is also a delightful cafe offering a 
reprieve from the cold (hot drinks, cakes and food) which also offers amazing views looking 
down. A must do. 

4750. Great view of Tromso and surrounding islands and fjords. Amazing place for hiking. If you 
stay until dusk you will see one of the most beautiful sunsets. 

4751. Incredible views!! 
Don't miss the trip up to Fjellheisen, it's amazing to see the view of the city and the fjords!! 
The café has nice food. 

4752. I walked across the bridge, about 20 minutes, and rode the cable car up to the top of the 
mountain. The views were spectacular even though a bit windy. I can't remember the cost of 
the cable car ride but it is the only way to get up there, but well worth the price. 

4753. wonderful views.worth the money. 
4754. You have to do this! 
4755. A must see. Worth paying the 19 euro for up and down cable car even it lasts only for 2 mins. 

The view at the top is amazing- not only the Tromso city with night lights but also the 
mountain area covered with snow. It's like a snow desert. Be careful it can be slippery. Better 
go at dusk if u want to capture the lights in the city below. This ride is a good way to see the 
belt of Norway mountains from the top without leaving the city. 

4756. Magical View at the Top 
4757. Must see 

This is the place you simply cannot miss when in Tromsø. The views are amazing. Just be 
cautious. The mountaintop is icy and slippery. 

4758. Great views, worth a visit 
4759. The Fjellheisen Tromso was a nice thing to do while we were in Tromso. It might seem a bit 

pricy but it was definitely well worth it. Remember spikes on your shoes if you go there. It 
can be insane slippery with all that ice at the top. The view is amazing on a clear day. 

4760. Breathtaking views 
4761. We were staying near the cable car so we could walk but if you don't just catch bus number 

26 from the centre and it takes you right to it. We went up during the day and the night at 
both were equally spectacular. We were lucky enough to see the Northern Lights in the 
evening. They say the car runs every 30 mins but we found at peak times it just kept running 
constantly. When we went up it was very icy as their hadn't been much fresh shoes. We got 
away without having spikes on our snow boots but if you don't feel confident on the ice I 
would wear them (you can buy them from the top). We didn't venture very far in the evening 
because we weren't wearing spikes and there is virtually no light once you leave the cafe. I'd 



bring a head torch if you go up in the evening. I would definitely recommend this for anyone 
who wants to see a beautiful view of the city. 

4762. Just a short walk from the Arctic Cathedral, follow the signposts to the cable car. The views 
are amazing and if you get too cold, go inside the restaurant for a coffee (buy one and refill 
for free). 

4763. We walked over the bridge and up to the cable car. Amazing views, blue skies, snowy 
mountains and great food in the cafe. Well worth a visit. 

4764. Breathtaking views - and fun in the snow 
For me, this was an absolute must do whilst in Tromso. Given that usually this time of year 
I'm up a mountain with a snowboard I'll take any opportunity to get in a cable car. 
 
We walked over the bridge from town which took around 30minutes, stopping at the arctic 
church before heading up.  
 
I'd expected to just spend some time taking pictures from the viewing platform and warming 
up with a drink in the cafe. However, as it had snowed the day before the mountain was a 
playground of fresh powder and I loved walking and exploring the different views from the 
ridges and peaks. Especially when the clouds dissipated and you could see whole city laid out.  
 
In the end we spent around 3 hours up there, until it started to get dark, so I also got to see 
'twinkly' Tromso which was beautiful. 

4765. We walked here from the main town - only 40 minutes and lovely views on the way. No 
queues for the cable car and the most amazing views from the top. Cold and icy so wrap up 
well but so worth it. A must for visitors to Tromso 

4766. Visit this in both the day and night 
We was lucky to see the Northern Lights on the 2 occasions we went here. One of the nights 
the lights where awesome. With a coffee shop that sells beers, wine and spirits as well as a 
great hot chocolate. Some greats to be seen accros the city and beyond. 

4767. Northern lights via cable car 
4768. A must visit site in Tromso. On a sunny day it is a lovely view of the city bathed in sunlight. 

No queues when we went and easy to reach by taxi. It was very icy at the top and suggest 
you rent spikes from elsewhere as much cheaper than buying them for 220nok from the cafe. 
When at the top it is worth trekking atop the hillside for better views. 

4769. Fantastic way to see amazing views of Tromsø. Well worth a trip on the cable car 
HOWEVER... the restaurant at the top is a rip off. We paid €60 (600 NOK) for 4 bowls of 
lukewarm cauliflower soup. Didn’t cop the price till we had eaten the soup. I’m still getting 
over the shock😐 

4770. Took the cable car up and was greeted with awesome views from up there. 190 NOK return 
journey. 
 
As the Ice was slippery, we did not venture far. The wind was very strong and it could be 
quite cold. 
 
Lovely views... lots of people in the cafe taking a break from the cold outside. 

4771. The view from the platform is unparalleled with a 180º view to the North. Great seeing 
Tromso Island, the Cathedral, the ski jump, the mountains, the fjords. BUT - if you want to 
have a view to the south, you better come wearing at least spikes on your shoes and have a 
pair of trekking poles. It is very, very slippery. Part of the reason for this is that Tromso has 
had an unusually light snow year so far, so all the snow that had fallen is now compressed 
down into ice. Be careful! 

4772. Well worth a visit! Cable car was 190 nok each but everything is pricey in Norway, so get used 
to it if you're going! The views from the top of the cable car are stunning. You can walk 



further up the mountainside if you want. Other posters say its a good place to see the 
Northern Lights but we weren't there in the evening so I can't comment. 

4773. Well worth a visit 
4774. The cable car in Tromsø was very efficient, and it should be for the price they charged 

(NOK170 return). The operators were friendly and helpful. The cars were supposed to be 
running every 30 minutes but at busy times, they operated almost non-stop. At the top, the 
cafeteria was very good, letting anyone just sit down and warm up, no purchase necessary. 
The views from the upper station were fantastic. Highly recommended. 

4775. We went up the cable car at approx. 3pm ish (3 Feb) and managed to catch both the views 
over the city in daylight and stay for sunset. The views are fantastic. Definitely worth a visit 
so you can appreciate how small the city is in the vast arctic area. 

4776. A Room with a View 
4777. Splendid view from the top 

We reached the top just before it turned dark. So we have both pictures of Tromso during the 
day and at night. Cool! Supercool. Don't miss this. It is a MUST do thing in Tromso 

4778. A must visit when you're in Tromso 
The view from the top is amazing! I always love a panoramic view of the city from above! 
 
I'd suggest going sometime before sunset, where you'd get to observe the changing colour of 
the sky, from blue, to yellowish, to pink, and back to blue again at after sunset! 
 
It was just picturesque and I don't mind spending more time there! No pre-booking is 
necessary. Check the weather with tourist info before going. The cable car won't operate 
when it's windy. 

4779. Great view and fantastic snow hiking 
The cable cart is 2-3 minutes to the top. The view off Tromso is fantastic. This is a must do. 
But what we did not realize is that you can make beautiful walks threw the snow on the 
mountain itself. That’s an even bigger attraction! Bring you snowboot/hikingshoes! 

4780. Dancing with Northern lights 
We visited on two days, lovely location and well worth a visit, now the new cable car that is 
up and running is excellent. Both nights we had the northern lights, excellent location for 
photos. Make sure you wrap up warm, the cafe is a little costly. 
You can get the number 26 bus in town which will drop you close to the cable car, its 180 nok 
for a return journey on the cable car, they run every 30 minute up until 2300. 

4781. A little bit of a hike from the centre of Tromso, but the view from the bridge is worth the 
effort, as is the chance to pop into the ice cathedral. Cable car to the top, swift easy and 
often, great cafe at top and then opportunity for fantastic views. Well worth the effort. 

4782. Beautiful views 
We got to the top just as the sun was setting, managed to take beautiful pictures of both the 
sunset and the night time sky above Tromsø. A must do when you’re here! 

4783. Best view of Tromso 
Take some time to take cable car and enjoy Tromso from above! Spectacular view of town! 
On the way to the cable car you can stop and visit the Artic Cathedral and polar museum! 

4784. Pricey, but amazing view 
4785. Wow . !! . The first impressive 👏. Beautiful fotos 😍. Vakkert🤩. Thank you 
4786. mck? 
4787. WOW amazing Beautiful 
4788. Interesting and beautiful fotos 

Nice colors . Thanks 😍❤🇳🇴 
4789. Beautiful people, lovelig colourful clothings. I admire them very much. 
4790. Prachtige kleuren en dracht! 



4791. Love the colours. 
It brightens ones life up .🌈🌈 

4792. rainbow sami 
4793. Beautiful 
4794. when travelling safe ,can you send me invition letter to apply for a norway visa. i wish to see 

the midnight sun 
4795. Beautiful scene😍 
4796. Very Nice View 
4797. ❤ Norway ❤ 
4798. Wow 😮 
4799. Wow Norway 
4800. Die Vesteralen sind einfach wunderbar👍Bild ist von Andenes😉 
4801. I will like to visit northem norway am a cam i will like to nowether is visa free with cameroon 

passporteroonian 
4802. Love norway 🇳🇴 was going next month and Norwegian Airlines cancelled our flights and 

won’t give us our money back 😟 
4803. Just amazing! 
4804. Lol found the guy buying up all the Bitcoin 
4805. Very exciting!! 
4806. Walsafari in Andenes 2018 
4807. So nice to see the Neiden chapel in wintertime. We visited it last summer. The chapel and the 

graveyard surely made an unforgettable impression on us. 
4808. Love that red church! 
4809. Absolutely gorgeous photos, thank you for sharing.x❤ 
4810. This is the area my Family is from! BEAUTIFUL 🇳🇴 
4811. The most magical place on earth!!!! 
4812. Would love to visit! My grandfathers birth place 
4813. Je l ai visité cette église, elle se trouve au Lofoten, l intérieur esr superbe - Besøkte denne 

kirken, den ligger i Lofoten, interiøret er supert 
4814. I’m hoping to go there one day! 
4815. I would so love to visit Norway, Iceland an Alaska...at least one of those areas, but Norway, 

especially for the Aurora Borealis. 
4816. Remarkable Aurora Borealis ❤ 
4817. Very beautiful Norway ❤❤ 
4818. They are all beautiful photos 

💜💜💜 
4819. Tomorrow if I could! 
4820. Wow beautifullll😍😍 
4821. Me too. It's magical isn't it. 
4822. What absolutely amazing pictures!!! 
4823. Ohhh beautiful. I want to go 
4824. Peter Elmore I will get to Norway one day 
4825. Que espetáculo ! 
4826. Undrar varför vi i Sverige inte har så vackra kyrkor som Norge 🤔 
4827. Che spettacolo 👏👏👏👏👏 
4828. Noorwegen is prachtig. Een almaar wisselend landschap, van het zuiden tot het noorden. Een 

echte belevenis. 
En als je dan om 3 uur 's nachts de zon ziet vanuit je bed, dan denk je dat je gek bent !!! 
Niet te geloven ! Norge er vakkert. Et stadig skiftende landskap, fra sør til nord. En ekte 
opplevelse. 



Og når du ser solen fra sengen din klokken 3, tror du at du er gal!!! 
Jeg kan ikke tro det! 

4829. Emma Louise lets gooooo 
4830. Beautiful country will definitely visit again one day ❤ 
4831. They are Beautiful photos 

❤❤❤ 
4832. One day. 
4833. How beautiful you are Lapland ❤ 
4834. Beautiful place, miss it 
4835. Beautiful xx 
4836. Wow!! 
4837. Jay Megs I WANT TO GO 
4838. Love, love love that area 
4839. Luv it 
4840. Wow beautiful .just breath taking 
4841. Beautiful 😍 
4842. Callum Langford-snape it’s beautiful 
4843. Stunning☃ 
4844. Wow😱 
4845. Mesmerising 🌟🌟🌟 
4846. Wow ❤ 
4847. Indeed this is a great natural spectacle that I would like to see in person as soon as we can 

travel again❤❤ absolutely breathtaking 
4848. Absolutely breathtaking beautiful!!!! 

Thank you for sharing. 
4849. I hope ...I dream......😍 
4850. Fabulous. 
4851. Amazing 💚😍💚 
4852. Wunderschön 
4853. Omg vakkert 
4854. Großartig! 
4855. December.. we are there!! 😀 
4856. "Vaccination does not currently affect quarantine requirements or test recommendations." 

😂😂😂 what a stupid thing! 
4857. Unreal 
4858. Spectacular 😍 
4859. Beautiful! 
4860. Beautiful 
4861. Beautiful 
4862. Wow 
4863. Nzali Lungu - check out Lofoten. 
4864. Incroyable 👍. Beautiful 🤩❤ 
4865. Prachtig 🤗🤗 
4866. We been there and IT was great 
4867. Amazing Beautiful 
4868. Amazing 
4869. This is soooooo what i was dreaming of doing this year! Hopefully Christmas & New Year 

2021 (fingers crossed) 
4870. So cozy looking in Tromso! 



4871. Happy New Year to you all. Can’t wait to come back. Stay safe and well.❤xx🥂🥳 
4872. Will be in Tromso with the family for next years New Years;) 
4873. The clinic there treated my wife when we stopped on a Hurtegruten tour. Tusen Tak! 
4874. Greetings from Poland 
4875. Veldig Vakker, takk. 
4876. It's beautiful. 
4877. So miss Northern Sweden 
4878. We think my mother's grandparents came from Lom, Gudbrandsdalen. 
4879. Blålyset var helt magisk den ettermiddagen i adventa. Nord Norge er bare flott! 🎑 
4880. Looking forward to blue skies, Spring flowers...all of which have begun! At Pacific Lutheran 

University there is a dorm called Harstad. 
4881. Im really starting to miss Norway when I see your picture! 😓 Thanks for making me wanna 

go back to Norway!❤ 
4882. nydeligste farger i tidlig solnedgang 
4883. Der har jeg badet, og fisket sei og sett nise. For et paradis! 
4884. I want to visit someday! 
4885. So pretty and enchanting ⛅ 
4886. Miss this wonderful city so much! 😍😢 
4887. Var der i går. Kjempefin utsikt til båtlivet i havna. Kunne spasere inn til bykjernen for å 

spise/handle 
4888. Guttan mine, da vi ska til Harstad på ferie i år 😊👍 
4889. Super miejsce jest co oglądać. Jak ktoś lubi takie klimaty to napewno będzie zadowolony. 

Można kupić pamiątki i tym podobne rzeczy. 
4890. En guidet tour av Adolfkanonen anbefales alle med interesse for andre verdenskrig, militære 

bygninger, historie eller bare generelt imponerende byggverk. Guiden gav akkurat passe 
informasjon så 8åringen ikke ble distrahert og mistet interessen mens de mer erfarne 
besøkende fortsatt fikk stilt sin nysgjerrighet. Hit kommer vi garantert tilbake! 

4891. Fantastisk opplevelse. Nydelig natur, utrolig hyggelig mennesker, god mat og en «once in a 
lifetime» opplevelse! 

4892. Vi leide to (helt nye) e-sykler i tre timer for å dra til Keipen. Opplevelsen var fantastisk, med 
utsikt, men fysisk krevende, så det er ikke for alle; D Mannen som driver virksomheten er 
veldig kunnskapsrik om området og var veldig opptatt av å svare på alle spørsmålene våre 
om hva han skal gjøre og hvilken transport å ta. Sterkt anbefalt. 

4893. Absolutely beautiful❤...love following your posts and especially the thoughts of this 
shot...Happy new year from Fiji islands!!! 

4894. Espoir 
4895. What a beautiful picture, handsome boy🥰 
4896. Oooo[h what agreat sightseeing 
4897. Super🇳🇴🇵🇱 
4898. Jeg har faktisk set nordlys i danmark, men det er meget sjældent det forekommer. 

Vi drømmer om en vintertur til Alta, men det bliver jo ikke denne vinter! 🤔 
4899. One day. 
4900. This is so Beautiful. I hope to see it one day❤🥰😍 
4901. Lovely experience to see 
4902. Si vous m'invitez, je viens. Avec un plaisir immense. J'adore la Norvège. ❤ 
4903. For sure, I will go back with 

pleasure + train 💙 
4904. This is really cool (no pun intended). I would love to do this some day. 
4905. Polar artic cirklen 🇳🇴🚈🚉❄ 

Nordbanen Trondheim/Bodø 😍 



4906. So beautiful 🤩🥰. Thanks 
4907. Meraviglioso!!!! 
4908. 4sure👍 
4909. hey ho let’s go 
4910. Super 
4911. hört sich interessant an 🥰 
4912. Had an amazing time. This pic needed no filters. 
4913. God Jul from Scotland!! My school pupils learned about Risgrot this week! 
4914. Go to Svalbard....beautiful place... 
4915. Would surely love to visit. 
4916. Wow! That’s quite the sleigh team! 
4917. What a beauty ! ❤ 
4918. Beautiful 
4919. Beautiful animals. 

God jul 🎄 
4920. Sooooo beautiful pictures . Wow 🤩👍 
4921. I Miss The Lights , 

Its so enorme so Hughes 
It makes you feel so small 
When you stand under it 

4922. The world of aurora does not know any borders, that shit was invented by mankind 
4923. To Narvik ειναι φανταστικο. Μακαρι να ξαναπηγαινα Νορβηγια!!! 
4924. Daar was mij mother born narvik 🇳🇴❤ 
4925. Wonderful place ! And pictures ! 
4926. Nice pictures and original coffee cup. 👍😍 . Thanks 🙂💕🇳🇴 
4927. Nydelig! And that is the cutest little coffee cup ☕ ! 
4928. Amazing and beautiful place 😍🤗💞 
4929. I love that cup too! 
4930. Absolutely stunning! My goal in life is to live in Northern Norway 🇳🇴 ❤ 
4931. Can't wait to visit. I've been to Bergen and a bit north but really want to be in the real north 

country. LOVE Norway. 
4932. Missing travelling so much! Norway has been one of my last family's trip and it still has a 

special place in our memories ❤ 
4933. We hope to return next December with my daughter and her husband who have never been 

so far north before!😊❤ 
4934. Kirkeness wonderful 34d so hot, really wanted cold and snow. Lovely country and travelling 

on the Hurtegruten ferry amazing.. 
4935. I was there in 2015, It was fantastic. I really hope to go back again 😍 
4936. It's beautiful 
4937. That’s where my mothers family . 
4938. Yes it is , it was magical when I was there in Winter of 2018 
4939. We must do this Tishana Rollinson. 
4940. Beautiful 😍😍 thanks for sharing!!! 
4941. beautiful😍😍😍 
4942. So jealous x 
4943. I couldn’t even get to Greeland! 
4944. Never-ending a visit id live there wow 
4945. Anita Godoy so maybe we could aim to go here in October 2023? 😘 
4946. Looks stunning !!! 



4947. I feel drawn to Norway 
4948. One day! Will definitely be there one day! 
4949. Se lige her Johnny Langholz , smukke billeder fra nord Norge 💞 
4950. Der er så smukt 🇳🇴 
4951. So beautiful 
4952. 🔮What A Natural 🔮🔮🔮 BEAUTY 🔮 🔮 🔮 
4953. Wow!! Cute and beautiful foto 😍. Thanks 
4954. Beautiful 
4955. Big horned 🥰 
4956. Beautiful 😍 
4957. Majestic 😍 
4958. You have a huge task to accomplish ....... quite soon ! 
4959. Magisk ♥♥♥ 
4960. King 😇 
4961. Finally a good film to show my friends what I have been trying to tell them for years!! It is not 

dark, dark during the winter...it is beautiful!!! 
4962. Love that time in the north. The twilight ist just breath taking. 
4963. Coronavirus prevents me to discover polar night as it was planned. Grrrrr 
4964. Very nice!!❤puli are lucky 🍀 
4965. Northern hemisphere is extraordinary however with COVID the world has come to a 

standstill until further notice. Due to global health the world should abide by your countries 
health regulations. Global travel should cease until further notice. 

4966. Staat op mijn bucketlist 
4967. Zooo mooooooi 
4968. Perfect place 
4969. Naturens vidunderlige kunstverk og fotografens dyktighet&komposisjon💫 Stetind, så 

majestetisk, monumental&vakkert. Berøres🤩 
4970. Such beautiful pictures. A wonderful display of the four seasons! 
4971. So beautiful pictures 🤩🤩. Wow !! Thank you very much 😍❤🇳🇴 
4972. Magnificent Creation of God, captured by a very talented photographer! 
4973. Beautiful 
4974. #Nordland 😍 
4975. Awesome landscape, its so beauty 🙌🏔 
4976. Amazing nature of Norway! 
4977. Fake, it’s the Matterhorn! 😂 
4978. Beautiful collection. 
4979. Stunning! 
4980. Ist auch ein mega schöner berg 🇳🇴🇳🇴 
4981. Smukt foto... 
4982. Lovely 
4983. Visit Northern Norway wo genau liegt der außergewöhnliche Berg? Vielleicht Troms og 

Finnmark? 
4984. Fantastic!! 
4985. Beautiful 
4986. Wow what's name of the place?? 
4987. Beautiful 
4988. Wonderful! 
4989. Love it! 
4990. Beautiful 



4991. It's the dark season now! Amazing time of the year! 
4992. That looks really beautiful 
4993. Good memories! 
4994. I'd love to cast a line of that harbour 🎣 
4995. great memories... 
4996. Wow 🤩😍🥰 
4997. So beautiful! 
4998. Spectacular!!! 
4999. Catching moments like this is a blessing not only for your eyes, but as much for your soul - 

feeling the cold beauty as a warm happiness inside 🙏 
5000. That's such a fantastic view! 😯👏👏❤ 
5001. Sooo beautiful this time of year 🤩🙌🥰 
5002. Amazing way to disconnect 🙌 
5003. Wowwwewe 
5004. Omg! 
5005. Oh waoo 
5006. 🤩 wow 👍 
5007. Bellissimi colori un spettacolo della natura 👏👏👏🙋 💙❄💙❄💙 
5008. wow 
5009. Wow😍 love this shot 
5010. Unbelievably beautiful! What a sight and pic 
5011. Amazing! 
5012. Gorgeous! Are those snow covered trees? Surreal and beautiful 
5013. Wow! 
5014. Magnificent 
5015. Awesome 😍 
5016. Wonderful! 
5017. Wow the northern lights looks incredible 😍 
5018. SIMPLY MAGIC 💙💚STUNNING SHOT 🤙 
5019. Wow 😍 
5020. Amei essa postagem, simplesmente linda e encantadora 💕 
5021. As if the sky was burning green 👍 
5022. Underbart 💚💙💚 
5023. Solar streaming 
5024. Beautiful!! ❤ my Norway 💙❄💙 
5025. Winter wonderland at its best! 🌲❄🤍✨👐 
5026. Unspeakable beautiful place ❤❤❤❤❤ 
5027. Love the place. 
5028. beautyful 💙🙏❄☃🌎🇳🇴... 
5029. Dreaming... 
5030. Wow😍😍 
5031. Wow 
5032. Hier würde ich stehen bleiben und die Freude stundenlang genießen... 
5033. So beautiful and lovely❤😊 
5034. So beautiful😍❄ 
5035. Bellissimi❄🐶❄🐶💖❄ 
5036. I'd go in, can't be that bad. But I love the cold, very much a northern soul 
5037. Nothing beats the feeling after sitting in 2⁰C water for a few minutes 😁 



5038. 🌸💖🌸 vackert 
5039. Wow😍 
5040. Incantevole 👏👏👏💦🔥💦🔥💦❤ 
5041. 🙋 👍👍👍Cel rojent pluja ho vent 😄😘😘💙💙🙏🇳🇴 
5042. Magical!!! 
5043. Wow 
5044. Lovely... 
5045. I've been there once. Its beautiful. Esp the road to Husøy! 
5046. What beauty. 🌟 
5047. Beautiful! 
5048. Amazing 
5049. Fantastic♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
5050. Soooo cool! ❄ 
5051. Quin fred 👍👍👍💕💕💙💙🇳🇴 
5052. Des heures de plaisirs!!! 🔥🙌 
5053. Beautiful! 😍 
5054. Omg! Beautiful!! 😍 
5055. Vackra färger 💕💕 
5056. Beautiful📷 
5057. Magical and unforgettable 
5058. Always WOW in nature. 
5059. 🙋 👌👌👌Magnific 😘😘💙💙🙏🇳🇴 
5060. Increíble pero cierto!l💚 
5061. 😍 amazing 
5062. The snow of the century in Madrid. -35 degrees in the mountains of northern Spain. 

The weather is definitely better in Norway 🤦 😁 
5063. Yes ! We got lots of snow here in Madrid !!!! Was great to enjoy the snow and feel like in 

Norway! 
5064. Awesome😍😍 
5065. Nice view, just love #norway 👍 
5066. Loves it💘 
5067. Perfect conditions for hiking 🙏 
5068. MAGISKT!!! 
5069. Magiskt 
5070. Emerald world 💚 
5071. Savner vackra Bodö ❤ 
5072. I cannot wait to travel to your magical country. 🙏 
5073. Drove there many time with my truck, it can be really cold there but it's very beautiful 😍 
5074. Awesome😍 
5075. Spectacular 🙌🙌 
5076. Aurora💜💚 
5077. Wow...😍😍 
5078. It's a dream. 
5079. I’m so fascinated by this image . 
5080. Brighter days, indeed! Beautiful photo 🖤✨🔮 
5081. Amazing 😍 
5082. Green lights💚 
5083. Oh wow wow ❤ i wish to sleep on ground ,while watching northern lights (aurora) 
5084. I loved picnics like these in Norway but also Iceland 



5085. Such a great place in summer, would love to come back in winter ❤🔥 
5086. I miss these vibes😍 
5087. Wonderful💚👌 
5088. Lovely ...💯 
5089. Wonderful 😊 
5090. Molto molto bella 
5091. ...wow❤ 
5092. Lovely photo and Dean houses!!🏠 
5093. Underbar bild 💜💚💛 
5094. Amazing Norway 🙌 
5095. I miss Bodø 😢 
5096. Bodø❤ 
5097. Wow!!! 
5098. Wow beautiful ♥🇳🇴brautiful♥🇳🇴♥❄❄🙏🥰 
5099. Beautiful! 
5100. Waw how beautiful 
5101. Vackert ❤, saknar den fantastiska naturen o ljuset i nordland 
5102. Wow😍😍 
5103. So beautiful 💜 
5104. 🙋 😲👍👍👍Pels de la terra baixa, es molta neu, 😄💕💙🙏🇳🇴 
5105. Wow😍 
5106. Views😍 
5107. Hum, que postagem romântica, muito bonita ❤ 
5108. 🔥🔥🇩🇰🇩🇰🔥🔥Lovely 
5109. Very nice 😊 
5110. Beautiful Aurora😍💚💙💖 
5111. Absolutely stunningly beautiful. Those purples. 🤗 
5112. Wow...😍😍 
5113. Underbart💜💚💜 
5114. 🙋 👌👌👌AIXÒ ÉS INPRESIONANT 😘😘😘😘💙💙💙💙🙏🙏🙏 
5115. What a dream! Have to come back in winter I guess 
5116. 素晴らしい 
5117. Wonderful!!💯👌❤ 
5118. Deslumbrante essa postagem, simplesmente linda 
5119. so beautiful 
5120. Magical!!! 🤩 
5121. Wow!🤗 
5122. Very nice 👏👏❤😍👑👑👑👑 
5123. Beautiful 
5124. My most beloved city !! ❤💚 
5125. OMG! 😳😍😍😍 
5126. This is amazing 😍💙 
5127. Looks fab but I’d be afraid I’d get out there and it cracks 
5128. Recomended!!! 
5129. The water is stiff😀in Lyngen 
5130. Coooooooolt 👍 
5131. Greatness 🔝 
5132. The most magical view of them all 



5133. Magic ❤ 
5134. So beautiful! 
5135. Gorgeous! 😍 
5136. Stunning!!! 
5137. Meraviglioso 👏👏👏💙❄🏔⛄ 
5138. Such a wonderful place to stop by the cosy fire, eat, drink and recharge. The staff are also so 

friendly. 
5139. Magic place! 
5140. My favourite hang out in Tromso ❤ 
5141. Very nice!!!!😊 
5142. it was close when we’re in Tromso ☹ 
5143. Had a great hotdogs here in January, I will be back one day. 
5144. Always magical to see the sky dances 
5145. Why is it so bright? 😂 
5146. My birthplace ❤ 
5147. My birthplace 💜 Love this city 😍 
5148. Wonderful,♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
5149. Ok ... where about Harstad? Lovely city. 
5150. I loved these colourfull days during my visit💕 
5151. Wow - beautiful 😍✨ 
5152. Vilka underbara färger 💕💖 
5153. Un amanecer rosa en Tromson, una maravilla ❤❤ 
5154. Wow ❤❤❤ 
5155. Amazing capture 
5156. Amei essa postagem, linda e maravilhosa 💓 
5157. Have been there summer 2019. Instantly recognised :D 
5158. So beautiful 
5159. Dreamy place 
5160. Wow!!! 🤩 
5161. Vilken vacker kyrka 💖 
5162. Wow beautiful ✨❤🌟❤🕯💫 
5163. Wow! 😍 
5164. Perfection! 
5165. Så vackert jätte fint hus 😇🌟💐💝 
5166. Beautiful 
5167. This style is so beautiful. Thanks for posting 🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
5168. olha que lindo 
5169. Beautiful congregation i love Noruega thank 

💎💟😍💝🌷🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
5170. Woooohhhh💪 
5171. Wow...😍😍 
5172. Wow vilken bild 💚❤💚 
5173. Spectacular northern light 
5174. Beautiful, must see 
5175. Wow😍😍 
5176. Stunning view 
5177. Spectacular 📸😮😎👏👍😍 
5178. 😍 Omg 
5179. Amazing 💚❤ 



5180. Wonderful❤❤ 
5181. Wow😍 
5182. Dreamy😍💖💚 
5183. Northern lights doing North American east coast 
5184. to je to ❤❤❤ 
5185. Dream 😍 
5186. I wish I could see them 
5187. Amazing!! 
5188. Amazing photo and moment 
5189. such a breathtaking moment💙🙏💙great shot 💙💙 
5190. What a places u have 🙌 amazing 
5191. Beautiful! 
5192. 🙋 👌👌👌Magnific 😘😘💙💙🙏 
5193. Looks cosy! 
5194. Very beautiful 😍😍👏 
5195. So beautiful! 💜💗 
5196. My dreamland ♥ #imissnorway 
5197. 🙋 Quina fotografía més maca, cuans colors👌👌👌 
5198. Amazing 
5199. Woah 
5200. Hope after covid , will visit Norway again 👍 
5201. Wow! 
5202. Awesome📷 
5203. Sååå fint och vackert 🌟🌟🤩 
5204. 😍😍😍Wooowwwww ❤❤❤ 
5205. Wonderful😍 
5206. 💚🤩 beautiful 
5207. Encantadora!👏👏👏 
5208. So beautiful 💕 
5209. ...this is absolutely stunning 💚💜💚... 
5210. 🙋 👌👌👌Magnific 
5211. Great😍💚 
5212. Have been there done that 
5213. So beautiful 
5214. หมิะมนักนิไดม้ ั+ยครบั 
5215. We didn’t spend nearly enough time in Bodø and the Lofoten’s last year. A week should have 

been two at the least! Stay safe and healthy Norway! We look forward to visiting again one 
of these days. 

5216. Savner Bodö ❤ 
5217. When I lived north of here, I would sometimes drive into Bodø at the weekend, just for this 

view as you come over the hill 😍 
5218. So beautiful 
5219. we have the cup, just need to get ourselves to the Lyngen Alps ☕ ✈ 🏔 
5220. Hammerfest is absolutely fantastic!!! 🔥❤🔥😍🔥❤🔥 
5221. It's so amazing♡Thank you♡ 
5222. spectacular <3 
5223. Wonderful❤😍👏 
5224. Beautiful 
5225. WOW 



5226. Stunning 😍 
5227. Beautiful! 
5228. how cool is that 🔥 
5229. We miss the mountain so much😍 
5230. Изумрудный ветер👍👏))) 
5231. How is this so beautiful😍 
5232. Beautiful 🌻 
5233. Awesome 
5234. Stunning!!! 🤩💖 
5235. Precios 😍😍 
5236. Ohh the feel😍 
5237. Greatest!! 
5238. Nächstes Jahr im Mai habe auch ich das Nordkap erreicht 🥰 
5239. Nordkapp!😉😉👍👍the last frontier 
5240. Been there 🤩 do the human flag next time! 
5241. wow 
5242. Oj va härligt hoppas jag ska besöka just här i Norge nångång😇 💝💖 
5243. Amazing! We are going to try to see them again tonight 💛 
5244. Ahh, fantastic bilde ♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥❄❄❄❄❄ 
5245. I miss this place so much 💙💙 
5246. 😮WOW 
5247. Wow, what a beauty 
5248. 🙏😍 wow!! 
5249. So beautiful😍😍 
5250. Så vacker 💙💙💙 
5251. 😍😱😱😍 Beautiful 
5252. Wouah !!! Ce ne peut être que le renne du Père Noël tant il est splendide!!❤❤❤ 
5253. Fabulous 📸😮😎👏👍😍 
5254. Wow 🤩 
5255. I love reindeers!!!!! ❤ 
5256. Superb 
5257. Wow 😍😍😍😍 
5258. Oh my goodness😍 
5259. Awesome😍💚 
5260. Magical! 🤩 
5261. Beautiful 😍 
5262. Beautiful ❣ Thanks to our Creator 😍 
5263. Beautiful light! 
5264. So beautiful 
5265. 🤩 I love Senja 💓 
5266. Dream land 🔮 
5267. very very beautiful 
5268. Snyggt 😍 
5269. Stunning! Really stunning!! 
5270. This blue color is amazing🔥🔥🔥 
5271. Beautiful 😍 
5272. Ah yes- have been there and it’s so true! Hils Bamse❤ 
5273. Da war ich ein halbes Jahr ❤🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 



5274. Nature every time! 
5275. Wonderful♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥🌲❄ 
5276. Very beautiful !💜💗 
5277. Breathtaking!! I miss the northern lights so much!! 
5278. Amazing 😍😍 
5279. I really love the dancing of the Northern lights 💚 
5280. The northern light👏! 
5281. Stunning ✨ 
5282. Thank show i Beautiful congregation i love Noruega 

💎💟💝🌷🙏😍👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴

🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
5283. great!! 
5284. Beautiful mountain “Reka” 😍 
5285. Så vackert 💛💙🧡 
5286. Beautiful ! 
5287. Wow!It's so awesome♡ 
5288. Excellent! The author is a very good photographer!🔥👏🙌 
5289. I was there in 1999 @ I miss Norway 🇳🇴 
5290. nice view😍 
5291. Greetings to Bodø 👍 
5292. Awesome! 😍😍👏❤❤ 
5293. 😍😍👌👌👌Very nice 
5294. Dreamy road😍💚 
5295. Wow!!! 🤩 
5296. Northern lights😍😍😍😍 
5297. So beautiful 
5298. Fantastic! 👏 
5299. Oh love this! 
5300. This is stunning 😍😍 
5301. Lindas luces del norte 
5302. Fantastic bilde♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥❄♥❄ 
5303. Sooo beautiful❤❤😊 
5304. My dream ... <3 
5305. Wow!!!💚👌 
5306. Beautiful😍😍😍 
5307. Beautiful💚 
5308. so beautiful... one of those thinks I‘ll want to see one day 🖤🖤🙏 
5309. Wha a beauty!!! Fantastic!!! 
5310. oh, that looks like a lot of fun 😊 
5311. Looks like fun. I want to do that 
5312. That looks like so much fun!!!! 
5313. This looks like so much fun. 
5314. Looks like fun! Down hill anyway. 😁 
5315. Är så vackert där 🧡💛💚💙💜🤎❤ 
5316. Incredible😍 
5317. Wow. 
5318. This is gorg🤩💓 
5319. Going to Reine tomorrow 



5320. Un rêve j’adore (Oversettelse: En drøm jeg elsker) 
5321. Amei essa postagem, encantadora 💕 
5322. Never quite realized how ”far south” Lofoten islands are😂 Understanding distances up north 

isn’t my strong suit😅 -Anna 
5323. This is gorg🤩💓 
5324. That isn't to bad to lose the sun for such a short period. U do get the Northern lights during 

this time. Alaska's Northern region losses the sun for much longer than Lofton 
5325. Tis the season for lights! 😍 
5326. 😍 incredible 
5327. Awesome 
5328. i really miss this place Bodø😍😍😍😍 
5329. Perfection 😍 
5330. 😍 Amazing !! 
5331. Bucket list 
5332. Ahhh, so cool 😍 
5333. Splendid ✨ 
5334. Great👌😍 
5335. Ohhh !!! 😍😍😍👏 
5336. That’s absolutely fantastic! 💙 
5337. Wow😍😍 
5338. I have beautiful memories in Skjervoy!!! 
5339. This fall we had so many beautiful days like this 😍😄 
5340. Spettacolare 👍🔝 
5341. One of my greatest wishes.. 
5342. Magical! 💖 
5343. It's so beautiful near the border 💜. There our countries are neighbours 😊 
5344. Beatiful photo og Nyksund👏👏 
5345. amazing, what a beautiful place to live in! 
5346. great!!! 
5347. My dream😍💚 
5348. Gorgeous!!💜💕 
5349. Wooow😍😍😍 
5350. Beautiful shot and perfect combination! 
5351. Magnifique 💙🎄 
5352. It looks just magical💕 
5353. 🙋 Que maco tot aixo 👋👋👋😘💙 
5354. This is dreamy. Hopeful I can visit and experience all this loveliness in person one day. 💫 
5355. Koseligt! 😍 
5356. Comme c’est beau joyeuses fêtes de Noël à tous 🥰 
5357. Sfeervol hoor! 🎄❄🌟😍 
5358. Wowwww 😍😍😍 
5359. Wow vilken vacker bild😍😍 
5360. What... The.... !!! 
5361. Oh my gosh 😍 
5362. Absolutely amazing! 
5363. Wow! Beautiful! 💜💕 
5364. Beautiful❤ 
5365. La bellezza 🤍💙❄💫💙✨🧊🦌💙 
5366. crazy 



5367. wow what a planet we live in 
5368. Amazing 😍 
5369. Mooose 
5370. I want to come with...👍❤ 
5371. Soon❤❤❤ 
5372. That's crazy 
5373. So cozy 😍 
5374. I L😍VE IT 🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
5375. cute 
5376. Fantastic!!! 🔥👍😀 
5377. Woah!!! 
5378. 🙋 Teniu uns paisatges magnífic s👌👌👌👌😘💙🙏 
5379. Awesome 
5380. Creation is awesome 😍👍 
5381. Helt galet vackert foto!!! 
5382. It looks lovely🌻 
5383. Went here beautiful. Also my bestermore is from alta and have other Norwegian family up 

there too. 
5384. Awesome💚 
5385. Mindblowing! 
5386. It's incredible beautiful!!! I love northern lights!!!! Eka 
5387. Love Tromso 😝 
5388. 💕favourite place 
5389. I want to be in Svalbard!!!!!! 
5390. Lovely Auroraaa😍💚 
5391. Stunning 
5392. This is absolutely stunning 
5393. I hope we can visit Bodø again!😊👍 
5394. Amazing 😍 
5395. 👉🇩🇰✌Same to you in Norway✌🇩🇰👈 
5396. Amazing 
5397. Just wonderful! 😍🤩 
5398. Helt fantastiskt 💝💖💜💐😍👍 
5399. Beautiful😍😍😍 
5400. 🙋 👌👌👌Magnific 😘💙🙏 
5401. Fantastisk bild! 
5402. Favourite 
5403. For sure 👍 best nights 💙 ❄ 
5404. SO BEAUTYFUL TO SEE ♥ 
5405. Fabulous 📸😮😎👏👍 
5406. Awesomeee😍😍 
5407. YES, Iam!!🤩 My trip has been postponed though☹ 
5408. Precioso 😍 
5409. Molto bella 🏠🏔❄❄❄❄🙋  
5410. Wow🙌 
5411. This scene is wow 🙌 
5412. Underbar bild 😍 
5413. Thisbpicture is as good as a book ♥ 
5414. Great!!1 



5415. Me gusta me gusta me gusta muchísimo... Cómo me gustaría estar en esa casa viendo esas 
espectaculares imágenes en el cielo. Dios!!! Cuánta belleza (Oversettelse: Jeg liker det, jeg 
liker det, jeg liker det veldig godt... Hvordan jeg ønsker å være i det huset og se de 
spektakulære bildene på himmelen. Gud!!! Hvor mye skjønnhet) 

5416. So beautiful! 
5417. oooooooooooh - wow - wonderful 
5418. The best😍 
5419. Beautiful landscape and fantastical huskies! We like it so much❤❤😊💁 
5420. Beautiful!🌅😍 
5421. Wow 😮😍 
5422. What a photo, breathtaking 
5423. Nothing compares! 
5424. Freedom ❤ 
5425. Wooooow😍😍😍😍 
5426. wow! 
5427. no way!!!!!😍😍😍😍 
5428. 🙋 👌👌👌Magnific 
5429. He should turn off his screens and enjoy the nature! 🇳🇴 
5430. Wow 😍😍 
5431. Bella nonnina 👏👏👏💐💐💐♥❄❄❄❄🦌🦌🦌🦌 
5432. Beautiful and interesting. Reindeer, traditional and modern. Lovely. 
5433. Wow, awsome😍😍 
5434. Bellissimo 👏👏👏💦💙🐋🐳🌊🌅🌅🙋  
5435. Stunning! 
5436. Perfect 😊👍 
5437. WOWWW SPECTACULARY SHOT💙 IT'S SO AMAZING TO SEE THIS ORCA 💙I WOULD SAY AT 

THE RIGHT TIME ON THE RIGHT PLACE ❣👍 THANKS FOR SHARING 🙏 
5438. Can I go ?!?💙 
5439. What a beautiful night for a walk 😀🚶🐕❄⛄ 
5440. love sky color😍 
5441. São simplesmente lindas essas postagens💖 
5442. Lovely area 💚 
5443. Beautiful ! Cant wait to visit norway ! 
5444. So beautiful 😍😍😍 
5445. What a beautiful place.👏👏👏👏👏 
5446. Beautiful 
5447. Like a fairy tale 
5448. Oh, this is extraordinarily beautiful!!! 
5449. So beautiful 😮 this kind of view is magic 🌟🌟 
5450. 👉🇩🇰No - but it most be Fantastic to be there🇩🇰👈 
5451. Ohh 🌞🌚 
5452. 😊😊😊😊👍❤❤❤Very Nice light 
5453. Its cool to say, I've visited the northern most town on the planet. 🙂 
5454. Ahhhh. Svalbard reindeer ❤❤ 
5455. Que hermoso ❤ 
5456. Wow!!! 
5457. Magically beautiful 😍want to see this once in life soooon❤😍 
5458. wow i look this 
5459. WOWWWW😍COOL SHOT❣ 



5460. I saw it once, this summer ❤ 
5461. Jeah wau! 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏 
5462. Beautiful 😍 
5463. This pic is seriously badass! 🔥📸🔥 
5464. 🙋 👌👌👌Magnifica 💕💕🙏 
5465. Beautiful 
5466. Nordlichter - ein unvergesslicher Anblick! (Oversettelse: Nordlys - et uforglemmelig syn) 
5467. Wow! 
5468. 🔥👍😀👍🔥 so good looking 
5469. Wouuuah magnifique 💙 
5470. So beautiful 
5471. Beautiful 😍 
5472. This is amazing 
5473. Wow🤩🤩 
5474. EPIC!!! 😍😍😍😍 perfect photo! 
5475. Absolutely fantastic🔥🔥🔥😍🤩😍 
5476. Wow 
5477. Gorgeous 🌿 
5478. Stunning sky’s 
5479. Wow😍 
5480. Stunning sky’s 
5481. Amazing ❤ 
5482. Wow😍 
5483. Stunning!!! 🤩 
5484. Wow 
5485. 😍 Hope to be back soon! 
5486. I wish 
5487. Wowww😍😍😍 
5488. Amazing 
5489. Fantastic 
5490. Wow😮 
5491. Amazing 
5492. Spectacular shot!!! 💖 
5493. 🙋 👌👌👌👌👌Magnific quina maravella 😘😘 
5494. Magiskt 👍 
5495. 💙STUNNING SHOT SALTSTRAUMEN IS REALLY A MUST HAVE ON YOUR BUCKET LIST💙🤙💙 
5496. Belíssima postagem, simplesmente linda ❤ 
5497. There is a face. Looks like a woman smiling at us 
5498. Just heart-stopping 
5499. Wunderful, I love it! 🦉 
5500. Incredible 💚 
5501. Wonderful picture, it's always magical when the sky starts to dance 😊 
5502. Stunning sky’s 
5503. So beautiful 
5504. Wery nice😍😍😍 
5505. Welch interessante Geschichte! 💚(Oversettelse: For en interessant historie) 
5506. Wow!!! 😍 It's amazing!!! ❤ 
5507. Amazing eagle 



5508. Wow! 😍 
5509. 🌲🌲🌲 Love this!!! Thx for sharing! The locals are breathtaking 🦅💖 
5510. Waw 
5511. So beautiful😍😱 
5512. Vackert 🧡💛🧡 
5513. Åh så vackert! 
5514. Lucky ducks 😭😭😭 
5515. Magnifikt!! 
5516. Must be old trolls 
5517. Magic 
5518. Wow!💗💜 
5519. Bellissima Aurora ⛰💚⛰💚⛰👏👏👏🙋  
5520. 🙋 👌👌👌Magnific 😘 
5521. Stunning sky's 
5522. Beautiful 
5523. 💎💟😍💝🌷🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴. Beautiful i 

love Noruega and fox 
5524. Ma è bellissimo ❤🐕🐾 
5525. So good 😍👏👏👏 
5526. Cute❤❤ 
5527. Great 
5528. Hammerfest is wonderful ❤ 
5529. Så vackert 🧡💛💙 
5530. är har jag sprungit och vandrat så mycket i många år 💖 Hammerfest i mitt hjärta 💕 
5531. So 🔥🔥🔥 amazing!!! 
5532. Stunning sky's 
5533. Galet vackert!!! 🤩🤩🤩 
5534. That is just amazing to me ,who has never seen them in person. 
5535. Dream like 
5536. Vorrei essere lì con te ora 
5537. Amazing🌻 
5538. Amazing 
5539. Stunning!!! And a really great shot!!! 
5540. Wunderbar 🙏💚🥂 
5541. So beautiful 😍👏👍 
5542. I want to go back so bad! 
5543. Outstanding ❤ 
5544. Wonderful♥😍😍♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
5545. Wow... very very beautiful 🙌👍👍👍📷📷😉😉📷📷 
5546. WOW!!! 
5547. Beautiful 
5548. Congrats buddy, beautiful aerial 💯 
5549. beautiful! 
5550. Great 
5551. A majestic landscape🤷  
5552. Brrrh, greetings to Tromsø!😊👍💁 
5553. oh no no no ... no way! :D tea please! 



5554. Beautiful congregation i love Noruega 
💎💟😍💝🌷🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴

🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
5555. WooW🙌😍 
5556. Beautiful 
5557. Beautiful 😍 
5558. "The Boat of Longing" 
5559. Magical place ❤😀 
5560. Love to ♥ 
5561. Loved it 
5562. The top of Europe 🇳🇴 
5563. I soooo want to visit there.💙💙💙 
5564. A la tercera vez que subí, pudimos ver la maravilla de estar allí, una vez nieve, otra lluvia y 

niebla, y a la tercera sol sol, me encanta Noruega, 🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥😀🥰🥰🥰 (Oversettelse: Den 
tredje gangen jeg gikk opp, kunne vi se underverket av å være der. En gang var det snø, den 
andre regn og tåke, og på den tredje var det sol. Jeg elsker Norge) 

5565. 👏👏belo👏👏 
5566. Terrific shot‼ 
5567. Beautiful 
5568. Wow! 🤩 
5569. Amazing 
5570. Beautiful ‼ 
5571. i am obsessed with Norway! 
5572. Wow!💜💗❤ 
5573. Wow! 
5574. The Lonely road North 
5575. Stunningly captivating masterpiece 😍🤩truly amazing 💖💖 
5576. Amazing capture🙏🙏 
5577. Very beautiful congratulations😍😱 
5578. So amazing 🔥 
5579. Волшебная сказка 
5580. Wow! ❤ 
5581. Woow😍👏 
5582. stunning sky's 
5583. This view / picture is absolutely fantastic 👍🔥 
5584. Woooow 😍💚 
5585. Stunning shot!!! 💚💚💚 
5586. Fantastic colour😱😍 
5587. Amazing 
5588. Beeeeautiful!!!🤩 
5589. How beautiful 💙 
5590. Wow😳😱😍 congratulations 
5591. Beautyful 😍😍😍 
5592. Wonderful colour 😍 
5593. Beautiful❤ 
5594. Wow! 
5595. Paysage époustouflant !!!! 
5596. So very beautiful‼‼ 
5597. Amazing 



5598. 😱😱😱 wonderful 
5599. Beautiful 
5600. Muhtesem orda olmayi cok isterdim 🙏😍😍 
5601. Lindo 
5602. This is stunning, the colors, the house, everything! 
5603. Wow❤ 
5604. Beautiful 🇳🇴😍❤ 
5605. This makes my heart melt 😍 
5606. Lepota 
5607. Go mushers! 
5608. My god, that’s perfection 😍😍😍😍 
5609. Those view... With snow and northern lights... This is my dream😍😊 
5610. I have two dream destinations: Lapland & Middle East. What do you think about the 

combination, isn't it interesting? 
ØNSKER ALLE EN VIRKELIG GOD REISEN ✈ 

5611. Beautiful and wonderful♥ 
5612. beautiful❤❤❤ 
5613. It looks amazing 😍😍 
5614. Amazing place😍😱 
5615. Just wondering when dose the sun stop coming up moveing towards the shortest day then 

how long before it comes back . I’m in Tasmania our short days sun up round 7:30 sets 4:30 
so it’s not complete dark all day or in the summer light all night . That would be really 
interesting to live with . 😊 

5616. WOW!!! Amazing!! 💚💚💚 
5617. Amazing colour!! 🤓😍 
5618. Wunderschön🌸 
5619. How is this blue moon, its on fire 🔥 
5620. This view is more than a brilliant 😀 
5621. Visto meraviglioso! 
5622. I was there twice; Two amazing motorbike adventure both in August in 2015 and 2017 . Very 

suggested. 
5623. 29/05/2011 ...io ero qui...♥ NORTHCAPE FOREVER IN THE HEARTH♥ 
5624. Best area😍 
5625. Wow. Amazing❤❤❤ 
5626. Superbe ! ...and Love the song !🙋 
5627. Great 
5628. Wow, that looks like Africa or Australia. Surprisingly it’s Norway. What about the 

temperature? I guess it’s quite low? 
5629. Happy Halloween to you also and it is a very beautifull spooky light in this dark world!!!🤗👍 
5630. Wau,it' s beautiful💖💚🕸🎃 
5631. Beautiful place in Norway 🇳🇴🇳🇴 
5632. Love this city 😍 
5633. These white tones 
5634. Wish I was there ♥ 
5635. Looks like my colledge church. Notre Dame de Nicolet 
5636. wow 
5637. Someday... I hope to visit in Tromso....... 
5638. I visited and walked around this church. Tromso a wonderful city 
5639. In our family we call this church in Tromsø " Northen Queen's Castle" 



5640. So beautiful 😍 
5641. wild〜Brave figure〜cool〜👍👍〜⤴⤴🎶🎶〜🦅🦅 
5642. Beautiful. Almost resembles a mix between Western and Native American dress 
5643. Finnmark is amazing 👍 
5644. Very Kool outfit 👏👏 
5645. Fantastic view😍 
5646. Så vackert 💖❤🤩 
5647. My dream, I will someday ❤ 
5648. Itt robogtunk mi is 😍🤗 
5649. Woooow🤩 
5650. 🔥🔥WOW🔥🔥 
5651. Magnifique ❤ 
5652. Gorgeous! 😍 
5653. Amazing🌻 
5654. Gorgeous waves‼‼ 
5655. Wow😍 
5656. Helt amazing Truls😍💯 
5657. Nice waves you have there! 🌊 👋 
5658. Wow 👍 
5659. Omg 😍 
5660. 🙋 👌👌👌Es magnifica😘🙏 
5661. Beautiful 👍😊🇩🇪 
5662. Lika vackert inne i kyrkan! ❤ 
5663. Wow 🔥😍 
5664. So cool! 😍😍 
5665. like a chart 
5666. Amazing 
5667. Magnifikt!!! 💖 
5668. Absolutely gorgeous 
5669. Hope te be back once🙏🙏Northern norway is so beautiful❤ 
5670. In between is beautiful 👏💕 
5671. This is winter for me 🙄🇩🇪 
5672. Impressive view 
5673. Amazing 
5674. Beautiful 
5675. I have always wanted to go to Norway. Absolutely beautiful. 
5676. 🙋 👌👌👌es magnífic, gracies 💕💕🙏 
5677. Great 
5678. Wow 😍😍 
5679. Amazing 
5680. Mmm. Holiday vibes 😍😍😍 
5681. So gprgeous 
5682. Northern lights !!never enough 😍 
5683. Northern lights ofc💚 
5684. Sooo cool 
5685. Wow 
5686. 🙋 👌👌👌Magnific 😘🙏 
5687. Damn! This looks so amazing😍😍 



5688. Wow 
5689. My God! Took this photo without any filter? Does it look like this in the reality as 

well?👀🌌💚 
5690. I want this piece of art in my living room! 😍 
5691. It’s one of my life dreams to live there for a full year to watch the seasons change 😍😍 
5692. 👉Yes thats me and my wife 🇩🇰👈 
5693. This is so beautiful! Miss this place 👌 
5694. Amazing view😍😍😍🤗🤗 
5695. Stunning piece of art😍😍 
5696. Senja, you are next in November ❤😍 
5697. Süper 
5698. So Silky. 
5699. Magisch.....😍 
5700. Beautiful!! 
5701. Love the mist💙 
5702. So beautiful 
5703. Super calm and relaxing 👍 
5704. Såå vackert! 💖 
5705. Awesome♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥ 
5706. Beautiful photos. Best wishes from Turkey 🇹🇷 
5707. 👌👌👌Zulke mooie herinneringen aan Svalbard❤ 
5708. Que armonía 💜 gracias por compartir 🙏😇 
5709. Wow!! 🤩🤩🤩 
5710. Wow! Absolutely stunning! 
5711. Beautiful 
5712. Amazing 
5713. I dream of going to Svalbard 
5714. So beautiful 😍 
5715. This looks like the perfect winter dream 🌹 
5716. Süper 
5717. Wow 😍 
5718. Wonderful❄❄❄❄ 
5719. Wow😍 
5720. Spectacular!!! 
5721. 😍 increíble!!! 
5722. It’s wonderful 😍😍😍 
5723. Wonderful😍 
5724. Fantastico ! 😍😍💚 
5725. I love that place ♥ 
5726. Toll ,das ist sehr schön 
5727. So beautiful😍😍 
5728. Beautiful 
5729. 👉Where is Santa 🎅👈🤟🇩🇰🤟 
5730. Awesome had my best wintertime last year in tromsoe 
5731. 😍 Winter is very welcome ! 
5732. Beautiful 😍 And also a very good caption haha ... Oh deer 😛 
5733. Superbe so so beautiful 
5734. Stunning 



5735. Magnífico.😂🙌😮 
5736. Gotta love them 😍🥰 
5737. Необычные горы, удивили👍))))) (Oversettelse: Uvanlige fjell, overrasket) 
5738. Beautiful 
5739. No, Svalbard is a bit extreme, but Tromsø would be fine! ❄🇳🇴✨ @northernnorway 
5740. I wish I visit it soon!!!😍😍😍 
5741. It was a huge thrill for me to be here ❤❤❤ 
5742. I am proud of visiting Nordkapp in January 2018 😀 
5743. Da war ich schon 7 mal 🇳🇴❤🇳🇴❤ (Oversettelse: jeg har vært der 7 ganger) 
5744. ✌✌🇩🇰✌✌Im been there Long time ago 🇩🇰 
5745. Schön....Da war ich auch schon mal. Sehenswert und ein muss 
5746. Wow så vackert😍 
5747. wow 😍 lovely ❤ 
5748. WOW!!👌 
5749. Amazing 
5750. Wundervoll💕💕💕😍😍😍😍👏👏😂😂😂 (Oversettelse: Fantastisk) 
5751. What a light! I rly hope too see senja again sometime! 
5752. Hast du aber ein Glück, das alles zu sehen 😍 (Men er du heldig å se det hele) 
5753. So beautiful ‼‼😍😍 
5754. How lovely 
5755. Spectacular sunset 📸😮😎👏👍 
5756. Wow👍 
5757. Amazing 
5758. For 2 years, I lived there. Could travel around Hinnøya ... as I know 32 countries, I can afirm: 

there's no place like that in this intire planet. UNFORGETTABLE 👍👍🇧🇷🇩🇰🙌🙌❤❤ 
5759. Fuck, it seems I missed this 🙈 
5760. Wow!!! 
5761. I love the price of it all 🤩 10 500 000 kroner 🤘 It is so nice to live in this island of expensive 

toiletts 🇳🇴😉 
5762. Amazing 
5763. 👏👏👏👏Beautiful Noruega 

💟😍💎💟😍💝🌷🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴

🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 (Oversettelse: vakre Norge) 
5764. Wow 😍 
5765. Truly🔥 
5766. Wow !😍💚 
5767. So beautiful 
5768. Wow❤ 
5769. Wow fantastico 👏👏🔝 
5770. Beautiful Nordlys 😀 
5771. Always magical when the sky starts to dance 
5772. How beautiful 🙏👏❤ 
5773. 👌👌👌Magnific 💕💕🙏 
5774. Fantastic sunset 📸😮😎👏👍 
5775. Beautiful ‼ 
5776. Amazing view 🙌😍 
5777. Сама мощь Земли (Oversettelse: selve jordens kraft) 
5778. Amazing 



5779. What a view 💜 
5780. So beautiful 
5781. Sunny and warm 🤗 
5782. Have been there in summer last year. A great landscape with snow too! 
5783. Beautiful view 😍🔝 
5784. Wauw😮 
5785. Beautiful 
5786. Nice 
5787. So beautiful I see a face in the mountains 
5788. Beautiful. Visited this Cathedral for a midnight musical recital. 
5789. 💖 Love Tromsø 💖 
5790. Da war ich schon zur Mitternachtsmesse🤗 (oversettelse: jeg var der på midnattsmesse) 
5791. I have a passion for Norway ❤ love it !! 
5792. I love reading but I don't think I read at all when I was in Northern Norway. It's sooooo 

beautiful! <3 
5793. Waw what a trip!!!👍 
5794. How beautiful to see love reindeer 💕 
5795. Wow 
5796. The place the seasons meet 
5797. Wonderful,autumn🍁🍁🍂🍁🍁♥🍁♥🍁♥🍁🍁 
5798. Amazing contrasts‼👏‼ 
5799. That’s so beautiful 😍😍 
5800. Such a beautiful place! #planetsvalbard 
5801. A true dreamscape... 
5802. The best place!!!! 
5803. So beautiful. 
5804. Perfect 
5805. Awesome 🙌🤩 
5806. Right. It is unimaginable 🔥😍🔥 
5807. Kjæredyr is such a beautiful word! 
5808. Great idea! 
5809. Mega cool 
5810. Love this 💕 
5811. Beautiful 👏 
5812. OMG Wonderful autumn♥🍁🍂🍂🍁🍁🍁♥ 
5813. 🙋 Quin terdor mes maca quins colors 👌👌👌👌💕💕 (Oversettelse: for en skjønnhet, så 

mange farger) 
5814. So beautiful 
5815. Wowsers 😍 
5816. Top,top,)))🚶🏃👣☔ 
5817. Loveit 
5818. That is just absolutely amazing!!! Looks fake, mother nature never disappoints a good show 
5819. Incredibly beautiful 
5820. Magnifique 
5821. Amazing ❤❤ 
5822. Wow just gorgeous! 
5823. Now that is very kool 
5824. What a sky, wow 😍 
5825. Really dreamy 



5826. My first midnight sun was in Bodo 
5827. Was there two weeks ago. Magnificent 
5828. My travel dream ❤ 
5829. It’s my dream on my (bucket list )to go there once. 🤍🤍🤍 
5830. The same with us..... We have been there and for sure we will come back once❤ 
5831. I think that the day I go to see Norway, it will be difficult to forget such wonderful 

landscapes. I think Norway is a great natural museum where nature, landscapes and the 
midnight sun together make a great masterpiece. 

5832. Thanks for sharing ❤ I loved the north! 
5833. 👉Beautiful 🇩🇰👈 
5834. 🙋 👌👌👌Magnific 💕💕🙏 
5835. "Bink" is a Beautiful color! 😍 
5836. This is absolutely stunning 👌 
5837. Wow, fantastic picture of my paradise❤ 
5838. Beautiful! 💖 
5839. Bellissimo tramonto 👏👏👏👏💯🌅🌈🌈🌈 (oversettelse: vakker solnedgang) 
5840. Nice ❤❤❤ 
5841. Paisagem encantadora,😂🙌😮 (Oversettelse: nydelig landskap) 
5842. So beautiful! 
5843. Beautiful Scenery❤ 
5844. I am missing Norway 🇳🇴 
5845. Gorgeous 
5846. Wow 😱😍 
5847. Magiskt! 
5848. Awesome 
5849. Wow😍😍 
5850. So cool these soft colors 🔥🔥 
5851. Wow...😍 
5852. Absolutely fantastic like the whole Nord Norge 👍😄👍 
5853. I see a mans anguished face 
5854. For 2 years, I lived and experienced this astonishing place of the world. Jeg elsker Norge 

👍👍🇩🇰🇧🇷🇳🇴 
5855. Fantástica!😂🙌😮 
5856. amazing🔝 
5857. Outstanding! Gorgeous shot! 💖💖💖 
5858. Beautiful! 
5859. Hello beautiful NORWAY 💞 
5860. Thanks @northernnorway🙏❤ Kirkeporten is a very beautiful natural wonder🌄😍 
5861. Felt very impressed to stood at that place 😍 
5862. Awesome 🌺 
5863. Spectacular!!! 💚💚💚 
5864. Beautiful 
5865. Beautiful 😍😍😍 
5866. Beautiful 🙏❤👏 
5867. Amazing 
5868. heyy norway i love you 🤪👌 
5869. So beautiful😍💙💚💖 
5870. Heaven 😍 
5871. Schitterend (Oversettelse: fantastisk) 



5872. Fantastic 📸😮😎👏👍😍 
5873. Can't believe my eyes😃 
5874. Wow...😍😍 
5875. So beautiful 
5876. Wonderful autumn🍁🍁🍂🍂♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥🍁🍁 
5877. Incredibly beautiful 
5878. Amazing 
5879. Spectacular 📸😮😎👏👍😍 
5880. Gorgeous!!!! ❤ 
5881. I’m so glad you like our picture 😁 thank you so much! It was an absolutely incredible thing to 

experience the beautiful northern light 💚 
5882. Amazing 😍 
5883. Wow wow WOW!!! 💚💙💚 
5884. I saw it in tromso ❤ 
5885. Wow!!!👌 
5886. Wow😍🍂🍁 
5887. Magical!!! 💖💖 
5888. Autumn,yes wonderful bilde,♥🇳🇴🇳🇴🍁🍁🍂🍂 
5889. awesome 
5890. Wonderful! 
5891. Unbelievable how beautiful there is 🤩 
5892. Fantastic 
5893. Magic panoramic! Special image 📸😮😎👏😍👍 
5894. Beautiful 
5895. Amazing 
5896. This is magic💞 
5897. It's beautiful but it give us chills. 
5898. Wow, so beautiful! 
5899. Such a wow pic & my fav colors too💙💞💚 
5900. Amazing 😍🙌 
5901. Beautiful 
5902. Beautiful 
5903. Me too! Wow!!! Thank u! 
5904. Wow.A wonderful view 
5905. Amazing 🇳🇴 
5906. Awesome 🙌 
5907. I NEED LOVE WITH A WITH NORWAGIAN FOR A SERIOUS RELATIONSHIP! 
5908. awesome ! 
5909. Wow. ❤ 
5910. Were all happy girls when we are lucky enough to be at Nordkapp😊 
5911. Loved being here 
5912. Wow 😍😍 
5913. I lived/studied i Harstad, for 2 years .......... unforgbeatable. The most beautiful place I ever 

saw. ❤❤👍👍🇧🇷🇩🇰 
5914. Красота😍 (oversettelse: skjønnhet) 
5915. So rarely see the aurora dancing in real time 🖤 Thank you 
5916. Peaceful💙 
5917. Beautiful 💞 



5918. Wow beautiful landscape 🍁 
5919. Beautiful! 
5920. Stunning!!! ❤ 
5921. Jaw dropping! 
5922. Beautiful ☀💙 
5923. Novamente a Aurora volta a nos encantar.👏👏👏👏 (Aurora trollbinder oss igjen) 
5924. Wow! 
5925. Assolutamente meraviglioso! 😮😮Fantastica aurora! 👏👏👏😍😍😍👍👍👍 (Oversettelse: 

utrolig daggry, fantastiske aurora) 
5926. Could this be any more stunning?? ❤ 
5927. Truly amazing💜🍃✨ 
5928. I Need this 
5929. Wau 💖💖💖💖 
5930. 🙏🙏 Very beautiful 
5931. Hier war ich auch schon, super schöne Gegend 

Möchte auch gerne wieder nach Norwegen mein zweites Zuhause (oversettelse: jeg har vært 
her før, super vakkert område. Jeg vil også dra tilbake til Norge, mitt andre hjem) 

5932. Oasis! Paradise! Fantastic image 📸😮😎👏😍👍 
5933. Nice moment 👍👍🇧🇷🇩🇰 
5934. How beautiful 😍 
5935. J adore (oversettelse: elsker det) 
5936. This is incredible 🤩 
5937. Beautiful colors ❤ 
5938. My Dream.... to live in Norway 
5939. ❤ Those colors 
5940. Идеальный место работы для пляжного официант🙌🙌👍 (Oversettelse: perfekt sted å 

jobbe for en strandkelner) 
5941. Beautiful i love Noruega 

😃🙏💎💟💞❤😇🌷💝🤗😍👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴

🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴❤ (oversettelse: vakkert, jeg elsker norge) 
5942. Vackert 😍😍 
5943. 🙋 👌👌👌Magnific 💕🙏 
5944. Beautiful images take me with you! 
5945. So beautiful! 
5946. Beautiful photo! So different from summer and winter when I usually come... 
5947. So beautiful 😍 
5948. Wonderful Autumn🥰🥰 
5949. Beautiful 
5950. So beautiful 😍 
5951. 🙋 Quina tardo més maca, quins colors (Oversettelse: for en ettermiddag, hvilke farger) 
5952. WOW!! It's really wonderful... Great View, lovely place 🍂🍂🍁 
5953. Bellissimi colori 👏👏👏🌈💯🙋  (Oversettelse: vakre farger) 
5954. Awesome 
5955. Wow...😍😍 
5956. Wow absolutely beautiful xx💜💚💙😊💯 
5957. I want to be there!! 💜💜💜💜 
5958. Wow! 
5959. North Cape 🙌🙌🙌♥♥♥ 
5960. Sweet memories 



5961. Woooow, awesome!!! 👏🔝💪 
5962. Wow Looks like a longer version of the Golden Gate Bridge here in California ... scary looking 

up there on the cable 
5963. WOW 
5964. wow! 
5965. Beautiful Northern Lights. 
5966. 🙋👌👌👌Magnific 💕🙏 
5967. Marvellous! 
5968. Wow 
5969. Awesome! Love it😍😍😍 
5970. Amazing 😍 
5971. Really ! Is your body made by flesh and blood, or by wood ? If I were you, I have been frozen 

at the border of the river 😊 
5972. Omg😮😮 
5973. Wonderful autumn,♥♥😍😍,❤❤👍😍 
5974. This picture looks like was taken from the book “Midnight Sun” by Jo Nesbo 😍 
5975. Stunning and magical! 
5976. Stunning! 😍😍 
5977. Beautiful landscape 
5978. We had hoped we would- but no travel from Australia for our dream Arctic expedition 
5979. Hidden truth of beauty 
5980. Marvelous😍😍👏👏 
5981. Great colours! 
5982. Wow!!♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
5983. Magnificent!! 
5984. To finish the arcitecture in a proper visual way , there must be put up some stockfish on the 

«scaffholding» or «fiskehjellen» , as called in Norwegian language 😊 
5985. But Please, excuse me, before I rise my hand to join, I should slide down my foot a little for 

testing the coldness of the water. 😊 
5986. I think I have a problem with doors because it's very beautiful for me. Ahah 
5987. What I love about the north! 
5988. All part of Norway is beautiful ! 😍 
5989. Varanger was EPIC! 😍😍 
5990. Wowww nature and balance together 
5991. Magic music and lovely pictures is wonderful ❤ 
5992. Wonderful❣Thanks to our Creator 💖 
5993. Really breathtaking!! 
5994. I must see this in person!! 
5995. Met these lovely people in Norway 🇳🇴 
5996. Ahh, lovely, ♥♥♥ 
5997. A lbeautiful child and sight to see,I cannot imagine how cold it must be.♥♥ 
5998. So sweet.. 
5999. Love their folklore costumes ❣ 
6000. Loved meeting all the lovely hosts at Tromso Arctic Reindeer. Can't wait to return. I'm 

teaching my school pupils (in Scotland) about Norwegian Christmas traditions. 
6001. I would like to know more about the Sami people. Have a good future 
6002. Good to hand down tradition otherwise it will be lost forever. 
6003. That sky! 😍 
6004. So magic!! 



6005. Great chocolate place there #craigalibone ♡ 
6006. Gorgeous!! 
6007. Stunning 
6008. Savner dette lyset! Savner Bodø🇳🇴❤ 
6009. The color spectrum must be an awesome sight when seen live in the northern hemisphere. 
6010. I Wish I could visit all part of Norway 
6011. So beautiful wow !! 😍👍 . Thanks ❤🇳🇴 
6012. Beautiful photos, my birth town miss u 
6013. Jeg elsker dette lyset. Helt fantastisk. 
6014. So beautiful 🤗 
6015. So beautiful🥰 
6016. Amazing 😍😍 
6017. We went to this museum just for something to do to kill some time. It was amazing and if you 

go to Bodo don 
6018. A great and amazing Museum👌. Bodø is a very nice place, all year round😍 
6019. I have been there, was amazing 
6020. oops - don't miss this museum. 
6021. Very lovelig, love Reindeers 
6022. So beautiful ☃👍❤🇳🇴 
6023. Cudo 🤩❤🤩💚 
6024. Hyvaa Itsenaisyyspaivaa 💙🇫🇮💙🎶😘🎊❣Mila 
6025. Beautiful would love to see it ,I love Norway but no lights when I went 
6026. I love these Norwegian lights pics! My paternal great-grandparents were born in Norway and 

I am 30% Norwegian. Thanks. 
6027. aurora ❤ 
6028. Do you ever get different colours? 
6029. Angela Maria I can't wait 😍 
6030. Love this 
6031. Fantastic 
6032. Beautiful 😊 
6033. Just amazing! 
6034. Totally awesome ! 
6035. ! This looks amazing ! 
6036. I will make it there one day to see this 
6037. One day xx 
6038. On my bucket wish list 
6039. Saw these in Norway 2015, absolutely amazing 
6040. Flot 
6041. If I lived there I would never sleep at night. Just beautiful. 
6042. Really beautiful! 
6043. Love the aurora borealis! Miss seeing those beautiful northern lights dancing across the 

Labrador sky. 
6044. So beautiful and I hope again to see the special natur spectacle in 2023 
6045. You will fall in love with the people and the country.❤🙏 
6046. Nature at its best. 
6047. Beautiful sky thanks for sharing 
6048. beautiful 
6049. Wow so beautiful. Wish I could see in person some day 
6050. Wow! I miss seeing the northern lights. 



6051. Wow 
6052. Jeg har set en del norlys som barn i Norge. Det er et gammelt sagn der siger, at ser man 

norlys, er der en i familien eller en bekendt der dør. 
6053. Lovely 
6054. Superklasse 
6055. wow 
6056. The loveliest 💕🇳🇴💕 
6057. So beautiful ❤ 
6058. Ein Traum...Polarlichter.... 
6059. Beautiful 
6060. Magic 
6061. So beautiful 
6062. Prachtig!! 
6063. Wow 
6064. My grandmother came from Ringbu Norway 
6065. Wow....🥰🥰🥰 
6066. Nature is so amazing 
6067. Absolutely on the bucket list 👍 
6068. I feel depress everytime i see lady aurora😞😞 knowing there is no way i can see it 

personaly😞😞 but still im dreaming that someday i will be standing under your magestic 
lights❤ 

6069. Stunning 
6070. Beautiful view 
6071. Sue Warry yes please 
6072. So beautiful ❤🇳🇴 
6073. Beautiful 👍❤🇳🇴 
6074. Amazing💕 
6075. Beautiful !!!! 
6076. Norway is on my bucket list!! 
6077. Wow as In Beautiful Norway🇳🇴😎 
6078. Beautiful ❤🇳🇴 
6079. Wow! Norway is even more magnificent than I imagined with these photos! 
6080. oh oh beautiful, last year alta was my last stop in N-Norway... then I had to leave in a hurry, I 

was eaten alive by little midges... Nostalgia... I will be back 
6081. Omg very nice place 😍 
6082. Done the dog sledding in Tromso last year! Fell more times than I would like to admit..... but 

I’d do it again in a heartbeat! 
6083. Omg 😱 I really miss the husky ride 😍 such an awesome place to visit 👍 went there in jan 

2019. 
6084. Nice! 
6085. noruega también vale jajajaj 
6086. Beautiful!❤ 
6087. I wish I could be there right now 
6088. Beautiful 
6089. OMG, I love it 
6090. Beautiful 
6091. Explendich, fantástic... 
6092. Norwegian dogs 
6093. Beautiful 



6094. G'day from Australia. Norway is definitely on my bucket list. 
6095. All booked for March 2022, just to be on the safe side. ♥ Loved Oslo and Bergen, now to go 

further north. 
6096. First time not been able to travel to Tromso in 10yrs..this is a picture taken from my hotel 

window taken at 1.28 in the afternoon . Thank you for sharing your beautiful pictures ❤ 
6097. It looked just like this when I visited at this time of year, last year.Want to go back. 
6098. Did a cruise and can't wait to visit other parts 
6099. Love the place did the mid night sun marathon.💚 
6100. July of 2019 we were there. It is so beautiful! Would love to see it in the winter. 
6101. I wish I could be there 😢 love Norway and the wintertime ❤❤😘 
6102. So beautiful.....number one on my bucket list once this pandemic has passed and we are able 

to travel again! 
6103. Love Tomso, missing being able to travel this year. 
6104. Love the polar nights ❣❣❣ 
6105. Soooo beautiful- was there in August 2019 - it was so cool 😎 
6106. Absolutely love Tromso ❤ 
6107. Love Tromso in Summer and Winter 
6108. I look forward to returning to tromso in the future such a stunning part of the world 
6109. So many happy memories of Tromso, my happy place. 
6110. Visit Northern Norway is on my wishlist! 😍 
6111. Beautiful! 
6112. Nice memories 😀 
6113. Wish I was there 
6114. We wish to see you again in 2021 
6115. Så vakkert jeg elsker Norge. In every season. 👍❤ 
6116. Absolutely beautiful memories for us February 2018 love it. 

Thanks for sharing. 
6117. David - this looks like a fairytale 😍 
6118. Sa mange gode minner fra ifjor. X 
6119. Beautiful I tired whale in Tromso 🙂 
6120. Very beautiful 
6121. Enjoy your winter time 
6122. Beautiful memories!! 
6123. Is it dark during these 7 - 8 weeks or does it stay twilight? 
6124. At least it is not MN grey.👵 
6125. Beautiful! 
6126. Been here beautiful country 💞💞🇳🇴 
6127. Beautiful 😍 
6128. Such beauty 
6129. Gorgeous!! 
6130. Beautiful 
6131. Tromsö💕 
6132. Beautiful 🌹 
6133. Nice memories with special friends Remember Sandra Willers 
6134. Beautiful---Brrrrrr !!! 
6135. Varför är vinterbilderna alltid dom vackraste ? 
6136. Next on my list 
6137. Wow Maria Kristine Augestad Beck your homeland looks like a beautiful and fascinating 

place! 



6138. Stunning x 
6139. Kate Barker happy days! 
6140. Stunning 
6141. Was there January 2020, definitely worth a trip for the experience 👍 
6142. I would love to visit such a country: cooler weather and what seems to be a pretty functional 

society. I visited Copenhagen a few years ago and was very impressed - first and last country I 
visited without begging and that includes Germany. 

6143. Beautiful!❤ 
6144. Magical, would love to visit maybe next year🤔l just love Norway✨⭐✨ 
6145. Lorna Rutherford we really should be here this month 😭 
6146. Have been there 
6147. Monika. I want to go. 
6148. Beautiful!!! 
6149. Wow.......gorgeous! 
6150. So beautiful 
6151. I wish 
6152. Beautiful Norway 
6153. This looks so amazing,I cannot see any paths or roads but maybe I am not looking in the right 

places. 
6154. Meraviglioso 
6155. Tilbringer masse tid inni vika i ferier 
6156. I don't think it is correct to say 'Humans' are small. The very fact that they have been able to 

stay alive and prosper in these conditions for the last thousands (or even more) of years, 
proves that man can live in harmony with nature. 

6157. Awesome 
6158. Just wow! I long to visit the North again! 
6159. My cousin lives and teaches in Vardo and has these views daily. She is lucky. 
6160. Wow beautiful 😍😍💙💙 
6161. Winter is so beautiful in the north 💖 
6162. Aram Vardanyan memories 
6163. Ich komme definitiv wieder 🥰🥰 
6164. Norway ❤ 
6165. Jeg vil gerne kommer tilbake NORGE 

Jeg snakke lit Norske ♥ 
6166. Jeg må snart ha ett langt vinterbesøk nordover 😊 
6167. Fantastisk 
6168. Been there, done that. 💩😯😬 
6169. even the toilets are impressive in norway 😅 
6170. The toilet at Stegastein viewpoint is beautiful! 😃 
6171. Haha even toilet has a day 👍 
6172. Langsanden Sandhornøy 
6173. We found one with a long long drop to the fiord below. 
6174. Last January it was perfect weather, and we are from Florida. Northern Norway is fantastic in 

any season 
6175. Was minus 35 this night when aurora hunting.... can get really bone chilling cold 
6176. Fantastisk hilsen fra Aurora 👏🤩🎆 
6177. Fabulous 
6178. I love Norway. 
6179. It's so beautiful 😍 



6180. For en flott tid å tilbringe en vinter på Tromso i Norge,, eller minst en vintermåned 
6181. Take me back ❣❄ 
6182. Må det aldri komme vindmøller der. 
6183. Rushka & the first snow & stunning Lofoten ♥♥♥ 
6184. So Colorful 😍❣ 
6185. Prachtig! 
6186. ASTOUNDING!! 
6187. Jochen lofoten é 😍 
6188. This is beautiful. 
6189. Beautiful history... 
6190. I wanna go-grandparents came from Trondheim-so, just send me a couple of tickets-talk skas 

du ha 
6191. Very beautiful place indeed! 
6192. Beautiful😍😍! 
6193. Been there, a significant place in Norwegian history. 
6194. Wish I could visit soon 
6195. Beautiful 
6196. Oh I went here a few years ago ! What a nice place ! 
6197. Such an amazing place! Out of this world! 
6198. Beautiful country, wonderful people!! 
6199. Looks amazing. 🙂 
6200. breathtaking view♡ 
6201. Supposed to be there now, unfortunately it will be 2 years away now. 
6202. Beautiful scenes wherever you look. 
6203. Water in Lyngenfjord has just amazing milky-blue color. Was summer 2001 
6204. Beautiful 
6205. Norway, otherworldly... 
6206. Beautiful 
6207. Beautiful Norway 
6208. Loved it last year! Regardless the obscurity I was so lucky to see the Northern Lights per 5 

minutes and I saw the orcas in the coast per hours, the huge amount of snow created a 
special landscape, loved my Polar Night experience every minute!!!!! 

6209. Was on my list for 2022.. now waiting a bit longer 😒 
6210. I’d love it! I’ll go for ir asap!! 
6211. Loved it last year. Can't wait to come back another winter! (And in summer....😁) 
6212. This is part of my plan for winter 2021/22. 
6213. Best nights ❄❤ 
6214. Magic places🥰. We hope to be back soon👌🇳🇴 
6215. Beautiful 
6216. Tina Pollard Meela Lekha bucket list? 
6217. Great country, I can not visit now 
6218. If I had a job offer I would move there in a heartbeat! 
6219. Good evening from Paris France I love Norway 🇳🇴 Norvège ♥ 
6220. Visited from Australia in August 2017. So beautiful. We loved Norway so much. 
6221. Hello. We planned to come to northern Norway in July 2021, but I'm afraid that the virus 

would prevent us from doing so? 
6222. We are coming September 2021. Already booked. 
6223. We have been there in 2012 juni, no view, there was just a snowstorm 
6224. Got the T Shirt 



6225. I have been to there ! 
Beautiful place! 

6226. Ich hoffe auf 2022 wie versprochen 
6227. Fantastic would love to be in Norway this year, hopefully next year. Tusen takk Norge 

🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
6228. let me stay here plesse!! 
6229. we need to go for dad 
6230. Seen them so beautiful, 
6231. Next year, hopefully 
6232. Wow! Amazing! 
6233. It's my dream, I wish to be there!!😍 
6234. Yep, right place, right time, camera ready and *Action!* 
6235. Absolutely gorgeous 
6236. And we think its getting dark here now... 
6237. Stunning. 
6238. The most amazing place.... fabulous 
6239. I remember Svalbard well, especially our trip with the sled dogs. impressive! 
6240. Nice view 
6241. What a beautiful sky colour. Amazing photo 
6242. Yes Very beautiful ...my visit was over too soon x 
6243. Amazing beauty 👌👌 
6244. Beautifully serene 😍 
6245. are there people living, studying and working in Svalbard or just mining companies? 
6246. Magnifique ! 
6247. Beautiful view 
6248. nice.place 
6249. Like a fairry tale 
6250. Beautiful 
6251. Want visit this place 
6252. soon Svalbard 🥰🙏 
6253. Marvellous view 
6254. Amazing beauty of nature!! Awesome Norway 💞🇳🇴 
6255. Fallegt 
6256. Wow 
6257. Bodø and Nordland are also good alternatives 😊 
6258. Wish we were there right now Cinnamon instead of this prison state. 
6259. I love the northern region, even though I have much more to explore. Had to settle for 

reading Hamsun rn, since I'm not living there 
6260. Wonderful. Would love to visit sometime. 🙂🙂 
6261. Love the sound of rain on a tin roof. 
6262. Some can visit some can't but person who went there enjoy for us who cannot make it 

stunning 
6263. I will visit, I hope soon, I look forward to it. 🙏 
6264. Rha ! I want to be here ! 
6265. Awesome land♡ 
6266. I hope to be able to visit soon. 

I like Norway so much 🌺😍🌼 
6267. I ❤norway 
6268. Awsome 😍 



6269. Can I by this house? Its perfect. 
6270. Can anyone take me here😔😔😔 i want some fresh air and peacefull place like this😥 
6271. Awesome 💞💞💞 
6272. Looks stunning. Must visit one day. 🙂🙂 
6273. This beautiful country is on my bucket list!!! 
6274. Such a lovely place! 😊 
6275. Would love to go, it’s beautiful. 
6276. I will go again, I miss Norway. 😀 
6277. I will be there as soon as it's allowed ! 
6278. What beautiful scenery. What us the situation over there with regards to Corona Virus 
6279. Stunning 
6280. wow~~~ 

Fantastic!!♡♡ 
6281. Underbara bilder👍😍🇳🇴 
6282. Wonder mooi ❤ 
6283. Beautiful autumn colours! 
6284. So beautiful!! 
6285. On aimerait bien... We'd love to... 😷 
6286. Been there Beautiful place Norway so pretty and so clean 
6287. Love🇳🇴♥ 
6288. 💔💔💔savner mitt vakre land.💗💗💗💗🇳🇴🇳🇴 
6289. Kanada kann nicht schöner sein 
6290. early winter would be nice ☺☺ 
6291. unbelievable beauty. 
6292. Fantastic ♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
6293. So beautiful ❤❤ 
6294. Me too..I'm part Norwegian 🎇🎑🎆 
6295. Beautiful 
6296. Which tree's wood are popular to make the wooden chatels, fittings, & furniture Norway 

grown? 
6297. We visited northern Norway in 2018 and loved it! 
6298. We were traveling through almost exactly two years ago. October 2, 2018 
6299. Norway is by far the most beautiful place where I have been. When I need something to 

make my day better, I look at photos of Norway. 
6300. Looks amazing. 🍁❄🙂 
6301. Beautiful 
6302. Soon the snow fall 

will replace the colors one 
Whatever is the fall 
Norway beauty never fall... 

6303. Ett underbart fjäll, en underbar bild 
6304. Wonderful 
6305. Really beautiful 
6306. I love and miss Norway ❤� 
6307. I ❤Norway 
6308. so nice view~~~♡ 
6309. Norsk Matterhorn 👍👍 
6310. Lucky people 
6311. I love Norway. 



6312. Beautiful 
6313. Beautiful 
6314. Jeg savner NORGE😘💕💞 
6315. Beautiful 
6316. Fabulous !!♥♥ 
6317. Wow...beautiful! 
6318. Was in Flore ,westerly point ofNorway ,experienced some of this beautiful view. 
6319. Wow!! lovely view!! 
6320. Yes fantastic♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥ 
6321. Is a Viking cruise a good way to see Norway 
6322. Asteroid! Against 🆗 
6323. Sååå vackert😍 
6324. Himmelskt vackert 😉 
6325. Beautiful 
6326. Fantastisk 🇳🇴❤👍🇳🇴 
6327. I have been working for SAS 24years and 10 for HURTIGRUTEN. During those years have 

travelling Many times between Oslo, Bergen and Norfh Cape. Norway is one of most 
beautiful country I have ever seen!!. 

6328. I LOVE autumn in the Northern Norway 🍂 Ahhhh. Greetings from the Baltic though! 
6329. Grandparents lived on an island north of Tromsø🥰🇳🇴 
6330. If they ever let us out of Australia we will be there. 
6331. Been there many times my grandcpar 
6332. Norway is paradise, its nature is a dream 🇳🇴❤ 
6333. Beyond awesome 😎🇳🇴❤🥰🙏 
6334. I wish I was there, but with quarantine rules it's not possible 😥😥 
6335. Maybe one day I can visit 😊 
6336. Breathtaking 
6337. Beautiful 🌹 
6338. Miss the North ♥ was there in September 2018 (Lofoten) & Lapland in 2019. Will be back!!! 
6339. Amazing beauty 
6340. Uff jeg får hjemlengsel igjen 
6341. Norge er bare fantastisk 🇳🇴 ❤ 👍 🇳🇴 
6342. We did love to go again. Beautiful. 
6343. Beautiful village! 
6344. Awesome! 
6345. So Awesome 
6346. My dream 🙏🙏🙏 
6347. Nice 
6348. wonderful 
6349. God kaffedag Norge! 

Missing Norway so bad, especially the North..it is my happy place....cannot wait to come 
back. 

6350. I want to live in Troms 😇 
6351. ❤🇳🇴 a fantastic and wonderful imagine it's what I love more 
6352. Oh I really want to. As soon as we can call travel in safety. Beautiful Norway 🇳🇴 
6353. Amazing photograph. Will have to visit sometime. 🙂 
6354. Superb... Nature is always great ! 
6355. Magnificent 
6356. Amazing...😮😮😮 



6357. Beautiful 
6358. They are beautiful and so amazing. 
6359. Fantastisk smukt😘 
6360. Hello!! 

I would like to go in Tromso to see Aurora. 
Please can you tell me when is right period to see? 
For example this picture is fresh? 

6361. Bellissimo!! 
6362. Så flot 😘vil gerne prøve at se det med egne øjne i natur 😘 
6363. So beautiful and serene. 
6364. So beautiful. 
6365. Perfect 
6366. absolutely awesome 
6367. Amazing !!! 
6368. So lovely 
6369. Wonderful. 
6370. loveee... 
6371. Sublim !!!!! 
6372. Stunning 
6373. Beautiful.. 
6374. Stunning 👍 
6375. Amazing 🙊😍🤲 
6376. I still want to see the Northern lights one day. 
6377. Do you have foreign startup programs to build a business there? I'd like to live in Norway. ❤ 
6378. Beautiful i love fall scenery 
6379. What beautiful 

views & colours. 
♥♥♥ 

6380. Glæsilegt 
6381. ♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥wonderful ♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥ 
6382. Wow, fascinating! 
6383. Beautiful! 
6384. Amazing views 
6385. Beautiful! 
6386. Absolutely astonishing! Lovely. 
6387. Traumhaft schön 
6388. Beautiful, beautiful. But I don’t like the next season. 
6389. Lucky you! all I've got is squishy, slippery leaves. Western Washington. 
6390. Stunning ♥Norway 😘 
6391. WoW...what amazing views...Hope to visit Norway soon❤❤ 
6392. Breathtaking ❤ 
6393. Beautiful. 
6394. Beautiful! 
6395. Oh to be in Norway now that fall is here 
6396. Beautiful 💕 
6397. Love Norway... 
6398. Gorgeous 
6399. Nice view 
6400. Soon🙏 



6401. Someday. . . 
6402. Nice Nice View 
6403. Stunning colours!! Norway do beautiful any time of year 
6404. wow....what amazing views.....Hope to visit Norway soon❤😍❤ 
6405. Winter vibes 
6406. I adore Norway - Crystal clear air, beautiful scenery, welcoming people 🤗 
6407. The scenery is amazing. Great photos! Visited this region of Norway in 2019 and would love 

to go back again someday 🙂 
6408. Really beautiful 😍 

I love Norway 🇳🇴♥ 
6409. Beautiful places!! 
6410. beautiful and peaceful 
6411. Someday I will be There 
6412. Miss you Norway 
6413. So beautiful! I hope to visit someday. 
6414. mulle bra 
6415. Really beautiful ❤ 
6416. I have dreamed of this place for years now. 
6417. I've visited Senja twice, and Tromso twice, but never the Lofotens. It's incredibly beautiful, it 

should stay wild. 
6418. Muito bonito esse lugar. 
6419. Can’t wait to visit Lofoten 
6420. Lofoten❤ 
6421. What are those black strips, may I know please 
6422. Bare drøm. Med hvor mye en person har tjent i Tsjekkia, vil den bare forbli med bilder og 

videoer.DESSVERRE 😕 
6423. Water temperature +8C and too much snow on the hills. Beach visitors and vacationers will 

arrive soon ☺. 
6424. Very calm sea 
6425. Wow ❤ 😍 😍 Summer is crazy 😁🧡💜💕💚❤ 
6426. O,vad vackert 
6427. beautiful!!! 
6428. My dad lived and studied in Denmark and during his stay he took a trip to North Cape. 
6429. very very beautiful and amazing places ❤🇳🇴 
6430. So beautiful! 
6431. Lovely views!!!! Congrats... 
6432. Beautiful landscapes😍 
6433. Beautiful 
6434. Beautiful!! 
6435. Merveilleux pays !! Un paradis sur Terre:) love ❤ 
6436. Impressive 
6437. Post cards perfect 
6438. Beautiful! 
6439. Wonderful♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
6440. Wow it's amezing place 💖😍🤗 , 
6441. Well Well great Ad for Norway with truly very Swedish ABBA music 🇸🇪❤🇸🇪🇳🇴😀 
6442. We love Norway! It's beautiful. We have friends that live there. And have visited them three 

times. 



6443. Excellent 👍👍👍😍😀 
Love that walking bridge 

6444. Super 🥰🥰🥰 
6445. Nice place to be😉 
6446. So beautiful & peaceful. 
6447. Lovely 
6448. Bra 
6449. beautiful 
6450. Beautiful. 
6451. Natural beauty superb 👍 
6452. Vacker 
6453. Tror det er mer enn ni!!! ☺✨😊 
6454. Nothing about Svalbard ? Triste 😞 
6455. It's... totally amazing. Missing Norway soooo much ! ❤❤❤❤❤ 
6456. Oh my goodness that's cotton grass Sara-Kate Wall 😳 😍 😆 
6457. THAT is my idea of heaven!!!🥰👏🙏 
6458. My ideas wouldn't be that tedious. But it would be amazing to find different mountains and 

lakes to do medieval inspired self-portraits. 
6459. Great views👀 
6460. Jeez Simon we’re going to have to up our game 😬 
6461. I'll take my guitars, amplifiers and synthesizer gear up to the next summit and wake up the 

world! 😃 
6462. Our flights to Norway (Tromsø) next month have been cancelled, but hopefully see you next 

year 
6463. Sonnige Erlebnisse der besonderen Art...Skandinavien ist einzigartig...ein Garant für Erholung 

der Superlative 
6464. Prachtig. 
6465. Such great views 
6466. Yes! Visited both sami museums in Mortensnes and Varangerbotten just two weeks ago. 

They gave us a good glimpse at what the life of the sea sami people has been and what it is 
now. Respect! In Mortensnes the young man working there was more than helpful and we 
had a good chat. 

6467. Yes! Them and concert halls are a must! 
6468. Yes. Always. I visited several museums on my tour with the Hurtigruten. 
6469. Yes! And theatres, given the chance. 
6470. Yes, sometimes. I don't think I personally have in a few years in Northern Norway because it's 

a primary interest of mine. 
6471. I went to Kirkenes in 2013. It was a memorable trip partly because it was so close to Russia I 

could literally wave to the Russians at Storskog Grensestasjon.i continued my trip to 
Murmansk in the Russian Federation. 

6472. Thank you for the information on Kirkenes. 
I had an interesting look at the materials of Kirkenes. Nowadays the famous king crab is also 
a coincidence. Japan is located south of the Kamchatka Peninsula, so I thought it would be 
everywhere in the cold sea. Please continue to provide information on Northern Norway. 

6473. I was in Kirkenes several times. For some reason or another this city always makes me feel 
sad. It’s not one of those ‘charming ‘ Norwegian villages. But it’s history is very interesting, 
without any doubt 

6474. I miss you so much ❤🇳🇴 stay safe until our next meeting 😘 
6475. If wishes come true I will be there sometime over the rainbow!! 
6476. So do we 😔. We hope to come next winter! 



6477. We mis you 👍👍♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴 . 
6478. We miss Norway too 💗 
6479. My fellow amubrikunz didn't follow CDC guidelines & I'm banned from EU. Virus bad here 🙄. 

Otherwise, 👍😁🇳🇴💃 I'd probably be buying a ticket over.......Honningsvag film festival in mid 
September 👍 

6480. Vi såg två blåvalar utanför Sri Lanka. Fantastiska djur. 🐋😀🇳🇴🇸🇪 
6481. Amazing creature! 
6482. Welch spannender und prachtvoller Anblick. 🙂 
6483. Majestic👍 
6484. Beautiful x 
6485. Mandy its the BLUE WHALE 
6486. trip to Norway lol 
6487. when we going?? 
6488. What are the chances! I just finished reading "Ark" by Veronica Roth which referenced 

#Svalbard and the Global Seed Vault located deep inside a mountain on Svalbard! 😃 
6489. Beautiful 🥰 
6490. Beautiful ♥ 
6491. Svalbard is on my bucket list. 
6492. Natural beauty ❤ 
6493. Dog Sledding! 

After observing the lights the night before and staying over in the cozy little chalet we went 
dog sledding! Talk about an adventure! This was a several hour trip through the tundra. We 
had our own sled, and went in a group of 4 sleds, the first being the guide. There was a 
packed trail so it wasn't hard to navigate. However whoever is driving the sled does get a 
workout! This adventure was absolutely trilling! 

6494. This is what we came for! 
Review of: Northern Lights Photography Experience at Camp Tamok with Meal 
This trip was one of the highlights of our stay in Norway. This is what we came for! Beyond 
amazing��! The lights were dancing; they covered the sky! It was like nothing I’ve ever seen 
in my life�! 
We arrived to a wonderfully amazing staff. They helped fit us with gear and ushered us off to 
a cozy lodge where we had a wonderful dinner of traditional bread and lamb stew. They 
offered us hot drinks and gave us some info on the Northern Lights and our adventure. I need 
to reiterate just how friendly and accommodating the people who worked here were. 
Andreas was our guide for the evening- what a wonderful young man. First he was so 
patient... We were so anxious about seeing the lights that we had to be tiring. He was so 
friendly and kind and reassured us that we WERE going to see them. Camp Tamok is the 
perfect pocket for conditions. They see the lights nearly every night there during the season! 
We didn't just go out for the lights, but rather stayed the night in one of their glass roof 
chalets. What a treat! It was warm and cozy and we were able to observe the lights long after 
others went back on the bus. 
The next morning we had a delicious breakfast, and then went dog sledding! 

6495. Lovely dogs 
6496. Dog sledding at Camp Tamok 

We have just returned from Tromso, and spent an enjoyable night dog sledding at Camp 
Tamok. The journey from Tromso takes about one and a half hours. On arrival you are 
directed to the relevant activity ( dog or reindeer sledding, snow mobile etc) and given warm 
clothing, boots and gloves to change into. We were then taken to where the sledge and dogs 
were and given instructions on how to control the sledge. Then we were off, in a team of 
three sledges and Thomas our instructor and enjoyed a good hour and a half sledding 
through the countryside. All the dogs seemed to be very happy and loved the activity. 



Afterwards we were taken to a Sami tent, where we had warm drinks and lamb stew, which 
had been prepared by Mia and the girls, before being taken back to Tromso. This was a 
wonderful experience. 

6497. Dog sledding, food, and fun 
We did the 7h dog sled deal. 2 adults and a kid in the evening. It was amazing. And they gave 
us a very kind guide who took our daughter with her and we (parents) on our own sled. Food 
at the end was yummy. The dog sledding is for 1 1/2 hours, so it gets cold! It was -9C when 
we started. Crystal clear night, so got to see stars and some northern lights. 

6498. Best place on earth with the dogs at that moment! 
We spent a perfect day driving first in a very comfortable bus (1h30) from Tromso to Camp 
Tamok which is a fantastic remote place, ideal for winter activities. The group was a mix of 
people joining dog sledding, reindeer sledding, snow mobile or ice fishing. For dog sledding 
we were split into small groups and in our group there were 4 sledges in total incl. a very nice 
guide who choose the perfectly adapted speed. The tour with those fantastic dogs lastet 
almost 2 hours in a wonderful landscape and was followed by a reindeer soup lunch. if we 
had known this place, we would certainly have booked one night in their chalets! 
We truly recommend this activity! 

6499. Beautiful huskies at Camp Tamok 
6500. beautiful 

Our family of 4 really enjoyed the Sami Cultural experience and the reindeer sledding, very 
hospitable and knowledgeable hostess (daughter of owner - back from college) , Just a 
beautiful and relaxing excursion, love the cold weather, snow and the darkness! 

6501. Great husky sled ride! 
6502. Ice fishing trip in winter wonderland 
6503. Great Adventure 
6504. The bus ride is 90 minutes from an easy to find pick up location. We are kitted out on arrival 

in appropriate clothing head to toe and given a safety briefing on how to control the sled. 
Our guide is great, friendly and happy to share knowledge. The scenery breathtaking and the 
dogs happy and appear well cared for. Lunch on return inside the Sami tent is a nice way to 
round it out. Good bathroom facilities. A fantastic day out. 
 
One suggestion would be a guide in the bus there discussing the scenery. We were lucky as 
seated near the driver, she shared information but that would complete the journey. 

6505. Unique Experience with Reindeers 
Nice activity with this tour company . Being fetched from Scandic hotel via huge bus , we 
traveled by one and 1/2 hour to Camp Tamok . It was very cold , and it’s like a winter 
wonderland out there with lots of snow everywhere. 
We did the reindeer encounter which includes feeding and undergoing a little bit of sledding. 
We wore thermal jump suits and snow boots with huge gloves. A Sami couple was there to 
brief us on their culture , and aside from reindeer handling, utilising the lava hut and lasso 
throwing . 
Afterwards , a meal with meat stew and bread would follow. Highly recommended. 
Permission to post pics with the Sami couple . 

6506. What an adventure 
Reindeer sleigh and dog sledding plus learning about Sami culture and lifestyle was just 
brilliant. Our hosts were delightful and couldn’t do enough for us. The chalet was lovely and 
warm great to see the sky at night whilst lying in bed! 

6507.  
Adventurous Dog Sledding Experience! 

6508. Absolutely wonderful experience, the drive to Tomak was pretty scenic as well. The Huskies 
were very friendly ( and powerful!), Would recommend the self drive experience! 



6509. Very happy to have our experience tour guide Andreas Brattli to guide us in this northern 
light chasing activity, he is very experience, passion about his job and professional. We had a 
great time chatting with him and Andreas is very patient sharing to us about the northern 
light knowledge, he is a great photographer and took very nice photos! 
We strongly recommended Andreas Brattli as the tour guide for Northern Light chasing tour 
at Camp Tamok- Thomso 

6510. Best place to go while in Norway! 
I stayed in Norway for 4 months due to a study abroad. During this time I traveled a lot and 
so many places in Norway. Today, Ia m writing this review because Camp Tamok was the 
highlight of all adventures I did! Do it!! :) 

6511. We did a snowmobiling tour with you in January on my husbands 40th birthday and it was 
honestly one of the best things I’ve ever done! You took us up through the mountains to a 
frozen lake, then we headed back down and had lunch in a Laamu. You even got everyone to 
sing happy birthday to my husband and gave him a little cake! It was all absolutely magical. 
We can not recommend everything about you highly enough. 

6512. Awsome experience 
If you are traveling in Northern Norway, you should absolutely visit camp Tamok! We had an 
awesome experience with dog sledding in amazing nature, and reindeer sledding under the 
northern lights. The people are amazing, and the food is really good. The cabins were very 
cozy and clean. I would absolutely recommend a visit here. 

6513. Fantastic Experience 
Frequent visitor over the last 3years to this fabulous adventure in the wilderness..New staff 
and management have transformed pretty much everything about the place to make it a 
MUST SEE trip..This time I booked the snowmobile adventure with Tromso Travel (The lovely 
Josima) and it didn’t disappoint.Our guide was first class and in really testing conditions he 
made sure we all had a great time. 
Thank you to all and see yis all again for sure 
Brian Ireland 

6514. Great day out 
6515. WOW, what an experience ! We’re a group of 3 and all of us were really looking forward to 

dogsledding and it didn’t disappoint us at all. It is all very well arranged from the bus pickup 
and travelling to the camp to the return back to Tromso. We were given clothes and boots to 
change into, and then shown how to “drive” the sleds. Charlotte was fantastic in ensuring our 
safety, providing us with reassurance and guiding us through our ride. The dogs are beautiful 
and well looked after. We got to play with them afterwards and “thank” them for our trip. 
Sounds corny but you do really want to reward them. Don’t think that this is a walk in the 
park, it isn’t. These dogs are super strong and go fast ! Afterwards we were treated to warm 
drinks and sami food, beautiful soup (we had 2 bowls each !), homemade traditional bread 
and dessert. Lara patiently explained the way of life of the dogs, and you could see how loved 
the dogs are. Overall this was an excellent experience, and we would thoroughly recommend 
this Company and activity. Thankyou Charlotte, Lara, the rest of the team at Camp Tamok, 
and of course the beautiful puppies. Hope to see you again if ever we travel to Tromso again. 

6516. Dogsledding - Wonderful experience! 
I was really looking forward to this experience and I was not disappointed! Lyngsfjord was 
recommended by other Tripadvisor travellers on the forum and I can confirm they are super 
organised and professional. Our dogs were very friendly, the guide very knowledgeable - he 
helped us changing some dogs as we were not going super fast so this improved our 
experience. We were also served sami food in the tent, overall very satisfied and would love 
to go again! 

6517. Aurora Borealis spectacle 
Excellent experience, we ventured out for the night to see the Northern Lights, our tour guide 



Andreas was excellent, knowledgeable and very accommodating, all helped by some of the 
best nature has to offer! 

6518. An unforgettable experience, guiding a sled and dogs through the wilderness of Norway. It 
lasted around an hour, -25 degrees in mid Feb. The scenery was surreal. Our guide was great. 
 
Later we had reindeer soup and a few more Sami traditional snacks in the Laavu tent, such an 
amazing day, and I would recommend it no end. 
 
DO IT!! 

6519. Was very lucky to have seen the northern lights here. It’s 1.5hrs coach trip outside of Tromsø. 
But worth it. Had dinner in a lodge and was called out when the lights were strong. Was 
given a suit and boots. Whilst it was -16c at 11pm it was not windy so felt cosy. 

6520. Wonderful time! 
6521. Fabulous Sami and Reindeer Encounter 
6522. Camp Tamok for new adventures! 
6523. Amazing Northern Norway experience 

We stayed in Tromso and used Lyngsfjord Adventure for what was truly an adventure. Went 
out there 3 separate days and did snowmobiling, dog sledding, reindeer sleighing and chasing 
the lights. Unfortunately we did not get the see the lights that night, but you cannot blame 
the guides since it was actually snowing quite heavily that night. Everyone we came into 
contact with at the camp was fantastic....friendly, informative, definitely helpful to an "older 
couple". Food supplied was simple, but both traditional and delicious. We spent one magical 
night in a Chalet and woke up to a beautiful peaceful snow. Breakfast was a more than 
adequate buffet. No, the place is not "fancy", but if you are going this far North, you should 
expect simple, but amazing. Wish I were younger because I would definitely return. 

6524. It was the most amazing thrilling experience i had. The snow mobile required at least basic 
driving skills. Trust me its totally different compare to riding motorbike. The route they took 
is pretty amazing as well. Its was snowing and the visibility was almost zero. We did the snow 
mobile for almost 1 hour. And i did almost all the driving. Honestly i was scared at the 
beginning. But once u knew how to handle the driving, the adrenaline will rush in and you 
will enjoy it. Awesome experience for me and i got a good credits from the guide who told 
me im really good in driving it despite its my 1st time doing it. 

6525. Brilliant trip - definitively recommended 
6526. Outstanding experience - our guide explained to us how to „drive“ the dogsled and after that 

we had a really wonderful tour in the Lyng Alps. The dogs were very sweet and our guide had 
several interesting stories to tell. After the tour we came back to Camp Tamok again and had 
very delicious food with a super entertaining team. Can recommend this :-) 

6527. A sensational day executed by a superbly well-run company 
6528. Fabulous experiences & sleeping in a tent at -28 degrees centigrade. 
6529. A must do when in Tromsø 
6530. Huskies & Northern Lights - Best day of out life! 

No words can describe the feeling of mushing through the epic wild landscape surrounding 
Camp Tamok. The still of a bright moon-lit night, the pound of your heart, the rush of the sled 
through a snowy valley with majestic mountains soaring on either side of you...and as if that 
wasn't enough....then the Northern Lights appear dancing in front of you. Simply mind 
blowing! Mike was a perfect guide to share the magic with. And Lara and the team back at 
camp put on a great evening eating most excellent traditional Sami reindeer soup and 
fireside banter in the Lavvu. Thanks all for an unforgettable experience. You have well and 
truly ignited our love for Arctic adventures. Cara & Nikki from Wilder Ways horse riding 
adventures in Scotland 

6531. Spent a night at Camp Tamok, Dogsledding that night and Snowmobile next morning! 
Fantastic cabins and excellent staff, thank you Laura we will definitely visit again. 



6532. Overwhelmingly beautiful! 
6533.  

Camp Tamok 
Absolutely wonderfull guide in Andreas! He is super helpful and a wealth of knowledge about 
the area and camera settings for northern lights photography. 

6534. Wonderful reindeer ride 
Run by a Sammi family, they give a wonderful intro to Sammi life as it is today. Taking 
nothing for granted, they make you don a coverall snow suit, head covers, heavy gloves and 
snow boots. You learn about reindeer, their likes and dislikes, how they’re managed (drone 
tracking, ear Id tags, govt rules), and issues faced. 
Then... you get the sleigh ride. Then you give them “reindeer candy”-lichens. Then you 
receive a delicious bowl of reindeer soup. 
Even in the dark of winter, it’s a beautiful ride! 
All of family is fluent in English. 

6535. Great Full Day Stay 
6536. Celebrating a special birthday! 

This is an amazing place to visit and would love to go back one day. We did the reindeer 
sleigh at night time, stayed overnight in a chalet and did the snowmobile in the morning. We 
had so much fun! If you go to Tromsø area you have to visit. 

6537. Best way to tour Norway/Tromsø 
So, I’m a young teenager and some tours can be really boring (especially with my family). 
However, this place is really special, mostly because the people are just so nice. We don’t 
really have hospitality like this in Australia, and the camp manager (friedrick) made our stay 
super special. He took some time out of his duties to make us a fire in the snow and cook 
Norwegian suasages how his family would when they went camping (and he got me a beer 
from his personal belongings). 
Overall, the experience was great because of the awesome hospitality ( including the great 
food) so I would deinfitly recommend camping here when in Norway. 
P.s the camp (camp tamok) is really picturesque aswell, as it is situated in the northern 
mountains! 

6538. AMAZING!!! 
6539. If anything, use this charter for dog sledding with huskies. This is most probably very bias, but 

doesn’t mean it ain’t true! They have a very professional yet ‘wilderness’ vibe going on... the 
pooches (huskies) are absolutely incredible! Book your trip now! 

6540. Snowmobiling is FANTASTIC 
We went snowmobiling through the wilderness and it was fantastic - the scenery is gorgeous 
and you can go pretty fast. The guides make sure you know what you’re doing beforehand 
and check everyone is okay regularly. They stop everyone half way to take photographs as 
well and for a rest. Most people share a snowmobile but as we were a family of 5 and had 
booked to guarantee 3 snowmobiles of our own I got to ride alone. They’re pretty easy to 
drive you just need to be confident and ready to react. So much fun - if you’ve been quad 
biking (or something similar) before you’ll love this. Guides are super friendly and nice and 
they feed you an authentic Norwegian lunch afterwards (they cater for vegetarians!!). 

6541. A truly memorable experience 
6542. Thank you Andreas for the Northern Lights experience last night. We were impressed by your 

enthusiasm for your job. You were able to make us feel like it was the first time you saw the 
lights.... your excitement was contagious. I would certainly recommend your company. Your 
knowledge of where to find the lights on a cloudy night made our experience unforgettable. 
Thank you 😊 

6543. Truly magical 
6544. Winter Winderland 



6545. A magical night 
6546. Fantastic experience,very hospitable and organised.wouud definitely recommed for your 

bucket list!! Sledging through the landscape was amazing,and the guide was excellent. 
6547. Best adventure never had 

We did 2 adventures, northern lights and dog sledding... perfect... 
The best guide was Noa, and as well Andreas ... 

6548. Appreciating the Sami Culture and modern day family 
6549. We had a wonderful time at Camp Tamok. Our Guide Andreas was so much fun and we 

enjoyed every second of our tour. First we were served dinner in a traditional sami tent - very 
cosy and good food. Then we left the Camp on a Minibus to search the lights. Unfortunately 
we did not see the Aurora, but the weather was not with us on that day. Andreas found the 
perfect spot though,but thats nature. Even without the lights totally worth every NOK :-) We 
would go there again.. 

6550. We went to camp Tamok for an aurora borealis adventure, staying overnight and 
snowmobile ride. We cannot say much about the last two things as we are just now arriving 
from the aurora experience. It has been a cloudy night but Andreas our guide went the extra 
mile as he offered to stay longer to get more chances to see the lights. We have not only seen 
lights, he brought us coffee and cookies from her girlfriends house. He is an incredibly nice 
guy. He made our experience excellent excellent 

6551. We had a fantastic day with the lovely Sami people . Picking us up from Radisson Blu Tromsø, 
we headed out to their reindeer farm . Fantastic experience having the sleigh ride , feeding 
the deer and then into their lovely warm Lavvu for hot drinks and reindeer stew . The insight 
into their life / history was fascinating. A really good day out and excellent value for money 

6552. Once in a Lifetime! 
6553. Amazing Trip 

The camp is really authentic, you’re really in harmony with nature. Our guide Andreas was 
perfect, so careful with us. He gave personal lessons to set the best our camera for northerns 
lights. See you next year ! 

6554. Lyngsfjord and the guide Andreas have turned my trip to Tromsø espectacular! For sure 
there’s no better way to see the amazing Northern Lights than with you all. Recommended 
without any doubts. Hope to see you soon again. Thanks a lot. Greetings from Sao Paulo - 
Brazil! 

6555. Fantastic few nights in the Artic 
Could not fault the experience, seeing the Aurora (bucket list) along with Dog sledding 
through the Artic (another bucket list) was fantastic, as was our guide and accommodation! 
Highly recommend. Has the right balance between amenities without feeling too touristic. 

6556. Camp Tamok is amazing ! 
6557. Really recommend it 
6558. Snow mobiling was an absolute joy. You must be fit to do the dog sledding as you are running 

with the dogs & helping push them along. Dinner was a reindeer stew- SO GOOD! We would 
come back and stay in the cabins. Such a great experience! 

6559. we want to thank you for the receptivity and the incredible tours we did at Camp Tamoki. All 
staff very attentive, service w food delicious. 🙏 

6560. Unforgettable experience 
6561. We had a very good experience with the dogsledding activity. Our guide Roy was a good 

instructor, and gave us the confidence to handle the dogsled on our own. The dogs seemed 
happy and healthy. The weather was really nice, and we had a great time! 

6562. A fantastic experience. Coach picked us up on time from the hotel in Trosmo and took us to 
Camp Tamok for the snowmobile experience. Warm suits, boots, gloves and helmets 
provided and we drove out into the mountains and back with a great guide. We then 
returned to camp for cod and salmon fish soup, bread, traditional dessert and coffee. A 



fantastic experience. Highly recommended. All staff excellent too - nothing was too much 
trouble 

6563. A memorable Dog Sledding evening in wonderfully warm hospitality! 
6564. Unique!!! 

We was there overnight....and it worths 100%!!!! We was lucky to see polarlights with and 
without fotoapparat!!!! The quides are very nice and friendly. 
The dog slide was fantastic and i would do once more everytime!!! Dont miss it! 

6565. A wonderful day with a a wonderful guide 
I went with my wife two kids ages 5 & 10. It was very cold and our guide, Andreas suggested 
we put on two thermal suits each. It was a great suggestion. The camp is well stocked with 
equipment and the staff are very accommodating. We went out to the frozen lake and spent 
close to an hour an a half there. We did not catch any fish however the experience was 
wonderful and the kids just loved it. Andreas was fantastic. 
would do it again 

6566. Amazing Overnight Program 
6567. Adventure to try 
6568. Fantastic. Provided with thermal suits, gloves ... 

Instructed about sledding then off you go. I was on the sledge and my husband was in 
control. Absolutely fantastic. I had my reservations but instructor was with us. 
The views were spectacular, an experience not to be missed. 
Alternatively you could go reindeer sleighing or on a skidoo. 
Another excuse to return! 
Traditional lunch of reindeer stew to warm up afterwards. 

6569. Reindeer Sleigh Ride & Ice Domes Visit 
6570. Excellent organization 

Choose the sleigh with dogs or reindeer. They have a excellent organization and the dogs are 
very friendly. 

6571.  
A fantastic day dog sledding! 
We went on a dog sledding day on 6th Feb ‘18. We were collected in town by coach & taken 
to Camp Tamok. The set up is great & well organised. We got into our snow gear & boots 
before meeting our guide for the day. She introduced us to the dogs, the sleds & what we 
needed to do whilst on the sled. She was great. We had a team of 5 dogs. Amazing! The 
scenery was incredible, the silence beautiful. We went around 7km outbound before 
stopping to allow driver/passenger to swop round if they wanted to. Heading back to the 
camp was great fun as we went “off piste” with the route back & had such a laugh sledding 
through new snow. When we got back to camp, we were warmed up in a Sami tent, which 
was beautiful, with hot drinks & lamb stew. 

6572. Wonderful daytime snowmobile trip with Lyngsfjord 
6573. Must do from Tromso 

Such a great experience out in this camp, we were primarily for the Northern lights, however 
it was such a nice welcome from all. Great warm gear is provided which should be made use 
of. The lights came out which was a great bonus but these guys gave us a great time anyway. 

6574. Great fun!! 
What an experience!! 
Highly recommend this place. We did the snowmobile trip and it was excellent. We were able 
to stop for photos, our guide was very professional and pleasant. Lunch in Sami hut 
afterwards a real treat. So cosy!!! 
A very enjoyable experience for our family of 4! 

6575. We went for dog sledging with them and it was a great experience. They provide you with 
warm clothes, gloves, boots etc. Dog sledging was super fun. The guide was amazing. We had 



an amazing time with them. They also provide food (vegan option also available!!). 
Overall a good trip!! 

6576. great experience 
6577. Amazing over night stay with Northern Lights tour and Husky trip. 
6578. Amazing Trip with excellent guides! 
6579. Excellent experience and very good organization 
6580. Excellent day on the Snowmobiles. 
6581. Amazing dog sledding, northern lightd 

We booked this as part of a package and it remains a highlight of our whole trip 
 
We went dog sledding under the stars. Came back to warm up with hearty reindeer stew and 
then had the most spectacular northern lights showing just outside our quaint wood cabin. 
Staff were so friendly and helpful. 
Woke the next morning to the most beautiful sunrise. 
Fantastic snow mobile adventure and -17 degrees Celsius. 
Definitely would recommend and love to go back one day. 

6582. A superb experience in breathtaking scenery 
6583. Went to Camp Tamok with my daughter to do the dog sledding and visit the ice dome. we 

had a brilliant experience. The guide on the dog sledding was great, the sledding was brilliant 
fun, hard work but a great way to experience the beautiful scenery. The Husky dogs were 
gorgeous and made you realise how valuable they have been in expeditions. The ice dome 
was beautiful, we had a light lunch of reindeer stew and a Norwegian desert Lefse with tea 
and coffee. Great short film of how they built the dome really amazing work. 

6584. Chased & found lights! 
 
Andreas is the best! He’s quite the personality, quite knowledgeable of the area. He totally 
knows photography and offered me much appreciated assistance. Reindeer stew back in the 
yurt was awesome! A great time seemed to be had by all! I know I did. 

6585. My wife and I went to camp Tamok for an overnight stay, dog sledding and snowmobile 
Safari. The entire experience was awesome and I recommend everyone try it. The staff were 
all friendly and helpful and made us feel safe and at home. We stayed in the Sami tent which 
was an awesome experience. 

6586. Full day and a half of Polar fun at this place 
6587. Had the most amazing time doing the northern lights chase. Once at the camp, they tell you 

where you can change into proper snow suites to wear and boots and even gloves. In all 
honesty, you do wonder a little bit about how clean they might be, but then you remember 
how cold it is outside and so you don’t care at all :) bring some deodorant if you’re fussy. We 
had a wonderful and charismatic guide by the name of Andreas and he was full of knowledge 
of the lights and how best to capture them with your camera. It took about 10/15 minutes to 
walk to the opening where you could see the lights best and we were very lucky to be able to 
see them that night as the sky was clear. After seeing the lights we then had some reindeer 
stew and some sweet pastry. It was the most memorable trip :) 

6588. Fantastic Northern Lights 
What an incredible experience, Andreas our guide was very knowledgeable and helpful and 
assisted with our camera setup and even took an amazing group shot for us. The view was 
amazing but we definitely had alot of fun, thanks again Andreas. 
 
- James, Amanda & Miriam 

6589. Snowmobiling - Incredible fun but be careful! 
6590. Overnight Stay + 3 x Tours 
6591. Brillant snowmobile tour 



6592. Spectacular snowmobile safari with northern lights experience 
6593. Great service and experience 
6594. Dog sledding is amazing. 

If you do one thing during your time in this area, go dog sledding at Lyngsfjord. The location 
and altitude makes this area the coldest and snowiest in the area and it’s in the true 
wilderness. The dog sledding was SO much fun and I just wish we could have gone all night. 
We did it in the dark and it was snowing which was very atmospheric. We were lucky to have 
a full moon so you can also see the landscape. You do need some physical strength and a 
sense of adventure - this is not a passive activity! We found the staff nice and helpful and the 
dogs turn round and give you the ‘eye’ every time you mess up so they are the best 
instructors! I also appreciated that there was no hanging around wasting time. Once you are 
suited up you go straight into the activity and then into supper with a bit of time at the end 
to explore the camp. Thanks for a great night. 

6595. We have booked a reindeer sledding tour at the end of December 2017 and it was a very 
pleasant experience! We were driven to the resort (which is 1.5hrs away from Tromsø) where 
we received some additional snow gear. From there, we were taken to the reindeer resort 
(only a few minutes away). The guides - a Sami couple - were really nice and welcoming and 
provided us with a lot of information. 
 
The sledding itself is rather slow-paced but allows you to enjoy the silence and the beautiful 
winter landscape. After that we went into a huge Sami tent to warm ourselves (outside it was 
around -20 degrees) and learned much about the Sami people and their way of life. 
 
At the end, we could feed the reindeers and had the pleasure to enjoy a short snowmobile 
trip back to the camp! Can really recommend this adventure to all that love reindeers! 

6596. Great organisation.... the reindeer are gentle and like a slow and steady pace. A.very 
interesting experience with the Sami people learning about the traditions and the way things 
have changed or may still be the same as in days gone by. The warm outer suites glove and 
shoes make a big difference in the cold night's. Very professional and would recommend the 
experience if you enjoy a slower paced activity. 

6597. Overnight with Northern Lights & Dog Sledding 
This adventure was totally worth it. The guides were super friendly and helpful. Andreas was 
our guide for the evening and took us to an awesome location to see the lights. He even got 
some great photos of us since we did not have a camera. The dog sledding the following 
morning was exciting to say the least. Mushing is definitely more tiring than we thought it 
would be but it’s easy to get the hang of. We had a fantastic time!! 

6598. Very interesting day 
6599. Enjoyable experience 

We did the reindeer sledding & it was an awesome experience. The Sami couple gave us 
interesting information about their culture & reindeers. They were extremely helpful in 
seeing that all of us got the correct clothing for the ride & even helped us get into the suits. 
The Sami lunch after the ride was good. A very enjoyable experience indeed. 

6600. Brilliant fun. Scary but the guides are so good and vigilant you feel safe with them. loved it 
and highly recommend. Camp Tamok is very cool and you can stay in Igloos, run with huskies 
and reindeer sledding. Very friendly also. Highly recommend. 

6601. Excellent base for fun activities 
6602. What an experience. Dodge sledging and seeing Northern light. Super organised. Time for the 

group and meeting other people. 
6603. Wonderful experience. 
6604. Book a trip to Norway just for this!! 

We booked a night activity and morning activity with a night in the Sami tent (me) and in the 
Char cabin (my friends).. 



It was an amazing and complete experience!! 
Although all of the activities should be done in daylight it’s just not that simple in this part of 
the world where it gets dark at 2pm 
The mushing was an experience of a lifetime and the dogs are amazing creatures which you 
are allowed to pet etc. 
the food afterwards was just what you need after being active in the snow. 
Sleeping in the Sami tent was good and warm and waking up in winter wonderland is simply 
breathtaking! 
Riding the snowmobile was a big adrenaline rush and lunch afterwards was again beautiful!! 
I can go on forever about how amazing this place and their staff is but you just should book a 
trip to Norway especially for an experience with Lyngsfjord Adventure!! 
I will be back!! 

6605. The Legend, the Mythe, Andreas 
We are students and yes, it costs a lot of money. However, it was al worth it. Our tourguide 
Andreas is an absolute legend and the place is wonderfull. Because of the individual 
approach, we were able to see the lady aurora. After 5 ours of driving and chasing the light 
all the way down to Finland, Andreas did not give up. At the end we saw the lights at 2 AM 
after a couple of beers and woke up everybody at the camp so they could see it as well. 
Thanks again legend and mythe, Andreas. 
 
Not only the guide but just the camp in general is absolutely wonderfull. 
 
Cheers, 
 
Luc and Willem 

6606. Magical experience! 
I returned last night after 24 hours with Lyngsford Adventure, doing the Northern Lights 
chase in the evening, and the dog sledding in the morning. I am still feeling a little emotional 
from how wonderful this experience was! Our guide, Andreas, was so amazing, even driving 
all the way up to Finland for us to see the lights. Everyone working there was so friendly and 
lovely to us. I highly recommend Lyngsford Adventure to anyone visiting Tromso - and 
definitely do the overnight experience! Thank you again for making my trip so special. 

6607. An excellent adventure - Dog Sledding 
6608. I had a fabulous evening on the dog sledding tour with a wonderful display of the northern 

lights! The dogs are absolutely gorgeous with lovely natures and the guide's were very 
friendly also. I would recommend this!! 

6609. Loved this activity! I was extremely nervous before taking the reins and leading the dogs, but 
loved every minute. The staff were very reassuring and the atmosphere was great. I'm a 
vegetarian and the food offered after our ride was delicious :) thanks guys! Really glad we 
chose Lyngsfjord Adventures! 

6610. Amazing experience with the reindeers and the Sami’s. Thank you to everyone. Food was 
lovely, we would have rated this 5 stars but we felt sad when we saw the dogs. We saw them 
yesterday at Vilmarkssenter and the huskies were lively and amazing, but here they looked 
sad, still hungry, and the chains got in the dogs way. Their behaviour and appearance just 
seemed so different. Amazing experience apart from the last 10 minutes 

6611. Night time dog sledding - our favourite thing we've done together 
6612. Night Time Husky / Dog sledding 
6613. great experience 

lots of activities available for tourists of all interests.. 
you can even stay there for the nite. 
Although I did not do that.. 
Its a picturesque place.. especially once you moved out with your huskies or snow mobiles 



6614. excellent experience with breathtaking views 
the snowmobile ride was done at a remote location with breathtaking views. much better 
experience than the one in Rovaniemi. friendly staffs. 

6615. Top tour! 
We took a dog sled trip. Having previously completed the same activity in Finland we had a 
benchmark to rate Lyngsfjord and an expectation. Luckily we were not disappointed. The 
camp was clean, cosy and the dogs were fabulous. The staff were friendly and professional. 
The whole trip ran smoothly from pick up to drop off. The guide was very knowledgeable and 
made sure we got the most out of the day. Thanks for having us we hope to return one day. 

6616. 2 great activities! 
6617. Dogsledding in amazing setting 

Took the dogsledding tour about 8km through untouched fresh snow in a unique and 
picturesque setting. Friendly and helpful guide/leader showed everyone how to operate the 
sleds and took all of the groups (usually 2/sled - one driver, one passenger with switch at 
half-way point) for a blast of a ride, followed by warm meal in heated lavvu back at camp. 
One-of-a-kind experience for sure. 

6618. Reindeer Sledding & Northern Lights Excursion 
6619. AMAZING ARCTIC EXPERIENCE 

Amazing, amazing, amazing !!!!!. Nothing can describe it better. It was a longtime wish to 
visit the Arctic and we had a lot of expectations. I can happily say that Lyngsfjord adventures 
and Camp Tamok not only surpassed all our expectations but ensured we had such a great 
time, that now we want to come back to Norway again and do a longer session at Camp 
Tamok. Honestly I wish there was a rating more than 5 stars for them. Just a normal 5 stars is 
injustice to them. Right from the pick p from the hotel at Tromso to dropping us back, the 
entire experience has only left wonderful cherish able memories. We could not have asked 
for a better way to experience the Arctic. The camp facilities are great, the arrangements 
were very very nice, the local food they served was amazing and more than anything else, 
the genuineness and passion of the staff was so welcoming and comforting. They were with 
us every moment and ensuring we could live our dream to the fullest. Not to mention the 
huskies and the Reindeer are adorable. Great going guys. You rock and do hope to come back 
again soon. 

6620. Snowmobiles 
Learning to snowmobile, health and safety first, then get on and go, went out in small groups, 
very easy to ride, amazing trip for the day with food as well. 

6621. A nice experience 
6622. Fantastic activities with excellent service!! 
6623. Very good organisation, fair amount of time, great dogs 
6624. Great experience! 
6625. The best in Tromso 

My clients are ALWAYS satisfied and they love every trip with Lyngsfjord Adventure. They are 
very professional. 

6626. What a great couple of days 
6627. Snowmobiling is fun ++ 
6628. Reindeer Sledding - what an experience despite the elusive Aurora! 
6629. Snowmobiling was great fun 
6630. Breathtaking Adventure 

Friendly, Professional Staff who are experts in their field - Amazing once-in-a-lifetime 
experiences offered (Dog-sledding, Reindeers, Snowmobiling, etc) - Great food and 
environment - This place is a MUST for your time in the Tromso area. 

6631. Enjoyed the whole day 
6632. Stay out in the wilderness 



6633. A magical experience into the wild with these very cute dogs. 
I really suggest this experience in this specific place even if you can find it everywhere in this 
area. This because the track where you go with the husky is narrow and in a kind of "wood" 
(obviously in the winter the trees are bare). While in some other places I have seen it in a 
really big clearing areas. 
The staff is cosmopolitan and they seem to care a lot about their dogs because some of them 
really own those dogs. 
An amazing experience suitable for everyone including kids and enderly. 

6634. Absolutely Amazing, best trip EVER! 
My husband, 11 year old daughter and I have just returned from 3 nights in Tromso. We 
booked the night time Snowmobile Safari through Lyngsfjord Adventure online after reading 
the great reviews and we were not disappointed. From start to finish this excursion was up 
there in the top 5 things that we have ever done! The bus picked us up on time and drove the 
hour and a half to Camp Tomok. The scenery and snowy mountains was breathtaking. Upon 
arrival we were immediately told where to go and what to do. We changed into the winter 
gear they provided in a warm clean cabin. The two young guides ( male and female) were so 
friendly, knowledgeable and kind, nothing was too much trouble. Whilst we waited for the 
rest of the group to suit up, we looked up and caught the Northern lights which was 
fantastic! As my daughter was only 11, she rode the snowmobile with one of the guides to 
which I felt relieved and relaxed about as I knew she would be safe. A quick yet detailed 
safety guide on how to control the snowmobile and we were off! Listening to the dogs 
howling, eager to get sledding in the background reminded us of where we were. The sky was 
completely clear and the stars were out in their millions, it was an unreal feeling zooming 
through the snowy forests, across the wilderness, over frozen lakes and up and down 
mountains through powdery white snow! 15km each way made sure that you got every 
opportunity to feel the adrenaline and experience the thrill of this once in a lifetime 
opportunity. We stopped a few times to admire the landscape and switch places if you 
wished or take some photos. It was absolutely freezing and despite your body being warm 
your hands, feet and face can get pretty cold. on the way back the aurora borealis made a 
second appearance which was brilliant. Back at camp we went into a Sami tent where the fire 
was burning and we had a hot meal of reindeer stew. Can't fault the experience and the 
helpfulness of the staff. 10/10 for everything. The only thing I would have liked them to have 
done is maybe take some professional photos as general cameras don't really work in those 
conditions. Definitely recommend this tour and worth every penny.......Do it, you will have 
these memories for life!!!! 

6635. Dogsledding with Lyngsfjord Adventure 
The highlight of our Norwegian trip so far! We were picked up from Tromso's city centre and 
driven to Camp Tamok, about a 90 minute drive. We received a friendly welcome and were 
given warm clothes to wear, including a full bodysuit, hats, gloves and boots. Our guide 
showed us how to drive the sleds, and we were off! The dogs are well-trained, they're 
friendly and they all have their own fab personalities - and they love to run! We saw 
beautiful untouched scenery, and the experience is breathtaking. Being the dog musher is a 
lot of fun! There was even a photographer who took some great pictures of us sledding. 
When we had finished sledding, we had a hot drink in a cosy tent, and had a delicious meal of 
reindeer soup and a traditional Norwegian dessert. A wonderful experience. 

6636. The best time ever 
This is truly one of the best trips I have ever been on. 
We arrived in the evening and were straight away taken to a room to get changed ready for a 
snowmobile ride through the forest. After a safety brief the drive began. What can I say it 
was brilliant,we were in the middle of a blizzard and could not go all the way up the 
mountain due to safety reasons,never the less the trip was amazing.Once back at camp we 
had a lovely meal of fish soup and bread,during the meal we were called outside to see the 



Northern Lights , what can I say once in a lifetime you see something that stops you in your 
tracks,this was it!! 
We spent the night in a cabin,I was worried that I would be cold!!No Way,if fact it was too 
hot. Breakfast was in a cabin with other people from our group,it was great to chat to 
different people from all over the world. After breakfast (which was simple but filling) we 
broke up into our various groups for the days activities. We had chosen to go Dog Sledging. I 
absolutely loved it and wished it had gone on for longer. There is something amazing about 
whooshing over the snow whilst a pack of dogs are pulling you along. The dogs are so friendly 
and loving. (the only down side is that sometimes they will answer the call of nature whilst 
running along) 
The guides can't do enough for you and they all really know their stuff. 
I would recommend this to anybody,its the trip of a lifetime. 

6637. Thanks to the only clear night all week we had a fabulous view of the lights. It also meant 
that we didn't have to go too far to see them. 
Organisation was very good and a plentiful supply of tripods meant that we could take great 
photos. 
Talk and video on the bus out was informative and added to the whole experience. 

6638. A lovely experience to have. A huge coach picks you up from the harbour and when you get 
to the destination - a log cabin in the middle of nowhere! - you get split into various groups 
and get suited and booted - great staff, very helpful and kind. Then you meet a lovely Sami 
couple, Karn and her husband, who take you in a lavvu (a bit hard to sit down on the reindeer 
hide-covered cushions on the floor as it's quite cramped and you are wearing huge space / 
boiler suits), but the history is interesting and the fire is very cosy. Then you meet the 
reindeer and sit on the sled - all connected to each other - and off you go. It's delightful, very 
gentle and needs no effort at all. Lots of photo opps of the stunning landscape, but as it was -
20 (or less), not so easy to take photos with gloves on. The trip is followed by a chance to 
feed the reindeer and then dinner in big log cabins with the other groups. We opted for 
veggie (as we didn't want the reindeer stew) and it was nice and the dessert was yummy. 
During the meal, they announced that the lights had appeared, so everyone trouped out to 
see. A great bonus! A really magical experience. 

6639. Great to go to a place that place lots of emphasis on safety. Thor is a great guide and 
patiently guided us thru the rough terrain. He also created some challenge via slopes. Joy and 
exhilarating when you can go as fast and wild as you like when you reached the frozen lake 
with a majestic mountain. Not for the faint hearted and prepared for overturn on the snow 
mobile. Finished the adventure with reindeer vegetable soup, and the local dessert of brown 
cheese and cinnamon. Do not forget to wear the Arctic clothing provided. 

6640. What a magical trip! Simply the best! 
We did an aurora reindeer sledding excursion with Lyngsfjord Adventure and I have to say it 
was the highlight of our trip. The aurora show was incredible! We had an awesome time, the 
food was great and the service was impeccable. 

6641. Highlight 
6642. A fun day despite the weather 
6643. Brilliant 

My husband and I came here to do the snowmobiling.. Was awesome... the guides very 
professional and very friendly. They give you a safety talk before you head out. You get kitted 
out with the proper helmet and clothing if needed! You certainly need the right clothing for 
this trip... 
Would definitely recommend this company as they certainly look after you! 

6644. Dog Sledding evening 
We had a Dog Sledding tour here last night which was fantastic. We were in tromso a few 
days and had a dog Sledding trip cancelled due to bad weather.This tour starts with about 1.5 
hour bus trip to camp tamok. The staff were lovely, helpful and efficient. The dog Sledding 



was well organised and an experience to remember. The dogs were very friendly, well cared 
for and in great condition and mad for road. We were served a lovely soup afterwards in a 
beautiful warm yurt with a sugary desert to keep us going before loading us back on the bus. 
I would highly recommend this company and sledding with dogs into the night..howwwwlll 

6645. Amazing Husky Mushing Adventure 
6646. What a great adventure husky sledging in the artic circle. 

This is a great tour and the staff make you very welcome. 
It is an all day excursion after being picked up in Tromso you are taken on a coach to the site 
it takes about an hour and a half to get there but the coach is comfortable and the scenery is 
spectacular. 
Once you arrive you are supplied with a full body suit and boots (you need them) hats and 
gloves are supplied too. 
Then it's out to meet the Huskies and the guide shows you how to control the 2 person 
sledge,then your off. 
4-5 sledges led by the guide for a good hour and a half, you swap over half way so each 
person gets to drive the sledge. 
Once you return you are offered hot drinks and food all in a traditional Sami tent. 
This was a truly wonderful experience so good we booked it again for a nighttime ride which 
we were blessed with northern lights too. 

6647. Norway is the best way!! 
6648. Incredible 
6649. Snowmobiling was Awesome!! 
6650. I have nothing negative to say about my experience with this company from start to finish. I 

did the husky sledding evening tour and snow mobiling day tour and thoroughly enjoyed 
both. From the moment of arrival the operation is run smoothly and professionally. They kit 
you out with thermal clothing to ensure you dont get cold during the activity. Both activities 
were amazing providing excitement and thrill surrounded by beautiful sceneery and run by 
brilliant guides. The meal provided afterwards was tasty, lamb stew and reindeer stew, 
followed by a traditional dessert lefse. Plenty of warm drinks were given to heat you up 
before returning the bus. 

6651. Amazing time in the alps viewing the northern lights 
6652. Amazing snowmobiling and and reindeer tour 
6653. A great arctic experience! Highly recommended. 

We spent a few days in Tromso to celebrate our daughters 30th birthday. This was such a 
lovely way for us as a family of 4 to enjoy this part of the world. 
After the sledding we went inside the lavvu tent for some warm food . 
Great fun! 

6654. snow mobile at the north 
We signed up for snow mobile adventure! It was a cool and fun experience. The staff were 
great! They do checks along the way to make sure we are safe throughout the route! 
 
Thereafter, we were served with local delicacies in the hut. It was delicious but I forgotten 
the name of the dishes. It was soup with flat bread and sandwich like dessert with cinnamon 
taste. Anyone can help with the exact name of the food? hahaha 

6655. Large scale, well organised, beautiful scenery 
6656. What a fantastic experience! The Northern Lights kept their secrets but it didn't matter. This 

was a tick-box item on our bucket list and we were not disappointed. 
Tromso is just over 3 hrs flight time from London. We booked just a week before on impulse - 
because life's too short to delay. 

6657. This evening excursion from Tromso was a great way to see the Northern Lights. The bus trip 
took about one and a half hours up into the mountains. We were greeted by people from the 
Sami and given snow suits to wear over our other very warm clothes. The boots they 



provided were wonderfully warm. Even though the temperature was - 20 degrees C, we 
didn't feel cold even after a few hours outside looking at their reindeer and going reindeer 
sledding. We had a very interesting talk about Sami culture sitting around an open fire. 
A very tasty reindeer stew helped keep us warm as we viewed some amazing Northern 
Lights. 

6658. Amazing Dog Sledding! 
This day excursion from Tromso was one of the highlights of our trip. The huskies were 
adorable and our group leader David was very friendly. 
The experience of dog sledding through such a scenic landscape was unforgettable. We each 
had a good long turn at driving our team of huskies, and afterwards there was plenty of time 
to cuddle the dogs. 
The excursion was capped off with a traditional soup and dessert served in a Sami hut. The 
staff at Camp Tamok are very friendly and helpful and the facilities are excellent - can't 
recommend it more highly. 

6659. Well-organized tour 
6660. We did the dog sledding with Lyngsfjord Adventures and it was an unforgettable experience. 

Our guide, Marcus, was very knowledgable and friendly as he took us on a wild ride through 
the snowy countryside. The dogs were extremely excited and they were treated really well. I 
would definitely recommend this experience. 

6661. Dog sledding was a blast! 
6662. Amazing!!! 

Everything was great. The hospitality the adventure the trip the well organised and very very 
friendly crew. We ve done snowmobile... 100% worth every single €. The next time i will visit 
tromso i know where to go for a great adventure... 

6663. Northern lights done right 
6664. Nice friendly guides 
6665. Thank you so much!! 
6666. I can't rate this company enough, they're just fantastic. From the pick up, the comfort of the 

coaches, the staff, the excursions, everything was fantastic! It's 1.5 hour drive on the coach to 
Camp Tomak but the views on the way are spectacular. The campsite itself is so charming and 
everything I hoped for. I did the snowmobiling in the day, and the reindeer sledding at night 
and both were so much fun. Led by fantastic guides. All of the thermal clothing is provided so 
very warm and comfortable, and a lovely hot meal after the adventure in the Sami camp 
Lavvu. I had the fish soup and reindeer stew which were so tasty, followed by the Lefse sweet 
treat which I couldn't get enough of. The ambience in the Lavvu was perfect. I also loved the 
very informative gathering with the Sami family during the reindeer sled, it was fascinating to 
learn about their culture. Fantastic experiences. 

6667. We spent a night at Camp Tamok wilderness camp and went dog-sledding in the morning 
when there was a a window of blue sky and weak sun. The countryside is exquisite - white 
mountains and thick snow with silver birch trees, and a warm river just visible in parts 
alongside the track. 
The 90 huskies at Camp Tamok are the charge of Nora, and she is so knowledgeable and 
caring for her dogs. They are wonderful animals and super-friendly. And strong! It was all I 
could do to break a 5-strong team, and if I let go of the brake we took off like a Ferrari - but 
far more fun! 
Unforgettable. 

6668. Excellent tour company 
We did northern light search and reindeer Sledding . Warm all in one suit and boots were 
provided on both occasion . There were also a light reindeer or fish soup provided . Is very 
organised and good tour guide . Highly recommended . 

6669. Top notch all around - supassed expects 



6670. Amazing New Years Eve & Day - one I will never forget 
We stayed in an Aurora Chalet. Basic but very warm and clean. We were suited up in warm 
gear and Andreas took us for a short walk to the back of the camp where we saw the 
northern lights. How amazing. He very kindly helped set up our cameras so that we could get 
some great shots. The camp itself is situated in beautiful scenic surroundings and the snow 
was thick and beautiful. 
New Years Eve we had a three course meal which was very good along with some local beer. 
At midnight there was champagne and fireworks. 
The following morning we went dog sledding with Dave. He was a great guide very patient 
and happy to take photos of us on the sled. The dogs are really friendly and cuddly and so 
well behaved. Dog sledding was so much fun and the scenery just breathtaking. I am so glad 
we did this - definitely a big tick off the bucket list. 

6671. A fantastic day, great experience & excellent guides 
We had a great day Snowmobiling with Lyngsfjord Adventures - fantastic experience. 
 
Very professional, excellent instruction and it was clear that safety is priority for the guides. 
 
The suits they give you are lovely and warm, excellent quality. Food is ok if a bit limited so 
take a few snacks if you get hungry but try the Fish Soup, it's not as bad as it sounds...Toilets 
and changing areas are all excellent. 
 
Would definitely recommend ! 

6672. The best tour to visit tromso and try your chance to see polar lights. I wouldn't look other 
places to enjoy snow and polar lights. 

6673. So Much Fun! 
6674. Great experience 
6675. Amazing adventure and highlight of our trip 
6676. Wonderful - highly recommedned 
6677. Amazing 
6678. My favorite part of the trip! 
6679. the adventure you are looking for 
6680. Superb 
6681. Can't thank you enough! 
6682. A great proposal of an idea! 
6683. Extremely accommodating and very friendly staff ! 
6684. I Fell Off the Dog Sled! 
6685. Excelente place 

Wonderful Place for Northen Lights, hiking and skiing. In Winter it's a very exciting 
expirience, but be sure to wear proper cloth 

6686. This was excellent. 
 
We had a long ride on our snow mobiles with Morten and Tor. 
 
You will actually be on your snowmobile for around two hours, which was really hard work. 
 
We were taken up to a frozen lake. We went in the dark, but you can do a day tour. The 
views must be spectacular during daylight. 
 
Food afterwards was reindeer stew, which was also excellent. 
 
I could not recommend this trip more highly. 



6687. Amazing time snowmobiling 
6688. Great fun in the snow 
6689. The perfect Arctic winter experienc 
6690. Brilliant.Worth every penny.Only regret was we didn't stay over at the Lyngsfjord 

centre.Exceeded all expectations and got to see northern lights for a second night in a 
row.Lyngsfjord is a must do when we return to the Finmark area next time.Martin (Ireland) 

6691. Amazing Time 
6692. Time of my life 

We had pre booked the snowmobile adventure ND were very happy with our disicion. They 
give you a short lesson ND than they take you to the country side with very good guides. 
Their equipment were fantastic.ND the best part is they take you to the frozen lake me let 
you freak out. A must do while in Tromso 

6693. dog sledding 
6694. Great adventures 
6695. Great trips, fantastic customer service 
6696. We took two different activities with Lyngsfjord and each one was super amazing. The dog 

sledding at night was an experience. They let you ride your own sled - one person riding and 
one sitting with an option to switch. The adventure is a once in a lifetime experience. For the 
snowmobile, we took this in the morning. They let you control the vehicle yourself but are 
around at every step in case you are not comfortable. The meal after the experience is really 
nice and you can request for a vegetarian option a day in advance as well. 
 
They provide a warm suit for both excursions and the set up is really professional. 

6697. Unforgettable Experience 
6698. Fun from start to end 
6699. Fantastic Day Out 
6700.  

One of the most amazing experience in my life 
6701. Wow wow wow!!!! 

Must try this excellent excellent! We did the reindeer sledging.... fantastic! The couple 
showed us and discussed their cultures and traditions took us in a sledge experience with the 
reindeer. Beautiful then light lunch and back to hotel ! Beautiful experience. Definately 
recommend! 

6702. Ohhh what an experience we had here… first time snowmobiling. It was little tough still 
managed. After the drive, nice soup 🍲, cake 🎂 and bread 🍞 were offered. Great service, 
great staff. 

6703. Highly recommended 
6704. Great fun with friendly dogs 

I had an absolutely great time with the husky-sledging.The dogs were very friendly, the 
scenery was stunning, the personnel was kind. Although it was heavy snow, we still enjoyed 
the ride - it was more physical excercise than I expected, but it was not a problem at all:-) We 
got warmsuits that kept us warm during the ride. My advise: bring ski-googles and hand-
warmers:-) 

6705. Really fun experience for the family 
6706. Absolutely an amazing experience. Myself and my friends went Dog sledding to hopefully see 

the northern lights. Although the lights didn't come out that night we still have a great time. 
On arrival you are given all the gear you need - Warm clothes and accsessories as it was -19 
degrees when we went. The staff where incredibly friendly and helpful, making sure 
everyone was comfortable with everything they need. The actual dog sledding experience 
was one to remember. After you have finished your sled which for us took about 2 hours, you 



are given a warm traditional meal and desert whilst sitting in a cute little hut. We had a great 
time and I would definitely recommend! 

6707. One helluva experience in the wild! 
6708. Wilderness experience to see Northern Lights 
6709. Arctic Adventure in Norway 
6710. Great fun Snowmobiling 

Had a great time with Lyngsfjord adventure. The snowmobiling tour was great fun and well 
organised. We had a Sami guide take us out and he was very attentive but at the same time 
left you to your own devices whilst on the snowmobiles. The setting is idyllic beautiful and 
the camp is stunning in the moonlight with snow on the ground. Well worth a visit if only to 
see the location. we also faintly saw the northern lights despite heavy cloud. 

6711. Great fun...even when you are 91years old! 
My partner Peter and i took our 91 year old friend Nita reindeer sleding.... 
Caren and her husband were so helpful... And told us wonderful stories about the Samui 
people and the reindeer... 
The reindeer sleding at night was magical and they were all so kind to Nita...As she was 
unable to walk long distances they took her for rides on the snowmobile! which she loved! 
It was hard to get her in a wheelchair after that! 
They also gave us lovely honemade fish soup... 
We are so pleased we chose this company... Thank you for a fantastic evening and for looking 
after Nita so well... 

6712. Incredible Snowmobiling 
A really great experience for all of us! Going up into the mountains and snowmobiling on the 
lake was amazing. Appreciated the arctic suits - a must and very warm. The guide made sure 
everyone stayed together and made the trip enjoyable with a good safety talk beforehand. 

6713. It was one of our best travel experiences! Amazing scenery, competent and helpful guides, 
challenging route. We highly recommend it! 

6714. We had a blast ! 
6715. Amazing day out. We arrived in heavy snow which added to our experience. We got changed 

into our snow suits which were very warm. 
We were taken to meet the reindeer and we led them to the the sleds. They were very calm 
and lovely to be able to get close to them . 
We went on the sleighs in pairs, back to back. The ride was approximately 45 minutes long 
through lovely countryside with a view of the mountains. 
 
Afterwards we went into a Sami tent where we were told about Sami culture, reindeer 
herding and their way of life. We had a nice warm fire to keep us cosy. 
 
Lunch then followed. Reindeer stew with bread and coffee with a sweet. 
 
Amazing day out. The reindeer are so sweet! :-) 

6716.  
7h snowmobile tour was amazing! 

6717. Awesome day out on snowmobiles - brilliant guides, friendly staff, lots of snow, VERY cold!! 
Followed by lunch in a Sami hut with log fire. Recommended day out from Tromso! 

6718.  
Reindeer Sleighing Fun 

6719. Fun in the snow 
6720. We went reindeer sleding on an evening. We were lucky to have really nice Sami guides 

which explained a lot about their culture to us. Unfortunately the lights didn't show 
themselves but we still had a nice time, no disappointed feeling and we enjoyed being 



warmed up in the big lavuu at the end. The food was basic but tasty, good idea to eat well 
before leaving Tromsø. 

6721. This was the highlight of our time in Tromso. Everything was very organised & exactly as 
described. The guide was very good & also patient while we were learning how to use the 
snow mobile. The fish soup for lunch was amazing (we didn't think in sounded very appealing 
but even my fussy teenager had several bowls). The drive was beautiful, the scenery 
spectacular. We wished we'd booked the dog sledding here too. Would also be a perfect spot 
for the Northern Lights. 

6722. I can say that I give the maximum rate to Lyngsfjord Adventures. My 20 years dream of 
chasing Nothernlights and adventures at Camp Tamok came true ! Thanks to Lloyd, Anders, 
the lovely girls and the busdriver....we felt so welcome ! 👏👏👏 

6723. A magical experience under the Northern Lights 
6724. The guides were great at Camp Tamok especially Thor who took us on our snowmobiling 

adventure. Although we weren't able to see the Northern Lights it was a great adventure. 
6725. I visited last year and enjoyed it so much I came back and stayed over. Again I wasn't 

disappointed. Beautiful location, friendly helpful people and experiences to remember 
forever. Thank you. Ps Blue (the sled dog) is awesome! 

6726. Once in a life time experience! 
6727. Young people offer excellent attractions 
6728. Words cannot describe this experience 
6729. Dont think twice, go with them 

I spent the whole day at the camp and it was just amazing. Not just that the activities are 
wonderful but the guides and people in the camps are really the best !! They are talkative 
and very nice. They take good care of you, very explanatory and just wonderful. I had so 
much fun there and this first time will not be my last. Bear in mind that i was traveling by 
myself and the experience was unforgettable. Next time i will definitely bring more people 
with. 

6730. This is a lot of fun. Need to have some strength in your arms to keep on track. Guides were 
great and we went on a trip that took a couple of hours. They have all the gear to keep you 
warm so that wasn't an issue. 

6731. Fantastic 
6732. I went dog shedding. They have reindeer shedding, ski-mobile and you can choose to stay 

there as well! The site is at an excellent location with mountains around it creating a 
awesome scenery view. A delicious hot meal was provided together on the tour. 
The coach takes 1.5 hours to reach and departs on time, so do not be late! 

6733. Unforgettable Aurora Borrealis Experience 
This review cama a bit late. We went to Camp Tamok last year and enjoyed every minute of 
it. The guides were competently knowledgable and skilled in helping us navigate through the 
dog sledding and night hiking. The hot meal was also a highlight (raindeer stew, bread and 
hot chocolate). 
 
The lavu was quite an experience. Although the Northern Lights was superb but even if 
you're not fortunate enough to see it during a trip, the camping experience itself is very much 
worth it. My wife and kids will certainly carry these treasured moments in their travel 
memory bank for their whole lifetime. 

6734. We came here for a snowmobiling tour. The camp is completely set up with clothing and 
boots if you need it. The tour guides were helpful and understanding. They explained how to 
use the snowmobiles and then we were off. They kept a pace that worked for everyone but 
still felt adventurous. The view was breathtaking. After we met in a yurt and had a full hot 
meal before heading back for tromso. A great experience. 

6735. The experience of a lifetime 



6736. An amazing experience! Perfect organization, the guides and all the collaborators were 
extremely kind and happy to share their knowledge. The atmosphere was magical and we 
couldn't have been more satisfied of the tour. Tusen takk, Andreas! 

6737. Amazing experience. Well provided with kit and a hot meal after. Easy pick up from central 
tromso. Roughly 90 mins by coach. Great info about the Sami people, by themselves. Chance 
to get up close and feed the reindeer also. The outfits kept us very warm in about -10. Would 
highly recommend. 

6738. My 2nd visit, and it was still amazing! 
I first visited Feb 2015, and more recently in Jan 2016. I am impressed with some changes 
that had taken place, for instance the new bathroom/shower facility. That is so much better 
than using a porta potty, so I was really appreciative to see this upgrade! 
 
The staff is still just as friendly as ever, and with great concern to your satisfaction. The 
northern lights were amazing this time I was there (better than the 1st visit). 
 
The only downfall to my second trip, was how cold it is in January. February is a great time to 
go. It is cold, but much more bearable for the activities and you will get more enjoyment. I 
love this camp! 

6739. We did the snowmobile one day, which was good and the Dog Sledding another day which 
was even better. Our guide for the dog sledding, Amanda was brilliant as we're all the staff. 
 
If you are staying in the Tromso area these trips are a must. 

6740. No lights but still awesome 
6741. We had an absolute fantastic stay with Lyngsfjord Adventure at Camp Tamok. The 

organisation alone deserves a 5 star rating. Everything is brand new. The staff was very 
friendly and always concerned with giving us the best experience possible. It was extremely 
cold (-26 C), but they made sure we were staying safe and as warm as possible. Dog sledding 
as well as snow mobiling were amazing activities, that were well guided. Seeing the northern 
lights though was the absolute highlight. The aurora was bright and dancing above the fire 
tent. Unforgettable. 

6742. Amazing combination 
Dog sledding, overnight in snow cabin and reindeer sledding the next morning. Fantastic 
experience. loved every minute of it. 

6743.  
This was a perfect day out. We were picked up from outside our hotel, and taken to camp. 
We were provided with suitable snowsuits, gloves, hats and shoes. 
The staff were very accommodating, especially with dietary needs. It was warm inside and 
cosy. 

6744. A magical winter wonderland 
6745. #1 Truly Amazing Place 
6746. Perfect Honeymoon Experience 

Excellent Transfer from Tromso - Tomak Camp 
Really friendly staff, informative on how to use a snowmobile. 
The snowmobile Yamaha 500cc were in excellent condition, and the protective gear, 
jumpsuit, snow boots, mittens, balaclava and helmet with visor. 
Tor our guide was both polite professional and experienced, we really enjoyed our 
snowmobile experience travelling 30 kms to near the borders of Finland & Sweden at 1400 
metres above sea level. The sheer beauty of the views which we witnessed were breath 
taking, we also enjoyed lamb stew and a Norwegian sweet with plenty of hot chocolate. 
I understand they offer other excursions, and we would highly recommend for a good 
experience. Thanks Lyngsford Adventure - Iain & Steph 



6747. Snow mobile trip-these guys are experts something for everyone 
Having not driven a snow mobile before I wasn't sure what to expect. 
We experienced a seamless amazing not to be missed adventure. The scenery was absolutely 
beautiful the climax of the trip is finding yourself on a frozen lake surrounded on all sides by 
mountains...breathtaking. The guides were professional helpful and wonderful hosts. As I 
was first time driver and with my son as passenger they were encouraging and allowed me to 
gain confidence as a driver. We will return to do more adventures with this group thank you 
:-) 

6748. I went for the reindeer sledding, because well, I was in Norway. What better place to do it, 
besides Finland maybe. 

6749. Brilliant! 
Absolutely fantastic place. Travelled from Tromsø to here to do ski-mobiles. All I can say is 
WOW. Fantastic opportunity to drive such a remarkable machine with some lovely, friendly 
guides who were so very informative and welcoming. If you're looking for anything to do 
then this is it. Value for money was brilliant and the fact I was able to get upto 60 odd kph 
but still travel at your own pace too. Food was lovely too! 

6750. Highlight of the trip, obviously ! 
Did evening snow mobile, stayed 1 night in chalet then next morning did husky dog sledding. 
Would recommend this to anyone, great staff provide good food, all the clothing you need 
will be given also. Pick up and drop back Tromso city centre. 

6751. A wonderful experience 
6752. The real deal in the North 
6753. My sister and i have just come back from an overnight stay. We drove a snowmobile and the 

next day took out a dog sledge. Amanda who ran the dogs was very patient with us and loved 
her dogs. She is terrific. All the staff were excellent and the food was truly delicious. We 
stayed in a 2 person cabin which was very clean and cosy. We took some wine with us to 
enjoy which was allowed. We saw the Northern lights and a shooting star. What more could 
we wish for. Excellent stay with thanks to everyone for making it so wonderful 

6754. A night trip with Lyngsfjord Adventure outside Tromsø, we were so Lucky to spot some 
wonderful effects from the Aurora Borealis, Nice guides, always service minded towards us. A 
trip to rember for life for sure!!! Remember warm clothes, a camera, confortable shoes 
necessary for this kind of trip. 

6755. Amazing Amazing Amazing 
6756. Fun time dog sledding despite the lack of snow 
6757. Great excursions, great people 

We booked the northern lights walk and the dog sledding with an overnight stay at the camp 
site. It was a wonderful experience! Of course we were lucky enough to see the northern 
lights, but the guide was also very helpful in setting up the camera, lending a tripod and 
giving advice. 
 
The food was great, as well as all the people there that helped getting everything ready. It 
was clear everyone was there to make sure we had a great time. For the accomodation we 
chose the chalets with a window in the roof. In was a very charming little chalet (one room). 
Tiny, but cosey and just enough heating to not get cold during the night. 
 
Dog sledding was great. We were told that there wasn't enough snow and therefor we would 
do the sledding on wheels. Kind of a bummer, but once again they surprised us. Not only 
were the wheels and the overall experience still great, they also took the extra effort of 
taking real sleds behind the wheels and switching wheels for sleds halfway for a while so we 
could still experience the 'real' dog sledding. 
 
Great experiences all together and highlight of our holiday! 



6758. Great Fun 
6759. Northern lights!!!!! 

For me this trip couldnt get better, everything was thought out. We did the snowmobiles on 
the first night which in itself was a major adrenaline rush, especially when you get to the 
frozen lake and are aloud to go crazy (within reason) in the dark, middle of nowhere, doing 
60 kms on a frozen lake. On the way back..... an incredible NORTHERN LIGHTS SHOW. I know 
this isnt guarenteed but made our trip AMAZING. we were never cold (log burner attended 
every two hours in the sami tent by dedicated staff) , never hungry (reindeer stew). The 
following day was the dog sleding which was far more relaxed than the previous night and a 
great way to take in the snow covered scenery. 

6760. Great team great place 
6761. Dog sledding - Wow! 
6762. I went for night snowmobile on the 1st day. The trainers are good and they are very patient. 

Even when some of us made mistakes and have some minor accidents, they are fast enough 
to respond and they assist you immediately. One of the best experience is when we get to 
see the northern lights at night during snowmobile. Up the mountain with a beautiful view of 
northern light! 
And dinner inside the tent was really delicious and great!! Perfect! 
 
The next day, I went for a morning dog sledding. It was really fun interacting with the dogs 
and you get to lead the dogs! Beautiful scenery and it's really fun. The female instructors 
were nice and friendly. Lunch was good too! 
 
Overall I enjoyed all my tours with lyngsfjord ADVENTURES. One of the best memories! 

6763. Brilliant AND the Northern Lights! 
It was a beautiful evening - clear skies and crisp snow. They kitted us out in snowsuits, boots 
and gloves. We took it in turns to drive the snowmobile, which was strenuous to steer. Half 
way through we were on a frozen lake and we were allowed to do what we wanted - so we 
raced around. But then the Northern Lights appeared and it was truly magical. The quiet of 
the snow, the clear skies full of stars and the Lights. Never to be forgotten. Wonderful 
evening. 

6764. An amazing experience 
Went with a friend who was challenging herself for her 70th. We did that alright. Stayed in a 
tent in -20C but we weren't cold! Drove a husky team at night - so good. Went snowmobiling 
up in the mountains close to the Finnish border - what a buzz. Met the dogs the next morning 
for a cuddle.. Wish we had stayed there longer. Only disappointment was those darn 
Northern Lights only saw a faint version of them - even though it was a clear night. The 
guides were delightful. 

6765. Great scenery and good fun 
I went for the dog sledding tour and had a wonderful time. The sled dogs are very friendly 
and LOVE what they do! People on the tour are paired up and each gets a turn riding in the 
sled and then driving it, pulled by a team of huskies. Afterwards, you're rewarded for your 
efforts by a warm Sami-style meal in a yurt-like structure. The bus ride from Tromso is 
incredible, with snowy, white mountains (at least in Winter) and lakes at every turn. I had a 
great time! 

6766. My 40th Birthday Treat. My lovely wife took me to Norway for my 40th birthday "Bucket 
List" Trip, both my wife and I had actually gone on a Northern Lights trip the night before and 
saw nothing, so we had the night time Husky trip to look forward to, WOW what an amazing 
experience, the night could not have been more perfect. 
 
The dogs are incredible, really friendly and approachable. Once we had been briefed we just 
got on our way, the night was clear and there was a full moon that lit up the snow on the 



mountains - it looks like some kind of Moonscape, its an image I will never forget, the dogs 
are mental I think they could pull a Bulldozer through a wall if asked, whisking through the 
snow. 
 
After the Sledging has been completed we sat down for the evening meal, half way through 
the meal a guide informed us that the lights were happening !! For the next 25 minutes my 
jaw was on the floor a beautiful display of whites and greens !! 
 
So 2 for the price of 1 this was one of the best experiences of my life and the company that 
organised it did an excellent job and I would 100% recommend them. 

6767. One of the best days of my life! 
6768. Great opportunity to experience it all .... 
6769. FUN in the SNOW! 
6770. Snow Mobiles and Northern Lights - Brilliant 
6771. Top experience for northern light hunters 

We spent 1 night at the Tamok camp and we had the best and wild experience ever. 
Fallin' asleep with northern light above your head is simply astonishing, something you can't 
really describe... 
In the morning, after a very nice breakfast in the main "lavvu" we jumped on the sledge for a 
2 hours ride in the middle of snowy forest, amazing!! 
All the staff is really professional and warm with everyone, well skilled about the Guovssahas 
phenomenon, trust them blind folded. 
Andreas, Amanda, Lloyd and all the great people working at the camp made this trip simply 
unforgettable! 
Room and common spaces always extra clean! 
Thanks a lot guys, hope to see you soon again 
 
Tip: book the "aurora chalet" ! 
 
Grazie 

6772. Wow! 
We spent an evening with them,at camp Tamok!good services,nice people working for 
it,good meal and nice experience even if we didn't see northern light.our guide help us 
setting the camera,bring us with sleeve shoes walking in the nature and then he tatch us how 
to get fire in the snow!amazing!we visited their dogs,so cute!people take care of them better 
than other camp we visited.we never forget this experience!If you go for chasing northern 
light go with them! 

6773. Northern Lights, Snowmobile, Dog Sledding & Reindeer Sledging 
We did it all - thanks to Lyngsfjord - fantastic trip and so well organised. We are no longer 
young (66+) but would recommend all above events to any age group. Thank you for best 
holiday ever. Linda and Malcolm 

6774. Snow safari 
Camp Tamok is a great place to be and you are well looked after. The dog sledging is a great 
adventure fun hard work. The snowmobile was great fun but could be a bit longer in time. 
The food is very basic traditional stews filling and lots of it. Book the sauna if you want to use 
it. Great scenary bit expensive IMHO a great experience 

6775. Great tour 
Loved seeing the Northern Lights at Camp Tamok. Magical experience. My friend and I had 2 
days total at the camp, and the guides and staff were accommodating and sweet. (Usually 
people only do 1 night.) We experienced reindeer sledding, dog sledding, 2 nights of 
Northern light touring (only saw the lights one night) and had great food (reindeer meat and 
leftse), and great cabins and Sami tent. Also had a steam room use and snow shoeing. The 



temps were -20F but they have extra gear for you to wear, including jumpsuit and boots. 
Absolutely loved Tromso and Lyngsfjord tours. I highly recommend them. Thanks guys!!! 

6776. Dog and Reindeer sledding - Great adventure! 
6777. Just perfect 

We had a wonderful time - dog sledding and snow mobiling. The staff were extremely 
professional and serviceminded and did everything in their power to make our stay perfect. 
Thank you! 

6778. Incredible day out 
A great day out, we joined the snowmobile tour. We hopped on the bus at 9am and returned 
around 4pm. You go to beautiful Camp Tamok where they also offer dog sledding, reindeer 
sled rides, and the option to camp overnight - having seen the camp and met the friendly 
guides we wished we had an extra day to spend a night there). 
 
Snowmobiling was a blast. You are provided with warm clothes and boots. Cruising through 
beautiful scenery at 40-50km/hr, you reach the giant frozen lake. Up there you can go full 
throttle (I reached 100km/hr, though I wouldn't turn at that speed or you'll roll the bike). 
 
Afterwards they serve lunch (reindeer soup) (you can reserve vegetarian in advance). 
 
Overall a great day out 

6779. Really good value, considering amount of time out on snowmobile and loads of time to play 
to hearts content. Thor was the perfect host, making sure we were warm for the whole trip. 
 
The lights put on the perfect show against a clear starlit Arctic sky. 
 
As much food as we could eat afterwards. 

6780. Awesome Snowmobile 
I had so much fun on the snowmobile trip! It took a bit to get use to, especially for me having 
no experience riding motorbikes or jet skis. But our guide was helpful and knew a lot about 
snowmobiles. Being able to ride on a frozen lake was definitely the highlight! When we got 
back we had hot chocolate, reindeer soup and a traditional Norwegian desert in a Sami tent. I 
definitely recommend going on this trip :) 

6781. Fantastic adventure we will never forget! 
6782. Very well organised - reindeer sledding and snowmobile safari 
6783. I have never been snowmobiling before and was a bit nervous - unlike my niece who was 

raring to go. Mike looked after us, making us go behind him, so he could keep an eye on us. 
Even he couldn't save us from tipping over on the side of the valley - with us both trapped 
underneath. My niece was more concerned that she had lost one of her boots than I couldn't 
get my leg out. It took five people to lift the snowmobile off me - but luckily no damage done 
(to me or the snowmobile). My niece and I were laughing so much we couldn't get up 
anyway! 
I had a drive on the frozen lake and got the confidence to drive back - I didn't tip us over! 
Lunch was a fish soup - which was tasty. 
A great experience! 

6784. Thank you for an excellent couple of days! We did the Husky and Reindeer trips. Both great 
fun and informative. All very friendly especially Lara, a great asset to your business!! 
Your animals were well cared for and happy which was important to me. 

6785. Mostly wonderful experience 
6786. A thrilling experience! 
6787. Excellent 
6788. Well organised and a lot of fun. 



6789. Well Organised-Authentic Norwegian Adventure 
6790. Very memorable trip 
6791. Magical experience! 
6792. The most wonderful experience of a lifetime. I can't praise it enough 
6793. Northern Lights we saw :)) 
6794. just perfect 

I had a stunning trip with both the dog sledding and northern lights experience. Super team. 
Great experience. Loved it. Thank you! 

6795. We experienced the Northern Lights 
6796. Incredible experience 

If you are looking for an immersion in the Sami culture go for it ! Very attentive staff, 
incredible knowledge of the Sami traditions and they are all very happy to answer your 
questions about everything. The food is amazing. An entirely different world ! 

6797. Awesome experience! 
6798. Huskies! 
6799. Experience of a lifetime. 
6800. adventure to swedish-finnish border area 
6801. Brilliant 
6802. Excellent trip and we would thoroughly recommend Lyngsfjord Adventure 
6803. Dog Sledding & Snowmobiling, whole day 
6804. Amazing dog sledding! 
6805. Great fun snow mobiling 
6806. Great time! 
6807. Good fun 
6808. LOVED IT!! Stay for the whole day!! 
6809. Excellent day dogsledging 
6810. Smorgasbord of fun memories 
6811. Great people, great time! 
6812. What a fantastic day! 
6813. Overall is a great experience! 
6814. What an amazing trip! We went on the night time snow mobiles which I have to admit to 

being a little apprehensive about. However, although it was scary it was also fun. When we 
stopped and turned off our engines we were all in complete darkness and such a heavy 
silence - until everyone started talking and sharing their journey stories! I really loved the 
free riding on the frozen lake. 
 
Saw the lights, albeit briefly and through clouds : ( 
 
Would live to come back and do the same thing in the daytime so I can see where we went 
and enjoy the spectacular scenery. 

6815. Excellent place in Tromsø!! 
6816. Great for Activities 
6817. Loved everything and would recommend 
6818. Dog Sledding Wonderland 
6819. Simply the Best! 
6820. Excellent service 
6821. wonderful! 

This was an unique experience, deep contact with the nature. The staff was well organized. 
Wonderful the dog sledding activity and the night into the sami tent.. We suggest to all of 
you! 



6822. Unforgettable 
We went for the hike and overnight stay, and snowmobile the day after. Needless to say the 
location is fantastic and view breathtaking. To top it all off we saw the northern lights. We 
would have regretted it if we hadnt stayed overnight. The lyngen alps is spectacular at night. 
A must-go in tromso! 

6823. Amazing Experience 
6824. Husky sledding fun! 
6825. Brilliant! 
6826. A wilderness paradise 
6827. Excellent! 
6828. Amazing Reindeer & Awesome Snowmobiling Adventures 
6829. Memories to last a lifetime 
6830. Amazing..!! 
6831. Snow mobile adventure 
6832. Amazing experience!! 
6833. Great People! 
6834. Amazing reindeer 

We would only be in this area once in our life, so splurged and did everything we could. The 
reindeer sled ride was something we will never forget. Very gentle, calm ride through the 
fields covered in snow with snow capped mountains all around. So very peaceful and quiet. 
The Sami reindeer owner was very gracious and informative. The meal in the Laavu after was 
also enjoyable. Our snowmobile ride for the evening was cancelled due to weather and the 
owner graciously refunded our money, since we had prebooked months ago. Would 
recommend Lyngsfjord Adventures for a wonderful experience in Tromso area. 

6835. Amazing Northern Lights Experience 
3 fantastic days with Lyngsfjord Adventure where with the help from Greeta we were very 
lucky to experience the northern lights on Saturday 14th December 2013 - experience of a life 
time. Then a great evening with the Alaskan huskeys and to finish off with a day of 
snowmobiling. A lovely bunch of people making this an experience never to be forgotten. 
Thank you xx 

6836. A fantastic Snowmobiling experience under the Aurora Borealis 
6837. Ticking off the 'Bucket List' 

Dog Sledding!! We are hooked! This is an activity that my wife in particular has always 
wanted to do. Everything was perfect. The snow even eased off during our journey. The staff, 
and the dogs were wonderful. The experience was exillarting. The hot coffee and Reindeer 
Stew were magnificent after such a wonderful day. Thanks to all at the camp. We hope to be 
back soon. 
 
Be advised, this activity does require a level of physical fitness! (and a sence of humour when 
you fall off)!!! (Not for whimps) 

6838. Breathtaking overnight trip 
6839. Fantastic fun 
6840. Outstanding 

We visit Lyngsfjord last winter (februar 2013) and it was magnificant. We made a tour by 
night with the snowscooter and it was great!! The next day a tour with the sledgedogs was 
on the program and this was unforgettable!! Great quiet nice place with lovely kind people!!! 

6841. Amazing dog sledding experience 
This was one of our favourite experiences of our visit to Norway. We were picked up by the 
Lyngsfjord bus at 8.45am and enjoyed a spectacular two hour scenic drive past snowy fields 
and mountains, frozen fjords and waterfalls to Camp Tamok. Once we were all dressed in 
thermal suits, boots and mittens we were taken to meet the dogs and receive instructions in 



how to operate the sleds from our guide, Bjorn. Thus began one of the most exhilarating, fun 
and amazing experiences I have ever had! The scenery was beautiful and the dog sledding 
was fantastic. On returning to camp we played with the gorgeous dogs for a while and were 
then taken inside the Sami tent for some delicious fish soup and bread followed by 
Norwegian pastry and coffee/tea. Whilst the tour was expensive it was worth every kroner - 
everything was extremely well organised and we highly recommend Lyngsfjord Adventure 
Tours. 

6842. Worthy even if we didnt see aurora borealis 
6843. Lyngsfjord -Skimobile, Sami-tent sleepover and dog sledding a great experience. 
6844. Fabulous reindeer sledding trip 
6845. My wife and I did the dog sled tour. It was expensive, but worth every cent. We really 

enjoyed it. The staff were very friendly and helpful. We had a dog sled team to ourselves, one 
sitting in the sled, one driving. The food for dinner was great. I will never forget the view of 
the lights! Truly amazing. 

6846. We went for a slow, relaxing reindeer ride. The information provided about the Sami culture 
was very interesting and informative. After the ride we were towed up to the large, warm 
tent for food and drinks. Being towed along by a snowmobile was great fun. We feasted on 
delicious reindeer soup and some traditional sweets. It was great fun, good value and highly 
recommended. 

6847. You need to experience the dog sledding! Amazing 
6848. Magical evening dog sledding in the moonlight - we didn't see the northern lights but had 

enjoyed a magnificent display the night before): Well looked after by guides - kitted out with 
full set of thermo gear before we set off and then plied with hot drinks and tasty lamb stew 
sitting round the fire in in the sami tent afterwards. The huskies loved their work and were 
well cared for. The sledding was great fun. 

6849. beautiful mountain getaway, friendly guides, amazing activities 
6850. Excellent all round! 
6851. The dog sledding trip was well organized and we had a lot of fun. The guide was a young girl 

but amazing how she led us in the dark night! Halfway through our adventure, she pointed us 
to the sky and we viewed the most awesome aurora displays above our heads. Truly 
wonderful!! 

6852. Only the aurora didn't play ball; everything else perfect 
6853. An Arctic,Adventure 
6854. Wow an expensive excursion but we loved it. Such a unique experience in a spectacular 

location. The dogs are lovely - full of energy and so keen to get going and we were given 
warm (and clean!) suits and boots. Hearty soup afterwards was also very welcome :) 

6855. Thrills and spills 
6856. Great fun! 
6857. This was a great place for a skyshow! 
6858. Had a dog sledding evening trip, night in log cabin and day time snow mobile trip. The night 

in camp was magical, very peaceful and beautiful scenery. The cabin was warm and cosy and 
the meals provided were good. Our snow mobile trip happened during a snow storm which 
made it challenging and we missed the views at the end- but enjoyed the chance to zoom 
around the frozen lake. Unfortunately the older more experienced dogs were out doing a 
race so we had younger ones who were lovely but less focussed on pulling the sledge! 

6859. Just perfect 
6860. The location is awe inspiring & sledding through the valleys with the beautiful huskies was 

the highlight of my trip to Tromso. The dogs were healthy, well cared for and full of energy. 
The guides were clearly very good with them and appeared to genuinely enjoy what they 
were doing. The thermal gear offered was in excellent condition & clean - thermal suits, 
boots and mittens. 



6861. Great 24 hour experience 
6862. Incredible 

Staff were excellent, helpful and a pleasure to speak to. the dog sledding experience will live 
with me forever, and from the coach trip to the coach trip back, everyone and everything 
(yes we saw the northern lights after sledding) involved made this one of the greatest days of 
my life. thank you. 

6863. Wonderful Experience 
6864. Wonderful! 
6865. magic dogsledding 
6866. Quite Simply Wonderful! 
6867. I did the morning snowmobile tour. It was great. The snowmobiles are new and fun, the 

guides were very nice and peofessionals and the views are outstanding. After a warm soup 
(delicious) we could walk around the camp and at the evening the dog sledging tour. The this 
was a unique experience to drive the dog sledge during night, hear the dogs bark and see the 
snow mountains and the northern lights. An unforgettable experience. Thank you 

6868. Snowmobiling fun - excellent 
6869. Great time on two excursions. 
6870. Truly a Great Experience!! 
6871. Excellent Adventure, Big Guys Watch Out 
6872. We went dog sledding with Lyngsfjord on 12th February 2013. We were very well looked 

after.On arrival we were given all the clothing we needed (all were warm as well so putting 
them on was a pleasure). We were never rushed at any point of the trip which had been a 
problem previously with another company. The dogs were obviously very happy and could 
not wait to go. Our friends went on the snow mobiles while we were on the dogs and they 
loved it as well. Given plenty of soup and bread and hot drinks and plenty of time to take 
photos. Please give it a go. We were very lucky and saw a northern lights corona that evening 
so it was an absolutely perfect day. 

6873. Extreme! Amazing! 
6874. Such an incredible day, would definitely recommend it! 
6875. Fantastic 
6876. Wonderful experience 

My husband and I loved the evening with the dogs , the gorgeous girls that look after the 
dogs were very experienced and so helpful ,it was a fun night , the warm suits were very 
comfy , we would definatley recommend this adventure while in Tromso. 
Marie (Australia) 

6877. Husky adventure was the best of my trip! 
6878. Fun, guided adventure 

Lyngsfjord adventures provided us well maintained, comfortable Yamaha snowmobiles as 
well as warm bodysuits, and accessories for a fun guided tour near Tromso. The guides were 
kind, and helpful. The meal was less than we expected-- the hearty dinner consisted of soup 
(delicious) and bread. Very tasty but not a full supper. We went at the end of December and 
it was cold but fun. The trail is pretty -- even if it's dark as the lights of the snowmobile lights 
your path and tree lined areas. We went at about 50 kph in a group of about 10 people. 
 
Safe and fun 

6879. Amazing experience! 
6880. Excellent time 
6881. Worth Ever Cent 

I would highly recommend the Lyngsford / Camp Tamok for a full arctic experience. I did the 
reindeer and Sami cultural experience, the dogsledding and the snowmobiles ... all in 2 days. 
And loved every minute. The friendly, professional manner of the guides was well worth the 



money I spent. I was provided with warm clothing, a warm meat or fish soup and lots of 
laughs. In the end seeing the Northern lights was a secondary experience. This once in a 
lifetime expeience was made so much better becuase of Lyngsford - thank you. 

6882. Dog sledding was so much fun! 
6883. Five stars is not enough. 

What a thrill! Snowmobiling at night and dogsledding during the day, we had such a great 
experience. There is absolutely nothing that could be better, great staff, beautiful friendly 
dogs and good food. Sleeping arrangement was also great, slept in a Lavvu. We slept on 
reindeer skins in sleepingbags, I was a little bit sceptic about it but I haven't slept so good in a 
long time. 
Next morning we was served a really good and healthy breakfast. 
After the activitis the lunch/dinner was served, a good meat or fish stew. 
All the staff did a wonderful job and are really dedicated to their work. 
We miss it already and cant wait to come back, one of the reasons we came was of course to 
try to see the auroras, we did and it was beautiful but the main reason we want to come back 
is to spend more time at the camp. 

6884. Terrific Snow Mobiling Experience 
6885. Not for the faint hearted, for fun lovers - an absolute yes! 
6886. Best part of our trip to Norway! 
6887. A real experience 

We decided at the last minute to take a snow mobiling trip from Tromso up to Camp Tamok. 
We were taken by coach from Tromso though some lovely icy countryside and were lucky 
enough to be the only people to have chosen the snow mobile trip, so we had our excellent 
guide all to ourselves. We drove up into the mountains and had a wonderful time in the 
snowy wilderness above the tree line. We felt safe and well looked after without losing any 
of the adventure. The warming broth afterwards was very welcome, and if you didn't have 
suitable clothing it was all available in the price of the tour. Definitely a memorable and fun 
experience. 

6888. Magical dog sledding experience at Camp Tomak 
6889. Amazing Adventures with Lyngsfjord 
6890. Can I possibly ask for more? 
6891. Amazing dog sledding experience in Tromso 

I was ecstatic when I found out Lyngsford ran dog sledding tours, as ones nearer the city 
didn't have enough snow! I loved driving the sled, being a passenger and taking in the 
glorious surroundings, the adrenaline rush of dog sledding through powdery snow, and 
playing with the gorgeous huskies after. We got to sled for about 2 hours! Lunch was 
delicious salmon soup, followed by a traditional Norwegian dessert. Definitely a well run, fun 
and friendly tour company. Pretty pricey but worth it! From pick up at 9am in Tromso right 
until drop off at 4pm, I had a really great day! Highly recommended :) 

6892. An Unforgettable Experience 
6893. So worth it 

I went dog sledding during the day time and snowmobiling by night. I think it was good we 
choose not to go dogsledding by night - the landscape and the experience were so much 
more impressive, then snowmobiling at night but it was still fun going snowmobiling 

6894. Amazing Experience 
6895. Very nice experience 
6896. Don't bother with the bus tours, spend a lovely night with or without the northern lights with 

lovely people. 
Check the weather before you book. Check your camera will be good for the trip but the 
guides are amazing otherwise. Bus tour is last chance. 

6897. Fantastic 



6898. Not cheap but worth it. The snowmobiling at night was great fun and the staff were 
excellent. Unlike some groups they give you the clothing to wear too. Recommended. 

6899. Woof woof and zoom zoom highly recommend 
6900. Dog sledding, best fun ever! 
6901. Icy adventure! 
6902. Highlight of our trip to Norway....just magical !!!!!! 
6903. The dog sledding is the best fun! 
6904. Fantastic 
6905. Lots of icy fun... 
6906. Unforgettable, amazing... we wanna go again! 
6907. Perfect for solo travellers 
6908. That was fun! 
6909. Beautifull experience plus an amazing norther light show! 
6910. Simply an amazing experience, cant recommend highly enough 
6911. reindeer sleigh, amazing experience 
6912. well worth it 
6913. Best experience of a life time! 
6914. Dog sledding is harder than you think, but still fun. 
6915. An amazing, awesome and fabulous day 
6916. Great experience and attitude - thank you! 
6917. A magical experience 
6918. Without doubt this is your "must do" Arctic Adventure 
6919. Great Husky Sledding 
6920. Fantastic!!! 
6921. Magical Experience 

We did an evening walk with Roy which was amazing. We walked through the Birch trees in 
the snow and went to visit a stream in the wood. That was a magical place. You could hear 
the stream bubbling and we saw some amazing ice crystals on the water. It was so quiet and 
beautiful with everything sparkling in the snow. Roy was a great guide, he was very kind and 
interesting. Although we didn't see the lights that night it didn't really matter it was a great 
experience. The reindeer stew was very tasty and it was nice to see the Sami tent and how 
the people lived. 

6922. Absolutely brilliant!! 
Did their evening snowmobile safari. Goes for about 30 miles. Never done it before but they 
start slow until you pick it up then it just gets better and better. Drove up through mountain 
route up to 3000 feet finishing at a point overlooking finland and sweden. Then a great drive 
back. Great experience. Thoroughly enjoyed it. 

6923. Magical atmosphere 
Get on the bus in Tromso, get off the bus in a magical world. Some 90 minutes bus away from 
the centre of the (village) city, completely lost in the dark of northern Norway, you can 
subscribe for dog sledging (what we did), snow mobile, walk in the snow. All the material is 
furnished. 
Our experience was great. The dogs are marvellous and friendly. After the tour, the dinner is 
offered in a traditional Sami tent, and you will have the opportunity to see the Aurora if 
weather permits (and it was the case for us!!) - bring your cameras! 
Do it if you can. Really magical adventure. 

6924. Wow 
6925. Excellent - highly recommended 
6926. dog sledding - superb 
6927. Heaps Of Fun 



6928. Tips for seeing the NL, Lyngsfjord Thumbs Up 
6929. again and again!!! 

this is somethimg u have to do it!!! yes, it is expensive like everything else in norway but it is 
a one in a life experience!!! the dogs taking u out on a walk in the arctic cold is outstanding!! 
out of this world!!! do it and u will not regret it!!! 

6930. yes, yes, yes!!!! 
u have to do it!!! yes it is expensive, but u just have to!!! the whole experience is just 
unbelievable!!! the dogs the snow the cold the north norway!!! u will not regret it!!! 

6931. Join their family and have an unforgettable day 
6932. This should be on your bucket list - do it at least once before you die 
6933. Dog sledding was magical! 
6934. Dog sledding trip was excellent 
6935. Dog sledding & snowmobiling - great fun! 
6936. Magical experience 
6937. Dog sledding, an unforgettable once in a lifetime experience 
6938. Great events and great crew 
6939. Fantastic events in a beautiful setting 
6940. Dog sledding a must!!! 
6941. Dog sledding - absolute best thing to do here, ever! 
6942. Wow, what an experience! 
6943. Awesome hiking and glacier walk 
6944. First-rate Adventure - Our favorite thing in Norway 
6945. Gyönyörű Norvégia!!!!! ❤ 
6946. Oh my God! I like to visit this place once in my life! 
6947. i wish i could visit Norway 
6948. Wonderful!!! 
6949. Wow! 
6950. I was lucky to be there on my Hurtigruten way from Bergen to Kirkenes in April 2012. it'a real 

magic place! I will never forget this very beautiful place, and I hope I will have the 
opportunity to visit it again:)) 

6951. It's beautiful! Visiting south Norway in April! 
6952. Dear God. Such beauty! 
6953. Great ❤ 
6954. wow fantastic;;;; 
6955. Fantastic shot!!! Lofoten is one of the most attractive destination in Northern Norway... 
6956. Some Day I'll be there.... 
6957. Nice pic. It is the most beautiful place in Lofoten. Hope to be there again soon. Heaven... 
6958. wonderful 
6959. Absolutely amazing. 
6960. lofoten.....einfach wunderschön!! wonderful !!! 
6961. Been there!! Truely majestic!! 
6962. fantastic...gift of God! 
6963. fineste plass i verden 
6964. A beautiful place to relax. 
6965. Very beautiful place..I wish I could visit this place someday.even only in my dreams.🙂 🙂 
6966. que lindo!! 
6967. zaista impresivno 
6968. MUY BONITO . 



6969. The most picturesque village of Norway, I am lucky enough that I have stayed there for a 
whole week in July 2002. Astonishing memories... 

6970. The colours are breathtaking whilst the texture of the landscape is earily subtle...I'm sure at a 
different time of the day or night a completely contrasting Vista is to be enjoyed. 

6971. Conhço esta zona e e realmente uma maravilha 
6972. So beautiful! But it seems tto be so cold... 
6973. I had the fortune to travel in Norwegian fjords,a real magic miracle!!,,, 
6974. Extraordinary colors... 
6975. Awesome! 
6976. It is beautiful, beautiful! 
6977. very good~ 
6978. Uauuuuuu! 
6979. This is magical. 
6980. So beautiful i wish 2 go again and c more of Norway lol !!!! 
6981. Amazingly beautiful! 
6982. beauty! 
6983. awesome 
6984. very nice pic indeed. I ve been to Norway its wonderful 
6985. I've been there and it really is wonderful and I hope to get to Norway, maybe this year 
6986. Natural beauty colourful Norway,,Thanks your presentation 
6987. Divine! 
6988. wow... 
6989. This is Norway!!!! 
6990. divin pictur 
6991. Suadades!!!! Vontade de lá voltar:)) 
6992. Lindo! 
6993. Quem me dera......agora está cada vez mais longe.... 
6994. Local de Magia 
6995. marvelous 
6996. beutifuuuuuuuuul 
6997. 🙋 👌👌👌Magnific 💕🙏 
6998. Wow, underbart foto. Skulle vilja vara där 😍 
6999. Dream 
7000. 💚fantastic 
7001. I want to become a citizen of Norway😢 
7002. This town and its history is so eerily intriguing to me!! 
7003. Nice 😊 
7004. Awesome 
7005. Blue Ice Lake, I'd go back for an ice queen shoot late winter or early spring. And visit in every 

season 
7006. beautiful 
7007. So beautiful! 
7008. Absolutely beautiful 
7009. Awesome 
7010. I would love to visit Tromso again one day .... ❤ 🇦🇺 
7011. Absolutely WOW!!! 💚🇮🇪 
7012. I had no idea that we have such a beautiful border in the north at least at this place. Tusen 

takk for bildet! 
7013. Awesome 



7014. Nice pic and view 
7015. Wow!😍 
7016. Bridge to Andøya🙌 
7017. So Amazing 
7018. See you soon Norway ! 
7019. Beautiful! 
7020. I would live there!🙌 
7021. Beautiful Noruega 💎💟😍💝🌷🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 

(Oversettelse: vakre Norge) 
7022. Spiritual 👍😍 
7023. Bellissima 🙌 
7024. Beautiful 
7025. Was für ein Farbenspiel (Oversettelse: for et fargespill) 
7026. Like to live there for a week ... or month 😄👏 
7027. Would be nice to visit, maybe live. I haven't considered how to find work in Northern Norway 

yet 
7028. Beautiful!!!❤🥰 
7029. Have been there also. Had a view from our hotel on it❤👌. Nice place/area also 😍 
7030. Med en otroligt vacker och annorlunda interiör! 👍 
7031. So pretty🧡 
7032. Wow 
7033. Amazing 😉👍❤ 
7034. One day I will visit here 😄 
7035. So beautiful❤❤ Love to come back once🙏. It is an amazing area..... 
7036. That looks amazing!! 
7037. What a view 😍 
7038. looks very rich... 
7039. Awesome 😍 
7040. So beautiful! 
7041. Bonito 
7042. Wonderful nature!!! 
7043. Wow where is this waterfall exactly ? Would like to shoot some auroras there 😍😉😉 
7044. How beautiful and poignant 🙏💕 
7045. Shaped like a ship too. Beautiful! 
7046. So möchte ich auch auf' Klo gehen... 😍 (Oversettelse: Jeg vil så gjerne gå på det toalettet) 
7047. Poo with a view 🤣 

AWESOME 👌 
7048. Ja.....dan laat je de deur wel open.....🤗 (oversettelse: ja.... så lar du døren være åpen....) 
7049. 😂😂😂great, it is cold but a great view... 
7050. Winter, most hygienic season! 😁 
7051. Autumn! Use the leaves & save toilet rolls 😊 
7052. Yes, please let the gentleman know. And I can see it’s really a beautiful location. ❤❤👏👏 
7053. Haha great 😀🙃 
7054. I want to sit in that throne😍 
7055. Lindo.😂🙌😮 (oversettelse: pent) 
7056. A toilet with a view 😂👍 
7057. Doesn’t get any better than that view 👏🦁👍👍🇦🇺🇱🇻 
7058. Outdoor john’s with a view, THE BEST 
7059. ..gr8 place to be!! 👍👏🍀🙏🌷 



7060. I wish I could visit this place once ☺ 
7061. So beautiful 😍😍‼‼ 
7062. Wow 
7063. 🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩😍😍😍😍meraviglia!!!!!!💚💚💚💚💚💚💚 (Oversettelse: vidunderlig) 
7064. N8ce spot for a coffee 
7065. 💎💟😍💝🌷🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴. 

Beautiful Noruega (Oversettelse: vakre Norge) 
7066. Thank you,nice church♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
7067. Magnificent 😍 
7068. Absolut den mest spektakulära väg jag någonsin färdats på! Helt magisk! 
7069. Wow‼‼ so amazing😍😍👏👏 
7070. Paddla bland späckhuggare lite väl spännande😂 
7071. Wahnsinn👌 (oversettelse: galskap) 
7072. This is absolutely amazing. Wow!🙌 
7073. J’adore vraiment ❤😍 (Oversettelse: jeg elsker det) 
7074. Atemberaubend! (oversettelse: fantastisk!) 
7075. Wowwwww 
7076. 💙Unbelievable 👀💙 
7077. Wow very exciting. Always makes me happy to see the whales. 
7078. It's my dream....😍😍 
7079. 🤩 so breathtaking. weren't you afraid something would happen? 
7080. A dream 💛💛💛💛 
7081. 💎💟😍💝🌷🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 Beautiful i love 

Noruega 
7082. Cuanto belleza se ve mucha calma 😍 (Oversettelse: hvor mye skjønnhet ser veldig rolig ut) 
7083. Yes that's true, nature is for everyone, and everyone is responsible of his deeds, so please, all 

around the world, keep nature pure and safe and clean, 
7084. So beautiful 
7085. Skyrim? ❤❤❤ 
7086. Some amazing talented artists in the arctic! 
7087. Ahoy there!! 😂💙 
7088. My inner self. 
7089. Awesome artist. Thanks for the post. Impressive work. Looking forward to see this in real. 
7090. Wish I was there 🥺❤ 
7091. We had a nice show here in Tromsø last night too!! So exciting! 💙 
7092. Yes fantastic♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥ 
7093. Cool!! 
7094. Yes!! It seems I know you already!! 
7095. A fantastic place 💙 
7096. Indeed, found a space portal whilst in Varanger 📷 Thank you for sharing my photograph 

@northernnorway 🇳🇴🌱📷 
7097. 👍😂love it! 
7098. Looks like it gets towed by something 
7099. It was blowing a gale and pouring with rain when I visited it last year. But boy was it worth 

traveling all the way from Perth, Western Australia 🇦🇺 to see it! I didn’t mind a bit being 
freezing cold, soaked to the skin and barely able to stand up against the strong wind. Very 
different from W.A.......... It was wonderful!!!😍😀🇦🇺❤🌅 

7100. This is a super cool spot 💙 



7101. J’y suis allée maïs beaucoup de brouillard ce jour là pas de visibilité (oversettelse: jeg dro dit, 
men det var mye tåke den dagen så dårlig utsikt) 

7102. 👍waw 😍 
7103. Absolutely stunning!!! ❤ 
7104. Yes beautiful🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
7105. I love Tromso 💖💖💖💖💖 
7106. Beautiful 💕 
7107. So beautiful ❤ 
7108. Amazing ❣😍 
7109. Extraordinary!!! 
7110. Wouhaou❤ 
7111. Fantastic!!!!! 
7112. Beautiful 
7113. Amazing 🙏 
7114. We were to arrive in Tromso tomorrow. It was our dream... yet, the travellers from Poland 

would get 14-day quarantine and we need to be at work (in Poland) on the 1st of 
September... Such a shame 😭😭😭😭 Hope we will make it one fine day ... 

7115. I love tromso so much 😊 
7116. Wow, wonderful♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
7117. Beautiful 😍❤❤❤ 
7118. Beautiful !!! 🌺 
7119. 💚Very Irish! 💚🇮🇪 
7120. perfect 
7121. Awsome motive 🤩 
7122. That's really interesting. I wonder how old that is....🤔 
7123. Treebeards’ cousin 😛 
7124. Looks like a fairytale tree! 💙 
7125. Wonderful ♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
7126. like a painting 🖼 
7127. The straightest road in Norway 🤭 
7128. My prefered place and road.🇳🇴❤ 
7129. Amazing!! 
7130. Love the color 
7131. J’aimerai bien passer mes vacances dans cette maison ☺ (Oversettelse: jeg vil gjerne 

tilbringe ferien i dette huset) 
7132. Wow!!! Amazing 🌊 
7133. Such a beautiful place love it 🥰👍 
7134. ♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴🙏♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥beautiful🙏🙏 
7135. I‘ve been there 🙌 And it‘s such a beautiful Place 😌 
7136. Beautiful 😍 
7137. Lovely. I think this is the same in winter 
7138. 💖 Wooow. Gorgeous 💖 
7139. Love it 😍 
7140. ☺ Can’t wait to get back to Norway again one day! 
7141. Nice 👍 
7142. Indeed, you can see them very close in the villages near to Å. 
7143. Beautiful 😍😍 
7144. Such a beautiful and breathtaking photo 😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍👌 
7145. Love Norway♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 



7146. Beautiful. Wished could be there BUT looks like will be on hold for now 😍😍😍❤❤❤ 
7147. cannot wait!! 😊 
7148. Can't wait till the green lady is dancing on the sky again 💚🙏💚 
7149. Wonderful! ❤❤ 
7150. Can’t wait!! 
7151. Exceptionnelle 
7152. Wonderful bilde♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
7153. Fun! 
7154. I would love to swing into the sunset on this beautiful swing! 
7155. fun 
7156. Bagus y, kira kira tuh ayunan kuat gak yak w naekin mak😂 (Oversettelse: Det er bra. Husken 

ser sterk ut, men det betyr ikke at den er god) 
7157. Norwegian Paradise 
7158. Wow 😍 
7159. I do not looking to the background, but am looking at the mermaid who she's looking at it, 😊 
7160. Gorgeous!! 
7161. Magnifique ❤ 
7162. One of my favorite places. Like to take a swim there 👌 
7163. Erst durch den Tunnel mit Nebel drin und dann das Café in der Mehrzweckhalle 😉 

(Oversettelse: først gjennom tunnelen med tåke og deretter kaffe i flerbrukshallen) 
7164. Love your country ❤ 
7165. This is perfect ❤ 
7166. what more could you wish for? ☺ 
7167. 💖 Gorgeous 💖 
7168. The simple life 💙🐶💙 
7169. Beautiful! 
7170. Amazing! 
7171. This looks so interesting ⭐👏 
7172. Beleza.👏👏👏 (Oversettelse: skjønnhet) 
7173. 💪Wow 
7174. Very clever and artistic 💕 
7175. This is interesting. 
7176. Thank you for sharing Sami culture it means alot to us 🥰 Ollu giitu ❣ 
7177. Beautiful! 🐻 
7178. Beautiful 
7179. Love Norway♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
7180. I love Tromso 💕 
7181. My favourite place in Norway 🙂🇳🇴 
7182. Loved Hammerfest ❤ 
7183. Wonderful light 
7184. Perfect nature 😍😍 
7185. Wow! 
7186. 👉Its look Very nice 🇩🇰👈 
7187. Really romantic. I can feel that fire in the evening, and the voice of the wood when it's 

burning, at that time you will remember all emotional feelings you had lived, ♥ 
7188. Жар и тепло, какие краски языка пламени👍👍👍 (Oversettelse: heat and warmth, what 

colors on the tongue of a flame) 
7189. Beautiful😊 
7190. I'd be in the water at some point, I never can stay on a beach long. 



7191. WOW 👀 
7192. Stunning!!🌴🌴💎 
7193. Let’s go 👀 
7194. see norway has it all, summer and winter 😍 
7195. Senja with love😍🤗❤🇳🇴 
7196. Could be the Caribbean 💕 
7197. Beutiful 
7198. 👉🇩🇰Very lovely🇩🇰👈 
7199. Beautiful 😍😍 
7200. Fantastic♥♥♥ 
7201. Nice! 
7202. Loved this place🧡😍 
7203. Sakrisoy, home of the best fish burgers mmmm 
7204. It would be really beautiful when we seeing two beautiful views, the background,and your 

lovely face 😊 
7205. Merci, c'est magnifique (Oversettelse: takk, det er fantastisk!) 
7206. Wow! Fantastic ♥🇳🇴♥ 
7207. Spectacular 📸😮👏😎👍 
7208. So beautiful!! 
7209. Woww❤ 
7210. The brasserie there is awesome 
7211. Answer to your question. Because there have been many Finns working in the fish factories 

🤔 
7212. That looks so cozy! 
7213. That’s so cool and fun!! I really have to go to Norway now. 👏👏👏❤😘👍👍 
7214. Breathtaking😍😍😍😍 
7215. 😍Magiskt 👌 
7216. Beautiful!!👍👍❤😘 
7217. quiero vivir allá contigo ❤😍 (Oversettelse: jeg vil bo der med deg) 
7218. Amazing 
7219. Love this framing and the colors! One of the very best I have seen. ❤ 
7220. Midnight Sun, Great Photo, I miss the Midnight Sun 
7221. Thankyou sharing nice super cool thanks amazing 
7222. Wow amazing so beautiful 💛💛💛💙💙👍 
7223. Beautiful 🥰☀ 
7224. Wonderful ♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥ 
7225. Wonderful 😍👏👏🌹 
7226. Beautiful 💎💟😍💝🌷🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
7227. Awesome!!❤❤ 
7228. Beautiful, somewhere at the end of the world😍 
7229. Beautiful shot of a beautiful scene ❤ 🇳🇴 
7230. Les Lofoten mon Paradis j’adore (Oversettelse: jeg elsker Lofoten, mitt paradis) 
7231. I want to live there!!👏❤❤😘😘 
7232. Bellissimo ❣ 
7233. I saw 2 whales there four years ago, what a wonderful place😍. It was a memorable trip. 
7234. I'd love to be there right now! 
7235. I’ll see this someday!! 
7236. I did not swim! But I have since swam in the sea at another location 😂😂😂 
7237. Bellissimi 👏🦆🌾🌱🍃🦆💚🙋  



7238. So beautiful 
7239. Ahh lovely♥♥♥ 
7240. Absolutely Beautiful 
7241. 😍This is absolutely gorgeous! Can’t wait to go there! 
7242. Wonderful ♥🇳🇴♥🇳🇴♥ 
7243. Beautiful 
7244. I have grown to LOVE Norway.. see you in 2021🎈 
7245. Beautiful i love Noruega 

💎💟😍💝🌷🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
7246. Wow, those hues are magical! And why I love the North! 
7247. Thankyou sharing nice super cool thanks amazing 
7248. I'd give it a go, were I there already did once at Blåisvanet. 
7249. Какой ледниковый язык (Oversettelse: for en glatt tunge) 
7250. So pretty! 
7251. Soooooo c c c cold 
7252. 🚴🚴🚴🚵🚵🚵🚵🚵👌👌👌👍Сила (Oversettelse: styrke) 
7253. I love scenic routes!!!❤ 
7254. SÜPER. ❤❤ 
7255. I would love to do this! 
7256. amazing 
7257. Beautiful♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥ 
7258. Try to swim in that woter 🤣 
7259. favourite lake in Norway 💙 
7260. Had to stay dry this time! Maybe I’ll join in next time 😋💦 
7261. I'd rather sit at Steakers and watch people dive in.... 😅 
7262. Just great. I was in the Northern Norway last week and swam every in the sea 😍 
7263. Fun! 
7264. That water would be sooooo c cold 
7265. Would love to go up it, but there's not a chance I'd be able! 
7266. Ahh fantastic ♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥♥ 
7267. Wow! Stunning 
7268. Wow 😍 
7269. Amazing 
7270. Хорош олень, красив, прекрасен на фоне своей природы👌👌👌👍👍 (Oversettelse: A 

deer is good, beautiful, beautiful against the background of its nature) 
7271. Horizonte lindo.👏😂🙌😮🎆 (Oversettelse: vakker horisont) 
7272. ❤ oj vad vackert 
7273. Fantastic bilde♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥ 
7274. Wow 🤩🤩🤩 
7275. Magiskt! 💖💖💖 
7276. Wow‼ 
7277. Staying and seeing 25 Years ago. Road Trip with VW T 3 from germany 
7278. What a beautiful shot! Oh how gorgeous! Gotta see this!!❤😘😘❤👏👏 
7279. Var der for 2 uger siden☀❤ 
7280. Great 😍💙💙💙💙 
7281. beautiful 
7282. Been there month ago, beautiful village. Visited Nordkapp from there❤🇫🇮❤🇳🇴 
7283. Da war ich 2012 den ganzen sommer, mega schön gewesen 👍👍👍 (Oversettelse: der var jeg 

hele sommeren 2012, veldig vakkert) 



7284. The dream ❤ 
7285. Love 🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
7286. You’ve convinced me to come see Norway!! 👏👏❤❤😘😘👍👍 
7287. Beautiful Noruega i love 

😀😇😃💎💞❤😍💟💝🦁🤗🙏🌷👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴

🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
7288. Pretty 
7289. My fave flower ♥ 
7290. 🌻🌻🌻🌻🌻👍👍👍👍прекрасно (Oversettelse: nydelig) 
7291. Wonderful ,love Summer♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥ 
7292. Love the daisies! 
7293. ♥♥🇳🇴 Beauty🇳🇴🇳🇴♥♥ 
7294. Amazing 
7295. Awesome!!👏👏❤ 
7296. Wonder what it would look like in sepia? Its stunning as it is but just a thought 😎😎 
7297. Beautiful and mesmerising !!! Wish could be there ❤❤❤ 
7298. Ahh, ❤ fantastic♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥ 
7299. Beautiful! 
7300. Magic 💖 
7301. So amazing 😍 
7302. Wonderful♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥♥ 
7303. Wow😍😍😍😍 
7304. Waoooo 😍😍😍😍 
7305. dreamy 🥰 
7306. Wow! Amazing colours🤗 
7307. Looks like the sky is leaking red😍 
7308. Wow! 
7309. Beautiful❤ 
7310. Probably the most beautiful rain I’ve seen 🤗 
7311. Wow 😍 
7312. Wonderful bilde ♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥ 
7313. Amazing 
7314. 💫💫💫💫💫😍😍😍😍😍. The rain with beautiful colors of sun reflecting the water surface. 

What could be better relaxing 😌 😌 
7315. If only😥😥 would love to 😍 
7316. Meraviglioso come un sogno 👏🙋🌊💙🌅🏠🌈💙🌊 (oversettelse: vakkert) 
7317. Been there this summer! 💕🇳🇴👍 
7318. ♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥Fantastic 
7319. Been there, done that. Beautiful place. 
7320. Wow... outstanding... 
7321. Fantastisk utsikt av vakkert sted😍❤ 
7322. Finner ikke ord som kan dekke hva jeg føler når jeg ser denne skjønnheten💕 
7323. I would love to return whale watching in Andenes! 
7324. I saw a lot of Minke whales on this trip. It was great. Well worth taking. 
7325. Been just there in summer '19, but this photo tells me i've missed everything 😍 
7326. Absolutely spectacular 
7327. Er i Vesteraalen hver sommer‼� 
7328. The greatest enjoyment and experience in life ! 



7329. Vi e heldige som har flotte Vesterålen👌 
7330. Bø i mitt ❤ 
7331. Gorgeous place 
7332. Wow... Absolutely Amazing nature😍💜♥🧡💛💚💙 
7333. Å, så vakkert. Får jo hjemlengsel. det var alltid så flott når vi vokste opp, kan jeg huske. 

Nydelig. 
7334. Fantastisk fint. Skulle gjerne ha opplevd det 
7335. Wow! Praktfullt å se dansende nordlys på himmelen på kvelden. Gode minner fra den gang 

da...♥ 
Vakre Vesterålen🌌💞 

7336. Absolutely beautiful. Thank you Lord Jesus for such a display for your children to enjoy 
7337. Got to see the Northern lights, stunning x 
7338. Finner ikke ord som kan dekke hva jeg føler når jeg ser denne skjønnheten💕 
7339. We saw the Northern Lights five nights out of eleven!! It made me cry, it was breathtaking, so 

very lucky. 
7340. Reiser gjerne tilbake dit igjen🤩 
7341. Vesteralen is on my list of the most beautiful places to see 😍📃😁 
7342. WOW! It doesn’t get more beautiful than that!❤ 
7343. Fy søren så nydelig. Skulle gjerne vært der på denne tiden 
7344. Breathtaking in person! 
7345. It would be my dream come true ❤🥰 
7346. Beautiful been there 4times and is still my favorite place to go 
7347. Beautiful place. Would like to return there after Covid. 
7348. Var der i sommer.. fin liten plass🤩 
7349. And Dronninga Sonja likes hiking there :) 
7350. I was there in September 2019. Beautiful. Stayed at Andøy Friluftssenter in .Risøyhamn and 

loved the place. 
7351. Here with you Maria Regina Adolfo 💙 
7352. Magnificent and magical. To see this spectacular sight is number 1 of my wish list. ♥🤞 
7353. On my bucket list 

A must see !!! 
7354. Amazing! On my bucket list. 
7355. So enchanting the air is fresh the water so clean and clear. 
7356. Nydelige Vesterålen ❤ 
7357. Beautiful!!! Tina Aprea I may have to force you to go on an adventure! 
7358. I want to see that in person someday that's on my bucket list! 
7359. I have been whalewatching there, something I'll NEVER forget 🥰🥰🥰 
7360. Virkelig flott natur. Lengter hjem til Vesterålen/Kavåsen.☀🍁🚤 
7361. Wow absolutely beautiful!! 
7362. Mektg natur. Vakkert 
7363. So beautiful 🥰makes me cry 😢 ❤🙏 
7364. We had a great trip to longyearbyen and a short cruise around spitzbergen a few years back. 

Can't get enough of Norway 

7365. 2nd most photo genic football pitch in Norway, if not the world, after Henningsvaer... 
7366. Wow, amazing landscape🙌🙌🙌 
7367. Wonderful city 



7368. on february, 4th we saw aurora dancing above us, directly over our holiday house 😍 it was 
after the worst polar storm ever, so it was quite unexpected. but that made it even more 
beautiful 💚 

7369. Superb 
7370. I am from Israel. Been in tromso this Xmax. got my heart from the first moment 
7371. Spent New Years Eve here last year. Lovely spot around the fire🔥 
7372. we've had great hot dogs here <3 
7373. What a magic place! 
7374. Tromsø is the place 
7375. I stayed in hotel on the left...magic 
7376. I walked down this amazing street to and fro during winter in heavy snowfall with my 

husband n daughters.The best walk of my life..💕 
7377. Splendid lovely 
7378. Take me back to this awesome place. The hosts of the blue house hostel are stunning people 

🤩 
7379. I still remember, when I saw these houses for the first time of my life in July 2018... I fell in 

love with them and when I was inside one of them, I fell, like I would be in some warm and 
cosy place... Also, these narrow roads in Tromsø are so charming, that I have to make a lot of 
photos, to have at least some memories...🤩🇳🇴 

7380. What a view 😁 
7381. Love Tromso! The darkness in January and the Northern Lights also. 
7382. Summer of 2018! Great city! Great people! Great landscape! 
7383. Heaven 😍 
7384. Love that bridge! I’ve walked across it several times in cold March weather… 
7385. I was there two days ago its warm here so strange 🔥🔥 
7386. Magnifique 
7387. Sun, sand, sea and...snowy mountains? 😛 Great pic! 
7388. LOVE LIKE & LOVE TROMSØ 💙❤👏👏 
7389. This is absolutely fantastic !! I love the colors, it is beautiful. Thank you !! 
7390. One of my favourite cities ever ❤ 
7391. Cute 
7392. I want to go back there 😍😍😍 I fall in love with this little beautiful town 
7393. I love my partner very much but I wouldn't miss a single moment of the Northern Lights for a 

kiss ☺ 
7394. Looks like a perfect place to fly 🤩 
7395. Man, I love this City!! 
7396. Taking tourist information to the next level 

We loved the Tourist information in Tromso a really warm and friendly place with a cafe and 
great views. Very helpful staff and lovely shops all under one roof. 

7397. Nice view 
Nice view of the sunset on front of the tourist information center. Yon can also book various 
tours over here. 

7398. Very accommodating 
I normally do not review tourist information spots, but the girl who worked the 
afternoon/evening of October 6th was excellent. She helped us with finding museums, places 
to eat and the location near our B&B to buy bus tickets the next day. Very helpful with a 
smile on her face. A great experience when you first arrive in a town. Thanks! 

7399. Very helpful 
Whether it’s a quick stop or a longer stay, these Hoomans are super helpful. Gave us great 
suggestions for Doggo-friendly things to do and we had a great day out. A bit hard to park so 



we took the bus to drive around and across the bridge, or it’s a pretty long walk to the other 
side. Loved it! 

7400. If in Tromsø - Go here 
Lots of info on anything and everything. All you need to know for booking trips and really 
helpful staff. 👌 

7401. oh i eat there hot dogs, bidos and drink gløgg 😁🍻🥂🧣🧤🧦👏 
7402. Simply love to walk along those shops🤩 
7403. Looks amazing. Almost unreal 😍❄ 
7404. Beautiful , like fairytale houses . 
7405. Brings back memories... What a spectacular place... Must go back 😉 
7406. Arctic love👌 
7407. My The bes trip in last year. I hope, that I will back here soon for more photos🔥😍 
7408. Tromsø for ever! 😍 
7409. Looks pretty fine, such an "enormous" kind of snowfall we really miss in northern germany 

👍 
7410. I have played there ones, amazing and Bach ouu how lovely to play there an oboe💟🙏 
7411. Biggest dream ever 💚 
7412. That is spectacular looks awesome!!!! 
7413. Amazing pizzas. Do you deliver to Oakbank / Broxden 
7414. I'd have many to explore there! 
7415. So beautiful 😍 
7416. Beautiful mountains and view ⛰😍 
7417. OMG! So coooool 😂😂 
7418. That's where I want to live 💗💗💗 
7419. "There are places so beautiful that they hurt. 

So beautiful that you are again a happy and playing child. 
This is Tromso for me and it was for my husband " 

7420. Was there almost a year ago and oh goodness.... I will also return in a heart beat! 
7421. I've been there! And I have seen the lights! I can confirm that it's all as magical and 

breathtaking as everyone imagines it to be. I can't wait to visit Tromsø again 
7422. Tromsø is definitely the most magical place I've been to so far! 
7423. Arctic Norway is simply one of the most amazing parts of our planet. I've journeyed to 

Tromsø, Svalbard, and the Lofoten Islands and I can't wait to return again. In the summer 
months, it's also the land of the midnight sun. Highly recommended! 

7424. Owhyohwhy did I ever leave the arctic? It,s got to be the most magical place of them all. I 
love the bluish-ness of what you now call the blo-timen.( how ingenious, why I never heard it 
called that before now, but I always thought of it that way. And I think of the dark time as a 
blue sheen over it all.) 😘😘Love Norway,s north ill the end of time.😮 

7425. The light in the Arctic is special and magical 
7426. I come with my parents 3 times in winter time in Tromso and it was always amazing!!! I loved 

the reindeers, the northern lights, humpbacks and expecially orcas!! Really love orcas!!! Eka 
& family 

7427. One of the best places I’ve been !! 
7428. Love Tromso beautiful place to visit , wonderful welcoming people 
7429. My favourite place I have ever visited, can’t wait to come back. Stay safe and well 

everyone..❤from 🇬🇧xx 
7430. I miss tromsø, most beautiful city in the world 
7431. Best holiday of our lives 
7432. My best holiday ever in my life 😍Tromsö and the norwegian people 😍 
7433. Day and night was so beautiful and magical! 🗻🌌 



7434. Oh, how I miss those places... and that view! I litterally cried when I saw the aurora dancing 
in front of me! The tears felt down without me noticing them! 
We'll come back, for sure! 

7435. I'm so glad I went there last December, I spent 10 days in Tromso, eating delicious food in the 
restaurants daily, 7 of the 10 days were day tours and I saw the aurora once, loved 
everything from Tromso, I hope I can come back soon, the only limit is current pandemic time 

7436. Tromso is the best choice, we could see northern light even from our hotel, even from the 
pub window..... best of the best was in Telegrafbukta 

7437. Tromsø was our last trip. 😭😭😭 It was so peaceful and quiet! The night we chased the lights 
we had a 12 percent chance of spotting them- and we did!!! 

7438. Definitely worth a trip, we walked from the cruise terminal over this bridge to the gondola 
lift had delicious Waffles and cream at the top, visited the church and walked back to the 
ship, it was super! 

7439. Tromso itself is my favourite, because it's a pack of delicious food, cozy handicrafts, aurora 
borealis views, snow and kind local people 👏👏👏 

7440. I was there last year. It was fantastic! The lights, the people, the city!! I'd like to go in summer 
next time. I hope I will 🤞 

7441. I LOVE TROMSO!!!!! 
7442. You could climb Everest on a slice of brunost and 2 slices of bread! 
7443. Longyearbyen and Svalbard are places like no others! I will never forget my trip in 2014 and 

13 polar bears!!! 
7444. Totally agree with you. It’s a fabulous place whether in winter or summer. 
7445. I long to be back there. The snow and cold are part of the experience. 
7446. I was hoping to keep it a secret, its the only place I ever left feeling homesick. 
7447. As well it should be!!! STUNNING!!! And super friendly people!!! 
7448. The ‚problem‘ with Svalbard is - you can show as many pictures and movies as you want - to 

really experience the beauty of Svalbard: go there and spend some time (as I did in April 2005 
[I know, toooo long ago]) and see and feel the beautiful nature, listen to the melody of snow, 
wind and sparkling stars. Then go back home (what a pity) and dream. I really recommend it. 

7449. I attended the great diner before and the candle light walk afterwards in 2018. Towards the 
centre where I, also as an outsider tourist, was welcomed with cookies, hot drinks. I really 
felt part of the Svalbard community for a short while and truly enjoyed the hospitality of the 
micro cosmos of Longyearbyen! Unforgettable!!!! 

7450. I want to be a walrus living in icy waters in my second life. Who is with me?! 
7451. So the dentist is on lockdown on Svalbard i see. 
7452. Love the colours. Last year in February I walked backwards home from town because the 

sunset was so beautiful and purple. So amazing, cant wait to go back. 
7453. Hello from Texas. Stay safe everyone. My kitty cat named Jan Mayen Svalbard says hello as 

well. 
7454. A few years ago I played at Huset the wolrds most northern NIghtclub , I played at least four 

times , what a place it would rock from start to finish, We would dance on the tables and 
base speakers and no trouble what what so ever thankyou for the memories 

7455. Skjønner ikke at folk lurer på hva som er det vakreste Norge har å by på, er jo selv glad i 
Svalbard. Bildene taler jo for seg, men smak er jo alltid smak, selvfølgelig, og det bør jo alltid 
være det. Men det flotte med disse bildene, er jo at nå får folk flest, her på Facebook, øynene 
opp for hvilken naturperle som ligger der oppe i nord! 

7456. Beautiful 😍 but the reindeer looks a bit overweight in my eyes 😄 or is it normal for them to 
look like this? I’m from Sweden and we have reindeers too but they are a lot skinnier 😊 

7457. I guess just by being in Svalbard you guys pretty much had this “social distancing” thing 
figured out for decades. 

7458. why go on a walrus safari when you can just observe me 



7459. We just got back today from Svalbard! It was such an amazing experience! The place is so 
beautiful! I still can’t believe, I have been to a place like Svalbard-78degrees North! The only 
thing which we didn’t see was the Northern lights but still it was an absolutely magical 
experience! 👍👍 

7460. How do people get around in Svalbard? By-icycle 
7461. We had a great trip to longyearbyen and a short cruise around spitzbergen a few years back. 

Can't get enough of Norway 

7462. So Spectacular beauty 
7463. Ubeskrivelig fint!!  

neste års feriemål 
7464. Beautiful and inspiring place! Although I've only met a few people in the region, I have made 

an Acknowledgement to the people of Senja in my upcoming book. 
7465. It seems taken by a Tollkien novel! 
7466. Min dröm 
7467. Love Norway and our good friends there 
7468. Why am I not there 
7469. Ha ha thought it sid oklahoma sunset 
7470. Du er heldig som har dette utenfor ‘stuedøra’ Erik-Anders 

 
Fantastisk 

7471. Åh, fina fina Senja. Vad jag längtar tillbaka. 
7472. That's one of my dream destinations 😍😍 
7473. 😂😂😂😂Are going to s happy hour with the guys 😍 
7474. Really impressive. Perfect getaway location for self isolation during Corona crisis 
7475. Oksskolten is not above the Arctic Circle😀. But it is still spectacular and very much worth a 

trip. 
7476. Amazing shot! I wouldn't be afraid to do the same, if there. 
7477. Beautiful! ❤ 
7478. Look at those formations!👏👏❤❤ 
7479. ❤❤❤❤ I had to stop several times to enjoy the stunning views. 
7480. Wow.. i want to visit Tromsø once in my life...♥ 
7481. I have to go to Norway!! One day!! 👍 
7482. Otherworldly view💜 
7483. Wunderschön...So herrlich blau😍😍Wie im Märchen😍 (Oversettelse: fantastisk... så herlig 

blåfarge! Som i et eventyr!) 
7484. How wonderful 💕 
7485. Paradise 💙 
7486. This photo just got me so hyped to travel again. Quarantine needs to end ASAP!! 
7487. Wow 
7488. Nice 😊 
7489. AMAZING!!! 
7490. 😍 amazing 
7491. Spectacular sunset 📸😮👏😎👍😍 
7492. Amazing😍 
7493. WOW!!! 
7494. Beautiful! ☺🙌 😍 
7495. Amazing😍 
7496. Oh, just so lovely!!👏❤😘👍 



7497. I'd love to sit there awhile and take it all in. 
7498. Cottongrass 😍😍😍 
7499. Mesmerising !! 
7500. Lovely 😍😍😍 
7501. Everything jn Norway is beautiful. 
7502. Que maravilha.😂🙌😮 (Oversettelse: for et under) 
7503. Los atardeceres 🌅tienen un encanto particularmente mágico ❤ muy hermosa tu foto 

👌pareces estar fotografiando la tarde en un campo de algodón 👏 (Oversettelse: 
solnedganger har en helt spesiell sjarm. Bildet ditt er veldig vakkert, flotte bilder fra 
ettermiddagen i en bommullseng) 

7504. So beautiful. Here too in Canada’s North, last days of the midnight sun. Makes for beautiful 
skies. 😍☀ 

7505. Wonderful!!!🤩🤩🤩 
7506. W O W 😍❤🔥 
7507. 😍😍😍😍 wowww ♥ 
7508. è ora di andare a nord d’estate (Oversettelse: på tide å dra nordover i sommer) 
7509. STUNNING!!! 
7510. Lækkert!! 👍😀 
7511. Midnight sun! 😍 
7512. So lovely and pretty!❤😘 
7513. Love this place 💙✨ 
7514. Beautiful 
7515. Amazing 
7516. Wow! 
7517. Is that uncovered landscape typical for this time of year? I always thought Svalbard was 

"always" covered in snow and ice. 
7518. Beautiful... We've been there about 20 years ago... 
7519. Beautiful yet again!!❤❤ 
7520. 😻Been there 42 years ago ☀ 
7521. Beautiful ❤❤ 
7522. Amazing 🤩 
7523. I can imagine the place how wonderful is, but also I can imagine how the water cold is, I 

know if I would get my body in the water, I would have just signed, my death certificate 😊 
7524. Looks beautiful! 
7525. So gorgeous! 
7526. This is the most gorgeous picture I’ve seen thus far!!👏👏👏❤❤😘😘 Look at those colors!! 
7527. Beautiful 
7528. 😍 wow 
7529. Way to get there! ⭐ 
7530. I would love to.❤❤ 
7531. ♥♥♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 We have stayed here 29.02.2020 
7532. On our to do list for 2021 🙏👌 
7533. Was there too this summer. But I stopped at Tufjorden ♥ 
7534. Beautiful and charming! 👏❤ 
7535. Beautiful i love congregation noruega 

😃💞❤😇😍💟🌷💝🦁🙏🤗👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴

🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 



7536. Can see why they are called Sherpa steps. Only the young would want to get there in a 
hurry😉. As a 70's plus age I'd take in the view as I ascended. Probably annoyingly for those 
behind🤣🙏 

7537. Beautiful place 💚💙 
7538. 😍♥🔥 So Beautiful place 
7539. Awesome 💚 
7540. I never been to Norway, but the most things I like in Norwegian habits, is Hiking 😊 
7541. That northern light 🔥🔥 
7542. Cool, I've read that only a handful of people have swam across it, at its calmest. Would be 

cool to experience and do myself, after some training. 
7543. Beautiful!!👍👍😘❤ 
7544. Ok not sufficient, Marvellous much better 
7545. Ok? That’s outstanding view 🤩 And that reflection on perfectly calm water. 
7546. With that light, it's incredible. I've gotten ok views at that viewpoint 
7547. Spectacular 📸👏😮😎👍 
7548. Nice view 😊 
7549. Wow 
7550. So beautiful 💜 
7551. Mysterious beauty💜 
7552. Awesome 
7553. Wooow 😍 
7554. What a great sky 
7555. Woooooow. Just amazing 😍😍😍 
7556. Encantador.👏👏👏 (oversettelse: nydelig) 
7557. Incredible layers!! 
7558. Woooow!!! 
7559. Amazing 
7560. Nicee🔥 
7561. Beautiful sky 🙌 
7562. Wow, all the better 
7563. FAIRYTAIL <3 Fantasy creates...The world is like a land of magic...Love it sooo much!! 
7564. I can feel the "lonlyness"and smell the fog .....Dreamworld 
7565. Wow! 
7566. Magical!!! ❤ 
7567. Amazing 
7568. Beautiful.photo..👏👍 
7569. I'd find it hard to do nothing, unless I'm completely worn out and decide to relax. Like I kinda 

did in Gryllefjord, but even then my mind races 
7570. Beautiful congregation i love Noruega 

😀💞❤💎😇😍🤗💟💝🦁🙏🌷👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
7571. Nice photo of Nyksund 
7572. Nice and colorful😊 
7573. I visited nyksund ghost town 1989... 
7574. So god advice. Love Ramberg❤ Have been there several times 👍 
7575. Well said, and if you do camp outside of a camping do pick up after yourself. Keep it clean. 🇳🇴 

🇩🇰 🇫🇮 🇸🇪 🇮🇸 
7576. True words! 
7577. la Venise des Lofoten! 🚴 😎 (Oversettelse: "Venice" av lofoten) 



7578. Wir waren 1970 das erstenmal da, wo ist nur die Zeit geblieben. 😍❤👍 (Oversettelse: vi var 
der i 1970, hvor har tiden blitt av) 

7579. Is there a safe way to hike from city of Alta to the canyon without crossing some creeks? 
7580. 💙💙 beautiful 💙💙 
7581. So cool!!❤❤ What beauty!! 
7582. I wish I go there some day. 
7583. 😍👍❤ been there what a special place ! 
7584. So happy to have been here ❤ 
7585. Amazing! 
7586. Meravigliosa natura 📸👏😮😎👍😍 (Storslått natur) 
7587. Wow! The Midnight Sun is gorgeous!❤❤😘😘 
7588. I remember it! 
7589. Boa, what a sunset 😍 
7590. Wonderful picture 💛🧡💙 
7591. Gorgeous! 
7592. Wow...😍😍 
7593. Special photo magic images spectacular fantastic beautiful picture 📸👏😮😎👍😍 
7594. Linda foto.👏👏👏👏 (Oversettelse: pent bilde) 
7595. Besutiful 
7596. Lovely!!👏👏❤❤ 
7597. Striking!🏔 
7598. Maravilha (Oversettelse: vidunderlig) 
7599. Beautiful 👍👍! 
7600. I probably could not, if it's a fishing village. I appreciate them, and would totally visit, but it's 

a bit of a culture shock considering I'm American 
7601. So beautiful 
7602. Beautiful 
7603. Breathtaking!! 
7604. Amazing 
7605. I hope come back soon when the world will be less sad❤❤❤❤ 
7606. It sure does speak for itself. 👍👍 
7607. Love it🔝❤ 
7608. So charming and beautiful!!❤❤ 
7609. Very nice 😍 
7610. How beautiful!!🖤 
7611. I really need to come over some day 😀 
7612. wow amazing pics beautiful and wonderful place kove u Norway😍😍 
7613. Magic👏👏👏 
7614. Your going here 😍 
7615. Gorgeous!!👏👏❤❤ 
7616. So epic 😍 
7617. Oh wow what a view 😳😍 
7618. So great 😍 
7619. I would need to start off on easier terrain, but I love the dramatic landscapes of the north. 
7620. Wow, and fun! 
7621. Är det ännu så mycket snö? 
7622. wow 
7623. Wonderful 🇳🇴♥♥🇳🇴🇳🇴♥♥ 
7624. Love it!!❤❤ 



7625. I love Noruega congregation beautiful 
😃💞💎❤❤❤😍😍😍😍😇😇😇😇💟💟💟💟🤗🤗🤗🤗💝💝💝💝🦁🦁🦁🦁🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🌷🌷🌷

🌷👏👏👏👏🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
7626. Wow!🤩🤩❤💙🇳🇴 
7627. Süper ❤❤❤❤ 
7628. Wow!🇦🇽 
7629. Süper. HEİ NORGE. ❤❤❤ 
7630. ✋❄in Norway and France with guides in my late teens!! 
7631. Incredible light, I would if I were there. Got medieval-inspired costumes! 
7632. Amazing! Love to visit Norway. 
7633. Btw this picture reminds me of Jo Nesbo books covered. 😘 
7634. Wooow 😍 great👌 
7635. Beautiful sunset and colors 😮😎👏😄👍😍 
7636. Amazing 
7637. Wish I could be there 👌😍 
7638. Think outside, no box required👍 
7639. Wow 
7640. That’s a great view, alright!!❤ 
7641. Wow 
7642. lets go!! 🤩🤩 
7643. Looks amazing 😍😍 
7644. damn 😍 
7645. Amazing 😍 
7646. It‘s so so breathtakingly beautiful 😍 
7647. Oh my God.. ❤😍 So beautiful.. ❤😍 
7648. 😍😍😍amazing 
7649. amazing!!! 😍👏 
7650. Good shot ! 
7651. I say that Helgeland is a paradise, no matter what you do there. Haven't tried padling before 

but no doubt Helgeland is an Eldorado for that too 👌My plan is to try kajak this summer 
😀👍 

7652. Beautiful! 
7653. Super beautiful! 😍 
7654. Wow that’s so cool ! 😨😍 
7655. Preciosa image (oversettelse: nydelig bilde) 
7656. Awesome 
7657. tellement envie de retourner en Norvège (Oversettelse: jeg har så lyst til å dra tilbake til 

Norge) 
7658. I L😍VE THE MOOD IN THIS FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE 😎☀🙏😍 
7659. I see lizard head 😊 
7660. So beautiful 
7661. Great night 
7662. This ❤ absolutely stunning ❤❤ 
7663. A little piece of heaven💙😇💙 
7664. Hermoso 💜 gracias por compartir 🙏😇 (oversettelse: vakkert, takk for at du deler) 
7665. Precioso reflejo (oversettelse: nydelig refleksjon) 
7666. Awesome light 
7667. Visited a few years ago and will be back in about 3 weeks 😃😃😃 
7668. we should have gone inside when we were in Alta. 



7669. Wow! Looks so unusual! 
7670. 😚😚Lindo (Oversettelse: pent) 
7671. Amazing capture 💝 
7672. Fantastic😍 
7673. Amazing💪 
7674. Thank you for the repost💖💖 I am already thinking of all the things I want to do on a return 

visit! 
7675. Such a gorgeous cathedral! Wish I could have seen it during the day! 
7676. I’ve been there 
7677. So beautiful 😍 
7678. Next summer there 💛 
7679. The Thon does have an awesome view of it! Only I had midnight sun! 
7680. Looks remarkably like the Canadian Museum for Human Rights in Winnipeg. 
7681. take me here 😍😍 
7682. I live in Alta now but a prefer a red house with some🐈🐱🦊🐕🐐🐓🐔🐑🦃🐻 
7683. I'm going to Norway!💓 
7684. Is dat nog te koop of te huur ???? Wat een prachtige locatie om te wonen !!!!!! 

👍👍👍👍❤❤❤ (Oversettelse: er dette fremdeles til salgs eller til leie??? For et vakkert sted 
å bo!!!!) 

7685. Ohhhh😍 
7686. Couldn't agree more - there's something magical about being up North ❤🇳🇴 
7687. What an amazing location to recharge!! 
7688. Eh a week is nothing imagine how I feel its nearly 2 years. 
7689. Dreamhouse 💕 
7690. Wow..! I wish i would be part of this scenery!! ❤🇳🇴 
7691. Coming to Alta on Wednesday, so excited 🇳🇴❤ 
7692. This is just perfect! 🤩❄ 
7693. Wow this is so beautiful!! ❄❤ 
7694. Thank you for sharing! ❤ its only been a week since we left and I'm already craving vafler 

like crazy 😭 
7695. La Norvège est kjempefine 😍 (Oversettelse: norge er kjempefint) 
7696. Wonderful pic wow I would like live there🤩 
7697. I can live there ❤ 
7698. cozy 
7699. Wow!! ❤❤❤ 
7700. Omg 😍✨ 
7701. So this is what magic really looks like..truly amazing!! 🇳🇴 
7702. Wow!! Doesn’t even seem real!!💜💚 
7703. You...huuuuu... 💚💜 
7704. Wonderful...... 
7705. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍 
7706. Grand 🔥 
7707. Holy 🐄 that is so amazing!!!! 
7708. Strong 
7709. Stunning👍 
7710. Absolutely amazing 🖤 
7711. Amazing 😍 
7712. So beautiful 😍 
7713. a cottage with a view 😍 



7714. So cool 
7715. Magical 💚💙💚 
7716. YIKES! 
7717. Hard to believe this is real! 
7718. I need to visit SO bad! 😍 
7719. wow wow wow ! ! 
7720. Wow!! 
7721. Traumhaft schön 👏🤗 (Oversettelse: fantastisk vakkert!) 
7722. Beau travail artisanal 👌🤗 (Oversettelse: vakkert håndverk) 
7723. nog maar een paar nachtjes en dan liggen we daar brrr❄❄ 

(Oversettelse: et par netter til så er vi der brrr) 
7724. Wow fantastic 😍😍😍👌💙 
7725. SO badly want to!!!🙌 
7726. Truly wonderful 
7727. Manifique 😊 
7728. Wauw....it's on my bucketlist❤😍 
7729. Looks cosy 😍 
7730. No, but I've visited the closest one to me. I think I would though! 
7731. Beautiful gorgeous creatures!!! 
7732. Is this real?! This is stunning beautiful 
7733. iiiiiiiiiii can’t do it anymore!!!!!! 
7734. Wow ❄❤❄❤❄ 
7735. Such beautiful and special creatures! ❤ 
7736. Nice one! 👍 Greetings from Finland 🇫🇮 👋 
7737. 😍👌👏👍 Beautiful! 😊 
7738. Super 
7739. insha'Allah . I will make it soon to norway .❤ 
7740. Just 😍 Norway 🇳🇴 is plain magical 🌌 
7741. Whoa 😮😮😮 
7742. we hope that this nature will remain untouched by greedy society and industry 
7743. Echt mooi o te zien (Oversettelse: veldig fint å se) 
7744. 😍😍 aku suka suka suka 🤗🤗 (Oversettelse: jeg liker å like) 
7745. So amazing 
7746. Perfect ♥ 
7747. Where is Santa 🎅 
7748. 😂😂beautiful 
7749. This is awesome :) 
7750. So very lovely 

😍😍😍😍😍😍❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❄❄❄❄❄❄❄☃☃☃☃☃☃⛄⛄⛄⛄⛄⛄ 
7751. Going back someday 
7752. Wat gaaf zeg en die muziek top zeg (oversettelse: så kult! og den musikken var så bra) 
7753. WOW WOW WOW! 
7754. Amazing. 
7755. Wauw 
7756. 😮 incredible, amazing 😍I wish I could see that amazing nature 😭 
7757. Woooow❤❤ 
7758. Wow👏👏👏👏😀 
7759. Wow i wish to witness this in person! ♥♥♥ 
7760. Wow, that‘s amazing. ♥ 



7761. Amazing!!!! 
7762. That's really nice 
7763. Amazing 
7764. Amazing 😁 😁 
7765. Wow 
7766. Wow awesome!! 😄 
7767. Love your wood shed! I heat with wood also all oak only use tarps to keep dry. 
7768. Loving it ! 
7769. Beautiful ❤ 
7770. Bark up according to my father..his grandfather came to the US from Norway...and my 86 

year old dad has carried on his particular wood stacking ways. ❤☀😀. I love it! 
7771. Love ❤ 
7772. Beautiful ❤ 
7773. Snow + sun = perfection ☀❄ 
7774. took my breath away ❤❤❤ 
7775. 2 pairs. Piste and Skitouring. 
7776. See you soon, Norway. ❤ 
7777. Best place ❤ 
7778. Snow and sun 😻👌 
7779. No but i will come for holidays this year in august for 2 weeks. 3 days in Tromsø and 11 days 

in Svolvær. 
7780. Nice one😎 
7781. Wow 
7782. With that snow how could you not be?! 
7783. Stunning shot 😍 
7784. Let me se.. Still got my 2 pairs of old Alpine and a newer pair of carvings. And 2 pairs of 

Nordic. That should make 5. 🎿⛷😄 And that picture gives me butterflies! 🦋🤩 
7785. There are 10+ pairs of skis in our house.... we might have a problem 🤪 #skiaddiction 
7786. Wow 👍 
7787. Dos meses y vuelve ...menuda fiesta (Oversettelse: to måneder, så kommer jeg tilbake... for 

en fest!) 
7788. I have traveled all over the world and this is my favorite place. Feels like home. I’d move 

there in a minute. 
7789. So lovely 😍😍 
7790. Wow wonderful great view!! 😍 
7791. I love this! Tromsø is such an amazing place! The drive to Sommarøy is just to die for 😍🙌 
7792. Beautiful! 
7793. I did husky sledding on my recent trip to Tromsø... there is absolutely no abuse to these 

animals, they are all happy to run and have cuddles with you. ❤🇳🇴 
7794. Fijn voor die honden, dat doen ze zó graag hè, lekker werken !!!!! 

☺☺☺👍👍👍💋💋💋❤❤❤💘 
(Oversettelse: flott for de hundene, de elsker virkelig å gjøre det gjør de ikke!!!!) 

7795. Looks great 😍 the dogs must be really happy ❄🙂 
7796. I want to go back to Norway and do this 
7797. The place i would like to be right now😢😢😍😍😍 
7798. Algún día podré ir!!! 😪 (Oversettelse: en dag skal jeg kunne dra!) 
7799. In my wish list !!!! 💖 
7800. Acchoda (Oversettelse: bra) 
7801. if we need to go to the north for this I am 10000% down 



7802. Beyond inspiring 🌞 
7803. This is paradise 😍 
7804. Absolutely can’t wait to visit Tromso 🙈 
7805. Yessss! I love the soft, colorful light paired with the dog sledding ☺ 
7806. Favourite view 
7807. Food for the soul. ❤ Or in swedish ”balsam för själen”. 
7808. Beautiful 😍😍💪 
7809. 😍😍 dogsledding in Senja ❤ wish we could have done it! 
7810. Can I come? 
7811. The best fish is The dry, White fish, and also good for your body and your teeth. vry 

expensive though 
7812. Post a pic when the fish are on them! I was there in September and got some great pics of the 

racks! 💓So amazing there!! 💖Magical~ 
7813. great pic. Right moment! 
7814. Wow!!! 😍😍😍 
7815. 🙌 next time your in Europe😍 
7816. The sky😍 
7817. Crazy colors! 
7818. Those sky colours🔥❤ 
7819. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍😍 
7820. Wow 🔝🔝🔝 
7821. So epic ❤😍❤ 
7822. Fanstastic 
7823. Amazing 
7824. Drying fish! I had the privilege of going to Lofoten Islands 
7825. So gorgeous wow!! 
7826. Wow this is amazing!! 😍✨ 
7827. Awesome! Which months are best for seeing the lights? Torn between 

October/November/December!! 
7828. Stunning 
7829. Very nice! 
7830. He’s soooo beautiful! 
7831. Ma che bel muso😘 (Oversettelse: for et vakkert syn) 
7832. Sweet 
7833. Scandinavian "Rudolf"? Hu-h-h? 
7834. Beautiful 
7835. gorgeous 
7836. nice 
7837. dope! 
7838. super awesome🧡 
7839. White Walker Reindeer 😀 
7840. Unicorn vibes 
7841. Amazing 😍 
7842. So beautiful😍😍😍 
7843. Aww! The cutest thing! Wander if it want to live in my garden! I can promise I will cuddle a 

lot! ☺ 
7844. take me back to Tromso! 
7845. Such a majestic creature! I still cant believe how lucky I was to have such a close encounter 

with them! 



7846. Sweet💞 
7847. Angelic! 
7848. This is beautiful! 
7849. Wow nice 
7850. The northern Bells🌊 of the World😎 
7851. Would really love too, how cpld is that water 🤙🤙😍😍 
7852. We've never surfed but maybe it's time we did, specially with the northern lights. 🤘 
7853. Fab 💙 
7854. This looks amazing 
7855. This what dreams are made of 
7856. This is stunning— what a place!! Great picture 💕 
7857. I wanna try this!! 😍 
7858. Nice waves! 🇳🇴 
7859. We gotta get here one day 
7860. Neat wave! 
7861. Amazing 😍 
7862. Amazing 
7863. What an amazing siight!! 
7864. I love Tromso. I was there over summer last year and it was so incredible. I def need to go 

back during the winter months. After our visit, my 11 year old daughter tells everyone she is 
moving to Norway one day. It is her favorite country to visit. 

7865. Our best view was also Tromsø 
7866. Once in my life, I want to see it! 🙂 
7867. sooo amazing~! 
7868. sublime ❤ 
7869. Those lights are incredible 😍 
7870. Inesquecível (Oversettelse: uforglemmelig) 
7871. Meraviglioso!💙 (Oversettelse: fantastisk!) 
7872. let’s go!! 
7873. Incredible! 🙌 
7874. Wow 💫💫 
7875. Espectacular vista, me encanta esta publicación, Aurora boreal hermosa toma!!!🤗💕❤ 

(Oversettelse: Spektakulær utsikt, jeg elsker dette innlegget, Nordlyset, nydelig bilde! ) 
7876. Great 👍🇳🇴 
7877. Lyngen alps. We stayed at #lyngennorth glass igloos and the aurora sight was 

breathtaking!!!😍😍 
7878. Pure magic ! 
7879. Wow this is so beautiful!! 💚 
7880. Totally agree. Been there in 2012 and it was magical! 
7881. What a dream location 💚💚 
7882. Beautiful lights🙏😍 
7883. Beautiful😍❤ 
7884. Amazing 💚💚 
7885. Teleport please 
7886. Amazingly beautiful💜😍 
7887. Will be there soon 😍 
7888. Süpeeeeeer süpeeeeeer süpeeeeeer süpeeeeeer süpeeeeeer süpeeeeeer süpeeeeeer 

süpeeeeeer 
7889. Beautiful 



7890. Bucket list goals! 😍✨ 
7891. Going to be there Saturday! Can't wait to land in Tromsø.... Please feel free to give some tips 

and advices 
7892. Wao😍😍👏👏👏👏 
7893. So beautiful 😻 
7894. Magical 😍👌 
7895. Breathtaking 
7896. I just came from Tromso. I have to admit that it was snowing and cloudy most of the time 

and I couldn’t see the northern lights 😭 
7897. Amazing view 
7898. Amazing 🤩 
7899. Love❤❤❤❤😍 
7900. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍✨ 
7901. Stunning!! 
7902. OMG is this beautiful 🌌 
7903. Very Beautifull 
7904. Wow😍🙌 
7905. Precioso (Oversettelse: vakkert) 
7906. Fantastic 
7907. Incredible 😍😍 
7908. This is a Fantastic Capture! 
7909. Group cuddeling 🔝🔝💙🙌 
7910. Can’t wait to see all of it this summer!!! 
7911. that’s because you have such a fabulous country . We loved our trip to Tromso and will 

definitely be coming back to visit Bergen 😍 
7912. Eeeek so cool! 
7913. Que lindos❤❤ (oversettelse: så vakkert) 
7914. Just amazing 😻👌 
7915. Magnifique paysage (Oversettelse: spektakulær passasje) 
7916. Wow!!! It's so beautiful! 
7917. Country of freedom Norway 🤗 
7918. Spettacolare!❤ (Oversettelse: spektakulært) 
7919. Unbelieveble 
7920. Gorgeous 
7921. Breathtaking capture 💝 
7922. This is a dream scene ❤ 
7923. So good 😍 
7924. Marvelous. Norway is my father's father's land. I'd love to visit. He kept contact with cousins 

in Bergen and Oslo that are lost now, maybe (they would be 3rd and 4th cousins now). 
7925. Yesss! Magical 😍 
7926. This is such a magical place to dwell in! 
7927. Gorgeous! 
7928. Ah fascinating 🗺 
7929. Amasing♥ 
7930. Nice bridge 
7931. So good ! 
7932. Amazing Lofoten ! 🙌 Cool shot👌 
7933. Amazing shot! 
7934. planning to visit norway! love your photos, it is a great inspiration for us in our trip planning! 



7935. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍💙 
7936. Oh my gosh! Talk about a winter wonderland 
7937. Amazing 
7938. This is so beutiful 😻👌 
7939. we are blowing it, I can’t wait another 4 months to be there 
7940. Hoping to get there this summer! 
7941. Amazing❤😍 
7942. wauw😍 
7943. Wow❤ 
7944. Why did I move to London instead of Norway? Why??? 
7945. Beautiful 🔥👍 
7946. ...and now to return to Lofoten in winter! 
7947. Absolutely gorgeous! It sure looks cold in the winter though... but simply magical ❤ 
7948. Good 
7949. Wow 😍 
7950. Very beautiful 👌 
7951. so beautiful 
7952. äeh, norge är bättre asså 😉 
7953. Amazing 😉 
7954. Awesome 💖 
7955. Gorgeous 🤙 
7956. Aahhh the dream 😍 
7957. Wow stuning 😍😍😍😍❤👌 
7958. I definitely need to go back to Norway during winter 
7959. Amazing shot!👍😊💙💙 
7960. Kro vad fin! 😍 
7961. Great shot! 
7962. Wow😍 
7963. Omg this shot 😍🙏 
7964. Nice 
7965. awesome 
7966. Inspiring 
7967. Lovely ❤❤❤ 
7968. Awwww 🌸 
7969. Beautiful picture 
7970. Wow😮😮 
7971. 😮😮😮😮😯 You are so lucky!! 
7972. Beautiful shot! 🌟 
7973. Beautiful😍 
7974. Love This picture 😍freedom 
7975. Awesome 
7976. amazing 
7977. let’s go here! 
7978. amazing 😍 
7979. 😍 nice view 
7980. Amazing!!😃 
7981. Beautiful 💕 
7982. Wow! What an amazing 😉 shot 📸!❤ 



7983. Lovely 💚💚💚 
7984. Stunning 
7985. I would love to see and Orca in the wild! 💕 
7986. What a dream! 
7987. I feel like Norway should definitely be on your list 🤷 
7988. Beautiful 😍💫 
7989. Orcas are my favorite animal! And I want to explore all of Norway! Trying to move to live and 

work in Norway! 
7990. So gorgeous! 
7991. Hermosa toma, es un animal sorprende y maravilloso 🤗💕❤ (Oversettelse: Vakkert skudd! 

Det er et overraskende og spektakulært dyr) 
7992. Wow wonderful!! 😍❤🌟 
7993. C'est superbe ! 
7994. There is so beautiful! I miss Norway!!!! 
7995. Very beautiful... 
7996. i want go there......my love contry 
7997. love it very much!!! 
7998. really an awesome show of lights 🙂 
7999. Norway dream land 😉 
8000. May I have a chance to see this in the end of October ? 
8001. superb colors .... love to visit and shoot such images 
8002. uma maravilha........... 
8003. Such a beautiful night seen .. Want to come norway as soon as possible 
8004. like in dreams hope is see it soon. 
8005. Looks like an evil jack o lantern face 
8006. Fine view from Lofoten! 
8007. BEAUTIFUL !! 
8008. OMG.....Amazing.....Very Norway. 
8009. Does it happen on any season? 
8010. wow,,,amazing,,GODS creations! halleluyah! 
8011. Out-of-earth!!! FABULOUS!!! 
8012. I just keep on dreaming! 
8013. I was there a week ago . Trully i spend some time at night waiting to see one buy didnt 

happen....... 🙁 
8014. maravilhoso!.... 
8015. Amazing... 
8016. mmmm lovely 
8017. WONDERFUL 
8018. This is just beautiful, the whole of Norway must be one beautiful Country, perhaps one day 

I'm lucky to go visit!! I could easily stay there, so beautiful 
8019. i like it 
8020. Dag, I'm from RSA, my Dad's roots are Dutch! Is your language difficult to learn? All the 

photos I've seen from Norway is so beautiful, I love to look at it! 
8021. Wonderful......Northern Norway! 
8022. i can see the fish net 
8023. this is the most beautiful country. I have been to visit from australia 3 times to tonsberg, 

lillehammer, oslo, bergan. across the tundra, up firods, just beautiful 
8024. This is so beautiful. Makes me miss Norway so much! Gotta be my favorite and most 

beautiful country in the world <33. 



8025. I'll visit Norway , maybe at summer. It seems wonderful! 
8026. wow wow wow wow wow lofoten my paradise!!!! i miss my paradise so much!!!<3 
8027. tack.det ar mycket bra.. 
8028. Very nice !!! 🙂 
8029. Trivdes i Norge! 
8030. Just unbeliveble beauty..lucky you.. 
8031. Nature is created by God & we have to preserve them .l 
8032. beautiful............. 
8033. Very Beautiful ! 
8034. It's a great aurora video with hear a music. I want to go to the north polar. Thanks 
8035. I JUST LOVED IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
8036. HhoOowW... It's a magic land!! 

ﾟ･(✿◠‿◠) ¨✿⊱╮ 
8037. love!!!! 
8038. FANTÁSTICO 
8039. Amazing !!! 
8040. Here We go ! 
8041. Here I go again on my own, going down the only road I've ever known. Like a drifter I was 

born to walk alone, and i've made up my mind, i ain't wasting no more time... 😃 
8042. Would love to just be there and experience this 👍 
8043. reviver é reaprender 
8044. I wish I can be here..hehe 
8045. AURELIA BOREALIS 🙂 
8046. Go to Chowpatty or Kovalam Beach the same smell is there of Bombay ducks. 
8047. Wow! Same as in Newfoundland! Gotta go there! 
8048. and it is even smelling in winter! 
8049. i like to make order please how to contact you people 
8050. Love it with white sauce 
8051. Prachtig! 
8052. AMAZING !! 
8053. and it tastes very good when it is watered and then grilled 🙂 
8054. We have been there many times, Chris has written a climbing book to the area - Lofoten. 
8055. helow norwy 
8056. romantic place 
8057. Lofoten 
8058. WONDERFUL 
8059. Where is that place its beutiful l woud like it 
8060. good 
8061. beautiful thank you 
8062. beautiful 
8063. WHAT A VIEW 
8064. Magical. Who cares if it is a bit cold. We are Vikings, right:) 
8065. so beautiful 🙂 
8066. nice 
8067. It looks beatiful but it's really cold ;))) 
8068. Hope to, along with Senja, Mageroya and the Lofotens. 
8069. Beautiful:-) 
8070. Beautiful 



8071. best country in the word 
8072. NICE!! 
8073. ice i love place 
8074. wowwww 
8075. would love to come, so beautiful! 
8076. So beautiful! 
8077. nice..very nice...boreal aurora. 
8078. WOW!!! thats amazing!!!??? 
8079. Gorgeous! this time to experience live ... 
8080. this is awesome! ❤ 
8081. one day i will come and see 🙂 
8082. thats amazing!! 
8083. sublime !!!!!! 
8084. very nice 
8085. Northern Lights season never *really* ends ... you just have more light to contend with in 

Spring and Summer. There was a great display last July 😉 
8086. ΥΠΕΡΟΧΟ!!!!!!!!!!!!! WONDERFUL!!!!!!!!!!!PERFECT!!!!!!!!!!!! 
8087. Stunning!!! Wish I could get to see them in real life!! 
8088. Fascinating, its beautiful, thanks for sharing! 
8089. Så underbart vackert ... Ja detta vill jag uppleva 
8090. Precioso!!! 
8091. Espectáculo fascinante . 
8092. This just pulls me in 
8093. awesome 🙂 
8094. my kids crazy about Visit Norway 
8095. Love it. 
8096. Wow 
8097. Very nice 
8098. è splendido!!!!!! 
8099. Beautiful! Takk 
8100. Jameela Sunset 
8101. lindo 
8102. I still haven't, but one day! 
8103. I have seen this for real ! I am happy for ! 
8104. So beautiful... 
8105. wow,beautiful,,,,,,, 
8106. When will they be back? 
8107. lovely lunch on sea side 
8108. So nice.Plz add me. 
8109. nice, even a 5 stars hotel can not offer this IoI 
8110. lets go 
8111. Very nice 
8112. wonderful 
8113. Looks beautiful 
8114. Perfect.. i like Norway it has several places which are vry beautiful and its peaceful 
8115. Must be expensive to be there 
8116. Enjoy it...........? 
8117. Norway is beautiful! 



8118. look life begins from this 
8119. Amazing... 
8120. amazing 
8121. Fantastic,,,,!,, 
8122. Fantastic. 
8123. yes I want to visit 
8124. we were there last summer. Unfortunately the weather was very bad. It is very beautiful 

though! 
8125. woOoOow , I love it 
8126. I wish I had this kind of weather back in 2011...only fog on 25. june 2011...Nevertheless it is 

awesome !!:-) 
8127. Beautiful country 
8128. Sublime beauté! 
8129. awesome 
8130. We have been there, so special!! 
8131. nice 
8132. The sun very nice in Norway... 
8133. that's it yankee 
8134. Hej! Norge i famtastic. Gaa camp i sommer. 
8135. Wow Catharina Engman Schanche. I didn't know the sun doesn't set in summer that's 

amazing 
8136. Nordkapp 
8137. Sounds awsome 🙂 Norway looks so pretty 
8138. BEAUTIFUL. . . 
8139. Just in Northern Norway, Ange Simmons 🙂 But thats amazing 🙂 We can go there then you 

are visiting us :)) 
8140. niceeeee 
8141. Gorgeous, Norway is in the top of the world. 
8142. Gorgeous.... 
8143. Einfach grandios 
8144. i like to know good frend fron norway. 
8145. wow 
8146. super grozis 
8147. hermoso!!... 
8148. una maravilla universal. 
8149. I MAST SEE...............!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
8150. beautiful 
8151. Colourful 🙂 
8152. wow! outstanding 
8153. wow fantastic;;;very nice;; 
8154. I was there last summer......want to to go back...for good!!!!! and NEVER turn back again !!!! 
8155. my dream ❤ 
8156. Greaqt 
8157. Wonderful!!! 
8158. Beautiful... 
8159. beautiful!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
8160. WOW!!!! I was in Norway a few years ago but, was not fortunate enough to see this marvel. 
8161. spectacular!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
8162. Wow what great colours. 



8163. Would love to have that experience personally, looks amazing!! 
8164. super!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
8165. Beautiful. 
8166. Enjoy the northern lights ok Love to Jan & yourself Colin Franklin 
8167. Beautiful 
8168. wow !'!! 
8169. Ha ha - Mandy went in 2012 and froze her butt off three nights in a row AND still didn;t see 

this!!!! 
8170. I was there in november.... Amazing! I wil be back for sure 
8171. Muito bonito 
8172. this is sure better than new years eve 🙂 
8173. aurora .. an amazing scene ..// 
8174. It is nice scenery 
8175. It's My Dream.. from first visit Norway in 2008. 
8176. A noruega é um pais bonito. 
8177. Nadherne = beautiful, I would see it 🙂 
8178. That's Aurora Borealis . . . . Northern Lights .. is that right ? 
8179. very high on my Bucket List! 
8180. LINDOOOOOOO 
8181. mesmo lindo 
8182. So this will be the Aurora Borealis?? Incredible sight! 
8183. Bela aurora...do...real... 
8184. I so want to see that- when is the good time and what prices. I live in Australia 
8185. Maravilhoso. 
8186. Lindo!!!! 
8187. Have a college friend living in Oslo... seen many photographs of Norway.. this one is 

beautiful! Are these the Northern lights?? My sis-in-law is going..... 
8188. vow 
8189. view is good... 
8190. That's definitely on my bucket list 
8191. Beautiful 
8192. NICE 
8193. nize feeling>>>>>> 
8194. very nice 
8195. vauuu very nice 
8196. Art 
8197. nice beauti looking for sunring 
8198. This place is on my basket list. 
8199. nice 
8200. Amazing 
8201. beautiful 
8202. Very Nice 🙂) 
8203. Espectáculo... 
8204. So beautiful ❤ 
8205. AWESOME ..........................!! The magical colour of lights are divine 

loke......................................................!! 
8206. it's been years since we last visited, maybe it's time to touch base again! 
8207. need to be there 
8208. Beautiful! 



8209. cool 
8210. Mena Ruelas me gusta!!! 
8211. One of the most beautiful coiuntry in the world.... 
8212. Wonderful country !!!! 
8213. perfect world 😉 
8214. yesBeen a couples times the Loften Islands love to go again! 
8215. last year, ... Good memories! 
8216. can't find words for that... 
8217. So nice ! 
8218. In summer 
8219. very beautiful 
8220. Wonderful country, I love it! Paradise and freedom for camping-cars! 
8221. i remember when i lived in Stansund,lofoten,nice place. 
8222. Nice in NORWAY Marit..are you comming ????? 
8223. Yes Norway is great! 
8224. Visiting next month 
8225. Lovely scenery 
8226. Lofoten Islands looks like the gate of haven 
8227. i love norway ❤ 
8228. wow nice place 
8229. Simply gorgeous! 
8230. I added this place right now in my bucket list 
8231. I love Norway. What can I do to marry a Norwegian? 
8232. 8.7 ❤ juhuuuuu my paradise 
8233. We've been there and we're still dreaming about this unique and great place!!wonderful-a 

fairytale! 
8234. looks like i saw this one on a painting... but this is way too beautiful to look at 
8235. Dying to go there 
8236. wa so beutiful 
8237. Beautiful. 
8238. Paradise couantri, 
8239. verey beyoutefell 
8240. What makes it such Green? 
8241. Vvvvv beautiful 
8242. beautiful lights ❤ 
8243. Amazing! 
8244. Very beautiful 
8245. Someday i will see this too 
8246. Awesome.. 
8247. Good scene 
8248. Perfekto 
8249. Been there! The midnight sun was awesome. 
8250. nice islands,,,,, 
8251. Mind blowing 
8252. I don't know there! But... I dream to know LOL 
8253. beautiful...... 🙂 
8254. can you give me address of Norway embassy in Kuwait ? 
8255. Wow 🙂 
8256. Wow! Outstanding! 



8257. Amazing Beauty ! Like a Lasser show !!! 
8258. Tussen Tak for this beautiful photos! 
8259. Truly nice. 
8260. Amazing 🙂 
8261. Amazing!!!! 
8262. Uffff!! Outtawords!! 
8263. I like visit Norway any body send me inviting me? 
8264. oh........................wonder 
8265. it's beautiful 
8266. So beautiful.. 
8267. Looking gourgous ! 
8268. Aurora borealis moonspell. 
8269. OJLA... NORWAY ! ITS GREATY day for dream... 
8270. wonderful 
8271. my dream place! 
8272. Oh my god,how it is beautifuly 
8273. Amazing! 
8274. Beautiful 
8275. we wish we get a chance and we go there for dog walking and training 
8276. exciting 
8277. I wonder if I am going to move there. 🙂 
8278. i was there on 2007. 
8279. Natur Pur 
8280. I wish god will give me reborn at norway 
8281. Bora noooooooooooiz!!! 
8282. Spectacular ! 
8283. Spectacular ! 
8284. i want come norway plzzz help me friends 
8285. Wow! So Amazing😊 I would like to see in real oneday 💙 
8286. wow! That reflection is incredible. So many great pics of the Northern Lights lately 
8287. Nice 🙂 🙂 
8288. One day i go 2 Norway toooo...i hope so 😉 😉 🙂 😉 
8289. Tomorrow I will be in Norway:-) 
8290. i wish to see there one day 
8291. Wow! 
8292. One day i go 2 Norway. 
8293. wow!!!!!!! my dream is to see the northern lights in Norway ❤ 
8294. Heavenly 
8295. Ahhh Jeg elsker Norsk ❤ 
8296. Done, it's gorgeous 
8297. ❤ I wish 1 day i'll be there... ❤ 
8298. Natural fireworks 🙂 
8299. Amazing!! 
8300. Det er et vakkert landskap 
8301. Awesome! 
8302. astonishing! 
8303. Beautiful!!! 
8304. Spectacular 



8305. I'll be in Norway next month. Hope one day to come over and see the north part. I think is 
the most beautiful and spiritual 🙂 ❤ 

8306. Perfect. 
8307. halo people norway 🙂 
8308. Beautiful !!!! 
8309. nice 🙂 
8310. Beautiful 
8311. It is wonderful😊 
8312. Effing beautiful! I will go there someday and see this! 
8313. magnifico!!!!!!!!!! 
8314. my dream destination ... 
8315. We're coming this winter!!!! 
8316. We're you there recently. I haven't been since 1984. Did take an overnight from Trondheim 

to Bergen on the North Sea? Love Norway, her people, her food, her scenery and my lovely 
daughter-in-law Brit, who is from Borsa. 

8317. Mehmet Eser Boontarika Kartaikaew look look the northern light is behind the church at 
tromso 😉 can you remember ? 😊 

8318. beautiful ❤ 
8319. Tromsø!! 

Can I see northern light in October? 
8320. Thanks for all the comments & likes, it was an awesome (not a word I use often) experience. 

If you have yet to go to #northernnorway I would suggest that GO. 
I shall be returning again (possibly twice) this year. 

8321. beautiful.. 
8322. Reminds me of skyrim lol 
8323. Visit NorwayI would suggest you go to the morpho visited pragamatika north Tromsø!!!!!!, 

stayed home my brother!! really is a fantastic area!! fresh air!! and overlooking the crystal 
clear watercraft! On the north Selli!! incredible images with shades like you see!!!!kleopatra 
KOURMAQNTZI . 

8324. good 
8325. Tom thanxs its ecxellent 
8326. Very nice I wish to be there 
8327. OH MY GOD!! ❤ 
8328. Very nice , i wish to be there 
8329. Wow, amazing ❤😃 
8330. very nice 
8331. wow...what a wonderful... 
8332. Amazing country 
8333. Amazing!!! 
8334. Thank you so much! I will check this link after work together with my bf. 
8335. We'll do a trip this summer from Belgium to Norway. Any idea what places we should do for 

sure? And with the airplane or a cruise or the car? We like the nature a lot, mountains, 
waterfalls,... 

8336. yes i have been in Norway for 3months. Beautiful Country! 
8337. Beautiful place 
8338. Yes ... Kirkenes and longyearbyen - best places on the globe 
8339. Norway Norway ... 
8340. Yes I have been to Northern Norway! Beautiful place's! 
8341. My lovely place!! 
8342. Yes, all the way to Nordkapp. Thank you Uncle Harry for taking me many years ago. 



8343. Not yet, but would love to. 
8344. I Wish To Come Norway 
8345. Nice and good country 
8346. nice country... 
8347. Yes and it is a beautiful place 
8348. Yes I went to the Top north, and preparing myself to catch Aurora Borelis this winter! Chasing 

the Northern lights 
8349. Once i visited - long time ago, but i shalll never forget:it was so beautiful! 
8350. Fredilig landet 🙂 
8351. yes up to Kirkenes...hurtigruten coastal voyage 🙂 
8352. fint land 
8353. Wow 
8354. Wow 
8355. Beautiful photo just got back from norway I saw whale meat in the deli what the f..... 
8356. que linda!!!!!! 
8357. So nice to see. 
8358. I can't believe that I went in Norway and didn't visit this amazing place.... next time 

bebeeeeeeee. 
8359. Incredible ... 
8360. Hi, i am 22 year old male from Pakistan. I want to have friend from Norway. So anyone 

interested add me please 
8361. Beautiful view 
8362. it's wonderful place, white sand,blue sea 
8363. Love this small town! 

Lovely place, so happy to hear recommendation about Henningsvær! Really have to come 
back some day!! 

8364. Our favourite in Lofoten 
This village was a great surprise. Marvelous location, fantastic restaurants and cosy bars. We 
will be back. 

8365. Charateristic fishing village 
Henningsvær is a very cosy little place that I enjoy staying in. Small shops and galleries, great 
characteristic fishing village and still a vibrant town. Just being here makes me relax. Take 
some time here and slow down. 

8366. This is a quaint fishing town in winter, and a tourist zoo in the summer. I loved the winter 
trip. It is on the way to Lofoten from Harstad. Dried fish and boats in the docks were of 
interest to me. 

8367. Beautiful village! 
A must on your visit! Only 45 minutes by bus from Svolvaer. Stroll between the islands and 
enjoy! Do not miss the last return bus. The Tourist Information is in the village centre, close 
to the bus stop. The toilets are near the parking. 

8368.  
Characteristic village 
Little characteristic village on the sea. By car only one street gets here, the other way is using 
a ship. In ten minutes walk you can cross it. Good place! 

8369. pretty village with stunning little walk 
8370. Nice photo stop 

Little fisherman's village where you can stop and take some pictures. The village also offers 
some souvenir stores and a public toilet. it is totally worth having a little break to enjoy the 
views and quietly walk the silent little streets of this village. 

8371. we went there to arrange a climb and stayed a short while. its very quiet and pretty but not 
much else. im glad we went but and hour or two is all you need here. 



8372. Wonderful place with very many mountain hikes around. Breath taking views all around. 
Spend few hours at leisure strolling around the place, soaking in the beauty of the amazing 
landscape. 

8373. My wife and I visited Henningsvaer in July. Very scenic little drive to get there but worth the 
trip. There is free parking when you come into town. A short walk and you're in the middle of 
it all. Several little shops and places to eat. One of the highlights in the Lofoten Islands. 

8374. Henningsvær - nice little fishing town 
8375. Great little town 
8376. Skiing base 

Excellent fishing town North of Norway. For me it is the vase for a ski touring trip. Basic 
accommodation, good food and ski guide. All you can ask for. Village has shops, other 
restaurants and small hotel accommodation. Recommended 

8377. Gorgeous little fishing village 
8378. This is the best preseved fishing village in Norway, and really worth a visit. We stayed 

overnight and enjoyed the experience. 
8379. This is a little cosy village, with couple of restaurants and rental cottages. Very nice place to 

make a visit. There is also an exhibit about the village in the old days. 
8380. Lovely little village 
8381. Lovely Village 
8382. An interesting ancient fishermen village 
8383. Well worth the 100kr entry fee. 

A fascinating living museum. The little audio-visual history of the fishing industry was 
excellent and there was plenty of information in the various old buildings. We went for a 
couple hours but ended up staying for nearly five. 

8384. Super,super:))) 
Restoran is best ,miit super,soup super,aiscreeme home made super. Vie goo fishing,vie goo 
vis boat,vie goo roud to lofoten,kech die Halibutt ,kech big saida & big Cod.Mi wery lake this 
places. 

8385. Charming fishing village 
8386. isolated picturesque location 

idyllic secluded setting. collection of rorbuer on quay is very picturesque. worth the entrance 
fee. take a gentle walk out to the lighthouse - its really lovely looking back on the hamlet 

8387. Nice start for hiking 
8388. Beautiful fishing village 

We loved this place. Scenic and authentic. Not too busy either. Worth staying for at least one 
night. We walked to the lighthouse one evening and then to Nesland the following day. 

8389. Amazing 
8390. Picturesque 
8391. My favourite village in the Lofoten islands 
8392. Lots to see and photograph - even in winter! 
8393. Lovely area 
8394. An impression of old Norway 

A beautiful fishing village with some well preserved shops & houses. The restaurant and the 
bakery also very nice and offering good food. We loved the souvenirs shop, full of antique 
commercial signs and products. A lovely visit. 

8395. Nice little fishing vilage 
8396. Cute village 

Our cruise tour took us here. It's a small village kept as much as possible in the original look 
with the houses, wharf, and shops in their original buildings. 



8397. Fantastic bakery 
They have recently opened a bakery in the historic village and it is really good! Expensive, but 
everything tastes great. The cinnamon rolls are better than in Å! Check out the pictures. 

8398. Cute village, crowds, views, cost 
8399. Pretty village 

Had not really planned on looking around, rather we were taking the hiking trail round to 
Nesland. You have to pay to enter in high season but if you speak to the kiosk they will let 
you through without charge for the coastal path. 

8400. If this doesn’t charm you, nothing will! 
I’m from northern Norway myself and being raised on a farm by the ocean I’m not easily 
impressed. Nusfjord Fishing Village did however impress me - a lot. It is authentic, warm, 
welcoming and has buckets of charm. Yes it’s a bit «middle of nowhere», but it’s 
COMPLETELY WORTH the drive! 

8401. A visit to this little fishing village, good for the rainy day 
8402. Interesting Step back into time 
8403. A lot of rorbuer are being renovated, so I am not so sure if this gem is still off the beaten 

track. Totally worth to go there, and enjoy the stunning views 
8404. This small village once a setlement for fish boats storage is now a well designed touristic 

resort but mantaining well present all the signs of this fishing traditions. A great place to 
explore. 

8405. This is a great example of places where you can see how other people live... Unless you are a 
Norvegian fisherman yourself. Seagulls fly above your head, north sea waves wash rocks... I 
was there when tourist season already ended. There is a restaurant on the entrance to the 
village, there are probably some houses (rorbyer) or rooms to rent... There is a parking lot 
above the village. Couple shops... Nothing else. Beautiful place. 

8406. Its a really quaint charming old village secluded from the rest of the world. Lovely 
atmosphere! The road to the village is also breath taking! 

8407. An old, tiny and charming fishing village in Lofoten, which is very well preserved and mostly 
catering to tourists. It won't take you long to do a "walk-through", and if you come off season 
or late in the day there wont be any shops or restaurants open. Most definitely worth a vist. 

8408. Fascinating view of an old village 
8409. Worth a shortish visit 
8410. Lovely place. Typical fishing village with wooden colorful houses! Recommended for a 

relaxing walk on the docks! 
8411. Pretty Fishing Village 
8412. Lovely Place to Visit! 

We were there at the end of May and the tourist season had not really started so it was great 
to be able to walk around and look at the fishing village. It did not matter that we could not 
go into the buildings. It was all so picturesque. Our Ship had docked in Svolvaer and we 
rented a car and drove down to this place stopping along the way and enjoying the beauty 
that is Norway. 

8413. wow! fascinating! 
8414. Fantastic! 

Classical Northern Norway..a small place. The combination of the history, place and nature is 
a good reason to visit Nusfjord 

8415. Amazingly well preserved and 'still lived in' 
8416. Cdns luv to travel 

Cute lil place. Spent about 1 hr there taking photos. Hopefully the cafe open for coffees. 
Worth the trip. Watched the crazy seagulls. 

8417. So interesting 
8418. Lovely little (restored) fishing vilalge 



8419. Best kept traditional fishing village. 
8420. Fantastic place to learn about cod fishing 
8421. Built on COD 
8422. Very pretty location 
8423. Small colorful village hidden between mountains. 
8424. My dream💓💓💓 
8425. Omg magical beauty 😀😀😀 
8426. Jeg elsker deg Norway 😍❤ seni seviyorum Norway 
8427. It is beautiful . 
8428. Good 
8429. The most intresting place I want to visit where I can see The Northern Light. 
8430. Magnifique 
8431. Wow 
8432. I dont believe its true 
8433. Wauw! So beautiful! 
8434. i want to see this 
8435. One of the places on my list of "to visit" 
8436. Byoureful 
8437. The Melanin magic color😀😀 
8438. One day, I will get to Norway 🙁 
8439. So beautiful 
8440. Omg 
8441. Superbe !!! 
8442. Nordlys er så vakkert ! 
8443. Very beautiful scenic place... I want go there for ever 
8444. Amazing!!✨ 
8445. What an amazing magical place 
8446. one place where i plan to go once i get on the road to northern side of sweden lol 
8447. I want to see this in person 
8448. Fantastisk ❤ 
8449. gorgeous of Nordic land.. 
8450. Waooh!!! Beautiful beautiful!!! 
8451. Wow 
8452. Amazing 
8453. Love and hugs to Norwegian 
8454. I love you Norway 
8455. Very beautiful....wooow...:)))))) 
8456. Wow! 
8457. I WANT TO BE THERE 
8458. awesome 
8459. Heavenly awesome !!! 
8460. it's breathtaking amazing ❤ 
8461. This is fantastic!! 
8462. Love it! 💖💖💖💖💖 
8463. Beautiful ... One day !!!! 
8464. whaaw !!!!awesome ! 
8465. Prachtig !!!! 
8466. Amazing..... 



8467. Thank you for sharing 🙂 
Tromsø is definitely one of the best (for me is the best) places in the world to enjoy the 
Northern Lights. 
Come and see! 

8468. Breathtaking. 
8469. Fantastic!! 
8470. Maybe we should visit you in winter, Goran, Hege and Martin, it's so beautiful!!! 
8471. Shruti we must go here soooonnnn .... Cnt miss this 
8472. Guys this is it Darshit Vivek Priyanka . Norway!!!! 
8473. My son live there in Tromso!Many many kisses!!!! 
8474. When is it the best time of year to mesmerise this wonder?v 
8475. This one is for your Caroline Oesterheld - you and your hubbie are the only ones I know who 

have been in Tromsø in winter 
8476. One day..... 
8477. I wish I could visit Norway and see the northern lights 
8478. Soooooooo nice...amazing!! 
8479. love norway 
8480. Fantazija 
8481. ilove you norway 
8482. Is beauty earth 
8483. Majestic! 
8484. I like norway. I will come someday. I hope. 
8485. Beautiful 
8486. Utterly breathtaking 
8487. on my bucket list 
8488. le rêve absolu! extremely beautiful! 
8489. This land is my mother , this land is my love , I miss all friends there and all landscapes i saw 

there , this is just a drops of this awesome country ...is too much special to me to be there , 
there I discover many things about myself, about my life in perfect harmony . I love Norway ! 

8490. merveilleux, splendide que dire d'autre, j'adore. 
8491. Beautiful 
8492. So beautiful! 
8493. moving the clouds is scary but relaxes the mind. 
8494. Been there. Natural phenomena at its best. 
8495. The most beautiful place in the world nOrway ♥ .. thnx for sharing dude 
8496. i love this ❤ 
8497. Love to go 
8498. Very Nice 
8499. Beautiful 
8500. Let's go Toño 😊 
8501. Beautiful to see the sun again after long and dark winter days. 
8502. Here comes the sun tutututu Asli Arabaci 
8503. Nice ☺😍 
8504. Wow! I wish the sun would disappear here in Africa. It's trying to kill us. 
8505. George and I are off in December. Taking a cruise ship out of Bergen in search of the 

Northern Lights. Fingers, toes and everything else crossed. 
8506. Wordless....😳👌🍀🦁😘 
8507. Beautiful 



8508. Beautifully captured!! 
Lovely. 

8509. Very nice! 👍 
8510. Outstanding !!!! 😀 
8511. Maravilhoso||| 
8512. only few things look more beautiful than this 
8513. Norway lights 
8514. Me in 4 months!!!!!!! 
8515. Really nice ang good place 
8516. One day, I would REALLY like to see that. 
8517. Hi everybody. Who is living in norway now? I have got my qurstiin 
8518. Cool! 
8519. Beautiful 
8520. beautiful 
8521. I want à firend from your country 
8522. Just wanna feel the fresh natural organic scenic beauty of Norway, its in my Bucket list... 
8523. So prettyyyy lets go Ella Yusup 
8524. Nice 
8525. Very nice 👍 
8526. my dream 
8527. Planning on maybe visiting in Jan can someone let me know if it's worth it with the weather 

and no sun 
8528. Perfect 
8529. Yes I did know that...also more skidoos as well. I also know that once you've been there it 

grabs your heart and mind and calls you back constantly! I was there in March this year and I 
want to go back in 2017! A REAL adventure holiday...beats sitting by a pool any day❤🇳🇴❄🏔 

8530. Norway ❤ 
8531. Picture speaks for herself!!! 

The most beautiful land.... 
8532. This is too much to me...! 
8533. amazing view 
8534. Wow 
8535. i would like to see once again the midnight sun ! i hope 
8536. how nice 
8537. i wish i could see it... wanna go to norway so badly... 🙁 
8538. I want to visit norway,what are the steps .thanks 
8539. Making plans to go see nature at one of its best. 
8540. I want norway visit viza 
8541. Iceland???? HELLZ NAH!!! Nicole Croome! Come on man?? Lol 
8542. I have been there with my daughter, it was a fantastic trip, unforgotten, great landscape. 
8543. Trip to Lofoten is one of my biggest dreams. Maybe someday 😍👍 
8544. Wanna go to Norway north cape ! 
8545. Really nice woww 
8546. So nice 🙂 
8547. Show 
8548. My Grandfather came from Bergen Norway, I live in Victoria, Australia!!! Would love to go 

over and see Norway!! 
8549. I love Norway. And is my dream 

But I can not fulfill my dream because my family is poor and I was still studying . 



8550. Visit Norway..but watch ur children..Barnevernet is watching tooo..😨 
8551. I only experienced 0.000000000000001% of south norway nature and my soul is crying to 

return... almost 4000km between where my body is at the moment and the place where my 
soul stood still. I will return and probably in the winter. 

8552. amazing *-* 🙂 
8553. Majestic 
8554. Sigrid, coincidence or not, I was about to link you here also! Hahahah... When I visit you, let's 

do this, explore the wild nature in the north of Norway! 😊😍 
8555. Literally goosebumps ! 
8556. Jeg elsker deg Norge ❤ 
8557. Kristian Ellertsen See? Norway doesn’t only inspire my music 😛 
8558. This is amazing! It has helped to further ignite my desire to visit Norway again next year for 

the third time in 3 years! It is an absolutely stunning country and the people are so friendly. I 
feel so connected to Norway! It is also great to hear some Sami yoirking songs too! 

8559. one day !!!!!!!!!! 
8560. Amazing! I love to do all activities like this! Inspiring ❤ 
8561. My new kitchen, ohhh lofotennnn 
8562. wow 
8563. OK but... Norway, please... Help us to Save The Arctic ! Please, please, please ! 
8564. I will again and again 
8565. My Dream 
8566. Love this place , 
8567. let’s go there 🙂 
8568. snow hotel kirkenes 
8569. Jeg savner føde byen min hildsen from down under 
8570. Magnifique !!! 
8571. Norge er en pent sted, med en pent og våker natur men også med mange, naturresursser slik 

som er i Kosova... 
8572. Troll country, for sure 
8573. Gorgeous!! 
8574. nice. 
8575. i like this country ❤ 
8576. Geiles Foto!!! 
8577. Er dette "oya di" Lise Johansen :-)) 
8578. echt schön.. 
8579. just fantastic, enerything that nature lover can have 
8580. Mbrekulli............ 
8581. Wah!! Beautiful 
8582. beautiful 
8583. Ville være en ferie godt brukt... Pakkingen... 
8584. I was there four years ago.... I loved it 
8585. Please!write on english i shall. Thank you. 
8586. I would like to 
8587. very, very beautiful!! 
8588. its dream 
8589. I would love to ❤ 
8590. Beautiful!!! 
8591. nice weeknd in Norway... 
8592. I hope I can be there again! 



8593. Wow cool..... 
8594. Certainly don't mind visiting there 
8595. How is the place silvia? 
8596. Very nice 
8597. Time to go... 
8598. amazing 
8599. Liker Norge! 
8600. and i love to be in this country. 
8601. amazing 
8602. Amazing 
8603. nice wawwwwwwwww 
8604. Wow 
8605. Wonderful 
8606. Lovely Venetia kalinyhta xxxooo 
8607. I live there! 🙂 
8608. l wish to visit norway one day and hv a good time with anyone special god help me! 
8609. Wow 
8610. wow 
8611. very nice place.. 
8612. Dear thanks to you i love this type of places 
8613. I'm invited yo go 😉 can't wait 
8614. I wished to be there some days 
8615. Wonderful:) 
8616. Elsker Norge 
8617. So beautiful 
8618. Oslo, Bodo, Fauske, Kjøpsvik , Saltstraumen = OK !!! 
8619. I'll be there one Day#land of the mid-night sun 
8620. one day I go there 
8621. what a stunning place ! 
8622. i love visit NORWY 
8623. Jeg elsker Norge!!!!!!!! 
8624. what a place 
8625. Beautiful.. 
8626. Flott! 
8627. what beauty... 
8628. guys im coming to norway in a year, i want someone to answer me some questions.. please 

help 🙂 thanks 
8629. place for me 🙂 
8630. i live Norway... 
8631. Divno 
8632. It is so on my would absolutely LOVVVVVVE to do list. 
8633. wow nice, 
8634. Nice place visit u one day! 
8635. selv on Norge er fortsatt vannert.Stand for en gangs skyld a ga dit 
8636. Prossimamente...! 
8637. Muy bello pais!!! 
8638. I've been in Bergen,Norway month of July summer time..all day daylight ,no night time...nice 

country.. 
8639. I want to go to Norway. 



8640. CONDIVIDO 
8641. lov it 
8642. ahhh beautiful 
8643. i want to go there.. 
8644. i like it. 
8645. amazing 
8646. i have very dear friends there . they come To me but i must visit them it is obviously very 

beautiful 
8647. yes.... 
8648. yes to night beautiful, 
8649. am a nigeria, want to visit norway 
8650. Oooh so beautiful! 
8651. Beautiful 
8652. It's like fairyland havens!!! 
8653. Awat see norway my country 
8654. So beautiful. 😍 
8655. Oh My Good ❤❤ 

Beautiful ✌ Norway Very Nice 
My dream going for Norway 😭😭 

8656. ❤ dream 
8657. linda 
8658. love norway 
8659. how and easy way to visit Norway 
8660. virkelig deilig 
8661. I want go Norway before i die,but how to arrived my dream country,pls Admin talk about 

how to arrived my dream country. 
8662. maravilhoso 
8663. beautiful! 
8664. Fantástico 
8665. frumos ! 
8666. my new desk top wall paper beautiful 
8667. nıce 
8668. magnificent! 
8669. is it Tromsø? 
8670. So beautiful.. 
8671. amazing 
8672. I just came back from there, it is breathtakingly beautiful and pure 🙂 
8673. Very nice! 
8674. beautiful!!!!!!!! 
8675. Is it Senja, Ersfjorden. 
8676. paradise !!! 
8677. J'adore ca.........! 
8678. would like in august. laima 
8679. nice 
8680. heaven on earth but nordic people r very bad 
8681. Breathtaking place! 
8682. marvel! 
8683. The Place for kajaking! 



8684. I was there during summer holiday two years ago and it was really great. Fantastic country, 
marvellous landscapes and - what's most important - so few people 🙂 

8685. Hay... This is beautiful 
8686. hmmm...amazing Norway:-)) 
8687. Lindo! 
8688. The Devil's Teeth, right? I've had an almost dangerous situation: the stones were slippy and... 

You imagine the rest! 
8689. Splendid! 
8690. they have also had a lot of rain this summer. 
8691. Beautifulllllll 
8692. prelepo! 
8693. serenity 
8694. very beautiful!!!! 
8695. how h could get there 
8696. A landscape of God... 
8697. nice 
8698. wow 
8699. prelijepo 
8700. Wow 
8701. Beautiful, beautiful, perfection of nature !!!! 
8702. Very,very nice,lovly Norvegian 
8703. can't wait to visit 😉 
8704. Beautifuleeeeee 🙂 
8705. Yeap it's good a way so that mean Taxi above the Ice heheh 😉 
8706. MAYYYY GOD 
8707. nice 
8708. nice 
8709. Lindo! 
8710. No way 2 Norway ....... 
8711. One of my dreams !!! 
8712. Dream world... ❤ 
8713. If nice looking woman from Norway invite me and would meet me I am coming 🙂 Love 

Norway ❤ 
8714. One day for sure... 
8715. wow beautiful.... love to be there 🙂 
8716. I`d love to try it some day!! 😉 
8717. oh my dream 
8718. Norway it is beautiful any where 
8719. Such a beautiful place. Haven’t been there for nearly 50 years. OMG is it that long? 
8720. Ah yes, if only we could have summers with sunlit water skiing at midnight like they do in 

Norway, not sure about the winter tho'. And that Great Ocean road all the way to Tromso is 
one fantastic summer drive. 

8721. YES last time we were there we drove from Alesund up the Atlantic way some engineering 
feat.I WISH they would put a new ferry from Newcastle so we could drive again. 

8722. Thromso! Norwegen ,so schön! 
8723. It's all wonderful and we look forward to visiting next year. But are we getting too many visit 

Norway posts? 
8724. Longyersbyen ? On Svalbard . 
8725. I love Norway more than any other place,Sad that I will never get to go there again. 



8726. Wish you weren't so far away 🇦🇺 
8727. Troms(ø), Senja, Vesterålen. 

Anywhere. 
Always remember that Slartibartfas designed the most beautiful coastline of earth. 

8728. Made me so lonesome! Beautiful! 
8729. Very beautiful country ... I hope too visit soon as possible 
8730. Noorwegen is geweldig 
8731. A lot of bridges is cool 
8732. Norway it is beautiful 😍 
8733. Farsund. My husband family is from there. 
8734. This is gorgeous!😃 
8735. My favorite Country to visit Norway ,I’ve travelled from Stavanger to Kirkenes ... 
8736. Tromso where i want to visit that i can see the nothern light too. 
8737. Midnight Sun 
8738. Tromso❤🙋  
8739. Oksfjord,Alta,Hammerfest😉👍💪 
8740. Och dit får vi INTE åka😢 
8741. Tromso.Buvau. Pasaka😍 
8742. Beautiful places...I wanna run in all that cities...!!! 
8743. NORWAY - ALWAYS & FOREVER!! 
8744. beauttiful 
8745. Atlantic road 
8746. My dreams 💙 
8747. it's gorgeous 
8748. Beautiful😍😃❤ 
8749. Amazing place 
8750. Super, Beautiful 
8751. Un pais precioso 
8752. Beautiful place 
8753. Komme til Helgeland.. The myth of the Nordland Mountains stretched across the Beautiful 

coast line and the home of a thousand Islands 
8754. Špela, did you miss any of these? Maybe next time, soon enough😉🤗 
8755. Var på Nordkapp i fjor sommer og vi var så heldige at vi så midnattsola den natta 
8756. Wouuu 
8757. Wow amazing!! 
8758. waw 
8759. I want to go back!!!!! 
8760. wow soooooo coooooooooooool awwwwwwww 
8761. Awesome! The meeting face to face with nature! 
8762. was in Kirkenes recently , never got to see this fantastic sight sadly ! 
8763. i swear if i can live there ,,, i will never get bak ....wana stay there for ever 
8764. Oh beautiful picture! Have a nice weekend 
8765. here we come xxxx 
8766. Et utrolig syn! Håper jeg til å reise til Norge neste år, og se noen av dette fantastisk land 🙂 
8767. That's so cool! (I'm looking for the guy in the red suit.) 
8768. we were lucky enough to encounter reindeers and moose but not this lot! simply wonderful! 
8769. Rudolf... 
8770. amazing... 
8771. Awesome, heheh, what a beatifull event... 



8772. wow! sarap tapa! 
8773. on ice... 
8774. meanwhile, in Norway... :)) 
8775. Would like to see that myself!! 
8776. looks a familar sight in our roads!do we need to go to norway to see it. 
8777. come to india we can show all varities of animals blocking the road. 
8778. beautiful 
8779. very beutiful 
8780. Wow ive just had a week in Morocco with my lovely Norwegian friends from Kirkenes! 
8781. I see Rudolph!! 
8782. Well, Xandra, we HAVE seen them walking like sheep along the road in the northern part of 

Norway . Just as irritating for driving as sheep, goats, cows, elephants, camels, etc... 
Everything looks so lovely untill you actually have to deal with them to go on driving ;0) 

8783. Cool 
8784. How do they taste ? 
8785. I now this road 🙂 
8786. Interesting scenery! 
8787. amazing 
8788. Wow reighndeers like north pole! 
8789. best raodblock ever 😉 
8790. I was there. 
8791. On the 'to do list' oh yeah..... 
8792. they do exist! Rain deer that is. 🙂 
8793. Great pic! 
8794. amazing !!a great pic! 
8795. wow beatulful 
8796. Insha Allah once i will visit Norway i like so much 
8797. Great!!! 
8798. Memories..........🙂 
8799. I saw the same picture once on my way to Lapland in Finland:) 
8800. superb !!! 
8801. Love those Reindeer ! I had one named Gusdauf 
8802. husker det,savner det! 
8803. spettacolar 
8804. Looks wonderful have never been there!! 
8805. like 
8806. amazing 
8807. Wow! 
8808. Wow !! 
8809. I love Norway and all Scandinavian countries in general their culture and viking women are 

beautiful..but I've gotta be honest here..I'm extremely allergy to seafood..and I think its kind 
of gross.. 

8810. mamma mia!!!que ricooo!! i like one. 🙂 
8811. Lovely picture. I visited Norway 3 months ago. Unfortunately I didn't taste Norwegian dish. I 

know it's my mistake. 
8812. look yummmmy....8) 
8813. WOW! Those are HUGE@ 
8814. Härligt och gott! 



8815. I rent a car. I visited Hamar city. And I drive my car from Oslo to Ovre Ardal. Flam and Bergen. 
about 7 hours driving between the mountains rivers and forest. I enjoyed this trip. It was one 
of the best days in my life. And really it was an excellent experience. 
Next summer I 'll be there. 

8816. Kirkenes is on my "must see" list. 
8817. Okay..now that did it, I have to get to Norway! 
8818. wow great man nice catched. 
8819. this guy looks pretty happy. the crabs...well it's hard for me to tell...but they're all going the 

same place together! 
8820. could u deliver that one pls...yum! 
8821. who the fuck eats nasty looking creatures like these....i have to be hammered before i think 

of eating this shit....yet i still love Norway 😉 
8822. Are an excelent, whit spaghetti sauce...mmmm 
8823. oh.. wow wow.. i like it.. 
8824. I want 2 go there 
8825. i really love norway 
8826. nice 
8827. Beautiful landscape 
8828. Nice landscape 
8829. really better way... more better then start it at the office:) Good morning to everyone! Have a 

nice day! 
8830. Yes, I would like to take part in such a ride 🙂 Nice day ! 
8831. I have travel all around the world, but I have never bin in Norwey. It is so beautifful I think it 

will be my next destination. 
8832. i like good beautifull 😃 
8833. Do you expect someone like me live in the desert. Can live in this place. Anyhow I love 

Norway 
8834. Vanja Perisic me too I traveled around the world. Believe me Norway is the best. This is a fact 

without exaggeration 
8835. How beautiful!!! 
8836. mi-ar place mie dar.... 
8837. Wow ,,,what a beautyest of the world ¡¡!¡¡!!¡ I wish i would like to go out there ..........omg 
8838. Beautiful! : ))) 
8839. Terri Lynn Simon 
8840. Spectacular! 
8841. ... oh my God ... love it... 
8842. I like it.....I've done in Rovaniemi...so beautiful....the forest was magic and so quiet..... 
8843. next time I would like to go and see Norway.... 
8844. i like visit the norway 
8845. Going there November 2013! 
8846. i did this it was a Amazing experience. 
8847. going in norway Agosto 2013!!!!! waw 
8848. awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww ❤ 
8849. beautyfull 
8850. loocking forward.... 
8851. I want to try it 🐧 
8852. A faire 
8853. dog taxi 
8854. Wooow, beautiful! 



8855. nice 
8856. I had always been there 
8857. Beauty of nature! Wonderful!:)) 
8858. Beauty of Norway!:) 
8859. Someday... 
8860. When seing pictures like this, make me feel a small part of the universe.. 
8861. amazing stories about gnomes, trolls and elves... adventures of vikings and treasures 🙂 

nothing else keep my interest so well 
8862. Enjoy it guys. i'd love to go there to see the northern lights. This is one of my dreams and 

wishes. Norway please tell me teach me how can I describe my love to you. God bless you 
Norway 

8863. Promise next summer I will visit Kirkenes 
8864. awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww omgggggg sooooooooo nice ...... 

plzzzzzz help me to live in norway 
8865. i have been so lucky to be in that actual tent!! i love norway sooooo much.x 
8866. Muita fix 
8867. i save this pic ... i think it like dream awwwwwwwwww great ..... 
8868. Rusty when u taking me? 🙂 xXx 
8869. amazing ❤ 
8870. has anyone heard of Norwegian language courses online? 
8871. Awesome!! 
8872. Beautiful! 
8873. awesome! 
8874. fantastic it is..... 
8875. fascinating 
8876. what a nice night 
8877. Mother nature! So amazing 
8878. amazing. but not on my route unfortunately 
8879. Wow 
8880. omgggg is ths real ?? wow .... i loooooooove norway wow... i wish i can live there n have 

camping there after find my love awwww 
8881. This is fascinating!!!! 
8882. Amazing picture i love the aurora borealis 
8883. Wowww that is great!!!!! 
8884. So beautiful! 
8885. Utrolig 
8886. Wish i was there 
8887. I visited Kirkenes. I wish to return. X 
8888. We had a beautifull Aurora tonight, it is truly a god place to observe this wonder 
8889. I miss not being able to sit on the front step & watch the amazing changing colors and shapes 

of the "Northern Lights" (in Minot, ND) 
8890. The northern light is just amazing thing! It always fascinate me! 
8891. thank u so much Mr,Voltmer for this awesome photo! 
8892. miraculous 

miraculous 
Miraculous !!! 
miraculous 

8893. One day I hope to go and see for myself. Until then I can dream and look at beautiful photos 
like this. 

8894. fantasztikus 



8895. superb! 
8896. beautiful! 
8897. Espetacular ! 
8898. fantastiline 
8899. Fantastiskt! 
8900. МЕЦЦААААААААААААААААААА!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
8901. mege-mege 🙂 
8902. I want to see Norway in person. Need to save dimes and dollars each deay. 
8903. looking great,although bit shy... 😃 
8904. cute! 
8905. good people, good bears 
8906. Go kvel 
8907. I want but not getting any invitation 
8908. Looks beautiful, by night and daily. I saw many pics till now:) 
8909. So lovely! 
8910. I need a lady to take there for holiday!!!! 
8911. I would like to visit Trondheim ! 
8912. Fantastic capture. Thank you so much. 
8913. very beautiful. 
8914. like 
8915. muito bonito 
8916. wow! 
8917. Wow! 
8918. ser deilig ut........ 
8919. Ooo...I wish I be there... 
8920. Cute!!! 
8921. Prekrasno! 
8922. unique! 
8923. Ahhhhh...... 
8924. minunaaaatttt!!!!!! 
8925. Óptima ! 
8926. look at those guys... 
8927. I wish i were there ♥ 
8928. divno.... 
8929. Place is beautiful. 
8930. Just Romantic .... 
8931. qjutt 
8932. Litle gem 

This litle gem in Henningsvær is a must see✔ 
Great xhibition, smiling helpful staff and beutyfull location. 
Find the missing letters 
Kavi Fac ory 

8933. Cool place 
Visited on our road trip to Lofoten. It´s a really cool building. Wasn´t very impressed by the 
current exhibition. 

8934. A unique place to visit 
8935. Surprising and interesting! 

A refreshing modern art diversion from all the typical area seafaring art. Also some great 
views of the water form the upper gallery and a fun gift shop. 



8936. Minimalistic building with a unique art collection. 
Enjoyable exhibition with artists from all around the world. Nice theme of "painting or not". 
Located in the former caviar factory. 

8937. Hard to leave empty handed 
Great shop with lots of unique stuff! Impossible to leave without getting anything. Great for 
gifts! 

8938. Very interesting art gallery 
The exhibit was interesting, with artists from many countries and a great diversity of 
techniques. A well curated exhibit 

8939. Fantastic place in an amazing setting 
8940. a must see in Lofoten 

This is really an exceptional place. Because of its unique art collection, the building itself and 
the landscape around. Top modern work! 

8941. Love it! 
Love the exhibition. Totally worth see it. The lady at the gift-shop(you pay your ticket with 
her) was very nice, explained everything about the museum even before entering. 

8942. One of the best galleries in the world - amazing!!! 
It´s a must when visiting Lofoten. Excellent art, super nice gallerist, and the gallery it self is 
one of a kind -experience was absolutely FANTASTIC... It is a life memory :-) 

8943. Interesting art at great location 
8944. Interesting 
8945. Exquisite venue, hot art 

The artists represented are more of-the-moment than one might first think. No wonder this 
space generates buzz. Provocative and important works. I stood and listened rapt as owner 
Wenche H explained some of the current pieces on view and their creators. 

8946. Nice and modern 
8947. What a cool art museum! 

You should go to Henningsvær just for the art! What a cool museum! Lots of other galleries to 
visit too If You are an art lover! A lot of Norways grestest artist have exebitions in Lofoten! 
Love it! 

8948. Great art in a great landscape 
worth a stop to travel the world while being at the top, through art. Very Friendly 
atmosphere, taking time to explain each piece of art. 

8949. Worth a look 
8950. What a gem! 
8951. A factory gone art gallery 
8952. my desire also... 
8953. Hope to spend some of vacations here🌍✈🔜 
8954. Splendida Norvegia 
8955. My dreaming 
8956. Endelig en skikkelig bra lokasjon 😍😍👏👏 
8957. Norway, my very favorite country 
8958. Visited last week, it was super! ✨🇳🇴 
8959. My dream's state... I wish, i can see before i die. 
8960. Wow Ammore Manuel de Ponte wow what a place. 
8961. Suuper ❤ 
8962. É linda aurora boreal 
8963. I saw a lot in winter in bardufoss! 
8964. Lindo dimais ,aurora boreal.🤗🤗🤗🤗 
8965. Magia 



8966. lindo,maravilhoso,fantástico,exuberante; real!!! 
8967. É um dos mais lindos espetáculos da natureza 
8968. Me interesso 
8969. Observando en el vídeo es maravilloso!!’ 
8970. A " dança " mais Linda que existe 💚 
8971. Espetáculo maravilhoso 
8972. Splendide ! 
8973. Bellissimo 
8974. Very beautiful show from the aurora borealis in Norway. 
8975. Lindo👏👏 
8976. Good coffee from Uganda inbox for serious business 
8977. Astounding ! 
8978. "techno"sky 
8979. AURORA BOREAL....!!! 
8980. Lindo 
8981. Showwwwww 
8982. Sensacional 
8983. Sempre linda!!! 
8984. Beautiful 😘🇳🇴🇧🇷 
8985. Zorza polarna ! 

Aurora borealis.... 
Beautiful - 

8986. It is an awesome spot in Summer too 🙂 
8987. Beautiful 
8988. I'm in love with this peaceful place. 
8989. Amazing ❤ 
8990. Wow!! this is heaven on earth 
8991. Bonito pais.. 
8992. Maravilhaaa da natureza 👏👏 
8993. Elsker deg NORGE! 
8994. Always when I go to Senja, is water rain 😕 
8995. I love this place. Hope that I will be back there next summer. 
8996. Such a scenic pathway! Would like to be there 😉 
8997. No other country like Norway! 
8998. Norge,je t'aime! 
8999. excellent!! 
9000. Thank you so much. Everyday we discover new. Great to have more tourist information. I 

love Norway. Next summer I 'll be there. 
9001. It's simply Photo Porn 
9002. wonderfull 
9003. I want to be there!!! 
9004. Road trip. 
9005. What a feeling of freedom to be on this road with my Jeep and my dog!! 
9006. Looks beautiful 
9007. it's great 
9008. nice 
9009. SO BEAUTIFUL 
9010. for this road i will try and forget the heigths problem phobia 
9011. Fantastisk rejsemål - prøv det!! 



9012. Countryroad - take me home 🙂 
9013. isn't the road to paradise???? 
9014. This is what I'm talking about niceee 
9015. FANTASTIC ! 
9016. Lindo. 
9017. I was here, beautiful place! Like all of Norway! 🙂 
9018. agood picture 
9019. I prefer the one with the heart and that beautiful view! 💚 
9020. I recall sitting in one of the old ones with the door open and looking at the beautiful 

mountains with their snowcaps. A Norwegian stopped by and said "You don't have fjelds like 
that in Sweden, I think. They are more like hills, aren't they?" 

9021. I've used one in Norway 
9022. Well done Norway. We need to follow suit here in NZ 
9023. Amazing. Nice public toilets. 🙂 
9024. It's true. Every where in Norway you can find heated toilets near the roads. Mostly clean and 

at astonishing places. 
9025. I found one of these awesome toiletts Skjervsfossen 
9026. Wonderful 👏 
9027. My favorite one was in Sognsvann with the door handle that indicates that it's occupied or 

not. 
9028. Love Norway!😁 
9029. Eggum, Lofoten by Snøhetta 😍 
9030. One of the best country in Europe,expect the clime. 
9031. When I was a little girl a photo of the royal family was always on the wall of the loo( 

utedass)! 
9032. Happy memories Do you remember the loo up the mountain. Gareth Manger Susanne 

Manger Pickering and Dave Manger xx 
9033. Beyond dreams! 
9034. Heather Bonifas all the fun toilets of Norway when we visit! 
9035. have you seen/ done these in Norway? 
9036. I wish that i can visit this beautiful Country, One Day. 
9037. Ole Omland.. what a nice country you live in 😍 
9038. different experience lol 
9039. .we ought to try these in 2022!!! 
9040. think we’ve been to a couple of these 😅 
9041. Awww, a Winter wonderland 
9042. This is so lovely ❤ 
9043. Woaw amazing 👏👏👏👏 
9044. Hvornår starter sæsonen for Nordlys? Must see😍 
9045. In December I will be there 😍 
9046. Incredible! The color of that water is gorgeous 
9047. ❤ WOW, can't do that in the United States. 
9048. This is making me nostalgic 😣 i miss that water! Those mountains! Those fjords!😍 Lovely 

video btw! 
9049. Definitely heaven😍 
9050. Fantastica Norvegia 👏🤩 
9051. Stunningly beautiful ❤ 
9052. This is absolutely breath taking 😍💙❤ 
9053. So beautiful. Love to go there❤❤ 



9054. All these beautiful places you keep posting I’m going to need like a five year vacation to see 
them all! 

9055. Beautiful. Would go there🙋🙌 
9056. Absolutely love this landscape ❤ 
9057. Amazingly Beautiful ❣❣ 
9058. Gorgeous diorama!! The colors are fabulous, the landscape is vast. You can watch over and 

over again and see something you missed last time around. Thanks for sharing 👍 
9059. Wow how many reinders😍😍😍 I've never seen this moltitude 
9060. Heaven??? 
9061. Stunning! 
9062. Just amazing 😍 
9063. We are planning to visit for a month in 2021 - can not wait and hope to see those amazing 

northern lights 😁 
9064. My dream place to be.. 
9065. Just like a dream! 
9066. Tooo beautiful 😍 
9067. Dream to see it someday with own eyes ❤ 
9068. All I can say it takes my breath away with the beautiful skies of Norway!! Thanks for sharing 

this makes my day perfect!!👍 
9069. saw Aurora last night near bodø 😍 absolutely stunning! 
9070. the name of this instance should not be visitnorway, but visitheaven🤘 
9071. I love your Land, i love your Sky. Wonderful Norway.🍻 
9072. Seeing the Northern Lights is up there on my must do list 😍 xxxxx 
9073. Just wonderful guys! It’s on my bucket list, I really hope to make it soon enough! 
9074. I hope it make it over for the winter and my first northern lights 🤞Stunning 
9075. Memories of a magic Honeymoon ! 🌍 
9076. Great photo 👌 I definitely once want to see these magic Northern Lights 😍 
9077. How to get to this place?? It is magical😍😍 
9078. I believe that Norway isn’t even a country, a real one. Norway is heaven, where people go 

once they die. It’s too beautiful to even exist. Norway has a heavenly beauty that amazes me 
deeply 

9079. Being up there must be so stunning ❤ 
9080. Wow stuning shot absolutly fabulous view 💙👌😍😍😍😍 
9081. The heaven is in Noway ❤ 
9082. ❤ such an incredible animal 
9083. Beautiful😍😍😍 
9084. My future husband and me are from Monterrey México and we are planning a little visit to 

Tromso to see the northern lights, as part as our honeymoon 😍 in february 2020. Its like a 
dream 

9085. Dream destination 
9086. Winter in Norway & northern lights, two things I madly in love with 😍💙 
9087. Such an incredible thing to see😍😍😍 
9088. wow this looks amazing, almost surreal 💙 
9089. Wow so gorgeous!!! 😍 
9090. Wooow that’s just spectacular 😍 We want to visit Svalbard so bad! ✨ 
9091. Absolutely amazing! 😍 
9092. Been there done that! Knivskjellodden hike is more beautiful and exciting for see the 

midnight sun with the north Cape plateau in the horizon ❤ 
9093. It is smth unbelievable😍 



9094. I love this place. 
9095. Last year I've been there it was awesome 👍 
9096. So crazy 😍 Norway is how a big dreamworld... mountains, fjords, crazy view's and waterfalls, 

Norway has everything 🙇 
9097. Epic! Would love to experience this! 🤩🤟 
9098. Very nice capture. They are so cute! An then in front of this awesome landscape... fantastisk! 

👏😎 
9099. Wow,How incredible,It must be wonderful to see.😘😘😘🇧🇷 
9100. Amazing, I wish I couod visit Tromso one day and experience it! 
9101. Wauw, that picture! Image seeing that orca in real life 😲 
9102. This is everything 
9103. Wow, this is so epic. It truly shows the greatness of nature 💦 
9104. Great shot! I love Norway, hopefully I'll go back soon and drive that road❤ 
9105. On our bucket list 🙌🙌 
9106. Beautiful shot!🙌 
9107. What a beautiful landscape 💙 
9108. Once I come there. Amazing roads 
9109. Great road ! I was there twice and once I would like to go back :) ❤ 
9110. 😍 what a beautiful pic 
9111. Havde en fantastisk tur på vejen for nogle år tilbage. Kan kun anbefales at besøge dette sted 

😄 
9112. What a beautiful little squiggly road! Next time in Norway I can’t wait to do this drive!! 
9113. This road Is so cool!. Very well designed. 
9114. Great 😍 
9115. Midnight sun would be a trip. Idk what I would do with all that sunlight! 
9116. Gorgeous.. A top spot I want to go 
9117. Amazing midnight sun 😍🔥 
9118. What a lovely photo ❤ 
9119. We have to come back! 🌞🌚🌞 
9120. nothing to add, perfect! 
9121. Amazing 
9122. 😍 fantastic! 
9123. Amazing! Thank you for sharing! Clearly enticing! 
9124. Unreal. This is so cool. 😍 
9125. This looks epic! 
9126. Omg. This is a dream. 
9127. Great experience! 
9128. wow! not a bad place for a music festival! 
9129. Double like!!!! Want to be there 
9130. Amazing 😍 
9131. That would be so beautiful to wake up and see that 
9132. Pretty Norway🌸🌸🌸 
9133. Beautiful! I will be at Nordcap in June. 😍 
9134. Love this picture 😍❤🇳🇴✨ 
9135. İ love Nordcapp. Wonderful atmosphere 👍👏 
9136. Unforgettable this place 😢❤❤❤ 
9137. Wow amazing 😍 
9138. Beautiful 
9139. Amazing photos!! 🙌 



9140. One of the most beautiful places I ever visited.... it’s magical 😍 
9141. Gorgeous! 🔥🙌 
9142. Wonderful ❤ 
9143. Magic 
9144. Been to Norway once, love your country. Thank you❤❤❤❤🍷🍷🍷 
9145. Beautiful indeed! 
9146. Stunning 
9147. So amazing!! 🙌 
9148. Soo incredible!! 
9149. On my wish list indeed!!! 
9150. Stunning 🙌 
9151. it’s so beautiful and peaceful. ♥ 
9152. What a dream! 😍 
9153. Leave that porch light on! Some day I would love to knock on your door.. just a dream to see 

Norway! You are blessed to live there 
9154. This is gorgeous. Thank you 😍 
9155. Beautiful #norway i really want to come back soon. 
9156. Wow beautiful😍 
9157. 😍 how beautiful is this 😍 
9158. Love it! 🤩👍 
9159. Absolutely precious. That puff of air as they come up to the surface is everything 

😍😍😍❤❤❤ 
9160. Wow amazing 
9161. Amazing, beautiful animals! 😍 
9162. Amazing. What a blessing to see it in such a close distance. 😍😍😍 
9163. So excited!! I’ll be there in 3 weeks! 
9164. 😍so majestic and beautiful! 
9165. Wow 😱 
9166. So cool🔥 
9167. Wow! 🧡 
9168. Planning on going to Norway for the first time this summer. May be adding Lofoten Islands to 

the agenda 🤔 
9169. Most beautiful country in the world! 
9170. Amazing 
9171. Beautiful place! 😊🙌 
9172. Coming in August as a single traveller to test the cinnamon buns 🤗 
9173. I had the best time travelling solo across the country. Be back next winter! ❤ 
9174. Great country to visit. Need to go back. 
9175. I loved my solo trip in Norway! Everyone is so friendly and there's so much to explore 🙌 
9176. Norway stole my heart. Norwegians are just Amazing 💙 
9177. Only a few more months and I’ll be there!! 
9178. Visiting Norway in spring is so good too! I am here since 1 week and everything is perfect! 

Weather is amazing ☀, prices are lower and not so much tourists on main sites. Incredible 😍 
9179. I think that will the right place for me. 
9180. That's awesome shot😱😍😍👏👏👏😍❤❤ 
9181. Norway! 😍🙌 
9182. Agree completely!!! Very safe and happy country! 
9183. legit love this place 
9184. Great shot!! 😍😍😍😍😍🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 



9185. One of the best pictures of this scene! 👌 
9186. Amazing 
9187. Thanks for sharing! My first travel experience in Norway was nothing short of amazing! From 

the Fjords of Bergen and Odda, to the incredible terrain of Lofoten, it is truly a beautiful 
country! Hopefully I’ll be back again soon! 😁🙏 

9188. I want to do this right now 🔥 
9189. I didn't know snow kiting was a thing, now I need to try it😍 
9190. Stunning! ❤ 
9191. Brilliant shot 😍 
9192. So beautiful 😍😍😍😍😍 
9193. I’ve got such Norway travel bluuueees 😭❤ 
9194. Awesome... great shot 👌 
9195. Our trip is booked and paid for - seeing you guys February 2020😍😍. I can’t believe my 

bucket list dream will become a reality. Holding thumbs that we will see it. 
9196. Beaty😍 
9197. Magnificent ❤ 
9198. Wonderful shot 
9199. Beautiful 😍😍 
9200. City in a dream 
9201. 😍😍😍 One of my dreams! One day I'll be there and will see it!!! 
9202. Very nice words!🙌 That definitely explains how much it is worth to stand in the cold to see 

the most amazing light show in the universe!🔥 
9203. Aaaamazing!!!!😍 
9204. Wow, wow! Breathtaking. 
9205. What an incredible view of the northern lights 😍 
9206. Such a beauty! I’m so lucky to have lived this experience two years ago in beautiful Norway. 

Love you Norway! 
9207. Great picture🤗 
9208. Cool 🤸 💪🔥✨ 
9209. Bucketlist 
9210. I visited here in October 18 with my husband of 40 years. It’s an amazing place & I spent most 

of the time crying as it was so breathtaking. I love Norway 🇳🇴🇬🇧 
9211. I was there in 1981 and will return this June. Can't wait!🤩🇳🇴 
9212. We spent our wedding anniversary there last October travelling on Finnmarken. A different 

way to celebrate 
9213. Super photo 👍beautiful place. I was there last year 
9214. I was here in 2004 with a CISV camp, it was one of our excursions from our home base in Alta. 

The drive there alone was amazing, and the sites and feelings of being there will always be 
special. It is one of those places I find hard to believe I have actually been. 

9215. Magic! 👏💥❤ 
9216. Wow! Vilken häftig bild! 
9217. So awesome 
9218. Thank you, Eliassen ....I was your guest last summer. Best holiday ever! Heaven on 

Earth....Norway! 
9219. Amazing 😍 
9220. Hopefully I will be your guest next winter... 🙏😊 
9221. Wow such a beautiful shot!! 😍 
9222. Wow ! 
9223. Awesome 🔥👌 



9224. Amazing photo! 🙌 
9225. Picture perfect 👍 
9226. Thank you so much for sharing my photo. I absolutely adore your beautiful country and 

language so this feature make me feel all hygge 😍🤓 
9227. Dreamy!!! 
9228. Wonderful 😍😍 
9229. So beautiful ❤❤❤❤ 
9230. Love this photo! 
9231. I love Norway ❤ 
9232. Norway is the best country in the whole world. Love you Norway ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤ 
9233. Beautiful picture 😊 
9234. Beautiful! 🧡🖤🧡 
9235. Perfect moment ❤ 
9236. Beautiful moment 😍 
9237. Omg🔥 
9238. Amazing view 
9239. Wow stunning shot 💕😍 
9240. Wow Lofoten is such a beautiful place 🇳🇴😀📷 
9241. So so beautiful😍😍 im in love 
9242. So dreamy 😍 
9243. Love this picture 💚 it Looks so beautiful 
9244. So beautiful 😍😍 
9245. Amazing picture!! 😍😍👏👏 
9246. Just perfect ❤ 
9247. Wow wonderful ❤ 
9248. That's spectacular 
9249. This is so amazing 😍 
9250. Stunning 😍😍 
9251. Pretty beautiful! 😍 
9252. THIS! This creature makes me happy. ✨🌷☀ what a wonderful face! 
9253. This pic makes me happy! I love it!! 
9254. I LOVE this shot! 
9255. Planning our trip Norway makes me happy!!! 
9256. Nice pic 🔥👌 
9257. I will leave France 🇫🇷 for Norway 🇳🇴 🤩 
9258. Wow wonderful great view!! 😍😍 
9259. Incredible view and awesome perspective! 😊 💙 
9260. Heaven 
9261. one of the most atypical football stadiums in the world!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
9262. Amazing!!I was there.....so happy to be there!!❤ 
9263. Wawww soooo wonderful pic 😍😍 what a view 💖 
9264. Beautiful game at beautiful place. Perfect 
9265. Really perfect 🤗😁😍 
9266. I'd like to play football there someday 
9267. Best soccer stadium on this planet 
9268. I would love to play on that pitch! 
9269. What an awesome place to play 
9270. My fav country 🔥❤ 



9271. This is awesome!!!! 
9272. That’s the coolest football field 
9273. Insane!!! 🔥📸 
9274. 😍😍😍 best football field ever 
9275. Can not wait to go here again!!! 
9276. I want so badly want to go there 😍❤ 
9277. Wow such a beautiful shot!! 😍❤ 
9278. Incredible capture ❤ 
9279. Gorgeous, awesome.👏😍❤🇧🇷 
9280. Magic 
9281. All I ever want is to settle here ❤ 
9282. My camera and I are ready! 😍 Saving up for a long trip around Norway. There‘s just so much 

to see! 
9283. Wow ! Look those purple and green colours ! Amazing 
9284. Behold the Norway's skyes 
9285. @logantom.91 and I saw the aurora 3 days ago near Tromsø and we can guarantee it is 

totally real. You just need to be lucky with the weather and the solar activity. We had an 
unforgettable night! 

9286. When will I get a chance to visit this country 
9287. Absolutely stunning! I can’t wait to experience the Northern Lights in Norway 🇳🇴 

❤💙❤💙❤💙 
9288. My grandpa was born in Oslo, and I really want to visit soon! 
9289. So pretty 😍🙏 
9290. What a capture! Every landscape within one beautiful country 
9291. Unreal, need to come here! 
9292. Gorgeous! Love it! 
9293. Norwegen ist wunderschön 😍 
9294. Totally amazing! 😍 fantastic sky view! 😍 💕 
9295. Norway's portal for Asgard. Beautiful 
9296. That's beautiful 
9297. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍 
9298. 🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩beautiful wowwww really 
9299. Beautiful! 
9300. Amazing! 
9301. Beautiful pic!! 😀 
9302. Oh my. I'd love to take my camera here 💓 
9303. Really wonderful village in Norway 
9304. Dream❤ 
9305. I stayed one of those during this year end...amazing place to be ...I loved Tromso 😍 
9306. That’s awsome😍😍 
9307. I’d love to visit Norway again someday.. Tromsø is on my bucket list😉 
9308. I wanna go to this place!!!!!! ❤ 
9309. Amazing 🥰 
9310. I love Tromso ❤ 
9311. So beautiful ❤ 
9312. I would love to live there😍 
9313. Brilliant photo. Just returned from our second visit to Norway and we love your country ❤ 
9314. This is so beautiful and charming! Love it! ❤ 
9315. I want to pay visit at Norway 



9316. Norway is so beautiful 🤩Probably because hidious apartments are in the minority. 
9317. Beautiful and unique place 😍😍❣🏡🏠🏘😍 
9318. Í love norway 
9319. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍🌟🌟 
9320. Beautiful! 
9321. Awesome photo 🙌 
9322. Mmmm, more monopoly houses! Was there in May . What a lovely place❤ 
9323. Fantastic 
9324. 🖐... one day 💫💫 
9325. Beautiful ❗ I want to see it too 😊 
9326. Wow spectular 😃 
9327. such a nice place ! 
9328. Such a big dream for me to experience the northern lights✋😍 
9329. So wonderful Aurora light with alot of sttars on sky . 
9330. It's settled. We are going here next time 😍 @taylor_preesae 
9331. Really Amazing 💎😍🤩 
9332. I’ve been to Norway in summer but my wish is to see the aurora, maybe one day.. 
9333. Literally Astonishing! ❤ 
9334. Excited to see this ♥ 
9335. 🙋 I’ll be there soon! 
9336. 😍 My favorite! 
9337. Amazing view!! 🙌 
9338. Wow. I’m speechless. 
9339. Nice one! 👍 Greetings from Finland 🇫🇮 👋 
9340. @ayseanlarr I hope we can go norway and see this wonderful places 
9341. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍✨ 
9342. I passed through Alta on my way to the Nordkapp. This is one of the few UNESCO world 

heritage sites in Norway and absolutely not to be missed. Take an hour or two and walk 
down the path from the museum towards the more than 5000 years old stone carvings -- the 
artistry is really astonishing - and there are lots of carvings ... lots , and lots ! Spend a few 
quid extra for the Audio guide the audio descriptions are phenomenal and make for the best 
experience. 

9343. The museum is made up of an inside part and outside walks to see the rock art. The inside 
part was pretty good but the walks were our favourite part. Just imagine that people were 
creating the art up to 7000 years ago. Very easy walks, with nice and safe walkways 

9344. Very Interesting Anthropological Site, Good Museum 
9345. Especially the sceneries were amazing! It was lovely to walk the 3 km path looking at the 

historical rock art and at the same time admire the scenery. The rock artists 7000 yrs ago 
have chosen good place 😉 It was good the museum provided the paper guide also in Finnish. 
As well as with other most common languages. 

9346.  
An Interesting Look at the Past 

9347. Interesting museum; great gift shop 
9348. We were on a cruise excursion to Alta Museum. We found it very interesting and well worth 

a visit. There are fantastic views from the terrace there. 
9349. Fantastic location, breathtaking views from the gallery. Very well presented information on 

the Rock art and other local history including ski jumping and salmon fishing. 
Simple cafe with coffee and cakes or waffles where I got the first Norwegian brown cheese of 
the trip. A lovely half day visit 



9350. There is a lovely footpath winding through the rock art sites with a number of very 
interesting scenes. The museum itself, both the building as such and the exhibits inside, is 
worth spending time on. After the cultural roundtrip outside and inside, the cafeteria wether 
the weather moves you to an inside or outside coffebreak, take it. 

9351. Interesting museum with a number of good exhibits on the culture and history of the Sami 
people. useum is set in a beautiful photographic locaion. 

9352. The rock art was very interesting and the museum is set in a beautiful photographic location. 
It was a bit disappointing to find out that in the past the art was over painted in red so the art 
would ‘stand out’! Really! The museum holds other interesting artefacts. 

9353. Really interesting museum in a spectacular location. A lot of information on the history of the 
people lining in Finnmark. The rock carvings are amazing. 

9354. Some rock carvings are worn out so the crew here used red paint to trace it. I think it is a 
good idea because people can see the rock carving clearly. Furthermore, there are lots of rock 
carving for me to see. 

9355. Magnificent and important- highly recommend 
9356. It is far from anything. But if you travel by (to the Norcap as we did) it is worth to stop. Nice 

pictograms, nice raised path. Will not take you more than two hours. 
9357. Utterly beautiful 
9358. Older than the Pyramids 
9359. A well-kept track that takes you through several rock carvings along the coast. Excitement for 

the whole family! 
9360. Back in time - our old chronicle 
9361. World Heritage 
9362. Great Museum - to learn about the people and the region 
9363. Unmissable 

Great museum at few kilometers to Alta. Here you can see the ancient rock carvings of the 
firsts people who lived in the area. The major part of the museum is on the outside where 
you can see also a good view on the see. This is the only unmissable attraction of Alta city 

9364. Very interesting place to visit 
I enjoyed my visit to this museum. Unfortunately on the day of the visit it rained and snowed 
a bit so I didn't go outside to see the rocks but inside the museum was great. 

9365. Walked trough on a cloudy evening. Interesting part of history - how people have managed 
to leave information to us thousands of years ago. 

9366. Very nice surrounding at the end of the Alta fjord. Rock carvings are displayed outside where 
the were found. 

9367. Visited with our tour group and found it interesting. There are well made walking trails to 
look at the rock carvings. We took the short walk and enjoyed it. There is a good museum 
and seating area with lovely views and there are toilets available 

9368. This is a very interesting museum. And I usually don't run down the doors of museums 
around the world! The rock carvings are obviously "a must see", and besides it was a very 
nice stroll outside along very well built footh paths. The exhibitions inside the museum are 
also well worth using time on, showing f.ex. traditional and modern sami clothing. 

9369. Truly Amazing. 
5 stars is not enough here. This is a stunning place easily reached by local bus from town. As 
ever the staff speak perfect English and were very helpful. We got a headset tour which on a 
glorious afternoon set us up for a wonderful walk on the boardwalk at the head of the Fjord. 
Easy good walking. 
The drawings are between 2000 and 7000 years old and represent life as it was and how 
people lived. I could write for hours but if you can visit yourself. There are also indoor 
exhibits and a cafe with an amazing view. The highlight of our holiday. 

9370. Lovely place, the museum location is special 



9371. Marvelous experience- a MUST DO!!!! 
9372. An excellent museum for geology fans 

The inside of the museum is small, but very interesting. There are walking trails around the 
museum where you can see additional rock carvings. This is well worth a visit! 

9373. Small interesting museum 
We went here as part of a ship excursion that included the Northern Lights Cathedral. We 
thought it was well done. 

9374. Excellent museum covering Stone Age to present day 
9375. Pre-historic Rock Art 
9376. Really interesting museum 
9377. Interesting city museum and historic site 
9378. This is a great museum that is comprehensive without having too much information. It's easy 

to follow the prehistory and history of the area, with extremely helpful people at all points of 
the visit. 

9379. Very Interesting 
9380. This is a free museum in Alta. You can get through it in less than an hour. It has a cafe with 

snacks, a gift shop and some interesting exhibits. The back deck is lovely. 
9381. The landscape is covered in snow and so are the petroglyphs. Don’t be too disappointed 

because there is still a lot to see and learn from the inside exhibit especially if you are guided 
through by Christian the Curator (Is that an official Viking Title?). There’s a lot to learn about 
the northern lights as the first research station was established close by. Also much 
information and artefacts of the Sami indigenous people are on display. Lots more too! 

9382. Beautiful setting and interesting collection 
Well worth a stop. Interesting history of the area. Even though you can't see the outside 
carvings in the winter, the museum provides good information. On a sunny day, the view is 
magnificent. 

9383. Im usually not the type that goes to museums, but for me this was perfect. 
You take a walk around the marked area, and in the guide you read about how people lived 
back then, and get information about the rock carvings. 
It caught my attention, which rarely happens with museums. The guide is easily read and 
have both interesting and funny stories. 

9384. Great gift shop! If you go in winter you will not see the rock carvings 
9385. Great visit, even in the snow! 
9386. Well worth it! 
9387. Varied Pictures of Art 
9388. The rock carvings at Alta are magnificent. Be prepared for a walk up, down and round, albeit 

a very pleasant one if the wind is not too fierce. The carvings are red (re-painted) at one end 
of the site and plain at the other. The red images are dramatic and detailed. The images of 
fishing boats and hunting are almost in story form. The Visitor Centre / Museum is also 
informative. We sheltered from the rain in a Sami tent which offered hands-on craft 
activities. The local bus from the town is quick and easy (from the Tourist Information Office). 
I highly recommend this ancient heritage site - just allow at least 2 hours to enjoy this 
fabulous place. 

9389. The rock carvings are faint and easily missed, but once you get the hang of spotting them, 
there are literally, thousands to see. The musuem itself has a large indoor section, with some 
great information on the Northern Lights, the SAmi culture and the local geology and history. 
Worth a visit. 

9390. Interesting 
9391. Worth a visit 
9392. This is a must see 



9393. Excallent 
Highly recommended. A must visit if you come to Alta. The interactive museum and the 
guided visits to the rock art are educational and very interesting . One drawback - no access 
to disabled 

9394. Amazing tour back in time 
Very well built infrastructure, especially the outside walk through the several viewing areas. 
What a humbling, deeply moving experience to gain some understanding of the people here 
so many thousands of years ago. 

9395. veryinteresting 
9396. Nice seeing if you are in Alta. Don’t go if it rains, because the path has some parts that will be 

muddy. 
9397. Our ancestors - Cartoons from the past 

Very well prepared pathways are running between the stories of daily life thousands of years 
agi. Fishing, reindeer maintenance, building a boat, having a party, religion... Beautiful place 

9398. Coming in touch with fellow human beings living here for upto 7000 years ago.. 
9399. Fantastic 

Well what a fantastic place to visit, great exhibitions in the main building all the information 
is available in English. The rock carvings outside were very interesting and also a really nice 
walk on good walkways, the guide book was very handy, I would recommend doing the 
whole walk rather than just the short one. Once you’ve done the walk there is a nice 
cafeteria inside. 

9400. Must go place in Alta 
9401. Well preserved and presented 
9402. Just a short walk from Alta (4km) you find the museum with a multitude of rock carvings. 

Some highlighted in red, some as found. All very cool to see, with interpretations available in 
audio or libro. Enjoy! 

9403. Fascinating area 
The rock carvings were excellent. Wished we had a sunny day to be able to see some of them 
better. The exhibitions inside were interesting. We spent a good couple of hours here and 
would have spent longer outside but our day there was chilly! A great place to visit 

9404. Interesting discoveries from the past 
9405. Good place to visit 

Good museum to visit. Museum is quite small, but seeing the rock figures takes 1 - 1,5 hours 
walking. If the weather is beatiful the scenes are also nice. Worth of seeing. 

9406. Super interesting museum 
Beautiful place, well preserved, good information. Definitely a must see when you're in Alta. 
Actually, imo, the only place that is a definite must see in Alta. 

9407. There is an outside path that winds through the different rock art sites with many typical and 
special figures. The inside is a small museum with some interesting local exhibits. The cafe 
has a wonderful view of the Altafjord and well worth spending some time in. 

9408. The building has wonderful views from the cafe and balcony area. There are some interesting 
local exhibits. The rock art is not of course visible in the winter. Fascinating to see a room 
devoted to mittens! 

9409. Small but educational 
9410. Quirky little museum 
9411. Good museum to understand North Norway 
9412. Brilliant, everything a museum should be. 
9413. If you like the stone age, you'll adore this unique museum which is also very spacious and 

informative when it comes to local history in general. Great souvenir shop too. Mandatory. 



9414. Old art must been seen 
This is a place you should visit when in the neighborhood, I admit it is not located near a big 
city but for sure it is marvelous and well restored 

9415. Culture in the rocks 
9416. Interesting museum inside and outside 
9417. Interesting pieces of history 
9418. Nice curving and perfect view 

We went on the museum to see the curving but we were mostly impressed by the amazing 
view on the Fjord. The curving are really interesting and well explained through a guide or an 
audioguide. You can enjoy one of the best view in the region of Alta. Go if you can! 

9419. Lovely views, interesting history lesson 
9420. Take a guided journey!!! Well worth it! The story telling and theories around the drawings 

make the pictures come alive! 
9421. Must Visit 

Amazing to see artwork dating back 7000 years ago. Hunting, fishing, sinking ships describe 
life as it was back then. Do not miss. 

9422. Very interesting 
9423. Outside muesm is great! 
9424. Don't get through Finnmark without stopping here 
9425. Amazing 

This definitely deserves the designation of a World heritage sIte. The museum is situated on 
the Alta Fjord...beautiful scenery. It is a bit of a walk to the rock carvings but this is well 
worth it. Some of the carvings are dyed red to enhance the images. They date to over 6000… 

9426. Unbelievable 
9427.  

Amazing what our ancestres already created 
9428. Amazing art and lovely scenery 
9429. Archeological haven. 
9430. SandraMilenaIden 
9431. Great day out 
9432. A Must Visit 

I really recommend visiting this place. The carvings were beautiful and so was the scenery. 
The path was easy to walk and everything was well thought. 

9433. Great museum to visit 
9434.  

A wonderful site!!! 
9435.  

Excellent, accessible presentation. A model for others to follow. 
9436. Wonderful rock art 
9437. Very interesting open-air museum 
9438. Good, but rain must be taken into account 
9439. Jan-Ove H 
9440. An interesting museum and rock carvings.... 
9441. Historical marvel 
9442. Alta Museum is different from other museum. This is literally walking to history, the most 

interesting part of the tour is when you go outside the museum and see the rock carving 
dating from 10,000 years ago. Definitely a must go. 

9443. Alta museum 
9444. A must visit when in Alta. 
9445. Stunning scenery 



9446. A must see 
9447. we enjoyed the visit despite we were not able to see the paintings as they were covered by 

snow. Anyway you get a lot of informations and pictures. 
9448. Amazing Ancient Art 
9449. Interesting, improving well worth a visit on a nice day. 
9450. A glimpse into the past 
9451. Nice museum with a view 
9452. Gorgeous rock carvings and nature 
9453. a must 

best when the weather is nice, a walk through prehistory in around 60 - 90 minutes all 
outdoors, a small cafeteria in the main building, 

9454. Alta's # 1 
Nice museum with the history of human activity in the area. In the park outside marvelous 
rock art from prehistoric time. Very much worth visiting 

9455. Probably the oldest picture you will ever see 
Whole exposition is about 3 km long outdoor path, so dont forget your jacket, it can be really 
windy from open sea side. 

9456. A must see in Alta 
9457. Good wet weather morning 
9458. Great place to learn about culture of people living there 7000 years ago 
9459. Amazing rock art. 

Recommend highly. Do not miss if you are nearby. Learned their life. Very interesting! 
Animals, people ... 

9460. Much to see 
9461. Nice museum 

Nice museum with cozy cafeteria with nice view. I realy liked coffee! and sandwich, which by 
the way was freshly made. Expos are interesting, for my most interesting part is outside, but 
you need nice weather or at least no rain to go around all expositions. Worth to visit! 

9462. A must visit in Alta 
9463. Amazing restoration of history 
9464. Interesting place! 
9465.  

Going back 6000 years in time...a cultural heritage sit 
9466. Painted rock carvings 
9467. Good museum - worth a visit 
9468. Unique place 
9469. Glad I didn't miss this 
9470. A good walk around 
9471.  

Rock Carvings only viewable when no snow 
A very modern and interesting museum, however the actual rock carvings are not visible 
when it has snow (a great deal of the time). 

9472. Nice museum with also nice restaurant 
9473. Covered in snow 

The rock art itself was actually covered in snow, but story behind them was available in the 
museum. Nice to get a glimpse of early civilization in the area. 

9474. Museum with view. 
9475. An Arctic delight 



9476. Intriguing 
The Sami culture was exotic in its iconography and yet they lived a precarious existence off 
the land. A calm and beautifully presented museum. 

9477. Its a worthwhile trip to the museum 
Gives you a vast knowledge on Alta and its early civilization. There is a bus service but on 
Sundays there are no buses. 

9478. Great to see 
9479. Small but interesting museum 
9480. If you are this far north, this is certainly worth it. We were very lucky and visited on a warm 

sunny day in August so had beautiful view across the fjord too. Good guide book, interesting 
carvings, check out the one that looks like a railway. 

9481. One of the best museums in Finnmark 
When in Alta you must visit this museum. Exhibition bout inside the main building but the 
best part are the stone paintings on the outside exhibition. 

9482. Rock Art 
Really well set up, with great museum and very well mad walkway to take you around the 
Rock Art site with excellent guide material 

9483. 3000+ Petroglyphs 
9484. Unique rockpaintings museum. 

Nice museum, especially the outdoor rock paintings are very impressive. These can be 
reached by walking a scenic path which is well constructed. Also the historic life of people of 
Alta was well explained. 

9485. Some things are really interesting 
9486. Very good 
9487. Very interesting carvings 
9488. Interesting 

When you are in Alta, this is worth a visit. Rock carvings more than 7,000 years old. Not 
carvings by the Sami people or Vikings. The exhibition has some interesting items on display. 
Worth a visit. 

9489. If nothing else, this museum has amazing views of the fjord 
9490. Alta historical side 

Nice historical place to visit, been there with a bike tour organiced by TUICruises. 2-3 hours 
recommend to stay there. been there June14 

9491. Interesting rock carvings 
9492. Interesting attraction . Mainly outdoor museum. Took us about 1,5 hours to visit, but if you 

are very interested in rock paintings it will easily take several hours. Quite a walk and heavy 
uphill walk back to museum. Lovely view. 

9493. Feeds the imagination 
A great location, amazing to think there were two houses right outside the cafe 7000 years 
ago looking at a similar view! Carvings were fascinating, shop had lovely stuff, cafe food was 
delicious especially the cakes. 

9494. Interesting site, nice for kids 
All children aged between 7 and 14 really had a good time finding the various figures and 
identifying the situations. Well worth a visit! 

9495. This museum is so Great ! The exterior path is just amazing, all the explanations are done is a 
leaflet given at the desk. The interior exhibitions are very good too. The employees are very 
sympathic. 

9496.  
a nice museum who show the old life in the area 

9497. Big experience on the past ! 
9498. A must see attraction if your in Alta! 



9499. Rock art at its finest 
One will seldom find such ancient rock art in such an accessible location. Also nearby is the 
former Kafjord Copper Works, dating to the 1700s. 

9500. Alta Museum UNESCO listed Rock Art 
9501. Even if only for the view - worth it! 
9502. Well worth a visit 
9503. Interesting museum with a good selection of history, models, photos and exhibits. 

Shop has some interesting items, there is also a cafe 
9504. Worth a visit 

Interesting displays. Go in summer if you want to see the rock art. Great view of the fjord in 
all seasons. 

9505. Loved the exhibition 
9506. The largest spot for rock carvings in Europé. Well worth seeing, preferably in the warm 

season. Also nice surroundings and wiew. 
9507. Rock carvings over 10000 years old! 
9508.  

For those who like a step in the past it's an excellent place. We were amazed by the rock 
carvings dated between 2,000 and 6,000 years old which were thoroughly discussed in a 
program "Ancient Aliens". Many worth-seeing exhibits of The Sami culture. 

9509. Excellent museum in Alta, Norway 
9510. Great Museum 

Visited here during a brief stopover in Alta in February and really pleased we did so. Very 
informative and with excellent views out across the Alta Fjord. 

9511. amazing stone carvings 
9512. unexpected surprise 
9513. TOP class 

Excellent World Heritage museum with the rockcarvings. Go there the circuit is amazing and 
the view excellent. Inside a great exhibition - showing the story of the carvings. 

9514. A "must do" in Northern Norway 
9515. A wonderful prehistoric site in the deep north 
9516. Trip to the midnight sun 

unesco protected area. VERY interesting. Situated at the bottom of a fjord- I can understand 
that people from the stone age settled here. 

9517. Rock carvings 
Really worth a visit - we had a guide show our group some of the carvings. They're working to 
remove the red pigment that was put to mark them out as UNESCO has said it's not 
authentic. The guide told us what some of them meant but a lot is still left for you to 
interpret in your own way which is nice. 

9518. The carvings and view are stunning! 
9519. The exhibits are marks chisselled on the rocks but the variety and skill of the artists from up 

to 6000+ yearsr ago has to be marveled at, little wonder its a UNESCO site 
Read more 

9520. Unique, 
9521. Rock art in Alta 
9522. Educational 
9523. The "Rock Art" museum. 
9524. Lovely museum 

Very good museum with lots to see. Good display of the rock carvings found nearby. Lovely 
views and a great terrace to sit with a coffee. 

9525. Nicely done 
9526. EXTRAORDINARY CARVINGS 6000 YEARS OLD 



9527. SUPERB MUSEUM ADJACENT TO ALTA ROCK CARVINGS 
9528. A good museum! 
9529. Learn about Northern Norway's culture 
9530. Excellent little museum 
9531. Long drive from Honingsvag, but oh so worth it 
9532. Exceptional rock carvings 
9533. Interesting 

Nice museum with lots to see. Easy to walk trail along the exhibitions. Well maintained. 
Information in different languages, even Dutch! 

9534. A Museum including a World Heritage Site 
9535. Great place to visit 
9536. interesting 
9537. really worth it 

We were really lucky because the weather was good and we were able to stay one step 
ahead of the German tour group. It was so worthwhile. The rock art is fantastic. The views 
are beautiful. 

9538. Great views, great history 
If you arrive on a dry day, this is a great spot to look at some thousands of years old rock art, 
complete with stunning sea views. 

9539. My mum thought it was great 
9540. Didn't disappoint 
9541. A bit of archaelogy 

If you are in Alta, be sure to visit the museum and take a walk to actually see the 
petroglyphs. Total walking distance is 1.5 km 

9542. Interesting visit 
9543. Interesting 
9544. Excellent place to learn about Sami Culture 

Good location with nice view of Alta River and the entry was free in low season. Staff is very 
welcoming and cooperative 

9545. amazing look back in time 
9546. Easy and nice walk, impressive ancient art! 
9547. Rock art with a view of Alta Fjord 
9548. pretty interesting 
9549. historic artefacts 

Excellent displays of the rock art. Be prepared to walk a few meters as the rocks are outside 
and the track winds around the exhibits. Clear tracks. 

9550. Worth a visit regardless what time of year. 
9551. Fascinating museum 

Tells you everything you need to know about the people who created the rock art - and all 
the different generations who've lived here. Good on the Northern Light too. 

9552. Fascinating 
This is a brilliant museum, with a clear & comprehensive descriptions of the rock art. It was 
winter so we didn't even get to see the rock art itself, but all the explanations really brought 
it all to life. 

9553. lovely views 
9554. 6000 year old 
9555. interesting 
9556. Unexpected Delight 

This is a superb small exhibit highlighting some fascinating "preistoric" rock art along the 



fjord side south of Alta. Definitely worth a few hours. Excellent shop. Noticed the Museum 
has closed for rennovation recently. Not sure why, seemed fine to me. 

9557. Well worth a visit 
9558. Well worth seeing 
9559. nice walk ! nice setting ! nice place 
9560. It's just a lovely drive. You need to be careful as we had to be in March as snow made driving 

tricky. 
9561. Bike excursion - nice to see. 
9562. A church, the shape of which represents the northern lights, which we were very lucky to 

have experienced in all its glory and also saw the colours of the other lights projected on the 
outside of the church late night. It was awesome. 

9563. Mesmerizing! 
In love! The view is amazing. The air, the soil, the changing sky, the lake, the cascades, and 
the cliff! You really need to come and find it out for yourselves. I will just say it is 
mesmerizing!! 

9564. Cycling to view gasping gorge views 
9565. Noooooice! 

We were off season but we made it to the canyon by walking on the powerplant road. The 
view was spectacular. We saw the best part of the canyon from a view point and for free. It 
change from fjord haha 

9566. Quite spectacular 
9567. One of the most magnificent places I know about! 
9568. Loved the boat trip 

Have been on some of these in the past and this one compares extremely favourably. 
Extremely helpful and capable crew and magnificent scenery. Highly recommend. Need to 
rug up a bit as it can get chilly. Returning to the warm restaurant was also good. 

9569. Nice views along the road and nice trails to hike, especially if the weather is nice! You can see 
some nice waterfalls! 

9570. Gobsmacking scenery 
9571. Magnificent hike 
9572. Really enjoyable 
9573. STUNNING SCENERY ESPECIALLY IN WINTER 
9574. Just Great! 

A really faszinating Trip, breathtaking landscape! Great view! If you are near Alta, go there! 
We really enjoyed beeing there! :) 

9575. nice boat trip 
9576. What a valley 

Brilliant views but be careful of the "Midgets" they can take its toll. Great if you have a good 
camera as you never know what wild life you will come accross 

9577.  
Heidi invites all into her Christmas house for home made waffles, coffee, gluewein and an 
informative talk about living in the far north. 
 
Well worth a visit if you are way up there. 

9578. A must see on the way to the northkapp 
A great quick easy and beautiful trail. Easy to find and the view is great:) if you have some 
extra time and the way to the north kapp if will recommend to do this trail. 

9579. Don't miss it! 
9580. Beauty with every footstep! 
9581. Just take this Tour when on a Hutigruten Ship 



9582. Beautiful spot 
It's one of the most beautiful spots on Mageroya you can easyly reach. If you get lucky you 
can see the midnight sun at the nordcape horn through the arc. 

9583. A worthwile hike 
9584.  

Such a lovely welcome and Heidi was very interesting to talk to 
9585. in small print was an alternative excursion i asked the chap in charge of the excursions from 

the hurtigruten front desk and they told me about meeting heidi and a fishing village. 
everyone else in fact 3 busloads were going to the north cape.. which everyone was doing 
... i thought to myself have an alternative.. there are so many photos on the internet 
and so many people there.. give myself a break 
let us see skarsvag.. and meet heidi.. and her christmas house but 
visit this last remaining village .. so far north and see what it was like 
to live there.. am so glad i did. 

9586. Magical 
9587. This is a remote and peaceful place. Wandering round the small bay and watching the local 

fishermen mending their nets takes you back to a different age. The folk are friendly but 
many of the older folk don't speak English but hey I don't speak Norwegian! You get a feeling 
of how hard life is. Our guide gave us a tour, explaining about the houses and history, and 
then left us to wander. It is such a beautiful place - not touristy at all. We also went to Heidi's 
Christmas House. It is a small place jam packed full of local crafts, and all things Christmassy. 
The folk serving were wonderful. They couldn't do too much for you as they packed gifts up 
and explained who had made them. The cafe, although small, served fantastic waffles and 
coffee and everyone was very friendly. 

9588.  
A peaceful and beautiful place! 
I beautiful place with scenery that is amazing! Easy to reach and you can spend much time 
there! Stones in different shapes and forms and of course Kirkeporten as well!! It is worth a 
visit!! 

9589. My husband and I visited Skarsvag Fishing Village and Heidi's Christmas house there in 
February this year instead of the other optional trip of the North Cape. We went as a day trip 
whilst on an Arctic Circle cruise with Hurtigruten and this truly was the highlight of my trip. 
Heidi was so friendly and gave us homemade mulled wine, cakes and cream and explained to 
us the history of her village and how they are struggling to manage as the young people 
move away and the village population dwindles. This doesn't stop them from helping each 
other in the village however and working hard to produce an income. This gives you an 
opportunity to visit a genuine piece of Norway. I made sure to buy some little Christmas 
ornaments in the shop when I left but unfortunately I smashed one (the girl) of a pair of a girl 
and boy pushing snowballs so if anyone is popping by you couldn't pick me one up could 
you?! lol 

9590.  
Life in Skarsvåg: a struggle worth supporting 

9591. A charming story 
I could not resist a photo opportunity with Barmse, what an interesting story so take time to 
rest a while and read about it. 

9592. Great Photo Oportunity 
9593. Worth a picture of the statue just to tell the story 

A great story of Bamse, Norway’s wartime canine hero . Worth a pic if you are a dog lover 
.there’s not a lot else to see in the town but there is a good looking church 

9594. Great story 
A popular photo stop with a great story. The story of Bamse is included on a nearby sign. A 
must see in town. 



9595. Must see 
This statue was on the must see list at Honningsvåg. Bamse’s story is known in Scotland. We 
couldn’t come all this way without seeing the memorial statue of a wartime hero! 

9596. Great story 
A very interesting statue in front of the information centre. The story of Bamse is very 
interesting and includes the information on a sign close by. 

9597. Popular Photo Stop 
9598. Back story behind the statue 

This statue is outside the gift shop/ tourist office at the pier. Fun to see. They did not have 
the storybook in the gift shop. 

9599. Cute 
Right in front of the tourist office/gift shop in town. Nice tribute to a heroic dog. Fun for kids 
of all ages. 

9600. Bamse is a well known figure in Scotland , his exploits in and around Montrose are often 
spoken about. A statue is to be found near the harbour in Montrose not far from where he 
was buried when he died, It was a great and pleasant surprise to see him here in 
Honningsvag 

9601. It’s an heroic big dog! 
We enjoyed seeing Bamse’s statue and reading about his status as Norwegian hero dog! We 
were also please to meet a real St. Bernhard in the street! 

9602. There were books on sale at the nearby museum about this extraordinary dog, Bamse, and 
the statue of this wonderful Norwegian St Bernard dog is a great tribute to him. His story is 
well-documented on the Internet about his heroic efforts during the second World war. 
Amazing dog! 

9603. A nich place to stop at. 
9604. I always love learning about dogs who perform great service, so it was a nice surprise to see 

this statue and learn a little about Bamse, who "served" in World War II. 
9605. I was so intrigued by the statue, I bought the book Sea Dog Bamse—World War II Canine 

Hero available in the Honningsvag museum, which also deserves a visit. 
9606. A lovely honor to a dog that deserved it. A nice thing to come across as we were wandering 

the town of Honningsvag. 
9607. This amazing dog was a hero, I highly recommend reading about his deeds, which include 

immense loyalty and even saving lives. His statue is located in front of the souvenir shop in 
the port of Honningsvag. 

9608. This is a stunning statue of a fearless, war hero dog. I had never heard about him before and 
was intrigued to read of his story and exploits in WW II. Makes a nice photo stop. He sits in 
front of a nice gift store with a good variety of items. Clean restrooms inside store. 

9609. The statue is a heartwarming tribute to all of the invisible parties in the war, in this case to 
the canine type. The statue has a nice feeling about it and our dogs felt a kinship with it :) The 
story itself remains a bit unclear even after reading the text, but luckily there is a whole book 
about Bamse to be bought at the shop next to the statue. 

9610. Bamse statue is outside a Souvenir shop in Honningsvag in Norway, you must read his story 
the get the meaning of his exploits in the Norwegian Navy in WW11 there is another statue in 
Montrose Scotland. You can't miss him when you get off a cruise ship and walk to the bus 
parking. 

9611. Nice, cute bronze statue outside the gift shop with an explanation of how this dog helped in 
WWII in Scotland..nice spot to take pictures with this dog if you are in to that. 

9612. Read the book and really wanted to see the statue 
Come from Scotland so wanted to see Bamse statue here after seeing the one in Montrose. 
The book actually inspired us to book a trip to Northern Norway! Great souvenir shop behind 
statue. Great town to have a walk around 



9613. Moving story of Man's Best Friend 
We got off the cruise ship and there is Bamse, right in front of the gift shop, complete with a 
board for you to read to history of a very special St Bernard. The statue is life size, I'd say and 
has a very moving story. Yes, it's "just a statue", but I'd say the history and story are what 
make "him" so special and endearing. Great photo op. 

9614. We left our local cruise ferry , the statue stands in front of the shops , for everyone too see. 
He looked very majestic stood in the snowy harbour for everyone too see . 

9615. Man's Best Friend with an incredible History 
9616. We love Bamse! 

Nice statue of heroic Naval dog. He was a true WWII hero. Have your picture taken with him 
while you're in town. 

9617. Nice dog, great history 
9618. Intriguing dog statue with an interesting story. 
9619. What a dog! 
9620. It's the story behind the statue that holds the interest. If you are going to Honningsvag the 

statue is close to the dockside and information office. 
9621. cute and interesting story 
9622. Lovely story 

Bamse can be found directly outside the tourist information office on the quayside in 
Honningsvag ~ great photo opportunity and lovely story about the famous Bamse 

9623. The story behind the statue was touching. A quick stop is all it takes and it's right at the dock 
where the cruise and ferry ships dock. 

9624. Interesting story. 
I had no idea how a dog could become a war hero. But I read the story while visiting the town 
and walking very early in the morning in the cold weather. 

9625.  
The St. Bernard dog of Honningsvag 

9626. Cute 
This statue is very intersting located down in the harbour close the the Hurtigruten wharf. 
Well worth a stroll to see! 

9627. Not quite what you'd expect to see in the artic 
A very interesting story about the very faithful Bamse written on an nearby plaque with a 
surprising link to Montrose in Scotland 

9628. Love to visit the Bamse statue. 
The statue of Bamse is one of the first things to greet you when you visit Honningsvag by 
cruise ship. Behind it is the story of Bamse and why the statue is there. Even the hardest of 
people would have a tear when you read the story. There is even a book about him. 

9629.  
Brave dog 
Bamse statue is statue of a dog but the story attached to this dog is very touching. It is your 
opportunity to take picture of this brave dog. 

9630.  
Interesting story about this dog 

9631. Very touching story. 
9632.  

Knew nothing about this dog before we found it's statue outside the Nord Capp museum 
when we visited from the Hurtigruten ship. Interesting story. 

9633. you never know what you are going to come across and this is such an example, amazing 
statue and story but I wont tell it , i'll let you find out for yourself 

9634. But get it on your way back to the cruise ship. Everyone getting off jams in to get pictures of 
this. Funny I didn't even know what it was all about until posting this on TA. 



9635. This is a prominent statue at the pier...and the store behind the statue has books on the 
history of Bamse the sea dog. I bought one of the books and have learned the interesting 
history of Bamse. Get a picture with Bamse when you are in the area 

9636.  
Well done, Bamse 
An interesting story and a lovely sculpture of this canine hero. For once the description was 
in English too! 

9637. Super story, do not miss. 
This dog was almost human. 
There is a book of its war time exploits including saving drunk and drowning sailors! 

9638. Makes you want to visit Montrose 
9639. Loved the story about Bamse. A furry Naval Hero. Check out the little store just behind him. If 

getting off the Cruise Ship be prepared to wait a few minutes to get a photo of him...we 
grabbed one on the way back to the ship! Worked out better for us. 

9640. Life size sculpture right in center of Honningsvag 
Heart warming story of this Navy mascot during WW2 - Bamse the St. Bernard owned by 
Capt. Hafto. There is even a book published about him. 

9641. A new story has been learnt 
Only heard of it before. Now has much more knowledge on it. A small piece of art takes you 
back in time. 

9642. Nice Doggie 
Didn't know anything about this statue until I got home, its a shame notice was just in 
norwegien, might have taken more notice 

9643. What a beautiful statue - Bamse 
9644. Bamse, and Shopping! 
9645. Yes, it is a life-sized statue 
9646. Unique experience 
9647. Just plain fun thing to do. 

This was at a Hurtigruten port of call. This was a superb fun thing to do and experience how 
they constructed the ice bar. They provide clothing to keep you warm. Drinks are non-
alcoholic so children can also have fun. Shot glasses are made of ice and after consuming the 
drink you take them out to the harbor, make a wish and throw them in to the water. If you 
do not want to experience the ice bar it is connected to a wonderful Christmas and Souvenir 
store 

9648. Lovely experience 
We were first in when it opened in the morning so it was empty and we took amazing 
photos. A very helpful young lady showed us in and gave us two shot glasses with a choice of 
soft drinks and we threw them in the harbour after and made a wish. It was a novelty to us. It 
was a lovely experience and we are so glad we went in. 

9649. Funny ice bar and souvenir and Christmas shop 
9650.  

Fun place to visit, good souvenir shop attached. 
9651. Good experience 
9652. Interesting and fun, but COLD!!! 
9653. Fun! 
9654. Unique experience 
9655. Great experience! 

Stopped in the ice bar during a group tour. Had some time before dinner. What a wonderful 
experience! Everyone was super friendly! Had the ice bar to ourselves. The prices in the shop 
were cheaper then the tourist information shop too! 



9656. if you travel this far north why not try a cold drink and make a wish you never know it may 
come true watch the video see how they do it 

9657. Very interesting place.The first time I went to an Icebar and it was definitely fun and totally 
worth the visit. My husband and I were having a wonderful time here.Fun place for a photos - 
the blue pictures were impressive. Non alcoholic drinks and you can keep the glass made of 
ice as a souvenir. Recommended stop on your way tho the North Cape. 

9658. AWESOME 
A must do in Honningsvag, great staff and such a fun arctic experience.you can get the ticket 
for 14pounds more or less each.drinks are included. Awesome ice´s walls.Friendly staff 

9659. Worth a visit 
9660. Yes it is a tourist thing, but why not, cost 139NOK each and included two NON alcoholic 

drinks (fine for me as I don’t drink), housed in a nice souvenir shop this novelty bar is a fun 
place to visit. 

9661. The only ice bar I've been in, but hey, this ones made of ice from the Arctic! It was about 
160nok(£15) to go in including thermal cape and 2 non alcoholic shots, you can stay in as long 
as you can stand -5°. There's a gift shop too(and a Christmas shop upstairs which I didn't visit) 
with reasonable prices gifts 

9662. This is right on the dock if you are coming from a cruise ship. Its unique so kinda fun. 
Relatively expensive for what you see and do which takes about 5 minutes. 

9663. Great for Blue Pictures! 
9664. The line to purchase tickets was combined with a souvenir line making it a slow process, but 

once we had the tickets, we got right in. It was surprisingly uncrowded, and was a unique 
opportunity for a brief, fun activity. 

9665. You don't see too many places made totally of ice, so it's worth checking it out if you haven't 
been to one before. 

9666. A fun experience 
9667. Ice Bar treat 

This place is phenomenal and a real testament to perseverance and people following their 
dreams. You watch a short film upon arrival that explains the process of collecting the arctic 
ice each year. Following on from that you get to enter a beautiful ice bar with igloo, seating, 
bars and many other features. You are served your drinks in a glass made of ice. 
A very unique and interesting opportunity. 

9668. A new experience! 
9669. Worth experiencing 
9670. Something different 
9671. Something to experience 
9672. Ice bar experience 
9673. Much More Fun than We Expected 

You pay to go in but you get a cool drink and they give you a jacket to keep you warm. It was 
a lot of fun...even crawling into the igloo turned out to be filled with laughter. 

9674. Really nice experience 
We visited the Artico Bar in the late afternoon. We thought it was really a fun experience, 
and had 2 drinks ( included in the fee). The fact of not being able to have an alcoholic drink 
didn't disturb as the drinks were really tasty. Service was very friendly. 

9675. Great Novelty Attraction 
9676. Ice bar extravaganza 
9677. Cool place, NOT a bar 
9678. We did this at the end of our day at north cape hall . I had watched the video before we went 

so I knew there was no alcohol. But what an experience . The lighting is very clever plenty of 
places to sit we took a few photos , get your tickets from the checkout and then they let you 
in. A must at the top of the world 🌎 . 



9679. Loved it! 
9680. Why? 

If you would like to know how it feels to live in a refrigerator, this is the place for you. For 125 
Krone or about $14.50 you gain entry wearing an insulated jacket with hood. You do get a 
free beverage, not a hot chocolate, cold juice or booze. The time spent in the ice box is… 

9681. What a fun attraction! They provide you with a warm parka; just make sure you have non-
slip foot ware. Your entrance fee includes a non-alcoholic beverage. The experience is most 
assuredly unique and unforgettable. Be sure to bring your camera! 

9682. GREAT ICEBAR AND CHRISTMAS SHOP 
Warm welcome great experience, great base to visit Northern cape. 
you will find famous Alakan Malamute lontas in the shop. 

9683. A great experience! 
9684. We had a great time in the Ice Bar. You actually need to go in the gift shop to buy your tickets 

and enter the Ice Bar. We had a lot of fun inside the Ice Bar taking photos on the sleigh, in the 
Igloo, behind bar or just sat down in the ice seats round the Ice table. They had some good 
music on, our children loved it and so did we!! The entrance fee includes 2 non-alcoholic 
flavoured drinks in ice glasses. A must in Honningsvag. 

9685. Warm welcome in a Cold place 
Nice people welcoming you while you enter inside the handmade ice bar. The renew it every 
year, a job that takes 40 days an big effort. 
A must in honningsgvag, before or after you reach Nordkapp. 

9686. wonderful ICE bar 
Artico Icebar is great place to enjoy the arctic experience. This is cool place where you find 
everything made of ice including the glass that you drink your soda. 

9687. A bit of cool fun :) 
9688. Ice and Nice 
9689. Charming 
9690. Love it! 

Incredible place & friendly staff! Located just nearby the pier - so it's convenient for whoever 
comes with a cruise ship. Highly recommend to everybody! Very cozy icy spot :) 

9691. A short walk from where the ships dock. You are in Honningsvag so why not. 
9692.  

I love ice bars, so that couldn't be different here. They are lovely, cause they're different from 
ordinary. The difference between this one and the others I've been to, is that even if you go 
there in summertime, outside is as cold as inside. So there's no need of putting big jackets 
from the bar. You're already gonna be in winter clothes. Totally worth a pit stop. 

9693. After our visit of the North Cape, we visited the Icebar in Honningsvag. This was the first time 
I went to an Icebar and it was definitely fun and totally worth the visit! 

9694. Good for Kids at Honningsvag 
9695. Interesting and original 

Very interesting place. We love the place, the design and the staff is very friendly. 
Recommended stop on your way tho the north cape. 

9696. educational, interesting, one of a kind! 
9697.  

From the exterior you would think it to be a souvenir shop...icebar to the side. They dressed 
you up in insulated ponchos . Surrounded by ice...even your glass were made of ice....burr... 

9698. Fun in the ice on a summer's day 
9699. Fun time 

Thus was an interesting and fun experience. Once you are dressed in a warm insulated 
poncho you enter the ice bar that is mainly a tourist attraction with many photo ops and fun 
to experience the various setups and backdrops in the bar. The entrance fee includes 2 



nonalcoholic shots of fruit juices that were tasty....but the main attraction is being 
surrounded by ice with everything in the place including the glasses made of ice. It was a lot 
of fun taking pictures with the various backdrops in the bar...great experience 

9700. A big must not to be missed 
9701. What a fun activity in Norway :-) 
9702. Funny visit 
9703. Try it, you will love it!! 
9704. Unique bar 
9705. Fantastic experience 
9706. Creative 

We went there for a short visit on our trip to north cape. It was expensive but interesting, 
everything was made out of ice, even the glass. Unfortunately we were the only ones in the 
bar. I'd recommend to go there, good and cold experience. 

9707. Well Worth It 
9708. Don't miss this! 
9709. Unique experience 
9710. Curious place, but expensive for what you get 
9711. Husky made my day 
9712. A REAL Ice Bar! 
9713. Amazing and Different 

We called here on our cruise to the North Cape and booked a shore walking tour which 
included the Ice Bar. It was so near the ship that we could have done this cheaper by 
ourselves. What a great experience. We were given a thick red cape so we were warm. The 
bar is made from ice, so are the glasses. The drinks were ok - nothing special, but the 
experience was clearly top notch if you want something different. We took pictures on a 
sledge covered with reindeer skins and went inside an igloo. Quite cosy - not cold. The 
latitude is over 70 degrees so we were expecting to be really cold. But it was warmer than 
back home, thanks to the effect of the gulf stream. Just over 23 degrees on a sunny August 
afternoon. 

9714. Unique 
9715. Ice Ice baby! Artico Icebar. 
9716. Neat fun, & nice gift shop, too. 
9717. Arctic experiance. 

I have visited the icebar on my way back to the cruize ship. It was raining outside, but i was 
flattered by a warm hospitality of the staff. I thought that it will be extremaly cold, but I was 
provided with a poncho, so that was nice. The icebar itself was unbelievable, really reminded 
me of winter. The gift shop was not bad either. 

9718. Fun! 
9719. Very COOL 
9720. Something different in Norway! 
9721. next best thing to the ice hotel 

set in the harbour this bar is the next best thing to actually visiting the ice hotels , all made of 
ice in a huge freezer, vodka shots, wrap up warm for thios one even in august 

9722. A Slice of Life with Dessert 
Besides buying a slice of the best cake/dessert I’ve ever had, you’ll get an authentic 
“Northernmostest” slice of life in Honningsvåg. The amateur production starts out a little 
slow, but then really finds its funnybone. The three talented actors sing very well, can ad lib 
and laugh at themselves when something goes awry. You become part of something you 
can’t get on a tour and will remember their history as you embrace their life. It’s like the 
camel’s nose under the tent. This was one of the highlights of our Norwegian vacation. 



9723. Our northernmost life 
We really enjoyed this show put on by local young people about life in the far north. We have 
seen lots of shows just like this at the Edinburgh festival and this group was as professional 
and talented as most of those and better than some! Very amused to see what they make of 
us tourists off the cruise ships every day! 

9724. We stumbled on the North Cape Cafe Theatre and thoroughly enjoyed the 40 minute 
musical about life in the northernmost city. Highly recommend one include this when they 
make a trip to the cape. I brought back info to our cruise ship so they could recommend 
this to others. A good way to understand the local experience in a short time. 

9725. Delightful locally written and performed musical revue 
9726. Musical Show 

Great little musical show with local actors. would not call this of Broadway caliber but a lot of 
fun and very enjoyable. 

9727. “Our Northernmost Life” Musical 
Absolutely fantastic little show. Great catchy music, hilarious jokes, and interesting history in 
a cozy cafe. The North Cape experience would be incomplete without stopping by to see this 
fabulous production while eating a few Norwegian waffles. 

9728. Terrific Fun: Not to Be Missed! 
9729. Intimate 

This is a small theatre-cafe which produces a vvariety of entertainment styles. Particularly 
good in the Summer (June and July) is the musical "Our Northernmost Life" performed by 
three young local people. It captures in an amusing way what makes this Northernmost part 
of Europe special. 

9730. The best of the north 
This was by far the best thing we saw in our week long cruise. My wife and I could not believe 
we were not in broadway. It is a must see that really gives one the understanding of living in 
the northern most regions. 

9731. Quirky and fun way to spend an hour 
9732. Excellent! 
9733. A Truly Fun and Informative Performance 
9734. Outstanding entertainment 

Just brilliant! Local youth put on an informative, funny, sometimes edgy musical play about 
life in the far north. A real insight into life on a small island at 71N! 
Entertainingly observant and a must see. 
Cheap beer! 

9735. Wonderful, professional and Informative. HURTIGURTEN needs to ADVERTISE THIS! 
9736. Excellent and amusing entertainment by young actors 
9737. Super Student Theater and Amazing Hosts 
9738. Excellent play 

I went to the play because I had nothing else to do for a few hours, and I was very pleasantly 
surprised. It was funny, yet informative at the same time. Very good performance from those 
4 girls! Highly recommended! 

9739. Unbelievable amount of talent in such a small town! 
The play was interpreted by 4 girls with amazing acting and singing skills. The play was very 
very informative and fun at the same time. Congratulations! 

9740. Friendly place 
9741. A must see if visiting Honningsvag 

We like others visiting Honningsvag, came in on a cruise ship for the day. Whilst viewing the 
sights of this northern town, we found this little cafe/theatre. Whilst it worth the visit for the 
show, you also get great coffee with wifi included, clean toilets, plus a great view across the 
small harbour. 



9742.  
Great show! 
If you're visiting Honningsvag, and you want to experience something more than just the 
touristic North Cape, you should attend this show! 
Young people telling and singing stories of living at the Northernmost place, sharing their 
experiences... And all this in a really nice environment. 
I can think of no reason why you should not visit "our Northernmost Life"! 

9743. Loved it!!!!! 
We called in to see this show whilst visiting by cruise ship. The venue is lovely and the coffee 
is great, there is also free wifi and clean toilets. The show was wonderful, we laughed till we 
cried. The four young people were so talented and passionate in telling us how and where 
they lived. Just wonderful, would highly recommend. 

9744. GREAT FUN! 
9745. The story of the phoenix rising from the ashes 

What a lovely, fun, energetic musical presentation by the young people of Honningsvag! No, 
there are no trees here, but we have the "northernmost . . . "everything: roundabout, the bus 
stop, the bowling alley, etc. etc. The building itself is worth touring - with the lovely store 
down below. The atmosphere is inspiring, just like sitting in a friend's house being served 
whatever you like: I had coffee and a brownie. 

9746. Must see 
Entertaining, professional with great songs & voices! A true and informational story of life in 
this quiet town. Try to see this musical I'm so glad I did! 

9747. Well worth seeing 
9748. Lovely show - our northernmost life 

Highly recommended. An alternative and entertaining view of life in Honningsvag. If you are 
here you should see this lovely show. 

9749. Heart-warming experience in the Artic 
9750. Our northernmost life 

Local theatre by young locals. Lucky for us on our day stop over these young people were 
holding a matinee performance. Local young culture alive and well. I almost feel I know 
them. Thoroughly recommend attending if you have the chance. 

9751. Entertaining English language show! 
9752. A Must See!! 

An exceptionally entertaining & attention grabbing show performed by a fantastically 
talented cast. Highly recommend if you're after a show that will inform as much as it 
entertains. A MUST see!! 

9753. Must See the Waste collected from the Artic 
A unique art gallery with various articles dumped in the Artic Ocean by artist Erica Haugli. It 
shows how passionate the artist is about protecting our Oceans. One of the places I can 
recommend for tourist to visit after visiting North Cape. 

9754. A wonderful show! 
A short, 40 minute play/musical (in English) about the history of the area. Highly 
recommended! The coffee and cake were excellent too! 

9755. Don't miss this local play and learn about local life! 
9756. Best part of our day in Honningsvag 
9757. A Nice Surprise 
9758. What a delightful show! 

We stopped in this northernmost little town while on a cruise and were delighted to find this 
locally produced show put on by local high school and university students, written by the dad 
of one of the performers. The 40-minute English show of music and dance tells the story of 
Honningsvag and explains a little of what it's like to live in this land of the midnight sun and 
the land of total winter darkness. The kids did a fantastic job, and it's such a great way to 



support the local talent. We plan to tell our cruise port person about this. In the meantime, if 
you're in the neighborhood, make sure you see this show! 

9759. Great local entertainment. 
The show is performed by 4 students. It was very entertaining! We learned about the history 
and community of Honningsvåg. It should be mandatory for everyone who visits this area. 
Keep up the good work! 

9760. the heart of Honinsvag, must see 
found this gem through sheer luck and so glad I did. Heard singing and investigated to find a 
preview of their original show going on. The staff are talented and extremely welcoming. We 
put on a spontaneous three song jam on their stage with the talented musicians they have 
working their. Great for food, drink, beer, Internet, etc. A must see for Norwegian hospitality 
and culture! 

9761. HIGHLIGHT OF MY VISIT 
9762. Absolutely worth seeing, number one cultural event in town! 
9763. A must see, fits in every programme 

in this beautifully renewed cosy theater a great show is performed, twice a day. In just 45 
minutes is explained what makes living on the northcape Island so special. Its hilarious and 
informative at the same time. Young, talented players give you an hour you will not forget! 

9764. Refreshing entertaining informative show starring 4 very talented young Norwegians 
9765. Great beer, balcony, view and internet. Great toilet ten out of ten for the views hospitality 

and coffee. We even saw two reindeer trotting through the town. 
9766. A fun experience 
9767. Spectacular but not easy to reach 
9768. Beautiful but not easy 
9769. If you get to the end the view is great. 

The trail begins behind the house and then is good marked with wooden platform. The last 
100m is difficult with rocks. Don't recemend with children. At the and there is a rope hanging 
over rocks and only this way you get stright to the view rocks. When rocks are wet is 
dangerous. 

9770. amazing river with great rock formations 
9771. Beautiful place 

Nice place and beautiful nature all around.We spend a good time in a way. But not easy to 
find because not correct marks to write way. 

9772. I love Havmannen 
A really nice statue in beautiful surroundings. People living here must feel lucky. Very central, 
by the sea, quiet with panoramic view. Also a memorial of one lost at Utøya nearby. Nice 
poetry of industry and man’s spirit. 

9773. Nice scenic spot and the wooden houses in the area were very colourful and cheery which 
made for a nice Christmas scene. 

9774. Antony Gormley - British Sculpture 
This came before the 100 men sculpture that he did in Crosby UK. It is wonderful in a great 
setting. 

9775. Perfect friend for lonely sit outs with a view on Mo i Rana Fjords :) Quite often birds forget its 
not so polite and they do what we do but in a toilet ;D 

9776. Loved the statue looking over the fjiord in Mp i Rana. There are walking trails and places to 
sit and look at the water. Found this a very peaceful place. 

9777. Nice walk from the police station around the harbor. The area of interest is mainly industrial 
so don't expect to much exiting stuff to look at. The walk is by the sea so bring warm clothes. 

9778. If you like sculpture and are in to the Works of Anthony Gormley Havmannen is a must! The 
art piece is self is Worth a stop over in Mo i Rana. As an art work the sculpture is compleet. It 
is so Integrated with nature, changing expression with the tide, and yet so monumental, so 
firm, silent and powerful. 



9779. Nice piece of art in the sea. Probably the only highlight aside of the great view on the sea and 
mountains and de pure air. 

9780. The waterfront in Mo i Rana is a nice place to walk. On the path alongside the shore, from 
Havmannen to Moholmen there is an interesting text about this mining town. In nice 
weather you can enjoy the sun on the sunbeds made of concrete. 
The one thing that is missing is a small cafe or a selling point for refreshments! 

9781. If you are in Mo you must see "havmannen" and the area close to him. Old buildings and nice 
walking paths. 

9782. Havmannen ("The Man from the Sea") is a granite stone sculpture by Antony Gormley 
located in the city of Mo i Rana, which is referred to in Norway as "Polarsirkelbyen" ("Arctic 
Circle City"). The sculpture is 11 metres (36 ft) tall and weighs 60 tonnes! It's amazing! 

9783. Must see! 
9784. My girlfriend wont admit easily that she liked the cave, but she did! I'm glad i could convince 

her. Totally worth the trip. 
9785. We were only two people for the guided tour through the setergrotta, like a privat Tour. Julia 

our guide was really kind and knew a lot. There are two paths in the grotta, one for bigger 
groups and one for a smaller groups and more challenging with crawling, rolling, laughing. 
Funny adventure, totally worth it! 

9786. Be prepared to put on gear such as overalls, gloves, and hard hat with light. Involved crawling 
on hands and knees. There are some rather tight spaces. 

9787. Fun and a bit challenging 
9788. Great and challenging family activity 
9789. This beautifulold building is very impressive but charges an admission price to see inside so 

all I got was a brochure 
9790. This little museum is worth visiting, as it helps understand the evolution of Narvik ; it is an 

ideal compement to the war museum. 
9791. Its not big but its worth a visit, lots of old now and then photographs of Narvik and history 

about the big fires that wiped out a ot of old centre Narvik. 
9792. Well worth a visit if you are in Narvik. You can spend an hour here and get an overview of the 

history of the town, the importance of the iron ore trade, the railway and shipping. Good 
walking location from the city center. I enjoyed it and felt I learned something. 

9793. Nice smal museum about the history of Narvik 
9794. Narvik was important place to transfer the iron ore. This museum has midgets to explain how 

to ship to iron ore. I think it's interesting. This museum is small, so one hour is enough to 
enjoy. And one more thing, the view of the city from this building is stunning. 

9795. A doctoral dissertation waiting to be written 
9796. Super interesting museum! 
9797. Not to be missed! 
9798. Small but beautifully put together 
9799. Museum about a small but interesting town 
9800. Quite a thorough depiction of life from 1900 on with footage of a fire from being bombed in 

WWII. The pictures of changes over the years was interesting. Quite proud of their heritage. 
9801. Worth a visit 
9802. We enjoyed looking at the photographs and exhibits to get a feel for how Narvik grew and 

local life changed, along with the railway. Some of the photographs are worth very close 
attention to see how war, fire and iron ore shaped growth locally. 

9803. The full monty on Narvik, well worth a visit. Th story of the Ofoten railway and the iron ore 
transport down that extraordinary railway line is very well curated. 

9804. Wonderful Place. Will come back for sure 
The Ofoten Museum is THE museum to visit if you ever happen to reach Narvik. It is just 
about fifteen/twenty minutes walk from the train station and gives really great information 



about the history of Narvik, the railway, and the surroundings. Contrary to other museum 
where a couple of artifacts are just hanged from the wall together with explanatory notes, 
You'll find here films, models, recreations of diverse elements and a great focus on average 
folk's perceptions of Narvik and its history. The museum building is also extremely beautiful, 
the view from the park is breathtaking and the souvenir shop is full of interesting things. Go 
there or be a fool ! 

9805. Interesting little museum of random collections 
9806. Very good museum! 
9807. We took the train from Kiruna to Narvik and then a few days later we went from Narvik to 

Boden . This is the most spectacular train journey . The views are unbelievable . This will stay 
etched on my memory for many years to come . Beautiful . 

9808. We rode the Riksgransen-Narvik train on February 9 2020 and the view is wonderfully scenic 
in winter. A few passengers onboard remarked that views are like a Chinese black and white 
painting. This Arctic train ride slows down at certain points to allow passengers to take great 
photos. Its normal speed is also allows for good pictures. The train interior is clean, the seats 
comfortable - a fantastic trip. 

9809. The train ride to Narvik Station from Kiruna is beautiful. The station is pretty amazing too. If a 
train isn't sitting on the tracks, the view across the tracks is amazing. It has an automated 
ticket machine and a little cafe that you can spend time relaxing in whether you're waiting 
for a train or waiting for your party to return from their adventure in the town. 

9810. The nicest person ever works at The Arctic Cafe! 
One night in August I took a train from Sweden to Narvik. I was terribly under-prepared: my 
hotel was far away (Fjellkysten - AMAZING place!), my phone was not working and I did not 
know where to go. Then the cafe was closing and it started to rain. 
 
Working in the Arctic Cafe was a lovely young woman. She placed some calls and arranged a 
shuttle to my hotel, then drove me in her car to a great little bar where I could wait for my 
ride. She even helped me with my luggage! 
 
The place also has beer, coffee, yummy pastries and snacks. :) 

9811. Excellent small train station with a quaint little cafe. Easy to walking distance in the center of 
Narvik. Has an automated train ticket kiosk that is easy to use. 

9812. Ofotbanen train trip from Narvik to Riksgransen 
We had this trip included in out tour to Northen Norway. we took the trains from Narvik 
station up to Riksgransen (if I remember correct it cost somthing arround 6 euro).the trip 
takes arround 1 hour and has a few stops. 
Loved to see the landscape from the top pf the mountains where the train took us. For return 
we went the other side of the fiord by car. all you can do is to admire the sight seeing. 

9813. This has an old steam engine in front of it like depicted on a postcard. I was surprised that the 
rail service is connected to Stockholm rather than Norway and no one seems to know why 
but I guess it is because all the coal goes there 

9814. Nice position about 800m from the Scandic and center of Narvik. Clean station with shop and 
snack bar. 

9815. Hi we booked the trip through p&o cruises a short coach trip to the station and then an 
amazing trip into Sweden a tour guide gave us the local information on route we disembark 
at a ski lodge for coffee and cakes then back to Narvik by coach and a sightseeing tour of the 
town the trip takes around four and a half hrs 

9816. Arctic Circle Express- one of the Worlds Great Train Journeys 
9817. It was so wonderful to finally after 7 weeks of being on trains from Hong Kong to arrive at the 

most northern railway station in Europe..what an adventure. 
 



It was the most wonderful feeling to you that we had travelled halfway around the world by 
train 

9818. Simple and nice train station. We went in the winter season and took some nice photos on 
the train and a display one. 

9819. The train station is very scenic and surrounded by beautiful snow-capped mountains. It is a 
good place to click nice pictures. 

9820. The train station has moved a couple of km. Temporary station. Heated with rest area and 
toilets. However you must walk out side to catch train. Not under cover. Ew station may be 
built in 2018 

9821. Narvik is a best place for Arctic Circle and northern lights. But warm clothes required. 
9822. It is a train station, not much to expect. If you are taking the train to or from here make sure 

look out at the left (going from) or the right (going to Narvik) for the best views of the 
Rombakks fjord and Torne Träsk. 

9823. We travelled on the train from Narvik, Norway to Kiruna, Sweden. This area is inside the 
Arctic Circle and I describe the area as Newfoundland meeting Banff, Alberta, Canada for the 
scenery. The Land of the Midnight Sun is a true description. 

9824.  
Super trip don't miss it 

9825. Clean and convenient 
9826. It is a railway staion, clean efficient, but nothing specialWe almost missed our train because 

our ordered taxi from our hotel was taken by some other unscrupulous person. fortunately 
the town is not large and we got there in time. The station was unmanned The train left 
punctually. Once aboard we were confronted by border police wanting to look at our 
passports etc. once under way, it is a lovely journey across the border to Abisko and Kiruna. 
scenery is very good 

9827. Train is definitely the transport of choice for a visit to Narvik. The station is easy walking 
distance to everything in town. Staff are friendly and helpful. You will love it! 

9828. Fantastic views from this railway 
9829. Amazing place to take you in small town concept with fairy tales style and dreamy locations. 

This is a part of Arctic circle scenic train and you can go to Kiruna in Sweden via Abisko . Small 
station with no manpower usually but loaded with all amenities. Very clean and good place 
with beautiful surroundings and greatly located on main road. Visit to this station in itself is 
good experience 

9830. Fun and Scenic Train Ride 
Rode the train for its last hour that zig zagged to Narvik. Spectacular scenery the whole trip. 
Lots of tunnels. 

9831. Nice Train Ride - Great Views 
9832. Hop on the Arctic Circle Express 

Actually got on the train in Sweden and rode through the Arctic Circle. The most spectral 
views are starting just south of Jarvik with icy looking jagged mountains. Further on the 
farmlands with the river running next to them are gorgeous. 

9833. Home to Arctic Circle train 
9834. Worth a visit 
9835. Worth a visit 
9836. Culture experience 

A morning worth every second. A great way to understand the Sami culture. The building is 
so amazing 

9837. Stunning building 
9838. Important information about the Sameting - very interesting! 

At our visit with guiding (at 1PM) we got a great tour in this "close-to-nature" arcitecture, 



learning more about the system of the government, how Sametinget is functioning. Quite 
important for a "søring" (Norwegian from the southern part of Norway). 

9839. Tour of the building starts every half hour from 10am - highly recommended! Free admission! 
 
Our guide, Mikkel, was very friendly, knowledgable and engaging. 
We particularly enjoyed being there on the date 1 month prior to the election of the general 
assembly :-) 
 
This is such an important part of the history and cultural heritige of Norway, and is time well 
spent while in Karasjok. 

9840. A Breathtaking Story 
To see the Sapmi Parlament is breathtaking. To understand the position the Sapmi people 
has in the Northern Scandinavia and Russia is the gift you get by visiting the parlament. The 
collection of sapmi books is impressive, and the art in this building id fine. 

9841. Very interesting tour! 
9842. Absolutely beautiful building with interesting history and culture 
9843. If Parliament is not in session, go to the building at 1 pm for a tour of this extraordinary 

building. 
9844.  

Very good guided tour 
Interesting building from outside but I very recommend to take part in guided tour when you 
can learn a lot about Sami self-rule. 

9845. Interesting Building 
9846. Best Experience in Kirkenes 
9847. Best fun ever! 
9848. Fantastic experience! 
9849. A truly wonderful experience 
9850. Great outdoor activity 
9851. One of the best things I have ever done. Fantastic experience. Incredible landscape, great 

accommodation, good food and friendly staff. 
9852. Best experience of my life! 
9853. One amazing day 

Just back from our day with Birk Husky. Thanks to Sam and Isabella for looking after us so 
well. A real experience to drive the sled ourselves through such a fantastic landscape. Can't 
recommend this highly enough. Book it now! 

9854. Great Way to Explore the Arctic 
9855. Just got back from this fantastic trip today. Our guide Nils was great and you get to ride your 

own sled (some other tours don’t let you do this). We harnessed the dogs up ourselves and 
then had a good 3 hrs sledding through the arctic tundra. We came back and fed the dogs and 
then had an excellent bowl of king crab soup. 
 
All in all it was an unbelievable day and we’d highly recommend this trip. It’s also great value 
compared to other similar trips at Kirkenes. 

9856. Fantastic Experience 
9857. We had such a great time there with the dogs and our guides Nils and Craig. Not only did we 

go on the ride, we also harnessed the dogs and put them on their designated positions. The 
ride itself was great. Definitely the highlight of our Norway trip. Moreover, the moose 
burgers by the fire were delicious too. Thank you guys! 

9858. Good time - great dog sled ride... 
9859. Awesome!!!! 
9860. Amazing husky experience 



9861. A Great Experience 
9862. This place is everything!! We arrived and were shown our room at the B&B right away and 

given a chance to relax and warm up for a little bit. We had a night tour (northern lights) 
planned but the weather was not cooperative. However, this place is fully interactive. You 
really get the entire experience. Our guide, Craig, was amazing!! I wasn’t feeling well so I 
opted to stay behind but I went out to the dog yard with my husband and watched him get 
trained on how to harness the hook up the dogs. He was then trained on how to drive the 
snowmobile. The guide sat in it while my husband was able to “drive”the whole time. I was 
able to stay in the yard and pet all the dogs which was amazing. When they returned we 
went into a “Lavvu” where there was a roaring fire, along with candelabras and pelts 
covering the benches. We were served moose burgers and veggies (mouth.watering!) and 
then carrot cake. We sat around the fire with Craig and laughed for HOURS!! It was such a 
good time!! We slept well and awoke to a beautiful breakfast and a even better view!! We 
then were able to go back out and see the dogs in the daylight before we had to leave. It was 
probably the best experience we had in Kirkenes and that’s saying something because all our 
experience were amazing. We love you Craig lol. 

9863. Fantastic experience 
9864. Full immersion' dog-sledding trip with overnight wilderness hut stay, plus an ice-fishing side 

trip 
9865. A real husky experience 
9866. We were welcomed by enthousiastic staff and dogs, ready for the ride of our life! The husky-

tour takes you 30 km through a fantastic tundra landscape. You are able to steer your own 
sledge. The stay in the guesthouse is recommended as well! 

9867. We thoroughly enjoyed learning about the huskies, getting them in the harnesses and 
learning how to drive them with the "wagons". The dogs are very friendly and well taken 
care of by the great team of guides. Stephanie and Sam were very capable guides and made it 
a super fun day for us. The reindeer stew for lunch was delicious too! 

9868. Viking longhouse lunch at husky farm! 
9869. nice bird watching; excellent food including breakfast, lovely Huskies AND Benny (huge white 

dog) and of course the fireplace. excellent accommodation. 
Birk hosts lovely and very helpful. 

9870. LOVED IT!!! 
9871. Great Wilderness Experience 
9872. An experience not to be missed 
9873. Wonderful 
9874. A great place with really friendly, helpful staff in a wild setting with lots of interesting birds 
9875. Amazing Winter experience for the whole family 
9876. Amazing Arctic adventure! 
9877. Great place for adventures 
9878. Amazing 
9879. I have put a review on trip advisor, we had a great Taylor made time. Brilliant place for the 

adventurous or if you want to have a complete getaway from everything. 
9880. Amazing! 
9881. Enjoyable Time 
9882. Best experience in Norway! 
9883. Great Experience - Husky Sledging 
9884. Just amazing!!! 
9885. Highlight of out trip to Norway- must do! 
9886. Really good except for the water 
9887. Just a evenening visit. Tasted Kingcrab for the first time with an asian twist. Very nice 

flavours and compusure of the dish. Fantastic scenery, nice bonfire. 



9888. Lifelong memories 
9889. A beautiful evening at Birk Husky 
9890. great food, great dogs, great vistas 
9891. warm arctic hospitality 
9892. So good, we did it twice, 25 km and 40 km 
9893. Really enjoyed the 'Birk Husky' experience 
9894. Paradise 
9895. If you love dogs then this is it 
9896. Birk Husky Guesthouse and Husky sledding: a splendid experience 
9897. Husky sledding with Birk Husky. 
9898. Heaven! 
9899. Perfect Arctic activity 
9900. A wonderful day 
9901. JUST AMAZING 
9902. Your best experience ever! 
9903. nice longhouse, nice people, nice dogs 
9904. Fabulous Experience in outskirts of Kirkenes, Norway 
9905. It was a perfect way to finish this year, Jessica was a super guide! We have been so lucky that 

night to see Northern lights dance, a magical moment. Jessica immortalized this moment 
with very nice pictures, thank you again :) 

9906. Mesmerizing... No words to stay 
One of my favorite moments in my life 
Thank you Jessi and robin for wonderful trip 

9907. Highly recommended 
9908. Robin took us on the adventure of a lifetime. Of course there is only so much a tour guide can 

do when it comes to a northern lights tour. But we gave our available dates, and Robin 
suggested the best day based on weather reports and the fact there would be a meteor 
shower. He was knowledgeable, friendly, and entertaining. And the night was perfect! Hardly 
a cloud in the sky, and a beautiful meteor shower. And then the sky lit up and we watched 
the lights dancing. It was incredible! 

9909. We came to Tromsø to see the Northern Lights and this tour did not disappoint. Robin was 
our guide and was very knowledgeable about where to go. He was super friendly and 
engaging and we were able to see the lights and get some amazing photographs. Thanks so 
much!! 

9910. The tour was so great! Amazing Northern Lights and so many stars, 
Warming up at the fire with hot chocolate. The best part for me was that I got to see 
everything with my own eyes and didn’t have to worry about taking pictures myself because 
it’s included in the tour that someone else takes them with a professional camera. They 
turned out really amazing, 
It’s an experience I will never forget. 
Gracias 

9911. Unforgettable 
9912. I went out with a small group of 4 peoples plus Jess, our guide, she drove us with a van 

towards a cool spot in the middle of the nature for enjoying the northern lights. 
She knows everything about it and was very professional. 
Very recommended! Happy hunting 

9913. Our guide Jess took us to some beautiful places to watch the sunset and then we were very 
lucky to see beautiful northern lights on a beach surrounded by dramatic mountains. 
Amazing! Thanks to Jess, we learned a lot about the region, the light phenomenon, how to 
set our cameras to take pictures of them, and more. She really made the night a 
unforgettable night. 



9914. awesome low-budget hostel with fantastic tours 
9915. Amazing Northern Lights Experience! 
9916. The guide, Jessica was very friendly, had a lot of knowledge and kept us informed about 

everything we would do. She took great pics and provided hot drinks, and bonfire with 
marshmallows. The lights are amazing! 

9917. One of the best tours we’ve ever done 
9918. Amazing experience! Our guide Amos was excellent and lead us to an excellent spot! He was 

very patient to take photos and help very body to have a wonderful night! 
9919. Cozy and lovely 
9920. Fantastic Northern Lights Experience! 
9921. Amazing northern lights experience! 
9922. Our guide Jess was simply amazing...She took the time to set expectations and drive to an 

area to see the Aurora. She explained about the local culture that we visited, the mystic of 
the Aurora, and had some made photography skills. Jess was welcoming to all and took the 
time to check on everything throughout the night. We stopped at a couple of places and had 
an awesome experience. 

9923. awesome northern lights show 
9924. We have taken the day before leaving tromso. We are lucky the sky is clear and able to see 

the lights. Akos our tour guide he was friendly and helpful. If you feel cold they will provide 
snow jackets and campfire with little snacks. 

9925. I took this trip to go and see the northern lights on a very cloudy day so our guide Jess drove 
us till Finland to catch them! It was a proper catching but we did it well and Jess took some 
amazing photos of us (small group of 7)! We stayed there for a while and Jess offered us 
some coffe/choc/tea with some roasted masshmelos on the fire. We also crossed the border 
line from Finland to Sweden all in one night! Not only that on our way back to Tromsø we 
saw some reindeers and an moose! Amazing! Recommended 10/10 

9926. It was pretty cloudy in Tromso. So our guide, Jess, drove us all the way to Finland to find a 
nice spot where the skies were clear. We started fire and Jess made us hot chocolates with 
the aurora lights dancing above our head. She also took awesome pictures with her camera 
as it is difficult to get a good photo with your mobile phone. Thanks for the amazing tour! 
10/10 would recommend :) 

9927. Fabulous Night!!! 
9928. Excellent hospitality and atmosphere 
9929. just returned from a trip to Tromso and stay in the Tromso Activities hostel! It was very clean 

and had a safe and friendly atmosphere. It was also located well for walking to the bus stop 
or into the city. I also went chasing for Northern Lights for two nights. After we didn't seeing 
anything while going all the way to Finland, the hostel offered us another night at half price. 
And the second night is when Jess led us to finally see the beautiful aurora. She also helped 
me get my camera ready for taking pictures of the aurora and also made us a fire with hot 
chocolate and marshmallows. Thanks for an amazing stay and experience! 

9930. The sky was cloudy and we were not sure if we were going to see them, however they drove 
us to Grotfjord, and after 20mins praying the sky cleared up a little bit and we managed to 
see the northern lights! How exciting!! They made a bonfire, we had marshmallows, hot 
chocolate/tea/coffee, and they also helped us setting our cameras to take the best shots!! 

9931. Amazing Aurora tour 
9932. Jessica drove us from the Activities Hostel all the way to the Island of Kvaloya, made us a fire, 

held us warm with hot chocolate and even set our photocameras. She was so positive that 
we didn’t feel the cold 😜 

9933. this was an awesome experience to have, part of my bucket list items. Jess did a superb job 
taking us to a winning spot where we got rewarded with a.magical experience. 
 



Although the weather was not cooperating, Jess kept marching on full of positivism and best 
wishes. Using her connections we finally hit payday where we experienced a friendly 
campfire and danced with the lights as she took pictures of all in the group. 
 
always helpful and cheerful, she made our dreams come true! 
 
will be back! 

9934. An amazing night under clear sky! 
9935. Our guide in this tour was Jess. 

This tour was great for us as we were luckily able to witness the northern lights plus had a 
very cheerful group. 
Jess was so enthusiastic and optimistic it made the excursion so comfortable that we could 
feel today os gonna be our lucky day to witness this amazing phenomenon! 
The inclusion of snacks and hot chocolate was a nice touch on such a cold evening! Plus the 
tour also provides with the photos of this magical sight , would definitely recommend it to all 
Thanks for this breathtaking experience 😊 

9936. Great, thoughtful guides 
9937. Absolutely amazing 
9938. Adorable hostel and AMAZING northern lights tour! 
9939. This hostel was amazing! I am a solo traveller and from the get go I felt at home and 

welcomed by the lovely staff ❤! 
The amenities were great, facilities clean and well looked after, everyone was friendly and it 
was centrally locates! The tour was also brilliant and the guides so helpful and a lot of fun! 
The hostel is very personable and I would recommend it to anyone considering touring 
Tromsø or wishing to see the lights! 
Dan 

9940. I loved staying here, I believe this is one of the best locations up north. The staff is wonderful 
and the rooms are pretty nice too. The bathrooms are clean. Location is deffo amazing. 

9941. Loved it! 
I stayed in the hostel and made the northern lights tour. I loved both! The hostel is cosy and 
well located. And tour was amazing!! We’ve been to the cutest spot ever and waited there 
for the lights to come, also Jess our guide was the best, amazing girl always optimistic and 
cheerful. Thank you for all Jess, was really a dream that came true! 

9942. This really is such an amazing place to stay. The kitchen was clean and well equipped and I 
never had to queue for a shower. Met such lovely people and the tours that I arranged 
through the hostel were incredible. Would definitely recommend! 

9943. Wonderful, personable place to stay! 
9944. Nice little hostel with very friendly, welcoming staff (and their dog)! Very relaxed 

atmosphere and all the basic facilities you need 
9945. Awesome place....Awesome hosts...Awesome tour :) 
9946. GREAT 
9947. Great location and nice staff. 
9948. Nice, budget stay in the city centre 
9949. Great location! 
9950. Centrally Located - Homely place - Superb 

This is the perfect place for backpackers where you can meet people from different parts of 
the world. The feel of this place is very homely. Common area is the best part, where you can 
sit and talk. Owners are super friendly. 

9951. Great owners and cozy hostel 
9952. Great hostel with good lights tour, albeit "homemade" feel inside 
9953. Great! 



9954. We booked 2 nights of northern light tour with them and I have to say the tour was well 
organised. Tromso Activities gave fast responses and can be easily reached. The fact that they 
are extending the tour to visitors who are not staying at their hostel makes them even more 
recommendable. They also provide hot drinks and thermal wear as promised in the tour 
package. The 'never give up' spirit from the tour guide should be praised. 
 
I would definitely recommend this tour to those who wish to join them for the northern light 
tours. 

9955. They have the best price in the town. They now "secret places" far away from the town's 
light pollution to show you the aurora in it's full beauty. Their aurora hunting tour worth all 
the money! Go with them. 

9956. Great Place! 
9957. Brilliant Hostel 
9958. The best and only hostel in tromso 
9959. Nice hostel! 

Very nice hostel! The hosts are very friendly and helpful; you ask them anything! I really 
recommend this hostel if you want to stay in tromsø cheap but also sociable with other 
foreign guests! 

9960. Tromsø Activities Hostel was the nicest place I stayed while in Norway - Robin and Naoko are 
both very welcoming hosts and happy for a chat, as well as being very kind and 
accommodating in letting me stay a while after I checked out to wait for my ferry. I was in the 
main building of the hostel which is in an old house just on the edge of the city center. It was 
a great environment for meeting other travellers, with two dorm rooms and a cosy living 
room and central, complete kitchen. I believe there are other rooms outside of this house, 
and there's also a hot tub outside - Robin and Naoko seem to be constantly working on 
improving and adding new things for guests to enjoy. If I return to Tromsø I wouldn't 
consider staying anywhere else. 

9961. Genuine, Cozy and You're Treated Like a Friend 
9962. Best hostel in town! 

Great hostel in a great place! The rooms are clean, very nice and comfortable. The staff is 
incredibly friendly and help you with everything you'll ever need. The islands tour is simply 
amazing. Fantastic experience! 

9963. One of the best places i stayed in 
9964. My parents and i were taking their tour to see the Northernlight and it was awesome! Robin 

was taking us to the bordér between Norway and Finnland until we found a very good spot 
with the best Aurora we could get eventhough it was a bad weather while we were staying 
there. We are very satisfied with the proffesionalism and friendliest Robin, as the tour guide 
himself! Highly recommended ***** 

9965. Frendly people, traditional house with great value 
9966. Aurora ...green gold of norway 

Amazing Aurora, breathtaking nature and friendly locals. Worth every penny spent. All in all, 
highly recommended. 

9967. We had a great time out on the fjord. The crew were awesome and very informative. My son 
(10) got to spend some time 'helping' the captain spot orcas from the bridge. These guys have 
a great philosophy re conducting tours without interfering with the animals. 

9968. An excellent adventure 
9969. Whale watching on Christmas Day and what a treat it was! The whole experience was great 

from start to finish. The team are very friendly, knowledgable and very passionate about 
what they do. We were very lucky to see around 60 Orcas and around 30 Humpbacks. My 
wife and I left with the biggest smiles on our faces and would highly recommend these guys 
to anyone. We did lots of research and felt these guys were the most ethical group to go 



with. We had brilliant views without disturbing the Whales in their natural habitat. Thank 
you guys! 

9970. An unforgettable experience 
9971. Trip of a lifetime 

It is a long trip up to Skjervoy from Tromso - but with scenery like you get in Norway (once it 
is light enough 😀) the trip passes quickly. But wow is it worth it. The Captain and crew are 
knowledgeable and respectful of these magnificent beings. The opportunity to see them in 
such an amazing place was something special and seeing the Orcas will live with us forever. 

9972. We appreciated that the captain didn't go too close to the whales and had the animals' best 
interest in mind. 
The crew was very friendly, we enjoyed the guide's presentation about whales and the hot 
soup. 
Keep in mind that the drive from Tromsø to Skjervøy is about 4 hours one way so it's really a 
full day trip! 

9973. One day trip with Wild Seas from Sjervoy (sp?)....very good naturalists, captain and crew. We 
found many orcas within about 2 hours and really enjoyed seeing them. The captain did not 
get too close (unlike other boats we saw) and shut down the engine if the whales came close. 
Really nice to have hot soup after the sightings as it was very cold! 

9974.  
3-d glamping, very nice package to get a feel of Lofoten 

9975. We made a fjord and kayaking tour. Firstly, we visited trollfjord with duncan and then we 
enjoyed kayaking with emma. kayakin across 'little haway' in a sunny day was awesome and 
relaxing!!! the water was not so freeze so we could have a little bath. 

9976. Excellent stay in a luxurious tipi on the lovely island Skrova. Trip is combined with a boattrip 
to Trollfjord and seakayaking. Tents are nice and clean and all staff was very kind and 
helpfull. We loved it!!! 

9977. We had a nice trip to Trollfjord where we saw some sea eagles. One was very close and truly 
impressive. Comfortable boat and nice captain/guide. Not cheap, but hey this is Norway! 

9978. Great Cruise and excellent kayak trip at Skrova in great scenery with very friendly guides. We 
would like to do this again :-) 

9979. We did the whale watching tour with Wildseas and it was awesome. We were lucky enough 
to see orcas and humpbacks in groups of 8 to 10. Also, when navigating offshore, we were 
given an excellent lecture on all kinds of whales from a biologist. 

9980. WOW! We had such an amazing time! Coach journey was planned to take 4 hours but we got 
there in 3.15! 15 mins in we saw humpback whales and then as we sailed further in we saw 
orcas and more humpback whales! There were so many everywhere! They came so close to 
the boat! More than we could have hoped for! Was worth every penny and all the time spent 
travelling there and back! 

9981. Highly Recommend 
9982. What an incredible experience. It was awesome to see both humpback and killer whales. 

Credits to Wild Seas because thanks to them I knew what I was looking at and also if you 
have any questions they can answer them. They had a brilliant presentation and a brilliant 
way to show off this magnificent creatures. 

9983. Not only did we see humpbacks and orcas in a sustainable and ecological way with respect to 
the magnificent animals but also did we get a good presentations from the knowledgeable 
Muriel and staff. Very nice people and good food provided. In total a great experience and to 
recommend. Wild Seas care about the environment! 

9984. Best day EVER!! 
9985. Everything was perfect! Tents was warm and cosy, staff was so nice and caring, food was 

GREAT! the best I ate in Norway, thank you Mario. Fred Erik who took us to see the whales 
was very professional and respecting for the whales. 

9986. Whale tour! Awesome :-) 



9987. Wild luxury! 
9988. Dream stay on a magical island with the best hosts! 
9989. Thanks for a great experience! 
9990. A huge thanks to Stephanie and Fred Eric for a great trip. We saw Orcas did Reindeer 

sledging, met the Sami people and lots more. The whole team were great and very 
informative. We were very well fed for the whole week and all the trips were well organised. 
Thanks again for leaving us with so many memories. We would highly recommend Wild Seas. 
Anne & Vic Allan 

9991. Fantastic Trip - 6 Days full arctic adventure 
9992. beautiful experience 
9993. Stunning image💚 
9994. Incredible 🤗😉👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏 
9995. Omg omg omg🤩 
9996. Wow 😍 
9997. Wow. I can’t wait 😇 
9998. Nice 
9999. Incredible 😍 
10000. OMG!!!!!! This is sooooo amazing😮😮😮 
10001. Wowow that is one of the most spectacular views I’ve seen. Thank you for the share 
10002. That should be amazing!😍 
10003. The moon in those clouds 🐇🐿🦍🕺 
10004. Wow .. just amazing 😄🌟 
10005. The result of solar flares... amazing 🎇 
10006. Awesome 
10007. Wow 
10008. Dream 😭💕 
10009. Top notch 
10010. This is Stunning! So awesome 
10011. Wow wow wow 💙💚 
10012. Jalan bareng yukk (Oversettelse: la oss gå sammen) 
10013. Incredible! 
10014. Amazing 
10015. Pretty amazing! 
10016. Fantastic 🥰 
10017. Looking forward to seeing the Northern lights in February 
10018. So amazing!!😍 
10019. Lugar lindo (Oversettelse: pen himmel) 
10020. this is beyond magical isn't it ? 
10021. Wow 😮 
10022. Madre mia 💚 
10023. ❤ Gorgeous 
10024. This is sooo 😲😲 
10025. Is it in the world or in heaven 
10026. Uau 💓💓 lindo demais (Oversettelse: wow, dette er for vakkert) 
10027. Fantastic 
10028. Great 
10029. Que lindo!!! 
10030. Me encanta😍😍 (oversettelse: jeg elsker det) 
10031. A dreamy place where I hope to go one day soon ❤ 



10032. Stupenda ❤ (Oversettelse: nydelig) 
10033. Omg I really wanna go to Norwag 😍 
10034. Wow that is just wonderful 
10035. So beautiful 😍 
10036. Nice!❤❤❤❤❤ 
10037. Uauuuuu 👏👏👏 
10038. Wow wow wow 
10039. I really would love to see this in person 😭😍 
10040. One of my plans for 2019 too! 
10041. It would be GREAT!!!! 
10042. Amazing ❤ 
10043. It's so beautiful💖🎆 Very dream 😍❤💖 
10044. läheme vaatama, aga külm on😥 (Oversettelse: la oss se dette, men det er kaldt) 
10045. Magical ! 
10046. Amazing1💚💙 
10047. That's an amazing picture! 
10048. This is damn good 
10049. Yash! ❤ 
10050. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍❤ 
10051. 💚💙 so nice 
10052. New Year Resolution ? 
10053. My bucket list item. I know pictures are worth a thousand words but I bet it’s more amazing 

in person. Hope to get there sooner rather than later. 
10054. es todo un sueño 😊 (oversettelse: alt er en drøm) 
10055. Breathtaking view 😘 
10056. Beautiful 
10057. Amazing 
10058. wowe 
10059. ❤ my dream 😍 it's my biggest wish to see it 😍😍 
10060. Stunning!!! 💚 
10061. Great shot so beautiful and amazing scenery beautiful colors beautiful light and reflection 

💚💚💚 
10062. Amazing ❤ 
10063. We’ll be there in 4 days! 🔥 
10064. Fabelious🌼🌹🌺🌹🌸🌹 
10065. This is my #1 bucket list! 
10066. It is nice ! 
10067. It's beautiful 
10068. Epic scenery 😆 
10069. next trip after our warm trip 😂 
10070. wanna see this 😊 
10071. This looks amazing, need take our YouTube followers here 👍 
10072. So cool so nice. Lights are dancing👏 
10073. Very beautiful nature! 
10074. Wow🔥😍 
10075. Amazing lights!!! 🤩🤩💕 
10076. Christmas hugs to you, Norway! 
10077. So cute and nice🥰 



10078. All the Scandinavian countries have something magical, but Norway has a thing like if was a 
Land straight from a science fiction Movie. Lucky ones! ... one day I will have the opportunity 
to be there.❤ From someone far far away 🇨🇴 (Colombia) 

10079. Being in Norway during the holiday with members of my family has created great memories. 
Thank you! 

10080. Beautiful🇳🇴 
10081. Great picture! I’m on my way to Tromsø my self to do photography 😊 
10082. Great shot I really like it! 
10083. Haha aaaah so sweet 
10084. So cute 
10085. Wow sooooooo cutie❤👌😍🤗 
10086. Beleza pura esse lugar 😍❣ (Oversettelse: ren skjønnhet dette stedet) 
10087. Such an amazing place ❤❤ 
10088. Amazing norway 😻 
10089. Beautiful 🇳🇴❤ 
10090. Dream! 
10091. Love this view 💙 
10092. So nice 
10093. Beautiful place 
10094. My name and place I’d love ❤ 
10095. Beautiful 
10096. 😍 💋 Kisses from Brazil 🇧🇷 beautiful place 
10097. Such a fun adventure! Thanks for sharing! ❤❤❤ 
10098. that's how I picture you ut på tur! Hahaha ❤😘 
10099. How amazing is this. vent på videoen fra surfing😉❄⛄🙋 
10100. dream. 
10101. Hard core. 
10102. 🤩 our kind of adventure🤟 
10103. beste av två världar :) 
10104. den variant må vi teste ud😊👍⛷🏄  
10105. Crazy!!! 
10106. Awesome! 
10107. Awesome 🙌😍🇳🇴👍 
10108. Haha awesome .. ice surfed Canada and that was exotic ;) 
10109. lets do this! 
10110. 😂😂looks like much fun 
10111. very cool!!! 
10112. God Jul! This is beautiful! Love those reindeer! 
10113. Wonderful💯💯 
10114. Coming soon 😍 
10115. Axing 
10116. Santa’s sleigh itself 
10117. 😍wonderful 
10118. I have already been to Tromsø and also visited one familiy of the Sami. It was great seeing 

those people living in traditional ways, where there are reindeers of course used with a sleigh 
but also the respect that is giving to those animals 👍😊🇳🇴 

10119. UGhhHhHGGHHHg😍😱 
10120. @sokkiadventure is my cousin! He is awesome and his adventure is amazing!! Everyone 

should go 



10121. We absolutely loved learning about the reindeer and the Sami culture when we visited 
Norway in March, such amazing creatures and they are so well looked after. Thanks for this 
awesome video, makes me feel like I’m there again. 

10122. I don't understand why people get upset seeing a deer pulling a sleigh. Aren't we all forced to 
pull our weight and use our strengths to live in this world? This animal is doing something it 
does well and gets to run free most of its life in a beautiful land. More than most humans. 

10123. Super dope 🚀 
10124. This would be my dream life 😍 
10125. Wow 😍 
10126. Dashing through the snow.... 
10127. Amazing!!!!💕 
10128. I’d like to see this one day. Note to self. Add to bucket list. 
10129. Beautiful 
10130. My grandma 👵 was born in 🇳🇴 
10131. 😍das wer meeega coool (Oversettelse: det var kjempe kult) 
10132. 😯😯😯😯😯😯Oh 😊😊😊😊 
10133. excellent!! 
10134. Omg 
10135. Sooooo amazing 
10136. I love so muchhhh 
10137. Magnificent beasts 
10138. OMG!! 
10139. Santa is coming ☺ 
10140. Wow...no surprise...Santa can go the whole world with them 😁😁 
10141. This is my dream! 
10142. If you're not the lead reindeer the view never changes. lol 
10143. Can’t stop watching this! Whoaaaa 
10144. Wow wonderful!! 😍😍 
10145. incantevole 😍🙈 (Oversettelse: nydelig) 
10146. Wow they can run fast! But how fast do they fly? 😉🦌🎅🎁🧸 
10147. So cool! 
10148. Beautiful!!! 😍 
10149. Very nice 
10150. Solitude.... Superbe... ❤ 
10151. Lovely 
10152. Cant enough😍 
10153. Nice😍 
10154. Beleza. (Oversettelse: skjønnhet) 
10155. Waaaw stunning 
10156. Amazing 
10157. Wow 
10158. beautiful😍😍 
10159. GORGEOUS. Just gorgeous 😍 
10160. So insanely beautiful - I so want to come back! 
10161. Ahhh this is soooo beautiful! 
10162. 💛Wanderful💛💛💛👌😍 
10163. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍 
10164. Beautiful scene 
10165. What a wonderful country from Algeria 🙏 



10166. It's so beautiful 😍😍💖 
10167. Wunderschönen 😍 (Oversettelse: nydelig) 
10168. It’s a winter wonderland ❄ 
10169. So beautiful 
10170. Insane.. Visited Tromsø a few weeks ago. Want to go back!!! 
10171. Very beautiful Amazing 
10172. Incredible Aerial view 😘 
10173. Perfectly 
10174. OMG...We wanted make our vacation in Tromso this year. Unfortunately it didn't work 😪 

Maybe next year in Christmas 😍 
10175. Hayalim💕 (oversettelse: drøm.) 
10176. Amazing 💚 
10177. Va roligt 😀 jag har tänkt att någon gång måste åka tillbaka 
10178. Spectacular 😍😍😍 
10179. Tromsø...got to see it yesterday there as well 🙂 
10180. Wonderful 👏👏👏 
10181. amazing 
10182. Beautiful city Tromsø 😍🇳🇴 
10183. Def tromso 💖 we were just there! 
10184. Someday baby 😍 
10185. Tromsø...love this city 💙😍 
10186. Wow this is magic town i love u norway.... 
10187. my favorite place on this planet 
10188. 🤭❤❤❤🌹Tromsø! I miss her! 
10189. Take me there please!!!!!!😍😍😍 
10190. Great shot so beautiful and amazing scenery beautiful colors beautiful light 💙 
10191. Amazing❤ 
10192. Beautiful 
10193. It is the city I will visit three weeks from tomorrow: Tromsø!!! 
10194. Smukke Tromsø (-: 
10195. I miss this place!! Favorite country I’ve ever been to and favorite town! @chasinglights made 

my #1 bucket list item come true!! Can’t wait to make it back! 
10196. Beautiful Tromsø 💙💙💙 
10197. Amazing 😍😍😍 
10198. Beautiful Tromsø ❤ 
10199. Tromsø, my favorite trip so far ! Only saw it in summer though. Wish to see one day those 

northern lights I’m dreaming about 😍🇳🇴 
10200. My beautiful country! 😍🇳🇴 
10201. OMG! It’s one of my main points of the bucket list for the next year😍 
10202. Juste fabuleux 😍 (oversettelse: helt fabelaktig) 
10203. Beautiful view 😍😍😍 
10204. Nice 
10205. Wow ✨✨✨ 
10206. wow 
10207. Is the city name Beautiful ?😜 
10208. Trømso beautiful city! 😍 guessed because of the bridge though 😆 
10209. This is awesome! 
10210. beautiful 
10211. Absolutely gorgeous! Love the images that is taken from fjellheisen! 



10212. Trømso! We only saw it by 24/7 light (midsommernight sun) 
10213. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍 
10214. Tromsø. I was there a few weeks ago. ❤🇳🇴🤗 
10215. Tromso !! Can’t wait to come to visit this city in February! 
10216. I love Tromsø. I was there for two days in October. 😃 
10217. Tromsø! Which is the one I’m going to next month! 
10218. Amazing view! 
10219. Tromsø ❤, it makes me sigh 
10220. wonderful 
10221. Wow👍❤ 
10222. Love Tromsø❤❤❤ 
10223. I want to be there next December to experience the spirit of Christmas and snow ❄ I am 

from India and have never experienced snow 😬 I have been told Christmas may not be the 
right time to be there as market shops and local transportation shuts down during festive 
period so only option is pre or post Christmas. Any advice ? 

10224. we can go in winter too - so beautiful 
10225. I wish i was there 😭😍 
10226. WOW :) 
10227. Have had 2 holidays in Tromso in February. Half term in UK schools & took our grandchildren. 

The 8 year old was speechless when he saw the snow 
10228. Amazing magic place 💙🔝🔝🔝🔝🔝 
10229. I need to see Norway in the winter 🤘 
10230. I don’t know yet but I’ll let you know when I visit for the first time & hopefully that will be in 

2019! 
10231. woow 
10232. Superb 
10233. I would need to visit in winter to find out. 🤔 ❤ 🇳🇴 
10234. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍❄ 
10235. Beautiful 😍😍 
10236. Love Norway!!! 
10237. Wow 😍 
10238. Please buy me a ticket to Norway please I live in Portugal 
10239. So beautiful! 
10240. Geilo was my favorite; my husband and I went in 2010 when we were just kids and we went 

to Hallingstuene and skied! Our love for Norway began that vacation. 
10241. Wow such a beautiful shot!! 😍✨ 
10242. Love the auroras 😍 
10243. Nice 
10244. This looks absolutely amazing! 
10245. I asked the same question when I visited Iceland...can't wait to see the beauty of Norway as 

well! 
10246. Coming for yah! 3 weeks! 🦌🌠 
10247. Only in my dreams 😢😞 
10248. The best destination of my 2018 for sure!!! 😘 
10249. Wow💙 
10250. Oh my god I wish to visit norway 🇳🇴😵💓 
10251. Wow wonderful 💚💚💚 
10252. 😍 Beautiful in the real sense! 
10253. Speechless 



10254. Amazing 😍😍 
10255. This picture is so amazing 💚💙 
10256. Que lugar incrível (Oversettelse: for et fantastisk sted) 
10257. Beautiful 
10258. Ultimate beauty .... 
10259. I soo love northern light ❤❤ 
10260. Wow magic 💚💚💚 
10261. On my way in Jan..... Wait for me NORWAY 
10262. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍 
10263. Wonderful 👍👍 
10264. Yes and it was magical 😍❤ 
10265. On my bucket list 🙏 
10266. Best week of my life!!! 2015 
10267. Stayed in this very one!!! 
10268. Actualy I am in one of the kabins 😍 
10269. I love norway 
10270. I love norway ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤ 
10271. Yes. In this exact one, and it was one of the best holidays ever 😍⛰ 
10272. Casa simples mas deve ser aconchegante (oversettelse: et så enkelt hus, men sikkert veldig 

koselig!) 
10273. 😍😍😍One love Norway 🇳🇴 
10274. Never. But I will do soon 😍 
10275. Yes.. I could imagine mysleft living in it forever ❤😍 
10276. Of course! It was amazing!! 😍 
10277. EU queria que fosse minha casa com meu amor 😘😘😘😚😚😚 (Oversettelse: jeg ønsket at 

det skulle være mitt hjem med kjæresten min) 
10278. I would love to. 😍 
10279. I would like!!!! 
10280. Yes, one Week, great 
10281. Yes, two nights last summer in Lofoten👍👍 
10282. Great 
10283. Want to go back!! 
10284. Yes☺long time ago 
10285. So beautiful there!!! 
10286. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍❤ 
10287. Stunning 😍 
10288. Wow gorgeous 👍👍👍👍💘💘 
10289. Wow😍 
10290. I'm totally in love with norway❤🇳🇴 
10291. Northern lights are my delight! 🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴 
10292. Phenomenal 😂 
10293. Wow 
10294. How amazing is that 😍 
10295. Majestic 🇳🇴 
10296. Beautiful 
10297. Norway is so beautiful! 💕 
10298. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍❤ 
10299. life is full of things that we can not enjoy, you are a window for my eyes, thank you 
10300. Cotton candy sky💖 



10301. Really beautiful 👌 
10302. Amazing 
10303. Stunning 
10304. Beautiful 😍 
10305. Amazing 🙌 
10306. I love the northern lights! 😍 
10307. Woooooow...😍😍😍 
10308. So popular polarlights 
10309. Ever since discover that Northern lights exist it’s been on my bucket list ever since.. 2019.. i 

Will make it happen.. just need to dig all the warm clothing 😀. 
10310. Can’t wait to see these this week 
10311. Dit was toch ook wel gaaf geweest (Oversettelse: dette kunne også vært kult) 
10312. Хотелось бы увидеть такое наяву !🔥🔥🔥❤ (Oversettelse: jeg vil gjerne se dette i 

virkeligheten) 
10313. Ohh my take me there now please🤩👌 
10314. WOW🤩 
10315. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍❤ 
10316. Kool 
10317. winterwonderland 
10318. Just went there November and weather was mostly showers.. we need to go back for this! 
10319. Beautiful Tromsø 👌💯 
10320. Que de bons souvenirs à Tromso ♥ (Oversettelse: hvilke gode minner i Tromsø) 
10321. Wunderschönen (Oversettelse: nydelig) 
10322. Country of my dream 💭 
10323. Very nice 😍👍 congratulations 👏👏👏 
10324. Så smukt 😍 
10325. So beautiful! perfect lighting and lots of ❄ 
10326. I Love Tromso! 💙💙 
10327. Beautiful 💙 
10328. this makes me want to go north and hope there’s snow. Haha 
10329. the place I wanna go to see the aurora borealis lol I just really need an excuse to say aurora 

borealis for the rest of my life lol 
10330. next year!!!!! Plesseeeee 
10331. winter looks good. 
10332. Ginger bread house 😍 
10333. Looks like a real Gingerbread House! 
10334. How picturesque!!!And this definitely calls for another trip to tromso super soon!! 
10335. Look's like gingerbread house😊 
10336. I am really in love😍😍😍😍 
10337. More Winter as in Europe 😍😍 
10338. Paradise💙💙💙 
10339. What a beautiful town! Looks really magical in winter! 😍 
10340. Wow this is a beautiful photo ☺☺♥ 
10341. Every picture of Norway more beautiful than the last 
10342. Been there❤ 
10343. Gorgeous 🤙 
10344. Awesome 😀👌 
10345. Amazing 
10346. Love this city!❤ 



10347. Amazing! ❤ 
10348. Precioso Noruega algún día te visitare (Oversettelse: vakre Norge, en dag skal jeg besøke deg) 
10349. folg mal der Seite! Ich will nach Tromsø! (Oversettelse: følge denne siden! Jeg vil reise til 

Tromsø!) 
10350. next trip 
10351. just wonderful in winter ❄😍 
10352. Já já somos nós em Tromso!! 🤩 (Oversettelse: vi er allerede i Tromsø!!) 
10353. Wow incredible 😉😍👌 
10354. I’d love to be all hygge (or the Norwegian equivalent) with a big strong handsome Norwegian 

man 
10355. Looks fantastic 😍 
10356. my dream... 
10357. Fall in love. 
10358. Great !! 👏 
10359. Love it! 
10360. Beautiful 
10361. Amazing 
10362. I want.... 
10363. Lovely 😮😮😮😮 
10364. 😍Soon 
10365. imagine us all camping in that tent hahahaha 
10366. ncredible ❣ 
10367. Gotta love those lights... =) 
10368. Wow 
10369. Absolutely fantastic 😁👍🙋  
10370. Wowww lifegoals to see this 👌 
10371. Wow🤩magical❣💥❣ 
10372. Like a beautiful dream 🌺🌸🌲 
10373. Atmospheric ⛰😊 
10374. This looks like a dreamland 
10375. 😍😍 una de mis ilusiones (Oversettelse: en av illusjonene mine) 
10376. Amazing 🙂👍👏👏👏🙌 
10377. Stunning💚 
10378. Dream.. 
10379. goals😍😍😍 
10380. Hell yes..my plans for new year's Eve 2020 !!!!!!! 
10381. Dream come true! 
10382. What a awsome beautiful view is ....🌼🌺🌸🌹 
10383. Amazing! 🔥 
10384. Amazing ❤ It’s on our bucket list as well ❤ 
10385. Awesome 🤗 
10386. bucket list 🔥🔥🔥 
10387. Wow this is amazing!! 🌟 
10388. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍❤ 
10389. wow, great! we‘re comming :) 
10390. Lindo (Oversettelse: vakkert) 
10391. magnificent x 
10392. So nice😯 
10393. Extraordinary😍 



10394. Nice! 👏👏 
10395. Wow !! 😍😍 
10396. Beautiful structure 
10397. Hope to visit here next year 👌 
10398. beauty 
10399. Nydelig!!!! Lovely city !!! 
10400. more Norway lushness xxx 
10401. Wow. That’s crazy nice 
10402. I wanna see a reindeer😂 
10403. How adorable😍. I have been to Tromso and loved the husky sleigh ride and chasing the 

northern lights 😍 
10404. The cowboys of the North! 
10405. If I don’t get one of these jackets... 
10406. bellisimo 😻 (oversettelse: nydelig) 
10407. This could be us, but you playin’ 🇳🇴 
10408. Is this the cutest thing you’ve ever seen? Reminds me of Jan Brett books. 
10409. 😍Yep soon 
10410. Wow awesome!! 😍 
10411. I will never forget my visit at Tromso, wonderful 
10412. Veryyy nicee!! 
10413. Wow Tromso, what is the wathere there? 
10414. Amazing landscape👏 
10415. Magnificent 
10416. In love with these northern lights! 😍😍😍 
10417. OMG!!! Amazing view 💕💕 
10418. Top 🙌🙌🙌 
10419. Wow beautiful! ✨ 
10420. Awesome 😍😍😍🙌✨😘 
10421. Cool 
10422. Beautiful reflection 😍 
10423. Wow... 😊👍🎯🇳🇴 
10424. wow....i want visit to norway 
10425. Wow stunning!! 😍✨ 
10426. Stunning 💚💙 
10427. So beautiful. 
10428. Someday soon 🤞 
10429. Wanderful shot 😍😍😍😍👌 
10430. I want a set in this place=) 
10431. Vorrei proprio vedere un'aurora boreale!!!!!💓💓💓 (oversettelse: jeg vil gjerne se nordlys) 
10432. Stunning 💖💖💖 
10433. Lovely 🙌💚💚🙌🇳🇴 
10434. Really want to see that ... #vikings 🤘 
10435. Wow this is amazing!! 😍✨ 
10436. we definitely need more moments like this 😉😊 
10437. Wunderschön ich möchte es so gerne mal selbst sehen 😍 (Oversettelse: jeg vil gjerne se det 

selv) 
10438. Cant wait for more Northern lights and the snow to settle 🖤 
10439. Soooo dreamy 💚💚 



10440. plzzzz who can help me, i dream to live in norway one day 😢. 
10441. I need some moments like these!!! 
10442. Wow, this is amazing! 🤩 
10443. My dream 
10444. very impressive 😍 
10445. oh my😍 
10446. I SOOOOOOOO love this city......with soooooo many beautiful memories. I would move back 

at the stroke of a brush 😁 
10447. Wow 😍 
10448. Coming in January! 😻 
10449. One touch of nature makes the whole world beautiful. 🌟 
10450. One day, Inshaa allah❤🇳🇴 (Oversettelse: en dag, hvis gud vil) 
10451. My ABSOLUTELY Favorite City from norge. I have been there many years ago. It's mystic 

special in the wintertime 🇳🇴🇳🇴🇳🇴❤❄❄❄ 
10452. Love it 
10453. Just got back today from Tromsø, best place I have been so far 😫😍🙌 
10454. Really awesome 👌👌💕have a great day 😊 
10455. How amazing 😱😱 
10456. Im coming this december!!! Cant wait 😍 
10457. Beautiful Tromsö ✨ 
10458. amazing! 
10459. Next week ❤ 
10460. Breathtaking 
10461. magic view💚 
10462. Wunderschön! 
10463. One of the most beautiful places 😍😍😍 
10464. 🇳🇴😍 wish we could go there again! 
10465. Me early Feb! 
10466. Hope to go there in the spring 🔆❣ 
10467. Wow... 😊👏🎯🇳🇴 
10468. Wow...amazing 💥💥💥 
10469. Is that real such an amazing view 
10470. My dream view and spot!!! 
10471. Wow! 
10472. Awesome👍 
10473. Not this winter but I'm hopeful to do amazing things with my essence in the future 4sure 
10474. Booked for Fen, can’t wait ❤ 
10475. I love Tromso! Very beautiful and friendly! ✨😍😘 
10476. One day we go here ☺ 
10477. WAW 😍😍😍😍😍😍 
10478. un lugar que quiero conocer antes de morir, Tromsø 😍 (Oversettelse: er det et sted jeg vil 

dra før jeg dør så er det Tromsø) 
10479. Best time year to visit Tromso 
10480. Remember driving off for hours to catch the lights only to witness it one evening casually 

walking through the city center when we least expected it 
#someonegetusbacktotromsoalready ! 

10481. Wonderful 😍👌 
10482. wow!!! 
10483. remember that time this just happened 



10484. We are travelling to Tromso this Saturday! We are looking forward to it! ❤🐼 
10485. oh dear 
10486. It’s on my bucket list 
10487. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍🌟 
10488. I have no words 😍 
10489. I'd love to 
10490. Next Tuesday!! Can't wait!!! 😍😍😍😍❤❤❤ 
10491. 😍next week😍😍 
10492. This Scandinavian-American lady does! I want to take my mom so we can explore our roots! 
10493. Hermoso😍😍😍 (oversettelse: vakkert) 
10494. Wonderful 😍 😍 
10495. 🙋 the third time this year 😍 
10496. A partir del 17 de noviembre...estare en Tromso❤ (Oversettelse: fra 17 november... blir jeg i 

Tromsø) 
10497. Hoping for next October #crossfingers 
10498. Booked December 27th.... I wish to see the Northern Lights 😅 
10499. we should go back 😍 
10500. Where northern lights meet land and town. 
10501. OMG imagine 
10502. Spectacular view 💛👌😍😍😍 
10503. Omg! Incredible 👏👏👏🌟😍 
10504. I want to go their someday- 
10505. Cool 
10506. Lindi aurora (oversettelse: vakre aurora) 
10507. stunning 😍👌 
10508. Wow 😍😍 
10509. Take us there 😍 
10510. Simply beautiful! 
10511. Great picture with the lights at evening 
10512. lovely 
10513. Wow this is amazing!! ✨ 
10514. Magnífic lloc (Oversettelse: flott sted) 
10515. Been there twice. Nordcapp. Ban av jorden. !! 💓🙌😍😬✌👌 
10516. Was there last month. It was great! 
10517. Meraviglioso 
10518. Magnifique ! Splendeur du monde 😍 (Oversettelse: storslått! Verdens prakt) 
10519. It’s the most wonderful place, I visited 12th October, just stunning ❤#northcape 

#norway🇳🇴 
10520. It just looks like a pandoro, a typical italian Christmas dessert 
10521. Awesome spot 🤩 
10522. Wow bucket list! 
10523. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍✨ 
10524. Awesome picture 😊 and gorgeous collection 🙌 🌟 keep it up 😮 
10525. Lindo !! 😍 (oversettelse: pent) 
10526. Wow this is amazing!! 😍✨ 
10527. Extraordinarily beautiful! 
10528. Really beautiful 💚💚💚👌 
10529. Well, couldn't agree more @visitnorway - narvik and the whole area around is just 

magnificent 🙏⛰ 



10530. Amazing one 😍🙌 
10531. Stunning 
10532. Wow! Such a bucketlist item 🙌 
10533. ecstatic isn't it ? Have you ever skiied? I never did. But apparently I want to ride snow 

scooters. 
10534. Wow so beautiful!! 😍✨ 
10535. hier moeten we echt een keer heen. Doen we dit ipv een zomervakantie. (oversettelse: vi må 

virkelig dra hit. Vi gjør det istedenfor en sommerferie.) 
10536. I love your country snow and great 

people.🌹❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤ 
10537. So beautiful and awsome fabelious view ..... 
10538. Awesome ❤ 
10539. 🗻 amazing!! ❤ 
10540. Soooo dreamy 💚💚💚👌 
10541. I want to see this with you 
10542. why are you so beauuuutiful, Northern Lights 
10543. I love this one! 
10544. I wanna experience this! 
10545. Wow! In love! Beautiful! 😲😍😘 
10546. This is stunning 😍#foimadrid 
10547. Absolutely awsome ....🌺🌺🌸🌹 
10548. 😍😍😍 It's beautiful 
10549. Amazing🙌 
10550. So beautiful 💚💚😍😍 
10551. nice :) 
10552. Wow!! 
10553. Thank you gor sharing. It is mesmorizing 
10554. kolla hur spektakulärt! Jag vill se detta! 
10555. Wow this is amazing!! 😍✨ 
10556. A dream, visit norway ❤ 
10557. I hope we can go there very soon 😍 
10558. So beautiful 😍 
10559. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍✨ 
10560. Great shot! 😎👌 Love it 😍👍 
10561. Wow! 👏 👍 
10562. What 😀 Take me there asap!😍😍 
10563. Check this out, dbff😍 
10564. next stop 😉 
10565. This place sounds perfect!! No allergies here!! ❤ Normally I would say “yay” to no people 

but Norwegians are hot 🔥🤫 
10566. Omg, that place looks like paradise 😍 
10567. So cool 
10568. это же идеальное место для творческого запоя! (Oversettelse: dette er det perfekte stedet 

for en kreativ binge) 
10569. I'd love a retreat there! ❤🇳🇴 
10570. Absolutly one of the best i seen so far 😍🔝👌 
10571. Love this.... so unique 
10572. AMAZING 
10573. amazing 



10574. Looks like a giant mailbox 
10575. Wow awesome!! 😍 
10576. Amazing 🤩 
10577. Great shot! 😎👌 Love it 😍👍 
10578. Hébergement de rêve 👌🤗 (oversettelse: drømmeinnkvartering) 
10579. Looks amazig. 😃 
10580. Wow this is amazing!! ✨ 
10581. That's pure magic 😍 
10582. Awesome 🔥👌📸 
10583. Stunning 🙌 
10584. Wow 
10585. Amazing 😉 
10586. I’m missing this amazing country 🇳🇴♥ 
10587. À natureza é uma Arquitetura de Deus e lindíssim (Oversettelse: naturen er guds arkitektur 

og så vakker) 
10588. Those powdery peaks would be so awesome to see one day 👌 
10589. Incredible ✨ 
10590. Cool 
10591. He's a gorgeous hunk 
10592. I love it❤😍 
10593. Nice shot👍 
10594. OMG hello beautiful 😍😍 
10595. Looking forward to my Trømso trip in early December 
10596. 💋😍 wondeerful picture 📸🤓 
10597. What a beauty 
10598. so beautiful ❣ 
10599. Beautiful 
10600. Wow wonderful!! 😍 
10601. Gorgeous!! 
10602. Rudolph 😍 such a sick shot 
10603. Nice👌 
10604. Omg 
10605. wow 
10606. King of beauty! 🦌 
10607. Majestic creature 😍 
10608. Meu Deussssss (Oversettelse: gode gud) 
10609. Amazing 😉 
10610. Wow! 
10611. on my bucket list 2019. 
10612. Serenity somehow ☕ 
10613. Wauw 😍 I am in love 😍 
10614. Wave to it and it comes closer 
10615. Şahane 👍 (Oversettelse: kjempe flott) 
10616. An experience that belongs in a bucket list. 
10617. Truly amazing!! 🇳🇴 
10618. Amazing 😍👌 
10619. Stunning! 
10620. I 💚💜 it 
10621. Awesomeness 



10622. Wow such a beautiful shot!! 😍❤ 
10623. Looks so sick ! 
10624. Magical shot 💚💚 
10625. See u on the 17th. Cant wait 
10626. This is so amazing! 😍 
10627. Goals😍 
10628. 💚Magical shot Amazing view 💚👌😍😍😍 
10629. Nice view! 
10630. L💙VE 
10631. I'd love to see Aurora.I wish I could see it once😍 
10632. I'm so lovely Aurora, Peaceful night. 
10633. We just had an amazing display up here in Senja. Dance dance dance you beautiful green 

lady! 
10634. As soon as the rain season is over and the clouds stay away, we’re in for another period of 

"dancing lights" 😁 
10635. Beautiful 
10636. ไดเ้ห็นแสงเหนอืแนเ่ลย ที;รกัไปเที;ยว (Oversettelse: vil definitivt se nordlyset, elsker å reise) 
10637. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍✨ 
10638. Awesome shot! 😎👌 What a view! 👍👏 
10639. Wow stunning 🇳🇴♥😍 
10640. The most stunning photo I have seen!!!!!! 
10641. Lovely people and country 🌹❤ 
10642. Wow😊 
10643. I want to go back here!! Let's go!! 
10644. Gorgeous 
10645. 😲👍 Good architecture 
10646. Amazing😍 
10647. Loved visiting! 
10648. unbedingt!!! 😊 
10649. WOW 
10650. Wow love it 
10651. This is an awesome shot 😍 
10652. omg how gorgeous❤ 
10653. Good composed 😊 
10654. 40 years ago I was a flower girl in my cousin's wedding in this beautiful and unique cathedral 

💐💖 
10655. We are going to Tromso in December. So excited, however, we are on a budget and the 

excursions are SO expensive...are they worth it? What are the not to be missed ones? Thank 
you 

10656. Beautiful 😍 
10657. im Winter sieht sie schon ziemlich schön aus!! (Oversettelse: på vinteren ser det ganske fint 

ut!) 
10658. Omg this brings back my memories of my trip to Tromso loved it 
10659. Woooow cool 😍👌 
10660. I❤Norway. I’ve been there in June few years ago and Tromso is one of my favorite 👏👏👏 
10661. It's sooo beautiful 😍 
10662. What an awesome building 👌 
10663. Mid 90s when I was last in Tromso would love to see Tromso again 
10664. Wow, so beautiful 



10665. So beautiful! 💙 
10666. seems like just yesterday we were here 
10667. Awesome view 😍 
10668. I'll be there in January! 🤩 
10669. stunning 
10670. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍😍 
10671. We attended a Midnight Sun concert! Tromsø is so beautiful! This Cathedral is gorgeous! ❤ 
10672. check out this picture! What a beautiful memory of this place! 
10673. Gorgeous 😍😍 
10674. Cool 🔥 
10675. Beautiful 🤙 
10676. lindo 😙😙 (Oversettelse: pent) 
10677. My dream destination 😍😍 
10678. Ufffff... Un sueño que haremos realidad... verdad (oversettelse: uff... en drøm som vi vil få 

oppfylt.. en dag) 
10679. Wow 😍😍 cant wait 
10680. i need to go to norway again 
10681. Eu queroui (Oversettelse: jeg vil) 
10682. Eu quero muito conhecer é linda 😙😚😙 (Oversettelse: jeg vil vite om det virkelig er så 

vakkert i virkeligheten) 
10683. I was there a month ago!! 
10684. My dream is to really see the northern lights 
10685. Magnífica 👏👏👏 (oversettelse: praktfullt) 
10686. I have been here, but I would really like to take you to see it. Xx 
10687. so cool! 😍 
10688. Wow love this 
10689. Perfect👏👏👏. 
10690. Amazing 💙🔝 
10691. What is with these colours 🤣 
10692. Wow this is so stunning!! 😍✨ 
10693. Omg 😮😂 
10694. These colors are incredible! 😍 
10695. Wow 😍😍😍💖💖💖👏👏👏 
10696. Wowowowo ❗❗❗ 
10697. 😍😍😍😍 uno dei miei sogni essere in questo posto, un giorno ci riuscirò ❤ (Oversettelse: 

en av drømmene mine er å en dag være på dette stedet, og jeg skal lykkes) 
10698. Simply amazing 
10699. Amazing😍 
10700. Wow so beautiful 
10701. I have a dream to see the northern lights! What about you ? 
10702. Beautiful 😍😍😍 
10703. The Hurtigruten Cruise was the best experience of my life 😍 
10704. Incredible 
10705. Fantastic 😍😍 
10706. Wow! This is gorgeous! 
10707. Beautiful shot... 👌👌 
10708. per il prossimo viaggio in Norvegia 😍 (oversettelse: vår neste tur til norge) 
10709. paradise. Isn't this ? 
10710. Simply beautiful! 



10711. Wow this is so stunning!! 😍✨ 
10712. breathtaking 
10713. Can’t wait to visit Lofoten during Christmas Holidays and enjoy Northern lights together with 

@elenatraveler 🤗 
10714. Si beautiful 
10715. Very nice pic! Love it! 🤩🤩 
10716. I love this, Lofoten is so cool 
10717. It doesn’t look real 😲 Is this for real 😳 Destination @mamamarotti WOW 🤩🤩🤩 
10718. let’s go back 
10719. Visited Norway in April. Beautiful country, kind people and wonderful food. It stole my heart. 
10720. New Years is going to be lit... literally 
10721. you can understand now why i want to visit Norway :) 
10722. Wonderful spot 😍 
10723. Always on my mind 
10724. It's amazing 🍁 
10725. Magic ✨ 
10726. Will head there in december! 😱❤ 
10727. Beaches in the Lofoten islands are beautiful and frustrating because you can't swim in 🤪 
10728. Oh beauty of Norway 😂 
10729. Wow this is so stunning!! 😍 
10730. I want to be there 
10731. Stunning landscape 😍 👏 
10732. How beautiful, been to Norway 3 times and love it ❤ 
10733. Ahhhh. You're killing me. Can't wait to go! 
10734. Beautiful 💙 
10735. Waren letzt Woche dort 😍 einfach nur schö (oversettelse: vi var der forrige uke. bare 

nydelig) 
10736. There are so many great places to visit❤ 
10737. I love that you are giving other, equally beautiful places attention ❤ Lofoten is spectacular, 

but there are so many beautiful beaches and hikes in Vesterålen as well 🙌 with less 
crowds👌 

10738. Gorgeous 
10739. 😍😍 so beautiful! Keeping it in mind for my next year's trip 
10740. What a view 🤩🤩🤩👌 
10741. Wow! 😎 
10742. Wow 
10743. I can’t wait to be in Norway with you!! 
10744. Woow 
10745. Gorgeous totally ❤ 
10746. Wonderful great view!! 😍 
10747. Beautiful 😍 
10748. Stunning view! 😍 
10749. impressive 😍 
10750. So crazy!! 
10751. Amazing 😍 
10752. very nice :) 
10753. Norway 😍😍 i wanna go back and explore more 
10754. So excited to travel again this month. Aaaaaaah this view!!!!! 
10755. Fantastic 👏 



10756. Breathtaking. Wow 
10757. I want to be theire so bad😉 
10758. Beautiful 
10759. Ein Traum so schön😀😀😀😀 (oversettelse: en drøm så vakker) 
10760. My kinda fun! 
10761. Beautiful pics and Insta story!! 
10762. Wow. 
10763. Oh and second one is 😱👌😍 
10764. Those are incredible! 😍 👏 
10765. wow sieht das schön aus 😍 (oversettelse: wow det ser fint ut) 
10766. I wanna go here! 
10767. Amazing 
10768. Amazing ❤❤❤ 
10769. Wounderbar 
10770. Insane 😳 
10771. Nice!! 
10772. Wow this is so stunning!! 😍 
10773. I want to go here with you 🙈 😍 
10774. Bucketlist! 
10775. Wow 😲 
10776. I love you dear Norway 🇳🇴 ..viva dear Norway.. 
10777. Sweet collection! 🙌 
10778. Gorgeous! 😍 
10779. Awesome 👍 
10780. I’m visiting Norway next week! 
10781. Also a winner of today 🏆 
10782. So many great things in this photo 
10783. When we meet Rudolph ^ ❤ 
10784. can you imagine being there OMG I must been Norwegian in my past life ❤ 
10785. So beautiful - want to see some day... 
10786. Ohhhhh 💕💕💕💕 
10787. My bucket list 
10788. Super 🌹🌹🌹🌹🌹 
10789. The Sami people are incredibly interesting! Thanks for sharing :D 
10790. Very nice amazing 
10791. love my little Sami!! 😍🇳🇴 
10792. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍✨ 
10793. Awesome 
10794. Superb 
10795. Woooot 😍 
10796. A real norwaygian seadog.....😀 
10797. So cute! Beautiful view! 
10798. Love it 👍 
10799. So cute and that water 😍 
10800. Jag har varit där😍 
10801. 😍 flatcoated retriever, beautiful dog at a beautiful place #flatcoatedretriever #norway 

#bucketlist 
10802. Love the crystal blue water!😍 



10803. That water 😍😍😍 
10804. we going here 😍 
10805. Love it 
10806. so want to go to Norway!! Settling for the House of Norway in San Diego Balboa Park right 

now. 
10807. WE GOING 
10808. Well, now I NEED to go to Norway. 
10809. Wow such an awesome shot!! 😍 
10810. Looks like Hawaii! 
10811. The wild fauna of Norway? 
10812. omg 😘😍🤩🤩🤩 
10813. Heaven is real 
10814. I love this beach 
10815. Wow such a beautiful shot!! 😍 
10816. é cada paisagem uma mais linda que a outra lindo lugar 🤗🤗🤗 (Oversettelse: hvert eneste 

landskap er vakrere enn det forrige) 
10817. great.. 
10818. Excellent picture 💛💛👋💓💓 
10819. Stunning 
10820. It doesn’t look real .. but it is👍❤🌸 
10821. Must go here! 
10822. Woah spectacular 🌿 
10823. Beautiful 
10824. Breathtaking beautiful scenery!🤩🤩🤩 
10825. Such a stunning picture 😍 
10826. Unglaublich schön (oversettelse: utrolig vakker) 
10827. Stunning!!! 
10828. bucket list 
10829. Wow...fantastic👏👏👏 
10830. look at the lights naturally occurs with the temperatures and atmosphere 
10831. This is so beautiful 💚 
10832. Sooooo supernatural. Love it. 
10833. great 🤩 
10834. Oh man! Can't wait to photograph aurora's soon! ✌ 
10835. Cooool 😊 
10836. Cool Great 
10837. look how pretty 😍😍😍 
10838. Wooooow 👍 
10839. Beautiful 
10840. Efimero pero unico y maravilloso 😘😘😘💕 (Oversettelse: kortvarig men unik og fantastisk) 
10841. I knew green was the color of the season!! 
10842. Why would you need heaven when you can experience this 😍 stunning !! 
10843. one of the possible motherlands 
10844. Indeed amazing. Does it stay for some time or vanishes quickly 
10845. Spectacular !!!! 
10846. Wow! 
10847. schöööön 
10848. Awesome view!! 
10849. Cool 😍😍 



10850. Its a dream i hope will become true :) 
10851. Wow🤩 
10852. so glad I've been here. I loved Senja 
10853. Omg Cool 
10854. Very nice shot 🔝😍 
10855. Wow this is so beautiful!! 💚✨ 
10856. Lovely country and lovely nation 👏💖 
10857. Love this place 😍😍 
10858. ❤Beautiful❤ 
10859. Wow 🌚✨ 
10860. So beautiful❤❤❤ 
10861. I know we aren’t going here but wow 
10862. Very nice shot 🙌 🙌 🙌👌 
10863. take me there😇😎 
10864. Wonderful great view!! 😍 
10865. One of my favorite countries :) never stops amazing me :) 
10866. Incredible spot ! 
10867. Cool 😎 
10868. Genial! 😊 
10869. Oh wonderful world 🌏 
10870. Stunning 💗💗 
10871. I l❤ve Tromsø! 
10872. Awesome landscape! 😍 👏 
10873. Stunning shot! 
10874. Can I come? 😍 
10875. So beautiful 😍 
10876. That's amazing 
10877. woww 
10878. Nice! I've been there in winter! Very nice mood too! 
10879. So stunning! 😍 👌 
10880. Cool pic 💗👏 
10881. At midnight?! Incredible 
10882. one day😍 
10883. So many reasons to go to Norway! 
10884. Wow! 
10885. I love this picture💟💟💟 
10886. Incredible 😍 
10887. Terrific photo and work .. LOvely view and colors *)* 
10888. Stunning shot!! 😍😍 
10889. Wow this is so beautiful!! 
10890. These colours are insane 😍😍 
10891. Really great shot 🍃🏔 
10892. Amazing 
10893. Gahhhh I love Norway 
10894. Amazing shot! 
10895. Inspiring 
10896. Beautiful 😍 
10897. Awesome Waterfall 👏👏👏 



10898. I love this picture😘😘 
10899. Awesome waterfall 
10900. we need like three weeks to explore this country haha 
10901. What a sight!😍 
10902. Superb 
10903. Nice hiking possibility to this place👍 
10904. Wooow 
10905. Amazing 
10906. wow 
10907. Där skulle jag aldrig gå över 
10908. Beautiful💙👌 
10909. nice view of gorsabrua 😉 
10910. nästa gång! 
10911. Amazing view! 
10912. Impressive ! 👌👏 
10913. Very nice shot 👏🌟🌟 
10914. Wow 😍😍 
10915. Amazing 😍 
10916. Fantastisch😍😍👍 
10917. Amazing ! 
10918. Nice photo! 
10919. Wonderful great view!! 😍 
10920. Tenho um grande sonho de ir visitar só eu não como vai ser a minha estadia no locau bjs 

(Oversettelse: jeg har en stor drøm om å komme på besøk men jeg vet ikke hvordan 
oppholdet vil bli) 

10921. Deve ser lindo 😍😍😍 (oversettelse: det er så utrolig vakkert) 
10922. Great capture 
10923. Cool pic 💎💎💪 
10924. Oh wonderful 😋 
10925. Beautiful 
10926. W😍W!! 
10927. WOW. this is us!!!! 
10928. Soon 🇩🇰👍 
10929. WOW! Vilken bild!!! Underbara Lofoten! 
10930. So beautiful 👌😍 
10931. 👌😎plein les yeux... authentique et tellement beau !! (oversettelse: fyller mine øyne.. så 

autentisk og vakkert) 
10932. Great Pic! 
10933. So beautiful 💛 
10934. Was there last week! 
10935. A great place so far! My ❤ belongs to Norway 🇳🇴 
10936. Will be there in three weeks! 
10937. Can’t wait to be there soon! 
10938. Love Tromsø 😍❤ 
10939. looks different out of the dark lol 
10940. Polar days😍 
10941. My Paris! 
10942. Love there... 



10943. I'm sure we see it with very different eyes! Many years have passed but I still have a lovely 
feeling when I remember Tromsø 

10944. Beautiful, I was there in January and it had lots of snow so nice to see how it is in summer 
10945. la París del norte. Esta me gusta más :D (Oversettelse: Paris i Nord. Jeg liker det veldig) 
10946. Good shot 🙌👌 
10947. Paris of the north 😹😹😹😹 
10948. Paris of the north 😂😂😂 
10949. one day we should visit Tromsø together (again) 
10950. Very fantastc 👌 
10951. one day we're gonna take there your dad's vessel 
10952. Not happy as I was supposed to visit 2 weeks ago.. But ship cancelled the port call. Only 

made it as far as Bodø then back south. 
10953. Love tromsø 💖💖💖 
10954. Cool pic 💪💪💪 
10955. Beautiful! 
10956. Wonderful 😍 
10957. Endless beauty we would add... 😘🇳🇴 
10958. Wow... Fantastic view... And the bridge... Very long. Amazing!! 
10959. Beautifol 
10960. Oh wow, this looks like the Maldives! 
10961. Dear God I MUST visit Norway and cycle it 
10962. one day we will go 
10963. i just wonder how they built this amazing road. great vision from the gov 
10964. Tromso, you're on my list. 
10965. Oh my Norway 🇳🇴 ❤😍😍 
10966. Très belle ville magnifique (Oversettelse: veldig vakkert sted) 
10967. Måske dit næste trip 
10968. So beautiful country👍🇳🇴😀 
10969. So beautiful 😍 Congratulations 
10970. Amazing!! 
10971. I wanna go back so baaaaad 
10972. Gorgeous 👏 
10973. omg!!! Dream 
10974. Wow so beautiful!! 😍 
10975. Breathtaking 
10976. Looks like some magical tropical islands, one caveat, the polar circle 🤣 
10977. Love it amazing 💐🏃 
10978. Those colors are gorgeous! 
10979. add to the list! 
10980. oh my god 
10981. Wooow!!! 😍 
10982. Wow 
10983. Wooow stunning shot 🔝💙👌 
10984. Nice aerial! 
10985. Love it 
10986. Fantastic view! 
10987. look me in the eyeballs and tell me you don’t want to go here 
10988. Look so peaceful...😊🌱💚💙🍃 
10989. Dream 😍 😍 can't wait to Visit this area 



10990. We will come in August ... for 15 days 😍 
10991. The dream 
10992. a mal nen Roadtrip 😍 (oversettelse: da må det bli roadtrip) 
10993. Incredible Whale and Orca Action! 
10994. It was a real pleasure! (Trollfjord & Hike at Skrova island) 
10995. Amazing 8 days of Wild Seas 
10996. Incredible luxury experience in Lofoten! Little Hawaii 

If you love to be in the outdoors but don't want to sleep on the floor of a tent with aches 
then glamping w wild seas is a must! Luxury beds in large teepees are the best way to 
experience lofoten. Fred Eric and Stephanie are amazing hosts who make sure everything is 
taken care of! We got caught in rain showers and they went out of their way to make our 
stay as fun as possible. The teepees are beautiful on the Caribbean like beach - an absolute 
must see! 

10997. Great boat trip to Trollfjorden and amazing hike at Skrova island 
10998. Best company in Tromsö? 

We had a short weekend in Tromsö last December and had the pleasure of going on an 
amazing whale watching safari and northern light cruise with WILD SEAS. They also organized 
a visit to Polaria. Great team with skills I doubt the other companies can offer. Stephanie is a 
very pleasant guide who teaches both young and old more about the whales. We were 
picked up from out hotel and brought back after some hours out on the boat. 

10999. Making Dreams a Reality 
The best experience of my life to date!!! We saw ORCA'S!!!! 
The most wonderful, accomodating, thoughtful people, I could not have asked for a better 
experience! 
I booked last minute (two days prior to my safari) and it was perfect! The accomodation was 
perfect, the restaurants were superb and the whales - oh the whales were breath taking! 
When you have people that love orcas as much, if not more than you, than they want you to 
have the best experience possible - and this is exactly what we got! I 
will never forget this experience, and if you're not sure if you want to go - forgot your worries 
and do it! You will not regret it!!!! 
Words will never truly describe how grateful I am to Stephanie, Fred Erik and Joshua! 
I am still in disbelief that my dreams are now my reality ❤ 

11000. Great adventure! 
11001. I booked this trip for the 1st of January, and I think there was no better way to start the year. 

Krisztina's presentation before going on board was very useful once we got the chance to see 
the orcas. We could understand the basics of their behavior and enjoy the experience 
Even though we got a little wet when sailing the fjords, we got to see a group of orcas from 
very close. They were also very curious about us (spyhopping continuously) and one of them 
passed 5 meters away from our boat. It was an amazing experience and I would definitely 
repeat it without doubt! 

11002. Stephanie and Fred are operating a family business and I believe it is a completly different 
experience then a regular touristic boat. Stephanie, a biologue, gave us a very informative 
presentation about whales. At the end we are happy to see bunch of orcas and a humpback. 

11003. Very informative whale watching trip 
11004. It look`s so nice. 
11005. Beautiful 
11006. Krunal Janani💞 Looking Forward to This 😚 
11007. Oliver Harry Tromsø and Svalbard are on my list!! If we can get a little trip to Trolltunga in too 

at some point 
11008. Raji Al Jesry This is Norway 
11009. Heaven Norway 



11010. Great Norway 
11011. Manid blowing 
11012. Hope we get to see it 
11013. Wow !!!! Soooo beautiful , it’s a must to go . 
11014. Blake Edwards can’t wait!!! 
11015. Its real picture? 
11016. Stunning...no wonder this country is in my bucket list 
11017. Isi Kirsh and Caroline Oesterheld you would remember this 
11018. Madi been able to see any lights from Oslo yet? 
11019. c'est beau hein ... :-D:-D 
11020. Great picture. Can you advice me Dog Friendly Hiking Trails in Norway? thank you 
11021. Miss there 
11022. True, I've been from Tromso to North cape and then Northern Finland. This is pretty 

awesome. I recommend crusing on Hurtigruten, awesome experience, feel like artic explorer 
(just feel like ahahah) 

11023. Bucket list 
11024. My goodness, the aurora is amazing. 
11025. this is what I was talking about , our next in bucket list 
11026. I <3 Tromso 
11027. i love this place 
11028. Tromo, here I come !! 
11029. Oh i miss TOS aurora 
11030. You will in northern Norway. Tromso is perfect to have as base and then you join aurora 

safari skidoo trips up the mountain, into the wilderness. 
11031. If I have never seen one for real and I want to see it 
11032. já é hora hehe 
11033. Great 
11034. Çok güzel. 
11035. I miss Norway. 
11036. Beautiful,interesting,romantic,... . 
11037. nice place to visit'''' 
11038. i love it 
11039. wow looooooooooooooooooooking soooooooooooo nice place in Norway 
11040. oli meeldiv reis Lofotidele ! 
11041. Norway is my place to be:-) 
11042. Wow! 
11043. Wow 
11044. Beautiful place... 
11045. สวยมากคะ่ชอบมาก 
11046. Spectacular.....Norway I am in love with you 
11047. guys you are so lucky to see this beuty, Congrats 
11048. Flott bilde av Sundsgården 
11049. Beautiful i love Norway, 
11050. Wish to see this someday!! 
11051. I love norway. 
11052. wow nice 
11053. la aussi j'aimerai aller 
11054. I wish 



11055. George and I are off in December. Taking a cruise ship out of Bergen in search of the 
Northern Lights. Fingers, toes and everything else crossed. 

11056. Caroline went up to Trømso and paid for a tour away from the town but nothing happened. 
The very next evening they were dining when suddenly the lights appeared. 

11057. Wordless.... 
11058. Beautiful 
11059. Beautifully captured!! Lovely 
11060. beautifulpictures 
11061. Very nice! 
11062. That is one of the things that make this planet amazing. 
11063. Beautiful! 
11064. I wish to visit norway cz its my favourite place.. Bt i dont know how i get visa 
11065. Oh omg i cant believe my eyes this place in Norway I dream to visit it but sorry I cant 
11066. Going there tomorrow :) 
11067. i want live in norway 
11068. What a wonderful nature you have around. 
11069. whant go to Norway!!! 
11070. wow, what's name this mountain? 
11071. amazing place 
11072. Most spectacular galleri in Hennengsvær Lofoten. Beautiful scenary and very good food. 

Most beautiful place in North Norway. You have to visit this place. 
11073. Beautiful art gallery and a cafe with the best view in Henningsvær 

Galleri Lofoten has an amazing exhibition of paintings from different eras. My favourites 
were Lars Lerin’s absolutely stunning watercolor works. The gallery cafe has a very nice view 
over to the mountains behind Henningsvær and delicious cakes! 

11074. Delightful staff 
We twice called in for coffee & cake. The coffee house is beautifully appointed with a lovely 
view over the harbour. The young Swedish lady who served us was efficient, charming and 
helpful. 

11075. absolutely amazing - even for those who do not like art 
11076. Interesting art gallery in the heart of the Lofotens 
11077. My wife and I had a great lunch here: sandwiches and a glass of wine. The weather was nice 

so we took a seat outside on the dock. 
11078. This art museum was one of the top five highlights on our 15 day cruise along the coast of 

Norway. Of course, we are art lovers, but even non art lovers would appreciate this little 
jewel. Everyone knows of Edvard Munch and "The Scream". This museum has work by many 
of his contemporaries, including several who taught him. The pieces date from the mid-
1800's to the present and are nicely annotated in five languages including English. A must 
see! 

11079. On three floors the paintings and drawings of Norway and the Lofotens in particular. Details 
of the artists written in four languages. Short film of the Lofotens as well. Great pictures of 
sea eagles too. 

11080. A must when in Lofoten 
11081. Good art collection with interesting extra features 
11082. Beautiful art 
11083. Very nice multimedia show, lovely gallery 

I usually don't visit art galleries and such, but I was recommended this. And I really liked the 
multimedia (music/pictures) show. Also some very beautiful paintings in the gallery. 
Recommended :) 

11084. A must-visit in Henningsvaer 



11085. National Romantic Feeling 
11086. Amazing place 

So many sea animals to see with explanation and interactive activities. The experience with 
seals and otters was so special and unforgettable. 

11087. All the Norwegian fishes in one place 
11088. Stopped at the Lofotakvariet not really expecting much, but was very pleasantly surprised. 

Plenty of nice fish to look at, great location and pie young child absolutely loved the seals and 
otters. 

11089. Interesting and worth a visit 
11090. We were heading towards Lofoten and this was in the way there. It was nice place with 

plenty of to see and there is every hour somekind of fish or seel feeding session for public to 
see. 

11091. We had a great 2 hours exploring this small but well designed aquarium. You should try to 
time your visit with the seal or otter feeding - great fun to watch them in action. Worth a visit 
for sure. 

11092. The aquarium was small but very interesting as it showcases the local fish. Great for young 
children, make sure you see the seal show. 

11093. Worthwhile to visit 
11094. We loved our visit to the Lofoten aquarium. The exhibits (aquariums) were fairly large and 

the staff was very nice. Our kids even got to feed the seals! My favoriter was, however, mr 
Otter. 

11095. Nice! 
11096. Nice setting, great to see the sea otters and seals. Fish tanks were good for learning what the 

sea animals look like, boy are some ugly! It was lovely to se children getting involves with 
nature. 

11097. Don't miss the aquarium in Lofoten Islands! 
11098. Great for small kids 
11099. Great little aquarium 
11100. Ordinary fish on display 

We saw all kinds of ordinary fish like cod etc. Great fun. Some fish were beautiful and some 
fish amazingly ugly. Also some information on the salmongrowing industry. Go there! 

11101. Good place for a rainy day 
11102. Very nice museum, the kids loved it. Watched feeding ot seals and otters and went trhough a 

nicely laid of exhibition of life in the sea. Interesting, well presented. 
11103. Fun place to visit 

Friendly staff, lots of displays inside, plus info on fishing industry, otters / seals outside, gift 
shop, washrooms. Worth a visit! 

11104. Aquarium – not only fish but also seals & otters! 
We spend a good few hours with our small daughter of 2 looking at the large amount of fish 
and the seals and otters. She loved, we loved it! 

11105. Nice aquarium 
11106. Everything is fine 

Fantastic place with children :-) feeding the seal and otter was nice to see. They also have a 
lot of other fish. 

11107. This is exactly what I was planning to do. I live in Finland so I was thinking about driving 
1000km to Norway and staying there for a while, but I then decided that it's just too much 
driving. It would have been a 3000-4000km roadtrip. 

11108. I enjoyed the time I spent in Norway. The people that represent Norway are of some the 
finest on our Earth. God bless you all. 

11109. Why am i sitting inside when i could just go outside to see all this 
11110. What a beautiful country 🇳🇴I wish I could visit someday ! 



11111. I've been there last summer and it's without doubt one of the most beautiful places in the 
world. 

11112. protect this country at all cost 
I'll have to visit before I die 

11113. those who disliked this video are not humans 
11114. My daughter Hannah (5yrs old): "Thank you for making this video. This is a very pretty place. 

I want to go on holiday there." 
11115. I was in Norway December 2016 it was so beautiful there and we had a lot of snow! Norway 

is one of my favorite countries and it’s so wonderful to see that a landscape like this really 
exist. It gives me chills to watch those kind of videos and I wanna say thank you for this 
awesome video! 

11116. What a big world and nice. We must respect and be grateful for what we have......peace,love 
and respect from pakistan 

11117. Norway is like heaven on earth 😲  
I'm jealous .....  
want to read a book all day while sleeping on the grass  
Feeling nature.... 

11118. I love Norway without ever having met in person. a beautiful country of extraordinary 
eauties! <3 NO <3 

11119. The landscape in Norway is absolutely breathtaking. 
But the best of the best, it's the snowy landscape in northern Norway... No words to 
describe, just look 🇳🇴❤ 

11120. I don't want to visit Norway for a week or two but a year or two! 
11121. Slartibartfast deserved his award. Stunning. 
11122. Pictures and videos can honestly never do Norway justice. When I was there I legit could not 

believe what I was seeing. The Fjord river and the mountains makes for some truly 
unbelievable sights! 

11123. Love the Natural beauty of Norway😍 
Love from Bangladesh🇧🇩🇧🇩🇧🇩 

11124. The prettiest most underrated place to hike/ travel to in the entire world 
11125. Absolutely stunning. Magnificent job! You've certainly brought out the beauty of Norway. 
11126. Someday, I wanna go to here... 

I love Lofoten islands (T_T) 
Thank you for uploading a nice video. 
Tusen takk! 

11127. if one can describe a landscape with the word "epic", then this is it 
11128. Norway is very picturesque ! The world  

Has so many beautiful places !!! 
11129. Best thing I have seen in a really long time, GREAT JOB MATE!! 
11130. Ah yes. My beautiful perfect fatherland. 
11131. Vakre Fosterlandet Vårt - det vakreste landet i hele verden. Jeg elsker landet av forfedrene 

mine. <3 
Mange takk for videoen. 

11132. The scene looks like it came straight out of Bob Ross's painting 😍 
11133. Norwegians we have in Ingushetia almost the same mountains. Love from Ingushetia to 

Norway 👍 
11134. Our time in Norway was the best the people are wonderful and kind. Thanks 
11135. Norway is such a beautiful country! Amazing video! 
11136. Absolutely Amazing, we loved it and looking forward to visit Norway :D 
11137. Magical place. <3 



11138. I've been in Norway both seasons, for midnight sun and northern lights starting from 
Stavanger, Bergen, Geiranger, Eidfjord, Molde, Lofoten , Tromso all the up to Alta and 
Honningsvag (Nord kap) and many more by cruise ship. All I can say is that I always get 
amaized by this place! 

11139. Now i REALLY want to visit norway. 
11140. I love Norway,beautiful landscapes 
11141. Mother Earth has so much to offer. 
11142. Proud to be half Norwegian 
11143. I've never visited Norway but now its definitely somewhere I want to visit! Feels like to 

captured the real beauty of the area! 
11144. Wow amazing Norway 😍😍👌 

Anyone who wants to sponsor please 😂 
11145. Want to see more of Norway 
11146. What a beautiful country. Like paradise.  

Love from Azerbaijan  
#Norway #Azerbaijan 

11147. Northern people are strong and respectful. 
11148. We have been there this summer, only 4 brief and intense days... We have to come back... 

most of the beauty you have captured is still to be discovered by us... 
11149. hey little viking, thanks for sharing ..Norway is really beautiful .. you have beautiful fjords 

..😉😍💙💖👍 .. Cathy from France 🙂 
11150. Met the love of my life in Norway. Beautiful place, beautiful people. 
11151. my favorite mountain in all of Norway 
11152. Beautiful country! 
11153. The most beautiful country on earth! Superior landscape and the friendliest people I've ever 

met. So this ist my dream destination for a motorcycle trip - hopefully see you soon! 
11154. Legends lived there. 
11155. I love Norway so much, I wish I can spend the rest of my life in it <3 
11156. soo beautiful 

I hope one day i can go to norway. 
11157. Norway is a beautiful country and also produce the finest WRC rally drivers, amazing, 
11158. Oh my god! This is so heart touching! Glad, that I booked the flights to Lofotes 
11159. Wow, what an amazing country it is ! 
11160. The most beautiful country I`ve ever been 
11161. Love Norway 😍😍 from Brazil 🤮 
11162. One of the most beautiful countries I've ever seen. I must travel there. Imagine that 

landscape during winter! 
11163. I really want to go to Norway. It's a beautiful place. 
11164. Værøy, where my family comes from! STUNNING! 
11165. Beautiful scenery, job well done, Norway is calling me. 
11166. Norway is one of the Beautiful place in this planet. I love Norways lanscape. 
11167. Jeg er forelsket i Norge! Så koselig er det i Nord-Norge 
11168. Lovely Norway 🌷 
11169. Such a beautiful country! 
11170. GOD BLESS NORWAY AND THE NORWEGIAN PEOPLE 🇳🇴♾🌹❤🙏 
11171. I would really like to visit Norway. It's very very beautiful. 
11172. Been to Norway last summer and going again in a couple of days and I’d say the nature in 

Norway awe-bringing. Just the way to heaven if it’s not heaven itself 
11173. Insane. What a beautiful country. I will definately go there again. 
11174. That's heaven! 



11175. The world is so amazing！！！i love this world！ 
11176. I can never get enough of this beautiful land ! 
11177. Amazing. Someday i will visit this country 
11178. Norway is a beautiful country, everything about it, is just breath taking💝 One of my favorite 

Europe countries💝💝💝 
11179. Worth visiting! 
11180. Beautiful, and to see the sun.❤x 
11181. Was it a timelapse or a "normal" video? What speed do you use to make it? Beautiful 

daylight! I really miss Tromso... 
11182. Welcome back Mr. Sun ☀ 
11183. I miss Tromsø! 
11184. An uplight🏴 
11185. Jeg elske! ❤❤ 
11186. Normally would habe been there now..but at least i have These wpnderful impressuons... 
11187. Wow! Telegrafbukta is even more pretty in the winter 😍 
11188. Jeg elsker Tromsø ❤❤❤ 
11189. I miss Telegrafbukta 
11190. trop beau 
11191. On the way back to my Radisson Blu Hotel Tromsø.. 
11192. Tromsø is a very beautiful place, I love Tromsø 💕 
11193. We were in Tromso this time last year... loved it 
11194. Can’t wait to return❤ 

But you must be COVERED with snow⛄ 
11195. MY first time in Tromso last year. 

When i was there 
I definitely in love Tromso 
Such a lovely place. 

11196. i miss Tromsø 
11197. Jeg håper å komme dit i år, Tromsø er en av mine drømdestinasjoner❤ 
11198. Beautiful Norway. I'd say you loved it Lyn Lynn. I haven't been to this part. But was in Oslo 

and Kristiansand. Fabulous! 
11199. The view from The Radisson Blu absolutely loved waking up here for my 50th Nov 2019 
11200. Wonderful memories, when the sun comes back in Tromsø! 
11201. Wow! My dream...one day! ✨ 
11202. Magical place 😍 
11203. Looking forward to our visit in November. 
11204. The view from my hotel window. I love Tromsø. I can’t wait to come back. 
11205. Vakkert sted og flott utsikt 
11206. How i miss that 😍 
11207. Love Tromso 
11208. Jeg kommer til min barndoms by til sommeren, håper jeg da 🥰 
11209. Absolutely gorgeous photos, wish I was back there.x 
11210. So hoping to be able to visit in June depending on restrictions, but if I can’t then I hope to 

visit again one day. 
11211. When is the best month to see northern light? I missed the light last Dec in lapland😭 
11212. Hopefully will be there in June 😊 
11213. We hope you have nice holidays, rest a bit and enjoy this time of the year! We loved 

following your advice for visits and adventures early this year! We WILL see you again, you 
can write it down! 😍🍾🎄✨ 



11214. Missing you an Tromsö so much. Hope we’re able to visit very soon again. Stay safe and 
merry Christmas to you all! 

11215. Buon Natale alla mia amata Tromsø! I miss you, Norway ❤ 
11216. I visited Tromso Dec 2018, saw Northern lights 5 days in a row, Fed the Sami reindeer, 

greatest trip of my life, merry Christmas Tromso. 
11217. Love this city! Greetings from Hungary ☺ 
11218. God Jul Tromsø and all the best to all of your. See you soon above the arctic circle 
11219. Can’t wait to come back!! 
11220. My daughter and I are planning a trip in January 2022!! Can't wait!! 
11221. We wanted to come on Saturday 😢 it's so sad. We miss Norway so much. Corona sucks! 
11222. Visiting next October hopefully 🤞x 
11223. NEXT YEAR +1 😍💖 
11224. This is in my travel plan for the next years 😎 
11225. Wish I was there now 💕 Tromso is such a magical place! 
11226. I was born there, visited a number of years ago in the summer, would love to visit again 

during mørketid! 
11227. What a magical place! 

As we March towards the darkest day of the year- this brightens it immensely!💫 
11228. Polar nights are amazing!!! I remember when I saw, a couple of years ago with my daddy and 

grandpa, my first northern lights!!! it was somewhere near the border between Norway and 
Finland and it was very cold but AMAZING!!! And I also like very much the blue/grey color 
during polar nights, very charming! Eka & family 

11229. Arctic Norway is simply one of the most amazing parts of our planet. I've journeyed to 
Tromsø, Svalbard, and the Lofoten Islands and I can't wait to return again. In the summer 
months, it's also the land of the midnight sun. Highly recommended! 

11230. Absolutely loved Norway we spent 3 nights in Oslo then 6 nights in Tromso I just want to be 
back ❤❤ 

11231. Was planned for this year. But like many people had to put it on hold untill.....? who knows ? 
11232. Had planned to do this for my 60th birthday this year. Ah well, such is life. We will see them. 
11233. Was in Tromso in Feb. Such a beautiful place. The green and purple is like what we saw 
11234. I love Norway and specialy Tromso 🤩🤩♥ 
11235. Amazing! Love to go there again, one day.... 
11236. We spent some unforgettable wonderful days in Tromso during morketid 🥰❤ 
11237. The light in the Arctic is special and magical. 
11238. Spent 5 days in Tromso in February 2020 and it was magical to see the Northern Lights. I 

travelled from South Africa and enjoyed the snow experiences immensely. Unfortunately 
with Covid-19 travel restrictions who knows when I’ll be able to go there again. 

11239. Hello, I am a boy living in Cambodia, I am very interested in Norway, I want to study the 
region and do some research on Norway, in the future I really want to live there, I hope I can 
go for a walk. Entertainment there, my dream for the rest of my life, I love smart countries, 
love nature, mountains and forests there🇰🇭🇳🇴🇵🇭💗❤ 

11240. Owhyohwhy did I ever leave the arctic? It,s got to be the most magical place of them all. I 
love the bluish-ness of what you now call the blo-timen.( how ingenious, why I never heard it 
called that before now, but I always thought of it that way. And I think of the dark time as a 
blue sheen over it all.) 😘😘Love Norway,s north ill the end of time.😮 

11241. We just cancelled 4 flights to Tromsø on 28 December. I could not be sadder� 
11242. With my family again. 🙂 We have been there in February 2020. Dogsledding and 

Reindeersledding in Kiruna and Luleå. Whale watching in Iceland. 
We love Lappland.😍 



11243. I have booked a flight and hotel to go on January, hopefully I can see amazing north light 
😊with I have a good luck 😀 

11244. Last winter I did the dog sledding and reindeer feeding at the Tromsø Ice Domes, went on a 
rib boat trip to Hella and Øyhamna, as well as seeing the Northern Lights in Kilpisjärvi 
(weather was too cloudy in Tromsø). 

11245. Lovely Tromso 
11246. For our honeymoon, my wife and I visited Tromsø. We had an excellent time. We went dog 

sledding and reindeer sledding with Sami herdsman who explained a lot about the culture 
and history of his people. Both trips were with Aurora Alps, excellent and friendly company. 

11247. I went in Tromso one year ago in February.... 
Wonderful experience with the dogs and Aurora.. 
Always in my heart 💕 

11248. Looks like our January trip will have to be cancelled, gutted we visited 2 years ago loved it 
but no aurora that week. So wanted to come back. 🙁 

11249. I come with my parents 3 times in winter time in Tromso and it was always amazing!!! I loved 
the reindeers, the northern lights, humpbacks and expecially orcas!! Really love orcas!!! Eka 
& family 

11250. Hopefully, ASAP. After all this COVID. Stay safe, all. 
11251. Do you have any photos that show the hillside residential neighborhoods at night? I love how 

twinkley they look bc of all the inside and outside lights that are turned on. Thx. 
11252. Monica it looks so lovely 
11253. One of the best places I’ve been !! 
11254. I was there last year and it was beautiful! The streets look beautifully decorated in these pics! 
11255. Beautiful wish we were there as we were last year x 
11256. A lovely town! Visited in February 2017 and loved it! 
11257. Lovely there 
11258. Can't wait to come back 💕💕 
11259. I remember two years ago.... 💗 
11260. Beautiful 😍 
11261. " The best place to explore aurora " 👍 
11262. So lovely❤ 
11263. Beautiful 
11264. Sometimes I will visit this place too 
11265. Due to COVID-19, I had to cancel my trip in March 2020, I hope to visit the Tromsø-area in the 

future!!! 
11266. Unfortunately our flights to Tromsø in January were cancelled yesterday. I am soooo sad 😓 
11267. We miss Tromsø also😢 

But we hope to come back next year... 
We wish you (unfortunately without tourists) a great December month 🌨🎄☃ and a lot of 
northern lights💚💜 

11268. Hopefully see you in 2021. 
11269. We Start our second visit now next Year.. thanx Covit. 

Can't wait to see Tromsø again ❤ 
11270. My January trip has been cancelled 😥😥😥 praying my April visit goes ahead.... 
11271. I wish I was here with my family 😀 
11272. will miss you this year 
11273. Hopefully see you back in 2021. Miss you❤ 
11274. The best place I have ever been, just one year ago!!! 
11275. Love Tromso and miss it so much...xx 
11276. Looks so pretty! Hoping to be able to visit again next september. ❤ 



11277. I have been twice and love it. 
11278. Beautiful 🤩 
11279. I miss tromso very much 🥵 
11280. Lovely ❤ 
11281. Hi, can you please tell if you had Northen lights these November or December in Tromsø? 

Tusen takk for svar! 
11282. Love Tromso beautiful place to visit , wonderful welcoming people 
11283. Es war so schön im Dezember 2019❤ 
11284. We were there to see the tree 3 years ago, beautiful ☺🎄💕 
11285. Comming! Soon! 
11286. Was there a month too early last year. But we had snow to compensate. 
11287. Amazing 😎 
11288. I hope being able to come here in a near future ! 
11289. My favourite place I have ever visited, can’t wait to come back. Stay safe and well 

everyone..❤from 🇬🇧xx 
11290. I remember this lovely and cold 🥶 place.! 
11291. Due to visit in January....keeping everything crossed. 
11292. Fall in love with this lovely place. Definitely will be back in future 
11293. Love and miss Tromsø, just beautiful there 
11294. I wish to visite Tromso again... 
11295. I visited Tromso in March 2019 and my 2nd travel vas been cancelled in march 2020. 

I hope we will be able To come again soon 😁😁 
11296. Love Tromso, 5 nights in a row seeing Aurora, December 2018. 
11297. Should have been back for the Midnight Sun.. thanks a lot Corona 🙄 
11298. We were in oslo, and 3 hours before leaving to Tromso we came back home to the Azores.... 

such a bad timing 😪 😞... how is tromso now regarding receiving turists ? 
11299. i want to go there now 
11300. Mer enn gärna, men får inte 😬😭 
11301. Where auroras is born 
11302. Magnifico😍😍😍 
11303. I hope we can visit Tromso next year 
11304. I love tromso 
11305. It was planned this summer, but... covid 😭😭😭 
11306. We would have loved to come in December. Hopefully in the next northern light season💚 
11307. Hopefully next year if Norwegian dont go bust! 
11308. If only! I have visited every November for the past 4 years and am sad to be missing this year. 
11309. We were in Jan but unfortunately can't afford another 10 days holiday to self isolate. 
11310. Maybe next year it will be easier to visit Tromso... 😢❤ 
11311. I was so looking forward to have been there this summer for the midnight sun. 
11312. We planned in December 😢 
11313. Can't wait to visit when this shit is over 
11314. Next year again. 
11315. Stuck in Switzerland 🙄 
11316. Thank you for sharing these amazing photos. I so want to come back. Stay safe and well.x 
11317. Håber det bliver muligt at rejse til Tromsø fra Danmark til januar, uden karantæne😁❤ 
11318. Hopefully we can travel back to Tromsø next year 🥰 
11319. I miss tromsø, most beautiful city in the world 
11320. I would love to go back too. Drove to Hamn I Senya last time 
11321. Bought a few things from it when I was there in February.❤xx 



11322. when the quarantine ends, I'm there! 
11323. We will be visiting Tromso in January 2021 and can’t wait xxx 
11324. planning to fly from Oslo in November to see this beauty. Any advices when and where to go 

to have a memorable experience of seeing the Nordic lights? Visit Tromsø 
11325. Dreaming.... 😍 
11326. Love Tromso. Amazing area to visit. 
11327. Tromsø is definitely the most magical place I've been to so far! ❤ 
11328. Was there almost a year ago and oh goodness.... I will also return in a heart beat! 
11329. Can’t wait to come back, had the most amazing time in February. Still have to pinch myself 

that I got to see the northern lights twice. Stay safe and well ❤from 🇬🇧xx 
11330. I'll be returning as soon as it is safe to do so! Missed my winter trips so bad, but, when the 

time comes to return? I shall! 
11331. Best holiday of our lives ❤❤ 
11332. We have to delay our Solstice trip and chasing the lights until Dec 2021. 😔 But we WILL be 

there as soon as we can!! 
11333. Dezember 2019 es ist alles so faszinierend ❤ man muss einfach ein 2. Mal hin 
11334. I miss Norway like crazy!!!!! 
11335. Looking forward to coming back for another Polar Night experience. 
11336. We miss the food (at Scandic Ishavshotel)! And we will be back to visit Tromso and the rest of 

Norway as soon as we can ❤ 
11337. Hopefully next year sometime! I ❤ Tromsø. 
11338. Love Tromso and walking over the bridge 
11339. Next year in October, planned....♥ 
11340. Any wait to visit I’m January x 
11341. J'y suis allé l'hiver , magnifique 👍🌌 
11342. and a hotdog at the square in Tromso. 
11343. We can’t wait to see you again but it’ll likely be 2022 now 😞 
11344. Should have been flying out to Tromso today! Can't wait until I can visit! 
11345. Really want to come to Norway at Christmas time. Obviously do a couple cod fishing trips too 
11346. should go back 
11347. i would love to bring the boys back here 
11348. I want to go back 😔 
11349. Spettacolo, mi offri il viaggio Visit Norway 
11350. Bardus is my favourite place in the city. 
11351. Looking into Tromso from the sea side. 
11352. Ra Sushi Bar 🍣 was our favorite place! We miss Tromso! 
11353. Don't remember the name of the place, but that Reindeer burger was awesome! 😛 

Next time in Tromso I want to try the Fiskekompaniet 
11354. Hele tromsö er bra, bedre, best, men får jo ikke dra dit pga coronan 😷🥺😢 
11355. Jordbærpikene will be my first stop when I *finally* make it to Tromsø 🇳🇴✨😊 
11356. Svermeri Kafé was great for eplekake and coffee! The staff were very friendly. Actually, we 

found everyone in Tromsø to be very welcoming. Hopefully one day we will return to 
Svermeri for more eplekake. 

11357. Kaffebønna og Nitty Gritty ! Anbefales! 
11358. Emmas Drømmekjøkken for dinner and Smørtorget for lunch. 
11359. I love Tromsø!!! ♥🌨 
11360. Art Kitchen of course !! 🙂 
11361. Selfie Konditori of course 🤩💖 
11362. Emmas Drømmekjøkken 😍 



11363. Beam me up 😍 
11364. wanne visit this place someday. 
11365. It was on my list foor this year, but due to covid can't come. Hopefully next year. 
11366. We want to come at Christmas and New years eve... Hope this will happen this year 😭 
11367. The best experience ever! One day we will be back...Miss norway! 😔 
11368. Hopefully I'll be there this time next year! 
11369. Tromsö ist auf jeden Fall eine Reise wert.😍 
11370. We did Tromso last November absolutely loved it. Hoping to get there for a summer holiday 

soon 
11371. Tromso in december : done ! And amazing 

Tromso in summer : soon I hope 😍 
11372. Tromso ❤ I miss you so much 😊 
11373. My fvt place 
11374. We hope. We won’t lose hopes 
11375. Tromso in nowember 😍 
11376. Céline Cherry bring me back !!! 😍 
11377. Hopefully be back in 21. Loved my holiday in February and seeing the northern lights. Love 

Tromsø.❤xx 
11378. Hopefully we’ll be back Oct 21. 
11379. Best holiday I ever had in Troso 
11380. We came end of October 2019, absolutely loved it and can't wait to be able to come back xx 
11381. Still hoping I get to visit in January 🤞❄ 
11382. My best holiday ever in my life 😍Tromsö and the norwegian people 😍 
11383. Fab holiday last year, amazing 
11384. This is torture Merryl Harrison - can’t wait to go back 
11385. I’m still on cloud nine from seeing the lights in February, twice. Thank you for sharing these 

amazing photos. Stay safe and well. Love from 🇬🇧❤xx 
11386. Day and night was so beautiful and magical! 🗻🌌 
11387. Back in March I took this with my iPhone. 

Wish I could come back again this year. 
11388. Oh, how I miss those places... and that view! I litterally cried when I saw the aurora dancing 

in front of me! The tears felt down without me noticing them! 
We'll come back, for sure! 

11389. Absolutely loved our trip for my 50th birthday last October. We were lucky enough to see 
them two nights and have a photograph of us with what were told is a rare Frozen Corona. 
Best birthday ever ❤ 

11390. I stay in Tromso two years ago...magical 
11391. Sad to have missed Tromso on our cruise back in February - it was removed from the itinerary 

at the last minute because of delays and bad weather. Oh well, we’ll just have to come back 
😍 

11392. Tinden 😍så vakker den var i går 👍😊 
11393. I love Tromso. Sooo grateful to have visited it last November! 
11394. Was supposed to arrive 1.10😪😷 
11395. Will be back again someday 🙏 
11396. We also visited Tromso in februari 2020 for beautiful scenery and northern light. We can 

recommend it. 
11397. I miss Tromso 
11398. Some are so lucky 
11399. Espectacular❤ 
11400. exactly the kind of place I need to go now! 



11401. Wow 
11402. we gotta go back real soon XXXXXXXXXXX 
11403. Cannot wait!!! My pic, Tromso, last year. 
11404. You are making me envious, came in February was lucky enough to see them twice. I so want 

to come back had such an amazing time. Stay safe and well.x 
11405. one of the first things i do when the stupid corona is history. I'm flying to Tromso, I'm going 

up the fjellheisen (the most beautiful mountain I've ever been on) and I'll see the northern 
lights again 

11406. Tromsø was our last trip. 😭😭😭 It was so peaceful and quiet! The night we chased the lights 
we had a 12 percent chance of spotting them- and we did!!! 

11407. In July Northern Norway had the best weather in whole Norway, and since that it has been a 
lot of rain... but, in between it has been some great nights... and September is a lovely time 
to chase the Northern lights together with autumn colors... this pics is from the 13th..😉 

11408. I keep coming back for the great aurora viewing in and around Tromsø. 
11409. Happy to have seen the northern lights and the beautiful city of Tromsö in February this year. 

Hope to come back soon... 
11410. I'm so glad I went there last December, I spent 10 days in Tromso, eating delicious food in the 

restaurants daily, 7 of the 10 days were day tours and I saw the aurora once, loved 
everything from Tromso, I hope I can come back soon, the only limit is current pandemic time 
😞 

11411. I'm so glad I went last October, considering how this year has turned out. The tours I took 
were great, and we had awesome cloud-free nights with minimal driving 

11412. Tromso is the best choice, we could see northern light even from our hotel, even from the 
pub window..... best of the best was in Telegrafbukta 

11413. We came in Feb 2019, not that lucky.... One day those lights will dance when I visit again. 
11414. HÄFTIGT----Tromsö forever------ 
11415. I hope they allow travel soon so I can come see them from the USA 🇺🇸 
11416. Thank you for this photography. 

Hope so much to go there one day. 
11417. I can’t wait to return 😃 
11418. Absolutely loved Tromso glad I was 50 last Nov and not this ☹ 
11419. Absolutely amazing ... can't wait for this situation to finish so I can visit 
11420. This December i going to visit tromso and lapland rovoneimi 
11421. I miss this beautiful city. Maybe next winter. 
11422. Would love to visit someday. When all of the corona stuff is over. 
11423. Lovely Tromso ❤ 
11424. Que bonito 💜 
11425. Glorious 
11426. I love tromso 
11427. Looks different without snow 
11428. Sadly had to cancel my November trip this year, rescheduled for Nov 2021. Can't wait to visit 

this beautiful place 🤞🤞🤞 
11429. My dream travel: see a nordly in tromso, already booked an apartment on december and 

because of covid, had to cancel, im só sad. 
Só many years dreaming to go to tromso 💖 

11430. Jeg elsker Tromsø! ❤ Can't wait to see you soon! 
11431. I'm planning my 4th trip to Tromsø, the best place to see the Northern Lights. However, due 

to covid-19 everything's on stand-by... let's see how it goes until December 
11432. Tromsø is awesome. Can’t wait to come back. 
11433. Nice place 



11434. Go to Tromso, chase the northern lights, and may the Green Goddess dance wild and free 
across the skies above you. 
Tromso stole my heart and soul, and I will always go back for more. 
*Cannot wait for my next trip. Fingers crossed travel to Norway will be doable soon! 

11435. This was February this year, got to see them two nights in a row my wish came true. Can’t 
wait to come back to this beautiful country.💖xx 

11436. Gorgeous ! I was there ....and I want tu return in the future 
11437. best place in the world ... I love Norway 
11438. Tinden kirka og brua ❤ 
11439. The most beautiful place I have ever visited and can’t wait to come back ❤❤❤❤ 
11440. Definitely worth a trip, we walked from the cruise terminal over this bridge to the gondola 

lift had delicious Waffles and cream at the top, visited the church and walked back to the 
ship, it was super! 

11441. The botanical garden is the most northerly in the world 🌷🌻 
11442. This was the view from 

Our hotel window. Love Tromso 
11443. Fabulous view!!! Would love to visit. 
11444. I had so much fun in Tromsø 3 weeks ago 🥰. 
11445. Felling in love with Tromsø been 2 times be back for more one the best places ever been to 

❤❤❤ 
11446. One of my favourite places.! 
11447. Is it getting a bit cold 
11448. can you remember this walk everyday haha 🙂 xx ⛄⛄ 
11449. Snygg bro som alltid i Norge... Spektakulära o fantadgiska broar o byggnadsverk. 
11450. Awesome 
11451. still remember. Wrong turn ended up in the city center 😂😂😂 
11452. Breathtaking place!! 
11453. Wow 
11454. Fantastic ! 
11455. I just love that nothing is a problem, everyone is so friendly and chilled and always willing to 

help. Great place,we’d love to live permanently but don’t think we could deal with the very 
short days in the winter. 
Last time we visited was in a January, I seem to remember daylight broke around 9am and 
dusk started around 2.30-3pm. I may be wrong. But we loved it x 

11456. Hope to be back for New Year, visit number 7! 
11457. I miss Tromsø ❤ Best city in the world 🥰 
11458. Can't wait to be back in Tromsø. Thanks for having us in October 2019 😁 
11459. Our flights are cancelled because of Covid-19...my heart is broken...i dreamed of it since 20 

years 
11460. It’s a challenge to stay warm in the blistering cold at night! But I got unforgettable memories 

and pictures! 👍🤗 
11461. Tromso itself is my favourite, because it's a pack of delicious food, cozy handicrafts, aurora 

borealis views, snow and kind local people 👏👏👏 
11462. Häftig Bild... Superbra 
11463. Amazing! 
11464. Can’t wait to get there 
11465. Wow! 
11466. We will come back for aurora-hunting 
11467. I was there last year. It was fantastic! The lights, the people, the city!! I'd like to go in summer 

next time. I hope I will 🤞 



11468. Totally fell in love with Tromso, beautiful. One day I will return 
11469. Love Tromso, some excellent memories and we will be back! 
11470. Visited Tromso Dec 2018 for Northern lights, saw them four nights in a row, checked another 

off bucket list. Hope to go again. Beautiful little city. Fed the reindeer also. 
11471. Loved my holiday on Tromsø 
11472. When Norway will let us in, for sure ! 
11473. Not only visit,I would like to live there! 
11474. lucky to be in tromso early march this year! 
11475. Had the most precious 4 night break with my daughter in Feb. Absolutely loved everything 

about Tromso 💕 
11476. So thankful Norway recognizes long distance relationships and is giving some exemption for 

them. Can't wait to come back to Tromsø this winter to see my man! ❤ 
11477. Booked for December (before covid struck)..hopefully we will still be able to make it! Was 

there a couple of years ago and fell in love with the place x 
11478. I have walked that bridge to the Arctic Cathedral ! 
11479. I can’t wait to come back. Did the Polar Nights and was hoping to experience the Midnight 

Sun this summer. Hopefully next year 😃 
11480. Jeg savner Tromsø ! 
11481. Posto meraviglioso 
11482. Been there and loved it 💗 
11483. Love tromso. One day. We will return. 
11484. Very nostalgia ! 
11485. I LOVE TROMSO!!!!! 
11486. In this winter maybe 
11487. Go in winter. February was great when we were there. Dress for the cold, but all decent 

activities centres will be able to provide clothing suitable for all activities. Learning a few bits 
of Norwegian is always nice, try and learn the proper pronunciation. 

11488. Winter is definitely an amazing time to go. Do a little bit of research before you go as there 
are so many things to do and see. Embrace the weather and when eating out try new things, 
you wont be disappointed x 

11489. Jeder Ausflug ist wie ein Traum, Tromsö ist eine andere Welt ❤ 
11490. See the midnight sun, the most beautiful thing to do in Tromso in summer. Go kayaking 

among the Norwegian fjords, surrounded by majestic mountains and astonishing nature. The 
ocean is fundamental to North-Norwegian culture and kayaking is a great way to experience 
it. Sleeping in an Ice Dome is something unique to do in Tromso. Additionally, the Tromso Ice 
Domes are one of the best Northern Lights hotels in Norway. 

11491. Book an organised Northern Lights tour for guaranteed success! Enjoy the amazing people, 
area and have fun. 

11492. Would be nice if a bottle of Mack beer was thrown in also 😃 
11493. This is the street where we got stuck on the ice! Looks so nice in summer! 
11494. In a road at the bottom of a hill 😁🤪 

It was all covered in snow when I was there in February. 
11495. We love Tromso! Hope to come back soon! 
11496. Stayed in red house on the right a couple of years ago ❤ 
11497. Pedestal hansens gate? Didn’t see much of the colours as it was all white in February 
11498. Tromso. I’m pretty sure. But I’ve only seen it covered in snow. 
11499. The most incredible Cathedral. The stained Glass window is magic. We listened to the Organ 

being played. It was incredible😍❤ 
11500. I loved this photo ❤ Tromsø is very beautiful🤩 



11501. Wow, we were here in early January this year. Such a different landscape without snow. How 
amazing. 

11502. I was there during this time , GORGEOUS! 
11503. One of my favourite destination,love the northern lights and all the land around .! 
11504. Beautiful Summer Like Winter 
11505. I was also there for the midnight sun and the Cathedral is spectacular .My cousin was the 

organist there .Inger Høifødt . 
11506. We came in Jan 2018 and fell in love with the place. We recently had a holiday to Mexico 

cancelled due to covid restrictions, so we have decided to use this money to come back to 
Tromso 2021 when we know we can do so. 

11507. My family and I are planning a visit in february, we are looking forward to it! 😍 
Hope to see the northernlight! 💚 

11508. We are visiting January 2021 and we can’t wait x 
11509. Hope to still get there for New Year - flight dependent! 
11510. We have done it a few times in winter and loved it!! Loved the views, looking at all the 

houses. We felt like we were on a Christmas card. We are from Australia, so our February's 
are at the opposite end of the thermometer. 🇦🇺😭🌏😩 Loved being able to rug up and enjoy 
the beautiful scenery. 💕 

11511. Amazing reflection beneath the bridge and fjord in Tromso. I've been to here twice, hope can 
travel Tromso again. 

11512. I also walked that bridge returning from the Funicular and the Artic Cathedral . Very beautiful 
city and area . I want to return ! 

11513. The botanical garden is surprisingly rich and well-kept. Walking up Tromsdalstinden is a great 
experience. 

11514. Strolling around Prestvannet taking in the blue sky when it is there(Aug2019), especially with 
the mountain profile of a nose named Store Blåmann or Blåmannen. 

11515. Nov 2019. Tromso has my heart. I can't wait to return ♥ 
11516. The country is still closed 😃 

Best kept secret? there isn't one, the whole of Tromso is one big hidden secret! 😃 
11517. All the way from Australia on March 2020. 
11518. Mine has to be Blåst the glass blowing studio, lovely items to buy and take home and you 

actually get to see them at work and in winter a great place to get away from the cold 
outside 

11519. Neither are much of a secret, but I love Prestvannet and found the Polarmuseet really 
interesting. 

11520. Didnt stay long enough to find a hidden secret but I would love to tho! 
11521. I used to ride bike through this beautiful bridge. Missing bike riding 
11522. Steakers , whales and sea eagles 
11523. I falling in Love with Tromsø 
11524. Visited several times but not for a while, loved the Sami museum. 
11525. Loved it we went to concert in the church. Walked the bridge! 
11526. We have walked this bridge and went to Arctic Cathedral 5 years ago. 
11527. getting battered by the snow an winds whilst trying not to slip on the ice 😂 
11528. I love the place 
11529. Den rolige tromsdalen 
11530. Maybe 2021 
11531. WOW! Beautiful pics! I think Tromso Is one of the beautiful places in the world! 

Congratulations to yours people! I hope stay there soon!!! 🙏🙏🙏 Bad covid 19!!!! 
11532. Tromso is on my bucket list. When will Norway open for visitors? 
11533. I was supposed to be there today for 6 nights 🙁 Hope to be able to go one day...so sad... 



11534. Wow!! Tromso is a land of which is impossible not to fall in love with... So magical...! 
11535. Once again GREAT FOTOS TAKK TROMSØ ✅👍🇳🇴🇳🇴 
11536. Definitely going back one day ! 
11537. I have been to Tromso in the summer of1994 and in the winter of 2017❤ 
11538. Greetings especially to Tet (Ethel Little): this us what you must do to get out and about next 

winter❄🇳🇴🌨🌞🇳🇴❤ 
11539. Soon... Very soon I will stay there!!🙏🙏 I hope... 😁😁😁 
11540. Miss Tromso too 
11541. I was there last winter, a sincere advice is: don't spend all days in foreign fast food 

restaurants, try a local restaurant, try Tromso local products, they're worthy the visit, they 
have delicious food and they're worthy the money you invest in! 

11542. I miss Tromsø. Love it there and can't wait to go back. 
11543. Supposed to be there in 8 days on our honeymoon from Australia but it'll have to wait till 

next year. 
11544. Hopefully we can see us in December 😍 I need a vaffel at fjellheisen 🤤 
11545. Loved Tromso!! 
11546. Jan 21....stay safe... 
11547. Hope to be there for New Year again 
11548. Hope so too - tickets booked for Early Jan 2021 but we just have to wait and see. 🤞 
11549. We are visiting January 2021 and can’t wait xxx 
11550. I dream of being there. X 
11551. lovely place xxxx 
11552. Flights and hotel booked for end of November. Want to finally see the northern lights 😍 
11553. We are visiting end of December 2020 to celebrate the New Year can't wait 😀 
11554. Loved my husky adventure 3 years ago...gorgeous animals 
11555. An amazing adventure! One of the best experiences!!! 
11556. Lovely photos .. wish I was in Tromsø...looks like a super night for northern lights tonight 
11557. Ah me too mandy brilliant holiday ❤ 
11558. Amazing experience, March 2020, we managed to visit from the UK just before the lockdown, 

can’t wait to do this again ❄💙❄ 
11559. Wish ........i was there🐾🍀🌌 
11560. One of the best things I have ever done!! 🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰 
11561. Planing to go 22.1 hope that weekend will be polar lights as well 😉 
11562. I'll come back! 😉 
11563. It is indeed, I would go back there time & time again. 
11564. Sounds great! 
11565. Planning for 2021 😍 
11566. Are we welcome in Norway? 
11567. I loved Tromso your tour was fantastic and we saw the lights too would love to come back 1 

day 
11568. I think this is your fav place on Earth. 
11569. I want to go back!!! 
11570. Can a 9 year old & 6 year old go on this trip? 
11571. Can't wait to get back on a trip with you. 

😀🇮🇲🇮🇲❤ 
11572. i m ok to spend 10days quarantines there no problem 😭😭 
11573. Magical ! - really can’t wait to come back 
11574. Stunning 🤗 
11575. Wow very nice 



11576. lovely photos ... wish I was in Tromso rather than locked down in UK! 
11577. Wauw wat mooi👌👌👌 
11578. ❤ Look at those photos! #mustgetbacktotromso 
11579. Hope to be back very soon! Our visit at your camp was such an amazing and fluffy experience 

😍🥰 with love from Holland! 
11580. Highly recommend this visit to the sami people 

4 years ago I was in Tromsø. 
Truly the best holiday I ever had 

11581. i wish i could just go there and hide for a few months from this crazy world... 🙂 maybe one 
day... 

11582. been there done that : GREAT day 🤩🍀👍 
11583. Indeed good memories 🥰🍀 
11584. Could you stop this quarantine for February 😭pleaaase 
11585. Good memories❤👌 
11586. Amazing memories 
11587. Una bella esperienza! 
11588. I will come ( soon) , after the Covid-19 
11589. Nice, I was hoping to get this season to see them again 😭 
11590. I would love to visit again soon! Such an experience! 💙 
11591. Wish we were there. It’s amazing and beautiful 😍 
11592. Oh I wish i could go there to see them 😥 
11593. Hope to get back again to Tromso in 2021 😏😫 
11594. Stunning! 
11595. Love this!!! 
11596. Had a wonderful holiday in Tromso last year. We'll definitely come back!! 
11597. We were with you earlier this year, so lucky to get away before the pandemic ! 

We will be back again some day ❤🇮🇲😀 
11598. If only we could all travel to Norway 🙄 I can do a quarantine in fjords no problem but $$$ 
11599. I miss this!!! Hopefully soon! 
11600. I ❤ Tromsø!!! 
11601. Hopefully can fly to Norway 🇳🇴 for winter next year 🍻👍 
11602. Hopefully, see you next year! 
11603. We muss this top,so much 
11604. Czekamy 
11605. sweet memories🐾❤👌 
11606. Speriamo di essere lì a dicembre ... 
11607. Happy national day to your beautiful country I hope to see again one day 
11608. I will be back as soon as I can! 
11609. We'll be back 🇮🇲🇮🇲🇮🇲❤🇮🇲🇮🇲 
11610. Really enjoyed my aurora excursion on 01/03/20 with Eli and a fantastic display ... will be 

back to Tromso again when we are allowed to travel.... 
11611. A very geat experience with Eli, great tour guide & photographer! Tromsø, my best place 

ever! 
11612. Wonderful time in October, photo by Morten, 
11613. One of our best Moments: our Engagement. 
11614. I really hope to come back in November 🤞no closed borders 🤞 
11615. I miss my husky safari👍👍👍 
11616. Had a great day last January!❤🥰 
11617. I should arrive Next thursday thé tours will be possible? 



11618. Lovely photos... only 2 weeks to go before Aurora hunt with Tromsø Safari ... so excited! 
11619. Amazing 😎😎 
11620. Hello can we still expect to see aurora end of march? 
11621. Is it possible to take a little Drone during this trip ? (If the weather is ok) 
11622. Wonderful trip! 
11623. this is the company we used for all of our adventures in Norway xxx 
11624. We also had a great trip! 
11625. Last thursday i met Ayaka at the northern lights Chase, and she is a great girl. Very Loving and 

kind person! 
Love the tour with her and Andreas!! 

11626. How are the dogs? 
11627. Ayaka!!!😀 
11628. Can we ride it if we only have a licence for moto 50cc sinds 20 years ? 
11629. My profile photo is one of yours .. we had to pull the coach over to take the photo 
11630. I will bring my great love to tromsø. Everyday I tell him about the great lights above Norway 

and that I miss them 
11631. My amazing husband and adventure buddy Sam Austin! 
11632. how amazing would this be 😍🤞 xxx 
11633. Beth Mowlam. Although the Northern lights won't be as amazing as she is! 
11634. Wolfgang and I will come to Tromsø in 3 month. Would be great to win the free tickets. 🍀 
11635. Just about to get on a flight to Tromso tomorrow morning from UK with hubby and fellow 

explorer Sam Austin! 
11636. My husband and two boys - we will be visiting in February 🤩 
11637. Enjoy Dunc and Sonia xx 
11638. My best friend and husband Philip, 30th anniversary. 
11639. So far we don’t have visit tromsö, but we definitely want to see this beautiful town 🤩 

we are my wife and our two kids! We would be very happy to win the tickets 😉 
11640. this!!! 
11641. When I stand there with my husband on my 50th birthday, I would like to feel the presence 

of my dad. 💖 
11642. Me and my girlfriend Sonia Burns-Sweeney are finally there next week. The trip was booked 

as my present for her 40th birthday so this would be a great addition for our trip! 👍👍🤞🤞 
11643. My best friend Talisja Keyndorf and I are coming to Tromsø tomorrow and we are looking for 

a tour. I hope we win the free tickets 
11644. As I did in 2015, my best friend Kevin Fairclough 
11645. We are coming in two weeks 😍😍 i wish my 3 years old daughter would be enchanted by the 

magic of northern lights! 
11646. My friend and I were discussing about our next trip during the next 11 month. So we would 

have the best reason to visit tromsö again ❤ 
11647. I would bring my wife she has always wanted to see the northern lights 
11648. We loved our experience earlier this year to celebrate our son Jake's 21st Birthday - the 

Husky memories will stay with us forever!. Is the main photo "Snow" who we saw as a puppy 
back in Feb 2019 (see photo)? 

11649. Good luck with the new season. 
11650. 😍😍😍 One of the best experiences we had in Tromsø🥰 
11651. Wow, so beautiful😍 
11652. That is wonderful so amazing! 
11653. One day! ❤ 
11654. we could go one September when it’s not so cold? 
11655. Wow, so beautiful!! 



11656. I really want to come back ❤ 
11657. Wow! Awesome! 
11658. Absolutely beautiful! 
11659. Wow 
11660. Wow! 
11661. So cool 
11662. amicaaaaa facciamo sti biglietti?!? NOW!! 🤩❤❤❤ 
11663. Oh so mega schön 
11664. roadtrip! 
11665. Scott Simpson this would be fab 😀 
11666. Looks amazing 🤗 
11667. Love it 
11668. holy smokes! 🔥🔥🔥 
11669. Super 
11670. It's so beautiful ! I saw Orcas and Whales in Skjervoy 

I made a video on YouTube if you want to see 😍 
https://youtu.be/AXzsb4_vUWM 

11671. Awesome 
11672. send them over hereeeee 😍😍 
11673. May have to add Norway to this years list! 
11674. ...here‘s your trip....😉 
11675. .... this is what it should look like... 
11676. Simplemente Hermoso! 
11677. Beautiful 
11678. When and where was it ? 🙂 
11679. Wow, incredible 🤩 
11680. Wow 
11681. Almost going to tromso🎉 Esmay hope to see it 😍 
11682. Wonderful 😍😍😍 
11683. Amazing northern light....love it❤❤❤ 
11684. wow its amazing...freue mich schon so sehr auf dieses Naturspektakel...bald... 
11685. Wauwwwww. 
11686. Amazing 
11687. Beautiful...thank you for sharing! 
11688. Smukke billeder. 👍 

Også et godt nytår til dig. 🇩🇰 
11689. So cool but why did they start fireworks fifteen minutes early or is that normal? 
11690. Beautifull ! 
11691. Merry Christmas & Happy New Year! 🎊 🍾☀ thank you for sharing these beautiful videos 

and photos! 🥰 
11692. baby we will go norway to visit Tromso to enjoy with this aurorea boreal in Norway soon 

baby 
11693. Aurora glow 🤣🤣🌌🌌 
11694. Tonight I was in Vangberg, Tromsø, and was lucky to see it at 1:30 approx but it was short 

and not that colorful!! Ahhhh im so jealous, I missed it 😞 
11695. Next week ...so keep some for me 😉 
11696. I am in tromso till 10th Jan 

What is the possibility of seeing the auroras and which locations are the best spots 
11697. Wow - breathtaking!!! 



11698. Yes! Like in a beautiful dream! 😍💕 
11699. we didn't see it yesterday🤔🤔🤔but we look ans time.🤔🤔🤔 
11700. Absolutely Amazing!!! 
11701. wow i will stay in January 13 - 17.01.20 in Tromso, its possible to see the lights ??????? 
11702. Beautiful, heading over in February,, looking forward 😊 
11703. Wonderful 
11704. Mooiiii 
11705. Spectacular! 
11706. Wow!! 😍 Spectacular! 😍😍😍 
11707. Definitely 🤩 
11708. Beautiful 👍 
11709. 💚💚💚💚💚💚 yo quiero mario ☹ 
11710. I'll never forget my turn. It was the moment of a lifetime 
11711. Levi in Finland 🇫🇮 an experience we will never forget 
11712. *THIS* is what we need to see! 🤩 
11713. The best place to have a vacation.😃 
11714. The best present for my wife, it’s will stay very good in our memory !!! 
11715. One day.... 
11716. this is where we are staying on our tour 
11717. Is this few day very bad for northern light? Heard that there is snowstorm coming to tromso. 
11718. Amazing 
11719. Oh 1 week to go 💖 
11720. We are visiting in December. Will my mobile phone be able to take photos of the Northern 

Lights like that? 
11721. We’ll be arriving in January. Can you send us more information please regarding Camp 

Tamok. Thank you. 
11722. Can you get there without flying 
11723. I was there 

Beautiful 
11724. One day Neil!!! 🤞🥰🌌 
11725. ❤ in knapp 4 Monaten ist es schon soweit 
11726. Wow, such a beauty!! ♥ 
11727. .. WOW 
11728. lets go 
11729. Is November the best month to see Aurora or not? (In order to book a visit there...) 
11730. Wow, I have seen Aurora's a few times when I lived in Alaska for a year but nothing as breath 

taking as these. Nothing compares to Our Magnificent Creator's creations. Thank you for 
sharing your beautiful photos. 

11731. What an amazing place, and photo. 
11732. Hi i wanna come to Tromsø but tell me when it's time to see the lights 
11733. ......♥ bientôt 
11734. What is this specific trip? Looks good to have the camp? Do you sleep over night or just visit 

and go back to hotel? 
11735. now that’s dancing 
11736. Stunning!! I will be there in next year 💕 
11737. Hermoso espectáculo! 
11738. Someday🙏❤ 
11739. I’ve heard this is cyclical. Is there any way to forecast how it will be on November 29 and 30th 

in Tromsø ??? 



11740. Stunning, praying that I get a show like this in 9 days 😭 
11741. On my bucket list for 2023 😍 
11742. WOW det här tar ju första pris🤗😍 
11743. isn’t this ironic on my timeline!! Xxxx 
11744. Stunningly beautiful..February cant come soon enough..wish we were there now Angela! 
11745. Whowwww 
11746. I’ll be in Tromso in 17 days!! Hope I see the Aurora 
11747. - since you are in Tromso right now you be posting some pics !!! 
11748. Wow, so beautiful!! ❤ 
11749. Amazing 😍😍😍😍 
11750. OMG amazing! 
11751. Fascinantă imagine Multumesc! 
11752. It was snowing last night and I didn’t see any lights. I wish I did! At what time was this? 

Do I have to drive to a specific place? 
11753. This is on my Bucket list ❤ 
11754. We can't wait for Feb 🇮🇲🙂 
11755. Wonderful!! 
11756. So beautiful 😘😘😘 
11757. Que maravilla 
11758. Fabulous 👍 
11759. We went but it was a bit cloudy so wasn’t breath taking so I need to go again 
11760. Oh to be there. 
11761. Wow! Spectacular! 
11762. I’m trying to plan a visit to Tromso to see the lights. When is a better chance to track the 

lights 
11763. The wonder of Gods majesty is proclaimed in the heavens. 
11764. Wow!!!! Beautiful! 😍😍😍 
11765. Maravilhoso...👏👏👏 
11766. Waaaahnsinn😲😲 
11767. Soon 😍 
11768. Absolutely stunning 
11769. definitely worth checking out 
11770. amazing 
11771. Laura Keller sad we didn't get to see the lights 😢 
11772. Det här var ju magiskt😍 
11773. Wow, stunning ❤ 
11774. Amazing!! 
11775. Woooooow😳😳😳👍👍👍 
11776. Comming soon ❤❤❤❤❤❤ 
11777. Oh 4 weeks and I be there x 
11778. Stunning! 💕🥰 
11779. Wonderful!!! 💙 
11780. Tromsø back in January 
11781. Wish they were around end of Feb 
11782. Mat, definitely seeing these when we go in December 🥰 
11783. Saw them last week ❤ there was a total of about 6 including a baby. And we saw a minke 

whale too ! 
11784. Stunning 💕 
11785. Oh my oh my the best photo I've seen today 



11786. AMAZING! 😍😍😍 
11787. Beautiful picture 
11788. Fabulous! 
11789. the best has yet to come, I hope so 💫 
11790. Was this photo shot on this Oct 1st? or long time ago? 
11791. Wahouuuu where is it ? 
11792. Hellloooooo Tromso!! We are here at last, hoping to see the Northern light on our hunt this 

week. So exciting 
11793. Hermosas fotos! 
11794. imagine... my dream come true. The northern lights while kayaking.. 😍😍 
11795. Prachtig!!! 
11796. Wir warten schon sehnsüchtig auf den Dezember 😍😍 
11797. This is my dream😍 
11798. Beautiful 
11799. Beautiful 
11800. Wow 
11801. Magnifique ! 
11802. Stunning! 
11803. I really love to visit this place..I hope one day.. 
11804. This is my biggest dream 
11805. Best experience of my life. ❤❤ 
11806. I wanna go back....😍😍😍 
11807. Wonderfull place and auroras. Love ❤ 
11808. 😍 magnifique 
11809. November 2019 is there a strong or weak activity? 🤔🌌 
11810. Tromso is awesome! We stayed 3 nights at the beginning of April and we saw the Aurora 2 

nights in a row!!❤❤ Loads of great activities to do there too. We will definitely be back! 
11811. hello the norwegians 

I live in Lyon, France and I would like to visit the city of Tromso 
I will travel with my car (3750 km) 
I would like to know if there are good activities 
Which is your house beautiful? 
thank you in advance 

11812. Wow magic 😍❤ 
11813. See you in September ... leaving from malta by overland 
11814. We are coming for a visit in January.. can't wait! 
11815. Lovely 
11816. here's a holiday for September 😂 
11817. I will go to Tromsø and Longyearbyen for my birthday in November 29. Hoping for good 

weather and solar activity to see the aurora. 
11818. We will come tomorrow, but the weather in this weekend... 🙁 
11819. What month after the summer do the Auroras start to be visible again? 
11820. Stunning x 
11821. Beautiful! 
11822. spectacular ! 
11823. Priceless 
11824. Oh Another Bucket List, won't be as warm as the last one though.. Brian Damage xx 
11825. what about Norway for our next vacation 
11826. Sven! 



11827. I will be visiting Tromso end of March this year, is there a place to go or a tour to join to see 
the northern lights??? 

11828. So beautiful, I'd like to see again. 
11829. Beautiful! They are so majestic! We missed the Aurora when we came on 22nd. The clouds 

and rain covered the lights! We still had a fab weekend though and Loved coming to visit the 
reindeer! 😊 

11830. Impressed, Is it in Senja??? 
11831. amazing 
11832. Stunning.. 
11833. It cant be more beautiful than this .. 
11834. when are you going back? 
11835. I wanna go back 
11836. Stunning 
11837. One word = wow 
11838. Magnifique 
11839. Amazing😍😍😍 
11840. earth is changing 
11841. Vé Ro e must go there! 
11842. somewhere to stay 😊 
11843. awesome 🙏 
11844. Is there some good place nearer from Tromso??? We arrived in tromso this night and for only 

3 days :S 
11845. Beautiful 
11846. Mother Nature at her best,so impressive. 
11847. 😍 bucketlist!! 
11848. what it looks like 
11849. Unbelievable! 
11850. when one of us wins the lottery..! 😍 
11851. check this out !! 
11852. Would love to see this 
11853. Ughhh Dreams 😍😍 
11854. If only 🙏 
11855. need to go see this xx 
11856. Stunning 
11857. Omg hold lige der op!!! 
11858. Bucket list 
11859. Wow!! 
11860. Jeg ville SÅ gerne se det😲😲 
11861. One day💙 
11862. yes ... the northern lights .. I want to go see ... Iceland ! 
11863. Nuuuuuuuuussssssa! 😍 
11864. omg I cant wait for you to see this!! 
11865. we should have been in Tromso last night! 
11866. From our trip last night too. Tromso is an amazing place🌌👍 
11867. Fabulous!! 
11868. That’s an amazing light show! 
11869. woah!!! 
11870. Be prepared for your camera to pick up the green but your eyes to see grey 
11871. OMG! 



11872. Beyond words 
11873. Sarah Leigh Smith thought this was skyrim or something hahaha 
11874. PRACHTIG 
11875. And is that the moon?! 
11876. So beautifu!! Amazing!!! 😍😍😍💚💙💚💙 
11877. need these lights again 
11878. What is the best way to go to Tromsø from Oslo? 
11879. Amazing 
11880. It was an amazing night ❤ 
11881. I want to go back 
11882. I loved😍 
11883. Stunning! Thankyou for sharing 
11884. Nice!!!! How much was the KP ??? Thanks 
11885. Next September goona spend one month in tromso... how much are the chances to see the 

Aurora in one month?? 
11886. My bucket list 
11887. vamos esquematizar. Depois te conto tudo 
11888. definitely not what we seen up the Lairies 
11889. What a pic !! 😍 

where did you take this beautiful picture ? 
11890. Majestic!!!!!💗 
11891. magnifique! ❤ 
11892. That is stunning! Is it by the Sami people? 
11893. Amazing 
11894. Jaaaa..... 🤩 
11895. Gorgeous. I'll be there in 2 weeks 
11896. Magnificent. 
11897. Wowwwwwwwwwww!magnificent!! 
11898. Amazing 
11899. Sommaroy, Last night- so amazing 
11900. Omg I come on tuesday I cant wait ❤ 
11901. Magnificent. 
11902. Wow! Great👍 
11903. What is this location please ! 
11904. Any chance to have a Nice sky like This in July? 
11905. Hermosas imágenes! 
11906. let’s go thereeeeeeee!!! 🤩😍🌌 
11907. WOW !!! 
11908. So beautiful 💙 
11909. honeymoon 
11910. Is April good month to see it , please? 
11911. we need to go here😍 
11912. Hermosísima..........💯! 
11913. I wish I could see this in real life 
11914. 👏👏👏👏divino 
11915. god damn 
11916. tak tak 
11917. Only 4 days and im off to Iceland hopefully I will be lucky enough to see them 😍 
11918. I will see that someday in my own eyes the amazing nature creation 😊 



11919. Wonderful World 😍 
11920. I need this in my life too. 
11921. Hermoso, simplemente hermoso! 
11922. I’m reaching tomorrow 21st Oct for 2 nights . Any possibility to see the aurora? 
11923. May I know when is good time to visit Tromso to view this magnificent creation? Is late 

January to February good time? 
11924. WOW 
11925. flott 
11926. beautiful pictures really lovely.x 
11927. Nature's beauty 
11928. Amazing! 
11929. ..talking bout traveling to another country...here it is 
11930. Spektakulært👏👏👏 
11931. Can’t wait to visit you 😍 
11932. I can’t wait to visit you ❤ 
11933. Impresionante !!!!! 
11934. Stunning 
11935. Northern Lights... 
11936. 😮 wow 
11937. AMAZING! 
11938. incredible amazing stunning 
11939. Fab fab fab !!! 
11940. amazing 
11941. insane 
11942. Meu sonho 😍 
11943. vamos... 
11944. If only I could see this! ❤ 
11945. Espectacular! 
11946. We're off to Iceland in February so really hope that we see them then. So excited! 
11947. Incredible. 
11948. Mes couleurs prefetees 
11949. Incredible. 
11950. Reece Laird let’s go northern lights hunting 
11951. Gorgeous! 
11952. WOW! 
11953. Phenomenal shot! 
11954. So beautiful. ❤ 
11955. Wow!!!! 
11956. Amazing 😍😍😍😍 
11957. Counting the days to see this!🤗🤗🤗 
11958. WOW wish i could have seen it 
11959. look they have started again! 😍 
11960. dudeeee lets go! 
11961. Location please ! 
11962. Impossible to see with your eyes northern lights like this above the city lights! 
11963. That’s amazing that the aurora are so bright above the city lights! 
11964. Amazing 👍 
11965. Stunning 
11966. You dont travel with children! Otherwise yes! 



11967. lets go to Norway 💙💙💙 
11968. I can’t wait 
11969. Wow that looks just amazing. What a photo! 
11970. Breathtaking 💚 
11971. So, Norway. 
11972. Beautiful 💚 
11973. Just AWESOME!!! 
11974. It is so gorgeous 
11975. Fantastisk! 💙💙💙 
11976. wow 
11977. man, i miss Tromso 
11978. Lindo demais 
11979. Superb 
11980. Andrea Galindo, go to my homeland to see this? 
11981. I just see a big green penis 
11982. take me back 😍 
11983. Lovely! 
11984. Going up to anchorage on a few weeks hoping to see this for my first time. Wish me luck. 
11985. Just fabulous 
11986. Reece Laird let’s go 
11987. One day I will see you 💖 
11988. a few hours ago!! 
11989. I wish i can be there soon to witness these kind of unbelievable northern lights 
11990. Stunning ! 
11991. Wow. So lovely. This is my dream to witness the beauty of northern lights. 😊 
11992. I'm saving my whole life just for you. You're my dream come true. 
11993. Olha que maravilha 
11994. I think I should put this on my travel bucket list 
11995. it was pretty spectacular! We were very lucky 
11996. See you tomorrow Tromsø😀👍 
11997. I wanna go here 
11998. ... we need to go back 😍😍😍 
11999. I need to go here!! looks amazing 
12000. It is wonderful! 
12001. watch this. Love to go here 
12002. one day I’ll visit here 😀... Shay James Barry well meet you there too 
12003. The Arctic cathedral is breathtaking! 
12004. I can see why you found this place so fabulous K-b. Looks stunning 
12005. Great place for pics 
12006. Would love to go back to Tromso one day had a short stay there this year when we came off 

our cruise absolutely stunning place loved it xxx 
12007. our next holiday? 
12008. É pra que vamos....bora... 
12009. See you next month sweet Tromso! Can't wait!!! 
12010. I love Tromsø! It was great to be there and watch the Northern Lights! 
12011. Must go here! ❤ 
12012. Soo keen 
12013. Top of my bucket list ❤ 
12014. Lets book this for oct 2019 half term 



12015. ❤❤ one day xxx 
12016. we were there! 
12017. Too early in the year! 
12018. Thank you so much for the pick to kick off the new Northern Lights season! I am honored. 

❤ It was stunning evening when taking this image back in March. Looking forward to what is 
ahead of us. 🇳🇴👍 

12019. you might be lucky & see this in Tromso 😘 
12020. Wow! Can I order this sky for the first week in October? We will be in the Lyngen Alps then ... 
12021. keep your eyes open when you head north!!! 
12022. Bucket list 
12023. Incredible 
12024. I have no words 
12025. Wow! Just Wow! 
12026. Absolutely stunning 
12027. Wa！！ a circle. Cool！ 
12028. Hello 🌌 

. Someone could tell me what is the best month to go see the northern lights? 
Also if anyone who knows a good tour company and what's the best location to see the 
northern lights? 

12029. Let's do it Jon Steward let's got to Tore Svendsen mannor 
12030. I want to go there. Tore Svendsen!! Norway looks awesome. 
12031. Maravilhosa 
12032. Anniversary 😮 
12033. amazing 
12034. Been there....:))) Tromso.It's amenzing. 
12035. I would love to see these 
12036. Yay! ❤ 
12037. same place again 
12038. Saw them last year. Most amazing experience. 
12039. I want to live there 
12040. OMG Craig this is seriously THE best shot I have ever seen! 
12041. That’s fantastic 
12042. I'm speechless. There are no words to describe this! 
12043. Ainda vou aí!!! 
12044. Wowwww 
12045. Absolutely stunning! 
12046. I will go here 
12047. High on Bucket List 🙂 
12048. high on my bucket list, just saying 😚 
12049. Fantástico! 
12050. How beautiful. Were there a month ago 
12051. This is the only thing in this world which tells me to live my life until I see it with my eyes. 
12052. Unreal! 
12053. Beautiful 
12054. EPIC 
12055. this is amazing... ❤ 
12056. sometimes the auroas can not be seen by the naked eye but our phone cameras can. Set up 

timelapse on your phone for over night. 



12057. Oh my gosh... Just wondering if there are groups that stay under these lights for tourist and if 
they have a Facebook page 

12058. The most beautilfull thing in the world, a connection with the universe 
12059. Fantastic 
12060. Wow, Di Diddly Di, so excited to see this x 
12061. Wow, what a colorful photo from Norway's beautiful Lofoten!!:-)) 
12062. Night nightNight night Loftoten. 
12063. It’s on my bucket list wow from Ostend Belgium 👋🇧🇪 
12064. My grandmother grew up in Lofoten Is. Area 
12065. That light is astounding 👍🇦🇺 
12066. Please, Where is Lofoten ? 

Hope it is not painted or composited at the point it were not true ... 
12067. Absolutely stunning. 🇨🇦 🇳🇴 
12068. Logo ten is a beautiful place. Birgitta 
12069. I loved it😍😍.. Want to go back sometime 
12070. Magical colors! 
12071. Magical colors 
12072. WOW😍😍😍 
12073. Amazing. Jette fint billed!! 
12074. Good night from America 🇺🇸⚓🇺🇸 
12075. My mothers sod house was just to the right about 2 miles 
12076. Så vakkert . Dit vil jeg dra og fiske . 
12077. Fantastisk flot ♥ 
12078. Presqu 'incroyable !!!!? 
12079. Prossimo viaggio...❄❤ 
12080. Cromoterapia...😍 
12081. North norway! 
12082. Beautiful... 
12083. Much are flights to here from UK roughly 
12084. can't get enough 
12085. Magical ! 
12086. IM BACK BITCHESSS🙋  
12087. Så vakkert, så vilt...🥳⛄ 
12088. I watched them when I was around 5 years old with my parents. An aunt and uncle were 

visiting but would not let my cousin watch because he would be too frightened by them. 
Their loss because I greatly enjoyed them. 

12089. My husband and I watched them inAlta last year. Wonderful experience. Lofoten islands are 
so beautiful . Hope to be back one day soon xxx 

12090. The awe and joy of watching the Northern Lights is on my bucket list ....I just hope I will be 
able to accomplish that goal. 

12091. Was supposed to be there now, this week with 4 friends. Had already cancelled our March 
booking due to Covid and then again cancelled this week. Just not safe or sensible to have 
gone. However its still on my bucket list. Still something I'd like to witness and hopefully once 
its safe to travel, I will go. 

12092. Would love to see them. Went one year for my birthday in November and it rained every day 
so didn’t see anything 😭😭😭 

12093. That it the best picture ever. I would watch with my husband, and anyone else who wants to 
come along 

12094. Would love to watch the Northern Lights and it would definitely be with someone special 
who would appreciate it. 



12095. Amazing. God in action sending healing and Love to Mother Earth. 
I have to go see the Northern lights. 

12096. Breathe talking moments to stand there and face the sky symphony which I called. I have 
been there many times. I recommend everyone to travel and see the beauty and live those 
moments. Northern Norway. 

12097. Does anyone know if the lights be viewed in all their glory without a special adapter on your 
camera? Asking because someone posted that to view the amazing colors shown in photos, a 
special lens is required?. The person traveled and did view the Aurora, but colors were not 
vibrant as in photos. 

12098. It is a dream of mine and on my bucket list to see the Northern Lights. I was supposed to in 
September but our trip got cancelled. Hopefully next year. 

12099. I plan to see them one day! 
With my husband who survived lung cancer this year & our two amazing teenagers who have 
been a brilliant support. 
It looks like somewhere you'd dream of 

12100. Yes more Northern lights- I find them to be so amazing and beautiful. 
12101. I saw the northern Lights in Princeton BC. While on a camping trip, a beautiful sight and I 

could even hear them swishing, so glad I had that experience once in my lifetime- wonderful 
memories. 

12102. I dream of them . I've seen so many wonderful sunsets, sunrises, storms the northern lights 
allude me . One day, if not in my dteams:) 

12103. My husband and daughter. We are a small family but it would be a dream. What an amazing 
experience! Magical moments of life! 🌟 

12104. What a lovely photo .I would watch the lights with my son who lives in Norway x 
12105. I was in Norway 3 years ago and got to see the Northern Lights it was absolutely Awesome so 

enchanting 🌈🌺 
12106. Saw it 3 times in one night in Iceland. It is breathtaking. Words cannot explain the beauty of 

nature. 💕💕 
12107. Fascinating photo ! Amazing Norway ! No matter where I am, no matter where I go, your 

heart is my northern light... and I will always find my way home.🤩💕 
12108. This makes me nostalgic. We visited the Lofoten Islands 13 months again although the lights 

didn't appear. I wonder when we'll be able to travel again... 
12109. Just love to see them,I remember seeing the sky's all different colours in my teens living in 

Bradwell no street lights LOVLY clear night,I'm 73 now so must have been in the 60s .but of 
cause back then never knew what it was all about. 

12110. Love watching the Northern Lights, the way they dance across the night sky is fascinating! 
12111. I would watch with anyone who was just happy to be there. So beautiful. 
12112. My wonderful husband! It would be wonderful for my entire family to see this magical sight. 
12113. I would take my husband who has passed. 

I know he would be with me. 
An amazing photo. 👏👏👏 

12114. That would be amazing to experience and even more amazing, awesome and breathtaking to 
watch it with John Sylvest Nielsen 

12115. Beautiful photo, was thinking you would watch with Joe, before I saw your comment.x 
12116. WOW I watched them with my grandparents when I was very young, So I think my 

grandchildren, to see the amazing world they live in 
12117. I would go with my husband, we’ve wanted to go for years, looks amazing !! 
12118. My hubby Nick, cannot wait to hopefully get to see the Northern lights x 
12119. I always dreamed of watching the northern lights with my husband. He passed away on 

Tuesday. 



12120. I'd love to see the Northern lights with my lovely partner Chris Hiskey as I know how much it 
would mean to him. There are many unique places to visit in this world but the Nothern 
lights really must be amazing 

12121. I'd watch the northern lights with my darling daughter who loves star gazing and the night 
sky as much as I do. Hopefully some day my sweet baby girl 💖💖 

12122. Beautiful - but all the artificial lighting, below is such a distraction 😓 
12123. Ralph and I went to Alaska in 2004, but we never got to see the Northern Lights, was sad to 

miss them! 
12124. Stunning lights! Nature is amazing- nature/science! 
12125. Myself and God What a beautiful place to see and hear his word. My thought of the day. " Be 

still and listen I am with you always." 
12126. I'd watch them with my book club, Our Ladies of Perpetual Disappointment. We just finished 

and loved The Unseen by Roy Jacobson which is set in the islands near Lofoton at the turn of 
the century. A wonderful novel. 

12127. Worth a try: I'd like to watch the northern lights with Donald. 
12128. Since the "view from my window" started I have seen some amazing places but Norway - u 

blow me away. I am sooo coming to see all u have to offer as sn as we can safely travel again. 
12129. i want to see that before i die!!!!’n 
12130. I would love to see this beautiful act of nature with my son❤ 
12131. Lofoten is one of the most beautiful places I have ever seen! 
12132. Would love to go there to see the Northern Lights 😍 
12133. when we were there there were no lights. just clouds 
12134. I’ve seen some of the photos of Lofoten. I would say that Lofoten has been particularly 

blessed by God our Creator. Lofoten is stunning! Really stunning! Really, really!! 
12135. As a child in the 1950's in Norway, the northern lights were our tv show. A bunch of us would 

lie on our backs in a snowy field and watch this show from the heavens! 
12136. lovely photo but is that guy brave or what, I would have taken it from a safe distance 
12137. Anyone! Such an awesome sight should be viewed by everyone at some time or other! God’s 

handiwork is so spectacular! 
12138. Where the hell is Lofoten? 
12139. With my girlfriend and wish future wife with whom live far away from each other and we are 

in love for Northern Lights 
12140. All my friends in Tromso Norway! 
12141. Wow, how incredibly beautiful! It is on my list to watch them 😍 
12142. Wanted to get ferry to these islands, has the biggest Viking longhouse ever discovered, but 

wrong timing from bodo 
12143. I would love to watch with my husband and 2 sons 
12144. When mother earth is giving us a show... 
12145. Anyone or no one. Would be happy to take it in alone 
12146. I'd watch with Erin Padbury again 
12147. Wow love to actually see the northern lights a complete dream defo on bucket list 
12148. Where is this place? Never heard of it 
12149. Is our universe not spectacular? 
12150. Its in my bucket list to watch with my boyfriend 
12151. We were supposed to spend Xmas this year there 😥 hopefully 2021 🤞 
12152. At a distance you will see my light only... come closer and see that I am you . 
12153. Neither us!!! Perhaps in 2021 ? Stay safe 
12154. Grap the ones that you love!!!and take a journey......see what's important to see????? 
12155. I would love to take my wonderful hubby he works so hard a get a way to a world wounder 

would be perfect ❤ 



12156. What an amazing sight ....so magical ...so fascinating ....maybe one day .... 
12157. Is this part of Sweden? 
12158. Saw them in Iceland with my lovely husband. No pictures ever do them justice, simply 

breathtaking. Also saw them from a plane once flying over Greenland. Feel lucky 🍀 
12159. An experience of a lifetime love to share with my family 
12160. I would love to go and see the northern lights and I would love to see them with my lovely 

boyfriend Glen Anderson xx a special moment with a very special person xx 
12161. Helt hele gjengen vår, men spesielt Veronica🤩 
12162. 🥰🥰🍀🍀.....Wauw , its so beutifull , and stunning! Have been so lucky to see the Northern 

light myself......and I will never forget it ! You feel so small under the sky .......and so 
impressed ! So happy to have been there and seen it myself ! ❤🍀 

12163. I would love to see this .. definitely on my bucket list too xx 
12164. Min datter Aurora❤Aurora Borealis som nordlyset heter🌟 
12165. Beautiful!!! Norway is on the dark season now and all the lights are on!!! 
12166. Lofoten Island in Norway. We should consider going there. 
12167. It is so beautifull. I love this picture and i hope to be there soon.🥰 
12168. With my awsome family 🥳🥳🥳🥳🥳🥳 
12169. A beautiful little town....even in daylight! 
12170. Gorgeous! Seeing these is on my bucket list! 
12171. I really want to go there and see this sooooo beautiful! 
12172. I have never been out of India.. but I want too see beautiful world.. help me god 
12173. Sounds wonderful. Hope you manage it next year.😘 
12174. Amazing. I would watch it on-site in Lofoten with my one and only Mette Raagaard 

Sørensen.😇❤ 
12175. amazing the colors so vibrant 
12176. Watched them in Norway absolutely amazing 
12177. Where is that place? 
12178. Myself. Don't need anyone to watch them with 🤣. Seriously looks amazing though. Can't 

wait until I experience this one day! 
12179. How awesome to see that in person!!! ❤ 
12180. My Dad, I definitely would watch the Northern Lights with my dear Dad 💜 
12181. Spectacular photo! Truly amazing! 
12182. I would watch them with my kids and grandkids! 🤗🥰 
12183. This would be so amazing to see in person. 
12184. Whoever I can get to go on a alaskan cruise with only family or friends 
12185. Breathtakingly beautiful. I can just see myself getting lost in that view! 
12186. I'd love to see.northern lights xxc 
12187. It's on my bucketlist to see this fenomenal miracle. Love to go there with the love of my life, 

Elbert.❤ 
12188. Awesome. On my bucket list. 
12189. What an amazing view 
12190. Breathtaking photo love the colors 
12191. This is on my bucket list! 
12192. This is another reason why I thoroughly enjoy living in Alaska. 
12193. My daughters and Maggie, for her last beautiful moment 
12194. !last time it was with my best friend, Wanda!! Next time it Will be with Paul!!😎👍 it wad 

breathtaking!! 
12195. That’s just beautiful! Would watch with my other half. 😍 
12196. One day I dream of visiting this Beautiful country 



12197. I would love to watch them with the love of my life!! 
12198. Saw them 30 years ago in Montana with my husband ❤ 
12199. This is one thing I would like to do next year maybe x 
12200. I always want to watch them .. one day for sure ! 
12201. We had them in anchorage am, but not as beautiful. 
12202. One day. This is the only thing on my bucket list.! 
12203. My Dad! My Boo, and everyone I love! 
12204. Loved Lofoten. Thank you Ole and Berit❤ 
12205. A dimmer reflection of what God will show us one day. 
12206. Omg so beautiful,I would love to visit one year,💕 
12207. I wish my Dad had been able to take us somewhere to see the Northern Lights. He instilled in 

me a lifelong love of night sky-gazing. God rest his brilliant soul. 
12208. My son..I’ve never seen them before definitely on my Bucket list 
12209. So magical, I wish I was there right now. 
12210. I will love to spend some there with whoever take me there. Preferable my husband 😉 
12211. Nothing like cosmic ray flux and the science of space🤙 #signsinsky 
12212. Love the photo. Awesome.! 
12213. My grandma, because she grew up there! 
12214. Absolutely beautiful, whom ever was there! 
12215. Absolutely stunning photo and place.. Xxx 
12216. I would love to be there and watch them with my beautiful wife, Donna Marie 
12217. I’d watch them with all my family in heaven 
12218. What an amazing world we have. 
12219. I've seen them here in Casper, Wy awesome 
12220. Absolutely Epic! ❤ 
12221. The amazing beauty of God Jehovah's beautiful creation Earth 
12222. Beautiful sight to see ❤ 
12223. I would watch them with my hubby and family friends.. 
12224. Anyone that would love to go 
12225. I would love to watch these lights 
12226. What a breathtaking photo. 
12227. "WOW THAT'S ABOUT 1.OF THE COOLEST THING I'VE EVER SEEN" WOW.. 
12228. Breathtaking...I'd watch them w my youngest adult children 
12229. My husband if he was still alive 
12230. Just myself. So I could take it all in. 
12231. Will watch it for sure...! 

But Don't know about.. with someone or alone...!!! 
💙🌠 

12232. What a view. I could sit there all night mesmerised. 
12233. I loved Lofoten 
12234. My Mum and we were suppose to see them next month 
12235. I dont know who ... i guess this would be with myself 
12236. Marcus Bennett you might have to find a stronger bit of cliff to stand on 😁 
12237. Breath taking. It’s beautiful 
12238. Ecstasy of lights! 
12239. My grandmother came from this area. 
12240. Anyone - I want to see them so bad. 
12241. My Mum if she was still alive ! 
12242. Got to do it soon! X 



12243. I feel a Skegness upgrade coming on xx 
12244. My wife and soulmate! 
12245. I would LOVE to see that up close and personal 
12246. Would love to see these . When in Iceland I wasn’t lucky enough . 
12247. My partner word love this as much as l would 
12248. Magical! Aloha from Hawaii 🌺♥🌺 
12249. Man thats bad ass beautiful to just to sit an watch an gather your thoughts 
12250. Perhaps soon.... ❤ 
12251. I would watch them with my husband and 3 dogs. 
12252. Man's lights verses God's lights.....absolutely stunning 
12253. Someone that doesn't talk to much 
12254. I'd watch them with my husband. 
12255. With my spiritual self. 
12256. My son as he's always wanted to see them. 
12257. too beautiful not to share..thank you! 
12258. With him❣Northern lights is one of the views i would like to see😇 
12259. my husband ray if only i could 
12260. That's God showing us his beautiful creation 😍 
12261. someday sabay tag tan aw sa night lights 😊 
12262. Beautiful I would love to be there and looking at it like that 
12263. My daughters and husband x 
12264. Boy I would love to be their ❤❤❤❤ 
12265. On my bucket list 
12266. I'd watch it with myself. 
12267. I would watch them with God...my husband...son and daughter. 🤍 
12268. Serious top 3 bucket list of things I want to do! 
12269. Holding hand of my soul mate, my heart's desire 
12270. Wow..nature is astonishing isn't it.. 
12271. Takes your breath away wish I could look down for real 
12272. That's why,I love Norway 🇳🇴 
12273. With my husband! 
12274. Pity we didn’t see that! Xx 
12275. With some of my family who I don't know 
12276. I would watch them with my baby 
12277. Just me I don't want any disturbance during this mesmerizing view .💓💓💓 
12278. No.one all by myself 
12279. Hvor ser det pragtfuldt ud. ❤ 
12280. I got shivers all over 
12281. My husband the astronomer 
12282. Iwould love to one day even though I hate the cold it would be an experience of a lifetime. I 

would love to take my friend David just because he deserves it 
12283. Norway ?? 
12284. If I could, my soulmate. Haven’t found him yet. 
12285. Oh i need a boyfriend first 
12286. I've watched them with my husband on the deck of a tanker in the middle of the North 

Atlantic. Also with my children when they wher 5 of 6 on the Shetland islands they where 
totally entranced and it was magic watching their reactions 

12287. Gorgeous. Have seen them many times. Once while I was driving over the Macinac Bridge. 



12288. The Northern Lights are so beautiful, and I would have loved to see them with my husband. 
But now it shall nerved be. 

12289. I've seen them on this continent several times. 
12290. A dream come true to watch them with my love Karen Crane 
12291. Bucket list 😍😍😍 
12292. !!!!! Need to see them !!! 
12293. Wow... Amazing 
12294. Awesome !!!! 
12295. Wow stunning view 
12296. My #Dream 
12297. Beautiful 
12298. Breathtaking 
12299. That’s pretty 
12300. Naturally wonderful 😎 
12301. Very nice place and scenery 
12302. My first love 
12303. woooaaaawwhhh! WAHAHAH 
12304. En dröm 
12305. Beautiful 
12306. Wow!!!!! How beautiful 
12307. Mesmerized 
12308. Breathtaking...I'd watch them w my youngest adult children 
12309. Super 
12310. Omg stunning!!! 
12311. Amazing!!!!! 
12312. a stop for our honeymoon 
12313. thus would be amazing 
12314. Looks amazing 
12315. this looks so unreal... awesome 
12316. Gorgeous one day I will see in person 
12317. So lovely 
12318. Really stunning 
12319. OK that's actually not bad 
12320. Beautiful 
12321. It is so beautiful 
12322. Stunning🤩💖🤩 
12323. We can go here 😍😍 
12324. What a beautiful seen 
12325. It is like a beautiful dream. 
12326. Vackert 
12327. Amee we go here 
12328. One of My travel dream😍😍 
12329. take me 🥰♥ 
12330. Another reason to visit Norway 
12331. Amazing 
12332. wow 😍😍 
12333. Beautiful 
12334. Awesome 
12335. Breath taking beautiful 



12336. we will have to back again xx 
12337. Love the place. Wisy could live there. 
12338. cruise this 
12339. I so want to see this 😍 
12340. Wow 
12341. Stunning ,beautiful . 
12342. maybe put this on our bucket list... 
12343. Beautiful 
12344. every wonder of this world I wish to see with you 
12345. That’s a really nice view 
12346. Someday 
12347. I would love this 😍😍 
12348. This looks awesome. 
12349. Sabbashhhh 
12350. Woooooooow 
12351. one day 
12352. Amazing 
12353. that is beautiful 
12354. someday I want to experience this with you. 
12355. simply beautiful! 
12356. Beautiful 
12357. could you imagine 😍 
12358. I want to do this with you all for my 50th or whenever we can!!!!🙏💜 
12359. Beautiful ❤ 
12360. I went to Reine in the summer of 1984, I would love to go back someday to the Lofotens! 
12361. Miss my Norway!! ❤Even though quite good living in Marbella in the sun🌴😁 
12362. Katie Baele I think this is my next big trip when we get to go back overseas. I'm currently 

doing a puzzle of this little gem and I can't wait to be there one day! 
12363. Was blessed to be there last year 
12364. My parents just started on a jigsaw puzzle of this town, 3000+ pieces, 99% of them are blue. I 

feel sorry for them. 
12365. Stunning scenery!! I've read that March is the best period to see the Aurora Borealis from 

there.. is that correct?? Greetings from Greece! 😁 
12366. its amazing and really wonderful...❤❤ 
12367. What a great winter scene!!! 
12368. Lovely! Like a painting... 
12369. Soo beautiful, ever been there Jim? 
12370. Stunning rich blue lake reflecting the colorful sky surrounded by a small village, with white 

snow ❄ capped mountains in the backdrop! Great photograph! 🥰🍃🕊🌱❤❄🌿🧚 🌱🕊🍃 
12371. Beautiful, I hate being stuck In the UK 
12372. Gorgeous...but, red skies in morning, sailors take warning.....! 
12373. Svolvær,Lofoten,desember 2020,❤❤❤🇳🇴 
12374. We were there during 2019 summer, also stunning 
12375. Can't wait to be there in the month of may❤🥰 
12376. Simply Stunning 👍 
12377. Wunderschön dort 
12378. Even if the world changes, the beauty of the scenery here does not change. 
12379. This is where I'm moving beautiful 
12380. How to get there from paris? 



12381. damn what a beautiful pic i love it 
12382. I'd live there give a me horse and some cattle and bammmm. Live the snow life 
12383. Wonderful. Scenic beauty is unbelievable. 
12384. Spectacular. Greetings from Clearwater Florida USA 
12385. Beatiful 
12386. Gorgeous ! 
12387. A fairy tale... 😍 
12388. we wreck that place lol 
12389. Stunning 
12390. Wow!!! 
12391. Perfect picture 
12392. Beautiful 
12393. Beautiful!! 
12394. Stunning 
12395. Absolutely stunning xx 
12396. Klasse +++🙂 
12397. Beautiful ❤ 
12398. this looks like something out of Frozen💙 
12399. Beautiful 
12400. Lovely 
12401. Beautiful 
12402. Spent a week there in September 2019. And since then enjoying this view in our living room. 
12403. People who live there are soooo lucky to be living in such a beautiful place 😍💕 
12404. We were lucky enough to be able to stay in Bøstad in Lofoter 2nd half of august 2020. And 

experience Henningsvaer 
12405. I’m enjoying these images.!So beautiful. 
12406. I've been there 10 years ago in August - its just beautiful. 
12407. Snow is so beautiful! To bad it’s so f....king cold. 
12408. I really love that beautiful place! Sweet memories 💕🍀🙏🌈 
12409. It's a lovely place, in any season💗💗 
12410. I must to be there,some day🥰😍🙌 
12411. Fairyland! 
12412. How beautiful..I went here 3yrs ago. Stunning. 
12413. Its like my city where i lived befor ....kantoli 
12414. And if anyone ever dares tell you there's no Santa Claus, just pull out pics of Lofoten and tell 

them that this is where he lives. 
12415. I want to go there who wants to go with me beautiful place 😍🗻 
12416. Be there in summer 😃 
12417. great. how to get there in winter? 
12418. I,ve been there too. 
12419. oj va vackert å fint där skulle man vara 🤗 
12420. On the top of the right hand, under those spots! 
12421. We want to rent a caravane from a private person. Can you help us? 
12422. one year i want to go there with the whole famili and celebrate xmas and new year it would 

be a good xperience for us all 
12423. Fantastisk 
12424. Was here, twice, will be back... 🙂 
12425. So sad that last year my trip to Lofoten had been cancelled due to covid situation. See you 

Lofoten, when the world is free to fly again. 



12426. A different perspective. 
12427. Alpine glow at sea level. 
12428. Wow, I am going to have to add this to the list of places to go in my retirement! 
12429. Beautiful. Love Tromso too. 
12430. Stunning photo!! 
12431. Beautiful!!! 
12432. Take me away! 
12433. this looks amazing 
12434. Oh Gott das ist so wunderschön 😍😍😍😍💜 
12435. Awesome 👍 
12436. der er smukt 😍 
12437. Sååå vackert🤗 
12438. Wow wow beautiful 
12439. eg elsker Norge 🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰 
12440. Yes please 
12441. Beautiful. 
12442. this looks beautiful! 
12443. So beautiful❤ 
12444. Beautiful 
12445. Norway forever beautiful 
12446. Wow, wonderful place! 
12447. Stunning 😍 
12448. Beautiful 
12449. So so nice 
12450. A lot of people there!!!! 
12451. I love it! 
12452. Wow beautiful 
12453. Beautiful and magical 😍 
12454. , beautiful light 
12455. So beautiful 
12456. mountains for you and sea for me 
12457. Beautiful place 
12458. been there! 
12459. Wow wow wow !!! 
12460. I love this place 
12461. Magical... 
12462. Absolutely gorgeous 
12463. Vakkert 
12464. Beautiful 
12465. Meravigliosa 
12466. Home. 
12467. We stayed right there! Wonderful accommodations! 🥰 
12468. Such beauty here! 
12469. Please take me away to this beautiful place 
12470. Looks like santa with a big coat 
12471. Lofoten, vi besøker deg snart.♥ 
12472. Just so beautiful.❤❤ 
12473. Beautiful pic,I love how the sun kisses the scenery xx 



12474. Ale piękne! 
12475. Great view 👍 
12476. I stayed in the youth hostel at the end of the pier in 1990..had a wonderful time! 
12477. Fint på Reine ,om vinteren også 
12478. Håber at kunne kører der op til sommer 😍 
12479. Beautiful!! 
12480. The splendid Sakrisøy is always shines！ 
12481. Nice 
12482. wow so amezing. 
12483. BEAUTIFUL!! 
12484. Wonderful 
12485. Awesome 👍 
12486. Beautiful 
12487. Beautiful 
12488. Beatiful 
12489. Fantastic! 👏⭐👏 
12490. Awesome so beautiful 
12491. The magical Lofotens also been there and would love to return.👍 
12492. FABULAS I travelled and stayed there 10yrs ago in summer when 24hrs sunlight a truly 

SPECIAL PLACE THE LOFOTEN ISLSNDS 
12493. I know I wouldn't...I could write a few books or collections of poetry there. 
12494. Det minder mig om den lille hytte vi fandt ved Nordkapp... Dér burde vi være nu og give 

hinanden en stor klem! ♥ 
12495. Wonderful great view!! 
12496. Un sogno.. 🇳🇴💜 (Oversettelse: en drøm) 
12497. Gezellig! (Oversettelse: koselig!) 
12498. been there loved it 
12499. we must do thiiiiis! 
12500. Amazing 
12501. Nice, I’ll be there in July! 😊🙏 
12502. I think we need to plan a trip to Norway!!! 
12503. Chissà... sognare di ritornare non costa nulla. I love Norge (Oversettelse: hvem vet.. å 

drømme om å returnere koster ingenting. Jeg elsker Norge) 
12504. Well Germans are not gonna like this. In Germany you can’t camp literally anywhere except 

your own garden or camping sites. 
12505. Awesome capture 
12506. I would love to be sat there right now #awayfromtheworld 
12507. So beautiful 
12508. Olemme tulossa! 😄 (Oversettelse: Vi kommer!) 
12509. Waiting for it❤🔥 
12510. Wow so beautiful!! 
12511. Amazing 
12512. The perfect spot 
12513. Beautiful 
12514. So dreamy 😍 
12515. This is beautiful!!! 
12516. wow 
12517. Beautiful ❤ 🇳🇴 
12518. Wow!!! 



12519. Amazing 💙💛 
12520. So so so stunning!! 
12521. I hear it’s Int’l Yoga Day. I think you should come with me! 😍 
12522. Like you need yoga to relax and get rid of stress while traveljng in Norway.... all you need to 

do is keep your eyes open... 😬 
12523. Cool shot 💫💫😍 
12524. It definitely is, loved it there! 
12525. Take me there❤❤❤❤ 
12526. Wow 
12527. Specifically when it's not raining 
12528. Wow 
12529. My goodness ! What a mesmerizing picture. 
12530. Beautiful 
12531. este es todavia mejor 😲 (Oversettelse: dette blir bare bedre) 
12532. I must get there one day. On my bucket list. Beautiful. 
12533. Dope 
12534. After a long long winter 🌄 
12535. Nice pic 👏☝ 
12536. Amazing!! 
12537. Beautiful sunset 🌅 
12538. I'm pretty sure I was born here in another lifetime. This little spot in Norway calls to me. 
12539. the best 
12540. No needed but...I’d like to come back soooonnn 
12541. It’s true😍 
12542. In what month was this taken? Those pink skies are to die for 😍 
12543. un altre viatge a planificar 🙌 (Oversettelse: nok en tur å planlegge) 
12544. Gorgeous🔥🔥 
12545. wow 😍 
12546. nice pic 😃 
12547. I can’t wait to visit Lofoten 😱 
12548. Amazing 
12549. Stunning 😍 
12550. Perfect!!! ❤❤😍😍 
12551. Looks almost like in Asia... awesome shot 
12552. someday! 
12553. Paradise!! 
12554. Beautiful!!! 
12555. good lord 😍 
12556. those flowers 🌹💐🌼 
12557. Beautiful 
12558. This is what I need ASAP 
12559. Stunning 
12560. Omg!!!! This is so beautiful 
12561. Wow this is so beautiful!! 😍😍 
12562. I wanna go!! 
12563. That’s one lucky person walking down that road and taking in all that beauty ❤❤ 
12564. Wow this is so stunning!! 😍 
12565. I e been there ❤❤❤ 



12566. soon 😏😍 
12567. there’s some more blue water! 
12568. Amazing👏👏 
12569. this could be part of the adventure across Norge. 
12570. Wowww my dream 😍❤😍 
12571. Wow it looks like Sardinia! 
12572. So nice and peaceful! 
12573. I’m counting the days to be there!!! My dreamland ✨🇳🇴❤ 
12574. I need to go there 
12575. esse país parece incrível mesmo... coisa de outro mundo (Oversettelse: dette landet ser 

virkelig fantastisk ut... noe ut av denne verden) 
12576. Totally agree!!Stunning!! 
12577. Queroooooo! 
12578. This was our Rorbuer last week 
12579. My dream 
12580. Fantastic!👌💙💙 
12581. This view is so aweosome 
12582. Had that view from our fishing cottage last September in Reine- wow- what a breathtaking 

view! 
12583. Absolutly amazing ❤ I wish you really enjoed IT. 
12584. This is a great souvenir! Love that place 
12585. Beautiful! 😍 
12586. Wow great view!! 
12587. Awesome 
12588. doesnt need Netflix 😂 
12589. Wah i wanna go dear 
12590. With that view you definitly don‘t need any tv 😍😍 
12591. Can't wait!! 
12592. this was like literally our view and still we watched Netflix haha 
12593. Beautiful 😍 
12594. Just wonderful✨😍 
12595. Wow 👏🌊🏔🧜  
12596. wow! 
12597. I agree, nothing better! 
12598. I wouldn't...looks like a great writer's retreat. 
12599. Beautiful 
12600. Can't wait to be in the north of Norway! Currently in Holland and slowly pedalling my way up 

:) beautiful photo! 
12601. Wow! I'd love to see one in person 
12602. What an amazing shot 
12603. erinnert mich etwas an Schottland :D (Oversettelse: minner meg om Skottland) 
12604. Beautiful ♥ 
12605. This would take my daily walks to a whole new level! 
12606. So beautiful 😍 
12607. Beautiful 
12608. Wow 
12609. Beautiful😍 
12610. waiting on u man 😃🤙🏄🧗⛰⛺ 
12611. Schöner geht es nicht... (oversettelse: det kunne ikke vært bedre) 



12612. Wow what a view. What landscape. It’s beautiful there. 
12613. Beautiful place!❤❤ 
12614. Such an incredible view 
12615. can you take me here please 
12616. so nice! ❤ 
12617. Stunning 
12618. must go back in spring! 
12619. Awesome scenery and wonderful view of the lofoten ☺ i love it 
12620. Wow beautiful 
12621. Wow great view!! 😍😍 
12622. incredible view love it👌👌👌👌 
12623. More beautiful than Rio! 
12624. Stunning shot 😍😍 
12625. dreamyyyy 
12626. On my list! 
12627. Wonderful 👏 👏 😊 
12628. Breathtaking ☺ 😄😃 
12629. My reindeers😎💪 
12630. Nice shot! 
12631. wow vad fint❤ 
12632. Beautiful 💗😍😍😍 
12633. Dope! 
12634. Amazing pic 
12635. Wonderful great view!! 😍 
12636. Beautiful photo!❤❤ 
12637. awesome 
12638. hier wil ik plassen als we een nieuw zakje gaan halen in Noorwegen (oversettelse: her vil jeg 

tisse når vi skal hente ny veske i Norge) 
12639. That's a good wee stop. 😜 
12640. Wonderful great view!! 😍 
12641. So cool! 
12642. Gorgeous 
12643. Uau! 
12644. We are on our way 😍in July-August 
12645. Poo with a view 
12646. a lil Norwegian pitstop 
12647. I guess you'll have to make a detour via here 😉 
12648. Beautifulest toilets I’ve ever seen 😍 haha 
ل4ي3يمج .12649  😍 (oversettelse: vakkert) 
12650. Magic place where you can see #midnightsun 😎 
12651. another cool hut in Norway! 
12652. we gonna be stopping at toilets with a view 
12653. They are truly the best public bathrooms i have ever seen (and used 😂) especially the Golden 

Toilet (Senja) which was even heated (we camped on the beach last summer and it was 
stunning but cold so at least we got warm there 😄) 

12654. Wooooooow 💥 
12655. When pissing makes you feel like a billionaire 😁 ➡ The Most expensive public toilet 🚽. This 

is why we love ❤ Norway 🇳🇴 
12656. Incredible arcitecture! 



12657. Wait so this is a loo?? 
12658. Oh wow. What an amazing shot 
12659. Nice view 
12660. omg 
12661. Norway was my fav place! 
12662. Stunning 
12663. Looks similar to the Matterhorn🍫 
12664. Exceedingly well done 👍 
12665. Breathtaking 😍 
12666. Stunning photo 
12667. Fabulous. I love Norway and its people. 
12668. Dream 🖤 
12669. Amazing 😍 in 2 weeks I will be there 😊 
12670. Wow, the summit is so beautiful 😍. I will visit Reine in two weeks. I'm so happy.. 
12671. Wow😍👏 
12672. Wow 👌👌 
12673. Lugar mágico!!!😍😍 (oversettelse: magisk sted!!!) 
12674. Amazing! 👌 
12675. must! 
12676. Awesome aerial capture 
12677. Awesome 
12678. Heaven on earth! 
12679. Splendid job congrats 🎉 
12680. Fabulous! 
12681. Stunning! 
12682. Awesome 
12683. Nice 
12684. Utopic dream 
12685. Cartão Postal!!😍😍 (Oversettelse: postkort!!!) 
12686. Impresionante !!! (oversettelse: rått!!!) 
12687. Lovely! 😍💞 
12688. (oversettelse: vakkert) جلثلا  😍 
12689. Stayed there January for 3 days, very pretty 
12690. Outstandingly beautiful ❣ 
12691. Uhuuuuuu. Unbelivable! 
12692. Uauuuuuuuuuuuuuuu! Beautiful 
12693. We miss views like that so much! 
12694. Phenomenal!🙌... hope to see it in real life soon 🖤 
12695. I visited Lofoten in summer, but now in winter it has breathtaking views! 😄 
12696. Dream 
12697. So moody, beautiful 
12698. Incredible 
12699. Splendid shot 
12700. Beautiful 👏 
12701. Amazing 😍 
12702. Lofoten, magic place 😍 
12703. 😍 honey moon?? 
12704. let’s goooo 



12705. O don't care of they have wifi, but im ready to stay there for the rest of my life 
12706. Stayed in one of those yellow cabins last June for our honeymoon and it was wonderful! 
12707. Great picture! 📸🙌 
12708. Wonderful village 😍 
12709. Magical 
12710. Oh we so wanna go! #bucketlist 
12711. Wonderful 👏 
12712. Very beautiful 
12713. Amazing 
12714. che bello scatto (oversettelse: for et fint skudd) 
12715. Soooo beautiful 💘 
12716. Beautiful❤❤👍👍 
12717. Amazing! 
12718. Det er så smukt og man kan slet ikke forestille sig det ..et hjørne at vores smukke verden 

😍❤ 
12719. Beautiful 
12720. Så underbart vi hade det där @micke910 ! VACKERT! 💕 
12721. ❤❤ best place ever 
12722. Um lugar especial...💛 (oversettelse: et spesielt sted) 
12723. Wonderful 
12724. Lindo lugar gente (oversettelse: fint sted fine folk) 
12725. Third from the right. It was my «home» for the first three days of my incredible honeymoon 

last april. I want to go back there so much... ❤ 
12726. Beautiful image 😍 
12727. Those snow covered mountains look beautiful 
12728. Nice shot. ☺ 
12729. Maravilhosa (oversettelse: nydelig) 
12730. Stunning 
12731. Amazing photo 
12732. A M A Z I N G ✨ 
12733. Norway 🇳🇴forever !! 
12734. Waaaaw magnifique 
12735. Wow this is my biggest dream! 😍 
12736. Gobsmacking 
12737. Magnificent 😍 
12738. This is just insane! 😍 
12739. Beautiful 😍 
12740. Fantastic view 😍 
12741. Fantastic 
12742. Beautiful colour! 
12743. Uttakleiv is an amazing place👍. Lofoten rocks😃 
12744. Cool💚 
12745. We were there last week during a snowstorm and we could not even see the beach 😬 
12746. Fascinante!!!😍😍😍 (oversettelse: fascinerende) 
12747. beautiful 
12748. So beautiful 👍😊 
12749. Really loved it, and I wish I could go over there with my husband @masfps one day!! Big hugs 

from Chile! 🇨🇱 ♥ 
12750. Nice photo my friend 👍 👍 😍 😍 



12751. So beautiful 😍 
12752. Woow😍😍 
12753. You are so lucky!!! 
12754. Magic 
12755. I get shivers 
12756. We come tomorrow 😍😍😍 
12757. awesome 
12758. Love my Norway ❤❤❤ 
12759. Класс! (oversettelse: klasse!) 
12760. Amazing 👌👌 
12761. Um lindo país!!😍😍 (oversettelse: et pent land) 
12762. Looooooove💘 
12763. I cry every time I see a northern lights. 
12764. Beautiful! ❤ 
12765. Wow 
12766. Reindeer🦌😍 
12767. So cute! 
12768. Nice💞 
12769. Beautiful 🔶🔷❤🔷 
12770. Alces lindos eu amei (oversettelse: jeg elsker vakre elger) 
12771. Tudo lindo eu queria tá aee nesse lugar tão mágico 

(oversettelse: alt det vakre jeg ønsket å være på det vakre stedet) 
12772. What lovely reindeers :) 
12773. I still can’t believe something so beautiful and unique exists! 💥Awesome capture! 

😊✨✨✨✨✨✨ 
12774. Wow pure magic ✨💭 
12775. This is just incredible 
12776. Great💚 
12777. bby look at uuu❤😏 
12778. Awesome shot 💙 
12779. Lovely 
12780. Beautyfull.😍😍😍😍👍👍👍👏 
12781. Beautiful picture. 
12782. Lihkku beivviin! Gratulerer med dagen! 
12783. Amazing shot I really like this one 
12784. I hope to visit this place 
12785. Oi lindo a neve (oversettelse: snøen er vakker) 
12786. Sàmi Native Northern Europeans🌍❤🌍❤ 
12787. kadının atkısı bana Azdavaylıların kıyafetlerini çağrıştırdı 😊 (oversettelse: skjerfet til kvinnen 

minner meg om azdaviyan klærne) 
12788. maybe I should dream big and get a coat too?? 
12789. Happy Sami day 
12790. She is beautiful! 
12791. ¡hermosa! (oversettelse: vakker!) 
12792. Yay from sami people!! 
12793. A great hug for Sami People that I respect and love . Have a Great Celebratuon Day 
12794. I'd like to be there..sooo much! 
12795. Awesome! 🤗 
12796. Idillic!!!! 



12797. Love this cute red cottage in a whole white world!❄❄❄🏡😁 
12798. I like it, the barn, the hills, the snow. Quiet. 
12799. vamos (oversettelse: la oss dra) 
12800. Beautiful ❄ 
12801. This is so beautiful 
12802. Dreamy vibe💫🏆✨✨ Happy New Years!💛 
12803. Amazing 
12804. What a Lovely place ✨💙 
12805. Perfect🌷🌸 
12806. Beautiful photo 
12807. Gorgeous ❄❄ 
12808. Beautiful 
12809. C'est tellement beau ! Simplicité et authenticité ❄ (oversettelse: det er så vakkert! Enkelt og 

ekte!) 
12810. It looks great... 
12811. Leave me in there 
12812. Reflection on point 👍👍👍 
12813. Such a beautiful place and picture! 😍 
12814. Lovely and kind pic! #VisitOslo2018 
12815. That reflection is incredible 😍😍 
12816. ❤ this view! 
12817. Amazing 👀❄ 
12818. Wow! 👌☺💙 
12819. Dreaming ❤ 
12820. Norway 🇳🇴 never boring 
12821. Amazing place ❤ 
12822. Beatifull 
12823. ❤love this! Nature can teach us SO much 
12824. They are so beautiful. I wish there would be more of them 
12825. Adorable💕☻ 
12826. Love them😍 
12827. Wow, what a wonderful couple 😍 
12828. NORWAY !! 
12829. I love lynxes ❤😻 
12830. Whenever you would like som inspiration to come visit Norway😝 
12831. 💁Norway 
12832. Yes theese beautiful sweet darlings are rare to find and see 😍🤗😋😚 
12833. Adorable!!! ❤❤❤😍 
12834. I just wish Snow Leopards one day inhibit Norway 🇳🇴 snowy mountains ⛰ ranges. Would 

have been a beautiful scene to watch the elusive large cat cuddling in the snow like those 
twos 😍 

12835. Awesome shot! 
12836. Adorable capture 
12837. Such a nice shot! 
12838. Unforgettable moment! 
12839. Adorable 😍 
12840. stunning shot 🙌 
12841. Great🌼🌻 



12842. Nice 
12843. Magic😍 
12844. Such beautiful animals ❤ 
12845. So cute! 
12846. Beautiful view. 💙💙💙💙 
12847. I've seen Lynx twice out in the wild, they are beautiful 
12848. So cute ❤ 
12849. Another awesome picture!! Well done 
12850. Such a beautiful animal 😍😍 
12851. they look so cute and fluffy <3 awww 
12852. Wow🐾❤ 
12853. They look like large versions of my brother/sister Siberians! ❤❤ 
12854. so cute! 
12855. oohhhh 😍 
12856. ❤awesome 
12857. So beautiful! Thanks for sharing!!!❤❤❤ 
12858. Nice one 
12859. Great picture 
12860. So beautiful! ☺ 
12861. 😊😊 so lovely 💚💫💚💫 
12862. So charming. 
12863. So lovely photo 
12864. Awesome! 
12865. I just found out the other day that my grandma is at least 50% Norwegian. I would love to 

visit one day. 🎅 
12866. Beautiful! Beautiful idea! 💞💞 
12867. Magical 💫💫💫💫💫💫 
12868. Nice pic! 
12869. Med Bormiolis vas som lyktor...förstår jag...😍 
12870. Stunning shot! Love this closeup so great! 👏👏👏 
12871. It’s those little things that matter most! 
12872. Beautiful 💕💕💞👏👏👏💕💝 
12873. ✨ ✨ Awesome! 
12874. Fabulous 
12875. dove vorrei abitare (oversettelse: der vil jeg bo) 
12876. Sooo beautiful 😍 
12877. Would love to see this beautiful view 😊😊 
12878. Wow 
12879. Great🙏🌻 
12880. Lindo lindo 😍😍😍 
12881. Pleaseeee take there!!! 
12882. Amazing !! 
12883. Incredible sky 🙌 
12884. Sooooo dreamy 💚👌😍😍😍 
12885. 😍 nice View 
12886. Eu quero... (oversettelse: elsker det) 
12887. Lowe it.. 
12888. Amazing! ❤ 



12889. So beautiful 😍 
12890. Bellissimissimo!!!😍 
12891. Beautiful❤ 
12892. Excelente video muestra la belleza de Noruega (oversettelse: utmerket video som viser 

norges skjønnhet) 
12893. it is so beautiful😍 
12894. This is simply magical.😍😍 
12895. I truly love to Magic of nature 
12896. Amazing👍 
12897. This is amazing! Wonderful! 😘😘😘 
12898. Noruega!! País de mis sueños! Lastima que no iré en invierno. .es magnífico! !! (oversettelse: 

Norge!!! drømmelandet mitt! Synd jeg ikke drar om vinteren... det er nydelig!!) 
12899. one day 
12900. Wonderful🌹🌷🌼 
12901. Amazing video! Surely looks like a fairytale land! 👌 
12902. Beautiful 
12903. Buena 
12904. Wonderful🙏🌼 
12905. Wow wow wow 
12906. Beautiful capture! 😍 
12907. Insane! 
12908. I swear every pic of Norway is too beautiful! 💯😍 
12909. Lindo! 😍 (oversettelse: pent) 
12910. Excellent capture 
12911. Nice!! 
12912. Love a good northern light 
12913. for 5 days and we are there😊😀 
12914. Artic lights really amazing 
12915. Das würde ich gerne mal in echt sehen :) (oversettelse: jeg vil gjerne se det på ekte) 
12916. I like this very much 
12917. Beautiful 🌲❄ 
12918. Wow, this is absolutely amazing. 
12919. oh man this is so incredible 
12920. Awesome! ❤ 
12921. Bucket list🙌🙌🙌🙌 
12922. Great 
12923. awesome !!! 
12924. I always wanted to go to noroway, if it wans't so cold 
12925. Cant wait to see this in real! 
12926. Making a cold place look warm. 
12927. Beautiful place! 😍 
12928. Such wonderfull landscape! 😍 
12929. I miss it!! 
12930. Wish me luck! 
12931. Beautiful 
12932. So beautiful 
12933. I want to go 
12934. Beatyful place 🔝🔝 
12935. Just...wow! 



12936. Beutiful place 😍 
12937. Woaaah 🙌 
12938. Flawless 😍😍 
12939. Great🌷🌼 
12940. So beautiful 😍 
12941. Beauty xx 
12942. Lovely shot 
12943. That’s beautiful! ❤ 
12944. So impressive 😍 
12945. Awesome! 
12946. God this is amazing! dozens celcius below zero still worth this shot indeed 
12947. Awesome view 
12948. Wow😍🙌 
12949. Espectacular 😍😍 
12950. 😍Norway is so beautiful. Need to visit the North of it sometime soon! 
12951. So stunning 😍😍😍 
12952. That’s so beautiful 🙏 
12953. Absolutely beautiful 
12954. We sat here for hours searching for Northern lights last week. Gorgeous 
12955. so beautiful 
12956. Incredible......... 
12957. Great🌷🌼 
12958. sweet 
12959. Beautiful country & beautiful people 
12960. Well hope between 9-13 january we catch the northern lights 
12961. I'm going here one day 
12962. Amazing view 😍♥👌🎷🎼🎼🎼🥂🥂🍾👩🍳 
12963. Lovely shot 
12964. Amezing💚 
12965. 😱😱😱😱 cant wait!!!! 
12966. Beautiful 😍😍😍 
12967. So beautiful 😍 

12968. 너무 멋있다.. (oversettelse: for kult) 
12969. Great 
12970. wow🙏✨ 
12971. Magic! 
12972. Das Licht ist magisch :) (oversettelse: lyset er magisk) 
12973. Beautiful 
12974. This looks incredible @lini_lee i need to see this! 
12975. Gorgeous! ❤❤❤ 
12976. Hermoso (oversettelse: vakkert) 
12977. Que ganas de verlo en vivo (oversettelse: du vil se det live) 
12978. want to go back 🙏 
12979. Gorgeous! ❤❤❤ 
12980. Celestial 💥 
12981. Love this so much 
12982. Wow, love this! 
12983. Beauty 



12984. We would come with all our tribe 🌟🤗... in out bucket list 
12985. Wonderful❤🌹 
12986. wanna see with my eyes... 
12987. Love it! 
12988. Woooow!!! 
12989. Amaziing! 
12990. Incredible shot 
12991. Wow 😍 
12992. Absolute magic 😁💫💚💫 
12993. Wonderful! 
12994. So beautiful 💚💚 
12995. How beautiful!!! 
12996. He s magical 
12997. Woooowww😻 
12998. Amazing 
12999. This looks like out of a Fairytale Disney movie 😍❤ 
13000. J'ai vu in reportage hier au sujet des aurores boréales dans le nord de la Norvége. Encore plus 

le 
  goût d'y aller. Projet de retraite. Oversettelse ish: Jeg så en reportasje i går om nordlyset i 
  Nord-Norge. Enda mer ønske om å dra dit. Pensjonsordning. 

 
 


